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Glossary
Unless the contrary intention appears, these meanings apply:
A2A means Account-to-Account.
ACH means Account Clearing House.
Act means Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).
ADI means Authorised Deposit-Taking Institutions.
Adoption Costs means the costs incurred by a Scheme Member in adopting a
payment capability offered by eftpos, BPAY or NPPA, including technical
integration costs, and costs incurred in explaining, marketing, and encouraging
adoption of those capabilities by End Users. These costs are distinct from any
capital investment the Scheme Member might contribute to BPAY Holdco, eftpos
and NPPA eg, for the development of common infrastructure.
American Express means American Express Australia Limited (ABN 92 108
952 085), a subsidiary of American Express Company.
ANZ means Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ACN 005 357
522).
APCA means Australian Payments Clearing Association.
API means Application Programming Interface.
Apple means Apple Inc.
Applicants means Industry Committee on behalf of its members, being the
following shareholders and members, as the case may be, of BPAY Holdco,
eftpos and NPPA: ANZ, ASL, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, CBA, Coles
Group Limited, Cuscal Limited, First Data Network Australia Limited trading as
Fiserv, HSBC Bank Australia Limited, Macquarie Bank Limited, NAB, Tyro
Payments Limited, WBC and Woolworths Group Limited.
Application means this application for authorisation.
APRA means the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority.
ASL means Australian Settlements Limited (ACN 087 822 491).
AusPayNet means Australian Payments Network.
B2B means business-to-business.
B2P means business-to-person.
Bacs means the Bacs Payment Schemes Limited, responsible for the UK’s DE
debit and credit payment schemes, as well as other services.
BCS means Banking Computer Services Private Limited.
BCSIS means BCS Information Systems Pte Ltd.
BECS means Bulk Electronic Clearing System.
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Beem It means Digital Wallet Pty Ltd trading as Beem It.
BFS means Banking and Financial Services.
Big Tech means the American and Chinese technology giants like Google,
Apple, Facebook, Ant Group and Tencent.
BNPL means buy now pay later services.
Board means NewCo board.
BPAY means BPAY Holdco and BPAY Opco.
BPAY Group means BPAY Group Pty Ltd (ACN 003 311 644).
BPAY Holdco means BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd (ACN 626 481 525).
BPAY Newco means the Newco entity owned 100% by BPAY Holdco (as
depicted in the BPAY Holdco company structure in Exhibit 6A in section 11.3)
and will not form a part of the Conduct.
BPAY Opco means BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd.
BPAY Pty Ltd means BPAY Pty Ltd (ACN 079 137 518).
BPAY Scheme means the Payment Service operated by BPAY Pty Ltd.
BSB means Bank State Branch.
C2B means consumer to business payments.
CBA means Commonwealth Bank of Australia (ACN 123 123 124).
CDR means Consumer Data Right.
CECS means Consumer Electronic Clearing System rules formerly administered
by AusPayNet.
CGM means Commodities and Global Markets.
CGU means Cash Generating Units.
Citigroup means Citigroup Pty Limited (ACN 004 325 080).
Commission means the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.
Conduct means the conduct for which authorisation is sought as referenced in
section 5.3.
CRN means Customer Reference Number.
DE means direct entry payments.
DNDC means dual-network debit card.
eftpos means eftpos Payments Australia Limited (ABN 37 136 180 366).
EFTPOS means the electronic funds transfer at POS.
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End Users means payers and payees using the payment systems, eg
consumers, merchants and billers.
ESA means Exchange Settlement Account and are the means by which
providers of payments services settle obligations that have accrued in the
clearing process.
Facebook means Facebook, Inc.
FinTech means financial technology.
FSS means Fast Settlement Service.
G2P means the Government to Person sector.
Google means Google LLC.
Hypothesis means the Industry Committee considering and making non-binding
recommendations to whether and how best the objects of each of BPAY Opco,
eftpos and NPPA might be served by amalgamating them.
ICA means the Industry Committee Administration Pty Ltd.
ICS means the international card schemes.
Implementation Agreement means the confidential agreement entered into
between BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA on 10 December 2020.
Industry Committee means the governance framework created by the ICA
established under the Confidential Industry Committee Participation Agreement.
Industry Committee Participation Agreement means the Confidential
Participation Agreement dated 24 July 2020.
KYP means know your payee.
LCR means least-cost routing.
Major Australian Banks means ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC.
MAS means the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Mastercard means Mastercard Incorporated.
MPS means Mandated Payments Service.
NAB means National Australia Bank Limited (ACN 004 044 937).
NewCo means the entity that will, post-amalgamation, own BPAY Opco, eftpos
and NPPA.
NFC means near field communication technology.
NPA means the New Payments Architecture.
NPP means the New Payments Platform.
NPP Procedures means that procedures for NPP.
NPP Regulations means the regulations for NPP.
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NPPA means NPP Australia Limited (ABN 68 601 428 737).
NPPA Transfer Agreement means the Transfer Agreement that each of NPPA,
each shareholder in NPPA and NewCo will enter into.
OCBC Bank means Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation Limited.
OpCo means operating company.
Osko means Osko by BPAY.
P2B means person-to-business payments.
P2P means peer-to-peer / person-to-person funds transfers.
PayIDs means a unique identifier such as a mobile number or email address,
which is linked to a bank account. It is designed to enable the transfer of money
without having to reference BSBs and bank account numbers.
Payment Services means the payment services facilitated by each of eftpos,
BPAY Group and the NPP.
PayPal means PayPal Australia Pty Limited (ABN 93 111 195 389), a company
offering payments services in Australia on behalf of its parent, PayPal Holdings,
Inc.
POS means point of sale.
Prescribed Services means a minimum set of services that the OpCos must
provide on day 1 and develop in the near term and are included in the roadmap
for NewCo according to NewCo’s proposed Constitution.
PSB means the Payments System Board.
PSF means the Payments Strategy Forum, a working group created by the
United Kingdom’s Payments System Regulator.
PSP means a payments service provider.
QR Code means quick response code.
RBA means the Reserve Bank of Australia.
Resolution means the Industry Committee’s Resolution, dated 16 October 2020
annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
RITS means Reserve Bank Information and Transfer System.
RTGS means Australia's real-time gross settlement system.
RTPC means the Real-Time Payments Committee.
SaaS means software as a service.
Scheme Members means direct participants in the eftpos, NPP and BPAY
payment systems, for example, issuers and acquirers.
SCT means Single Credit Transfer.
SMEs means small and medium enterprises.
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Special Majority Band Resolution means, in respect of a Payment Service, a
resolution of the members that hold classes of preference shares in the band for
that Payment Service present and voting (who are not disqualified from voting on
that resolution) who between them hold 75% or more of the total number of
shares in the classes of shares in that band.
Sypht means Sypht Pty Ltd (ACN 627 246 039).
Technical, Operational and Security Rules or TOSR means the eftpos
Technical, Operational and Security Rules.
Transaction Advisory Committee means following the signing of the
Implementation Agreement, the Industry Committee that will continue in
existence under its current structure and form but will become known as the
Transaction Advisory Committee.
Transition Plan means Schedule 3 of the Confidential Implementation
Agreement, dated 10 December 2020 annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Visa means Visa Inc.
WBC means Westpac Banking Corporation (ACN 007 457 141).
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Executive Summary

2.1

Application for authorisation to acquire shares to amalgamate
Australia’s three payment schemes

19

Pursuant to s 88(1) of the Act, this is an application by ICA for authorisation on
behalf of members of the Industry Committee, administered by ICA who are
shareholders of BPAY Holdco, members of eftpos and/or shareholders of NPPA,
and NewCo once it is incorporated, for:
(a)

the existing shareholders and members of BPAY Holdco, eftpos and
NPPA, as the case may be, to acquire shares in NewCo; and

(b)

NewCo to acquire shares in each of BPAY Group and BPAY Pty Ltd
(together BPAY Opco), eftpos and NPPA (the acquisitions of shares
being the Conduct).

The Conduct will result in NewCo owning BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA.
It will re-organise the current owners’ interests in BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA.
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA own and operate different and largely
complementary payment schemes in Australia, in competition with the ICS (Visa
and Mastercard) and other global companies, including Big Tech and FinTech
companies.

2.2

NewCo
NewCo will be owned by the current shareholders and members of BPAY
Holdco, eftpos and NPPA. The RBA is currently a shareholder of NPPA.
However, the RBA will not become a shareholder of NewCo and is not, therefore,
an Applicant.
NewCo will be economically self-sustaining, will not be profit maximising1 and will
be able to find the most efficient and least cost way of innovating across the
three payment schemes.

2.3

Admitting new shareholders to NewCo
The Applicants have formulated a set of principles for NewCo’s board of
Directors to consider when admitting new shareholders to NewCo. The
overarching guiding principle is that any expansion to NewCo’s shareholder base
adequately represents the community of stakeholders.
When doing so, it is envisaged that Directors will have regard to the Foreign
Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1974 (Cth), the Critical Infrastructure Act 2018
(Cth) and the takeovers provisions in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), as well as
to whether the potential new shareholder will be actively involved in the
governance of Newco, including with the roadmap and future direction for the
development of payments services, promoting innovation in payments and
enhancing the connectivity of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA.
New shareholders will need to be a user of the payment services of BPAY, eftpos
or NPPA and will need to make a capital contribution which is not expected to be
significant.

1
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Rationale
The shareholders and members of BPAY HoldCo, eftpos and NPPA, who are
represented on the Industry Committee, determined that the Conduct will allow
the three payment schemes to:
(a)

co-ordinate their innovations, creating efficiencies for their customers
(including by reducing transaction costs), businesses and consumers
and reducing the risk of stranded assets from innovations that are not
able to succeed due to their inability to achieve network effects in a
timely manner; and

(b)

better compete against existing and future global payment companies,
enhancing competition in domestic payments markets.

The Applicants believe the Conduct will overcome the network externalities and
market failures that currently exist in the Australian payments industry where the
significant challenges to co-ordinating investments in new payments services
across Australia’s banks and other financial services institutions has prevented
new payment services from achieving network effects in a timely fashion.
The “splintering”, confusion and “wait and see” approach that characterises
investment decisions has meant new Australian payments services have not
achieved high adoption rates, have been inefficiently delayed or abandoned
(resulting in asset write downs).
The Conduct will provide the necessary leadership to allow participants in
Australia’s payments industry to co-ordinate their focus on an agreed roadmap of
innovations.

2.5

Ancillary conduct
The Conduct will not result in any material change to NPPA’s scheme rules,
which are authorised by the Commission.2 NPPA is satisfied that the immaterial
changes will be covered by the existing authorisation.
eftpos’ scheme rules are not authorised by the Commission. eftpos is
considering whether the Conduct will result in any material change to its scheme
rules and, if so, whether that would require an authorisation from the
Commission.
Should the Conduct result in a need for eftpos to apply to the Commission for an
authorisation of its scheme rules, the Applicants envisage that eftpos would apply
for urgent interim authorisation and authorisation to avoid any delays in the
Commission’s assessment of this Application.
The Conduct will not involve any ancillary conduct by BPAY.

2.6

Counterfactual scenario
The Applicants’ assessment of the likely counterfactual scenario, the Conduct’s
likely effects on competition and likely public benefits and detriments is supported
by a report prepared by an expert economist, Dr Geoff Edwards of Charles River
Associates. Dr Edwards’ report is annexed to this Application.
Based on the content of the confidential statements annexed to this Application,
the counterfactual scenario is likely to involve a lesser form of amalgamation than
the Conduct. That might comprise a combination of two of Australia’s three

2
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payment schemes, a combination of one of the schemes with a part of another
scheme, or some type of contractual arrangement, possibly between one of the
schemes and one of its closest competitors.
The likely counterfactual scenario would be characterised by the factors
described above which have created the rationale for the Conduct. A lesser
degree of amalgamation would not remove those factors – the “splintering”,
confusion and “wait and see” approach to investment decisions and the
inefficacies caused by them would persist in entirety or to a large extent in the
counterfactual scenario.
The public benefits described below would not be realised in the counterfactual
scenario or would be realised to a significantly lesser degree. For example, the
enhanced ownership interests and voting rights of smaller participants and the
policy benefits would not be realised at all in the counterfactual scenario. There
would be less engagement with small business and other users of Australia’s
payments’ ecosystem and a lower likelihood of hybrid products being developed
in the counterfactual scenario.
The ICS, Big Tech and Fin Tech companies would continue to substantially
constrain the Australian payments schemes. The threat of them causing
disruption in Australia’s payments industry would remain.

2.7

Likely effects on competition
The Conduct will not have the effect, or be likely to have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition in any market, regardless of how the affected
markets are defined.
Extent of complementarity
The three Australian payments schemes own and operate largely complementary
assets and do not offer services that are close substitutes for each other eftpos’ core service is debit card derived payments through most channels
including at the point of sale, in-app and online; BPAY’s core services are a bill
payment service and Osko for fast payments which BPAY runs over NPPA’s
infrastructure, and NPPA’s core service is fast A2A payments. BPAY’s Osko
service is complementary to NPPA’s core fast A2A service and is not a substitute
for it.
The schemes are not each other’s closest competitors
As payment mechanisms and habits have changed (in particular, due to the
move to digitalisation and e-commerce), a degree of marginal competition has
occurred between the three payments schemes.
However, the payment schemes are not, and are not likely to be, each other’s
closest competitors. Their closest competitors are global payments schemes
which have significant competitive advantages over the three Australian
payments schemes, including as a result of their substantially greater research
development capabilities and their materially greater capacity to invest.
No substantial change to the concentration in any possible market
The Conduct will not have any substantial effects on the concentration in any
possible market.
The Conduct’s incremental change to the concentration in any possible market
will be approximately 5% or less.
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These are not changes in the concentration of suppliers that should concern the
Commission. They would not normally concern the Commission.
Enhancing competition against the ICS and Big Tech
The Conduct will enhance competition by allowing innovations by the three
Australian payment schemes to achieve the necessary ubiquity and network
effects faster and more assuredly than in the counterfactual scenario.
The commitment to the Prescribed Services is demonstrative of how the Conduct
will achieve this. The commitment was made during the decision-making
process that led to this Application. It resulted in the Applicants committing to
NewCo to bring to market a minimum set of services from BPAY Opco, eftpos
and NPPA in an agreed sequence and over an agreed timeframe. Most of the
Prescribed Services relate to online payments and will assist eftpos with its
online payment capability. Others relate to real-time payments and some relate
to QR Codes.
Some of the Prescribed Services which were near term and fully funded may
have been implemented in time absent the Conduct but the timing of
implementation of the Prescribed Services and the funding commitment to them
is unlikely to have been as certain as it is under the Implementation Agreement.
Putting in place a corporate structure that will provide the necessary leadership
to allow participants in Australia’s payments industry to co-ordinate their focus on
an agreed roadmap of innovations and avoid the “splintering”, confusion and
“wait and see” approaches to investment which characterise the status quo (and
which would persist in the counterfactual scenario), will result in greater
competition with international payment companies, including the ICS, Big Tech
and Fin Tech companies (such as, Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung Pay).
The ICS, Big Tech and Fin tech companies are expanding their offerings within
the payments landscape in Australia by leveraging their large installed bases and
deep relationships with consumers. Those global companies will continue to
exercise a powerful competitive constraint in Australia’s payments landscape,
including through their considerable potential to cause major disruption in
Australian payments markets.
Enhancing competition by removing inefficiencies from the investment
decision-making process
The current market structure, in which BPAY, eftpos and NPPA each operate as
separate companies, has given rise to inefficiencies, as each company seeks to
attract banks’ support for their respective innovations.
For example, BPAY’s request to pay service, eftpos’ card on file service and
NPPA’s MPS are arguably overlapping to some extent because they offer
solutions for recurring P2B payments, although the main targets of each differ.
BPAY’s request to pay service is targeted at a broad range of customers
including billers who want to request that payments be “pushed” to them by
customers as well as small businesses and P2P; for eftpos’ card on file service,
the main target is customer and merchant initiated recurring in-app and online
payments which is currently dominated by Visa and Mastercard, and for NPPA’s
MPS, the main target is billers who want authorisation from customers to “pull”
payments from their accounts on a regular basis (a service currently provided by
direct debits over the DE system).
Some of those innovations have similar use cases (albeit their specific targets
are different. Any marginal competition between the solutions has not resulted in
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improved prices and/or services for customers (financial institutions) or end-users
(businesses and consumers) or any other beneficial effect for consumers.
Rather, the different solutions for the same challenge have resulted in:
(a)

Increased overall transaction costs for domestic scheme customers;

(b)

Delays in the adoption of innovations within financial institutions which, in
turn, have prevented the innovations from achieving the network effects
and ubiquity they need for success. The success of a payment scheme
is closely linked to the ability to achieve wide adoption by participants
(achieving “ubiquity”) which is often assisted by providing a constant
payer experience irrespective of a particular payment method; and

(c)

Impairments from stranded assets, as has occurred with BPAY’s Osko 3
(request to pay services).

The Conduct’s primary effect will be to remove or reduce these inefficiencies
from the investment decision-making process through which innovations will be
launched by Australia’s payment schemes. This will enhance competition among
Payment Services. It will not remove future competition.
These inefficiencies can be understood as a species of market failure arising
from incomplete information, of the kind that arises where consumers do not
have accurate information about the market prices or product quality, such that
producers have an incentive to supply too much of some products and too little of
others.3
Preservation of existing rules of open and non-discriminatory access and
strategic roadmaps to June 2022
Each of the three payments schemes will continue to operate substantially in
accordance with their current rules – including rules that allow for open and nondiscriminatory access to them and their existing strategic roadmaps to June
2022, as wholly owned subsidiaries of NewCo.
Checks on fundamental changes to the Schemes
Each shareholder of NewCo will have their own class of redeemable preference
shares and will have one vote at shareholder’s meetings regardless of the
number of shares they hold.
The classes of redeemable preference shares will be banded together differently
for nominating directors and specified extraordinary resolutions related solely to
individual Payment Services. The classes of redeemable preference shares will
allow users of each Payment Service to prevent specified types of fundamental
changes to the Payment Service.
If NewCo’s board were to make a decision which would result in one of the
following fundamental changes to a Payment Service:

3
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(a)

Changing the nature, scale, or operation of a Payment Service;

(b)

Ceasing to provide the Payment Service;

(c)

Changing the manner of funding the operating costs of providing a
Payment Service (including any requirement for particular shareholders
to fund new investment in the Service) or the manner in which funds

R Pindyck and D Rubinfeld Microeconomics (9th edition) (Pearson, 2018) at p 611.
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generated by a payment service are utilised (including the use of funds
generated by a payment service for investment in another service);or
(d)

Changing the agreed roadmap to June 2022 for the development of the
Payment Service,

then any two directors will be able to call for the decision to be ratified by an
extraordinary resolution (75%) of the shareholders who are participants in that
Payment Service at the time.
For example, if a decision were to be made to change the manner of funding the
operating costs of eftpos, or the manner in which funds generated by eftpos are
utilised, and two directors called for shareholder ratification, it would be
necessary for at least 75% of the shareholders who use eftpos’ Payment Service
to vote in favour of the resolution before it could be passed.
NewCo’s governance arrangements will allow users of each Payment Service
who are shareholders of NewCo to determine the future direction of the Service
and offer comprehensive protections for each of the three payment schemes as
they currently exist.

2.8

Likely public benefits
The Conduct is expected to deliver a number of benefits to Australian
consumers, businesses (both small and large) and other members of the
Australian public. The Applicants submit that each of the following likely benefits
would not be realised in the absence of the Conduct:

4
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(a)

Enhanced ownership interests of smaller participants, including nonADIs, and non-bank acquirers.

(b)

Enhanced voting rights of smaller participants, including non-ADIs, and
non-bank acquirers.

(c)

Enhanced engagement with small businesses and other participants in
the Australian payments’ ecosystem.

(d)

Reduction in uncertainty allowing for more efficient deployment of
capital, sooner.

(e)

Enhanced speed to market of innovations developed by Australia’s three
payment schemes.

(f)

Increased likelihood of hybrid and targeted local innovations.

(g)

Reduction in the risk of stranded payments assets from innovations
which fail to achieve network effects and ubiquity (both necessary for
their success) in a timely way.

(h)

Reduction in transaction costs for the three Payments Schemes and
their Scheme Members.

(i)

Greater import substitution.

(j)

Creation of policy benefits (including sovereignty over Australia’s
payments systems) and support for the Australian Government policy
objective to ensure Australia is a leading digital economy by 2030.4

https://pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/digital-technology-taskforce.
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(k)

Increased ease for third parties to develop more payments innovation by
allowing them to access A2A and cards infrastructure through a single
commercial entry point with clearer connection points to the schemes
and harmonised standards, including technology standards.

(l)

Potential for synergies.

(m)

Over time, the potential to:
minimise the regulatory burden associated with complying with
three separate sets of compliance obligations; and
adopt common standards across the three payment systems.

2.9

Any detriments to the Australian public will be outweighed by
benefits to the Australian public
The Conduct is not expected to result in any discernible detriments to the
Australian public.
Any potential detriments are expected to be avoided as a result of the checks
and balances described above. Those checks and balances will preserve the
strategic roadmaps of each the three payments schemes to June 2022; preserve
the open and non-discriminatory access offered by each of the three payments
schemes; ensure that only users of a scheme who are shareholders of NewCo
can determine whether any fundamental change may be made to the operation
of the payment scheme, and allow new shareholders to be admitted to NewCo.
Greater engagement with small businesses and other users
In addition, to allay any concern that the Conduct will be detrimental to small
businesses and/or other participants in Australia’s payments ecosystem, the
Applicants are proposing to put in place mechanisms to ensure there will be
greater engagement with small business and other users of Australia’s payments
schemes.
The greater engagement will occur through two committees to be established by
NewCo. The first committee will be an end-user committee to represent the
views of end-users of BPAY, eftpos and/or NPPA, being individual consumers,
small businesses, big businesses, industry associations, charities, corporations,
fintech operators and government departments. The second committee will be a
payments service provider committee to represent the interests of the payment
service providers and other organisations in the payments ecosystem (such as
Token Servicers and Digital ID Service Providers).
The terms of reference for the committees will be developed by reference to the
following objectives:
(a)

ensuring the board of NewCo has a strong understanding of the issues
and concerns of end-users, payment service providers and other
organisations in Australia’s payments ecosystem;

(a)

effectively managing interaction between NewCo’s board, end-users,
payment service providers and other organisations in the payments
ecosystem to ensure their voices are heard;

(b)

enabling end-users, payment service providers and other organisations
in the payments ecosystem to provide input to NewCo’s board on the
general strategic context of payments, including:
(A)
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(B)

promoting innovation in payments; and

(C)

enhancing connectivity between, and integration of, BPAY, eftpos
and NPP.

Each of the two committees will be independent, will have close links to each
other to encourage a broader perspective and will include a senior representative
from each of Australia’s three payment schemes.
Further, NewCo’s board will be required to take into consideration the
committees’ views to inform its decision making, including in relation to the
roadmap for the development of services. The dialogue between the committees
and NewCo’s board will be two way.
eftpos
The Conduct will not diminish eftpos’ ability to compete with the ICS and Big
Tech.
There is consensus among the Applicants that eftpos is critical to their ability to
negotiate against the ICS and Big Tech and there is a strong and unanimous
desire to ensure eftpos continues to operate as a critical pricing wedge against
the ICS and Big Tech.
The desire to ensure eftpos continues to operate as a critical pricing wedge
against the ICS and Big Tech is reflected in commitments to preserve existing
rules of open and non-discriminatory access and to preserve eftpos’ strategic
roadmap to June 2022 as well as the checks on fundamental changes to the
schemes described above.

2.10

Commission should authorise the Conduct
In conclusion, the Applicants submit that the Commission should authorise the
Conduct because:

3

(a)

the Conduct will not be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition in any market, however defined and irrespective of which
counterfactual scenario is adopted; and/or

(b)

the Conduct will be likely to give rise to a net benefit to the Australian
public.

Applicants signed undertakings and declarations
The Commission’s guidance for completing a valid merger authorisation
application requires the Applicants to provide:
(a)

a signed declaration; and

(b)

a signed section 87B undertaking not to complete the amalgamation until
the Commission’s assessment is complete.

Schedule 1 – Undertakings / Declarations provides a summary table of the
Applicants signed undertakings and declarations. Copies of these documents
may be found by referring to the Table of Annexures at the commencement of
this Application.
Payment of the lodgement fee will accompany this Application.
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Claim for confidentiality
This Application includes information and documents that are confidential and
commercially sensitive to the Applicants, ICA, BPAY, eftpos and NPPA and could
cause commercial harm to them if disclosed.
Accordingly, we request the Commission treat the information and documents
included in this Application which are marked as [Confidential to a Party] as
confidential.
A summary of the confidential information, including reasons for the claim for
confidentiality is attached to this Application in Schedule 2 – Claims for
confidentiality.
A list of the confidential documents, including reasons for the claim for
confidentiality, may be found in the Table of Annexures from page ii of this
Application.
The confidential information relates to the Commission’s core statutory function
of administering and enforcing the Act. As such, the information comprises
“protected information” as defined by section 155AAA(21) of the Act.
Each of the Applicants and the other parties named in the application
understands that:
(a)

There will be no restriction on the internal use (including future use) the
Commission may make of the confidential information consistent with its
statutory functions.

(b)

The confidential information may be viewed by the Commission’s
external consultants (for example legal, economic and industry advisers)
on the condition that each such consultant will be informed of the
obligation to treat the information as confidential.

(c)

The Commission will not disclose the confidential information to any third
parties (other than its external consultants) without first obtaining the
applicable party’s written consent (including in the form of a
confidentiality waiver), unless otherwise compelled to do so by law or in
accordance with section 155AAA of the Act.

5

Application for Authorisation

5.1

Parties to the application
ICA is applying for authorisation under sub-section 88(1) of the Act on behalf of
members of the Industry Committee, of which ICA is an administrator, who are
shareholders of BPAY Holdco, members of eftpos and/or shareholders of NPPA,
to allow them to become shareholders of NewCo.5
The following entities are members of the Industry Committee / Transaction
Advisory Committee convened by the ICA: ANZ, ASL, Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank Limited, CBA, Coles Group Limited, Cuscal Limited, First Data Network
Australia Limited trading as Fiserv, HSBC Bank Australia Limited, Macquarie
Bank Limited, NAB, Tyro Payments Limited, WBC and Woolworths Group
Limited are together, the Applicants.

5
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The RBA will not be acquiring shares in NewCo and will not continue to hold shares in NPPA.
Consequently, the RBA is not an Applicant. It is a person named or referred to in this
Application for the purposes of sub-section 88(2) of the Act.
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Persons named and referred to in this Application
Each of the following companies: Citigroup Pty Limited, ING Bank (Australia)
Limited, Indue Limited, EFTEX Pty Limited, Suncorp Metway Ltd, Adyen
Australia Pty Limited, Bank of Queensland Limited, Windcave Pty Ltd (who are
either members as at the date of this application of eftpos, shareholders of BPAY
Holdco and/or shareholders of NPPA) are persons named and referred to in this
Application and who will, subject to the Commission authorising the
amalgamation, become shareholders of NewCo.
Further, each of BPAY Holdco, BPAY Opco (together, BPAY), eftpos, NPPA, the
RBA and NewCo (which has not yet been formed) are persons named and
referred to in this Application.
BPAY Holdco, eftpos, NPPA and the RBA have been involved in the decisionmaking process that led to the lodgement of this Application and have
contributed to the preparation and/or review of this Application.
As such, and in accordance with sub-section 88(2) of the Act, to the extent that
BPAY Opco, eftpos, NPPA and/or the members of eftpos and shareholders of
NPPA and BPAY Opco listed as persons named and referred to in this
Application will be knowingly involved in the Conduct for which authorisation is
sought, they would take the benefit of the authorisation.

5.3

Conduct for which Authorisation is sought – acquisitions of shares
The conduct for which authorisation is sought comprises:
(a)

The acquisition of shares in NewCo by the shareholders of BPAY
Holdco, shareholders of eftpos (once eftpos converts from a company
limited by guarantee to a company limited by shares) and NPPA.

(b)

The acquisition of all the shares in each of BPAY Opco, eftpos and
NPPA by NewCo.

(c)

Any conduct by the Applicants and/or any of the persons named and
referred to in this application that provides directly or indirectly for the
acquisitions of shares described above (together, the Conduct).

The Conduct is described in more detail in section 6 of this Application.
The Applicants submit that the Conduct for which authorisation is sought will be
subject to section 50 of the Act because the Conduct will comprise corporations
acquiring, directly or indirectly, shares.
In that respect, the Applicants rely upon the finding of von Doussa J. in SA
Brewing Holdings & Others v. Baxt & Others (1989) ATPR 40-942 at 50, 275,
that the words “directly or indirectly” in section 50 qualify the method of the
acquisition of the shares or assets and not the word “provides” in section 50.6
The effect of His Honour’s finding is that, when assessing whether a provision of
a contract, arrangement or understanding will be subject to section 50 of the Act,
the question is whether the contractual provision results in the direct or indirect
acquisition of shares or assets and, not whether the contractual provision directly
or indirectly provides for the acquisition of shares or assets. The contractual
provision must be part of the mechanics of acquiring the shares, and not ancillary
to the mechanics (as, eg, a restraint of trade would be).

6
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If the provision does not have a direct connection with the contractual
mechanisms necessary for acquiring shares or assets, the provision will not be
subject to section 50 of the Act.
There are no provisions which are ancillary to the Conduct and that would have
the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening competition in a
market or which would satisfy the definitions of cartel conduct. Any necessary
changes to NPPA’s scheme rules are not expected to require a minor variation to
NPPA’s existing authorisation or a revocation and substitution of NPPA’s existing
authorisation. Neither BPAY HoldCo’s nor eftpos’ scheme rules are authorised
by the Commission. BPAY is not expecting the Conduct to result in any changes
to its scheme rules that would require an authorisation from the Commission.
eftpos is considering whether the Conduct will necessitate any changes to its
scheme rules that would require authorisation.
The Applicants envisage that should eftpos decide that its scheme rules require
authorisation, eftpos would apply to the Commission for urgent interim
authorisation and authorisation to avoid any unnecessary delays.

5.4

Application under effects and benefits limbs
The Application is being made on the basis that the proposed acquisitions of
shares would, in all the circumstances:
(a)

not have the effect, nor be likely to have the effect, of substantially
lessening competition in any market (effects limb); or

(b)

result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the public, and the benefit
would outweigh any detriment to the public that would result, or be likely
to result, from the Conduct (benefits limb).

6

The Conduct

6.1

NewCo will own BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA
The Conduct will result in each of:
(a)

BPAY Opco;

(b)

eftpos; and

(c)

NPPA,

becoming wholly owned subsidiaries of NewCo.
Exhibit 1 below provides a high-level schematic depiction of the structure of
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA pre and post the Conduct:

 King & Wood Mallesons
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Exhibit 1: Pre and post the Conduct

6.2

Restructure of interests of existing owners of BPAY, eftpos and
NPPA
The Conduct will involve a restructure of the interests of the existing owners of
BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA.

6.3

Current ownership of BPAY Opco
BPAY Opco is owned by ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC through BPAY HoldCo in
equal 25% shares.

6.4

Current control of eftpos
The voting rights of eftpos’ members at any given time for is dependent on the
member’s scheme volume (as acquirer or issuer, as relevant) which is calculated
based on a formula in accordance with Article 4.9 of eftpos’ Constitution. This
relates to both board appointment rights and member rights.
The membership interest and voting entitlement included below is correct as at
31 January 2021 and is reflective of the entitlement percentage to vote at a
particular point in time.7
Confidential Exhibit 1: eftpos’ members and voting entitlement
[Confidential to eftpos]:

7
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#

Entity

1

ANZ

[Confidential to eftpos]

2

CBA

[Confidential to eftpos]

3

NAB

[Confidential to eftpos]

4

WBC

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

The eftpos Constitution states that each Member is entitled to the number of votes determined
by eftpos and notified to a person for the time being entered in the register (a member), which
equals: i) for general meetings, its Scheme Volume; and ii) for Class Meetings, its Acquirer
Scheme Volume and / or its Issuer Scheme Volume.
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#

Entity

5

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

6

Cuscal Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

7

Citigroup Pty Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

8

ING Bank (Australia) Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

9

ASL

[Confidential to eftpos]

10

Indue Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

11

Woolworths Group Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

12

Coles Group Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

13

Bank of Queensland Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

14

EFTEX Pty Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

15

First Data Network Australia Limited trading as Fiserv

[Confidential to eftpos]

16

Suncorp Metway Ltd

[Confidential to eftpos]

17

Tyro Payments Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

18

Windcave Pty Ltd

[Confidential to eftpos]

19

Adyen Australia Pty Limited

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

Total

6.5

31

100%

Current ownership of NPPA
NPPA is owned by:

6.6

(a)

ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC, each of which holds a [Confidential to
NPPA]% shareholding;

(b)

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, Cuscal Limited, Citigroup Pty
Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, RBA, HSBC Bank Australia
Limited and Macquarie Bank Limited, each of which holds a
[Confidential to NPPA]% shareholding; and

(c)

ASL and Indue Limited, each of which holds a [Confidential to NPPA]%
shareholding.

Ownership of NewCo
Confidential Exhibit 2 sets out the shareholdings in NewCo that will result from
the Conduct, noting that the size of each shareholder’s holding in NewCo does
not determine the shareholder’s voting rights (we describe this in more detail at
section 7):8

8
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For further detail please see section 7.2 below.
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Confidential Exhibit 2: Ownership of NewCo by shareholding
NewCo shares
resulting from
membership of
eftpos

NewCo shares
resulting from
membership
of BPAY

NewCo shares
resulting from
membership
of NPPA

Adyen
Australia Pty
Ltd

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

ANZ

[Confidential to
the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

ASL

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Bank of
Queensland
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Bendigo and
Adelaide
Bank Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Citigroup Pty
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

CBA

[Confidential to
the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Coles Group
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Cuscal
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

EFTEX Pty
Ltd

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

First Data
Network
Australia
Limited
trading as
Fiserv

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

HSBC Bank
Australia
Limited

-

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Indue Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

ING Bank
Australia
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Macquarie
Bank Limited

-

-

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

NAB

[Confidential to
the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Shareholder
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Shares
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NewCo shares
resulting from
membership of
eftpos

NewCo shares
resulting from
membership
of BPAY

NewCo shares
resulting from
membership
of NPPA

Suncorp
Metway
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Tyro
Payments
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

WBC

[Confidential to
the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Windcave Pty
Ltd

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Woolworths
Group
Limited

[Confidential to
the Parties]

-

-

[Confidential to
the Parties]

TOTAL

[Confidential to
the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential
to the Parties]

[Confidential to
the Parties]

Shareholder

33

Total NewCo
Shares

As can be seen from the Confidential Exhibit above, each of the current
shareholders and members, as the case may be, of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA, will
become shareholders of NewCo.
The following Exhibit compares the voting rights each of the shareholders and
members, as the case may be, of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA with the voting rights
they will have in NewCo.
Confidential Exhibit 3: Change in voting rights that could be cast at a
General Meeting of NewCo’s shareholders
[Confidential to the Parties]
As can be seen from the Confidential Exhibit above, in terms of the percentage of
votes that could be cast at a General Meeting of NewCo’s shareholders, the
Conduct will result in Coles and Woolworths accounting for [Confidential to the
Parties]% of the voting rights, the Major Australian Banks accounting for
[Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights, other ADIs accounting for
[Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights and non-ADIs accounting for
[Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights.
This is substantially different from the current situation, where the Major
Australian Banks account for the majority of voting rights of each of the three
payment schemes; other ADIs have minority voting rights in eftpos and NPPA;
retailers have minority voting rights in eftpos, and non-ADIs only account for
[Confidential to eftpos]% of the voting rights of eftpos.

6.7

Principles for issuing shares to new shareholders of NewCo
The NewCo board may seek to expand the shareholder base from time to time,
such that it adequately represents the stakeholder community. In doing so, it will
be guided by the following principles:

 King & Wood Mallesons
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(a)

34

Representation of stakeholders: The board of NewCo should seek to
expand the shareholder base so that it adequately represents the
stakeholder community from time to time.
In doing so, NewCo’s board:
should establish an appropriate balance between the number of
shareholders necessary to reflect the stakeholder universe and
the need to ensure that each shareholder has a meaningful role;
should bear in mind that the takeover provisions in Chapter 6 of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) may apply to NewCo if it has 50
or more shareholders at any time (and that it is not workable for
the takeovers provisions to apply); and
should consider the application of laws such as the Foreign
Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1975 (Cth) and the Security of
Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 (Cth) in the context of
considering an application by an entity which is not incorporated
and/or domiciled in Australia to become a shareholder of
NewCo.

(b)

Shareholder criteria: There should be a transparent application process
and criteria that need to be met in order to become a shareholder.
The shareholder criteria should require the following (subject to any
determination by the board to the contrary):
Eligibility: the applicant for shares must be either:
(A)

a “Participant Member”, an “Associate Member” or a
“Payment Institution Member” for the purposes of the
Business Rules and Operating Procedures applicable to
the BPAY Scheme;9 or

(B)

an “NPP Participant” or “Connected Institution” for the
purposes of the NPP Regulations applicable to the New
Payments Platform; and/or

(C)

a “Direct Connector” or “Direct Settler” for the purpose
of the eftpos Scheme Rules applicable to the eftpos
Payment Scheme; and

Active engagement: the applicant must intend to be actively
engaged with the governance of NewCo, including with issues
such as:
(A)

the roadmap and future direction for the development of
payments services;

(B)

promoting innovation in payments; and

(C)

enhancing connectivity between, and integration of,
BPAY, NPP and eftpos.

There should also be a requirement that each new shareholder make a capital
contribution. The amount of contribution is not expected to be significant.

9
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Capitalised terms used in this document have the meaning given in the draft Constitution for
NewCo, unless the context requires otherwise.
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The Newco board could consider asking a shareholder that ceases to meet those
criteria to consider requesting that NewCo redeem the preference shares held by
it in accordance with the Constitution of NewCo.10

7

Governance of NewCo
It is intended that NewCo will provide a broad representation of stakeholders in
the future of domestic payments.
The governance structure of NewCo is contained in NewCo’s Constitution.11
It is a condition precedent to the Confidential Implementation Agreement that
NewCo be incorporated with its constitution in the form of the NewCo
Constitution (which forms Schedule 5 to the Confidential Implementation
Agreement), subject to any amendments that may be required.12

7.1

Number of shares
The number of shares held by a shareholder in NewCo will be the greater of one;
and an amount determined by reference to the capital investment made by, or
the membership rights of, the shareholder in any of the three payments systems
at that time (determined by reference to book value).13
NewCo’s board will consist of a mix of independent directors, major shareholdernominated directors, ADI-nominated directors and non-ADI-nominated directors.
The number of shares held by any shareholder, and their voting band will
determine their voting rights in relation to the nomination of certain representative
directors to NewCo’s board.14

7.2

One vote regardless of number of shares
Each shareholder will have one vote at meetings of NewCo’s shareholders
regardless of the number of shares they hold.15

7.3

Classes of redeemable preference shares
Each shareholder of NewCo will have its own class of redeemable preference
shares.
The classes of redeemable preference shares will be banded together differently
for the purpose of nominating directors and specified Special Majority Band
Resolutions relating to individual Payment Services.
This will mean that shareholders will be banded together to nominate directors,
based on the nature of the shareholder’s business (for example, non-ADI
shareholders will be able to together nominate three directors) and for Special

10

11

12

13

14

15
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The constitution provides that the redemption amount for each preference share redeemed will
be A$0.01.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020 – annexed as
Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 3 –
Transition Plan, clause 3.4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution, Schedule 4, clause 2.1 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 7.15 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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Majority Band Resolutions based on whether they use the Payment Service the
subject of the Special Majority Band Resolution.16
These factors are significant because they will assist in providing fundamental
checks for each of the three Payment Services. They are described in more
detail in Confidential Exhibit 4 below titled Directorships at NewCo and OpCos.

7.4

Appointment of directors and protections for each of the three
payment schemes
Confidential Exhibit 4 below provides an overview of the key features regarding
the appointment of directors to the boards of NewCo and the OpCos.
Confidential Exhibit 4: Directorships at NewCo and OpCos

Feature

NewCo

OpCos

Board composition

[Confidential to the Parties]

[Confidential to the Parties]

Shareholder’s
nominations of
directors17

[Confidential to the Parties]

[Confidential to the Parties]

Director voting

[Confidential to the Parties]

[Confidential to the Parties]

Right to call for
shareholder class
ratification of specified
board decisions

[Confidential to the Parties]18

[Confidential to the Parties]

Specified decisions
requiring special
majority of directors

[Confidential to the Parties]

[Confidential to the Parties]

Board Committees

[Confidential to the Parties]19

[Confidential to the Parties]

7.5

Dividends
Dividends from NewCo will be determined by the Board (without any expectation
that dividends will be paid).20
At the OpCo level, any dividends will be paid to NewCo.

7.6

Transfers
Shares will only be able to be transferred to related bodies corporate of the
shareholder.21

16

17

18
19
20

21
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Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clauses 3.4 to 3.6 and Schedules 1 and 3 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Requirements relating to independence, capabilities and experience will be described in the
constitution or charter. Nominees need not be associated with or employed by the shareholders
in the class nominating that person.
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 14.1 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 5.1 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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Member’s liability
Each member’s liability will be limited to its unpaid share capital (which is
expected to be zero).

7.8

Funding
The funding arrangements for NewCo are yet to be determined but the following
key principles will inform any key decisions on funding:

7.9

(a)

NewCo should be economically self-sustaining.

(b)

There is no expectation of dividends on, or redemption or sale of,
shareholdings in NewCo.

(c)

The day-to-day operating costs of systems will be funded by users of
systems.

(d)

The costs of strategic investments will be funded at NewCo level (by a
method to be determined).

(e)

Imposing funding requirements on any NewCo shareholder would
require their agreement.22

More open governance structure
As detailed above, the governance structures in place that will apply to NewCo
ensures:
(a)

for a balanced, single board that will be more open and inclusive,
representing a broader range of diverse payment stakeholders. The
Major Australian Banks will have less influence, moving from a majority
of votes at eftpos and BPAY today, to four from 13 seats on the NewCo
board;

(b)

that four of the 13 Directors will be independent, including the Chair.
Independent Non-Executive Directors will be senior, accomplished
leaders, selected according to specific criteria which include experience
in relevant service-based industries that are significant end-users of the
Australian domestic payment systems (eg small business and Fintechs);

(c)

that smaller payment users in particular will be better represented,
including through the creation of advisory committees, each chaired by
an independent Board director; one specifically for members of the
payment schemes and one for end-users (eg small business, small
retailers, Fintechs and consumers).

All NewCo directors will have one vote and all NewCo shareholders, regardless
of size, will have one vote at General Meetings.
Exhibit 2 below provides an overview of the envisaged NewCo structure,
including reference to the proposed advisory committees.

22
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Please see section 4.5(b) of Transition Plan which is Schedule 3 of the Confidential
Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2. See
also clause 10.5(b) and 7.5 of the Transition Plan.
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Exhibit 2: Schematic overview of the proposed governance model

7.10

Principles for increasing engagement with customers
The Applicants anticipate that NewCo should establish two advisory committees,
being:
(a)

an End-User Committee to represent the views of end-users of BPAY,
eftpos and/or NPPA, being individual consumers, small businesses, big
businesses, industry associations, charities, corporations, fintech
operators and government departments (“End-Users”); and

(b)

a Payments Service Provider Committee to represent the interests of the
payment service providers (“PSPs”) and other organisations in the
payments ecosystem (such as Token Servicers and Digital ID Service
Providers).

The Applicants anticipate that the terms of reference for the End-Users and
PSPs Committees should be developed by reference to the following objectives:
(c)

ensuring the Board of NewCo has a strong understanding of the issues
and concerns of End-Users and of PSPs;

(d)

effectively managing interaction between the Board and both End-Users
and PSPs to ensure that the voices of End-Users and Participants are
heard;

(e)

enabling End-Users and PSPs to provide input to the Board on the
general strategic context of payments, including:
(A)

the roadmap for the development of payments services;

(B)

promoting innovation in payments; and

(C)

enhancing connectivity between, and integration of, BPAY, NPP
and eftpos.

The structure of the Committees should be developed by reference to the
objectives that the Committees, including that each Committee:

 King & Wood Mallesons
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(f)

should be independent in their construct and representation, and
safeguards should be put in place to manage conflicts of interest. An
independent director of NewCo could act as a chair for each Committee;

(g)

should have close links with each other to encourage a broader
perspective across both groups within the payments’ ecosystem. Where
appropriate, a representative from the End-User Committee could attend
the PSP Committee and vice versa as a non-voting member to facilitate
informed debate and decision making and the Committees reaching
consensus on key issues, where possible, before the views of each
Committee are passed to the Board of NewCo;

(h)

should include senior representatives of each of BPAY Group Pty Ltd,
eftpos Payments Australia Limited and NPP Australia Limited.23

NewCo’s board should be required to take into consideration the Committees’
views to inform its decision making, including in relation to the roadmap for the
development of services. It is anticipated that the dialogue between the
Committees and the Board should be two way.
Each Committee should meet periodically (as determined by each of them).

8

Implementing the Conduct
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA entered into Implementation Agreement, subject
to the satisfaction of conditions precedent, including obtaining authorisation from
the Commission.24
The Implementation Agreement and three of its annexures, the Implementation
Steps, Timetable and Transition Plan respectively, describe how the Conduct will
be implemented, once the conditions precedent have been satisfied.
With reference to the BPAY Holdco Company structure (see Exhibit 6A), the
BPAY Newco entity (currently owned 100% by BPAY Holdco) and Sypht
(currently owned 75% by BPAY Holdco) will not form part of the Conduct.25 Post
amalgamation, these assets will continue to be held by BPAY HoldCo.

8.1

Implementation Steps
Under the Implementation Steps, each of BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA will,
with the assistance of NewCo (where applicable), be responsible for taking the
following steps:

Entity

Summary of implementation step

BPAY Holdco

[Confidential to the Parties]26
[Confidential to the Parties]27

23

24

25

26
27
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Newco will seek to roll-in existing advisory committees of BPAY, NPPA and eftpos where
relevant and appropriate to do so.
Please see section 3 of the Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020 –
annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please note the reference to “NewCo” in this paragraph is BPAY Newco, a new company in
development by BPAY, and is not the “NewCo” referred to in this application. The BPAY Newco
referred to in this paragraph and Sypht do not form part of the Conduct.
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
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Entity

40

Summary of implementation step
[Confidential to the Parties]28
[Confidential to the Parties]29

eftpos

[Confidential to the Parties]30
[Confidential to the Parties]31
[Confidential to the Parties]32
[Confidential to the Parties]33

NPPA

[Confidential to the Parties]34
[Confidential to the Parties]35
[Confidential to the Parties]36

9

Commitment to provide and develop the Prescribed
Services
The Transition Plan prescribes a minimum set of services that BPAY Opco,
eftpos and NPPA must provide on day one and develop in the near term
(together, the Prescribed Services).37
The introduction of these Prescribed Services formed part of the Industry
Committee’s discussions and engagements between the various stakeholders
and was an important element in ensuring broad commitment to the Conduct.
Some of the Prescribed Services which were near term and fully funded may
have been implemented in time absent the Conduct but the timing of the
implementation of the Prescribed Services and the funding commitment to them
is unlikely to have been as certain as it is under the Implementation Agreement.
The commitment to and timing certainty of the Prescribed Services are a direct
effect and benefit of the Conduct.
The resolution of the Industry Committee to recommend the Conduct, and the
subsequent decisions to proceed with the Conduct, subject to authorisation from
the Commission, would not have occurred without the commitment to the
Prescribed Services.

28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
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[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to the Parties].
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 3 –
Transition Plan section 5 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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This is evident from pages 9 and 10 of the Confidential Memorandum of
NewCo’s Potential Governance and Operating Model, dated 16 October 2020,
attached to the Industry Committee’s Resolution to recommend the Conduct, a
confidential copy of which is annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Further, the commitment to the Prescribed Services is conditional on the Conduct
being approved.
The Prescribed Services are set out in the Transition Plan, which is Schedule 3
of the Implementation Agreement, a copy of which is at Confidential
Annexure 2 and described below in Confidential Exhibit 5.
The Prescribed Services:
(a)

are to be near-term services that will be self-funded or require no further
capital contribution;

(b)

will be delivered before June 2022, or are mandated in the relevant
scheme governing rules and should continue with minimal disruption;
and

(c)

do not limit NewCo’s flexibility to define the medium to long term
development of Payment Services from July 2022 onwards.

Confidential Exhibit 5: Prescribed Services38
[Confidential to the Parties]39

9.2

Delivery of Prescribed Services
The Prescribed Services are expected to be increasingly delivered through APIs
that follow a common standard.
NewCo will address the following API assets across the schemes:

38

39
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(a)

NPP – API framework and sandbox;

(b)

eftpos – [Confidential to eftpos]

API

Status

Go Live Date (Calendar Year)

BIN Inquiry

Live

Oct – 2020

EPIC Inquiry / eDSS

Live (Verrency Only)

Nov – 2020

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

For those Prescribed Services that have not been mandated as part of the decision making
process to proceed with the Conduct, subject to authorisation from the Commission, a nonbinding resolution has been made by the Applicants to use reasonable endeavours to build out
those services to customers.
[Confidential to the Parties].
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API

Status

Go Live Date (Calendar Year)

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]

(c)

9.3

42

BPAY Opco – four live APIs (retrieve BPAY biller details, validate BPAY
payment, generate BPAY batch file, generate BPAY customer reference
numbers), two APIs entering pilot (submit BPAY payment, biller
management) and two further APIs in development.

BPAY’s planned non-payment initiatives
[Confidential to BPAY – Confidential to the Parties] As detailed at clause 7.5
of the Transition Plan:
[Confidential to BPAY – Confidential to the Parties]
In addition, it has not been determined whether BPAY’s planned KYP invoice
fraud tool will be included or excluded from the Conduct.

10

Rationale

10.1

The Industry Committee’s non-binding recommendation
The governance framework established under the Confidential Participation
Agreement allowed the Industry Committee to consider and make non-binding
recommendations as to whether the objects of each of BPAY Opco, eftpos and
NPPA might be served by amalgamating them, and if so, how.
The Industry Committee comprised 14 industry participants.40
Senior representatives of each of NPPA, eftpos and BPAY Holdco, as well as the
RBA,41 attended all meetings of the Industry Committee as observers.
From around July 2020, the Industry Committee discussed and considered the
Hypothesis.
During a meeting of the Industry Committee held on 16 October 2020, the
Industry Committee agreed that a new, stronger entity is needed to shape
payments in Australia and provide sustainable competition to global payments
companies.42
The Industry Committee further determined that the respective interests of
NPPA’s, BPAY Opco’s and eftpos’ constituent shareholders, stakeholders, the

40

41

42
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Including: ANZ, ASL, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, CBA, Coles Group Limited, Cuscal
Limited, First Data Network Australia Limited trading as Fiserv, HSBC Bank Australia Limited,
Macquarie Bank Limited, NAB, Tyro Payments Limited, WBC, Windcave Pty Ltd and
Woolworths Group Limited. Windcave Pty Ltd withdrew from the Industry Committee around
the middle of September 2020.
The RBA is represented by Mr Tony Richards (RBA Policy) as an observer to these
proceedings.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP).
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public interest, and the objects of each of NPPA, BPAY Opco and eftpos would
be best served by an amalgamation of them.43
Consequently, the Industry Committee unanimously agreed on the non-binding
resolution on 16 October 2020,44 recommending the Conduct and the
establishment and operation of NewCo.
The Board of Directors of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA have subsequently passed
resolutions to engage in the Conduct,45 subject to certain conditions including
obtaining authorisation from the Commission and taking into account the
respective interests of their constituent shareholders, stakeholders and the public
interest. In the case of eftpos, this was subject to the members of eftpos voting
in-principle to proceed to progress towards consolidation. Member approval was
provided on 10 December 2020.
The Applicants submit that the Conduct will further each of NPPA’s, BPAY
Opco’s and eftpos’ objectives as expressed in their respective constituent
documents:46

10.2

(a)

BPAY Opco: Although BPAY Opco does not have clearly defined
objectives within the applicable constituent documents, BPAY Holdco
shareholders consider that the Conduct has potential benefits for the
industry such as improved coordination, which may lead to innovation
opportunities;

(b)

eftpos: Pursuing the Conduct would improve the ability for eftpos’
members to develop and determine the strategic, commercial and
technical direction of the eftpos system and manage the positioning of
the eftpos system as a payment system. The Conduct will not prevent
eftpos from continuing to invest in the infrastructure required for the
development of the eftpos system; and

(c)

NPPA: Pursuing the Conduct would further the objects of NPPA because
the creation of NewCo is intended to provide the best, efficient,
accessible payment infrastructure to users. Increased coordination is
intended to avoid inefficient duplication of investment, reduce costs to
deploy and run payment services and streamline the engagement model
as additional small to mid-sized players interact with the Australian
payments system.

Amalgamation is needed to address current deficiencies in the
Australian payments landscape
In a rapidly evolving payments environment, Australian payment providers and
their offerings must be agile, and have the capacity to invest in, produce and
deploy technological advancements and solutions to transition to digitalisation
and the e-Commerce era. They also need to be able to invest in maintaining and
building resilience in the face of increasing demands on Australian payments
infrastructure, including legacy demands. According to the RBA, payment

43
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45
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Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020 – annexed as Confidential
Annexure 1.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020 – annexed as Confidential
Annexure 1.
Please see each of the Board Resolutions – annexed as Confidential Annexures 11, 29, 35
and 36.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020 – annexed as Confidential
Annexure 1.
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services providers must embody or supply the following attributes and
functionality at a minimum:47
(a)

timeliness of payments;

(b)

open access;

(c)

ease of use;

(d)

ease of integration;

(e)

low and transparent prices;

(f)

interoperability;

(g)

security and robustness; and

(h)

risk management.

The current domestic payments industry faces substantial challenges in
achieving these desired attributes and is at risk of not satisfactorily meet the
needs of Australian consumers and businesses without the Conduct.
The purpose of the Conduct is to address these deficiencies by forming a NewCo
that provides multi-service infrastructure, broad capability, low cost payment
acceptance services and a unified roadmap that is responsive to changing
consumer expectations and technological advancements.48
The Conduct will benefit users of the NPP, eftpos and BPAY systems. It is
intended to further innovation and enable the realisation of efficiencies to improve
the Payment Services of each of NPPA, BPAY Opco and eftpos.49
The overarching rationale for the Conduct is to address the current shortcomings
in the domestic payments industry, as identified by the RBA’s review of retail
payments regulation in 201150 and, more recently in its 2019 review.51
The Industry Committee’s non-binding endorsement of the Conduct reflects an
expectation that the Conduct will address a number of the critical deficiencies in
the current domestic payments industry. These deficiencies, as identified by
industry participants include, for example:52
(a)

47

48

49

50

51
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A lack of appropriate infrastructure to support innovation, causing
Australia to fall behind on the development of both innovative card and
real-time A2A solutions.

Please see RBA, Strategic Review of Innovation in the Payments System: Issues for
Consultation, June 2011 – annexed as Annexure 1.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020 – annexed as Confidential
Annexure 1.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020 – annexed as Confidential
Annexure 1.
Please see RBA, Strategic Review of Innovation in the Payments System: Issues for
Consultation, June 2011 – annexed as Annexure 1.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019 –
annexed as Annexure 2; Please also see Philip Lowe, ‘Speech – A Payments System for the
Digital Economy’, 10 December 2019 – annexed as Annexure 5.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, page 40 – annexed as
Confidential Annexure 1.
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(b)

Inefficiency in the calls for investment in Adoption Costs and resource
allocation by common participants53 leading to slower innovation, as
capability development continues to be duplicated across entities with a
cost multiplier effect on shareholders and members to integrate
innovations. The risk of duplication or fragmentation results in key
participants holding back investment because of a lack of certainty of
outcomes and return. In addition, there are delays in implementing
investments which exposes the domestic schemes to disintermediation
by larger foreign rivals.

(c)

The lack of resources available to small to mid-sized participants to
engage with multiple schemes (eg, to understand which domestic or
international scheme has the most relevant proposition and meet IT
development and compliance requirements). Engaging with multiple
entities is also resource intensive for larger participants.

(d)

The increasing competitive strength of Visa and Mastercard and the
increasing power of Big Tech at the expense of domestic entities,
leading to the loss of ability to retain profits and control within Australia
with an undesired dependency on international players as a result of
commercial decision of the shareholders/members.

(e)

The loss of opportunity for members of eftpos who are not shareholders
of NPPA and BPAY, and the loss of opportunity for members of NPPA
who are not shareholders of eftpos and BPAY, to be fully represented in
any innovations in domestic payments and benefit from long-term growth
in A2A over the next five years and beyond.

(f)

The opportunity costs for shareholders and participants of NPPA and
members of eftpos arising from the lack of domestic hybrid innovations
involving NPPA and eftpos.

As a single entity, NewCo (through its Board of Directors) will be able to align
strategies, investments and offerings to better and more efficiently meet
consumer and business expectations and remain competitive in a rapidly
evolving and increasingly competitive payments landscape, including against
much larger global competitors such as Mastercard, Visa, and the technology
giants like Apple, Samsung, Google and Facebook, Ant Group and Tencent.
Ensuring a strong domestic payments company is central to meeting the
competitive pressures from larger global companies.
The Conduct is consistent with the Federal Government’s commitment to a
modern payments system that meets the current and future needs of all
Australians, as expressed by the Federal Government when commissioning a
review into the regulatory architecture of the payments system to ensure it is fitfor-purpose and responsive to advances in payments technology. One aspect of
the review will involve undertaking an assessment of how to create more
productivity-enhancing innovation and competition in the payments system,
including in relation to the pace and manner in which the NPP is being rolled out
and enhancements for both eftpos and NPP are supported by industry.54
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Please note that the reference to “calls for capital investment… from participants” is not a call
for that shareholder to provide funding to a scheme for an innovation. All three of the schemes
are self-funding. The call for capital is a request, for example, for a shareholder to invest capital
in making a change to that shareholders’ IT system that would enable them to take up an
innovation.
Please see Australian Federal Treasury, Review of the Australian Payments System Issues
Paper, 20 November 2020, page 2 – annexed as Annexure 2.
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Benefits for the Australian public, the three payments systems and
the domestic payments industry
The Applicants consider the Conduct to be the most appropriate manner to
address the challenges faced in the current domestic environment. They
consider it will result in considerable benefits55 for key stakeholders, including:
(a)

The public: the Conduct will facilitate the development and faster
delivery of new payments functionality that will benefit consumers,
merchants/ SMEs and large institutional customers alike, specifically:
Consumers: the Conduct is likely to lead to hybrid innovations
across the Payments Services that can be tailored to the
Australian market which improve the end-user payment
experience;
Merchants / SMEs: the Conduct is likely to lead to faster
development and delivery of innovations which allow merchants
/ SMEs to enjoy a lower cost of accepting payments and a
reduction in their working capital requirements. Merchants /
SMEs are also likely to benefit from increased ways to digitally
receive and make payments, and receive payment without
needing a physical POS terminal. The Conduct will accelerate
the implementation of initiatives to improve speed of payments
and receipt of funds, which will greatly benefit smaller retailers.
A number of Merchants and SMEs process payments through
third-party acquirers (for example, Tyro and other non-major
Australian bank members of eftpos) who work with the payment
schemes to find the best price solution. The Conduct will directly
benefit these smaller retailers who do not operate as direct selfacquirers.;
Large institutions: the Conduct is likely to allow larger financial
institutions to benefit from innovations including, for example,
ones which integrate payments into automated business
processes and increased choice which will improve their
negotiating power with ICS and place downward pressure on
prices.

(b)

BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA and their shareholders/members: the
Conduct is likely to result in faster speed to market, more readily aligned
agendas, integrated product roadmaps, shared technical expertise and
economic efficiencies that would accrue to shareholders from a more
efficient deployment of capital; and

(c)

The domestic payments industry: the Conduct will maintain a
sustainable, resilient and scaled alternative to global schemes and
technology companies that enables continued innovation, a low cost of
acceptance and effective risk management, to the benefit of the
domestic payments industry and the Australian public. In that regard, in
a speech by the Governor of the RBA on 7 December 2020, the
Governor observed:
“One of the factors driving innovation is the increasing interest of
technology-focused businesses in payments. These businesses
include the fintechs and the large multinational technology
companies, often known as the ‘big techs’. They are a source of
innovation and are playing a role in the development of digital

55
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Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
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wallets. These wallets are being used more frequently and I
expect this trend has a long way to go. Another trend is the
increasing use of payments within an app. Big techs are playing
important roles on both fronts. This influence of the big techs is
perhaps most evident in China, with Ant Group (owners of
Alipay) and Tencent (WeChat Pay) having developed new
payments infrastructure that has led to fundamental changes in
how retail payments are made in China.”
“Beyond the issues raised by digital wallets, there are other
competition issues raised by the involvement of the big tech
companies in payments.
“These companies are mostly platform businesses that facilitate
interactions between different types of users of their platform.
They have very large user bases, benefitting from strong
network effects that can make it hard for competitors. Data
analysis is part of their DNA and they have become increasingly
effective at commercialising the value of data they collect and
analyse. Providing additional services, such as payments, also
reduces the need for users to ‘leave’ the platform. So there are
complex issues to be worked through here. One of these is the
terms of access to the platform and whether the platform
requires the payments be processed by the platform’s own
payment system.”56

11

BPAY

11.1

Description of BPAY
BPAY Pty Ltd is a proprietary company limited by shares responsible for
managing and operating a suite of payments products including the BPAY
Scheme and Osko.
Sypht and BPAY Newco depicted in Exhibit 6A below are excluded from the
Conduct as described in section 6 above.
The operations of Sypht and BPAY Newco are described in section 6 above.
As detailed at clause 7.5 of the Confidential Transition Plan, [Confidential to
BPAY – Confidential to the Parties].57
BPAY’s offices are based in Sydney, Australia. As reported in BPAY’s 2020
Annual Report, [Confidential to BPAY].
A copy of BPAY’s confidential 2020 Annual Report is annexed as Confidential
Annexure 14.58 As at 31 November 2020, BPAY (excluding Sypht) had 132
employees.

11.2

Governance framework of BPAY
BPAY Group and BPAY are each wholly owned by BPAY HoldCo. BPAY Group
and BPAY are proprietary companies limited by shares, and BPAY manages the

56
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Please see https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/pdf/sp-gov-2020-12-07.pdf.
[Confidential to the Parties].
[Confidential to BPAY].
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BPAY Scheme. BPAY payments and Osko by BPAY products run via the BPAY
Scheme.
BPAY Holdco is a proprietary company limited by shares which is owned by the
Major Australian Banks.

11.3

Legal architecture of BPAY Holdco
The table below provides a high-level summary of the following five structures in
the current legal architecture of BPAY Holdco being:
(a)

Purpose: the objects of the company;

(b)

Ownership: its ownership structure (eg type of company, types of
shareholding and transferability);

(c)

Participation: the participation structure (eg mutual or not, tiered or not)
of the system operated by the company;

(d)

Governance: the governance structure (eg board and advisory
committees, voting entitlements) of the company for its system; and

(e)

Funding: the funding structure (eg share subscriptions, fees) and
approach (eg self-sustaining or profit maximising) used by the company
for its system.

Purpose

Key objects of
company

BPAY Holdco invests in, and
oversees, its subsidiaries

Ownership

Type of company

Proprietary company limited by shares.

Classes of
shares/membership

Class “A” or “B” ordinary shares.
Preference shares (none currently on issue).

Voting rights of members

Class “A” shares confer on any holder,
present by representative or by proxy or
attorney at any general meeting of the
company, the right to cast 1 vote irrespective
of the number of shares held by the voting
member.
Class “B” shares carry no voting rights.

Parity between
shareholders within the
same governance band

Yes.

Dividends / distributions

The directors may pay any interim and final
dividends as, in their judgment, the financial
position of the company justifies. The
payment of a dividend does not require
confirmation by a general meeting.

Restrictions on transfer

Must be in writing in any usual form or in any
other form that the directors approve, signed
by or on behalf of both the transferor and
transferee.
No transfer of shares of any class will be
made other than to another member in
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Purpose

Key objects of
company

49

BPAY Holdco invests in, and
oversees, its subsidiaries
proportion to the number of shares held by
each member at the time of the transfer. In
the event that there is no other member, a
member may transfer its shares in that class
to a person approved by the directors.
A member may transfer all of its shares to a
body corporate that is directly or indirectly
wholly-owned by that member, a body
corporate that directly or indirectly whollyowns that member (Parent Company) or a
body corporate that is directly or indirectly
wholly-owned by that member’s Parent
Company.
The directors may, in their absolute
discretion, decline to register any transfer of
shares except where a person is entitled to
the benefit of a security interest or a person
purchases them from a person entitled to the
benefit of a security interest.

Participation

Governance

Redemption of shares

N/A

Connection with Ownership

Ownership not required for participation.

Banding

N/A

Board composition

The Board of BPAY HoldCo comprises one
representative from each of the Class A
shareholders (the Major Australian Banks).

Voting rights of directors

Each director entitled to vote on a resolution
will have one vote in respect of a resolution.

Relevant committees

The directors may resolve to delegate any of
their powers to a committee or committees
consisting of such number of directors as they
think fit.
BPAY HoldCo has two committees which
oversee all entities in the group:
1. Risk Committee;
2. Finance and Audit Committee.
BPAY Group has one committee:
1. Remuneration Committee.
BPAY has one committee:
Under its constitution, it must establish a
Management Committee, which is
responsible for the effective operation,
development, marketing and management of
the BPAY Scheme. The Management
Committee has 2 sub-committees.

Funding
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Approach

Operates BPAY Group and BPAY on a
commercial basis.
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Purpose

Key objects of
company

BPAY Holdco invests in, and
oversees, its subsidiaries

Share subscriptions /
membership fee

When the directors issue shares they may
differentiate between the holders as to the
amount of calls to be paid and the times of
payment. The directors may make calls on
the members for any money unpaid on their
shares which is not by the terms of issue of
those shares made payable at fixed times.

Fees

N/A

Member’s liability

Limited to any unpaid share capital.

50

Exhibit 6A: BPAY Holdco Company structure

11.4

Description of platform
(a)

BPAY Scheme
The BPAY Scheme manages the BPAY and Osko services and has a
membership of over 150 financial institutions. It also provides access to
the centralised services of marketing, brand strategy, research, customer
training, expert product knowledge, business development, risk and
compliance and fraud monitoring.

(b)

BPAY
BPAY is an Australian electronic bill payment service that enables
payments to be made through a financial institution's online, mobile or
telephone banking facility to organisations which are registered billers.
Over 60,000 businesses offer BPAY to their customers to enable them to
pay their bills securely from over 150 financial institutions. BPAY makes
it easier for businesses to reconcile their accounts receivable.
[Confidential to BPAY – Confidential to the Parties].59
Customers can pay their bills by:
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[Confidential to the Parties].
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finding the BPAY biller code and CRN on their bill;
logging in to their online or mobile banking; and
selecting BPAY and their preferred account, then entering the
BPAY details, amount and payment date.
(c)

BPAY View
BPAY View is Australia’s only in bank digital bill presentment service. It
offers an easy way for customers to have their bills (eg utilities bills and
internet plan bills) delivered directly to their online banking account.
BPAY View sends bills straight to the same online banking that
customers use to pay them, eliminating the risk of bills being misplaced
in the mail or in email inboxes.
Depending on the customer’s bank, the customer will receive a
convenient SMS, email or bank message reminder to pay their bill. Its
secure online access makes BPAY View easier for payers to pay their
bills on time.

(d)

Osko
Osko is a payments service designed to facilitate the real time
transferring of funds between individuals or businesses and was one of
the first services to operate using the NPP. It allows customers to make
near instant payments from one bank account to another, either by using
a BSB and account number or an NPP PayID. Approximately 80% of
transactions processed by NPPA are Osko transactions.60

(e)

Sypht
Sypht is an enterprise SaaS business developed in 2018 in partnership
between BPAY Holdco and BCG Digital Ventures. Sypht uses artificial
intelligence and machine learning, augmented by human intelligence, to
accurately extract and interpret complex information from documents. It
also allows users to unlock the power of data to add value to their
businesses. As stated above, Sypht will be excluded from the Conduct
and will remain owned by its current shareholders.
Confidential Exhibit 7: BPAY Entities’ current infrastructure and
providers
[Confidential to the Parties]61

11.5

BPAY Group’s website
For more information about BPAY Group, please refer to its website at:
https://bpaygroup.com.au/what-we-do/.

60
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Please see RBA Data table C6.1: Direct Entry and NPP – Original Series (January – September
2020), available at: https://www.rba.gov.au/payments-and-infrastructure/resources/paymentsdata.html.
[Confidential to the Parties].
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eftpos

12.1

Description of eftpos

52

eftpos is an unlisted public company responsible for managing and promoting the
Australian eftpos payment system (and its associated payments and processing
infrastructure and services).62
eftpos is Australia’s debit card payment system, allowing real time electronic
payments accessing a debit account, used by all Major Australian Banks and
over 30 additional second tier financial institutions. It has launched limited
online/digital payments with more than 34 financial institutions, including three
major banks.
In 2018/2019, eftpos processed approximately 2.2 billion transactions, having
risen from approximately 1.8 billion transactions in 2017/2018.63
eftpos’ registered office is at Level 11, 45 Clarence Street Sydney NSW 2000.
As reported in eftpos’ 2020 Annual Report, eftpos’ net revenue from continuing
operations for the 2020 financial year was $75.8 million, and its net profit was
$10.68 million. As at 11 February 2021, eftpos has 118 employees.
A copy of eftpos’ 2020 Annual Report is annexed as Annexure 6. The
governance framework of eftpos is:
(a)

Overview
eftpos has been incorporated since 2009 and is a company limited by
guarantee, operated as a mutual style organisation with membership
comprising major financial institutions, two major retailers, and
aggregator payment service organisations.

(b)

Board
The eftpos Board consists of three independent directors, the Managing
Director and eight directors nominated by members.
The composition of the Board is determined using the following
principles:
the Chairman of the Board is an independent non-executive
director;
no director can be a director of another card payment scheme;
and
an independent director is a non-executive director (eg is not a
member of management or employee of a member
organisation).
The Board represents a broad cross-section of experience from within
the payments industry, retail, banking and finance, and other consumerbased industries.

(c)

62
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Regulations and procedures

Please see eftpos 2020 Annual Report – annexed as Annexure 6.
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The framework for the eftpos system is provided primarily through:
the Constitution of eftpos;
the eftpos scheme rules; and
the TOSR.
Pursuant to the Constitution of eftpos and the eftpos scheme rules, a
member must comply with the scheme rules that are applicable to that
member and the relevant services it uses.
The scheme rules have the effect of a contract under seal between each
Member and eftpos, and among Members, and each Member must
comply with the TOSR prescribed by eftpos as if it were part of the
scheme rules.
Members who sponsor or represent participants are required to ensure
their general participants comply with the scheme rules.
(d)

Members
As at the date of this application, there are 19 Members of eftpos, being:
Adyen Australia Pty Limited, ANZ, ASL, Bank of Queensland Limited,
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, Citigroup Pty Limited, CBA, Coles
Group Limited, Cuscal Limited, EFTEX Pty Limited, First Data Network
Australia Limited, Indue Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, NAB,
Windcave Pty Ltd, Suncorp Metway Ltd, Tyro Payments Limited, WBC
and Woolworths Group Limited.

(e)

Participation criteria
Participation in the eftpos system is voluntary.
Relevantly, a participant in the eftpos system may be:
a direct settler; and/or
a settlement agent, being a direct settler that has been
appointed by another member (an indirect settler) to settle on its
behalf; or
an indirect settler that has appointed a settlement agent to settle
on its behalf; or
a member that settles bilaterally pursuant to a bilateral
Settlement Agreement; or
a direct connector, being a participant that connects directly to
eftpos infrastructure; or
an indirect connector, which may be a member or a sponsored
participant; or
a clearing agent, which connects directly to eftpos infrastructure
and processes transactions on behalf of other entities which are
indirect connectors; or
a merchant service provider, which is an intermediary between a
merchant and eftpos infrastructure; or
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a token service provider, which is an intermediary which Issuers
use to detokenize transactions for switching and processing.
Various eligibility criteria are set out for each of the above types of
participant to ensure that the participants can meet standards reasonably
required for the safe, stable and reliable operation of the eftpos system.
Other participants may access eftpos’ services cost-effectively through
merchant facilities; APIs and/or gateways, without being members of
eftpos’ ‘single’ ecosystem.
The process for admitting new participants is set out in the scheme rules.

12.2

Legal architecture of eftpos
The table below provides a high-level summary of the following five structures in
the current legal architecture of eftpos being:
(a)

Purpose: the objects of the company;

(b)

Ownership: its ownership structure (eg type of company, types of
membership which is not transferrable);

(c)

Participation: the participation structure (eg mutual or not, tiered or not)
of the system operated by the company;

(d)

Governance: the governance structure (eg board and advisory
committees, voting entitlements) of the company for its system; and

(e)

Funding: the funding structure (eg fees) and approach (eg selfsustaining) used by the company for its system.

Structure

Feature

eftpos

Purpose

Key objects of company

The primary objects of eftpos (as noted in its
Constitution) are to:

Ownership
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(a)

provide a forum for developing and
determining the strategic, commercial
and technical direction of the eftpos
system;

(b)

manage the positioning of the eftpos
system as a payment system; and

(c)

invest in infrastructure required for the
development of the eftpos system.

Type of company

Public company limited by guarantee.

Classes of shares/
membership

Issuer Class and Acquirer Class – equal
rights.

Voting rights of members

Voting rights of member proportional to its
scheme volume or, in the case of a class
meetings, its acquirer scheme volume and/or
its issuer scheme volume.

Parity between
shareholders within the
same governance band

No, see comments above in relation to
scheme volume.
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Feature

eftpos

Dividends / distributions

A member may not share in any distribution of
profits.

Restrictions on transfer

Non-transferrable.

Suspension or termination
of membership

A member ceases to be a member on:
(a)

becoming insolvent or subject to
certain types of insolvency
proceedings;

(b)

the directors terminating their
membership if, in their reasonable
opinion, the member no longer
satisfies the relevant membership
criteria and the member fails to
demonstrate that it continues to satisfy
those criteria; or

(c)

the member giving at least three
months’ notice and complying with any
applicable requirements in the scheme
rules.

Connection with Ownership

Mutual.

Banding

As noted above, voting rights depend on
Acquirer Scheme Volume and/or Issuer
Scheme Volume.

Board composition

(a)

3 independent directors, including the
Chair of the Board;

(b)

1 director appointed by each of the
following:

(c)
Voting rights of directors

(i)

each corporate group which
includes one or more members
which has scheme volume of at
least 5%;

(ii)

jointly by other members whose
scheme volume is individually
less than 5% which choose to
aggregate their scheme
volumes to a level in excess of
5%;

(iii)

collectively by other members
not covered by (i) or (ii); and

the CEO of eftpos.

Voting rights are proportionate to the scheme
volume of the appointing member or
members.
Specifically:
(a)
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each director may cast the number of
votes which the member/ members
who appointed the director are entitled
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eftpos
to cast on a poll at a general meeting.

Relevant committees

Funding

12.3

(b)

each independent director may cast 5
votes;

(c)

the CEO may cast the number of votes
allocated to them on appointment (but
not more than 5 votes).

(a)

Finance & Financial Audit Committee;

(b)

Risk & Internal Audit Committee;

(c)

Remuneration & Nominations
Committee; and

(d)

Rebate & Pricing Committee.

Approach

Operates the eftpos system on a commercial
basis. Issuers receive interchange fees
(except for cashout transactions when
interchange flows to Acquirers) and are net
recipients of values in the eftpos system. In
addition to interchange receipts, rebates are
made available to both issuers and acquirers
that support eftpos.

Share subscriptions /
membership fee

A fee is payable on making an application to
become a member, in an amount determined
by the Board by ordinary resolution from time
to time (currently $20,000).

Fees

Members must pay such other fees and
charges as are prescribed under the scheme
rules from time to time.

Member’s liability

Liability to contribute on a winding up of
eftpos is limited to $10,000 per member.

eftpos system
The eftpos system was launched in Australia in the 1980s, introducing a fast,
simple and secure card-based payment system, which, at that time, was rapidly
embraced by both shoppers and merchants.
There are two types of debit card systems in Australia: one type is operated by
eftpos and the other type is operated by the two ICS (MasterCard and Visa).
Both types of systems allow cardholders to make payments to merchants from a
deposit account and, for eftpos, to withdraw cash at the merchant. Debit/ATM
cards are issued by financial institutions typically as part of a deposit account.
74% of these cards are DNDC, which provide – through a single card – access to
the cardholder’s funds via the eftpos system as well as through the ICS, at POS,
for swiped or dipped card transactions, online as well through a number of
gateways and acquirers and in-app. At POS, the system utilised is determined
by whether the ‘cheque’, ’savings’ or ‘credit’ button is pressed at the terminal: in
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the first two cases, the transaction is processed through the eftpos system and in
the third, through the relevant international scheme.64
When a card is tapped at a terminal (ie contactless), the transaction travels
through the ICS rails, unless the merchant routes the transaction to the eftpos
system using LCR.
This is due to the RBA allowing the ICS first priority for their application on the
card’s chip in 2013 as contactless payments were only available for the ICS at
that time. Since eftpos contactless has been enabled, the RBA has strongly
encouraged LCR to enable merchants to select the cheapest option.65
For mobile payments, the selection of the card and network is usually made by
issuers selecting the scheme to provision for consumers to load functionality.
26% of debit cards in issue in Australia are eftpos only proprietary cards that do
not have Visa or Mastercard also present.

12.4

eftpos’ services
(a)

Tap&Pay
eftpos Tap&Pay can be used for everyday purchases up to $100 (tap
and pay) and for everyday purchases over $100 (tap and PIN). eftpos
Tap&Pay provides customers with the advantage of simplicity and speed
at the checkout, and greater security with EMV Chip cards.66

(b)

eftpos on mobile
eftpos on mobile allows customers to make eftpos payments on a range
of mobile handsets, using various technology solutions. For example,
eftpos is available on Apple Pay for cardholders from selected Banks
and Financial Institutions.
Tokenised eftpos is also available for Samsung Pay and Google Pay.

(c)

Cash Out
Cash Out is also available if customers insert their eftpos-enabled card,
or tap their eftpos-enabled card or mobile, at a large range of
participating merchants at the checkout (or swipe or dip their cards) and
through ATMs; and

(d)

eCommerce
eCommerce is now enabled through eftpos with more than 34 issuers
with more to follow in the remainder of FY21.

(e)

Data subscription services
Loyalty awards for eftpos transactions is the first use case for eftpos’
data subscription services utilising the volume of transaction data that
eftpos has accumulated.

64

65
66
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Please see RBA, ‘The Regulatory Framework for the eftpos System: Final Reforms and
Regulation Impact Statement’, November 2012 – annexed as Annexure 9.
https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2017/sp-so-2017-12-13.html
Please see https://www.eftposaustralia.com.au/your-eftpos/#tappay.
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Digital Identity
Most recently, eftpos has developed a digital identity broker solution
which is in pilot with Scope Global and in discussion with government
agencies.

(g)

Beem It
On 2 November 2020, eftpos purchased 100% of the shares of Digital
Wallet Pty Ltd, trading as Beem It. Beem It is a lifestyle app, initially
enabling peer to peer payments for use cases such as restaurant bill
splitting but recently expanded to include other bill splitting use cases (in
conjunction with BPAY), gift card enablement and loyalty transactions.

(h)

Deposit & Withdrawal
On 9 February 2021, eftpos went live with its Deposit & Withdrawal
message set with Beem It which was the first use case and allows
withdrawal of funds from a deposit account and deposit of funds to
another deposit account and can be used for a variety of use cases
including peer to peer transfers, third party payment initiated
withdrawals, insurance payouts, payroll disbursement, rebates including
medical and other government rebates, loyalty cashback, wallet funding,
gift card loading and newsagency lottery payouts and ATM deposits.

12.5

eftpos’ website
For more information about eftpos, please refer to its website at:
https://www.eftposaustralia.com.au/.

12.6

Designation
As considered in Schedule 4 – Regulation by the RBA and PSB below, the
RBA has the power under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998 (Cth)
relevantly, to:
(a)

designate a payment system as being subject to regulation if it considers
that such designation is in the public interest;67 and

(b)

set standards for designated payment systems if it considers that
determining the standards is in the public interest.
In determining, for the purposes of that Act, if particular action is or
would be in, or contrary to, the public interest, the RBA is to have regard
to the desirability of payment systems: (a) being (in its opinion): (i)
financially safe for use by participants; and (ii) efficient; and (iii)
competitive; and (b) not (in its opinion) materially causing or contributing
to increased risk to the financial system. The RBA may have regard to
other matters that it considers are relevant but is not required to do so.
Each of the debit card system68 and prepaid card system69 operated by
eftpos under the scheme rules are designated as payment systems, and
the following standards apply in respect of each of them.

67

68

69
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Please see RBA, Designation No. 1 of 2012 under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998
(Cth), 12 June 2012 – annexed as Annexure 10.
Please see RBA, Designation No. 1 of 2012 under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998
(Cth), 12 June 2012 – annexed as Annexure 10.
Please RBA, Designation No. 3 of 2015 under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998
(Cth), 15 October 2015 – annexed as Annexure 11.
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Standard No 2 of 2016, as amended70
The stated objective of this standard is to ensure that the setting of
interchange fees and payments and other transfers of valuable
consideration having an equivalent object or effect to interchange fees in
each designated debit card scheme and prepaid card scheme is
transparent and promotes efficiency and competition in the Australian
payments system.
Standard No 3 of 201771
The stated objective of this Standard is to promote efficiency and
competition in the Australian payments system by providing for Scheme
that require participants to give merchants the freedom to make a charge
for accepting payment of a particular kind that reflects the cost to the
merchant of accepting that payment type.

13

NPPA

13.1

Description of NPPA
NPPA is an unlisted public company responsible for the management and
operation of the NPP, Australia’s instant payment platform for real-time bank
transfers.
The NPP provides Australian businesses, government agencies and consumers
with a fast, versatile, data-rich payments system for making payments, with the
largest single payment to date being a transfer of $19.8 billion. The NPP has
been developed collaboratively by NPPA and 13 leading financial institutions,
which collectively own the NPP.72
NPPA’s registered office is at Level 9, 420 George Street, Sydney. As reported
in NPPA’s 2020 Annual Report, NPPA’s sales revenue for the 2020 financial year
was $43.9 million, and its net profit was $4 million. As at 1 December 2020,
NPPA has 20 employees.
A copy of NPPA’s 2020 Annual Report is annexed as Annexure 14.

13.2

Governance framework of the NPPA
(a)

Overview
NPPA was established in August 2014 as a joint venture company to
assume oversight and management of the development and operation of
the NPP.

(b)

Board
The NPPA Board was reconstituted73 in December 2014 and comprises
13 directors. Three are independent directors, including the Chair of the

70

71

72
73
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Please see RBA, Standard No. 2 of 2016, the setting of interchange fees in the designated debit
and prepaid card schemes and net payments to issuers as varied from 1 July 2019 – annexed
as Annexure 12.
Please see RBA, Designation No. 3 of 2016 under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998
(Cth), scheme rules relating to merchant pricing for credit, debt and prepaid card transactions,
26 May 2016 – annexed as Annexure 13.
Please see NPPA 2020 Annual Report – annexed as Annexure 14.
The company operated under a pro tem board comprised of three directors between August
2014 and December 2014.
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Board. ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC each have a director on the Board.
The RBA’s Payments Settlements Department has one director and the
remaining shareholders of NPPA elect four directors on the Board, who
are currently representatives from Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Cuscal,
ING Australia and Macquarie Bank. The chief executive officer of NPPA,
Adrian Lovney, also sits on the Board as a non-voting director.
The different bands of shareholding are determined based on
the funding / subscription that those members invest in the NPP.
These are described more fully below.
Each director, except for the Chief Executive Officer, has one
vote and decisions are passed by a 66% majority.
(c)

Regulations and procedures
The NPP Regulations and NPP Procedures operate as a multi-lateral
contract – a set of obligations among each participant and NPPA, and
between participants.74 In addition to the NPP Regulations and the NPP
Procedures, other key documents include: the constitution regulating the
operation of NPPA; and the Shareholders Agreement that establishes
who is a participant / shareholder and the obligations that follow from
this. Procedures and other technical specification documents provide
further detail about how these obligations will be met.

(d)

Members
The current members and shareholders of NPPA include the company’s
13 founding members (ANZ; ASL; Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited;
Citigroup Pty Ltd; CBA; Cuscal Limited; HSBC Bank Australia Limited,
Indue Ltd; ING Bank (Australia) Limited; Macquarie Bank Limited; NAB;
RBA; and WBC).

(e)

Participation criteria
Participation in NPP is voluntary.
To the extent that participation may be regarded as being necessary for
business reasons, the participation criteria are inclusive and conditions
of participation are solely directed to protecting the efficiency and
integrity of the system.
There are various levels of participation:
NPP Participants, of which there are three types: Full
Participant, Clearing Participant and Settlement Participant.

74
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(A)

Full Participants are those who are connected to the
NPP Basic Infrastructure and authorised by the RBA to
use the FSS for settlement of NPP payments.

(B)

Clearing Participants are connected directly to the NPP
Basic Infrastructure for the purpose of sending and
receiving NPP payments and non-value messages.
They have not been authorised by the RBA to use the
FSS for settlement of NPP payments (and therefore use
the services of another NPP Participant to settle their
NPP Payments).

Please see Regulations for NPP Version 7.0, 20 May 2020 – annexed as Annexure 17.
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Settlement Participants are not connected to the NPP
Basic Infrastructure (and therefore use the services of
another NPP Participant to clear their NPP Payments)
but are authorised by the RBA to use the FSS for
settlement of NPP payments.

Connected Institutions are institutions that are connected to the
NPP Basic Infrastructure solely for the purpose of sending and
receiving Non-Value Messages, and which, for the avoidance of
doubt, may also be an Overlay Service Provider (described
below). These are not ‘NPP Participants’ as defined in the NPP
Regulations.
Overlay Service Providers – being those authorised by NPPA to
provide an Overlay Service, which is a payment service or
payment-related service using the NPP Basic Infrastructure, to
be provided by the Overlay Service Provider to Overlay Service
Subscribers. These are not ‘NPP participants’ as defined in the
NPP Regulations.
Various eligibility criteria are set out for each of the above participants to
ensure the participants can meet standards reasonably required for the
safe operation of the NPP.
The process for admitting new participants is delegated by the NPPA
Board to the NPP Governance Committee which is made up of the
independent directors plus the Chief Executive Officer.
Participation as Full Participants or Clearing Participants is currently
limited to ADIs (and the RBA) and those connecting directly to the NPP
system. Settlement Participants (those using their own ESA75 with the
RBA to settle NPP transactions) are not required to be ADIs. Such
companies also need to be a shareholder in NPPA. Directly connected
Full Participants and Clearing Participants can sponsor other financial
institutions and corporates that, for whatever reason, do not wish or are
unable to connect directly to the system as ‘Identified Institutions’; these
do not have to be ADIs or shareholders in NPPA.
Participation as Connected Institutions and Overlay Service Providers
does not require the applicant to be an ADI or be a shareholder in NPPA.

13.3

Legal architecture of NPPA
The table below provides a high-level summary of the following five structures in
the current legal architecture of NPPA being:

75
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(a)

Purpose: the objects of the company;

(b)

Ownership: its ownership structure (eg type of company, types of
shareholding and transferability);

(c)

Participation: the participation structure (eg, mutual or not, tiered or not)
of the system operated by the company;

(d)

Governance: the governance structure (eg, board and advisory
committees, voting entitlements) of the company for its system; and

ESAs are the means by which providers of payments services settle obligations that have
accrued in the clearing process.
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(e)

Funding: the funding structure (eg, share subscriptions, fees) and
approach (eg self-sustaining or profit maximising) used by the company
for its system.

Structure

Feature

NPPA

Purpose

Key objects of company

NPPA’s objectives (as noted in its Constitution)
include establishing and operating the NPP in a
manner that promotes the public interest by:

Ownership

62

(a)

ensuring the safe, reliable and efficient
operation of the NPP;

(b)

facilitating fair access to the NPP as a
mutually owned utility infrastructure; and

(c)

ensuring ongoing investment in the NPP
to meet the changing needs of financial
institutions and users of the Australian
payments system.

Type of company

Public company limited by shares.

Classes of shares/
membership

Redeemable preference shares.
See comments below re banding.

Voting rights of
members

One vote per share.

Parity between
shareholders within the
same governance band

By requiring all participants of the same type in
the same band to subscribe for the same number
of shares, parity is maintained between all
participants of the same type in the same band
for:
(a)

capital calls; and

(b)

voting rights, including to appoint
directors.

Dividends / distributions

Dividends determined by the Board having
regard to, amongst other things, the aggregate
equity funding of that shareholder.

Restrictions on transfer

Non-transferable, other than to a related body
corporate of the member.

Redemption of shares

NPPA must redeem:
(a)

some or all of the shares held by a holder,
on their request; or

(b)

all of the shares held by a holder if the
holder becomes insolvent, or alternatively
buy-back and cancel those shares,

for the redemption amount (or buy-back price) of
A$0.01 per share.
Subject to the Corporations Act, NPPA may
apply the capital contributions of new joiners to
redeem the shares of founding members during
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NPPA
the Joining Period which expires on 31
December 2022.

Connection with
Ownership

Mutual

Banding

The number of shares that are required to be
subscribed for by a prospective participant
depends on its size, and is determined by
reference to total resident assets:
(a)

High Band: assets more than $100b;

(b)

Medium Band: assets between $10b and
$100b; and

(c)

Low Band: assets below $10b.

Full and Clearing Participants in the same band
are required to subscribe for the same number of
shares. Settlement Participants are required to
subscribe for half the number of shares that are
otherwise required as a Full/Clearing participant.
See comments above regarding parity for
participants of same type in same band.
Board composition

3 independent directors, including the Chair of
the Board;
1 representative nominated by each of the High
Band shareholders;
4 representatives elected from among the Low
and Medium Band shareholders; and
1 director representing the RBA.
The CEO of NPPA also sits on the Board as a
non-voting director.

Voting rights of directors

Voting rights of directors are equal.

Relevant committees

Audit Finance and Risk Committee
People and Culture Committee
Strategy Committee
NPP Governance Committee
The NPP Governance Committee, comprising
the independent directors and the chief executive
officer, assists the Board in fulfilling its system
access and governance, and oversees the
compliance of NPP Participants and other parties
with NPP requirements and obligations.

Approach
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Economically self-sustaining (as opposed to
profit-maximising).
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Feature

NPPA

Share subscriptions /
membership fee

Full Participants, Settlement Participants and
Clearing Participants in the NPP are required to
be shareholders in NPPA.

64

Included in the cost to subscribe for the shares is
the hardware and software componentry required
to connect via an NPP payment gateway.
Settlement Participants (who have no connection
to the NPP and therefore no componentry) in any
particular band subscribe for half the number of
shares held by other shareholders in that band.
The issue price of the shares issued from
1 January 2023 steps-down annually until
1 January 2028, such that by 1 January 2028,
the issue price will be 75% lower than the current
issue price. Partly paid shares may be issued, to
enable payment for shares to be made in four
equal instalments over two years. Participants
that subscribe for partly paid shares are entitled
to exercise all the voting and governance rights
attaching to them.

13.4

Fees

Aims to recover operating costs based on a
wholesale unit transaction cost which is charged
to NPP Participants.

Member’s liability

Limited to any unpaid share capital.

NPP project
Obligations between financial institutions arising from cheque, card and DE
payments settle on a deferred basis periodically throughout the day in
aggregated batches in the RITS (Australia's RTGS). The time required for
institutions to process these types of payments, and for settlement to occur,
means that there is a delay in the funds being made available to the recipient.
This can take between a few hours and a day in the case of DE transactions and
can be as long as a few days for cheques. Weekends and public holidays can
extend these timeframes.76
The NPP was developed in response to a review of the Australian payments
system by the RBA’s Payments System Board in 2012, which identified a number
of specific gaps in the payments system that it anticipated would become
increasingly problematic in the years to come.77 This review set out an initial set
of five strategic objectives for the Australian payments system:

76
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(a)

Same-day settlement of all DE payments;

(b)

The ability to make real-time retail payments;

(c)

The ability to make and receive low-value payments (DE, RTP and
crediting of card payment receipts) outside normal banking hours;

Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
Please see RBA, ‘NPP Functionality and Access Consultation: Conclusions Paper’, June 2019
– annexed as Annexure 19.
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(d)

The ability to send more complete remittance information with payments;
and

(e)

The ability to address payments in a relatively simple way.78

This prompted the AusPayNet (previously APCA) to bring together industry
representatives to form the RTPC. The RTPC submitted a proposal based on
findings and key learnings from other international payments systems that were
evolving to support real-time payments.
This proposal recommended a ‘layered architecture’ for payments clearing and
settlement, that could offer a wide range of new real-time payment services to
consumers, businesses and government agencies.
The development of the NPP involved extensive cooperation between
participating ADIs to build the capability to send and receive individual payment
messages between themselves, as well as settlement instructions to the RBA’s
FSS, in real time. Additionally, the project required ADIs to upgrade their internal
systems to allow posting of payments to customer accounts within a few
seconds. The enhanced capability of the NPP also meant that participating
financial institutions initiated large internal projects to upgrade their payments
processing and monitoring systems, as well as customer-facing internet banking
systems and mobile device applications.79
The NPP went live in November 2017, supporting payments first between a small
number of employees working at the initial participating financial institutions.
These institutions commenced rolling out services to their customers on 13
February 2018.80
The RBA regards the NPP as “an important piece of payments system
infrastructure that will pave the way for further innovation in the payments
system.”81

13.5

NPP Basic Infrastructure
The NPP is a distributed system that has two main components: the NPP Basic
Infrastructure and the FSS.

78

79

80
81
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Please see RBA, Strategic Review of Innovation in the Payments System: Conclusions, 2012 –
annexed as Annexure 20.
Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
Please see https://nppa.com.au/the-company.
Please see Michele Bullock, Speech – ‘Fast Payments in Australia’, 13 March 2018 – annexed
as Annexure 21.
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Exhibit 3: NPP Basic Infrastructure and Payment Processing82

The NPP Basic Infrastructure is the industry utility owned and operated by NPPA,
which provides the core capabilities required for fast and flexible payment
messaging. It uses the ISO 20022 international messaging standard, which is a
global standard for financial messaging that is flexible and extensible and,
therefore, enables the sending of richer and more complete remittance
information with a payment.83
The NPP Basic Infrastructure is operated by SWIFT under a confidential contract
with NPPA and includes three key components:

82
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(a)

a dedicated new domestic SWIFT network, that provides fast
connectivity and facilitates payment message flows between
infrastructure components, including clearing messages between
participating ADIs and settlement messages between those ADIs and
the FSS;

(b)

decentralised switching via payment gateways that route messages
across the network. These payment gateways are located within
participating ADIs' data centres and each ADI is directly responsible for
the speed and capacity of their infrastructure. ADIs are also responsible
for their own fraud and financial crime monitoring; and

(c)

the addressing service, which enables customers, through their financial
institution, to link their transaction account to a simple unique identifier
called a PayID, such as an email address, a phone number or an
Australian Business Number. This service provides confirmation of the
payee's name when a PayID is entered, which reduces the risk of
misdirecting a payment compared with using a BSB and account number
to address a payment.

Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
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The NPP Basic Infrastructure also supports the independent development of
‘overlay’ services to offer innovative payment services to end-users.

13.6

FSS
The FSS was developed by the RBA in parallel with the NPP. The FSS is the
infrastructure that provides for settlement of NPP transactions between ADIs on
a 24/7 basis across their ESA at the RBA. When a settlement request for a
payment is received, the FSS tests the payment against technical criteria and for
funds availability in the relevant ESA. If this testing is successful, settlement will
occur irrevocably and unconditionally in real time.84
The real-time settlement of NPP payments in central bank funds allows
institutions to make funds available in recipients' accounts instantaneously
without giving rise to settlement or credit risk.85

13.7

Overlay services
Overlay services are commercial payment services that use the NPP Basic
Infrastructure's capabilities to send payment messages quickly, address
payments using PayIDs and send detailed information with payments.
The overlay services framework allows for competition and innovation in the
provision of payment services. The corollary of this is that not all NPP
participants need be members of overlay services.
Overlay services can range from simple arrangements that involve application of
a specific rule book/standards or more complex payment solutions that
implement new message flows or payment types between participants. The
framework also allows overlay services to be offered without all participants
joining, which means they can be launched more quickly and creates the
potential for a variety of industry-wide or more specialised payment solutions to
be developed.
The first overlay service, Osko by BPAY, is a payment option available via
participating ADIs' digital banking channels on a 24/7 basis that enables funds
and information to be rapidly transferred and made available to recipients. This
service can be used by a range of third parties such as corporates and FinTechs
to send and receive payments and supporting data in real time. The capabilities
of this overlay may also be used as a component of new overlays designed for
the needs of particular customer segments.86

13.8

How are NPP payments processed?
The NPP allows customers of a participating ADI to make payments from their
account to a customer of another participating ADI with immediate funds
availability to the payee. From the perspective of the customers, the process is
simple and takes only moments. There are a number of confirmation and
clearing steps (which involve the payer ADI confirming its customer has the
required funds and the payee ADI confirming that the recipient account exists
and is able to receive NPP payments) and settlement steps (which involve the
transfer of funds between the ADIs) that occur in quick succession, and within
seconds, to make this happen:

84
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Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
Please see RBA, ‘The New Payments Platform and Fast Settlement Service’, 20 September
2018 – annexed as Annexure 18.
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(a)

A customer (the payer) initiates a payment through a banking channel,
such as an on-line banking portal or mobile phone banking application.
The customer could also include structured remittance data (an End to
End ID or Reference) or unstructured remittance data (up to 280
characters of text) with the payment.

(b)

If the payer has chosen to use a PayID to identify the recipient of the
funds, the payer's institution will send an enquiry message to the
addressing service to find the payee's BSB and account number linked
to the PayID. The name associated with the PayID is returned to the
payer for confirmation, which helps to reduce the occurrence of
misdirected payments and fraud.

(c)

The payer institution then sends a message with all the relevant payment
details and payer-provided remittance data, subject to any overlay
service requirements, to the payee's institution using its payment
gateway. The payee's institution clears the payment by checking the
payment details and sends a response back to the payer's institution via
its payment gateway, confirming it can credit the payee.

(d)

With clearing of the payment complete, the payer institution's payment
gateway automatically initiates settlement by sending a settlement
request to the FSS, which tests that the payer institution has sufficient
credit funds, and then transfers value between the two institutions' ESAs
in real time by simultaneously debiting the ESA of the payer institution
and crediting the ESA of the payee institution.

(e)

The FSS then returns a settlement confirmation to both institutions
indicating that settlement has occurred.

(f)

Once the settlement confirmation has been received, the payee ADI
makes the funds available to its payee customer.

How NPP payments are settled by the FSS
Individual NPP payments are settled with finality by simultaneously crediting and
debiting ESAs held at the RBA. Although the FSS uses some of the existing
RITS infrastructure (such as the user interface), NPP payments are settled by the
FSS independent of other types of payments submitted to RITS (which are
settled by the RITS System Queue). While RITS members use a single ESA to
settle payments, institutions divide their ESA funds between an FSS Allocation87
and a RITS Allocation.88 NPP payments are settled using funds available in the
FSS Allocation only.
Each settlement request relating to an NPP payment is validated and tested by
the FSS against technical criteria and for the availability of sufficient funds in the
payer institution's FSS Allocation:

87
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(a)

If testing is successful, settlement occurs. The payee institution's FSS
Allocation is credited simultaneously with the debiting of the payer
institution's FSS Allocation and a settlement confirmation is sent to both
institutions.

(b)

If a settlement request fails, due to insufficient funds or any other
validation error, the NPP payment is rejected, settlement is not
completed and a rejection message is returned to the institutions. In

The portion of the RITS Member’s Exchange Settlement Funds balance available to the FSS for
settlement of NPP payments.
The portion of the RITS Member’s Exchange Settlement Funds balance available to RITS for
RTGS settlements during RITS opening hours.
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order to process and settle payments quickly, it is also not possible to
recall NPP payments, since the FSS settles or rejects payments very
quickly.

13.10 Participation and connectivity
More than 100 banks, credit unions, building societies and FinTechs have
connected to the NPP (either directly or indirectly) to provide fast payment
services to their customers.89

13.11 NPP Roadmap: future native capability development
In October 2019, NPPA published its inaugural capability development roadmap
which outlined the future capability development planned for the platform. The
roadmap had six areas of focus:
(a)

development of NPP message standards to utilise the NPP’s structured
data capabilities;

(b)

development of a MPS – which includes a Mandate Management
Service as a separate and discrete component of the Basic Infrastructure
– to support third party payment initiation, including recurring and ‘debitlike’ payments on the NPP;

(c)

implementation of payment initiation capability across the platform (Basic
Payment Initiation Service);

(d)

implementation of an optional service to support the domestic leg of an
inbound cross-border payment;

(e)

supporting the use of QR Codes on the NPP; and

(f)

extension of the NPP API framework and an upgrade of the API
sandbox.90

In April 2020 and October 2020, NPPA published updates to the roadmap.91
In extending the NPP Roadmap October 2020, NPPA has taken into
consideration broader industry changes underway, including the migration of the
High Value Clearing Stream (HVCS) to ISO 20022 (sponsored by the RBA) and
SWIFT’s message type migration to ISO 20022. Many NPP participating
financial institutions have their own roadmaps and priorities in terms of capability
that they are planning on making available to their customers, such as APIs or
the ability to process bulk payment files via the NPP. Further, as a result of
COVID-19, financial institutions, like most organisations, have had to redeploy
resources and funds to focus on specific activities in response to the pandemic.
The NPP Roadmap October 2020 continues the capability commitments
contained in the NPP Roadmap October 2019 and incorporates some additional
activity which is primarily focused on reducing regulatory risk and helping
address financial crime in relation to international payments. This capability will
be delivered as an NPP business service.

89
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Please see NPP, ‘Update on the New Payments Platform Roadmap’, 30 April 2020 – annexed
as Annexure 22.
Please see NPP, ‘New Payments Platform Roadmap 2019’, 28 October 2019 – annexed as
Annexure 23.
Please see NPP, ‘Update on the New Payments Platform Roadmap’, 30 April 2020 – annexed
as Annexure 22.
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The NPP Roadmap October 2020 aims to support inbound international
payments via the mandatory international payments business service by the end
of 2022.

13.12 NPPA’s website
For more information about NPPA, please refer to its website at:
https://nppa.com.au/.

14

The counterfactual scenario

14.1

Expert reports
Dr Geoff Edwards and Mr Lance Sinclair Blockley have provided an expert
economic report and an industry expert report, respectively, which set out their
expert assessments of the likely counterfactual scenario. Those reports are
annexed to this Application.

14.2

Context
Australia’s payment schemes currently lag behind the ICS, Big Tech and FinTech
in terms of technological capabilities and service delivery.
The Australian payments landscape is rapidly evolving due to technological
developments and new non-traditional entrants. Co-ordinated investment is in
payments services is critical for Australia’s payment schemes to remain
competitively relevant in the future.
Like their counterparts in other countries, Australian payments schemes rely on
the broad support of financial institutions and retailers. It is necessary for
financial institutions and retailers to make substantial investments in their IT
systems and capabilities to adopt the schemes’ respective new payments
services and future payments innovations.
For a new payments service to be successful, it must achieve a network effect in
a timely way. It is impossible to achieve a network effect in a timely way if not all
financial institutions and retailers make the necessary investments at the same
time.
The pools of discretionary and human capital available to be allocated to
adopting new payments services and future payments innovations is limited and
is subject to conflicting demands.
The domestic payment schemes are limited in their ability to compete on a ‘like
for like’ basis with the significantly greater resources and economies of scale of
the ICS, who have substantial research and development teams and have
tended to launch innovations many years before they have been offered by any
of the Australian payments schemes.

14.3

Some form of amalgamation would be likely
Based on the content of the confidential statements which accompany this
Application, the counterfactual scenario is likely to involve a lesser form of
amalgamation such as a combination of two schemes or a combination of one
scheme and a part of another scheme or a contractual arrangement between a
scheme and one of its closest competitors.
[Confidential to the Parties].
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[Confidential to BPAY].92

14.4

The lack of a co-ordinated investment roadmap will cause the gap to
grow
In the future without the Conduct, with a lesser form of amalgamation, the lack of
a co-ordinated investment roadmap will cause the gap to grow between the
technological capabilities and service delivery of Australia’s domestic retail
payments systems and ICS, Big Tech and FinTech, to the detriment of
Australians. The Australian payments schemes will be less able to effectively
challenge their global competitors and less able to successfully bring payments
innovations to market.

14.5

Australia’s payment schemes will not be able to keep pace with
technological developments and will be a weak constraint on the ICS
and global technology companies
The Australian payments industry will not be set up to efficiently deliver the next
wave of functionality due to its:

14.6

(a)

Fragmented ownership leading to inefficiencies and slow adoption of
innovations;

(b)

Lack of a coordinated roadmap, investment requests for adoption of
initiatives and overlapping innovation proposals leading to inefficiencies,
including stranded assets;

(c)

Lack of scale for research and development, leading to loss of
competitiveness against global companies;

(d)

Low cost positioning;

(e)

Long term incentive agreements with banks; and

(f)

Reliance by banks on legacy technology leading to loss of
competitiveness for the domestic payment systems.

BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA will require significant further
investment by a critical mass of financial institutions
Each of the three domestic payment schemes has made, or has planned,
investments in central capabilities to support product rollout. However, this is
only a small fraction of the total investment required for that functionality to have
utility. Two key factors are relevant:

92
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(a)

considerable further investment ‘at the edges’ by financial institutions will
be required to enable these capabilities in banks’ technology
environments. Components that require change commonly include core
banking environments, back office operations and processes, customer
servicing interfaces (such as call centres, branches), investigation and
error processing, and mobile and internet banking channels. Alongside
build costs to support these new investments, additional funds are
required on an ongoing basis to run, maintain, and ensure ongoing
compliance; and

(b)

For a sufficient network effect of payers and/or payees to exist, the
capability will need to be made available by a critical mass of financial
institutions before it can be used effectively. This might occur

[Confidential to BPAY].
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organically, although many financial institutions will wait to see whether
others commit before doing so themselves. For these reasons, a
combination of either financial incentives and/or mandatory compliance
processes will be deployed by scheme operators to drive deployment
and take-up, with varying degrees of success.
This multiplier effect of inefficient investment on industry spend is demonstrated
in Confidential Exhibit 8 below:
Confidential Exhibit 8: Multiplier effect of duplicated innovation investment
on industry spend to connect, run and deploy innovations
[Confidential to the Parties]
Some practical illustrations of this are as follows:
(a)

[Confidential to the Parties]. The total costs to deploy the NPP
functionality across participating banks has been estimated at $1 billion.

(b)

[Confidential to the Parties].

While the payment schemes have each budgeted for future capabilities in their
respective roadmaps, this investment by the companies represents only part of
the total overall investment required for their proposed developments to be
usable. A substantial investment will also be required by financial institutions.
Further, investment is required by a minimum number of financial institutions in
order for the capability to be successful and for End Users to see the benefits.

14.7

Available resources to be allocated by banks and payments
companies on new capability will continue to be limited
The various shareholders and members of the three payments schemes will not
have or will not be able to allocate sufficient resources to separately invest in
changes to their systems needed to offer multiple versions of the same service to
their customers.
It will continue to be the case that allocating such resources will not create value
for their customer or shareholders.

14.8

One likely outcome is that some overlapping future capabilities will
be delayed, not built, or will not be successful because of
insufficient network effects
The likely outcome in the counterfactual scenario is that the implementation of
these overlapping future capabilities will be delayed or never built. Alternatively,
if they are built, they are likely to be unsuccessful either because:
(a)

they do not reach the required critical mass in sufficient time and are
therefore abandoned; or

(b)

the ICS or other international players have beaten them to market.

This is because of the following factors:
(a)

 King & Wood Mallesons
51195849_3

Each of BPAY Opco’s, eftpos’ and NPPA’s management teams and
Boards of Directors are broadly bound to act in the interests of the
company that they lead. This will cause them to pursue strategies to
grow utility and transaction volume by responding to opportunities that
they see in the marketplace and relative to gaps in their current product
offerings relative to their competitors.
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(b)

These propositions will be developed independently of each other.

(c)

This will continue to result in an inability to prioritise and develop an
industry wide roadmap to more effectively sequence capability
development and more efficiently deploy capital. While the central
investment cost for these capabilities is comparatively manageable, the
total cost of implementation “at the edges”, and by a critical mass of
financial institutions is significant. It is conceivable that each
organisation will pursue, and even budget for the implementation of
central capability in parallel. However, financial institutions faced with
competing demands for similar capability from multiple schemes will not
build all of them and will be forced to choose among multiple proposals
for similar capabilities.

(d)

For BPAY, eftpos and NPPA, competing demands will result in bank
indecision and lack of progress resulting in lengthy delays, rather than
constructive discussions about prioritisation and optimal investment
decisions.

(e)

Similar or competing proposals will continue to create uncertainty about
achieving the essential network effects and ensuring a critical mass of
participating financial institutions necessary for a payment initiative to
succeed (often offering similar functionality). The likely end-result will be
either to:
delay making a decision about which proposal to support until it
is clear which solution is preferred by a critical mass of other
financial institutions; or
not to make a decision at all, in which case no capability will be
built.

14.9

Another likely outcome is that domestic capability will falter to the
benefit of global competitors
The ICS will be not affected by similar challenges and will continue to have
strategic relationship with domestic banks.
MasterCard and Visa will remain focused on extending and expanding their
functionality, including into a number of the elements being pursued separately
by NPPA, eftpos, and BPAY:
(a)

Paying for a purchase in store by using a mobile phone (P2B);

(b)

Transferring money between accounts (P2P, P2B, B2P, B2B);

(c)

Making a subscription payment (P2P, P2B, B2P, B2B);

(d)

Paying for a purchase online (P2B); and

(e)

Verifying customer identity online (P2B, B2B).

The ICS will continue to put in place incentives or mandatory compliance regimes
to get the banks to continue to invest in upgrading their capabilities or extending
into new capabilities.
Big Tech and Fintech companies will continue to out-invest and out innovate the
Australian payment schemes.
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Counterfactual scenario – BPAY
BPAY Holdco completed an extensive 5 year strategic roadmap in late 2019.
Absent the conduct, BPAY will continue to operate and be governed by its 5 year
strategic roadmap. However, the industry challenges of coordination will remain
and need to be addressed. These two areas of focus are elaborated below.

15.1

Addressing the industry coordination challenges
BPAY has long been a strong advocate for improved industry coordination.
Indeed, in BPAY’s submission to the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments
Regulation, BPAY stated:93
“BPAY Group’s perspective is that improved coordination leading to
clarity on strategic agenda setting (the “what”) and implementation
responsibility (the “how”) is a preferable and demonstrably more
successful mechanism for enabling systemic innovation in the payments
system than any consolidation. This approach is key to ensuring
collaboration on infrastructure, whilst providing opportunity for
competition in the provision of commercial services.”
Furthermore, BPAY suggested that the approach taken through the RBA’s
Strategic Review of Innovation provided a framework for how coordination could
be successful:94
“In retrospect, the Strategic Review of Innovation process was
successful because there was clarity in respect to roles for the RBA and
the Real-Time Payments Committee (RTPC) which brought together
industry participants. As well, what emerged from those discussions was
a clear delineation between NPPA as infrastructure provider and BPAY
Group as provider of the first overlays. We believe there is merit in
considering how to best re-establish a similar framework going forward
for future enhancements.”
BPAY will remain intent on working with other industry participants to achieve the
benefits of industry coordination, whether through the approach outlined above,
or through alternative mechanisms such as an industry strategic planning
process followed by competitive tendering by solution providers.
[Confidential to BPAY].95

15.2

Continuing BPAY’s growth strategy
BPAY Group’s strategy is two-fold:

93

94

95
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(a)

enabling the BPAY Scheme to thrive through simplifying payments for
members, consumers and businesses to maximise the effectiveness of
existing payments solutions that remain in high demand; and

(b)

creating value by diversifying payments into planned non-payment
activities.

BPAY’s submission to the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments Regulation, 31 January 2020,
page 3.
BPAY’s submission to the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments Regulation, 31 January 2020,
page 2.
[Confidential to BPAY].
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BPAY Group’s strategy is summarised in the diagram below:

As part of BPAY Group’s strategy:
(a)

BPAY Group’s payments initiatives are focused on enabling the BPAY
Scheme to thrive. These include simplifying BPAY access and
processes (e.g. through APIs), accelerating BPAY payment notifications,
enabling third party payment initiation and implementing Osko services 2
and 3.

(b)

BPAY Group’s non-payment initiatives include [Confidential to BPAY],
providing a single access point for debits, invoices and out-of-bank
payments, and enabling integrated payments for businesses.

Absent the Conduct, BPAY will continue to operate and be governed by its 5 year
strategic roadmap. BPAY Group may also consider potentially accelerating
investment into new services or business lines. Near term priorities are
[Confidential to BPAY], a centralised MPS send capability for merchants, and
Sypht growth funding. Note that these are at present all likely outside of the
proposed scope of the authorisation (and do not form part of the Conduct) and
purpose of NewCo, and currently rely on resources, assets and capital from
BPAY Group. They are, however, readily feasible should the Conduct not occur.

16

Counterfactual scenario – eftpos

16.1

Overview of eftpos’ counterfactual scenario
In 2019 eftpos consciously established a strategy to shift the eftpos business
model and role to be broader, more centred in digital and far more diversified,
reducing reliance on member support beyond the core message set capabilities
and enhancing its ability to compete with ICS and Big Tech.
Strategy execution is well underway, evidenced by the range of new services
planned and already introduced, as described in section 12 above. The success
of that strategy is dependent on members implementing the technical roadmap.
Financial incentives and mandates have proven to be effective in motivating
member support to date with the bulk of the development work already complete.
The remaining execution of the roadmap is unlikely to place any prohibitive
financial burden on the banks because eftpos is self-funded, low cost and
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provides rebates to the banks to cover a significant portion of their
implementation costs.
New revenue streams and eftpos only propositions enhance eftpos’ economic
viability in a less cash economy in areas such as digital identity, mobile wallets,
eCommerce, ATM processing and cash out.
There is a range of evidence to support the proposition that debit card payments
(in Australia as well as globally) will continue / expand their relevance in
payments despite the changing landscape, and that eftpos is and will remain a
strong competitor providing valuable price competition and a sustainable low cost
routing solution at POS and in eCommerce.
Absent consolidation, eftpos would continue to execute its existing, well-defined
strategy and roadmap which will see it increase its position and relevance in the
evolving payments landscape in both the core scheme business and additional,
complementary services.

16.2

eftpos’ plans for growth and diversification
eftpos’ strategy was informed by a number of key inputs, including:
(a)

a perception of slow support from members [Confidential to eftpos];

(b)

the global payment shifts to mobile, online, in app and cash reduction;
and

(c)

the trend for domestic schemes to play a wider role as a core part of
national infrastructure.

The strategy for eftpos was consciously established to create a sustainable
business for the longer term and reduce reliance on members for eftpos’
success, while adding being strategically placed at the centre of the digital
economy for the benefit of members, their customer and Australia. eftpos
considers that it is no longer a traditional cards payment scheme, and it is no
longer a POS-only solution.
The key themes of the strategy are:

16.3

(a)

reposition and reengineer eftpos as a digital player with a focus on
driving digital experiences;

(b)

continue to have strategic value for consumers and merchants;

(c)

continue to have strategic value for members;

(d)

create an agile, innovative, low-cost organisation;

(e)

diversification of transaction types that are driving sustained transaction
growth;

(f)

diversification of revenue streams that access and create value around
all payments, in addition to eftpos; and

(g)

reduce reliance on members whilst at the same time creating capabilities
than can better meet their customers core needs.

[Confidential to eftpos]
[Confidential to eftpos]
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Confidential Exhibit 9: eftpos’ actual and forecast transaction volume
growth
[Confidential to eftpos]
Confidential Exhibit 10: Average cost of acceptance by merchant size
[Confidential to eftpos]

16.4

eftpos will increase its reach and relevance with diversified,
complementary services, guided by its strategic roadmap
The core eftpos business remains sustainable as network effect has already
been achieved, eftpos functionality remains available on nearly 100% of cards on
issue, including 36.5 million DNDCs, 12.6 million proprietary cards (including
prepaid) and 8.9 million multi-network credit cards.
eftpos has already executed its diversification strategy in the following ways to
support growth in transaction volumes:
(a)

Digital messages are now live for three of the Major Australian Banks
and more than 34 smaller issuers, and use cases will continue to expand
from low to higher risk transactions through 2021. These messages
allow eftpos to access eCommerce transactions which now represent
circa 15% of all retail debit transactions and growing faster than in-store
transactions;

(b)

Deposits and Withdrawals are now live supporting real time A2A
payments over cards rails adding a wide range of additional retail and
non-retail use cases and will continue to be expanded during 2021 with
one example being [Confidential to eftpos] targeting 58 million per
annum potential deposit transactions. Other potential use cases include
instant payroll and insurance payouts;

(c)

Continued growth in eftpos mobile transactions now that all Major
Australian Banks offer the eftpos option. [Confidential to eftpos];

(d)

Expansion of eftpos’ existing role in processing ATM transactions as
majors continue to outsource the management of their ATM fleets to
independent operators demanding enhancements and expansion of ATM
services; and

(e)

Cash out continues to be a point of difference from Visa and Mastercard
with wide merchant access. While volumes have fallen during COVID
they are rising again and remain a point of difference.

eftpos is diversifying its businesses and revenue streams in the following further
ways which are not transaction-dependent.
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(a)

Rolling out Beem It capability to support all card types and enable value
adds and revenue on all these debit and credit card transactions. eftpos
acquired Beem It in 2020. Beem It will become an alternative to Apple
Pay and Google Pay for banks and allow them to maintain their
customer relationship. [Confidential to eftpos].

(b)

While the intent is for Beem It to be the dominant national wallet, as has
been achieved in many overseas markets, the app is also a platform for
delivery of experiences by merchants and eftpos.

(c)

Rolling out the connectID digital identity business which supports safe
easy digital experiences including payments, not limited to eftpos
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payments. connectID is in pilot and will be live with a range of partners
including state governments [Confidential to eftpos]. This service may
increase eftpos volumes through higher authorisation rates and access
all transaction types.

16.5

(d)

[Confidential to eftpos]

(e)

Data services leveraging eftpos, the broadening of data eftpos accesses
combined with utilising the API platform and engaging efficiently with
FinTechs. The current engagement with Verrency for loyalty rewards is
one example.

(f)

Offering distributed ledger technology with Hedera Hashgraph that is
allows for greater scale and wider use cases than some other offerings
in the market

Further implementation of eftpos’ strategy will not place a financial
burden on banks
eftpos is self-funded and does not seek investment from its members to develop
innovations. Further, over the last three financials years to June 2020, issuers
received a net financial benefit from participation in the eftpos payment system,
reflected in the table below.
Confidential Exhibit 11: Issuer net position from participation in eftpos
payment system
[Confidential to eftpos]
While eftpos’ members pay scheme fees and infrastructure fees to eftpos, eftpos
refunds a portion of those scheme fees to members to fund developments that
support eftpos. These are known as rebates or refunds. Issuers are the recipient
of interchange fees paid by acquirers for each eftpos transaction (other than cash
out, for which the interchange is reversed and payable by issuers to acquirers).
Acquirers pass interchange and scheme fee costs on to merchants through the
merchant service fees they charge and have also received fee rebates. They
have also had a much lower change burden than issuers and receive revenue
from cash out interchange, as well as lower fees for sustainable LCR
implementation across POS and eCommerce.
While members have had to support the capability catch up required by eftpos (to
be at functional parity with Visa and Mastercard) over the last few years, the
future roadmap has limited demands on members.
(a)

Acquirers can comply with most remaining roadmap items by supporting
the change in transaction flow to “switch to issuer” which is a relatively
small project, consistent with current Visa and Mastercard capabilities.

(b)

Issuers already support the eftpos digital message set, therefore the
remaining work to be done is not major. 3DS is delivered by an external
vendor to issuers and eftpos is working with the external vendors. Fraud
score enhancements are optional and require integration into existing
bank tools if a member wishes to take advantage of the new service.

(c)

As has been the case over recent years, funding of work will continue to
be largely paid for through fees rebates. [Confidential to eftpos]

[Confidential to eftpos]
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[Confidential to eftpos]
[Confidential to eftpos]

17

Counterfactual scenario – NPPA
NPPA’s strategy has remained the same since 2018 and is reflected in Exhibit
12A below:
Exhibit 12A: NPPA’s strategic imperatives

NPPA’s core focus will remain, as per its currently agreed strategy, on pursuing
migration of volumes from the legacy BECS clearing stream to NPP. There are
three key segments of focus:

 King & Wood Mallesons
51195849_3

(a)

Single attended P2P and P2B payments have largely already migrated
to the NPP, 80% of which are processed as Osko payments and the
remaining as SCT between financial institutions but not sent via the
Osko overlay service.

(b)

NPPA has completed the work required at the central infrastructure level
to process unattended payments which are largely sent by businesses
as bulk files. Some of these will be processed as low data payload
Single Credit Transfer messages, incorporating the original 18
characters of alphanumeric text originally contained in the originating
BECS file, while others of these payments will be sent incorporating rich
data in the corresponding Category Purpose Code open standard
business services defined and published for superannuation, payroll, tax,
and e-invoicing payments using the NPP.

(c)

Finally, the MPS will enable third parties (either creditors like billers, or
parties acting on behalf of the debtor or creditor, such as cloud-based
accounting software platforms, payment service providers and FinTechs)
to initiate “debit-like” payments from early 2022, within a payment
arrangement which has been authorised by the account-holder. This
capability was originally designed by NPPA participating financial
institutions as an alternative to account-based direct debits currently
processed in BECS, but the MPS will also support subscription,
recurring, online, and in-app payments which are currently processed
exclusively via the ICS.
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Exhibit 13A: Volume for NPP and capability development

NPPA operates on a non-profit maximising utility basis. Its cost base is largely
fixed, regardless of volumes processed. It is projected to recover a largely flat
revenue profile in order to meet those fixed costs, as well as fund ongoing
investment in the platform’s central capabilities, which are expected to be
relatively minimal.
Accordingly, NPPA expects that its “wholesale transaction costs” (eg its average
transaction cost, which will be reflected in its per transaction fee) will continue to
decline as NPP volumes grow as demonstrated in Confidential Exhibit 14
below, including as a result of migrating BECS volumes to the NPP (which will
occur irrespective of the Conduct).
Confidential Exhibit 14: NPPA’s wholesale transaction costs
[Confidential to NPPA]

18

Australia’s payments industry
Mr Lance Sinclair Blockley has provided an industry expert report which
describes Australia’s payments industry in detail. Mr Blockley’s confidential
report is annexed to this Application at Confidential Annexure 47.
The Australian payments system refers to the collection of laws, regulations,
protocols and infrastructure that governs and administers the way that payments
in all forms are sent and received.
It includes the payment instruments – cash, cards, cheques and electronic funds
transfers which customers use to make payments – and the usually unseen
arrangements that ensure that funds move from accounts at one financial
institution to another.96

18.1

Cash payments
The use of cash as a payment method in Australia dates back to the 18th century
and remains a popular, albeit declining, option today, accounting for 27% of all
transactions in 2019. Consumers most commonly withdraw cash is through

96
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Please see https://www.rba.gov.au/payments-and-infrastructure/payments-system.html.
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ATMs, which accounted for 70% of the total number of cash withdrawals and
59% of the value of cash withdrawals in 2019.97
However, the use of cash as a proportion of payment transactions is declining,
down from 70% in 2007 – reflecting a longer-term trend of cards replacing cash,
as well as more payments taking place online or remotely, rather than in person,
and the adoption of card payments in contactless and mobile form.98 The COVID19 pandemic has accelerated this trend, with 44% of Australians decreasing their
use of cash during the pandemic.99

18.2

Cheque payments
In Australia, as in other countries, cheques are in long-term decline as peoples’
lives are increasingly digital. As more services move online, consumers and
businesses are moving away from cheques.
Cheque use in Australia has dropped by 83% over the last 10 years and
accounts for less than 2% of all non-cash payments. Only small numbers of
cheques are still used by certain sectors in the community.100
The system continues to operate as cheque numbers decline. Industry-wide
digital cheque clearing was introduced in 2015 to speed up the processing cycle.
Cheque data and images are now exchanged between financial institutions
electronically, with paper cheques destroyed shortly after settlement. Previously,
cheque clearing involved a physical network of official exchanges across
Australia, and long-term storage systems.101
It is expected that the cheque system will be terminated and transaction volumes
will move to more contemporary infrastructure within the next 5 to 10 years
(noting discussions generally suggest an imminent sunset for the cheque
system), with the NPP, eftpos, Visa, Mastercard, and possibly others competing
for the volumes.102

18.3

Card payments
Card payments include a wide range of formats, but primarily debit card and
credit card payments. Debit cards allow users to spend money by drawing on
funds they have deposited in their bank account. Credit cards allow users to
borrow money from the card issuer up to a certain limit in order to purchase
goods and services or to withdraw cash.
Card payments are the most frequently used payment method in Australia.
In 2018/19, Australians made 10 billion debit and credit card payments for a total
value of $678 billion. This equates to an average of 395 payments per year and
$26,800 for each Australian resident. Cards are increasingly being used for
smaller value transactions, where cash was traditionally used, with the average

97
98

99

100
101
102
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Please see https://www.rba.gov.au/payments-and-infrastructure/payments-system.html.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019 page 2
– annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 20 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see https://www.auspaynet.com.au/network/cheques.
Please see https://www.auspaynet.com.au/network/cheques.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 16 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
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value of card transactions falling from $103 in 2009 to $66 in 2019103 – a trend
accelerated by the launch of contactless Tap’n’Go card payments in 2006.
Exhibit 4: Transactions per Capita104

Debit cards are the most popular form factor and, as shown in Exhibit 5 and
Exhibit 15 below, have experienced rapid growth over recent years and have
higher transaction numbers and (more recently) value than credit cards.
Exhibit 5: Card Purchases105

103

104
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Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 1 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 2 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 14 – annexed as Annexure 2.
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Exhibit 15: Trends106

Domestically, eftpos facilitates debit card transactions at POS, online and ATM
services. Other providers, such as Visa and Mastercard, facilitate both debit and
credit card transactions at the physical POS and remotely, eg online.107 To date,
foreign debit card transactions have only been possible through an international
network, such as Visa or Mastercard. The three schemes also offer similar
protections to the cardholder in relation to protection from fraudulent and
disputed transactions at the POS. However, from a merchant’s perspective, the
cost of accepting a debit card payment can vary depending on which of the three
networks processes the transaction. For most transactions at retail merchants,
payments via the eftpos system can be cheaper for them to accept than
payments via the ICS.
Approximately 75% of all debit cards in Australia are DNDCs with the remaining
12 million being eftpos only proprietary cards. DNDC’s allow payments from a
single bank deposit account to be routed through two different debit networks on
the one card.108 For example, DNDCs can route domestic POS transactions
either via the eftpos system (if the cardholder pushes the “cheque” or “savings”
button after the card is inserted) or via the debit networks of MasterCard or Visa
(using the “credit” button).109
If the cardholder makes a contactless (or “Tap’n’Go”) payment, the default is for
the transaction to be automatically routed to the network which has been
programmed as the default network by the issuing financial institution. Until
around 2016, contactless payments were only broadly available through Visa and
Mastercard (which completed their rollout of contactless cards around 2009), and
those networks were the default (and the original developers and deployers of
the technology globally). eftpos subsequently developed the same technology
and delivered almost 100% coverage by 2018.
To realise the benefits of eftpos’ contactless coverage the RBA strongly
encouraged the Major Australian Banks to develop a solution to enable
merchants to route contactless transactions via whichever of the two networks on
the card costs them less to accept. This solution (LCR) allows merchants greater
control over their payment costs, and has increased competitive pressures
106
107

108

109
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[Confidential to the Parties].
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 16 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 14 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, ‘Dual-Network Cards and Mobile Wallet Technology – consultation paper’,
December 2016 – annexed as Annexure 24.
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between the debit schemes, with greater incentives for them to lower their
fees.110 However, although all the Major Australian Banks now offer LCR,
uptake by merchants has been low – demonstrating the challenge of introducing
innovations that have already been preceded by the ICS.
Exhibit 6: Flows in a card transaction111

Use of contactless card payments has increased substantially since its
introduction to 84% of card payments at physical POS. This trend has been
accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic, with 94% of Australians using
contactless payments to buy groceries since the outbreak began.112
Digital wallets are another factor contributing to the rise of contactless payments.
Before the digital representation of a “card” can be used in a wallet, it must be
“provisioned” in that wallet, which involves “tokenising” the card by de-identifying
the card details and replacing them with randomised numbers (a “token”) and
storing that number on the user’s mobile device. The user may then use a
mobile wallet, such as Apple Pay, Google Pay or Samsung Pay, to make
contactless payments at the POS using their mobile device, typically through
NFC technology.113 While not all card issuers in the Australian market currently
support each digital wallet, many card issuers, including some smaller banks,
credit unions and building societies support one or more digital wallets.114
“In app” payments are also usually based on a card payment, with the card
credentials being kept on file and used when a purchase is made through the
app. This is a fast-growing area of the payments market, as more businesses
roll out their own apps, such as Uber, Menulog, 13CABS and Woolworths
Scan&Go (which allows the consumer to avoid the supermarket checkout), for
example. These payments are often referred to as “seamless payments” or
“payments in the background”.
QR Code based payments are another type of digital wallet technology that has
emerged in other jurisdictions but has not yet achieved widespread use in
Australia. The most prominent examples are Alipay and WeChat Pay, the
Chinese mobile payment applications that have gained a large share of the
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Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 15 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 5 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 5 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see RBA, ‘Dual-Network Cards and Mobile Wallet Technology – consultation paper’,
December 2016, page 6 – annexed as Annexure 24.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
pages 22 and 23 – annexed as Annexure 2.
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payments market in China,115 where they have circumvented the need for
merchants to have PIN-pad card terminals.
To date, the most prominent use case for QR Code payments in Australia has
been a growing number of retailers using them to facilitate payments from
tourists from China, where take-up of QR Code based mobile payments has
been extensive. While the number of use cases is growing, the limited use of QR
Code payments in Australia to date largely reflects the very wide use of card
payments and near-ubiquity of payment terminals that accept contactless
payments using NFC technology.116
The COVID-19 pandemic has introduced many more Australians to the use of
QR Code payments, as they are a requirement for checking-in at many cafes,
restaurants, bars and other venues. Therefore, the use of QR Code payments
may become more acceptable to Australian consumers in the future.

18.4

Electronic payments
(a)

Direct entry
The DE system facilitates A2A payments from one bank account to
another account at the same or another financial institution.
To make a payment, the user must identify the recipient’s account,
typically through a BSB and account number or some other identifier.
Payments collected from users’ bank accounts are “direct debits” (eg a
way many utility companies collect their payments) and payments sent to
users’ bank accounts are “direct credits”.
DE payments are commonly used by businesses to make and receive
regular payments, such as employee salaries and recurring bills. DE
payments may also be used by consumers and businesses to initiate
“pay anyone” transactions using internet banking applications.117
AusPayNet administers BECS, which coordinates and facilitates DE
payments between participants, who need to be approved by a financial
institution as a DE user. Financial institutions exchange payments in
bulk 6 times a day at 10:00am, 1:00pm, 4:00pm, 6:30pm, 8:45pm and
10:30pm, with same-day settlement after each of the first 5 official
exchanges. Same-day settlement was introduced in November 2013 to
reduce counterparty and operational risk and gives financial institutions
flexibility in developing products to suit customers’ needs.118
DE is the workhorse of the Australian payments system, carrying
average yearly values of more than $15 trillion. One of DE’s features is
its relative low cost because of high volumes and batched payment
processing.119
While the DE volumes continue to grow, it is expected that these
payments will move to more contemporary infrastructure, such as the
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Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 23 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 3 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see https://www.auspaynet.com.au/network/direct-debit-electronic-transfers.
Please see https://www.auspaynet.com.au/network/direct-debit-electronic-transfers.
Please see https://www.auspaynet.com.au/network/direct-debit-electronic-transfers.
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NPP, over the next 5-10 years,120 as the cost of transactions over NPP
declines and investments are made in new features and functions.
(b)

NPPA
The NPP provides participating financial institutions – which offer
services to Australian government agencies, businesses and consumers
– with an alternative to DE for A2A payments with a fast, versatile, and
data-rich system for making everyday payments.
The NPP allows payments of any value to be processed in real-time
24x7x365 between accounts connected to the NPP. The highest value
single payment processed via the NPP is $19.8 billion.
While NPP payments can be sent using a BSB and account number,
they can also be sent to a “PayID” alias linked to a bank account.
Approximately 5.5 million PayIDs have been registered by customers
who want to receive payments to their bank account via their PayID, with
this number growing at approximately 180,000 per month. NPPA has
seen an increase in small businesses promoting PayID as a payment
method during the current COVID-19 crisis.121
The NPP also supports “overlay” services, which offer customers
additional payments functionality by building on the underlying
infrastructure (in the same way that the “in app” payments, as noted
above, overlay the card networks). The first of these overlay services is
Osko by BPAY, payments through which currently represent
approximately 80% of all NPP payments.
With B2B supply chains becoming more digitised, there has been a
corresponding growth in the use of real-time A2A in B2B and P2P
payment use cases through the adoption of the NPP. Since the NPP
was launched to consumers in February 2018, monthly flows have
increased substantially to over $25 billion, as shown below in Exhibit 7.
Close to 20% of all A2A credit payments now travel by the NPP,122 with a
number of banks directing their “pay anyone” transactions onto the new
platform.
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Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 16 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see NPP, ‘Update on the New Payments Platform Roadmap’, 30 April 2020, page 4 –
annexed as Annexure 22.
Please see NPP, ‘Update on the New Payments Platform Roadmap’, 30 April 2020, page 3 –
annexed as Annexure 2.
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Exhibit 7: New Payments Platform123

The RBA has signalled that “at some point, it may be appropriate to
consider whether the enhanced functionality of more modern
arrangements (such as the NPP) offer benefits that would justify
migration of remaining payments going through the DE system.”124
(c)

BPAY Payments
BPAY Opco’s bill payment service processes 7.8 million payments worth
$8.9 billion each week from over 13 million Australians to over 60,000
businesses.125 Most of the transactions are handled overnight in batch
form.
The BPAY Scheme is primarily used in C2B payments to facilitate the
payment of bills and invoices in a consumer-friendly way. It is also used
by a lot of small businesses for similar reasons. Rather than requiring
businesses and consumers to identify an account using a BSB and
account number to receive the payment, the BPAY Scheme allows
businesses to add a “Biller Code” and a CRN to a customer invoice,
which is used to identify the account or bill to be paid without the need to
provide any personal information about the customer.126 The CRN
allows straight-through processing in the biller’s back office and is well
liked for the efficiencies that it brings.
A consumer cannot enact a BPAY transaction without sufficient funds
being available in their account. This avoids the potential BPAY
transaction being declined or rejected, which occurs when a Direct Debit
transaction is processed but there are insufficient funds in the target
payer account to make the payment.
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Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 2 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019,
page 12 – annexed as Annexure 2.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Annexure C – Presentations by:
eftpos, BPAY and NPPA, page 17 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see https://bpay.com.au/business/business-faqs.
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Other electronic funds transfer methods
Other forms of electronic payment that are gaining traction are P2P and
P2B funds transfer. PayID is one method used for this. Beem It is
another. In each instance a user registers a proxy for their BSB and
account number or card number and can transfer funds to other
registered users. Initial use cases were funds transferred between
individuals from deposit accounts although these methods can be scaled
through payments to merchants and other businesses.

18.5

Current and future trends in Australian payments
(a)

The shift to eCommerce
Rapid evolution in technology, new payment form factors and changing
consumer behaviour are accelerating the shift to online transactions and
eCommerce. This trend has been accelerated by the COVID-19
pandemic as more people turn to online shopping for essentials and
groceries during lockdowns and to comply with social distancing
restrictions, as shown in Confidential Exhibits 16 and 17 below.
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Exhibit 16: Online retail sales expected to continue to grow in
Australia127

Exhibit 17: In Australia, online grocery at ~4% share, but significant
global growth is projected in next 4 years128

As part of a longer-term trend, more payments are taking place online or
remotely rather than face-to-face. In part, this reflects the way that
purchasing habits have changed, with more shopping taking place
online.
eCommerce has quickly become an indispensable part of life for most
consumers and many merchant/SME businesses in Australia. Retail
payments have always been important for consumers, businesses and
the Australian economy more broadly. However, the user experience is
increasingly being changed by the application of technology
(independent of the underlying infrastructure) to make paying more
convenient and seamless.
The eCommerce space is currently dominated by international card
payments schemes (Visa, Mastercard, and American Express) as well
127
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as PayPal. Australian domestic schemes do not currently have, or are
only just beginning to implement, capabilities to support eCommerce
transactions.
(b)

Mobile payments and digital wallets
In Australia, the roll out of the major contactless mobile wallets occurred
many years after the launch and mass adoption of contactless debit and
credit cards. By the time Apple Pay launched in Australia in late 2015,
over 60% of card transactions at POS were contactless payments, as
depicted in Exhibit 8 below.
Exhibit 8: Contactless Card payments in 2013, 2016 and 2019:129

With Australian consumers already used to contactless payments using
their physical debit or credit card, adding this capability to a smartphone
has not significantly increased the adoption of contactless payments
using a mobile phone.
However, while mobile device contactless payments still account for a
relatively small share of consumer payments, the use of mobile
payments has grown significantly over the past three years, as depicted
by Exhibit 9 below.
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Please see RBA, ‘Consumer Payments Behaviour in Australia’, March 2020, page 13 –
annexed as Annexure 25.
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Exhibit 9: Use of contactless mobile payments 2016 and 2019:130

Mobile payments using digital wallets and NFC technology leverage the
existing debit and credit card infrastructure of the ICS and eftpos.
However, the shift to mobile payments has also created difficulties with
LCR, as the tokenisation process is undertaken by the scheme and
depending on the digital wallet used, it may be unclear which token is
used for the transaction. For each of Apple Pay, Samsung Pay and
Google Pay, DNDC can be loaded so that both a token for the ICS and a
token representing eftpos can be loaded. This means that unless the
consumer knows and actively changes the priority (ie selects eftpos), the
mobile payment will be processed via the ICS whether or not both
functions are enabled. eftpos is now available as an option across the
market and around 25% of active mobile users choose eftpos even
though this option has not been marketed to date and will be doing a
back book catch up.
(c)

Real-time A2A payments
Other significant trends in international payments, and one that is
beginning to emerge in Australia, are the growth of real-time A2A
payments and the shift towards value-added products and service. An
enhanced infrastructure will allow financial institutions (and others) to
bring to market.
Some countries, such as Japan, have had real-time payments for many
years, but the deployment of real-time payment systems across multiple
geographies is a relatively new phenomenon: Australia’s own NPP only
went live in February 2018, the European Central Bank launched its
Target Instant Payments Settlement in November 2018 (facilitating
instant cross-border payments in the EU), and Malaysia’s RPP was
launched in January 2019. Others have been in place for a longer time:
such as the UK’s Faster Payments which launched in May 2008 and
Singapore’s FAST system which launched in March 2014.
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Additional real-time payment systems are being planned around the
world. In Northern Europe, the P27 Nordic Payments Platform (owned
by a consortium of large Nordic banks) has announced the development
of the first multi-currency real-time payments system across the Nordic
region. In the United States, the Federal Reserve Board announced that
the Federal Reserve Banks will develop the FedNow Service, a new
national RTGS to support faster retail payments 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, which is expected to be available in 2023 or 2024. The Clearing
House, another US platform for A2A payments, had planned to have
rolled out its domestic real time payments platform by 2020.
Given the high costs associated with launching and implementing a realtime payments infrastructure such as the NPP, the cost per payment is
relatively high, with significant costs being spread over a limited volume
of transactions (compared to the high volumes handled by other
traditional payment methods such as DE).
Given the real-time nature and immediacy of everything else in the
modern consumer’s life, real-time A2A payments will continue to grow in
relevance in many scenarios.
Exhibit 10: Use of Fast Payments Systems131

In Australia, the trend towards wider adoption of real-time A2A payments
is nascent (eg the use of AzuPay by ServiceNSW), but is likely to grow
and will be driven by the recent introduction of Open Banking regulation,
NPP transaction costs reducing over time and the future introduction of
third-party payment initiation services.132
Future investment and innovation in A2A payments will focus on
payments where businesses and governments participate (B2C, B2B,
G2P, G2B), and where the willingness to pay for specific functionalities is
much higher than amongst consumers. To date, A2A payments have
131
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had higher penetration in the G2P sector – with almost 100% of
government welfare and healthcare payments made in 2020 using A2A
payments.133 Expansion into these new areas and transitioning from
legacy DE infrastructure should deliver much larger volumes of
transactions to the NPP in Australia.
The adoption of real-time payments by consumers in a number of
markets suggests that only through open access and APIs will real-time
payments become widely adopted. A notable example of the importance
of this is the rollout of India’s Universal Payments Interface, which
provides real-time access by allowing direct payments integration with
external business applications, for both push and pull payments across a
wide range of channels.
As volumes through the NPP increase, the price point per transaction
should decline, to a point where real-time payments on the NPP become
cost competitive to other payment options. Theoretically, this would
expend the use cases for real-time A2A payments, such as in the online
(or remote) retail space, where consumers could make A2A payments to
retailers while online shopping for retail goods, or to pay for groceries
online using a mobile app, for example.
The growth of real-time A2A payments provides optionality for retailers to
capture the upside of the trend and the following benefits:
Reduced cost of acceptance – as A2A payments avoid card
merchant service fees, potentially making it a lower cost
payment method on certain transactions for retailers, who can
pass on the savings to customers.
Real time payment – reduces working capital requirements as
there is no waiting period for payments to clear or settle.
Retailer specific payment solutions – the potential for retailers to
create their own payment platforms, potentially removing the
need for intermediary payment players and reducing costs.
Integrated loyalty platforms – retailer apps could be used to
initiate payment and may be integrated with loyalty programs.134
There remain significant challenges for A2A payments in a physical POS
environment, requiring significant investment and changes to consumer
behaviour to make A2A payments a viable alternative to the fast, cheap,
efficient and purpose-built card-based payments systems such as eftpos
and the ICS.
The ICS have recognised this trend and are investing heavily in A2A
payment capabilities for C2B and P2P. In 2017, Visa launched its Visa
Direct product for worldwide real-time transfers and is expanding into
cross-border A2A payments and open data/APIs through its acquisition
of Earthport. In 2019, Mastercard launched Mastercard Send, for realtime cross border and domestic payments and has expanded further into
A2A payments with the acquisition of Nets (Scandinavia). In 2019,
American Express also launched A2A capability with its ‘Pay with Bank
133
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transfer’ capability in the UK.135 These services depend on the banking
clients of the ICS adopting and integrating the capabilities into their card
platforms. Domestically, eftpos has purchased Beem It which facilitates
A2A transfers and is itself enabling QR Code orchestration to provide
optionality and retailer specific payment solutions. However, these
services will also depend on banking clients adopting and integrating the
capabilities.
Overseas, there are cases of higher penetration of real-time A2A
payments in both in-store (or POS) retail and online (or remote) retail
transactions. For example, 77% of non-cash POS transactions in India
in May 2020 were made by real-time A2A payments. In the Netherlands,
57% of online payments made since 2018 were made by A2A payments
using “Ideal”, with real-time payment capability from 2019.
(d)

The growth of BNPL
While BNPL services have been offered for years in Australia by Latitude
(formerly GE Money) and Flexigroup (formerly Flexirent, and now
Humm), the newer providers such as AfterPay and Zip Co have found
success recently by optimising the experience for mobile and digital
transactions for smaller value purchases.
BNPL services allow customers to purchase goods or services but defer
payment via low or zero-interest instalments to the BNPL provider,
typically over 1–2 months. While arrangements vary, some of the
prominent BNPL providers have models whereby the service is ‘free’ for
consumers if payments are made on time, with merchants charged a
relatively high per-transaction fee for accepting the payment.136
Afterpay, Zip, Humm, OpenPay and Splitit are merchant funded and
charge the merchant a percentage of the transaction value. For
example, Afterpay charges the merchant a per transaction fee plus up to
6% of the purchase value, although rates can be as low as 2%, while Zip
Co’s average charge to merchants is 4% of the purchase value.
Customers typically make instalment payments to the BNPL provider
using a debit or credit card, leveraging existing payment rails rather than
creating new infrastructure. For example, 85% of Afterpay repayment
transactions are via debit cards and ASIC has reported an 80/20
debit/credit funding split. BNPL remains a very small share of total
spend (equivalent to less than 1.5% of total card purchases in 2020),137
with the initial payment frequently being made with a card and the
subsequent instalments tending to be paid by DE.
These services have become widely accepted by merchants in a number
of retail segments, both online and in person, and as shown in Exhibit
11 and Exhibit 18 below, have been growing significantly in recent
years.

135

136
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Exhibit 11: BNPL Payments Processed:138

Exhibit 18: Number of BNPL providers139

From a consumer perspective, the popularity of BNPL services has
increased significantly over the last decade, due to the convenience of
138
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the mobile phone interface and their availability as a potentially lowercost and more accessible form of consumer credit noting that BNPL is
not generally regulated by consumer credit code. There are indications
that BNPL services are used more intensively by certain segments of the
population, particularly younger people, who may not have a credit card.
For merchants, it has been argued that BNPL services may facilitate
increased sales as well as provide additional benefits – for example, as
merchants are paid upfront by the BNPL provider, they do not bear the
risk of fraud or customer non-payment.140
(e)

The adoption of seamless payments
“Seamless payments” refers to the ability to browse, select and then
purchase products or services without having to go through a checkout
or POS system.
Typically, this is in the form of in-app payments for goods or services
within a smartphone or tablet app which is usually downloaded onto the
device. In-app payments use payment credentials already held on file
(also known as “card on file”), where the user has explicitly authorised
the business to store the payment details (eg card number, expiry and
CVV) and permits the business to charge the credentials for future
purchases, as and when they are made. The ICS and eftpos support inapp payments to varying extents.
In-app payments are typically used for purchasing digital content such as
entertainment (eg films, TV shows and games), as well as for mobile
shopping, ridesharing and food delivery services and an increasing
range of activities. Combining in-app payments with customer loyalty
programs, allows businesses to learn more about their customers
through richer data collection and opens a new marketing channel that
can promote new products and services directly to users.
For most merchants who would not have in-house capability to
implement in-app payments, there are a variety of major payment
gateway providers that offer in-app payment services, including the
ability to store card on file. These payment gateways can offer
merchants greater security, by handling aspects such as PCI
compliance, and seamless integration into existing apps using APIs.
These include Adyen, Braintree, Bambora and Square.

(f)

Consumer-focussed data regulation is supporting the shift to
digital
Australia is in the process of implementing Open Banking, as the first
part of the CDR, which is a general right created for consumers to
control their data, including who can have access to it and who can use it
for specific purposes.
Open Banking aims to give customers the right to direct information and
data they already share with their bank to be safely shared with other
parties that they trust. It is designed to give customers more access to,
and control over, their information, leading to more choice in their
banking and more convenience in managing their money, and resulting
in more confidence in the use and value of their data. Australia’s Open
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Banking scheme has taken learnings from and has improved on the UK
Open Banking model.
Open Banking is set to be a significant driving force behind innovation,
competition and the integration of data rights in the payments space.
While there is currently no regulation to mandate ”request to pay”
functionality, reviews are in progress with the potential to require banks
to provide “write access” to third parties – albeit this functionality will be
delivered by the MPS being developed on the NPP. Open Banking should – and certainly the MPS will allow third parties to access
consumers (and in the case of MPS, businesses and government
agencies) accounts with different providers through a single interface
that is not necessarily owned by an incumbent bank. This will drive
increased competition in payments, will facilitate open access to APIs
and enable third party innovation to unlock and create new payments
functionality, including:
The ability to enable transactions or funds transfers on behalf of
a consumer.
The aggregation of a customer’s data across financial
institutions and the development of tailored services or
applications.
Innovation with data in credit assessments, automated loan
applications, and budgeting, for example.141
(g)

The rise of fraud and cybercrime
Payment providers have always had to balance the trade-off between
“convenience” and “security”.
Fraud losses in payments (primarily concentrated in payment cards)
remain large, but the fraud rate (in terms of basis points or cents per
dollar spent) is no longer increasing and globally has declined for the last
2 years. However, as card transactions continue to replace cash and
cheques, the actual dollar losses due to cybercrime and fraud (USD28
billion in 2018) continue to grow.
The success in reducing the fraud rate on card payments has come
through coordinated industry action, including:
Widespread roll out of Chip&PIN (or Chip and signature in the
USA) for transactions at physical POS.
Use of Strong / 2-Factor Authentication for Card-Not-Present
payments, which is mandated in a number of jurisdictions.
Improvements in fraud mitigation software, including the
application of machine learning and artificial intelligence.
The roll out of tokenisation, in order to protect card information
held on file in databases and in mobile handsets.
According to AusPayNet, the total fraud value on Australian cards fell in
2019 by almost 20% to $464 million, with this occurring despite a 3.9%
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increase in spending on cards to $819 billion.142 This caused the fraud
rate on card payments to drop significantly from the 2018 level of 73.1
cents per $1,000 spent, down to 56.6 cents – being the second annual
reduction in the fraud rate on cards, down by 25% from the peak in 2017.
Card-Not-Present transactions continue, however, to dominate the
overall fraud value on cards, at 87% of total; in recognition of this, the
CNP Fraud Mitigation Framework was launched by AusPayNet during
2019 in order to assist the industry in addressing and controlling this
form of fraudulent activity.
Card-Not-Present fraud continues to be driven by data breaches at third
parties, primarily at merchants both at home and abroad, where
cardholder credentials are stolen from data systems. Whether the card
data is accessed through the IT systems of an online retailer, a utility
company, an airline or elsewhere, the loss of payment credentials can
directly lead to fraud and can also be used by the perpetrators as part of
their scams. The data can be stored by the criminals, often organised
gangs rather than individuals, and used a long time after the breach
takes place.
The increased use by consumers and businesses of online services for
purchases and many different aspects of day to day life, and the
convenience of storing a Card-On-File at a regularly visited merchant, is
leading criminals to increasingly focus their efforts on cybercrime to
capture payment credentials. In this regard, the industry’s roll out of card
tokenisation aims to nullify the value of Card-On-File details held by
merchants.
Despite this, card fraud rates inside Australia are all trending down, and
remain especially low for Australian cards physically used within
Australia.
(h)

The influence of Big Tech in the Australian payments landscape
Beyond the large ICS of Visa and Mastercard, the Australian payments
landscape is and will continue to be heavily influenced by the operations
of the American and Chinese Big Tech giants in Google, Apple,
Facebook, Ant Group and Tencent.
These companies are leveraging their ecosystems to extend into
payments and to build their broader value proposition.
Google has largely focussed on mobile and online payments with its ewallet, Google Pay, leveraging its integration throughout Google’s
ecosystem, including through its Chrome browser and Android platform.
The use of card payments within Google Pay remain free to card issuers.
It has recently upgraded Google Pay in the USA and is now offering
banking services, initially via Citibank.
Apple also has a mobile payment offering through its e-wallet, Apple Pay
and is innovating with ways to pay within their ecosystem (ie over
iMessage), and in the USA, has moved into the credit card space with
the Apple Card in collaboration with Goldman Sachs. The use of card
payments within Apple Pay incurs a charge to card issuers.
Outside Australia, Facebook has a unified service that allows people to
instantly transfer money to their friends or pay for items across its suite
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of apps in Whatsapp, Instagram and Messenger with Facebook Pay.
While it is not currently live in Australia, Facebook secured an Australian
patent for Facebook Pay in 2017.143
Ant Group’s world leading mobile and online payment platform, Alipay,
has focussed on a global expansion beyond China via partnerships,
particularly in countries with a high volume of Chinese tourists. Tens of
thousands of merchants in Australia accept Alipay, including more than
one hundred leading retailers and tourist destinations.
Similarly, Tencent’s e-wallet product, WeChat Pay, is a payments
platform attached to its messaging and social media platform, WeChat.
Tencent has focussed on the global expansion of WeChat Pay outside of
China by recruiting retailers in popular Chinese tourist destinations.
Exhibit 19: Product releases in last 12 years (non-exhaustive)

(i)

Digital identity
A complementary component of the Australian payments landscape is
the development of digital identity services. Digital identity services
enable identification information to be shared between identity service
providers (government agencies, banks, utilities and others) and relying
parties with which the consumer wishes to engage. Digital identity can
facilitate smoother commerce and eCommerce for users and could
potentially enable micropayments and other “gig economy” commerce.

19

Regulation of the Australian payments industry
The Australian payments industry is regulated, principally by the RBA and PSB.
The regulation is based on sound and well-established policy. It necessarily
results in barriers to entry and participants incurring compliance costs. The
regulation by the RBA and PSB is described in Schedule 4 – Regulation by the
RBA and PSB.
The Conduct will not have any effect on the regulation of the Australian payments
industry other than, potentially, to remove a need for future regulation to
consolidate the industry as has occurred in other countries, such as the United
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Kingdom, or remove the need for regulation to support eftpos’ ability to compete
with the ICS, as in the case of LCR.
Schedule 5 – Developments in payments industries outside Australia
outlines two case studies on domestic payments consolidations in the United
Kingdom and Singapore.
Removing the need for future regulation would be a benefit to the public because
it would avoid the costs associated with enacting and enforcing regulation.
The RBA periodically consults the broader community and agencies of
government on matters relating to its responsibilities. Consultations may relate
to policy issues or specifically in relation to the introduction of variation of
regulations.
The RBA must not determine or vary a standard or impose an access regime
unless it has first consulted in accordance with section 28 of the Payments
Systems (Regulation) Act 1988 (Cth).

20

Consolidations of domestic payments industries
outside of Australia
Please see Schedule 5 – Developments in payments industries outside
Australia which outlines two case studies on domestic payments consolidations
in the United Kingdom and Singapore.

21

Global payments providers
Please see Schedule 6 – Global payments providers below for a description of
the global payments providers, including reference to the recent acquisition
history of Visa and Mastercard (who are no longer traditional card operators) as
well as Apple and Google.

22

Extent of complementarity between BPAY, eftpos and
NPPA

22.1

Common shareholders
The Major Australian Banks are common shareholders and members in each of
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA.
In addition, there are six other common members and shareholders with interests
in NPPA and eftpos: ASL, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, Cuscal Limited,
Citigroup Pty Limited, Indue Limited and ING Bank (Australia) Limited.

22.2

Complementarity between the three payment schemes
The three payments systems have offerings with a different initial primary use
case and core target market/customer base.
The NPP provides the core capabilities required for fast and flexible A2A
payment messaging, the BPAY Scheme offers P2B and B2B bill payments, Osko
facilitates a variety of real-time payments (P2P, P2B, B2B, B2P and G2P) via the
NPP with overlay services that are complementary to NPP’s core service, and
eftpos facilitates debit card transactions at retail POS, in-app and online, mobile
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payments at POS and through Beem It P2P and P2B payments via a wallet for
any channel through its impending QR code capability.
Customers are increasingly demanding different payment options from their
mobile, wearable and other digital devices. Customers are using methods that
use different rails, particularly non-card rails, to make payments. This means that
there is an imperative for payment companies, including the three payments
schemes, to offer hybrid payment options in order to remain competitive.
The complementary aspects of each of the three payments schemes present an
opportunity to form a single entity for domestic low-value payments which can
offer hybrid payment options. For example, the main overlay service on the NPP
is BPAY Opco’s Osko. Through Osko, BPAY Opco has created the “rules” that
define how NPP messaging and connectivity is to be used to deliver an Osko
payment, in regard to speed, the type of information that goes with the payment
and what the end customer experience is. In this instance, BPAY Opco is
offering its product or service to NPP participants and Identified Institutions, who
can choose to subscribe to the product or service and distribute it to their end
users/customers. It is a complement, not a substitute for NPP’s core SCT
service, because an SCT service must be used every time an Osko overlay
service is used.
The NPP processes A2A payments and is not used to clear debit card
transactions.
The growth of real-time account to account transfers provides optionality for
banks and retailers to benefit from payments volume moving to emerging use
cases (eg supermarkets in Sweden accept payments by QR Code via Swish, an
app with 67% penetration of the population).
Amalgamating the three schemes would give each of the existing companies the
opportunity to work collectively to develop for customers hybrid products
involving capability from the three payments systems without the need for service
or joint venture contracts which could enable this to be done currently.
Hybrid products across the three payments schemes would be more difficult for
the international payments companies to mimic and would lead to more
innovation in the Australian payments sector and increased competition with the
international payments companies.

22.3

Increasing investment overlap
Historically, there were clear boundaries in the purpose, proposition and use
cases for each of BPAY’s, eftpos’ and NPPA’s respective Payments Schemes
with no or very little competitive overlap between them.
In the current environment of increased use of ever-advancing technology and
innovation, the boundaries between the three Payments Schemes are becoming
increasingly blurred. For example, each of the three Payments Schemes have
offered solutions for recurring P2B Payments, although the main targets of each
differ. BPAY’s request to pay service is targeted at a broad range of customers
including billers who want to request that payments be “pushed” to them by
customers, small businesses and P2P. For eftpos’ card on file service, the main
target is recurring in-app payments currently dominated by the ICS. For NPPA’s
MPS, the main target is billers who want authorisations from customers to “pull”
payments from their accounts on a regular basis (in the form of a modernised
version of the service currently provided by direct debits over the DE System).
The challenges of co-ordinating these investment overlaps are causing the
market failures on which this Application is based.
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Customers of the domestic schemes require these platforms to keep up with
technology and international offerings. The Conduct will create a more efficient,
streamlined entity, with a coordinated and targeted roadmap that will enable
financial institutions and retailers to more efficiently support and to integrate the
streamlined entity’s innovations into their own banking platforms and bring the
domestic initiatives to market with more certainty and more quickly.
Recent payments innovations by the three Australian payments schemes (eg,
Osko request to pay) have had slow speed to market, or have not made it to
market, due to challenges in the shareholders/members coordination.
The Conduct is expected to increase speed to market by removing barriers to
coordination that have traditionally existed between BPAY Opco, eftpos and
NPPA. The domestic payments industry, which funds the domestic payments
systems, has finite financial and IT resources – a coordinated approach will
improve speed to market.

23

Market definition – Commission’s previous decisions

23.1

2017 Determination – Clearing and settlement of low-value payments
In its 2017 determination in relation to NPPA’s applications for authorisations for
NPP regulations concerning eligibility requirements and settlement provisions,
and suspension and termination of NPP participants, the Commission confined
its assessment of the Proposed Conduct to the clearing and settlement of low
value payments.144

23.2

2016 Determination – Payments market
In 2016, the APCA applied for authorisation (A91525 & A91526) for APCA and
relevant members to provide for the roll out of 3D Secure to all relevant payment
cards issued in Australia, and to all online merchants in Australia. While the
Commission decided not to grant interim authorisation, its analysis of markets
remains relevant.
The Commission’s view was that the participants operated within the online
payments market and within that market distinguished between the payment
schemes, credit/debit and eftpos cards, and the acquirers, being the financial
institutions (usually a bank) that offered merchants the service of receiving and
processing credit/debit card payments.
The Commission divided the participants in APCA into three categories:
(a)

operators of payment schemes in Australia, being Visa, MasterCard,
American Express, eftpos, BPAY and Austraclear;

(b)

banking and credit service providers, including all Major Australian
Banks, many smaller Australian banks and credit unions, and a number
of internationally based banks with a presence in Australia; and

(c)

Woolworths Group Limited participating as a credit card issuer and
interested party.

The Commission found that the conduct for which authorisation was sought
involved the following payment systems participants:
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(a)

Payment scheme: A network that allows for payment information to be
exchanged between financial institutions (eg the Visa, MasterCard and
American Express networks, eftpos’ network, BPAY, PayPal);

(b)

Credit/debit cards, eftpos cards and multi-network cards:

103

Credit card providers, such as Visa and MasterCard, which
typically offer credit cards that come with a credit facility from
which the consumer can borrow. Transactions on these cards
are communicated through the credit card’s payment scheme
(eg the Visa network);
Credit card providers also provide debit cards, which do not
come with a credit facility but simply link to the consumer’s
savings account. As with credit cards, transactions on these
cards are communicated through the card’s payment scheme
(eg the Visa network);
eftpos cards operate similarly to a debit card, linking directly to
the consumer’s savings (or cheque) account. However, eftpos
cards use the eftpos network for communicating transactions;
and
Multi-network cards are cards that can use two networks.
Typically, multi-network cards combine an ICS card and an
eftpos card where eftpos debit rails are an option on ICS debit
and credit cards. At physical retailers, consumers with multinetwork cards can choose whether to use the ICS network (by
selecting “Credit”) or the eftpos network (by selecting “Savings”
or “Cheque”).
(c)

Issuer: A credit/debit/eftpos card issuer (usually a bank), which provides
consumers with a card associated with one of the payment schemes (eg
Visa);

(d)

Acquirer: A financial institution (usually a bank) that offers merchants the
service of receiving and processing credit/debit card payments. Not all
acquirers are able to accept payments from all payment schemes (eg
some acquiring banks do not accept payments on the American Express
network, which is why retailers cannot accept those cards at checkout);

(e)

Access Control Server: Access control servers are provided by specialist
third parties. Under the proposed conduct, each issuer will be required
to engage an access control server provider. Access control server
providers have two main functions regarding the proposed conduct:
they run the 3D Secure protocol and make fraud risk decisions
on behalf of the card issuer; and
they facilitate communication between the merchant’s website
and the card issuer, so that verification information.

24

Market Definition – Expert’s Report
Dr Geoff Edwards has provided an economic expert report which sets out his
expert opinion of the markets relevant to the Commission’s assessment of the
Conduct. Dr Edwards’ confidential report is annexed to this Application as
Confidential Annexure 46.
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Markets affected by the Conduct
Having regard to the Commission’s previous decisions, this chapter identifies the
markets which may be affected by the Conduct, taking a purposive approach
based on the infrastructure owned and the services supplied by each of BPAY
Opco, eftpos and NPPA.
We proceed on the basis that the geographic boundary of each of the affected
markets is Australia-wide.
The Applicants submit that there is no need for the Commission to reach any
conclusions about the precise boundaries of the affected markets because,
irrespective of how the affected markets are defined, the Conduct will not have
the effect, and will not be likely to have the effect, of substantially lessening
competition in any market irrespective of the counterfactual scenario preferred or
used to make the assessment.
The Applicants note that the BPAY figures referenced below are actuals and
forecasts provided by BPAY, and the NPP figures and RBA figures included
below are up to FY20. Mr Lance Sinclair Blockley has provided an industry
expert report which provides market share actuals and forecasts from FY21 to
FY25 for each of the markets detailed below. Mr Blockley’s confidential report is
annexed to this Application as Confidential Annexure 47.

25.1

Upstream infrastructure
At the upstream level, there is likely to be a market or markets for authorisation
and clearing infrastructure for low value payments, which includes eftpos’ “hub”
authorisation and clearing infrastructure, NPPA’s authorisation and clearing
infrastructure and BPAY Holdco’s clearing infrastructure (BPAY payments do not
require authorisation as they are “push” credit payments and therefore already
authorised by the payer’s bank).
The ICS are significant participants in this market.
“Authorisation and clearing” refers to the processes by which financial institutions
check whether there are sufficient funds in the account from which funds will be
withdrawn and clear the withdrawal and/or deposit of those funds.
“Settlement” is a separate and related process where money is moved from one
account to another, between two banks or between a bank and a merchant. The
infrastructure that is used to settle payments, which is owned by the RBA, is not
part of the market/s for authorisation and clearing of low value payments145
It is possible that there is a single upstream market for authorising and clearing
low value payments or that there may be separate upstream markets – eg one
for card-based or retail payments and another for direct A2A payments.
However, having regard to the approach taken by the ACCC in the context of
NPPA’s application for authorisation of the NPP’s regulations, the Applicants
submit that there may be no useful distinction to be made in this regard and that
the effects of the proposed amalgamation may be assessed adequately in a
single market for authorisation and clearing infrastructure for low value
payments.

145
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of consumer electronic payments’, 10 July 2020.
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Estimated shares of upstream infrastructure for low value payments
The Confidential Exhibit 20 and Confidential Exhibit 21 below present
estimates of shares of authorisation and clearing infrastructures for low value
payments by volume and value between 2011 and 2020.
As can be seen below, card scheme infrastructures together have a large share
of payments in volume terms but only a small share in value terms, as most card
scheme payments are small value retail POS payments while most DE payments
are non-retail and larger value.
Confidential Exhibit 20: Authorisation and clearing of low value payments –
by volume
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Direct Entry System

BPAY

New Payments Platform

Credit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

Amex/Diners

Debit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

eftpos

Cheques

Cash

Total
NewCo Share
Amalgamation Increment

Confidential Exhibit 21: Authorisation and clearing of low value payments –
by value
[Confidential to the Parties]
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YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

106
2019

2020

Direct Entry System

BPAY

New Payments Platform

Credit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

Amex/Diners

Debit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

eftpos

Cheques

Cash

Total
NewCo Share
Amalgamation Increment

As can be seen from Confidential Exhibit 20 and Confidential Exhibit 21
above, DE accounts for the majority of authorising and clearing low value
payments by value.
By volume, as at FY2020, the Conduct will create an entity (NewCo) with
approximately 16% share with an incremental change of only approximately 5%.
By value, NewCo would have a share of approximately 7%, with an incremental
change of only approximately 4%.
As noted above, over time, more and more payments authorised and cleared in
DE are likely to migrate to NPPA as the NPP develops services for bulk credits
(eg payroll and government disbursements) and direct debits. However, the
transfer of those payments from DE to NPPA will not be related to the Conduct
and will occur irrespective of the Conduct.

25.3

Downstream markets for payment schemes / services
Downstream of the infrastructure, payment schemes/services are supplied to
financial institutions or directly to merchants and persons by the Applicants and
other entities.
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Based on the services supplied, and likely to be supplied, by each of BPAY
Holdco, eftpos and NPPA, there may be a number of downstream markets for
payment schemes / services that are layered over the upstream infrastructure
market/s. The Applicants have not yet reached a view on the boundaries of
these markets, but the following are possible markets or sub-markets:

25.4

(a)

In-store (or POS) retail payments. The Applicants are active
competitors in this segment primarily in the form of eftpos with cardbased services (card present and mobile tokens). In addition, there may
be a very small number of POS payments in-store (at very small
merchants) using BPAY’s Osko service, eftpos’ Beem It and NPPA’s
SCT. NPPA’s MPS service is a potential future payment method in this
possible market and along with Beem It, may grow in this segment if QR
technology becomes established among merchants. Other participants
in this market comprise the ICS and A2A apps on mobiles such as
AliPay and WeChat Pay. Cash and cheques are further alternatives for
in-store retail payments. Note that payments made online for purchases
in-store (eg Woolworths’ “Scan and Go” in-app service) are not included
in this segment.

(b)

Online (or remote) retail payments. This potential market includes
both P2B “guest checkout” type services and irregular P2B recurring
payments such as in-app payments (such as Uber payments) and online
stored detail payments (including payments made online for purchases
in-store, such as using Woolworths’ “Scan and Go” service). The main
competitors in this market are the ICS and A2A online services such as
PayPal. The payment entities are only very marginally active in this
market. For example, small volumes of BPAY payments (eg Qantas
flights can be paid using BPAY) and small volumes using BPAY’s Osko
and the NPPA’s SCT (eg Azupay), but have plans to increase their
presence with eftpos Beem It, eftpos digital (including “card on file” for
recurring payments, which is live, but without universal take up) and the
NPP’s planned MPS service. BPAY’s Osko service 3 “request to pay”
would also be able to be used for online retail payments, should it be
rolled out. eftpos deposit and withdrawal message set, recently
launched, can also be used to facilitate these payments.

(c)

Bill (or invoice) payments. This segment includes regular in-app as
well as other subscription payments (e.g. Netflix monthly subscriptions).
The competitors in this market include direct credit and direct debit over
DE, BPAY (with its BPAY and Osko services), NPPA (with its SCT
service and likely in the future with its MPS), PayPal and the ICS.
Australia Post also offers a service for bill payments using cash or
cheques over the counter at post offices.

(d)

P2P payments. The competitors in this segment include direct credit
over DE, BPAY with its Osko service and NPPA with SCT and to a
lesser extent by volume, eftpos with its Beem It app service. Cash and
cheques are other alternatives for P2P payments.

(e)

B2P and G2P payments. The competitors in this segment of payments
include direct credit over DE, NPPA with SCT and BPAY’s Osko service.
B2P and G2P payments are also made using cash and cheques.

Estimated shares in in-store (or POS) retail payments
Confidential Exhibits 22 and 23 differ from the shares presented in the expert
industry opinion of Mr Lance Blockley because eftpos’ actual data has been used
in the exhibits below. These exhibits below, demonstrate:
(a)
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(b)

A rise in the share of debit card schemes, with a strong rise in the share
of Visa and Mastercard and a marked initial decline of eftpos’ share from
2013 until 2019, due to contactless transactions being introduced before
LCR. However, eftpos has arrested the decline and increased its share
in FY2020 to 18%, largely through LCR;

(c)

The dominance of the ICS, with a combined share across credit and
debit cards of 56% by volume and 57% by value in 2020; and

(d)

A share for NewCo of 18% (by volume) in FY2020, and an absence of
any substantial overlap between the three payment schemes. Indeed,
there is no material increment associated with the proposed
amalgamation because the NPP and BPAY (via Osko) are very small in
this segment.

Confidential Exhibit 22: in-store (or POS) retail payments – by volume
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Credit Card Schemes

Debit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

eftpos

Cash

Cheques

Beem It

NPP (PayID)

SCT

Osko
Other A2A (e.g. AliPay;
WeChat Pay)
Total
NewCo
Amalgamation Increment
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Confidential Exhibit 23: in-store (or POS) retail payments – by value
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING
JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Credit Card Schemes

23–
33%

24–
34%

23–
33%

23–
33%

24–
34%

23–
33%

24–
34%

24–
34%

17–
27%

15–
25%

Debit Card Schemes

28–
38%

30–
40%

32–
42%

34–
44%

35–
45%

37–
47%

40–
50%

44–
54%

51–
61%

60–
70%

Visa/Mastercard

0–
10%

0–
10%

1–
11%

3–
13%

5–
15%

8–
18%

14–
24%

21–
31%

29–
39%

32–
42%

eftpos

26–
36%

27–
37%

26–
36%

26–
36%

25–
35%

24–
34%

21–
31%

18–
28%

17–
27%

22–
32%

Cash

33–
43%

31–
41%

30–
40%

28–
38%

26–
36%

25–
35%

21–
31%

17–
27%

16–
26%

10–
20%

Cheques

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

Beem It
0–
10%

NPP (PayID)

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

SCT

0–
10%

0–
10%

Osko

0–
10%

0–
10%

Other A2A (e.g.
AliPay; WeChat Pay)

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

0–
10%

NewCo

26–
36%
0–
10%

27–
37%
0–
10%

26–
36%
0–
10%

26–
36%
0–
10%

25–
35%
0–
10%

24–
34%
0–
10%

21–
31%
0–
10%

18–
28%
0–
10%

17–
27%
0–
10%

22–
32%
0–
10%

Amalgamation
Increment

25.5

Estimated shares in online (or remote) retail payments
Confidential Exhibit 24 and Confidential Exhibit 25 below differ from the
shares presented in the expert industry opinion of Mr Lance Blockley because
eftpos’ actual data has been used in the exhibits below. These exhibits
demonstrate:
The ICS have very large shares in this possible segment of payments (around
89% by volume and 85% by value).
The three domestic payment schemes are only present in this market to a very
minor extent (NewCo’s share in FY2020 would have been less than 1%), with a
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small number of online payments via BPAY (eg some payments for Qantas air
tickets), a very small share for eftpos (recently launched “card on file” for
recurring payments/subscriptions) and only a small number of payments over the
NPP via BPAY’s Osko service or the NPPA’s SCT service (eg Azupay
payments). In the future, eftpos’ Beem It and NPP’s MPS service are expected
to gain share in this market.
Confidential Exhibit 24: Online (or remote) retail payments – by Volume
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Credit Card Schemes

Debit Card Schemes

Visa/Mastercard

eftpos

BPAY

NPP (e.g AzuPay & MPS)

SCT

Osko
Other A2A (e.g. PayPal
from bank acct)
Other (e.g. Poli, gift cards)

Total

NewCo

Amalgamation Increment

Confidential Exhibit 25: Online (or remote) retail payments – by value
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Credit Card Schemes

Debit Card Schemes
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YEAR ENDING JUNE

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

111

2018

2019

2020

Visa/Mastercard

eftpos

BPAY

NPP (e.g. AzuPay & MPS)

SCT

Osko
Other A2A (e.g. PayPal
from bank acct)
Other (e.g. Poli, gift cards)

Total
NewCo
Amalgamation Increment

25.6

Estimated market shares in bill (or invoice) payments
Bill payments can be B2B or P2B.
The Applicants provide estimates of the shares of P2B and B2B bill payments by
volume in the confidential exhibit below.
As can be seen from the estimates in the confidential exhibit, BPAY’s share of bill
payments by volume is 8% to 18% (comprising BPAY with 5% to 15% and
BPAY’s Osko with 0% to 10%) and NPPA’s share is 0% to 10%. The BPAY
Payments service is now available via eftpos’ Beem It app.
Consequently, the Conduct will result in NewCo’s subsidiaries accounting for
approximately 9% to 19% of P2B and B2B bill payments, with an incremental
change to the concentration of suppliers in this possible market of only
approximately 1%. DE accounts for the largest share – approximately 55% to
65%, followed by the ICS with 15% to 25% (across credit and debit cards).
The Applicants’ observation above about the proposed migration of DE’s
payments to NPPA applies equally to this market.
Confidential Exhibit 26: Bill (or invoice) payments (P2B & B2B) – by volume
[Confidential to BPAY]
YEAR

BPAY (including on-us)
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

7–17%

7–17%

7–17%

7–17%

7–17%

6–16%

6–16%

5–15%
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YEAR

112

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

SCT

0–10%

0–10%

Osko

0–10%

0–10%

NPP

50–
60%

52–
62%

54–
64%

56–
66%

58–
68%

58–
68%

57–
67%

55–
65%

Direct Debit

21–
31%

22–
32%

23–
33%

24–
34%

25–
35%

25–
35%

25–
35%

23–
33%

Direct Credit

24–
34%

25–
35%

26–
36%

27–
37%

28–
38%

28–
38%

28–
38%

27–
37%

Credit Card Schemes

4–14%

5–15%

5–15%

6–16%

7–17%

7–17%

7–17%

7–17%

Debit Card Schemes

4–14%

4–14%

3–13%

3–13%

3–13%

3–13%

3–13%

3–13%

Visa/Mastercard

2–12%

2–12%

2–12%

2–12%

2–12%

3–13%

3–13%

3–13%

eftpos

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

Cheque

2–12%

1–11%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

Cash

3–13%

2–12%

1–11%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

NewCo

9–19%

9–19%

8–18%

8–18%

7–17%

7–17%

8–18%

9–19%

Amalgamation Increment

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

0–10%

Direct Entry

25.7

Estimated shares in P2P payments and B2P/G2P payments
BPAY’s Osko service and NPPA’s SCT service are growing in these two
segments as banks transition to them away from direct credits (the DE system).
eftpos’ Beem It service is also present the P2P segment, but with a de minimis
share.
The following Confidential Exhibit 27 and Confidential Exhibit 28 present
estimates of volume shares of P2P payments and B2P/G2P payments for the
year ending June 2020.
The estimates indicate that the Conduct would not materially increase the level of
concentration within either of these possible markets.
In P2P payments, the incremental increase of NewCo’s market share is
estimated to be only 2%.
In B2P/G2P payments, NewCo’s subsidiaries will only for approximately 5% by
volume and the incremental change is only 1%. DE accounts for approximately
87%.
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Confidential Exhibit 27: P2P payments – by volume
[Confidential to the Parties]
Year ending June 2020

Volume

%Share

NPP – all Osko

35–45%

Direct Entry

5–15%

Cash

41–51%

Cheque

0–10%

BeemIt (estimate)

0–10%

Other non-bank mobile apps
(e.g. Visa Send)

0–10%

NewCo

36–46%

Amalgamation
Increment

0–10%

Confidential Exhibit 28: B2P/G2P payments – by volume
[Confidential to the Parties]
YEAR ENDING JUN2 020

Volume (Millions)

Shares %

Payment Method
BPAY
NPP
Osko
SCT
Direct Entry
Credit Card Schemes
Debit Card Schemes
eftpos
International Card Schemes
Cheque
Cash
Other (Beemit, Paypal, Visa
Send, etc)
Total
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YEAR ENDING JUN2 020

Volume (Millions)

114

Shares %

NewCo
Amalgamation
Increment

26

The Conduct’s likely effects on competition

26.1

No substantial effect on market concentration
The three payments systems currently own and operate largely complementary
assets and do not offer closely substitutable services – eftpos’ core service is
debit card payments at the POS; BPAY’s core services are a bill payment service
and Osko for fast payments over NPPA’s infrastructure, and NPPA’s core service
is fast A2A payments.
The preceding section set out estimated shares in six possible markets (or submarkets) affected by the Conduct.
Market concentration can help to determine whether a merger is likely to result in
unilateral and/or coordinated effects. It is, nonetheless, the link between
concentration and the strength of competition that is important for merger
analysis, which ultimately requires consideration of all relevant factors before a
final conclusion can be reached.146
As is evident from section 25 above, the Conduct will not have a substantial
effect on the concentration of suppliers in any of those markets:

146
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(a)

In the possible upstream market for authorising and clearing low value
payments, the Conduct will result in NewCo’s subsidiaries accounting for
approximately 16% of the market by volume and 7% by value currently
although as all payments require authorising, clearing and settlement,
both the volume and value passing through NewCo will increase
significantly over time, with an incremental change in the concentration
of suppliers of approximately 4% to 5%.

(b)

In the possible downstream market for in-store (or POS) retail payments,
there is no material overlap between BPAY, eftpos and NPPA and
eftpos’ share has declined markedly through to 2018 despite stability in
terms of absolute volume but since stabilised and is growing as it access
new form factors and use cases. There is negligible (less than 1%)
incremental market share accretion in this space.

(c)

In the possible downstream market for online (or remote) retail
payments, there is no current material overlap between BPAY, eftpos
and NPPA, although each entity is targeting this area of large potential
growth. There is negligible (less than 1%) market share accretion in this
space.

(d)

In the possible downstream market for bill (or invoice payments), the
Conduct will result in NewCo’s subsidiaries accounting for approximately
9% to 19% of the market, with an incremental change in the
concentration of suppliers of approximately 1%.

ACCC Merger Guidelines, November 2017, Section 7, especially at 7.6.
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(e)
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In P2P payments, the incremental increase of NewCo’s market share is
only 2%. In B2P/G2P payments, NewCo’s subsidiaries will only account
for approximately 5% by volume and the incremental change to the
concentration of suppliers (NewCo) is only 1%.

In summary, the Conduct will involve either no change in concentration or only
incremental changes in concentration of suppliers of less than 5% and will not
result in NewCo’s subsidiaries accounting for more than 16% and in most cases,
substantially less. NewCo incremental share accretion in the P2P segment is
negligible at 2%.
These increases in concentration would not normally be considered to amount to
a substantial lessening in competition.
Based on the confidential counterfactual scenarios, some amalgamation of the
Australian payments schemes is likely, further mitigating the effects of any
increase in market concentration resulting from the Conduct.
Further, for the reasons set out below, the Conduct will not result in any loss to
future effective or meaningful competition between BPAY Opco, eftpos or NPPA.

26.2

Preservation of existing strategic roadmaps
The Conduct will involve a commitment by the three Schemes to conduct their
business in the ordinary course and substantially in the same manner as
previously conducted or in accordance with the existing strategic roadmaps of
each of the three schemes to June 2022.147
The Conduct will not result in the removal of any existing strategic initiative,
subject to rights of users of the scheme pursuant to their redeemable preference
shares described in section 7.3 above.
A brief summary of each of the three payment schemes’ current roadmaps is set
out below.
(a)

BPAY
[Confidential to BPAY]148

(b)

eftpos
[Confidential to eftpos]149

(c)

NPPA
Please see section 13.11 above.

26.3

Continuation of open and non-discriminatory access to the services
of BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA
NewCo will not itself be providing any of the Payment Services.

147

Please see section 7.2 of the Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020 –
annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
148 Please see [Confidential to BPAY].
149 [Confidential to eftpos].
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The participation in, and use of, each of the Payment Services will continue to be
governed by the governing rules of BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA, such that:
(a)

participation in the BPAY Scheme is not based on ownership;

(b)

the eftpos payment system will continue as an open access system; and

(c)

the NPP’s open access options will continue.

Where some of the terms for the governance of a Payment Service are contained
in the Constitution of the relevant OpCo, the relevant governing rules will be
amended to incorporate those terms. In the case of each of eftpos and NPPA,
this will require them to amend their respective Constitutions and governing
rules.
The governing rules, and the processes and commitments made under them
(such as compliance schedules, mandates, rebates) will continue to apply.
Any future arrangements made relating to a Payment Service will need to be
made in accordance with the applicable governing rules for that Service, as is the
case today.

26.4

Removal of the need for participants to become a shareholder or
member of eftpos or NPPA
(a)

eftpos
The current requirement for a participant to be an eftpos Member or
sponsored into eftpos by an eftpos Member will be removed as a result
of the Conduct, although the option for a participant to be a NewCo
shareholder or sponsored in by a NewCo shareholder will be retained as
options for participation.
eftpos’ scheme rules are being re-written to accommodate the Conduct.
Under current scheme rules, participants can be direct or indirect
clearers, connectors, members, settlers as well as intermediaries
providing services to any of them. That flexibility of access is intended to
be retained.

(b)

NPPA
The current requirement to be a shareholder of NPPA in order to connect
directly to the NPP for clearing and settlement will be removed as a
result of the Conduct.
Participation criteria for direct connection to the NPP for clearing and
settlement, such as the requirement to be an ADI, will be unchanged.
Participation criteria for direct connection to the NPP for payment
initiation, which is the criteria to be a Connected Institution, will not be
affected by the changes.150

26.5

Protections from class voting rights in governance
Each of the three schemes will operate with the protection of the redeemable
preference shares described in detail at section 7.3 above.

150
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Any organisation that wishes to become a Connected Institution is currently not required to be a
shareholder of NPPA or to be an ADI.
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The classes of redeemable preference shares will allow users of each Payment
Service to prevent specified types of fundamental changes to the Payment
Service.
If NewCo’s board were to make a decision which would result in one of the
following fundamental changes to a Payment Service:
(a)

Changing the nature, scale, or operation of a Payment Service;

(b)

Ceasing to provide the Payment Service;

(c)

Changing the manner of funding the operating costs of providing a
Payment Service (including any requirement for particular shareholders
to fund new investment in the Service) or the manner in which funds
generated by a payment service are utilised (including the use of funds
generated by a payment service for investment in another service); or

(d)

Changing the agreed roadmap to June 2022 for the development of the
Payment Service; or

(e)

Changing the agreed roadmap to June 2022 for the development of the
Payment Service,

then any two directors will be able to call for the decision to be ratified by an
extraordinary resolution (75%) of the shareholders who are participants in that
Payment Service at the time.
For example, if a decision were to be made to change the manner of funding the
operating costs of eftpos, then any two directors will be able to call for the
decision to be ratified by an extraordinary resolution (75%) of the shareholders
who use eftpos’ Payment Service to vote in favour of the resolution before it
could be passed.
NewCo’s governance arrangements will allow users of each Payment Service
who are shareholders of NewCo to determine the destiny of the Payment Service
and offer comprehensive protections for each of the three payment schemes as
they currently exist.

26.6

Removing inefficiencies from the investment decision-making
process
The three payments schemes currently own and operate largely complementary
assets and do not offer closely substitutable services. BPAY’s core services are
a bill payment service and Osko for fast payments over NPPA’s infrastructure,
eftpos’ core service is debit card payments at the point of sale and NPPA’s core
service is fast A2A payments.
As payment mechanisms and habits have changed (in particular by reason of the
move to digitalisation and e-commerce), some marginal competition has
occurred between the Payment Services.
The current market structure, in which BPAY, eftpos and NPPA each operate as
separate companies, has given rise to inefficiencies, as each company seeks to
attract banks’ support for their respective innovations.
There is a degree of overlap between these innovations. For example, BPAY’s
request to pay service, eftpos’ card on file service and NPPA’s MPS overlap to
some extent because they offer solutions for recurring P2B payments, although
the main targets of each differ. BPAY’s request to pay service targets a broad
range of customers including billers who want to request that payments be
“pushed” to them by customers, small businesses and P2P; for eftpos’ card on
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file service, the main target is recurring in-app payments currently dominated by
Visa and Mastercard, and for NPPA’s MPS, the main target is billers who want
authorisation from customers to “pull” payments from their accounts on a regular
basis (a service currently provided by direct debits over the DE system).
Marginal competition has not, however, resulted in improved prices and/or
services for their customers (financial institutions) or end-users (businesses and
consumers) or any other beneficial effect for consumers.
Rather, the current market structure has resulted in:
(a)

Increased transaction costs for customers.

(b)

Delays in the development of innovations within financial institutions
which, in turn, have prevented the innovations from achieving the
network effects and ubiquity needed for success.

(c)

Impairments from stranded assets, as has occurred with BPAY’s Osko 3
(request to pay services).

The Conduct’s primary effect will be to remove or reduce these inefficiencies
from the investment decision-making process through which innovations will be
launched by Australia’s payment schemes. This will enhance competition among
payment services.
These inefficiencies can be understood as a species of market failure arising
from incomplete information, of the kind that arises where consumers do not
have accurate information about the market prices or product quality, such that
producers have an incentive to supply too much of some products and too little of
others.151

26.7

Markets served by the three schemes are dynamic
The markets served by the three schemes are dynamic. For example, utilisation
of cash in transactions has declined and this has been exacerbated by the
COVID-19 pandemic. For example, the percentage of transactions using cash in
2010 was 62% and this has steadily declined to 37% in 2016 and 27% in 2019.152
Conversely, there has been a steady increase in the use of cards (particularly
debit cards) in transactions and the percentage of transactions using cards has
increased from 31% in 2010 to 52% in 2016 and 63% in 2019.153 Recent trends
also include a dramatic uptick in contactless as a percentage of card POS
payments, which has increased from a negligible level in 2010 to 67% in 2016
and 84% in 2019.154
These dynamic factors are a further reason why the Conduct will not be likely to
have the effect of substantially lessening competition in any market.

151
152

153
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R Pindyck and D Rubinfeld Microeconomics (9th edition) (Pearson, 2018) at p 611.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure A – Industry Committee Full Compendium (including summary of proposal to merge
BPAY, eftpos and NPP), page 4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 1.
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Increase in effective innovations
The Conduct will enhance competition by allowing innovations to achieve the
necessary ubiquity and network effects faster and more assuredly than in any of
the likely confidential counterfactual scenarios.
This effect is dealt with in further detail in section 27 below entitled The
Conduct’s likely public benefits.

26.9

Ensuring eftpos continues as a pricing wedge against the ICS
The Conduct will ensure eftpos continues to play a critical role as a pricing
wedge against the ICS, by providing an alternative to the ICS.
In the speech delivered by the Governor of the RBA about innovation and
regulation in the Australian Payments System,155 the Governor made the
following observation:
“The second issue is dual-network debit cards and least-cost routing.
The Board has long held the position that merchants should have the
freedom and the capability to route debit card transactions through the
lower-cost network. The Government and a wide range of stakeholders
have a similar view. It is understandable why: this choice promotes
competition and helps keep downward pressure on the cost of goods
and services for consumers.
Over recent years, the Board has discussed the right balance between
regulation and suasion to achieve this outcome. Its judgement has been
that the best approach was for the industry itself to support least-cost
routing, pushed along by pressure from the RBA. While progress has
been slower than we would have liked, the slow progress by the major
banks did create competitive openings for other players, which led to
some innovation. The major banks now also all offer least-cost routing,
with some making it the default offering for small and medium-sized
businesses. So there has been significant progress. The Board is not
convinced that a better outcome would have been achieved through
regulation.
The concept of least-cost routing is most applicable when a physical
card is used and where that card has two networks on it. One recent
trend that we have observed is that some issuers have sought to move
away from dual-network debit cards to issue single-network cards, with
no eftpos functionality. This may be partly in response to financial
incentives from the international schemes and possibly the additional
costs to issuers from supporting two networks on a card.
Notwithstanding this trend, the Board's view is that it is in the public
interest for dual-network cards to continue and to be the main form of
debit card issued in Australia. It is also important that acquirers and
other payment providers offer or support least-cost routing and that the
schemes do not act in a way that inappropriately discourages merchants
from adopting least-cost routing.”

26.10 Growing competition from international payment companies
The Conduct will result in greater competition with international payment
companies, including the ICS and technology companies (such as, Apple Pay,
155
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Google Pay and Samsung Pay) which are entering and expanding their offerings
within the payments landscape in Australia. Those global companies will
continue to exercise a powerful competitive constraint in Australia’s payments
landscape.

26.11 Enhancing the ownership interests and governance rights of smaller
participants and retailers
Each of NewCo’s 21 shareholders will have one vote, of equal weighting, at
General Meetings of NewCo’s shareholders irrespective of the size of their
shareholding in NewCo.
Consequently, the Conduct will:
(a)

Enhance the involvement of smaller participants (including non-ADIs) as
well as retailers, in the future of Australia’s three payment schemes,
including which innovations are prioritised for investment.

(b)

Result in the Major Australian Banks relinquishing control of BPAY
Holdco (in which they control 100% of shareholder votes), eftpos (in
which their voting rights are determined by reference to their scheme
volumes, relative to other members, and, as a result, the Major
Australian Banks currently control [Confidential to eftpos]) and NPPA
(in which they control 76% of shareholder votes).

NewCo will have a board of 13 directors.
NewCo’s 13 directors will comprise:
(a)

Four independent directors (including the independent chairperson); and

(b)

Nine directors nominated by NewCo’s shareholders.

Of the nine directors nominated by NewCo’s shareholders:
(a)

Three will be nominated by shareholders who each hold less than 15%
of NewCo’s shares and who are not ADIs;

(b)

Another two will be nominated by shareholders who each hold less than
15% of NewCo’s shares and who are smaller ADIs; and

(c)

The remaining four directors will be nominated by shareholders who
each hold more than 15% of NewCo’s shares and who are major ADIs
(one of the Major Australian Banks).

Each director will have one vote.
All decisions of NewCo’s board will require the vote of a simple majority of the
directors present and entitled to vote. As each director will only have one vote
and no more than four of NewCo’s 13 directors will be nominees of the Major
Australian Banks, the directors of the Major Australian Banks will not constitute a
simple majority of the Board.156

26.12 No increase in barriers to entry or expansion
(a)
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The Conduct will not increase barriers to entry or expansion in Australian
payments markets.
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(b)

It will not result in any changes to the regulatory barriers to entry to
Australian payments markets described in Schedule 4 – Regulation by
the RBA and PSB.

(c)

It will not prevent any of three payment schemes from executing their
existing strategic roadmaps to June 2022, including their plans to
expand, because each of their strategic roadmaps is preserved to June
2022.

27

The Conduct’s likely public benefits

27.1

Meaning of public benefit
The Australian Competition Tribunal has defined “public benefit” as:
Anything of value to the community generally, any contribution to the
aims pursued by society including as one of its principal elements (in the
context of trade practices legislation), the achievement of economic
goals of efficiency and progress.157
It is well established that a benefit does not have to accrue to the whole or even
the majority of the Australian public to qualify as a public benefit.158 In Re
Howard Smith Industries Pty Ltd,159 the Tribunal said:
The Tribunal has to determine what constitutes “the public” in order to
assess whether there is likely to be a substantial benefit to the public
from a proposed merger. It is not simply the public as consumers. If a
merger is likely to result in the achievement of economies of scale and a
considerable saving in the cost of supplying goods or services this might
constitute a substantial benefit to the public, even though the cost saving
is not passed on to the consumers in the form of lower prices.
Nevertheless, if such a merger benefited only a small number of
shareholders of the applicant corporations through higher profits and
dividends this might be given less weight by the Tribunal, because the
benefits are not being spread widely among members of the community
generally.
The Commission, in Re ACI Operations Pty Ltd,160 submitted that the following
matters could, in its opinion and amongst other matters, constitute a public
benefit:

157
158
159
160
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(a)

economic development, such as encouragement of research and capital
investment;

(b)

fostering business efficiency, particularly where it results in improved
international competitiveness;

(c)

improvement in the quality and safety of services of goods and services
and expansion of consumer choice;

(d)

development of import replacements;

Re Queensland Co-operative Milling Association Ltd (1976) 25 FLR 169.
See for example, Re Qantas Airways Limited [2004] ACompT 9.
(1977) 28 FLR 385.
(1991) ATPR (Com) 50-108.
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promotion of industry cost savings, resulting in contained or lower prices
at all levels in the supply chain.

Overview of likely public benefits
When compared to the likely counterfactual scenario/s, the Conduct is expected
to deliver the following benefits to Australian consumers, businesses (both small
and large) and other members of the Australian public by:
(a)

Enhanced ownership interests of smaller participants, including nonADIs, and non-bank acquirers.

(b)

Enhanced voting rights of smaller participants, including non-ADIs, and
non-bank acquirers.

(c)

Enhanced engagement with small businesses and other participants in
the Australian payments’ ecosystem.

(d)

Reduction in uncertainty allowing for more efficient deployment of
capital, sooner.

(e)

Enhanced speed to market of innovations developed by Australia’s three
payment schemes.

(f)

Increased likelihood of hybrid and targeted local innovations.

(g)

Reduction in the risk of stranded payments assets from innovations
which fail to achieve network effects and ubiquity (both necessary for
their success) in a timely way.

(h)

Reduction in transaction costs for the three Payments Schemes and
their Scheme Members.

(i)

Greater import substitution.

(j)

Creation of policy benefits (including sovereignty over Australia’s
payments systems) and support for the Australian Government policy
objective to ensure Australia is a leading digital economy by 2030.161

(k)

Increased ease for third parties to develop more payments innovation by
allowing them to access A2A and cards infrastructure through a single
commercial entry point with clearer connection points to the schemes
and harmonised standards, including technology standards.

(l)

Potential for synergies.

(m)

Over time, the potential to:
minimise the regulatory burden associated with complying with
three separate sets of compliance obligations; and
adopt common standards across the three payment systems.

27.3

Enhanced ownership interests of smaller participants, including
non-ADIs and nonbank acquirers
As can be seen from the Confidential Exhibit 2 in section 6.6, in terms of the
percentage of votes that could be cast at a General Meeting of NewCo’s

161
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shareholders, the Conduct will result in Coles and Woolworths accounting for
[Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights, the Major Australian Banks
accounting for [Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights, other ADIs
accounting for [Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights and non-ADIs
accounting for [Confidential to the Parties]% of the voting rights. This is in
contrast to the status quo and the likely counterfactual, where the Major
Australian Banks control voting in each of the three payments schemes.

27.4

Enhanced voting rights of smaller participants and retailers
NewCo’s governance arrangements will enhance the influence of smaller
participants, including non-ADIs, and retailers over the three domestic payments
systems.
The manner in which each group of shareholders will select their nominee
directors for NewCo’s board is to be determined by that group. Nominees need
not be associated with or employed by the shareholders in the shareholder group
nominating them.162
Each Director will have one vote and, in instances where there is an equal
number of votes for or against a question, the Independent Chair of NewCo will
have the casting vote.
The Directors of NewCo’s board will be responsible for managing NewCo’s
business.163 Accordingly, the Directors will be responsible for determining
NewCo’s annual budget, NewCo’s business plans (including its product
development roadmap and payment service offerings) and the appointment of
senior management (including the Chief Executive Officer).
As these decisions will be decided by a simple majority of votes of NewCo’s
Directors,164 the Major Australian Banks, individually or when taken together, will
not be able to control any of the decisions of NewCo’s board.
In addition, if, in the opinion of a Director, a decision made by the Directors would
result in a fundamental change in:

162
163
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(a)

the nature, scale or operation of a Payment Service, or is a proposal to
cease providing a Payment Service; or

(b)

the manner of funding the operating costs of providing a Payment
Service (including any requirement for particular Members to fund new
investment) or the manner in which funds generated by a Payment
Service are utilised (including the use of funds generated by a Payment
Service for investment in another payment service); or

(c)

the roadmap agreed for the development of “Prescribed Services”, to the
extent it relates to a Payment Service,

The Chair of NewCo’s board may assist if necessary.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 9.1 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 10.4 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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any two Directors may request that the decision requires ratification by a Special
Majority Band Resolution165 of the Band166 in respect of that Payment Service.
This will allow the participants of each Payment Service (depending on the
Payment Service that is the subject of the decision) to determine the outcome of
a decision that would fundamentally change one or more of the three matters
described above. The Major Australian Banks, individually or taken together, will
not be able to control the outcome of these decisions.

27.5

Reduced uncertainty, allowing more efficient deployment of capital,
sooner
The Conduct will be likely to result in reduced uncertainty which allows for more
efficient deployment of capital, sooner and with less risk of stranded assets,
because NewCo will be able to co-ordinate and direct investments.
In recent years, investment in Adoption Costs for innovations by the domestic
Payments Schemes has not always been efficiently matched with the uncertainty
and risk of the innovation not being implemented at all, or not successfully
implemented, because:

165

166
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(a)

The international payments companies have leveraged their substantial
research and development budgets and in-house expertise and incentive
contracts to be first to market with an innovation, with the innovation
rapidly gaining ubiquity and achieving the network effect needed for
success. Subsequent ‘me too” replicated innovations by the domestic
payments companies weakens the business case for participants to
support the investment necessary to implement the innovation when the
end user need is already being satisfactorily met; and

(b)

The innovation is only implemented by some customers with other
customers prioritising ICS innovations over the domestic scheme, as has
occurred, for example, with some of eftpos’ online innovations. Partial
implementation prevents the innovation from gaining ubiquity and
achieving a network effect, both of which are necessary for the
innovation to be a success;

(c)

The competing demands on customers’ discretionary capital, including
scarce in-house payments IT expertise, prevent customers from
deploying the capital needed to invest in the innovation. Each customer
needs to change their systems and, in some cases, build a new in-house
platform, to enable them to implement payments innovations. The
capital - expenditure and human in-house payments IT expertise required to make the changes are very substantial. For a single
innovation, each customer may need to expend hundreds of millions of
dollars, and deploy considerable in-house IT resources, over several
years to implement the innovation.

Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution clause 1 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 5 – NewCo
Constitution, Schedule 4 (Banding Rules) – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2: classes of
preference shares are banded into the following Bands in respect of each Payment Service: (a)
in respect of the BPAY Scheme, classes of preference shares held by Members and their
Related Bodies Corporate that are BPAY participants; (b) in respect of the eftpos Payments
System, classes of preference shares held by Members and their Related Bodies Corporate that
are eftpos participants; and (c) in respect of the New Payments Platform, classes of preference
shares held by Members and their Related Bodies Corporate that are NPP participants.
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Enhanced speed to market of innovations developed by Australia’s
three payment schemes
The Conduct is expected to enhance the speed to market of innovations
developed by Australia’s three payment schemes.
This benefit will arise because NewCo’s governance arrangements will allow
NewCo’s management team and board of directors to consult with the members
and shareholders of the three schemes in a lawful and open manner, when
deciding which innovations will be developed and when.
A unified roadmap of innovations across each of the three payments schemes
will remove the current information asymmetries and uncertainties that have
slowed the speed at which innovations by the schemes have been brought to
market.
Enhancing speed to market will allow innovations to achieve ubiquity and
network effects more quickly than in the counterfactual scenario.
Part of the reason that BPAY’s Osko 3 request to pay service is not in the market
today may have been due to the lack of coordination over a roadmap for MPS
and request to pay.

27.7

Increased likelihood of hybrid and targeted local innovations
The Conduct will enable the three domestic payments schemes to utilise their
largely complementary assets and footprints to better address evolving customer
needs in an increasingly competitive landscape and accelerate the creation of
new local solutions. This will lead to payment innovations that:
(a)

Have greater functionality (focussing investment on what matters most to
customers and end users, delivered once not multiple times):

(b)

Are delivered faster (due to the single roadmap and simplified
touchpoints); and

(c)

At a lower cost (due to rationalised technology and the removal of
duplicated spend).

The Conduct will enable flexibility to differentiate from ICS by developing
innovations across A2A and cards infrastructure and provide access to combined
data and technical expertise of three entities for innovative data services, to the
benefit of consumers.
This is expected to address unmet client needs and deliver benefits for users,
including small, medium and large businesses and consumers.

27.8

Reduced risk of stranded payments assets
The Conduct will reduce the risk of payments innovations becoming stranded, as
has occurred, for example, with BPAY’s Osko 3 request to pay innovation which
is partially impaired.

27.9

Reduced transaction costs for the three Payments Schemes and
their Participants
The Conduct will reduce transaction costs for the three domestic Payments
Schemes, their participants and end-users. The single unified roadmap for
innovations is expected to reduce time spent by the domestic Schemes and their
participants assessing innovations for which the participants cannot create a
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successful business case. This is likely to flow through to reduced Scheme fees
over time.

27.10 Greater import substitution
The Conduct will enhance competition against the ICS by ensuring eftpos
continues to operate as a pricing wedge against the ICS. Any share won by
eftpos from the ICS is a form of import substitution because it results in a
domestic service replacing an international one.
With greater scale and more effective coordination over ubiquitous rollout by
financial institutions of a sequence of initiatives, Australia’s domestic payments
system will be better placed to compete with Visa and Mastercard, which are
already integrating themselves into A2A and offering hybrid card and A2A
solutions, as well as a number of other global players.
Visa and Mastercard have spent approximately US$2 billion in capex and
acquisitions in the last 2 years and both are innovating in real-time A2A, cross
border payments and adjacent services (like data and cybersecurity).
Amalgamation will also defend against undesirable reliance on international
companies for core payment services by providing a viable domestic alternative
for end users.
Dependence on foreign providers and further tipping to the ICS and potentially to
Big Tech payments would harm competition, limiting the choice for consumers
and exposing them to non-competitive pricing. It could reduce the resilience of
the payment system and weaken the ability of Australian authorities to exercise
controls.
The threat of undesired dependency is extending from ICS to global Big Tech as
these companies show growing interest in payments. As noted in a recent
speech by the RBA Governor, Big Tech platforms are increasingly incorporating
payments functionality into their service offerings which, while providing
innovation, are raising new and complex competition and consumer protection
issues. 167
The Commission has already identified the risks to competition with the Digital
Platforms Inquiry concluding that:
(a)

The expansion of large platforms into new markets and sectors has the
potential to impact competition and consumer outcomes if platforms are
able to leverage their market power into these new markets. By
extending their ecosystems into new markets, large platforms are
increasingly facilitating potential lock-in of consumers.

(b)

There are concerns that where a platform occupies a strong gateway
position and acquires a business in a related market, the platform may
have the ability and incentive to harm downstream rivals through high
fees or restricted access. Acquisitions of data driven businesses could
further entrench the data endowments of incumbent platforms, which
could create a competitive advantage that makes it even more difficult
for platforms’ rivals to compete.168

Analogous risks are associated with the growing role of Big Tech platforms in the
Australian payments market.
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https://www.rba.gov.au/speeches/2020/sp-gov-2020-12-07.html.
https://www.accc.gov.au/system/files/Digital%20platforms%20inquiry%20%20final%20report.pdf.
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The European Commission is currently investigating concerns regarding the role
of Big Tech platforms in payment systems. The European Commission is
investigating Apple Pay in relation to the mandatory use of Apple's own
proprietary in-app purchase system and restrictions on the ability of developers
to inform iPhone and iPad users of alternative cheaper purchasing possibilities
outside of apps.
A group of 16 European banks has also launched the European Payments
Initiative, with the support of the European Central Bank, to develop a unified
payment solution for consumers and merchants across Europe. Part of the
driver for this initiative is the recognition that the markets in Europe are
dominated by a few large international and non-European players.
Finally, Chinese technology companies are becoming increasingly important and
dynamic actors on the world stage. They’re making important contributions in a
range of areas, from cutting-edge research to connectivity for developing
countries, but their growing influence also brings a range of strategic
considerations. As a function of their increasingly global scale and scope,
China’s tech giants can exert increasing levels of influence over industries and
governments around the world.
Governments around the world are struggling with the political and security
implications of working with Chinese corporations, particularly in areas such as
critical infrastructure, for example in 5G, and in collaborative research
partnerships that might involve sensitive or dual-use technologies. 169 .

27.11 Creating policy benefits by ensuring Australia has a strong domestic
payments company
In the event of a financial crisis, Australian Governments will have greater ability
to influence a unified and vibrant Australian payments company than a global
company whose core markets are not likely to be in Australia.
From a payments system resiliency perspective, a consolidated domestic entity
would be better positioned to provide payment services to Australians and
thereby reduce over-reliance on the ICS for payment services.

27.12 Synergies
In addition to the likely benefits arising from the Conduct, it is anticipated that the
Conduct will also give rise to a number of cost synergies / efficiencies through
the following shared services:

169
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(a)

Shared functions such as strategy, finance, legal, communications and
24/7 incident management;

(b)

Shared commercial and partnerships function to establish and manage
partnerships and connected institution relationships across BPAY Opco,
eftpos and NPPA;

(c)

Shared scheme operations, administration and back office; and

(d)

Shared technology, such as common API and middleware access to
schemes and infrastructure. This will enable a more open architecture to
accelerate third party innovation and lower the cost of access.170

https://www.aspi.org.au/report/mapping-chinas-tech-giants.
Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, 10 December 2020, Schedule 3 –
Transition Plan section 5 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2
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With reference to the FY20 profit and loss statement of BPAY Opco, eftpos and
NPPA (see Confidential Exhibit 29 below), there may be potential synergies in
the following line items:
(a)

Employee expenses – potential to redeploy certain capabilities into other
areas eg NewCo’s ‘management centre’;

(b)

Marketing expenses – under NewCo, there may be opportunities to
reallocate a portion of the marketing budget to other activities eg
innovation; and

(c)

Other operating expenses – accounting, consulting and legal fees may
be part of activities that are amalgamated into the ‘management
centre’.171

Confidential Exhibit 29: Profit and loss statements172
[Confidential to the Parties]
In 2021-22, there is forecast spend of approximately $67 million on innovation
across the OpCos. Approximately $45 million of that forecast spend is potentially
overlapping based on the functionality it delivers. On the conservative
assumption, taking the higher of the entities’ costs where there is overlap in
functionality delivered, NewCo can release up to approximately $10 to 15 million
(which could be redirected at other functionality) by spending $30 to 35 million on
the following functionality:
(a)

Approximately $8 million to give and manage standing authorisations for
payments initiated by third parties;

(b)

Approximately $12 million pay for a purchase (mobile); and

(c)

Approximately $11 million pay for a purchase (online).173

Over time, there will also be flow-on benefits across the industry:

171
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(a)

Remove duplication in integrating new functionality;

(b)

Lower the cost of compliance, releasing more capital to invest in
innovation (which is currently only ~10% of Major Australian Banks’
change costs, the remainder being consumed by risk remediation and
compliance work for all schemes supported including ICS, SWIFT and
wallets as well as general regulatory compliance);

(c)

Lower the cost of industry players’ supporting infrastructure and FTE to
maintain security, resilience, performance and data integrity; and

(d)

Streamline the connection points into relevant infrastructure and/or
service.

Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure B – Memorandum on NewCo’s potential governance and operating model – annexed
as Confidential Annexure 2.
[Confidential to the Parties].
Please see Industry Committee Resolution, 16 October 2020, Confidential and Privileged
Annexure B – Memorandum on NewCo’s potential governance and operating model – annexed
as Confidential Annexure 1.
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27.13 Potential to reduce the complexities associated with complying with
three sets of compliance obligations
There will be opportunities to consolidate and standardise similar compliance
obligations across the three schemes, for example, fraud reporting that will
minimise regulatory burden on participants.

28

Potential public detriments
The Conduct will not be likely to give rise to any measurable public detriments.

28.1

Any loss of competition will be overtaken by competition from the
ICS, FinTech etc.
In the short to medium term, the Conduct will have no impact on the manner in
which each of BPAY or eftpos and NPPA operates. The Conduct involves a
commitment to each of NPPA’s, BPAY’s and eftpos’ current, respective
roadmaps.174
Absent the Conduct, in the medium to long term, Australian consumers may not
be able to rely on a competitive and efficient domestic payments offering.
International players like Visa and Mastercard will ‘out invest’ and subsequently
‘out innovate’ the three existing Australian payments systems.
Any loss of marginal competition in the short to medium term will be quickly and
completely negated by the ICS and FinTech companies.
In time, as a result of the Conduct and more efficient targeted investment (and
quicker to market innovation), NewCo will represent a stronger and differentiated
domestic offering and will be better positioned to compete globally against the
likes of Visa, MasterCard and FinTech.

28.2

No detrimental effects on the choice of large or small retailers
The Conduct will enhance the current and future options for large and smaller
retailers.
The larger retailers, Woolworths and Coles, are both supportive of the
amalgamation and are members of eftpos and will also gain an interest in NPPA
and BPAY (via their shareholding in NewCo) after amalgamation and as a result
of the Conduct.

28.3

The Conduct will not reduce the likelihood of lower acceptance
costs from Visa or Mastercard
The Conduct will not reduce the likelihood of Visa and/or Mastercard reducing
their acceptance costs where eftpos remains a choice in the relevant form factor
or channel because:

174
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(a)

Each of BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA will maintain decision-making
power over its own pricing and, as a result, will be able to minimise the
risk that acceptance costs will increase from the status quo.

(b)

NewCo’s purpose and board structure will be designed to ensure a
balanced approach is taken to the provision of Payment Services for the
benefit of users, on a holistic basis.

Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, executed on 10 December 2020, clause
4.6 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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NewCo’s shareholding structure (including the rights to call for
shareholder class ratification) will offer protection against material
impairment of the provision of particular Payment Services which are
needed by users.

The Conduct will not diminish eftpos’ ability to compete with the ICS. There is
consensus among the Applicants that eftpos is critical to their ability to negotiate
against the ICS and there is a strong desire to ensure eftpos continues to
operate as a critical pricing wedge against the ICS.
The desire to ensure eftpos continues to operate as a critical pricing wedge
against the ICS (and Big Tech) is reflected in commitments to preserve existing
rules of open and non-discriminatory access and to preserve eftpos’ strategic
roadmap to June 2022 as well as the checks on fundamental changes to the
Schemes described above.

28.4

28.5

Minority shareholders will not fund future investment in the
development of real-time A2A at the expense of domestic card
innovation
(a)

Funding conditions placed on future innovations eg, imposing funding
requirements on any NewCo shareholder will require their agreement.

(b)

NewCo’s purpose and board structure will be designed to ensure a
balanced approach is taken to the provision of payment services for the
benefit of all users, rather than being system-specific.

(c)

Prescribed Services up to June 2022 can minimise disruption to
domestic card innovation (noting that, through the transition period and
following establishment of NewCo, the OpCos will deliver these
Prescribed Services and with the support of Industry Committee
members as scheme members, put in place additional scheme
mandates as needed. The Industry Committee members will support
implementation of these Prescribed Services).

(d)

Group Strategy and cross-entity working groups can segment the
roadmap (by POS payments, Remote payments, B2B/B2C payments)
and determine the best infrastructure for the particular use case.

(e)

Shareholding structure (eg right to call for shareholder class ratification)
protects against material impairment of the provision of particular
payment services which are needed by users.

The Major Australian Banks will not have an ability to increase their
influence
The Conduct will not represent an opportunity for the Major Australian Banks to
entrench their influence. NewCo’s governance structure will ensure, for example,
that the Major Australian Banks will have less control over eftpos, BPAY and
NPPA than may be currently the case.
Any perceived power of the Major Australian Banks being able to dilute the voice
of smaller shareholders, merchants and retailers, particularly in consumer
payments will be addressed through:

 King & Wood Mallesons
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(a)

The separation of ownership and participation that limits the ability of
majority shareholders to assert a dominant influence in the strategic
governance of NewCo.

(b)

The composition of NewCo’s board comprising four independent
directors (including the Chair) and nine shareholder-nominated directors
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(with two representing ADIs and three representing non-ADIs) will
ensure balanced representation.

28.6

(c)

NewCo’s purpose specifically refers to a range of users for whom
Payment Services need to be provided.

(d)

The right to request a Special Majority Band Resolution which allows for
any two directors of NewCo to call for a decision which would result in a
fundamental change to be ratified by an extraordinary resolution (75%)
of the shareholders who are participants in that Payment Service at the
time.175

No reduction in innovation at the services layer
The Conduct will not result in any significant reduction in innovation at the
services layer and, on the contrary, will enable innovation at this layer to be more
effective through allowing innovations to achieve their desired network effect and
ubiquity more quickly than would otherwise be possible.
Further, the existing strategic roadmaps of each of the three payments systems
will be implemented. In each case the roadmap includes a strategy to develop
and launch innovations.

29

Potential benefits will outweigh potential detriments
For the reasons described in this Application, the Conduct will be pro-competitive
and result in a net benefit to the public of Australia.
The Australian underlying payments systems, like many other systems globally,
have been developed incrementally over time with different standards, over
different platforms with independent roadmaps and, like the global payments
landscape, are rapidly evolving.
The perceived manner in which consumers, businesses and government transfer
money is constantly changing, although the underlying infrastructure transferring
the funds seldom changes. For example, the centralised eftpos infrastructure
and centralised settlement service replaced a network of bilateral connectivity
that existed for 25 years and the NPP is the first wholly new payments system to
be launched in Australia for about 20 years.
Digital and mobile technology have significantly reshaped consumers’ purchasing
habits and e-commerce has brought unrivalled convenience to end users, who
are increasingly able to purchase with a single click of a button or scan of a
mobile. “Cash, debit, or credit” are no longer acceptable as the only options for
purchases; around the globe, mobile payments are becoming increasingly more
common and convenient, even if funded by a debit or credit transaction.
Consumers’ usage of new payment technologies, particularly at the user
interface, is expected to increase substantially over the next five years, and this
shift away from traditional methods of payment requires a domestic payments
system that is:

175
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(a)

resilient, effective and efficient and innovating to meet demand;

(b)

one that enables the effective allocation of capital; and

Please see Confidential Implementation Agreement, executed on 10 December 2020, clause
10.5 – annexed as Confidential Annexure 2.
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one that derives the greatest benefit to end-users,

so that it can compete in this new “user experience” market.
There is a pressing need for coordination to achieve ubiquity and network effects
for innovations by each of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA. The status quo poses
substantial barriers for achieving those needed effects – effects which are
necessary for innovations to be successful and pro-competitive. In the
counterfactual scenario, the substantial barriers are:
(d)

Slowness and inefficiency in rolling out of some payment scheme
initiatives on the side of the participant financial institutions, with the
consequence that many initiatives will not achieve sufficient ubiquity in a
timely fashion.

(e)

Some beneficial innovation will not develop at all.

(f)

Third party innovation over NPPA’s infrastructure will be delayed due to
slowness of rollout of NPPA’s infrastructure and databases.

(g)

Domestic constraints on the ICS will be weaker because the domestic
payments systems will lack the same degrees of functionality or
differential value propositions for merchants and consumers.

The Conduct will lead to benefits that will follow directly from better coordination
and sequencing of innovation initiatives and the achievement of network effects,
which will correct the market failures in the investment processes in the status
quo and those benefits will substantially outweigh any likely detriments from the
Conduct.
The Applicants submit that the Commission should grant the authorisation
sought.

30

Contact information

30.1

Contact information of the Applicants

Company
Australia and New
Zealand Banking Group

Contact

Legal Contact

Nigel Dobson, Banking
Services Business Domain
Lead – [Confidential to the
Parties]

Roslyn Moloney, Head of
Legal, Regulatory
[Confidential to the Parties]

Jackie Kallman, Head of
Payments Industry and
Engagement - [Confidential
to the Parties]
Australian Settlements
Limited

Rebecca Hope, Head of Legal
– Institutional Digital & Special
Projects [Confidential to the
Parties]

Mark Tibbles –
[Confidential to the
Parties]
Peter Jaramaz –
[Confidential to the
Parties]

Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank Limited
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Kate Byrne – [Confidential
to the Parties]
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Company

Contact
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Legal Contact

Michael O’Shea –
[Confidential to the
Parties]
Coles Group

Paul Askew, General
Manager Financial services [Confidential to the
Parties]

Karen Gibbons, Head of
Legal, Operations &
Procurement - [Confidential
to the Parties]
Lauren Donazzan, Legal
Counsel – [Confidential to
the Parties]

Commonwealth Bank of
Australia

Simon Birch, Executive
General Manager [Confidential to the
Parties]

Carmel Mulhern, Group
General Counsel –
[Confidential to the Parties]

Cuscal Limited

Sarv Girn – [Confidential
to the Parties]

Alfredo Amado [Confidential to the Parties]

First Data Network
Australia Limited trading
as Fiserv

Kees Kwakernaak –
[Confidential to the
Parties]

HSBC Bank Australia
Limited

David Taylor –
[Confidential to the
Parties]
Ian Wunderluch –
[Confidential to the
Parties]

Macquarie Bank Limited

Greg Moore – [Confidential
to the Parties]
David McPartling –
[Confidential to the
Parties]

National Australia Bank

Martin Rieschieck Executive, Group
Development Dianne Shay, Head of
Payments Industry,
Transaction Banking &
Enterprise Payments,
Corporate & Institutional
Bank - [Confidential to the
Parties]

Tyro Payments Limited

Robbie Cooke –
[Confidential to the
Parties]
James Revell –
[Confidential to the
Parties]
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Company
Westpac Banking
Corporation

Contact

Legal Contact

Dianne Challenor Managing Director, Global
Transaction Services, WIB [Confidential to the
Parties]

Jonathan Benson, Head of
WIB & International Legal [Confidential to the Parties]

134

Damien Low, Chief
Operating Officer, Global
Transactional Services,
WIB - [Confidential to the
Parties]
Woolworths Group

30.2

Paul Monnington, General
Manager Financial Services,
Digital and Payments –
[Confidential to the
Parties]

Bill Reid, Chief Legal Officer –
[Confidential to the Parties]
Anurag Verma, General
Counsel Woolworths –
[Confidential to the Parties]

Contact information for Persons Named or Referred to in the
Application

Company

Contact

Legal Advisor

BPAY

John Banfield, Chief Executive
Officer [Confidential to the
Parties]

Helen Ord, BPAY Head of Legal –
[Confidential to the Parties]

Mark Williams, Chief Strategy
Officer – [Confidential to the
Parties]

Luke Woodward, Partner at
Gilbert + Tobin – [Confidential to
the Parties]
Andrew Low, Special Counsel at
Gilbert +Tobin – [Confidential to
the Parties]

eftpos

Stephen Benton - [Confidential
to the Parties]

Robyn Sanders, General Counsel
& Company Secretary [Confidential to the Parties]
Hannah Marshall, Partner,
Marque Lawyers – [Confidential
to the Parties]
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NPPA

Adrian Lovney, Chief Executive
Officer – [Confidential to the
Parties]

Adyen Australia
Pty Limited

Hayley Fisher - [Confidential to
the Parties]

Bank of
Queensland
Limited

Margie Watson, Product Manager
– Deposits - [Confidential to the
Parties]

Citigroup Pty
Limited

Peter Smeulders, Head of
Industry Relationships, Enterprise
Supply Chain – [Confidential to
the Parties]

Vanessa Chapman, General
Counsel and Company Secretary [Confidential to the Parties]

Katherin Luft - [Confidential to the
Parties]
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Company

Contact

EFTEX Pty
Limited

Paul Stewart, General Manager,
EFTEX Pty Limited - [Confidential
to the Parties]

ING Bank
(Australia)
Limited

George Thompson [Confidential to the Parties]

Indue Limited

Dave Hemingway, Senior Product
Manager - [Confidential to the
Parties]

Suncorp
Metway Ltd

Anna Westendorf, Head of
Consumer Payments & Treasury
Systems, Everyday Banking [Confidential to the Parties]

Windcave Pty
Ltd

Catherine Claringbull – National
Manager – Australia
[Confidential to the Parties]

30.3

135

Legal Advisor

Contact information for potential Interested Parties

Name

Contact

Reserve Bank of Australia

Tony Richards – [Confidential to the Parties]
Christopher Thompson - [Confidential to the Parties]

Australian Securities and
Investment Commission

Sydney Office: Level 5, 100 Market Street, Sydney NSW 2000
Ph: 1300 935 075

Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority

info@apra.gov.au
Ph: 1300 558 849
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AUSTRAC

Ph: 1300 021 037

MGA Independent
Retailers and Timber
Merchants Australia
(MGA/TMA)

Jos de Bruin (CEO) [Confidential to the Parties]

Australasian Association
of Convenience Stores
(AACS)

Jeff Rogut [Confidential to the Parties]

Council of Small
Business Organisations
of Australia (COSBOA)

Peter Strong (CEO) [Confidential to the Parties]
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Name

Contact

Australian Payments
Network (formerly
Australian Payments
Clearing Association)

Nancy Bryla, General Counsel & Company Secretary
[Confidential to the Parties]

Customer Owned Banking
Association (COBA)

Luke Lawler

136

Ph: 02 8035 8400
Email: info@coba.asn.au
Australian Banking
Association

PO Box H218
Australia Square
NSW 1215
Ph: +61 2 8298 0417
Email: reception@ausbanking.org.au

Australian Finance
Industry Association

Ph: (02) 9231 5877
info@afia.asn.au

Australian Financial
Markets Association

Ph: 02 9776 790 – Head Office

Visa

1 Market St #600
San Francisco CA
94105
globalmedia@visa.com
Ph: +1 650-432-3200

Mastercard

72 Christie St
St Leonards
NSW 2065
Ph: +61 2 9466 3700
Asia Pacific Media Contact: barkha.patel@mastercard.com

American Express

GPO Box 1582
Sydney
NSW 2001
Ph: 1300 736 659
Asia Pacific Media Contact: william.f.quinn@aexp.com

Apple (Apple Pay)

PO Box A2629
Sydney South
NSW 1235
Ph: 133 511

Ant Group (Alipay)

Level 2, 17 Castlereagh Street
Sydney NSW 2000 Australia
Ph: +61 2 8330 2873
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Name

137

Contact
globalcomms@antgroup.com

Samsung Pay

8 Parkview Drive
Homebush Bay
NSW 2127
mediateam@samsung.com

Afterpay

Level 5, 406 Collins St
Melbourne
VIC 3000
media@afterpay.com

Zip Co

14/10 Spring St
Sydney NSW 2000
media.relations@zip.co

FinTech Australia

Simone Joyce
media@fintechaustralia.org.au
Tank Stream Labs
Level 8, 11 York St
Sydney NSW 2000

Facebook

Level 41, Tower Two, 200 Barangaroo Ave
Sydney NSW 2000
info@facebook.com

Amazon

Level 37, 2 Park Street
Sydney NSW 2000
pressoffice@amazon.com.au
Ph: 1800 571 894

Google (Google Pay)

48 Pirrama Road
Sydney NSW 2009
Ph: +61 2 9374 4000
press-australia-nz@google.com

Tencent (WeChat Pay)

Tencent Binhai Building, No 33, Haitian Second Road
Nanshan District
Shenzhen 518054
Ph: +86-755-86013388

Square

1455 Market Street, Suite 600
San Francisco CA 94103
press-au@squareup.com

TransferWise
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44 Martin Place
Sydney
NSW 2000
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Name

138

Contact
press@wise.com

PayPal

Level 23, 1 York Street
Sydney
NSW 2000
Regional Media Contact: paypal@edelman.com

Stripe

510 Townsend Street
San Francisco CA
info@stripe.com

31

Filings in other jurisdictions
Nil.
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#

Applicant

1

139

Undertakings / Declarations

Date undertaking signed

Date declaration signed

ANZ

17 March 2021

17 March 2021

2

ASL

-

17 March 2021

3

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
Limited

-

16 March 2021

4

CBA

17 March 2021

17 March 2021

5

Coles Group Limited

-

17 March 2021

6

Cuscal Limited

-

16 March 2021

7

First Data Network Australia
Limited trading as Fiserv

-

17 March 2021

8

HSBC Bank Australia Limited

-

9 March 2021

9

Macquarie Bank Limited

-

16 March 2021

10

NAB

15 March 2021

17 March 2021

11

Tyro Payments Limited

-

17 March 2021

12

WBC

16 March 2021

16 March 2021

13

Woolworths Group Limited

-

15 March 2021
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140

Claims for confidentiality

[Confidential to the Parties]
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Shareholders and/or Members of
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA

This section provides, in more detail, a description of each of the shareholders and
members of BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA.

1

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited
ACN

005 357 522

Office location

Level 9A, 833 Collins St, Docklands, Melbourne, VIC 3008

Annual revenue

$17,586 million176

No. of employees

39,060177

ANZ (ASX: ANZ) provides a range of banking and financial products and
services to retail, small business, corporate and institutional clients. ANZ
operates in Australia, New Zealand, Asia-Pacific, the United Kingdom and the
United States178. ANZ’s main business divisions consist of Retail, Commercial,
Transaction Banking, Loans & Specialised Finance, Markets, and Commercial
banking.
The Australia division comprises of the Retail and Business & Commercial. 179
Retail provides products and services to consumer customers in Australia via the
branch network, mortgage specialists, contact centres, a variety of self-service
channels and third-party brokers. Commercial provides a full range of banking
products and financial services to large commercial customers and agribusiness
customers across regional Australia.
The Institutional division consists three product sets: 180
(a)

Transaction Banking provides working capital and liquidity including
documentary trade, supply chain financing, commodity financing as well
as cash management solutions, deposits, payments and clearing.

(b)

Loans & Specialised Finance provides loan products, loan syndication,
specialised loan structuring and execution, project and export finance,
debt structuring and acquisition finance and corporate advisory.

(c)

Markets provide risk managements services on foreign exchange,
interest rates, credit, commodities and debt capital markets.

Similar business units exist across the New Zealand and Pacific Divisions.

176

Year ended 30 September 2020 – see ANZ 2020 Annual Report – annexed as Annexure 31.
As at 30 September 2020 - see https://www.anz.com/shareholder/centre/about/.
178 https://www.anz.com/shareholder/centre/about/.
179 ANZ 2020 Annual Report, page 27 – annexed as Annexure 31.
180 ANZ 2020 Annual Report, page 28 – annexed as Annexure 31.
177
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More information can be found here: https://www.anz.com.au/about-us/.ANZ’s
2020 Annual report can be found here:
https://www.anz.com/shareholder/centre/reporting/annual-report-annual-review/.

2

Commonwealth Bank of Australia
ACN

123 123 124

Office location

Level G, 201 Sussex St, Sydney, NSW 2000

Annual revenue

$23,758 million181

No. of employees

48,167 FTE182

CBA (ASX: CBA) provides financial services to approximately 17 million
customers,183 including retail, business and institutional banking, funds
management, superannuation, general insurance and broking services. Its
operations are conducted primarily in Australia and New Zealand. In addition, it
also operates in a number of other countries.184
Retail Banking Services
Retail Banking Services provides banking and general insurance products and
services to personal and private banking customers.185 Retail Banking Services
also includes the financial results of retail banking activities provided under the
Bankwest brand.
Business Banking
Business Banking serves the banking needs of business, corporate and
agribusiness customers across the full range of financial services solutions.186 It
also provides equities trading and margin lending services through the CommSec
business. Business Banking also includes the financial results of business
banking activities conducted under the Bankwest brand.
Institutional Banking and Markets
Institutional Banking and Markets serves the commercial and wholesale banking
needs of large corporate, institutional and government clients across a full range
of financial services solutions including access to debt capital markets,
transaction banking, working capital and risk management through dedicated
product and industry specialists.187

181

Year ended 30 June 2020 – see Commonwealth Bank of Australia Annual Report, page 135–
annexed as Annexure 32.
182 As at 30 June 2020 - see Commonwealth Bank of Australia 2020 Annual Report, page 50.
183 Commonwealth Bank of Australia 2020 Annual Report, page 3 – annexed as Annexure 32.
184 https://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/our-company/international-branches.html?ei=abtinternational-branches.
185 https://www.commbank.com.au/banking.html?ei=mv_banking.
186 https://www.commbank.com.au/business.html?ei=mv_business.
187 https://www.commbank.com.au/institutional.html?ei=mv_institutional.
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International
The New Zealand division primarily includes the banking and funds management
businesses operating under the ASB brand.188 CBA also has branches across
Europe, North America and Asia.189
More information can be found here: https://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/.
CBA’s Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/aboutus/shareholders/pdfs/results/fy20/cba-2020-annual-report.pdf

3

National Australia Bank Limited
ACN

004 044 937

Office location

800 Bourke St, Docklands, VIC 3008

Annual revenue

$17,190 million190

No. of employees

34,944191

NAB (ASX: NAB) NAB is a financial services group that provides a
comprehensive and integrated range of banking and financial services including
wealth management throughout Australia and New Zealand, with branches
located in Asia, the United Kingdom and the United States.192
Australian banking, including personal banking and business banking, offers a
range of banking products and services to retail and business customers, ranging
from small and medium enterprises through to Australia’s largest institutions.
NAB’s personal banking products can be accessed through various channels
including NAB, nabtrade and UBank.
NAB’s business banking products cater to customers’ needs with specialist
expertise in Agribusiness, property, health, government, education and
community.
NAB’s corporate and institutional banking provides a range of lending and
transactional products and services in Australia and globally, with specialised
industry relationships and product teams, and also comprises Markets,
specialised finance, debt markets, asset servicing and treasury.
In addition, NAB’s wealth management division provides superannuation, advice,
investment and insurance solutions to retail, corporate and institutional clients,
supported by a number of brands including MLC, JBWere, JANA, Plum and
investment brands under MLC Asset Management.
More information can be found here: https://www.nab.com.au/about-us. NAB’s
2020 Annual Report can be found here:
188

https://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/our-company/international-branches/newzealand.html.
189 https://www.commbank.com.au/about-us/our-company/international-branches.html.
190 Year ended 30 September 2020 – see NAB 2020 Annual Report, page 99 – annexed as
Annexure 33.
191 As at 30 September 2020 – see NAB 2020 Annual Report, page 7 – annexed as Annexure 33.
192 https://www.nab.com.au/about-us.
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https://www.nab.com.au/content/dam/nabrwd/documents/reports/corporate/2020annual-financial-report-pdf.pdf.

4

Westpac Banking Corporation
ACN

007 457 141

Office location

Level 18, 275 Kent St, Sydney, NSW 2000

Annual revenue

$20,183 million193

No. of employees

36,849194

WBC (ASX: WBC) is a banking and financial services group that deals in the
provision of financial services including lending, deposit taking, payments
services, investment platforms, superannuation and funds management,
insurance services, leasing finance, general finance, interest rate risk
management and foreign exchange services. It nearly serves around 13 million
customers.195
Consumer Bank196
The Consumer division is responsible for serving the banking needs of
consumers in Australia including the sales and service of banking products, from
mortgages, credit cards, personal loans and savings to deposit products, under
the Westpac, St. George, Bank of Melbourne, BankSA, BT and RAMS brands.
This division also works with Business, Westpac Institutional Bank, and
Specialist Businesses in the sales, service and referral of certain financial
services and products including general and life insurance, superannuation,
platforms, auto lending and foreign exchange.
Business Division197
Responsible for sales and service to micro, small-to-medium enterprises,
commercial business and Private Wealth clients in Australia under the Westpac,
St. George, Bank of Melbourne, BankSA, BT brands and Capital Finance. The
division also provides specialist services for cash flow finance, trade finance,
automotive and equipment finance, property finance, treasury and auto finance
loans.
Westpac Institutional Bank198
This division is responsible for delivering a broad range of financial products and
services to commercial, corporate, institutional and government customers with
connections to Australia and New Zealand; services include financing,
transactional banking, financial and debt capital markets.

193

Year ended 30 September 2020 – see Westpac 2020 Annual Report, page 10 – annexed as
Annexure 34.
194 As at 30 September 2020 – see Westpac 2020 Annual Report, page 113 – annexed as
Annexure 34.
195 https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/westpac-group/company-overview/our-businesses/.
196 https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/westpac-group/company-overview/our-businesses/.
197 https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/westpac-group/company-overview/our-businesses/.
198 https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/westpac-group/company-overview/our-businesses/.
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Customers are supported through branches and subsidiaries located in Australia,
New Zealand, Asia, the United States and the United Kingdom. Westpac
Institutional Bank is also responsible for the Group’s Pacific Banking operations
providing a full range of banking services in Fiji and Papua New Guinea.
Other
Westpac New Zealand is responsible for sales and service of banking, wealth
and insurance products for consumer, business and institutional customers in
New Zealand, operating under the Westpac New Zealand, Westpac Life and BT
Funds Management (NZ) brands.199
The Specialist Businesses division includes the non-core Australian businesses,
including superannuation, wealth platforms, investments, auto=finance, general
insurance, life insurance, lenders mortgage insurance, along with their operations
in Fiji and Papua New Guinea.
More information can be found here: https://www.westpac.com.au/aboutwestpac/. Westpac’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/investor-centre/financialinformation/annual-reports/.

5

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited
ACN

068 049 178

Office location

The Bendigo Centre, Bendigo, VIC 3550

Annual revenue

$1,634.4 million200

No. of employees

5,900 (approx.)201

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited (ASX: BEN) provides a range of banking and
other financial services including consumer, residential, business and rural
lending, deposit taking, payments services, wealth management and
superannuation, treasury and foreign exchange services.202
Consumer Division
The Consumer division is focused on engaging with and servicing consumer
customers and includes the branch network (including Community Banks and
Alliance Partners), mobile relationship managers, third party banking channels,
wealth services, Homesafe, call centres and customer support functions
including processing centres.
Business Division
The Business division is focused on servicing our Bendigo Bank business
customers, particularly small and medium businesses who are seeking a
relationship banking experience.

199

https://www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/westpac-group/company-overview/our-businesses/.
Year ended 30 June 2020 – see Bendigo and Adelaide Bank 2020 Annual Financial Report,
page 45 – annexed as Annexure 35.
201 Bendigo and Adelaide Bank 2020 Annual Financial Report – annexed as Annexure 35.
202 Bendigo and Adelaide Bank 2020 Annual Financial Report – annexed as Annexure 35.
200
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Agribusiness Division
The Agribusiness division includes services provided to agribusiness customers
through our Rural Bank brand, with a focus on providing exceptional financial
services, knowledge and leadership for Australian farmers to grow.
More information can be found here: https://www.bendigobank.com.au/about-us/.
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.bendigoadelaide.com.au/globalassets/documents/bendigoadelaide/i
nvestorcentre/results-and-reporting/annual-reviews/annual-financial-report2020.pdf.

6

Cuscal Limited
ACN

087 822 455

Office location

1 Margaret Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Annual revenue

$146.8 million203

No. of employees

521204

Cuscal is an ADI and the largest independent provider of payments solutions for
the Australian financial services sector. Cuscal is rated A+ by S&P ratings. 205
Cuscal is an unlisted public company that, amongst other things, enables
financial institutions, payment service providers and businesses to integrate
payment services into their products and payment processes.
Cuscal largely consists of the following Cash Generating Units (CGU):206
Corporate
The Corporate CGU covers Cuscal’s investment and treasury activities; including
the funding of those activities. The Corporate CGU also manages the investment
of Cuscal’s surplus capital.
Payments
Payments is the main CGU, which covers the processing, and clearing and
settlement of financial transactions on behalf of clients, generally for their
customers. Payments includes Cuscal’s card issuance activities, fraud
monitoring, industry compliance, data analytics and Cuscal’s switching activities.
Digital Banking
This CGU covers the activities of the 86 400 Group (86 400) which received its
banking licence on 18 July 2019 and is developing its operations as a digital
bank through expanding its customer base and product offering.
203

204

205

206
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Year ended 30 June 2020 - see Cuscal 2020 Annual Report, page 19
https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/download/cuscal-annual-report-2020/.
As at 30 June 2020 – see Cuscal 2020 Annual Report, page 83
https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/download/cuscal-annual-report-2020/.
https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/about-us/who-we-are; Cuscal 2020 Annual Report, page
56.
Please see https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/about-us/who-we-are/.
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More information can be found here: https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/aboutus/. Cuscal’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.cuscalpayments.com.au/download/cuscal-annual-report-2020/

7

Citigroup Pty Limited (Citi Australia)
ACN

004 325 080

Office location

2 Park Street, Sydney NSW

Annual revenue

Unknown

No. of employees

1,500207

Citi Group is one of the world's largest financial services companies with a
presence in nearly 100 countries. Citi Australia is its Australian subsidiary, and
has been providing financial services to Australian consumers, corporations,
institutions and governments for more than 30 years.208 Citi Australia’s core
activities are safeguarding assets, lending money, making payments and
accessing the capital markets on behalf of clients.209
Citi's two major business divisions, Global Consumer Bank and Institutional
Clients Group, operate in Australia.210
(a)

The Institutional Clients Group serves over 1000 clients across Australia
and New Zealand. It consists of four business divisions: Banking Capital
Markets and Advisory; Markets and Securities Services; Treasury and
Trade Services and the Commercial Bank.

(b)

The Global Consumer Bank provides banking services to over 1 million
Australians. It is Australia’s largest credit card provider, with
approximately 12% market share.

More information can be found here: http://www.citigroup.com/australia/aboutus/.
Citi Group’s 2019 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.citigroup.com/citi/investor/quarterly/2020/ar19_en.pdf?ieNocache=89
4.
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Australian Settlements Limited
ACN

087 822 491

Office location

Level 3 151 Castlereagh St Sydney, NSW 2000

Annual revenue

$1,099,288211

No. of employees

29

https://www.citi.com/australia/aboutus/.
https://www.citi.com/australia/aboutus/.
https://www.citi.com/australia/aboutus/.
https://www.citi.com/australia/aboutus/.
Year ended 30 June 2020 – see ASL 2020 Annual Report, page 6 – annexed as Annexure 36.
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ASL was formed in 1993 as a mutual organisation by its founding members
(Building Societies) to provide settlement services and allow them to participate
in the various financial sector clearing streams.212 ASL today is still an
organisation which, like many of its clients, is owned by its members and
supplies services to those members. ASL’s members include mutual financial
institutions such as Hume Bank and Heritage Bank.213
ASL provides high quality, value for money and efficient settlement and
transaction processing services to its members.214 Through the aggregation of its
members’ transactions, ASL is able to provide access to cheque processing, DE,
NPP access, card scheme sponsorship, BPAY and other financial services.215
As an ADI, ASL is under the supervision and regulation of the APRA and the
RBA.216 ASL was the first non-bank to have an ESA at the RBA.217
More information can be found here: https://www.asl.com.au/About. ASL’s 2020
Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.asl.com.au/documents/annualReports/asl-annual-report-2020.pdf.

9

ING Bank (Australia) Limited
ABN

24 000 893 292

Office location

60 Margaret St, Sydney New South Wales

Annual revenue

$440 million (net profit after tax)218

No. of employees

1,766219

ING Bank (Australia) Limited – trading as ING, is a wholly owned subsidiary of
ING Group, a Dutch multinational banking and financial services corporation
headquartered in Amsterdam. 220 ING Bank (Australia) Limited is a holder of an
Australian banking licence since 1994 and is regulated by APRA.221
ING Bank (Australia) Limited offers consumers products across a number of
portfolios, including:222
(a)

212
213
214
215
216
217
218

219

220
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Bank and Save (everyday banking, personal savings and business
savings);

https://www.asl.com.au/About.
https://www.asl.com.au/About.
https://www.asl.com.au/About.
https://www.asl.com.au/About.
https://www.asl.com.au/About.
https://www.asl.com.au/About.
Year ended 31 December 2019 – see ING Bank (Australia) Limited 2019 Annual Report –
annexed as Annexure 37.
As at 31 December 2019 – see ING Bank (Australia) Limited 2019 Annual Report – annexed as
Annexure 37.
https://www.ing.com/About-us/Profile/ING-at-a.htm.
https://www.ing.com.au/about-us/who-we-are-company.html.
https://www.ing.com.au/about-us/who-we-are-company.html.
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(b)

Credit cards (all credit cards, orange one low rate and Orange one
rewards platinum);

(c)

Personal Loans;

(d)

Home Loans (all home loans, orange Advantage, Mortgage Simplifier
and Fixed Rate loan);

(e)

Insurance (ING Home and Contents insurance and SMSF Cash / SMSF
Term Deposit); and

(f)

Superannuation (Living Super).

For more information, please refer to https://www.ing.com.au/about-us.html. ING
Australia’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://newsroom.ing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/2019_INGAustralia_Annual_Report.pdf.

10

Indue Limited
ABN

97 087 822 464

Office location

Toowong, Queensland

Annual revenue

$61.91 million in sales (USD).223

No. of employees

163224

Indue Limited is an ADI, licensed and regulated by APRA.225
Indue Limited is authorised to take deposits from the public and is subject to the
same regulatory standards and supervisory oversight as is applied to all
Australian ADIs, including major banks.226
Indue Limited offers a full end-to-end payments solution (including mobile
payments, pre-paid credit cards or credit and debit card schemes), without
engaging other vendors.227
For more information, please refer to https://www2.indue.com.au/. Indue
Limited’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here: https://www2.indue.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/10/IND-3050-Indue-Annual-Report-2020_FINAL_Web.pdf.

11
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Woolworths Group Limited
ABN

88 000 014 675

Office location

1 Woolworths Way Bella Vista, New South Wales

https://www.dnb.com/business-directory/companyprofiles.indue_ltd.9bea04e37e959f5889b4497b7eb58537.html.
https://www.dnb.com/business-directory/companyprofiles.indue_ltd.9bea04e37e959f5889b4497b7eb58537.html
https://indue.bfs.org.au/about-indue.
https://indue.bfs.org.au/about-indue.
https://www2.indue.com.au/.
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Annual revenue

$63,675 million228

No. of employees

215,000229

150

Woolworths Group Limited (ASX: WOW) manages some of Australia's most
recognised and trusted brands, including Woolworths, Countdown, Dan
Murphy's, BWS and BIG W.230
Woolworths Group has a total store network of 3,357 stores servicing a
combined 29.1 million customers on average a week, including:231
(a)

1,052 Australian Food outlets;

(b)

182 New Zealand Food outlets,

(c)

179 BIG W outlets;

(d)

1,610 Endeavour Drinks outlets; and

(e)

334 Hotel outlets.

Woolworths Group core business consists of:232
(a)

Australian Food (consisting of Woolworths supermarkets operating 995
stores nationally; Everyday Rewards (Woolworths Rewards); and
Woolworths Financial Services and Insurance);

(b)

New Zealand Food (consisting of countdown servicing more than 2.5
million customers every week);

(c)

Endeavour Group Limited (consisting of Dan Murphy’s, BWS,
Cellmasters, Langton’s, ALH Group hotels); and

(d)

Portfolio (BIG W).

More information can be found here:
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/about-us. Woolworth’s 2020 Annual
Report can be found here:
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/icms_docs/195794_annual-report-2020.pdf

12
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Coles Group Limited
ACN

004 089 936

Office location

800 Toorak Road Hawthorn East, Victoria

Annual revenue

$37,408 million233

Year ended 30 June 2020 - Woolworths 2020 Annual report, page 3 – annexed as Annexure
38.
As at 30 June 2020 - Woolworths 2020 Annual report, page 2 – annexed as Annexure 38.
https://www.wowcareers.com.au/page/Careers/Our_team/.
Woolworths 2020 Annual report, page 2 – annexed as Annexure 38.
https://www.woolworthsgroup.com.au/page/about-us/our-brands/.
Year ended 30 June 2020 – see Coles 2020 Annual Report, page 98 – annexed as Annexure
39.
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No. of employees

151

120,000234

Coles Group Limited (ASX: COL) is one of Australia’s largest retailers, with more
than 2,500 outlets across its portfolio of Australian supermarkets, liquor and
convenience stores.235 Coles Group started in 1914 when G.J. Coles opened its
first store in Collingwood, Victoria and today services approximately 21 million
customers who shop with the Coles Group each week.236
The Coles Group brands include:237
(a)

Coles supermarkets, with over 800 stores nationally;

(b)

Coles.com.au (Coles online), the online platform allows customers to
browse categories, add essential items to their trolley, and have their
order delivered straight to their kitchen bench or brought out to their car;

(c)

Coles Express, with a network of over 700 sites nationally;

(d)

First Choice Liquor Market;

(e)

Liquorland;

(f)

Vintage Cellars; and

(g)

First Choice Liquor.

More information can be found here: https://www.colesgroup.com.au/aboutus/?page=about-us. Coles’ 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/investors/?page=reports.

13

Bank of Queensland Limited
ACN

32 009 656 740

Office location

100 Skyring Terrace, Newstead Queensland

Annual revenue

$115 million (statutory net after tax)238

No. of employees

2,021239

Bank of Queensland Limited (ASX: BOQ) is one of Australia's leading regional
banks with most of its branches run by local Owner-Managers.240 BOQ has more
than 160 branches across Australia and has been operational since 1874.241
BOQ is one of the top 100 Australian companies ranked by market capitalisation

234
235
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https://au.linkedin.com/company/coles.
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/about-us/?page=about-us.
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/about-us/?page=our-history.
https://www.colesgroup.com.au/about-us/?page=about-us.
Year ended 31 August 2020 – see BOQ 2020 Annual Report, page 4 – annexed as
Annexure 40.
As at 31 August 2020 – see BOQ 2020 Annual Report, page 28 – annexed as Annexure 40.
https://www.boq.com.au/About-us/company-overview.
https://www.boq.com.au/About-us/company-overview.
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on the Australian Securities Exchange and are regulated by the Australian
Prudential Regulation Authority as an Authorised Deposit-taking Institution.242
BOQ is listed on the ASX (trading under ‘BOQ’) – a copy of the 2020 Annual
Report is included at https://www.boq.com.au/content/dam/boq/files/shareholdercentre/financial-results/2020/annual-report-2020.pdf
BOQ offers a range of these products and services to individuals, as well as
businesses across two primary segments:243
Retail banking
BOQ is the retail arm of the BOQ Group and is comprised of 165 branches
across Australia offering a range of banking products.
Virgin Money Australia, the digital first retail financial services company providing
a wide range of financial products.
BOQ business
BOQ Business, a relationship led business with specialist bankers providing
client solutions across Small Business, Agribusiness, Corporate Banking,
Property Finance, Healthcare & Retirement and Tourism, Leisure & Hospitality.
BOQ Finance, is a wholly owned subsidiary of BOQ Group Limited specialising in
asset finance and leasing solutions.
BOQ Specialised, delivering banking solutions to niche market segments
including medical, dental, veterinary and accounting professionals.
More information can be found here: https://www.boq.com.au/About-us.
BOQ’s2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.boq.com.au/content/dam/boq/files/shareholder-centre/financialresults/2020/annual-report-2020.pdf.

14

EFTEX
ACN

059 318 811

Office location

Level 7, 140 William Street, East Sydney NSW 2011

Annual revenue

-

No. of employees

Unknown

EFTEX is an Australian payments processing and acquiring services provider.244
For more than 20 years EFTEX have delivered a range of solutions to POS and
ATM terminal networks including transaction processing and acquiring, terminal
driving and monitoring.245 EFTEX is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Banktech

242
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https://www.boq.com.au/About-us/company-overview.
BOQ 2020 Annual Report, page 13 – annexed as Annexure 40.
https://www.eftex.com.au/about-us/.
Please see https://www.eftex.com.au/about-us/.
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Group and is a member of eftpos Payments Australia, along with holding an
Exchange Settlement Account with the RBA.246
EFTEX is an approved third-party processing partner with VISA, Mastercard,
American Express, and BancNet. In addition, EFTEX have direct ATM switching
and acquiring relationships with ANZ and WBC in Australia.
Today EFTEX drives more than 15,000 ATM and POS terminals across
Australia, New Zealand and Southeast Asia and processes more than $15 billion
worth of transactions annually.247
More information can be found here: https://www.eftex.com.au/about-us/

15

First Data Network Australia Limited
ACN

Unknown

Office location

Unknown

Annual revenue

US$10.2 billion248

No. of employees

Unknown

First Data Network Australia Limited, trading as Fiserv, is a leading global
provider of financial services technology and is publicly traded on the NASDAQ
Global Select Market and part of the S&P 500 Index (ticker FISV). First Data
Network serves clients around the globe, including banks, credit unions, other
financial institutions and merchants.
First Data Network provides:
(a)

account processing systems;

(b)

electronic payments processing products and services, such as
electronic bill payment and presentment services, account-to-account
transfers, person-to-person payments, debit network solutions, debit
card processing and services, general purpose credit, retail private label
and commercial credit card processing and services, and payments
infrastructure services;

(c)

internet and mobile banking systems; and

(d)

related services, including card and print personalization services, item
processing and source capture services, loan origination and servicing
products, stored value network solutions and fraud and risk management
products and services.

First Data Network also provides retail POS merchant acquiring and e-commerce
services as well as next-generation offerings such as mobile payment services,
and its cloud-based “Clover” line of payment solutions and related applications.
Most of the services it provides are necessary for its clients to operate their
businesses and are, therefore, non-discretionary in nature.

246
247
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Please see https://www.eftex.com.au/about-us/.
Please see https://www.eftex.com.au/about-us/.
Fiserv 2019 Annual Report (Form 10-K), page 5 – annexed as Annexure 41.
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First Data Network services a global client base by working among geographic
teams across various regions: the United States and Canada; Europe, Middle
East and Africa; Latin America; and Asia Pacific.
In 2019, First Data Network had US$10.2 billion in total revenue, US$1.6 billion
in operating income and US$2.8 billion of net cash provided by operating
activities from continuing operations. Processing and services revenue, which in
2019 represented 84% of total revenue, is primarily generated from account- and
transaction-based fees under multi-year contracts that generally have high
renewal rates. First Data Network have operations and offices located both
within the United States and outside of the U.S. with revenues from domestic
and international products and services accounting for 88% and 12%
respectively.
Fiserv’s 2019 Annual Report (Form 10-K) can be found here:
https://investors.fiserv.com/static-files/b6d7ad21-d0e6-4ea4-b41da85271aca54c.
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Suncorp Group
ABN

66 010 831 722

Office location

Level 28, 266 George St, Brisbane, QLD 4000

Annual revenue

$14,770m (FY20)249

No. of employees

13,500250

Suncorp Group (ASX: SUN) is a Queensland-based financial services
conglomerate offering retail and business banking, general insurance, life
insurance, superannuation and investment products in Australia and New
Zealand. Suncorp Group offers its banking products through Suncorp Metway
Ltd (AFSL No 229882 Australian Credit Licence number 229882).
Suncorp Group has following two core businesses: Insurance and Banking and
Wealth.251

249

250
251
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(a)

Insurance: In Insurance segment they design, manufacture and delivery
of general insurance products and services to customers in Australia.
Their key insurance products include home and contents, motor, marine,
travel, commercial property, industrial special risk, public liability and
professional indemnity, workers’ compensation, compulsory third party,
loan protection, equity and cash benefit.

(b)

Banking and wealth: This division provides designs, manufacture and
delivery of banking, financial planning, and superannuation and fund
administration services to customers in Australia. Their key products
include commercial, agribusiness, small business, home and personal
loans, savings and transaction accounts, foreign exchange, treasury
products and services, superannuation, funds administration services
and financial planning.

Year ended 30 June 2020 – see Suncorp Group 2020 Annual Report, page 59 – annexed as
Annexure 42.
As at 30 June 2020 - Suncorp Group 2020 Annual Report, page 1 – annexed as Annexure 42.
https://www.suncorpgroup.com.au/uploads/About-Suncorp-group-A4P.pdf.
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Suncorp New Zealand: This division provides design, manufacture and
delivery of general and life insurance products to customers in New
Zealand. Their key insurance products include home and contents,
motor, commercial property, public liability and professional indemnity,
life, trauma, total and permanent disablement and income protection.

More information can be found here: https://www.suncorp.com.au/about-us.html.
Suncorp Group’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.suncorpgroup.com.au/2020-annual-review.
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Tyro Payments Limited
ACN

103 575 042

Office location

Level 1, 155 Clarence St, Sydney, NSW 2000

Annual revenue

$189.8m (FY19)252

No. of employees

450253

Tyro Payments Limited (ASX: TYR) is a technology-focused and values-driven
company providing Australian businesses with payment solutions and valueadding business banking products. Tyro provides simple, flexible and reliable
payments solutions as a merchant acquirer, along with complementary business
banking products.254
Payments255
This segment acquires electronic payment transactions from merchants.
Revenue is primarily earned from fees charged for processing acquired
transactions. Revenue is also earned from other fee income, terminal rental
income and sales of terminal accessories.
Payments are at the core of Tyro’s business, using its proprietary core
technology platform to enable credit and debit card acquiring. This offering is
enhanced by features purpose-designed for those merchants who choose to
partner with the company, including Point of Sale systems integrations, least-cost
routing (Tap & Save) and alternative payment types such as integrated Alipay.
While traditionally focused on in-store payments, Tyro has recently expanded
into eCommerce.
Banking256
Tyro offer business banking products to merchants, including loans in the form of
merchant cash advances (Tyro Business Loan) and transaction bank accounts
(Tyro Bank Account). The Tyro Bank Account is a fee-free, interest-bearing
transaction account available to our merchants.
Tyro is Australia’s fifth largest merchant acquiring bank by number of eftpos
terminals in the market, behind the Major Australian Banks. Tyro has a track

252
253
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As at 30 June 2020 – see Tyro 2020 Annual Report, page 4 – annexed as Annexure 43.
https://www.listcorp.com/asx/tyr/tyro-payments-limited#about.
https://www.listcorp.com/asx/tyr/tyro-payments-limited#about.
https://www.listcorp.com/asx/tyr/tyro-payments-limited#about.
https://www.tyro.com/products/.
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record of innovation, creating purpose-built solutions and being first to market257.
This approach saw the company become the first technology company to receive
an Australian specialist credit card institution licence in 2005.258 In 2015 that
licence was replaced by the award of an Australian banking licence, making Tyro
the first new domestic banking licensee in over a decade.
For the more than 29,000 Australian merchants who chose to partner with Tyro in
FY19, the company processed more than $17.5 billion in transaction value.259 In
FY19 the company generated $189.8 million in revenue, originated $52.2 million
in loans and held merchant deposits totalling $26.9 million.260 Further, Tyro
provides value-adding solutions to its partners, such as loans in the form of
merchant cash advances and fee-free, interest-bearing merchant transaction
accounts.261
More information can be found here: https://www.tyro.com/about-tyro/. Tyro’s
2020 Annual Report can be found here: https://www.tyro.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/08/Tyro-AR-2020-18-Aug-2020.pdf.
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Windcave Pty Ltd
ABN

39 517 028 648

Office location

Level 3, 503-505 Kent Street, Sydney, NSW 2000
(HQ in Auckland, NZ)

Annual revenue

Unknown

No. of employees

Unknown

Windcave (formerly Payment Express) is a global leader in payment technology
with scheme connections to Visa, Mastercard, UnionPay, Amex and Discover as
well as popular alternative and local payment methods. Windcave currently
supports 17,000+ organisations across APAC, North America and Europe,
processing over $90 billion dollars a year and 800 million transactions. Payment
services include eCommerce, Retail, Unattended and Merchant Services.
Windcave offers customers POS terminals for in-store payments, an all-in-one
payment solution for online payments, and a range of unattended payment
solutions (for vending machines and carparks, for example).
Windcave is a high-growth, innovative and global one-stop provider of payment
technology, eCommerce, retail and unattended payment solutions for range of
customers, including major corporate, banking and SME clients globally with our
PCI DSS compliant payments solutions.262 Windcave facilitates seamless
eCommerce, retail and unattended transactions for customers around the
world.263

257
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https://www.tyro.com/about-tyro/.
https://www.tyro.com/about-tyro/.
https://www.tyro.com/about-tyro/
Tyro 2020 Annual Report, page 4 – annexed as Annexure 43.
https://www.listcorp.com/asx/tyr/tyro-payments-limited#about.
https://www.windcave.com/about.
https://www.windcave.com/about.
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Certified with all the major credit card schemes and PCI DSS compliant,
Windcave provides innovative end-to-end payment solutions ensuring your
transactions are safe, smooth and secure.264
More information can be found here: https://www.windcave.com/about
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Adyen
ABN

55 162 682 411

Office location

1/255 Riley St, Surry Hills NSW 2010 (HQ: Amsterdam)

Annual revenue

€496.7m265

No. of employees

1,200266

Adyen (AMS: ADYEN) is the payments platform of choice for many of the world’s
leading companies, providing a modern end-to-end infrastructure connecting
directly to Visa, Mastercard, and consumers' globally preferred payment
methods. Adyen delivers frictionless payments across online, mobile, and instore channels. With offices across the world, Adyen serves customers including
Facebook, Uber, Spotify, Microsoft, Casper, Bonobos and L'Oréal.
Driven by a vision to improve customer experience, streamline processes and
ultimately increase revenue, Adyen enables businesses to process payments
across online, mobile and POS with over 250 payment methods and 187
transaction currencies.
Adyen operates a global payments platform, integrating the full payments stack
— gateway, risk management, processing, acquiring and settlement.267 The
Adyen offering includes a common back-end infrastructure for authorizing
payments across merchants’ sales channels (ie online, mobile and in-store) as
well as feature-rich APIs.268
This payments platform is provided as a service to a range of globally operating
merchants across different verticals, connecting them directly to Visa,
Mastercard, and many other payment methods, providing a high level of
reliability, performance and data insights.269
For this service of payments processing, Adyen earns processing and settlement
fees (for gateway and acquiring services respectively), as well as some smaller
fees related to products or functionalities that make businesses’ lives easier.270
More information can be found here: https://www.adyen.com/about. Ayden’s
2019 Annual Report can be found here: https://www.adyen.com/investorrelations/publication-annual-report-2019.

264
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https://www.windcave.com/about.
Year ended 31 December 2020 – see https://www.adyen.com/investor-relations/publicationannual-report-2019/.
As at 31 December 2020 – see https://www.adyen.com/investor-relations/publication-annualreport-2019/.
Adyen 2019 Annual report, page 9 – annexed as Annexure 44.
Adyen 2019 Annual report, page 9 – annexed as Annexure 44.
Adyen 2019 Annual report, page 9 – annexed as Annexure 44.
Adyen 2019 Annual report, page 9 – annexed as Annexure 44.
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Reserve Bank of Australia
ABN

50 008 559 486

Office location

65 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000

Annual revenue

Unknown

No. of employees

1,384271

The RBA is Australia's central bank and derives its functions and powers from
the Reserve Bank Act 1959.272 Its duty is to contribute to the stability of the
currency, full employment, and the economic prosperity and welfare of the
Australian people.273 It does this by conducting monetary policy to meet an
agreed medium-term inflation target, working to maintain a strong financial
system and efficient payments system, and issuing the nation's banknotes.274
The RBA provides certain banking services as required to the Australian
Government and its agencies, and to a number of overseas central banks and
official institutions.275
As well as being a policy-making body, the RBA provides selected banking and
registry services to a range of Australian government agencies and to a number
of overseas central banks and official institutions.276 It also manages Australia's
gold and foreign exchange reserves.277
More information can be found here: https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/. The
RBA’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/annual-reports/rba/2020/pdf/2020-report.pdf.
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HSBC Bank Australia Limited
ABN

48 006 434 162

Office location

Level 36 - Tower 1 - International Towers Sydney | Barangaroo
South 100 Barangaroo Avenue, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia

Annual revenue

$330m (CY19)278

No. of employees

2,000 (Australia)279

HSBC is one of the world’s largest banking and financial services
organisations.280 Listed on the London, Hong Kong, New York, Paris and
Bermuda stock exchanges, shares in HSBC Holdings plc are held by
271
272
273
274
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As at 30 June 2020 - RBA 2020 Annual Report, page 140 – annexed as Annexure 45.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/.
https://www.bankingday.com/article/hsbc-posts-record-australian-profit.
https://www.about.hsbc.com.au/hsbc-in-australia.
https://www.about.hsbc.com.au/.
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approximately 194,000 shareholders in 130 countries and territories.281 HSBC’s
network covers 64 countries and territories in Europe, Asia, the Middle East and
Africa, North America and Latin America, serving more than 40 million
customers through our global businesses: Wealth and Personal Banking,
Commercial Banking, and Global Banking & Markets.282
HSBC’s Wealth and Personal Banking business offers various products and
services to individuals, families, business owners, investors and
entrepreneurs.283 These include current accounts, credit cards, personal loans
and mortgages, as well as savings, investments, insurance and wealth
management.284
HSBC’s Commercial Banking business services approximately 1.3 million
customers across 53 countries and territories, supported by specialists in Global
Trade and Receivables Finance, Global Liquidity and Cash Management,
Banking, Markets and Securities Services, and Insurance and Investments.285
HSBC’s Global Banking & Markets business provides financial services and
products to corporations, governments and financial institutions.286 These
include banking and financing solutions; services in credit and rates, foreign
exchange, equities and money markets; and a broad range of research
services.287
In Australia, the HSBC Group offers a comprehensive range of financial services
through a network of 45 branches and offices. These services include retail,
wholesale and private banking, trade finance, treasury and financial markets,
global liquidity and cash management, asset management and securities
custody.288 Principal HSBC Group members in Australia are HSBC Bank
Australia Limited and The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
Limited.289 HSBC Bank Australia Limited — which is headquartered in Sydney —
is an unlisted public company.290
More information can be found here: https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are
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Macquarie Bank Limited
ACN

008 583 542

Office location

Level 6, 50 Martin Pl, Sydney, NSW 2000

Net Operating
Income (MBL)

$6,1725m (FY20)291

https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are.
https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are.
https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are/businesses-and-customers/wealth-and-personal-banking.
https://www.hsbc.com/careers/our-business-areas-and-teams/wealth-and-personal-banking.
https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are/businesses-and-customers/commercial-banking.
https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are/businesses-and-customers/global-banking-and-markets.
https://www.hsbc.com/who-we-are/businesses-and-customers/global-banking-and-markets.
https://www.about.hsbc.com.au/hsbc-in-australia.
https://www.about.hsbc.com.au/hsbc-in-australia.
https://www.hsbc.com/investors/results-and-announcements/allreporting/subsidiaries?page=1&take=20&company=hsbc-bank-australia-ltd&companynew=hsbc-bank-australia-limited.
https://www.macquarie.com/au/en/investors/reports/full-year-2020.html.
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Net Operating
Income (Globally
across Macquarie
Group

$12,325m (FY20)292

No. of employees

15,849293

160

(Globally across
Macquarie Group)

Macquarie Bank Limited is a subsidiary of Macquarie Group Limited
ACN 112 169 279 and is regulated by APRA as an ADI.
Macquarie Group Limited (ASX: MQG) is a global provider of banking, financial,
advisory, investment and fund management services, headquartered in Sydney.
Macquarie Group Limited is regulated by APRA as a Non-Operating Holding
Company of an ADI.
Macquarie Group is a diversified financial group providing clients with asset
management and finance, banking, advisory and risk and capital solutions across
debt, equity and commodities. For internal reporting and risk management
purposes, Macquarie is divided into four Operating Groups, which are supported
by four Central Service Groups. The Operating Groups are split between
annuity-style businesses and markets-facing businesses and are described
below.
Macquarie Asset Management (MAM)
MAM provides clients with access to a range of capabilities and products,
including infrastructure, real assets, agriculture, equities, fixed income, private
credit, liquid alternatives and multi-asset investment management solutions. It
has two business divisions which are Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets
and Macquarie Investment Management.
Banking and Financial Services (BFS)
BFS provides a diverse range of personal banking, wealth management and
business banking and vehicle finance products and services to retail clients,
advisers, brokers and business clients.
Commodities and Global Markets (CGM)
CGM provides clients with an integrated, end-to-end offering across global
markets including equities, fixed income, foreign exchange, commodities and
technology, media and telecommunications. CGM comprises eight divisions:
Cash Equities, Commodity Markets and Finance, Credit Markets, Equity
Derivatives and Trading, Fixed Income and Currencies, Futures, Specialised and
Asset Finance and Central (CGM-wide services).
Macquarie Capital (MacCap)
MacCap provides advisory and capital raising services and undertakes global
investing activities, offering specialist expertise across infrastructure, real estate,

292
293
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https://www.macquarie.com/au/en/investors/reports/full-year-2020.html.
As at 31 March 2020 – see Macquarie Group 2020 Annual Report – annexed as Annexure 46.
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telecommunications and media, technology, consumer, gaming and leisure,
business services, resources, industrials, healthcare and financial institutions.
More information can be found here:
https://www.macquarie.com/au/en.html
Macquarie Bank Limited 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.macquarie.com/assets/macq/investor/reports/2020/Macqua
rie-Bank-FY20-Annual-Report.pdf
Macquarie Group’s 2020 Annual Report can be found here:
https://www.macquarie.com/assets/macq/investor/reports/2020/Macqua
rie-Group-FY20-Annual-Report.pdf
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Regulation by the RBA and PSB

The RBA is the principal regulator of the Australian payments system.
Under the Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth), the PSB is responsible for determining
the Bank’s payments system policy.
The PSB is required to do this in a way that will best contribute to controlling risk
in the financial system; promoting the efficiency of the payments system; and
promoting competition in the market for payment services.
The RBA has a number of powers to pursue these goals, including the ability to
“designate” a payment system as being subject to its regulation and then to
impose standards and/or an access regime on that system or on participants in
that system, if warranted on public interest grounds.
The RBA’s Payments Policy Department advises the PSB in the discharge of
these responsibilities. Aside from its interest in the NPP from a policy
perspective, the RBA was involved in the development of the NPP and plays a
number of roles in the ongoing operation and governance of the NPP:
(a)

The RBA is one of the 13 financial institutions that funded the
development of the NPP and is a shareholder of NPPA.294

(b)

The RBA is a direct participant in the NPP in its capacity as a
transactional banker to the Australian Government and its Departments
and agencies. The RBA provides NPP services to its government
clients, including the ability to make real-time payments and collect
public monies via NPP payments to government accounts. These
services are provided by the RBA’s Banking Department. The RBA does
not offer any banking or related services, including NPP-related services,
to the public or non-government commercial entities.

(c)

The RBA built and operates the FSS, which provides real-time
settlement of NPP transactions between financial institutions on a 24/7
basis. The RBA’s Payments Settlements Department has responsibility
for this function. Settlement services are provided to NPP participants
under a contractual arrangement between NPPA and the RBA.

(d)

In recognition of the importance of the FSS to the operation of the NPP,
the NPPA Shareholders’ Agreement gives the RBA the right to appoint a
director to the Board of NPPA. The Bank has exercised this right and
appointed the Head of its Payments Settlements Department as a
director of NPPA.

Given the duties of the RBA as regulator of the payments system and its
involvement in the NPP from an operational perspective, the PSB has approved
internal governance arrangements for the RBA’s involvement with the NPP to
ensure consistency with the PSB’s policy objectives and to manage any potential
conflicts of interest.

294
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The RBA has advised NPPA that if NewCo proceeds to implementation, that the RBA will not
continue as a shareholder in NewCo given its formal role as a regulator for services offered by
NewCo.
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PSB

2.1

Responsibilities and Powers295

163

The PSB's responsibilities and powers are set out in four separate Acts.
These are: Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth); Payment Systems (Regulation) Act
1998 (Cth); Payment Systems and Netting Act 1998 (Cth); and Cheques Act
1986 (Cth).
The Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth) gives the PSB responsibility for determining
the RBA’s payments system policy. It must exercise this responsibility in a way
that will best contribute to:
(a)

controlling risk in the financial system;

(b)

promoting the efficiency of the payments system; and

(c)

promoting competition in the market for payment services, consistent
with the overall stability of the financial system.

Increasingly, central banks are being given explicit authority for payments system
safety and stability, but the PSB's legislative responsibility and powers to
promote efficiency and competition in the payments system are unique.
This responsibility has broadened the RBA's traditional focus on the high-value
wholesale payment systems which underpin stability, to encompass the retail and
commercial systems where large transaction volumes provide scope for
efficiency gains.
The RBA’s wide-ranging powers in the payments system are set out in the
Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998 (Cth). It may:
(a)

“designate” a particular payment system as being subject to its
regulation. Designation has no other effect; it is simply the first of a
number of steps the RBA must take to exercise its powers;

(b)

determine rules for participation in that system, including rules on access
for new participants. Since access is inextricably linked to efficiency the
Bank works closely with the Commission;

(c)

set standards for safety and efficiency for that system. These may deal
with issues such as technical requirements, procedures, performance
benchmarks and pricing;

(d)

direct participants in a designated payment system to comply with a
standard or access regime; and

(e)

arbitrate on disputes in that system over matters relating to access,
financial safety, competitiveness and systemic risk, if the parties
concerned wish.

The Payment Systems (Regulation) Act 1998 (Cth) also gives the RBA extensive
powers to gather information from a payment system or from individual
participants.
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Please see https://www.rba.gov.au/about-rba/boards/psb-board.html.
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The Payment Systems and Netting Act 1998 (Cth) gives the Board a role in
removing two important legal uncertainties in the Australian payments system:
(a)

under the so-called ‘zero hour’ rule, a court may date the bankruptcy of
an institution from the midnight before the bankruptcy order is made.
Such a rule would threaten the irrevocable nature of payments in the
RTGS system; the strength of this system is that payments cannot be
unwound if a participant were to fail after having made payments earlier
in the day. Similar concerns arise in the case of ‘delivery-versuspayment’ arrangements in securities settlement systems;

(b)

some payment systems in Australia settle on a multilateral net basis.
Rather than routinely paying and receiving gross obligations, members
of the system pay and receive the relatively small net amounts owed ‘to
the system’. This is convenient and efficient but carries the risk that in
the event of the bankruptcy of one of the parties, its administrator might
‘cherry pick’ and insist that solvent institutions meet their gross
obligations to pay it while refusing to honour its obligation to do likewise.
Solvent parties would then receive little in return for their payments to the
failed institution, putting them under liquidity pressures and threatening
their own solvency.

The Payment Systems and Netting Act 1998 (Cth) provides the basis for
removing these uncertainties. The Act exempts transactions in approved RTGS
systems from a possible ‘zero hour’ ruling and ensures that approved multilateral
netting arrangements cannot be set aside. The Act does not specify which
particular systems are exempt; instead, as a means of providing flexibility, the
RBA has been given the power to approve RTGS systems and multilateral
netting arrangements which apply for such approval.
The Cheques Act 1986 (Cth) was amended in 1998 to provide that cheques that
are settled in a recognised settlement system will be deemed dishonoured if the
financial institution on which they are drawn is unable to provide the funds. This
gives an important protection to institutions at which such cheques are deposited,
because it allows them to reverse any provisional credits made on the basis of
these cheques. The RBA has been given responsibility under the Cheques Act
1986 (Cth) to determine that a system for settlement of cheques is a recognised
settlement system.
The PSB acquired additional responsibilities for the regulation of securities
clearing and settlement systems with the passage of the Financial Services
Reform Act in August 2001.

2.2

Members of the PSB
The membership of the PSB is specified in section 25A of the Reserve Bank Act
1959 (Cth) and includes:
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(a)

the Governor of the RBA (Chair of the Payments System Board);

(b)

one representative of the RBA (who is appointed by the Governor and
who must be either a member of the RBA Board or a member of the
RBA service; Deputy Chair of the Payments System Board);

(c)

one representative of APRA (who is appointed by APRA and who must
be either an APRA member or an APRA staff member); and

(d)

up to five other members (who are appointed by the Treasurer for a term
of up to five years).
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The current members of the PSB are Phillip Lowe (Chair), Michele Bullock
(Deputy Chair), Wayne Byres, Gina Cass-Gottlieb, Deborah Ralston, Greg
Storey, Catherine Walter AM, Brian Wilson AO.
The PSB meets once per quarter, usually in Sydney.

2.3

Relationship with the Reserve Bank Board and the Government
The Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth) provides a clear delineation between the PSB,
which has responsibility for the RBA's payments system policy, and the RBA
Board, which has responsibility for the RBA's monetary and banking policies and
all other policies except for payments system policy.
Instances of conflict over policies should therefore be rare. However, if a conflict
were to arise, the view of the RBA Board would prevail to the extent that there
was any inconsistency in policy. If there are disagreements between the Boards
on questions of jurisdiction or inconsistency of policy, they are to be resolved by
the Governor, who chairs both Boards.
The PSB is required to inform the Government of its policies. In the event of a
difference of opinion between the Government and the Board, the provisions of
the Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth) provide a mechanism for dispute resolution
Five members form a quorum for a meeting of the PSB, which must be chaired
by the Governor or, in his absence, the Deputy Chair, who is a representative of
the RBA. The Reserve Bank Act 1959 (Cth) provides for decisions to be reached
by a majority of the votes of the members present and voting, with the Chair
having a casting vote, if necessary, in addition to a deliberative vote.

2.4

The role of the PSB
The PSB is one of two boards of the RBA, along with the RBA Board. The PSB
is responsible for the RBA's payments system policy, including policy in relation
to clearing and settlement (CS) facilities. It is chaired by the Governor of the
Bank and has up to seven other members.
The RBA has a number of powers to pursue these goals, derived from a range of
legislation. These powers include:

296
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(a)

“designating” a payment system as being subject to regulation;

(b)

imposing an access regime to establish rules of participation in a
payment system;

(c)

setting standards for payment systems;

(d)

giving a direction to, gathering information from, and arbitrating between,
payment system participants;

(e)

setting financial stability standards for CS facilities assessing compliance
of CS facilities with financial stability obligations; and

(f)

advising the Minister on matters related to the licensing of CS
facilities.296

Please see https://www.rba.gov.au/payments-and-infrastructure/role-of-payments-systemboard/.
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The designations made, and the standards set, in relation to eftpos are
considered in section 12.6 above, and no access regime has been imposed on
eftpos.
No such designations, access regimes or standards have been made or imposed
in relation to the NPPA or BPAY.
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Developments in payments
industries outside Australia

Case Study: Consolidation of Singapore’s Domestic
Payment Entities297
The press release of 11 April 2017 announced the consolidation of the
management and operation of Singapore’s various domestic payment systems
into one entity. It noted that NETS, Singapore’s leading payment solutions
provider, had signed an agreement to buy two wholly-owned subsidiaries of
OCBC Bank, BCS and BCSIS. Upon the completion of the transaction, BCS
and BCSIS were to become wholly owned subsidiaries of NETS, with both
companies continuing to operate as independent entities within NETS. This
would bring together payment systems covering domestic debit cards, RTP,
ACH/DE/Giro, cheque clearing and RTGS.
This paper explores the market conditions and structure prior to the change, the
reasons behind the consolidation and the outcomes since.
(a)

What were the market conditions and structure prior to the change?
Before the consolidation, NETS was a leading payments network in
Singapore and operated Singapore’s national PIN Debit scheme. Cards
issued by participating banks DBS Bank, Maybank, HSBC Bank, OCBC
Bank, Standard Chartered Bank and UOB can be used to make NETS
debit payments just about everywhere in Singapore. NETS has a
comprehensive range of payment solutions that are accepted across
102,000 NETS card acceptance points, 40,000 Unified Point-of-Sale
(Unified POS) terminals and 55,000 QR Code acceptance devices
nationwide.
In addition, NETS issued the CashCard that is used extensively in the
motoring market in Singapore, and the FlashPay (contactless) card that
can be used for public transport payments, as well as payments at major
retailers, food courts, convenience stores, supermarkets, etc. eNETS
online payments can be made across many online and mobile
merchants including government websites, airlines bookings and on AXS
m-station, Taobao.com and Tmall Marketplace. BCA and UnionPay
cards are also accepted on the NETS network.
As far back as 2006, NETS had identified the competitive threat of the
ICS and took steps to increase its very low merchant fees in order to
provide funding to issuers, so that the attractiveness of issuing cards of
other schemes would be diminished. It also expanded into contactless
cards and online payments to ensure that it remained relevant and
convenient to consumers. It had very high brand recognition amongst
consumers in Singapore, and was well known as being Singaporean.
In contrast, the names of the other two entities involved in the
consolidation were unknown to the public. BCS was established in
Singapore in 1976, and it has operated the Singapore Automated
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This case study was originally written by The Initiatives Group for BPAY in January 2020; BPAY
has provided its permission for the inclusion of the case study in this document.
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Clearing House since 1982, when the Singapore Clearing House
Association (SCHA) awarded BCS the contract to set up and operate an
automated clearing system to clear Singapore dollar cheques. As at
2017, BCS managed and operated the key clearing and payment
infrastructure in Singapore including core services such as the FAST
(Fast And Secure Transfers – real time payments system), IBG (Interbank GIRO – DE/ACH) and CTS (Cheque Truncation System – cheque
processing).
BCSIS was more focused on technology, and, for example, was the
systems integrator for Singapore’s FAST real-time payment
infrastructure. Since 1988, BCSIS’ suite of clearing and payment
solutions has allowed central banks, clearing houses and commercial
banks across the globe to deliver high-speed, high-precision multicurrency funds transfer capabilities for the financial services industry.
BCSIS’ RTGS, Cheque Truncation and Gateway solutions have been
used by clients in Bahrain, Brazil, China, Hong Kong SAR, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan.
BCSIS’s professional services and products encompass design and
development of solutions for cheque clearing, lockbox services,
document digitisation and imaging, and business continuity services.
The BCSIS team brought together a synergy of technical, operational
and project management expertise, leveraging on extensive and
successful deployments of mission-critical payment systems for the
financial services industry.
Despite the availability of these electronic payment systems, however,
Singapore consumers only made about 200 electronic payments per
person in the 2016/17 financial year, compared to ~450 in Australia. As
cash still made up 60% of consumer payments.
(b)
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Why did the consolidation occur?
(i)

Just a few players dominate the current international card
network industry. Among these global players, Visa and
MasterCard (outside of mainland China) enjoy the dominant
market share. In recent years, there had been an increasing
trend of regulators stating that lack of competition between these
global players has led to a high cost of card acceptance,
particularly for small merchants, which has led to regulators
promoting domestic schemes. Many regulators around the
world were or are taking action, either explicit or implicit, to
protect their domestic debit payment card systems from assault
or erosion by the international payment card schemes, in order
to avoid having their retail payment system controlled totally by
foreign entities, which for the most part are outside of their
jurisdiction.

(ii)

Additionally, in most countries with domestic debit schemes,
there is a bias in the usage of these cards to the lower socioeconomic segments of the community. This may be due to
historic reasons, but is also impacted by the fact that –
(A)

many of the “low price” merchants with whom they
transact prefer the lower acceptance costs of domestic
debit cards;

(B)

they may not require the cross-border functionality of
international scheme cards; and
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(C)

(c)

they may not “qualify” for the issuance of an
international scheme card.

(iii)

Furthermore, for many regulators the in-country processing of
domestic payment card transactions is preferred due to data
privacy concerns and its ability to be regulated by local
authorities. These factors led to regulators
establishing/encouraging new domestic payment card schemes
where none previously existed. For example: Troy in Turkey,
RuPay in India and Mir in Russia. Their focus has been mainly
on debit cards, which provide cost-efficiency - an important
factor as they form the majority (and in many countries an
increasing proportion) of domestic card transactions, both by
volume and value.

(iv)

Despite the regulatory preference for, and cost efficiency of,
domestic debit card systems, the growth of the international card
networks has continued aided by their additional functionality
(usually cross-border and online acceptance being the
differentiators to domestic debit) and the card issuers, who
prefer the higher revenues of the network interchange model
versus the domestic debit schemes - which usually provide a
lower cost of card acceptance to merchants, but thereby
generate lower revenue opportunities for issuers. This has led
to declining share in the debit card market for domestic
schemes, and, in those countries where the debit product of the
ICS has been on issue for some years, actual declines in
transaction volumes.

(v)

The traditional model whereby domestic debit schemes could
concentrate on meeting local in-market needs and then cobrand
with either MasterCard or Visa for international usage no longer
seems to be an option. The ICS are clearly seeing the domestic
schemes, and also domestic infrastructure providers, as
competitors and a major impediment to gaining share and
revenue from the overall market – areas which are now much
more important following the stock market listing of these
entities.

(vi)

Globally, regulators are playing a more active role in establishing
either a cooperative or competitive position between domestic
schemes/switches and international card associations. To
counteract pressure from the ICS, in those countries where
there are a number of competing domestic schemes or switches,
there have been moves by regulators to merge the local
schemes in a bid to increase efficiency and bolster competition
against the international networks; examples of these mergers
have taken place in the Philippines and Indonesia, leading to the
formation of “new” BancNet (including MegaLink) and National
Payment Gateway respectively.

(vii)

Therefore, conditions were right for “bulking up” the domestic
NETS debit card operations into a larger, more robust
“Payments Singapore” entity, in order to be a stronger
competitor in the payments market.

What happened in the consolidation?
(i)
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NETS' strategic acquisition of BCS and BCSIS was aimed at
enabling it to deliver payment innovations that are simple, swift,
secure and accessible to its customers, potentially developing
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completely new forms of payment across the different streams
and thereby improving its competitive position. The assimilation
into one entity was thought to enable a more pervasive digital
payment platform that will facilitate wider adoption and utilisation
of electronic payments in Singapore, which was lagging in the
number of electronic payments per person versus some other
advanced economies. The move by NETS was in line with
Singapore's efforts to become a best-in-class electronic
payments hub, creating opportunities to drive enhancements
and foster collaborations that will support faster transition to a
world-leading ecosystem.

(d)

(ii)

Indeed the consolidation was endorsed and encouraged by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), which one might
suppose sensed that a united “Payments Singapore” entity
would have more critical mass and capabilities with which to
meet competition from international payment schemes, such as
American Express, Mastercard and Visa. Discussions between
MAS and management teams in the Singapore payments
systems appear to have confirmed information and observations
that MAS had gathered from its regular discussions with
regulators in other jurisdictions.

(iii)

As at 2017, the ongoing challenge for NETS was to continue to
invest in the latest available technologies in the marketplace, in
order to remain competitive with the global players. Despite a
lower innovation budget than the international players, with their
global R&D capabilities, a local player like NETS, because of its
proximity to, and knowledge of, the local Singapore market and
its idiosyncrasies could hope to develop some unique
capabilities. But in combination with the payment streams
managed by BCS and BCSIS, the thought was that truly unique
and differentiated products could be brought to the Singapore
payments market. The hope being that such tailored offerings
would counteract:
the ability of the ICS to utilize extensive financial
resources, particularly in the form of incentives, to
persuade issuers to switch to their brands; and their
ability to provide incentives in one specific market at a
time, whilst spreading the cost across their global
network;

(B)

banks wanting to be able to enjoy scale-pricing benefits
for larger volumes: that is, for a multi-country retail bank
this can mean consolidation across multiple borders,
and therefore domestic schemes/networks can be an
impediment to this; and

(C)

domestic schemes have stated that they sometimes do
not have a level playing field in terms of regulations
compared to their international competitors.

What have been the outcomes and/or expected benefits/issues of
the consolidation?
(i)
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(A)

The new combined NETS business remains a cornerstone of
payments in Singapore. No new payment products have yet
appeared from the ability to link different payment streams, but
the organisation clearly now has “more strings to its bow”.
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(ii)

The business has combined the back-office and corporate
functions, achieving overall cost reductions, as this was more
straightforward to implement. The business synergies through
the consolidation of the different pieces of infrastructure (eg the
multiple payments switches now held within the one business)
are harder to implement, but management is looking at different
vendors that could achieve a more streamlined and consolidated
arrangement.

(iii)

For now, the separate payment streams are still run separately,
partly because there is a higher regulatory burden on the
systems operated by BCS and NETS management prefers to
“quarantine” this to a specific subsidiary company for the time
being. However, there is now coordination of “mandates” and
innovation across all of the payment streams, particularly where
they are targeting similar types of transactions eg P2P, C2B,
etc.; so that “national roll outs” can be undertaken smoothly and
without conflict.

(iv)

By having all three major domestic banks involved in the
ownership of all of the payment streams, the consolidation has
led to improved “buy in” to decision-making across the different
activities and in the setting of priorities.

(v)

Over the last 2 years, MAS has made further “interventions” into
the market, which have deflected some of NETS’ attention from
extracting more synergies from the consolidation. Notably to
attack cash usage at low value merchants, MAS launched a
single standardized QR Code for electronic payments, and
NETS was obliged to introduce QR Codes on multiple devices
for its e-payments. Singapore Quick Response Code (SGQR)
has been adopted by 27 separate payment schemes, including
the key domestic systems such as NETS debit cards, PayNow
(bill payments) and FAST. Interestingly, this has made
Singapore one of the few markets in Asia that has embraced
both QR Codes and NFC contactless payments.

(vi)

Additionally, NETS was appointed as the first “master acquirer”
to introduce a unified cashless payment system to the more than
12,000 stalls at hawker centres, canteens and coffee shops in
Singapore that previously were almost exclusively cash only.
NETS will provide a unified POS terminal which can accept both
chip and contactless cards, as well as process QR Code
payments, and which will be rented at no charge to hawkers for
a period of 3 years (subsidied by the Singaporean government).

(vii)

MAS has also pushed NETS to expand deployment of Unified
POS. Historically merchants in Singapore have often had
multiple card acceptance terminals on their counter, which can
lead to additional cost and inefficiency across the whole
payments network. This is addressed by replacing the multiple
terminals with a single Unified POS.

(viii)

Another important development is the government
announcement that it will open the interbank payment gateways
to FinTech firms in 2019. This will bring non-bank e-wallets into
the national electronic payment networks, and also spur digital
innovation. Singapore has already formed a Direct FAST
industry working group, which includes banks, non-banks and
the MAS, to develop business and technical requirements for
non-banks to connect directly to FAST.
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Singapore’s domestic payment networks are regarded as some
of the most successful in the world. This has been achieved
through the continued development of innovative products,
tailored to the specific needs of Singapore’s consumers and
businesses. The consolidation of all of the domestic payments
systems into NETS should assist in achieving further innovation
in the future.

Case Study: Consolidation of the United Kingdom’s
Domestic Payment Entities298
The 18th of October 2018 marked the new name for the relatively recently formed
New Payment System Operator (NPSO) under the umbrella brand of “Pay.UK”.
This brought together several key companies that formed the core part of the UK
domestic payments system, including: BACS Payment Schemes Limited;
Cheque and Credit Clearing Company Limited; Faster Payments Scheme
Limited; Mobile Payments Service Company Limited; UK Payments
Administration Limited; and UTSP (Universal Trust Service Provider) Limited.
NPSO Limited (the legal entity is a company limited by guarantee, and therefore
ostensibly has no shareholders, and subsequently changed its name to Pay.UK
Limited) was part of the overhaul of payment services in the UK. This included
the creation of the Payment Systems Regulator (PSR), who regulates systems
operated by Pay.UK Limited. The PSR has as one of its three key objectives
“the development of and innovation in payment systems, in particular the
infrastructure used to operate those systems”. Pay.UK brings together several of
the regulated companies running payments infrastructure in the UK into one
business, designed to help meet that PSR objective.
This paper explores the market conditions and structure prior to the change, the
reasons behind the consolidation and the outcomes since.
(a)

298
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What were the market conditions and structure prior to the change?
(i)

Prior to the Global Financial Crisis, the payments system in the
UK was essentially run by the major clearing banks, such as
Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), Lloyds, Barclays, Halifax Bank of
Scotland and HSBC (being the largest.) They had come together
on payments systems where it was to their mutual benefit, with,
for example, the establishment of BACS (Bankers Automated
Clearing Service), and where it made sense to share the costs
of large IT system infrastructure. RBS was also a major player
in the payments market via its then subsidiary Worldpay, which
offered acquiring, terminals and other payment infrastructure for
numerous merchants, large and small.

(ii)

With the full impact of the Global Financial Crisis about to hit at
the end of 2008 and with it the complete breakdown of RBS (and
with it Worldpay), the aftermath made the UK Government
understand that payments infrastructure was a systemic
asset/risk for the overall economy. This (along with many other
factors) led to the eventual creation of the Payment Systems
Regulator. The regulator was established following the UK
Government’s Treasury Consultation on “Opening Up UK

This case study was originally written by The Initiatives Group for BPAY in January 2020; BPAY
has provided its permission for the inclusion of the case study in this document.
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Payments”299 and oversees several of the entities in the now
combined into Pay.UK.
(iii)

The companies that the PSR regulates300 are:
(A)

MasterCard;

(B)

Visa Europe;

(C)

Northern Ireland Cheque;

(D)

CHAPS;

(E)

Bacs;

(F)

C&C (Cheque & Credit);

(G)

LINK (ATM Network); and

(H)

Faster Payment Scheme.

(iv)

The last four in the above list are now owned by Pay.UK Limited.
Presumably the additional subsidiaries of Pay.UK Limited, such
as Paym, are also regulated by the PSR, although that is not
immediately clear from their remit.

(v)

With cheque volume in the UK in steep decline (most retailers,
including the very large chains and supermarkets no longer
accept them for payment) and attitudes to cash changing,
customers have been switching to credit and debit card
payments. Visa is particularly strong in the debit card market,
and contactless card usage has seen a huge boom in the last
couple of years, especially in the debit arena.

(vi)

In addition, in the card acceptance part of the market companies
such as Worldpay had grown rapidly and, along with the banks
(and Vocalink, now part of MasterCard), were the main
governors of the systems that sat behind a merchant accepting
a card, especially in the retail setting. Online sales was another
separate arena, where a number of other players, from (then)
startups like Adyen to more establish companies such as Ogone
(both those companies strong in online travel eCommerce) were
building their businesses to compete with the more established
banks/players.

(vii)

LINK and BACS as brand names may have some limited degree
of awareness for consumers. LINK appears on numerous ATMs
across the country and most consumers will have heard of
BACS as the provider of direct debits (a very common way in the
UK to pay utility bills and the like) amongst other products. As
the Faster Payments Service was relatively knew, most
consumers will just have known that their online transfers are
nearly instant these days and have very little understanding of
the systems that sat behind all of this, and they are probably
even less aware of the PSR.

299

Opening Up UK Payments report:
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/opening-up-uk-payments.
300 PSR website: https://www.psr.org.uk/payment-systems/who-we-regulate.
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What happened in the consolidation and why did it occur?
(i)

The UK Government’s objective was several fold in terms of
payments, and, although not an explicit objective (consolidation),
their changes started the process for what has happened in the
industry.301 However, the main intention was to make sure that
the payments system could withstand another Global Financial
Crisis and/or the insolvency of a major bank involved in running
any part of it. There have been numerous other changes that
have been made (eg ring-fencing retail from investment banking
and living company wills), but the Payment Systems Regulator is
increasingly responsible (along with the Bank of England) for
making sure that the UK payments system is resilient.

(ii)

It is worth noting the key legal/statutory objectives that the PSR
has summarized on its website:
(A)

to ensure that payment systems are operated and
developed in a way that considers and promotes the
interests of all the businesses and consumers that use
them;

(B)

to promote effective competition in the markets for
payment systems and services - between
operators, Payment Service Providers and infrastructure
providers; and

(C)

to promote the development of and innovation in
payment systems, in particular the infrastructure used to
operate those systems.

(iii)

Consolidation into what has become Pay.UK has undergone a
fairly long gestation. In November 2016 the Payment Strategy
Forum, established by the PRS in a Policy Statement from 2015,
published “A Payments Strategy For the 21st Century – Putting
the needs of users first”. In response to this document, the PRS
and the Bank of England (which, following the Global Financial
Crisis, now have the overall financial resilience mandate for the
UK) established the PSO Delivery Group to formulate a design,
and provide recommendations, to consolidate three of the
existing schemes (BACS, C&C and FPS) into what was then the
NPSO and is now Pay.UK. There were many other
recommendations in the report in addition to this specific one.

(iv)

NPSO Limited/Pay.UK has as its purpose to be “the pre-eminent
body that will drive best in class payment infrastructure in the UK
for the benefit of everyone”.302 In its most recent Annual Report,
this has been updated to read (within the Strategic Objectives
section): “To support a vibrant UK economy, enabling a globally
competitive retail payments industry through the provision of
robust, resilient, collaborative retail payment services, rules and
standards for the benefit, and meeting the evolving needs, of all

301

The PSR has clear statutory objectives, namely (1) end-user interests (2) competition and (3)
innovation. The resilience issue has emerged in recent years. The PSR was strongly modelled
on utilities regulators such as Ofgem (gas and electricity) and Ofwat (water).
302 This is part of the company’s Articles of Association as well as produced on this internal (but
publicly available) document: https://www.wearepay.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/180117_stakeholdereventslides.pdf.
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users.” This seems to be a narrower interpretation to focus on
just retail payments.

(c)

(v)

Ultimately, the regulator kicked off the process by
commissioning the Payment Strategy Forum. Its report was
produced by being open to “anyone with an interest in
payments, involving over 300 individuals from the Payments
Community. Consumers, businesses, government, regulators,
banks and FinTechs” all contributed via the various Working
Groups. In the very comprehensive report, in section 5.147 they
recommend bringing together the three retail interbank Payment
Services Operators (BACS, C&C and FPS). The rationale
behind this was that a key issue identified by the Payments
Community was “that multiple payment systems are
unnecessarily complex, time consuming and costly for Payment
Service Providers (PSP’s) to join and participate in. This acts as
a barrier to direct entry for PSP’s, which in turn restricts
competition in the downstream market.”

(vi)

Hence it would appear that a driving force behind the
consolidation was the need to improve competition. The report
goes on to recommend that what is now Pay.UK also be
responsible for delivering the New Payment Architecture. This
recommendation in the report has now become reality. Rather
like elephants, who also go through a very long pregnancy, the
product, although very big, is still very young and much remains
to be seen.

What have been the outcomes and/or expected benefits/issues of
the consolidation?
(i)

The PSO Delivery Group aimed for the NPSO/Pay.UK to
become operational in Q2 2018,303 and the program has all been
running to schedule. The NPSO/Pay.UK had three phases to its
program, the first being the “transition” (setting up NPSO
Limited, and companies like BACS becoming subsidiaries) with
“transfer” being the next step. This was to establish NPSO as
the recognised system operator.

(ii)

The final stage was classed as “transformation”, whereby they
would pursue a strategic operating model and, one assumes,
the delivery of the New Payment Architecture objective that the
merger and structure are designed to enable.

(iii)

In terms of innovations (which may or may not have occurred
within the old structure), Paym has been integrated with Siri and
Whatsapp for some participant banks in 2018.304 The rest of the
payment systems under the new company’s control saw growth
in volumes, although the Faster Payments Service also
experienced its first ever scheme-wide outage. Again, this may
or may not have happened anyway under the previous structure.

(iv)

This all relates to the existing systems and not the remit that the
new consolidated entity has yet to deliver: the New Payments
Architecture (NPA). The design and delivery of this is no small
task, given that it can be likened to installing new plumbing in an

303

The schematic for this is shown here and taken from the Payments Forum report:
https://implementation.paymentsforum.uk/sites/default/files/pictures/timeline%20alt%202.jpg
304 Pay.UK 2018 Annual Report and Accounts: https://www.wearepay.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/Pay.UK-2018-Annual-Report.pdf.
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old and very sprawling building. The existing system works and
most stakeholders (and in the NPA world these are numerous
and not all with the same objectives) agree there are other,
better ways of doing it. However, to continue the analogy,
ripping up the existing system is going to be costly and
unpleasant (in plumbing terms), and even running a new system
in parallel alongside is also fraught with issues.
(v)

It is in the NPA that some of the eventual outcomes of the
consolidation get, perhaps, slightly cloudier. In May 2019, the
regulator for what is now Pay.UK, the PSR, wrote an open letter
to them305 pointing out, amongst other things, requirements in
the competitive procurement process for the NPA and
mentioning the risk and issues to consider. The bidding process
is now underway, but it is highly unusual for a regulator to go
“public” with its concerns for the overall project.

(vi)

Not only have the regulators had concerns, but other
commentators within the financial services industry have voiced
a number of other additional issues. These cover areas such as
transparency in terms of who the guarantors of Pay.UK Limited
are and the same media article points out concerns about
lessons learnt from other projects that the Bank of England (the
legal owners of the PSR regulator) have undertaken.306

(vii)

Several of the companies that are now subsidiaries of Pay.UK
are all operationally run by Vocalink, which was acquired by
MasterCard in 2018. This may be the rationale behind the
“strategic operating model” being the third part of the Pay.UK
development.

(viii)

In summary, some of the expected benefits have yet to appear,
although given the scale of the UK Payments infrastructure
delivering something new is not an overnight task. In terms of
greater competition and ease of use for payment service
providers, whilst there has been a proliferation in FinTechs (eg
Revolut; Monzo) there appears little evidence to show that this
would not have happened within the previous structure.

(ix)

Beyond the complexity of setting up the organisation and
managing multiple (often competing) views, other challenges
have arisen, such as managing the role of Mastercard, who are
now at the core of running the physical infrastructure in Vocalink
and, as any commercial company, will want to see a positive
return on its investment. Another relates to fraud/scams (for
Authorised Push Payments) of money being sent to the wrong
account: in the UK a number of these have been mortgage
related (so large sums of consumers’ money involved), where
the fraudsters have managed to instruct the customer to transfer
the funds to another account rather than the ones given to them
by their solicitor. The issues and challenges from this have
clearly taken time and effort from Pay.UK, and they are still

305

Open letter from PSR to Pay.UK dates 29 May 2019
https://www.psr.org.uk/sites/default/files/media/PDF/20190529-PSR-Open-letter-to-PayUK.pdf.
306 Finextra comment piece from 13th of August: https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/17745/payukgovernance-and-ongoing-indications-of-a-fiasco.
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working their way to an acceptable industry and consumer
solution.307
(x)

Some industry observers308 view the new structure as a
retrograde step in terms of transparency and also the fact that
there is now one single system, and therefore potentially one
single point of failure (albeit that the different payment streams
have different “rails”). But the single entity is now in operation
and work is underway on the New Payments Architecture, so it
is probably still too early to point to major customer benefits and
a reduction in the barriers to access (per the Payment Strategy
Forum report) has been achieved.

307

29 August 2018 Article relating to the then state of play in terms of Confirmation of Payee to help
prevent transfer frauds: https://www.finextra.com/blogposting/15720/the-uks-new-paymentsystem-operator-makes-a-world-class-cop-out-on-confirmation-of-payee.
308 Comment piece by Lyddon Consulting Services (undated) about UK New Payments System
Operator – the wrong direction and we need a new one http://www.lyddonconsulting.com/uknew-payment-system-operator-the-wrong-direction-and-we-need-a-new-one/.
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Global payments providers

Visa
Visa is a global payment systems provider and payment card administrator that is
publicly listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
Visa operates in more than 200 countries, enabling consumers, businesses,
banks and governments to use electronic payments rather than cash and
cheques. Visa does not directly issue prepaid, debit and credit cards to
consumers and businesses, but helps financial institutions deliver these payment
products.
During financial year 2019, Visa processed US$138.3 billion worth of
transactions.309 Visa’s net revenue for the 2019 financial year was approximately
US$23 billion, and its net profit was US$12.4 billion.310
Visa has Australian offices in both Sydney and Melbourne and employs
approximately 19,500 people globally.

1.1

Visa’s services
(a)

VisaNet
Visa’s global processing network, VisaNet, provides secure and reliable
payments around the world, and is capable of handling more than
65,000 transaction messages a second. VisaNet provides transaction
clearing and settlement – to financial institutions and merchant clients
processing services – primarily authorization. This allows Visa to
facilitate secure, reliable and convenient transactions between financial
institutions, merchants and account holders globally.311

(b)

Credit and Debit Cards
Visa does not extend credit to account holders, but provides card
benefits, including technology, authorization, fraud tools and brand
support that issuers use to enable their credit products.
Debit cards and digital credentials are issued by financial institutions to
allow consumers and small businesses to purchase goods and services
using funds held in their bank accounts. Debit cards enable account
holders to transact—in person, online or via mobile—without needing
cash or checks and without accessing a line of credit. Visa provides a
strong brand, the network infrastructure (which includes processing,
acceptance, product features and support, risk tools and services) and
industry expertise to help issuers optimize their debit offerings.312

309
310
311
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Pre-paid products
Visa also offers prepaid products, which draw from a designated balance
funded by individuals, businesses or governments, to address a variety
of use cases and needs, including general purpose reloadable, payroll,
government and corporate disbursements, healthcare, gift and travel.

(d)

Contactless payments
Visa also facilitates contactless payments – where a consumer taps to
pay at checkout with a contactless card or mobile phone – on its
network.
In 2019, excluding the United States, tap to pay had surpassed 50% of
face-to-face transactions that ran over the Visa network. There are now
more than 50 countries where tapping to pay represents at least a third
of all domestic face-to-face transactions processed on Visa’s network, up
from 35 countries at the end of last financial year. In Australia, Visa has
quoted that contactless payments make up over 95% of their face-toface payments in this market.

(e)

Business Solutions
Visa also offers business payment solutions, including small business,
corporate (travel) cards, purchasing cards, virtual cards/digital
credentials, non-card cross-border B2B payment options and
disbursement accounts, covering most major industry segments around
the world.
In 2019, Visa commercially launched Visa B2B Connect, a multilateral
network that operates separately from VisaNet and facilitates B2B crossborder transactions directly from an originating bank to the recipient
bank. This network gives financial institutions the ability to quickly and
securely process high-value corporate cross-border payments globally.
Visa B2B Connect’s current reach includes more than 60 countries with
the goal to expand to more than 100 countries in 2020.
In Australia, Visa also offers an ePayments Gateway service (for online
merchants) and a fraud monitoring service under its Cybersource
division.

(f)

Visa Direct and Earthport
Over the last several years, Visa has invested in expanding beyond C2B
payments to capture growth in new payment flows such as P2P, B2C,
B2B and G2P payments.
Visa Direct, Visa’s real-time push payments service, reverses the
traditional card payment flow by allowing payment originators, through
their acquirer, to push funds directly to cards. Visa Direct helps enable
domestic and cross-border payouts for consumers and small businesses
in more than 170 countries. Visa Direct powers seven of the major P2P
platforms in the United States. In 2019, Visa Direct transactions were
sent from 90 countries to the more than 170 countries where Visa Direct
is currently available.
In July 2019, Visa acquired Earthport, which provides cross-border
payment services to banks, money transfer service providers and
businesses via one of the world’s largest independent ACH networks.
Through a combination of the existing Visa network and the addition of
the Earthport network, Visa clients will soon be able to push payments to
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the majority of the world’s banked population, reaching more than 99%
of bank accounts in 88 countries, including the top 50 markets.313
(g)

Acquisition of Plaid
In January 2020, Visa announced its agreement to acquire Plaid, a
company that operates and creates the digital infrastructure that allows
people to connect financial data from their bank accounts to apps they
use to manage their money, such as Venmo, Coinbase and Expensify.
On November 5, 2020, the Department of Justice Antitrust Division filed
a complaint in the US District Court for the Northern District of California
to block Visa Inc.’s $5.3 billion acquisition of Plaid Inc. based on a
‘nascent competitive threat’ theory of harm. The complaint alleges that
Visa is a monopolist in the US market for ‘online debit transactions’ and
that Plaid is poised to enter that market, posing a significant threat to
Visa’s monopoly. While Plaid doesn't currently compete directly with
Visa, the Department of Justice alleges that Plaid had developed plans
for a new debit service that would allow consumers to make online
purchases "with money debited from their bank accounts." It has been
reported in the media that Visa no longer intends to acquire Plaid.

2

Mastercard
Mastercard is a technology company in the global payments industry and is
publicly listed company on the New York Stock Exchange. Mastercard connects
consumers, financial institutions, merchants, governments, digital partners,
businesses and other organizations worldwide, enabling them to use electronic
forms of payment instead of cash and cheques.
Mastercard generates revenue from assessing customers based on the gross
dollar volume of activity on the products that carry the Mastercard brands, from
the fees it charges to its customers for providing transaction switching and from
other payment-related products and services. During financial year 2019,
Mastercard saw 87.3 billion switched transactions through its network.314
Mastercard’s net revenue for the 2019 financial year was approximately US$16.9
billion, and its net profit was US$8.1 billion.315
Mastercard has Australian offices in both Sydney and Melbourne, and as of 31
December 2019, employed 18,600 people globally.

2.1

Mastercard’s services
(a)

Mastercard Core Network
Through its own proprietary global payments network (Core Network),
Mastercard authorises, clears and settles payments and delivers ACH
transactions (both batch and real-time account-based payments).
Mastercard’s Core Network enables payments in more than 150
currencies and in more than 210 countries and territories around the
world.

313
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Mastercard also offers integrated value-added services such as cyber
and intelligence products, information and analytics services, consulting,
loyalty and reward programs and processing.
A typical transaction on the Mastercard Core Network involves 4
participants in addition to Mastercard:
(i)

the account holder – the person or entity who holds a card or
uses another device enabled for payment;

(ii)

the issuer – the account holder’s financial institution;

(iii)

the merchant – who receives the payment from the account
holder; and

(iv)

the acquirer – the merchant’s financial institution.

In a typical transaction, an account holder purchases goods or services
from a merchant using a Mastercard payment product. After the
transaction is authorized by the issuer, the issuer pays the acquirer an
amount equal to the value of the transaction, minus the interchange fee,
and then posts the transaction to the account holder’s account. The
acquirer pays the amount of the purchase, net of a discount (referred to
as the ‘merchant discount’ rate or Merchant Service Fee), to the
merchant.316
(b)

Consumer Credit, Debit and Prepaid
Mastercard offers a number of programs that enable issuers to provide
consumers with credit that allow them to defer payment.
Mastercard also offers a range of debit payment products and solutions
that allow its customers to provide consumers with access to funds in
deposit and other accounts. Mastercard’s debit and deposit access
programs can be used to make purchases and to obtain cash in bank
branches, at ATMs and, in some cases, at POS. Its branded debit
programs consist of Mastercard (including standard, premium and
affluent offerings), Maestro (the only PIN-based solution that operates
globally) and Cirrus (our primary global cash access solution).

(c)

Account services
Mastercard also provides prepaid account services, which allow
consumers to pay in advance without a bank account or a credit history.
These can be tailored to meet specific program, consumer or customer
needs.
Mastercard does not issue cards, extend credit, determine or receive
revenue from interest rates or other fees charged to account holders by
issuers, or establish the rates charged by acquirers in connection with
merchants’ acceptance of its products. In most cases, account holder
relationships belong to, and are managed by, Mastercard’s financial
institution customers.

(d)

PayPass (contactless)
Mastercard also facilitates contactless payments for both debit and credit
cards through its PayPass feature. Following consumer market research
conducted in Australia during 2005, this feature was first piloted in areas

316
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around Sydney by Commonwealth Bank of Australia in 2006, before
being rolled out by Commonwealth Bank of Australia and other banks
across the nation.
(e)

Real-time A2A payments and infrastructure
In 2016, Mastercard acquired Vocalink. At the time, Vocalink operated
the BACS Automated Clearing House in the UK as well as the UK Faster
Payments real time account-to account payment service as well as
licensing this software in a number of countries such as Sweden,
Singapore, Thailand and the USA.317 It has recently been selected to
provide similar services, in Peru and Saudi Arabia, and faster payment
services in Canada.318
In 2020, Mastercard acquired the account-to-account payments business
of NETS, which provides bill payment and real-time payment processing
services in the Nordic region and which was recently selected to provide
real-time payments processing to the P27 payments initiative for
Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland.319

(f)

Partnerships
Mastercard have also announced partnerships with a range of
companies such as Splitit, Latitude Financial, Flexigroup and Laybuy to
offer their buy now pay later services at locations where Mastercard is
accepted.

(g)

Additional Platforms for New Payment Flows
In addition to the Core Network, Mastercard offers several platforms that
cater to new payment flows:

(h)

(i)

Mastercard Track, which aims to improve the way businesses
pay and get paid by providing a single connection enabling
access to multiple payment types, greater control and richer
data to optimize B2B transactions for both buyers and suppliers;

(ii)

Mastercard Bill Pay Exchange – a platform that makes it easier
for consumers to view, manage and pay their bills either with
cards or real-time and batch ACH payments from their bank
accounts; and

(iii)

a platform that enables consumers, businesses, governments
and merchants to send and receive money beyond borders with
greater speed and ease.

Processing
Mastercard also offer processing capabilities in the payments value
chain by offering services that include:
(i)

317
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and services and allow quick deployment of payments portfolios
across banking channels;

(i)

(ii)

payment gateways that offer a single interface to provide ecommerce merchants with the ability to process secure online
and in-app payments and offer value-added solutions, including
outsourced electronic payments, fraud prevention and
alternative payment options; in Australia, the ePayment
Gateway service for online merchants is sold under the MPGS
division (Mastercard Payment Gateway Services); and

(iii)

Mobile gateways that facilitate transaction routing and
processing for mobile-initiated transactions.

Cyber and Intelligence
Mastercard has integrated products and services to prevent, detect and
respond to fraud and cyber-attacks and to ensure the safety of
transactions made using Mastercard products.
These services operate at multiple layers:

(j)

(i)

the ‘Prevent’ layer – protects infrastructure, devices and data
from attacks, which includes growing the usage of EMV chip and
contactless security technology;

(ii)

the ‘Identify’ layer – helps banks and merchants verify the
authenticity of consumers during the payment process using
various biometric technologies;

(iii)

the “Detect” layer spots fraudulent behaviour and cyber-attacks
and takes action to stop these activities once detected; and

(iv)

the “Experience” layer improves the security experience from the
speed of transactions, enhancing approvals for online and cardon-file payments, to the ability to differentiate legitimate
consumers from fraudulent ones.

Loyalty and Rewards
Mastercard offers a scalable rewards platform that enables financial
institutions to provide consumers with a variety of benefits and services,
such as personalized offers and rewards, access to a global airline
lounge network, concierge services, insurance services, emergency card
replacement, emergency cash advances and a 24-hour account holder
service centre.

3

American Express
American Express is a subsidiary of American Express Company, a global credit
card and payment system provider, which is publicly listed on the NASDAQ.
American Express’ net revenue for the 2019 financial year was By the end of
2019, American Express employed approximately 64,500 people globally.320 Its
Australian operations are based in Sydney.

320
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American Express’ payments services
American Express operates a 3-party credit card payment scheme. Unlike the
schemes operated by Visa and Mastercard, in a 3-party scheme, the company
takes the role of both issuer and acquirer.
As a result, American Express has direct relationships with both the card
members (as a card issuer) and merchants (as an approximately US$43.6 billion,
and its net income was US$6.8 billion.321
No interchange fees are involved in this type of scheme and American Express is
therefore not covered under the RBA's interchange framework and is not a
designated scheme. As a result, the company determines a merchant service
fee to cover the cost of transaction processing and contracts directly with each
merchant. However, American Express companion cards, which used to be
issued by the Major Australian Banks were subject to the RBA's interchange
standards; these cards are no longer on issue.
Following credit card payment reforms enacted in July 2017, the major banks
reviewed their credit card rewards programs and discontinued their American
Express companion cards. In January 2018, the company launched a cobranded
card with WBC, which is directly issued by American Express, in response to the
RBA's changes to card payment regulation; this card has recently also been
taken off issue.
(a)

Card Issuing Businesses
American Express offers a broad set of its own branded card products,
rewards and services to consumers, through its Global Consumer
Services Group, and commercial customers, through its Global
Commercial Services Group, around the world. American Express offers
credit cards and provides credit for the cardholder, in addition to
operating the scheme network.
American Express also offers contactless payments with its card
products. The rising popularity of buy now pay later services also
prompted the company to launch Plan It in July 2020, which allows
customers to make repayments in instalments.322
In Australia, American Express has a dominant share in the Commercial
Card (Government, Corporate, Business) market, with similar products of
Visa/Mastercard offered by financial institutions being much later market
entrants.
For the year ended 31 December 2019, spending on American Express
cards issued by American Express was US$1,071 billion with 70 million
proprietary cards-in-force worldwide.

(b)

Merchant Acquiring Business
Another segment of American Express, Global Merchant and Network
Services, builds and manages relationships with millions of merchants
around the world that choose to accept American Express cards. This
includes signing new merchants to accept American Express cards,
agreeing on the discount rate (a fee charged to the merchant for
accepting American Express cards) and handling servicing for
merchants.

321
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In Australia, merchants are normally able to accept American Express
card payments through the same terminal that their merchant acquirer
provides for Visa/Mastercard payments, and often the merchant acquirer
institution will facilitate the contractual arrangements with American
Express.
As of 2019, American Express believes they have virtual parity coverage
with Mastercard and Visa credit card-accepting merchants in the United
States and are growing merchant coverage around the world.323 Due to
the differential in Merchant Service Fees between Visa/Mastercard and
American Express in Australia, their merchant coverage in this market is
less and their card payments tend to see a greater incidence of
surcharging.
(c)

Card Network Business
The Global Merchant and Network Services segment also operates the
payments network, through which American Express establishes and
maintains relationships with 3rd party banks and financial institutions
across 94 countries, licencing the American Express brand, and
extending the reach of the global network.
This includes both independent operator arrangements and network card
license arrangements. An independent operator arrangement is where
partners are licensed to issue local currency American Express-branded
cards in their countries and serve as the merchant acquirer for local
merchants. A network card licence arrangement is where partners are
licensed to issue American Express-branded cards on the American
Express network.
The American Express companion cards previously issued by the Major
Australian Banks came under the GNS division.
For the year ended 31 December 2019, worldwide network services
billed business (spending on American Express cards issued by 3rd
parties) was US$170 billion with 44 million cards-in-force issued by 3rd
parties worldwide.324

4

PayPal
PayPal offers payments services in Australia on behalf of its parent, PayPal
Holdings, Inc., a publicly listed company on the New York Stock Exchange.
PayPal’s payment solutions enable customers to send and receive payments on
its global, 2-sided network that helps merchants and consumers connect,
transact, and complete payments, online, on a mobile device, in an app, or in
person.
PayPal has been operating in Australia since 2005 and now has over 7 million
active customer accounts (and 35 million active account holders globally).
PayPal is available in more than 200 markets around the world, enables
consumers and merchants to receive money in more than 100 currencies,
withdraw funds in 56 currencies and hold balances in their PayPal accounts in 25
currencies.325
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In 2019, PayPal processed US$712 billion worth of payments across 12.4 billion
payment transactions.326

4.1

PayPal’s payments services
PayPal, PayPal Credit, Braintree, Venmo, Xoom, and iZettle products and
services, comprise PayPal’s proprietary payments platform.
PayPal’s payments platform uses a combination of proprietary and 3rd party
technologies and services intended to efficiently and securely facilitate
transactions between millions of merchants and consumers worldwide across
different channels, markets, and networks. The platform connects with financial
service providers around the world and allows consumers to make purchases
using a wide range of payment methods, regardless of where a merchant is
located.
PayPal’s platform is 2-sided, meaning that is serves merchants and consumers.
(a)

Merchant Services
PayPal’s services help merchants to grow and expand their businesses
by providing global reach and powering all aspects of digital checkout.
PayPal offers alternative payment methods, including access to credit
solutions, provide fraud prevention and risk management solutions,
reducing losses through proprietary protection programs, and offer tools
and insights for leveraging data analytics to attract new customers and
improve sales conversion.
The PayPal platform is technology and platform agnostic, meaning it is
intended to enable digital checkout online, on mobile, and in-store (at
POS) across all platforms and devices – for merchants of all sizes to
receive payments from their customers. Merchants can onboard quickly
onto PayPal’s platform and are generally not required to invest in new or
specialised hardware.
PayPal’s Braintree products allow merchants to receive a variety of
mobile and digital payments, with a single Braintree integration allowing
a merchant to accept payments with credit or debit cards, PayPal,
PayPal Credit, Google Pay, Apple Pay, Samsung Pay, and other
payment solutions.
In 2019, PayPal launched PayPal for Marketplaces, a global, end-to-end
solution designed to satisfy the unique payment needs of platforms,
marketplaces, and crowdfunding sites, which provides payment solutions
for accepting and disbursing funds between consumers and businesses.
PayPal also offers gateway services which provide the payment gateway
technology that links a merchant’s website to its processing network and
enable merchants to accept payments online with credit or debit cards.

(b)

Consumer Services
PayPal provides consumers with a digital wallet which enables them to
send payments to merchants more safely using a variety of funding
sources, which may include a bank account, a PayPal account balance,
a Venmo account balance (for US-based consumers), a PayPal Credit
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account, a credit or debit card, or other stored value products such as
coupons, gift cards, and eligible credit card rewards.
PayPal also offers consumers P2P payment solutions through its
PayPal, Venmo (for US-based consumers) and Xoom products. PayPal
enables both domestic and international P2P transfers across the
PayPal Platform. The Venmo app in the US is a leading mobile
application used to move money between our customers and to make
purchases at approved merchants. Xoom is an international money
transfer service that enables our customers to send money and prepaid
mobile phone reloads to, and pay bills for, people around the world in a
secure, fast, and cost-effective way.
The PayPal Credit product, currently available in the US, offers
consumers a line of credit that can be used in individual transactions at
checkout. Once a consumer is approved for credit, PayPal Credit is
made available as a funding source for that account holder. Paypal
Credit is not currently available in Australia, but Citi Australia and PayPal
announced a partnership in 2019 that will aim to develop PayPal’s
consumer credit products in Australia.327
In Australia, very few consumers keep funds in their Paypal account,
unlike in the USA. Australians tend to link their international scheme
debit or credit card or their local bank account to their Paypal account,
such that when they make a transaction at a merchant using Paypal it is
immediately backed by an identical transaction against their linked
payment credentials.

5

Apple
Apple Inc. is a global technology company, publicly listed on the NASDAQ, that
designs, manufactures and markets smartphones, personal computers, tablets,
wearables and accessories, and sells a variety of related services.
Apple offers payment services in Australia with Apple Pay, a cashless payment
service. Apple also offers the Apple Card, a co-branded credit card available
only in the US.
For the year ended 26 September 2020, Apple recorded a total net sales of
approximately US$274 billion and a net income of approximately US$57.4 billion.
Apple is headquartered in the US in Cupertino, California, and employs
approximately 147,000 people globally. Apple has an Australian office in
Sydney, New South Wales.

5.1

Apple’s payment services in Australia
Apple Pay is a digital wallet that can be used to make contactless, secure
purchases in stores, within selected apps and on participating websites. Apple
Pay is only available on Apple devices, which use the NFC chip or the app to
make payments using tokenised versions of a user’s debit or credit card. The
Apple iPhone is configured such that the only payment system with access to the
NFC interface is Apple Pay.
Apple Pay works with many of the major credit, debit and prepaid cards from the
top banks and card issuers, including Visa, Mastercard, American Express and
eftpos. Apple Pay also allows for a user to store boarding passes, tickets and

327
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rewards cards, in addition to debit and credit cards from selected financial
institutions.328
Apple Pay also supports selected dual-network debit cards. When a user adds
an eligible dual-network debit card to Apple Pay, two versions of the card can be
stored: eftpos and Visa/Mastercard. On installation, Visa/Mastercard is the
default payment network that processes the transaction from the user’s debit
account, but the user may change the default payment network to eftpos Cheque
or eftpos Savings in the settings. Prior to undertaking a contactless transaction
in store with Apple Pay, the user may select from any of the payment cards that
have been stored in the wallet; if no active selection is made, then the default
card will be used. For transactions made within apps, online or overseas, Apple
Pay automatically defaults to Visa/Mastercard, as these types of payments are
not supported by eftpos.329
When a user makes a purchase with Apple Pay, it uses a device-specific number
and a unique transaction code. This means that the card number is never stored
on the user’s device or on Apple’s servers and is not shared with the merchant.
Apple levies a processing fee on the issuer of the payment card used in an Apple
Pay transaction.
As of March 2020, Apple Pay was used by 5.9% of Australians, up from 4% in
2019.330 Approximately 50% of Australians use an Apple device that is capable of
processing Apple Pay payments.331
Apple’s impact (with reference in particular to its acquisition history and recent
acquisition of Mobeewave) on the Australian payments landscape has been
significant. This couples with it filing patents for digital ID and QR Codes and
extension into the BNPL sector following agreements with AfterPay, Zip and
Klarna, has resulted in Apple have a greater and greater influence in the
domestic market.
This presence is further strengthened given the uptake of Apple devised by
Australian consumers, high NFC uptake (making Australia an attractive for entry
point for payments acceptance) and growing adoption of contactless and mobile
payments.

6

Google
Google LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Alphabet Inc., a public company
headquartered in Mountain View, California, and listed on the NASDAQ stock
exchange.
Google is active in a wide range of areas, including online search services
(Google Search) and other online services such as YouTube, Google Maps and
Gmail, payments as well as cloud computing services.
Google has a number of products designed for consumers, businesses and
developers.

328

329
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A full list of supported and unsupported cards on Apple Pay broken down by bank is available
here: https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT206638.
Please see https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT209137.
Please see http://www.roymorgan.com/findings/8308-digital-payment-solutions-december-2019202003100329.
Please see https://www.statista.com/statistics/861532/australia-mobile-os-share/.
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Google started in Australia in 2002 and currently employs over 1,500 people in
Sydney and Melbourne, including more than 700 software engineers in Australia
working on products like Google Pay, Google Maps, Chrome and Photos.
For the 2019 financial year, Google recorded a total revenue of US$160.74
billion. Google is headquartered at Googleplex located at 1600 Amphitheatre
Parkway in Mountain View, California, United States.

6.1

7

Google’s payment services in Australia
(a)

Google Pay is a fast way to pay globally, online and in stores.

(b)

When paying in shops, Google Pay doesn't share the actual card
number so this information is secure. Google Pay also enables users to
adopt personalise protection to secure their information.

(c)

With Google Pay, consumers can check out online and in apps without
having to enter ay payment information.

(d)

Google has recently Google announced a sweeping number of changes
to Google Pay that will convert the simple payments tool into a full-blown
financial management service.332

Facebook
Facebook, Inc. is a global social media and technology company, publicly listed
on the Nasdaq Global Select Market, that owns and operates several products,
including Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, WhatsApp and Oculus.
Facebook is currently in the process of rolling out a payment product, Facebook
Pay, in Australia – which will allow users to make purchases, send money or
donate on Facebook and, in the future, on Instagram, Messenger and WhatsApp.
Facebook is also in the process of developing Diem (formerly known as Libra), a
digital payments system powered by blockchain technology, and Calibra, a digital
wallet for Libra which Facebook expects to launch in Messenger, WhatsApp, and
as a standalone application.
For the year ended 31 December 2019, Facebook recorded a total revenue of
approximately US$70.7 billion and a net income of approximately
US$18.5 billion.333
Facebook is headquartered in the US in Menlo Park, California, and employs
approximately 45,000 people globally. Facebook has an Australian office in
Sydney, New South Wales.

7.1

Facebook’s payment services in Australia
Facebook Pay allows users to make purchases, send money or donate within
Facebook’s apps. Using Facebook Pay, users are able to: make P2P payments;
purchase games and in-app upgrades; make donations to charities or personal
fundraisers; buy and sell items on Facebook Marketplace and in groups; buy

332

333
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Please see https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/11/18/google-pay-looks-take-apple-paybeing-more-like-venmo/3764826001/; please see also
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/36975/google-pay-gets-majoroverhaul?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2020-11-18&member=114581; please see
also https://blog.google/products/google-pay/reimagined-pay-save-manage-expenses-andmore/.
Please see Facebook 2019 Annual Report, page 42 – annexed as Annexure 53.
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advanced tickets for events; or promote their event, product or company through
Facebook Ads.334
Facebook Pay is built around the consumer experience and runs on existing
payments infrastructure, utilising the user’s credit card, debit card or PayPal
account to make or receive a payment.335 Payments are processed in partnership
with companies like PayPal, Stripe and others around the world.
Facebook Pay is being rolled out in Australia on the Facebook platform only, with
the intention of bringing Facebook Pay to its other apps over time.336 This means
Facebook Pay in Australia will be limited to facilitating payments for shopping on
Marketplace, donating to Facebook Fundraisers, and purchasing games, tickets
or premium content on Facebook Watch.337
In 2017, Facebook was granted a patent in Australia that would allow P2P
payments through Messenger, which is yet to be implemented.338 To date, only
users in the US have Facebook Pay enabled across Facebook’s full suite of apps
and the ability to make P2P payments.339
In June 2019, Facebook announced its Diem Project and its participation in the
Diem Association, an independent membership organisation which is focussed
on creating a global payments system based the Diem cryptocurrency and
blockchain technology.
In April 2020, the Diem Association published a new version of its White Paper,
which changed the scope of the Diem Project after significant scrutiny from
regulators around the world and many of the original member organisations
leaving the Project.340
The new version of the Diem Project focusses on creating a payments network
that uses Diem Coins and several stablecoins,341 each of which are backed by a
single fiat currency (like the US Dollar, the Euro, the British Pound and the
Singapore Dollar). The Diem Coin is a digital composite of the other singlecurrency stablecoins rather than a separate digital asset.342
The goal is for Diem Coin to be used in payments as a cross-border settlement
coin as well as a neutral, low-volatility option for people and businesses in
countries that do not have a single-currency stablecoin on the Diem network.343
The Diem Project is supposed to operate independently from Facebook and is
essentially made up of 3 parts:
(a)

334
335

336
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338
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a secure, scalable, and reliable blockchain as the technological
backbone of the payment system;

Please see https://www.facebook.com/help/1434403039959381/?helpref=hc_fnav&rdrhc.
Please see https://about.fb.com/news/2019/11/simplifying-payments-with-facebook-pay/ and
https://www.facebook.com/help/1420531398104915?helpref=popular_topics.
Please see https://pay.facebook.com/au/ and https://pay.facebook.com/au/availability/#asiapacific.
Please see https://pay.facebook.com/au/ways-to-pay/#messenger.
Please see Max Mason and James Eyers, The Australian Financial Review ‘Facebook wins
Australian patent for Messenger payments’, 2 July 2017 – annexed as Annexure 28.
Please see https://www.facebook.com/help/919479321397007?helpref=about_content&rdrhc
and https://pay.facebook.com/au/availability/#asia-pacific.
Please see Libra Whitepaper v2.0, April 2020 – annexed as Annexure 54.
A type of cryptocurrency that is backed by a reserve asset.
Please see Libra Whitepaper v2.0, April 2020 – annexed as Annexure 54.
Please see Libra Whitepaper v2.0, April 2020 – annexed as Annexure 54.
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(b)

Diem Coins that are backed by the Diem Reserve of assets made up of
cash or cash equivalents and very short-term government securities; and

(c)

governance by the independent Diem Association and its subsidiary
Diem Networks, tasked with developing and operating the payment
system.

Facebook also has plans to integrate with the Diem payments network when it
becomes available through Novi Financial, a subsidiary of Facebook. Novi’s first
product will be a digital cryptocurrency wallet designed to help people send and
hold money, including Diem digital currencies, through the Novi wallet which will
integrate directly with WhatsApp and Messenger.344 This will enable Facebook’s
2.6 billion monthly active users to access a new type of payments infrastructure
to transact with.345

8

Ant Group (AliPay)
Alipay is a third-party mobile and online payment platform, established in
Hangzhou, China in February 2004 by Alibaba Group and its founder Jack Ma.
In 2015, Alipay moved its headquarters to Pudong, Shanghai, although its parent
company Ant Financial remains Hangzhou-based. Ant Group serves
approximately 1.3 billion annual active users and is separated into two distinct
groups: Digital Payment Services and Digital Financial Services (including,
wealth management, micro-financing and insurance).346
Alipay provides digital payment services through the Alipay app, facilitating both
online and offline transactions. The app allows foreign credit card holders to
utilise mobile payments while in China by providing a one-stop payment
solution.347 In addition, Alipay allows for cross-border use cases through its local
overseas partners, such as through the Apple’s iTunes Store in Korea, the
Philippines and Thailand.348
In 2018, CBA became the first major bank in Australia to provide Alipay to
customers instore through the CBA Albert terminal.349 The Albert terminal uses a
QR Code system to interact with the customer’s Alipay account and process
transactions. The user scans a QR Code on the other’s device, enters the
required amount and completes the transaction through their app.350 The Alipay
app also informs customers of promotions and has the ability to target customers
through the Alipay store. The Albert terminal allows Australian businesses to
engage with over 1.3 million Chinese tourists and nationals that currently use
Alipay.351

344
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Please see https://about.fb.com/news/2020/05/welcome-to-novi/.
Please see https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/37037/ecb-warns-the-future-of-money-is-atstake-as-facebook-preps-january-cryptolaunch?utm_medium=dailynewsletter&utm_source=2020-11-30&member=114581.
Please see Alibaba Group 2020 Annual Report, page 59 – annexed as Annexure 56.
Please see Alibaba Group 2020 Annual Report, page 60 – annexed as Annexure 56.
Please see Alibaba Group 2020 Annual Report, page 60 – annexed as Annexure 56.
Please see https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/cba-leads-major-banks-withlaunch-of-alipay201812.html#:~:text=Alipay%20will%20be%20available%20for,Albert%20devices%20currently
%20across%20Australia.
Please see https://www.commbank.com.au/guidance/newsroom/cba-leads-major-banks-withlaunch-of-alipay201812.html#:~:text=Alipay%20will%20be%20available%20for,Albert%20devices%20currently
%20across%20Australia.
Please see https://www.commbank.com.au/business/merchant-services/eftposterminals/albert/alipay.html#disclaimer.
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Tencent (WeChat Pay)
WeChat is a Chinese multi-purpose messaging, social media and mobile
payment app developed by Tencent. It was first released in 2011 and became
the world's largest standalone mobile app in 2018, with over 1 billion monthly
active users. WeChat Pay operates by bundling users Weixin Pay accounts with
their bank cards to allow users to complete both online and offline
transactions.352 WeChat’s goal is to create a global open ecosystem for the
financial sector that provides a range of financial services including mobile
payments, wealth management, loans and securities trading to users.353
The WeChat app offers a variety of products, such as quick pay, in-app payment
and website payment.354 Additionally, the app leverages the QQ Wallet mobile
payment product to provide users with a variety of payment methods, including
bank account payments, QR Code payments and near-field communication.355
Tencent has also begun to explore blockchain-based payment products and
most recently began offering blockchain e-receipts for merchants.356
In Australia, WeChat pay operates through partnerships with local licensed
financial institutions, such as Omnipay.357 These institutions become overseas
WeChat Pay Service Providers and offer merchants with acquiring services that
allow them to receive payments via WeChat Pay.358 Providers are authorised by
WeChat to assist merchants with access to the WeChat ecosystem. WeChat
has approximately 23 partners in Australia.359

10

Buy Now Pay Later

10.1

Afterpay
Afterpay is an ASX-listed BNPL company established in 2014. Afterpay directly
pays retailers the transaction amount and subsequently deducts fortnightly
payments of 25% from customers on file cards over the card rails. These
individual transactions operate as payments between Afterpay and the customer
rather than a payment between the retailer and customer.
Currently, Afterpay holds an Australian credit licence but does not provide any
products regulated under the National Credit Act as it does not charge
consumers for obtaining credit.360 Afterpay provides consumers with loans of up
to $2,000 with fortnightly repayments occurring over a period of 8 weeks.
Consumers are only charged fees for late payments and merchants are charged
a fee per transaction.361 Afterpay operates in New Zealand, the United States
and the United Kingdom. Notably, Tencent Holdings has become a recent

352
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Please see https://www.tencent.com/en-us/business.html.
Please see https://www.tencent.com/en-us/business.html.
Please see https://www.tencent.com/en-us/business.html.
Please see https://www.tencent.com/en-us/business.html.
Please see https://www.tencent.com/en-us/business.html.
Please see https://www.omipay.net/AU/paymentMethods/weixin.html.
Please see https://www.omipay.net/AU/paymentMethods/weixin.html.
Please see
https://pay.weixin.qq.com/index.php/xphp/v/coversea_partner_search/view_partner_search/resu
lt.
Please see ASIC, Review of buy now pay later arrangements, page 7 – annexed as Annexure
57.
Please see ASIC, Review of buy now pay later arrangements, page 8 – annexed as Annexure
57.
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substantial shareholder in Afterpay by acquiring a five percent equity stake in the
company.362

10.2

ZipCo
ZipCo (previously known as Zip Money) is an ASX-listed BPNL company
established in 2013. ZipCo operates in Australia, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom and has recently acquired the United States-based BNPL company,
QuadPay.363 ZipCo offers a range of financial products, including:
(a)

Zip Pay, an interest free line of credit of up to $1,500 for everyday online
shopping;

(b)

Zip Money, a line of credit of up to $3,000 for regular consumers and of
up to $50,000 for specific merchants that is interest free for the first free
months after which it incurs an interest rate of 19.9% p.a.;

(c)

Zip Business, an interest-free line of credit for SME’s;

(d)

Zip App, a digital wallet allowing users access to deals and offers from
the Zip merchant network; and

(e)

Pocketbook, a free personal finance app which is designed to assist
users in budgeting and saving.364

Additionally, ZipCo facilitates both online and offline payments and can be used
to pay bills via BPAY.365
ZipCo operates in a closed loop arrangement by directly contracting with the
merchant to provide acquiring services alongside marketing, customer
acquisition, pipeline management software as well as fraud protection
services.366 Consumers are required to make monthly minimum payments and a
monthly account-keeping fee when there is a balance remaining on their
account.367
ZipCo holds an Australian credit licence to provide differentiated products,
however, it is largely exempt from the National Credit Act as it provides
continuing credit contracts.368

11

Acquisitions by the ICS
Exhibit 12 below provides a description of the acquisition history of Mastercard,
Visa, Google and Apple in the past 10 years. Each of these global providers are
expanding beyond their traditional bases and are quickly becoming integrated
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Please see https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/chinese-giant-tencent-takes300m-stake-in-afterpay-20200501-p54p63.
Please see https://www.afr.com/companies/financial-services/zip-buys-quadpay-to-chaseafterpay-into-the-us-20200602p54yqw#:~:text=Zip%20shares%20surge%20on%20QuadPay%20deal%20to%20chase%20Aft
erpay%20into%20the%20US&text=Zip%20Co%20shares%20have%20surged,its%20customer
s%20to%203.5%20million.
Please see https://help.zip.co/hc/en-us/articles/360001589535-What-is-the-difference-betweenZip-Money-and-Zip-Pay-; https://help.zip.co/hc/en-us/articles/360001595016-What-is-Zip-.
Please see ASIC, Buy now pay later: An industry update, page 10 – 11 – annexed as
Annexure 57.
Please see https://zip.co/investors/review-of-retail-payments-regulation-issues-paper-november2019.
ASIC, Buy now pay later: An industry update, page 14 – annexed as Annexure 57.
ASIC, Review of buy now pay later arrangements, page 6 – annexed as Annexure 57.
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global payment platform providers. Mastercard and Visa are no longer cardbased companies.
Exhibit 12: Acquisition histories of Mastercard, Visa, Google and Apple

Target name

Date

Deal value
(USD)

Key functionality obtained from
deal / Deal rationale

Mastercard
Nets369

Aug 2019

$3.19B

Account-to-account payment
business.
Nets’ business includes clearing
and instant payment services, and
e-billing solutions. The addition of
Nets technology and teams
strengthens Mastercard’s existing
account-to-account capabilities.
Post-acquisition, the company’s
best-in-class real-time payment
assets will provide unrivalled
capabilities across three principal
areas:

369

370

371
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Infrastructure – complements
Mastercard’s existing
technologies, catering to a
more expansive customer
base, leveraging its
sophisticated, highly scalable,
flexible and easy-to-deploy
assets;



Applications for end-user
solutions - like bill payment
and open banking solutions,
now delivered with greater
speed and scale; and



Value-added services, like
data analytics and fraud
protection.

Transfast370

Jul 2019

Not known

Transfast is a global payments
company with significant crossborder network reach. It has a
proprietary payment network,
consisting of direct integrations with
300+ banks and other financial
institutions enables person-toperson, business-to-person and
business-to-business payments
services to our partners via APIs,
SFTP, web and mobile product
applications.

Transactis371

May 2019

$57M

Transactis’ technology helps
companies improve their
customers’ bill payment

Please see https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2019/august/mastercard-advances-itsleadership-position-as-a-multi-rail-payments-company-with-the-acquisition-of-nets-account-toaccount-payment-business/.
Please see https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2019/july/mastercard-further-extendspayment-network-with-acquisition-of-transfast/.
Please see https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2019/may/mastercard-strengthens-billpayment-services-with-acquisition-of-transactis/.
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Target name

Date

Deal value
(USD)

195

Key functionality obtained from
deal / Deal rationale
experience, while reducing
inefficiencies associated with paper
bills and checks. It provides
access to a flexible digital service
that can be used by even the
smallest businesses, such as
schools and property owners, who
often don’t support online bill pay.
Transactis distributes its technology
through a broad network of bank
and non-bank partners.
With the acquisition of Transactis,
Mastercard is able to address bill
payment needs in online bank
applications as well as in biller
websites with enhanced end user
interfaces, expanded payment
options and digital bill presentment
capabilities.

Ethoca372

Mar 2019

Not known

Ethoca is a global provider of
technology solutions that help
merchants and card issuers
collaborate in real-time to quickly
identify and resolve fraud in digital
commerce.
Through Ethoca’s offerings, upon
identification of a fraudulent
transaction, the information is
passed to merchants and they are
asked to confirm the transaction.
When fraud is suspected, they can
stop or even reverse those
transactions. The end result is a
reduction in chargebacks.
Ethoca’s focus has been on
stopping fraud and chargebacks for
merchants processing card-notpresent transactions. Merchants,
the company said, can access
fraud and transaction dispute data
from card issuers via a portal or
API. Ethoca Alerts, as they are
called, are notifications tied to
specific transactions that will result
in chargebacks if merchants do not
take action (through issuing a
refund or stopping settlement). The
process allows merchants to avoid
chargebacks and their associated
costs. The alerts offer details,
including credit card numbers,
authorization data, transaction
amounts and merchant descriptors.

VocaLink373

372

373
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Jul 2016

$920M

VocaLink operates key payments
technology platforms on behalf of
UK payment schemes, including:

Please see https://www.mastercard.com/news/press/2019/march/mastercard-acquires-ethocato-reduce-digital-commerce-fraud/.
Please see https://newsroom.mastercard.com/press-releases/mastercard-announcesacquisition-of-vocalink/.
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Target name

Date

Deal value
(USD)

196

Key functionality obtained from
deal / Deal rationale


BACS – the Automated
Clearing House (ACH)
enabling direct credit and
direct debit payments
between bank accounts



Faster Payments – the realtime account-to-account
service enabling payments via
mobile, internet and telephone



LINK – the UK ATM network

In addition, VocaLink offers
innovative products with global
potential, including ZAPP, a mobile
payments app that leverages Fast
ACH technology, and licenses its
software and provides services to
support ACH activities in Sweden,
Singapore, Thailand and the United
States.
This acquisition accelerates
MasterCard’s efforts to be an active
participant in all types of electronic
payments and payment flows and
to enhance its services for the
benefit of customers and partners.
It will allow MasterCard to play a
more strategic role in the UK
payments ecosystem.
YellowPepper374

Nov 2020

Not known

YellowPepper is a fintech pioneer
with proprietary technology and
partnerships supporting leading
financial institutions and startups in
Latin America and the Caribbean.
YellowPepper’s brand-agnostic
platform enables issuers,
processors and governments to
quickly and securely access
multiple payment rails for many
payments flows through one single
connection.
The acquisition accelerates the
adoption of Visa’s ‘network of
networks’ strategy, to become a
single point of access for initiating
multiple transaction types and
enabling the secure movement of
money.
With YellowPepper, clients will be
able to enable new use cases and
expand Visa’s value-added
services, such as tokenization,
identity validation, authentication
and risk tools to deliver an
integrated user experience. In
addition, the acquisition will also

374
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Please see https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20201120005677/en/Visa-CompletesAcquisition-of-YellowPepper and https://finance.yahoo.com/news/visa-completes-acquisitionyellowpepper-221500469.html.
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Target name

Date

Deal value
(USD)

197

Key functionality obtained from
deal / Deal rationale
facilitate an easier integration with
Visa Direct, Visa’s real-time push
payments platform, and Visa B2B
Connect, Visa’s non-card-based
cross-border B2B payment
network.

Verifi375

Sep 2019

Not known

Verifi provides end-to-end payment
protection solutions that prevent
disputes, eliminate chargebacks,
and recover profits lost to
chargebacks.
The acquisition of Verifi strengthens
Visa’s role of facilitating trust and
transparency across the buying
experience by extending its dispute
resolution capabilities to support a
broad range of payments brands
and partners across the ecosystem.

Earthport376

May 2019

$257M

Earthport offers cross-border
payment services to banks, money
transfer service providers and other
businesses through the largest
independent ACH network. The
acquisition helps move Visa
“beyond the card” and, writ large,
helps the payments giant to
embrace a “two-account
disbursement model.”

Aug 2020

$100M

Mobeewave is a startup with
technology that could transform
iPhones into mobile payment
terminals.

Apple
Mobeewave377

Mobeewave’s technology lets
shoppers tap their credit card or
smartphone on another phone to
process a payment. The system
works with an app and doesn’t
require hardware beyond a Near
Field Communications, or NFC,
chip. Integrating Mobeewave could
let anyone with an iPhone accept
payments without additional
hardware.
AuthenTec378

375

376
377
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Jul 2012

$356M

AuthenTec develops technology to
secure networks and mobile
devices using fingerprint sensors
and identity management. Terms
of the deal included provisions for

Please see https://www.verifi.com/press-releases-and-announcements/visa-completesacquisition-of-verifi/.
Please see https://www.pymnts.com/visa/2019/earthport-acquisition-cross-border-payments/.
Please see https://www.pymnts.com/apple/2020/apple-buys-mobeewave-for-100m/ and
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-08-01/apple-buys-startup-to-turn-iphones-intopayment-terminals.
Please see https://www.forbes.com/sites/karstenstrauss/2012/07/27/apple-acquires-authenteca-fingerprint-as-a-key/ and https://thenextweb.com/apple/2012/08/16/the-real-reason-appleacquired-authentec-because-needed-new-technology-quickly-products/.
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Target name

Date

Deal value
(USD)

198

Key functionality obtained from
deal / Deal rationale
the company’s patents, control of
its fingerprint sensors, touchchips
and security technologies. It could
allow Apple to integrate fingerprint
technology to verify payments,
ensuring that if the device was
stolen, an authorised user would
not be able to pay for items without
biometric input first.

Google
Softcard379

Feb 2015

$50M

Softcard is a mobile payments app.
Softcard is a joint venture between
Verizon, AT&T, and T-Mobile that
was formerly known as ISIS. Like
Apply Pay, it relies on Near-Field
Communications (NFC) to let
people make payments with their
phones — or other devices —
without having to swipe a credit
card.

TxVia380

Apr 2012

Not known

TxVia is a mobile payments
technology company. The work
that TxVia has been known for in its
five-plus years of operations has
been around offering its products in
a “platform as a service” model.
That includes enabling massmarket prepaid cards, general
purpose reloadable cards and gift
cards — as well as more B2Bfocussed initiatives like incentive
payments, government
disbursements, payroll and
expense management. TxVia has
relationships with all the major
payment networks, and in all, it
manages some 100 million
accounts.

379

Please see https://www.vox.com/2015/2/23/11559296/google-strikes-deal-with-big-wirelesscarriers-buys-softcard; https://venturebeat.com/2015/01/16/one-word-explains-why-googlewould-pay-100m-for-a-failing-payments-app/ and https://www.pymnts.com/news/2015/googlebuys-softcard-technology-and-buries-the-brand/.
380 Please see https://techcrunch.com/2012/04/02/google-buys-txvia-banking-on-better-paymenttech-and-100m-customers-for-google-wallet/.
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Summary - Payments Amalgamation Application to the ACCC for Authorisation
1

Executive Summary

1.1

Application for authorisation to acquire shares to amalgamate
Australia’s three payment schemes
Industry Committee Administration (ICA) is applying to the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission for authorisation on behalf of it
members who are shareholders of BPAY Holdco, members of eftpos and/or
shareholders of New Payments Platform Australia (NPPA), and NewCo (once it
is incorporated) for:
(a)

the existing shareholders and members of BPAY Holdco, eftpos and
NPPA, as the case may be, to acquire shares in NewCo; and

(b)

NewCo to acquire shares in each of BPAY Group and BPAY Pty Ltd
(together BPAY Opco), eftpos and NPPA (the acquisitions of shares
being the Conduct).

The Conduct will result in NewCo owning BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA.
It will re-organise the current owners’ interests in BPAY Opco, eftpos and NPPA.
BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA own and operate different and largely
complementary payment schemes in Australia, in competition with the ICS (Visa
and Mastercard) and other global companies, including Big Tech and FinTech
companies.

1.2

NewCo
NewCo will be owned by the current shareholders and members of BPAY
Holdco, eftpos and NPPA. The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) is currently a
shareholder of NPPA. However, the RBA will not become a shareholder of
NewCo and is not, therefore, an Applicant.
NewCo will be economically self-sustaining, will not be profit maximising1 and will
be able to find the most efficient and least cost way of innovating across the
three payment schemes.

1.3

Admitting new shareholders to NewCo
The Applicants have formulated a set of principles for NewCo’s board of
Directors to consider when admitting new shareholders to NewCo. The
overarching guiding principle is that any expansion to NewCo’s shareholder base
adequately represents the community of stakeholders.
When doing so, it is envisaged that Directors will have regard to the Foreign
Acquisitions and Takeovers Act 1974 (Cth), the Critical Infrastructure Act 2018
(Cth) and the takeovers provisions in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), as well as
to whether the potential new shareholder will be actively involved in the
governance of Newco, including with the roadmap and future direction for the
development of payments services, promoting innovation in payments and
enhancing the connectivity of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA.
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New shareholders will need to be a user of the payment services of BPAY, eftpos
or NPPA and will need to make a capital contribution which is not expected to be
significant.

1.4

Rationale
The shareholders and members of BPAY HoldCo, eftpos and NPPA, who are
represented on the Industry Committee, determined that the Conduct will allow
the three payment schemes to:
(a)

co-ordinate their innovations, creating efficiencies for their customers
(including by reducing transaction costs), businesses and consumers
and reducing the risk of stranded assets from innovations that are not
able to succeed due to their inability to achieve network effects in a
timely manner; and

(b)

better compete against existing and future global payment companies,
enhancing competition in domestic payments markets.

The Applicants believe the Conduct will overcome the network externalities and
market failures that currently exist in the Australian payments industry where the
significant challenges to co-ordinating investments in new payments services
across Australia’s banks and other financial services institutions has prevented
new payment services from achieving network effects in a timely fashion.
The “splintering”, confusion and “wait and see” approach that characterises
investment decisions has meant new Australian payments services have not
achieved high adoption rates, have been inefficiently delayed or abandoned
(resulting in asset write downs).
The Conduct will provide the necessary leadership to allow participants in
Australia’s payments industry to co-ordinate their focus on an agreed roadmap of
innovations.

1.5

Ancillary conduct
The Conduct will not result in any material change to NPPA’s scheme rules,
which are authorised by the Commission.2 NPPA is satisfied that the immaterial
changes will be covered by the existing authorisation.
eftpos’ scheme rules are not authorised by the Commission. eftpos is
considering whether the Conduct will result in any material change to its scheme
rules and, if so, whether that would require an authorisation from the
Commission.
Should the Conduct result in a need for eftpos to apply to the Commission for an
authorisation of its scheme rules, the Applicants envisage that eftpos would apply
for urgent interim authorisation and authorisation to avoid any delays in the
Commission’s assessment of the Application.
The Conduct will not involve any ancillary conduct by BPAY.

1.6

Counterfactual scenario
The Applicants’ assessment of the likely counterfactual scenario, the Conduct’s
likely effects on competition and likely public benefits and detriments is supported
by a report prepared by an expert economist, Dr Geoff Edwards of Charles River
Associates. Dr Edwards’ report is annexed to the Application.

2
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Based on the content of the confidential statements annexed to the Application,
the counterfactual scenario is likely to involve a lesser form of amalgamation than
the Conduct. That might comprise a combination of two of Australia’s three
payment schemes, a combination of one of the schemes with a part of another
scheme, or some type of contractual arrangement, possibly between one of the
schemes and one of its closest competitors.
The likely counterfactual scenario would be characterised by the factors
described above which have created the rationale for the Conduct. A lesser
degree of amalgamation would not remove those factors – the “splintering”,
confusion and “wait and see” approach to investment decisions and the
inefficacies caused by them would persist in entirety or to a large extent in the
counterfactual scenario.
The public benefits described below would not be realised in the counterfactual
scenario or would be realised to a significantly lesser degree. For example, the
enhanced ownership interests and voting rights of smaller participants and the
policy benefits would not be realised at all in the counterfactual scenario. There
would be less engagement with small business and other users of Australia’s
payments’ ecosystem and a lower likelihood of hybrid products being developed
in the counterfactual scenario.
The ICS, Big Tech and Fin Tech companies would continue to substantially
constrain the Australian payments schemes. The threat of them causing
disruption in Australia’s payments industry would remain.

1.7

Likely effects on competition
The Conduct will not have the effect, or be likely to have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition in any market, regardless of how the affected
markets are defined.
Extent of complementarity
The three Australian payments schemes own and operate largely complementary
assets and do not offer services that are close substitutes for each other eftpos’ core service is debit card derived payments through most channels
including at the point of sale, in-app and online; BPAY’s core services are a bill
payment service and Osko for fast payments which BPAY runs over NPPA’s
infrastructure, and NPPA’s core service is fast A2A payments. BPAY’s Osko
service is complementary to NPPA’s core fast A2A service and is not a substitute
for it.
The schemes are not each other’s closest competitors
As payment mechanisms and habits have changed (in particular, due to the
move to digitalisation and e-commerce), a degree of marginal competition has
occurred between the three payments schemes.
However, the payment schemes are not, and are not likely to be, each other’s
closest competitors. Their closest competitors are global payments schemes
which have significant competitive advantages over the three Australian
payments schemes, including as a result of their substantially greater research
development capabilities and their materially greater capacity to invest.
No substantial change to the concentration in any possible market
The Conduct will not have any substantial effects on the concentration in any
possible market.
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The Conduct’s incremental change to the concentration in any possible market
will be approximately 5% or less.
These are not changes in the concentration of suppliers that should concern the
Commission. They would not normally concern the Commission.
Enhancing competition against the ICS and Big Tech
The Conduct will enhance competition by allowing innovations by the three
Australian payment schemes to achieve the necessary ubiquity and network
effects faster and more assuredly than in the counterfactual scenario.
The commitment to the Prescribed Services is demonstrative of how the Conduct
will achieve this. The commitment was made during the decision-making
process that led to the Application. It resulted in the Applicants committing to
NewCo to bring to market a minimum set of services from BPAY Opco, eftpos
and NPPA in an agreed sequence and over an agreed timeframe. Most of the
Prescribed Services relate to online payments and will assist eftpos with its
online payment capability. Others relate to real-time payments and some relate
to QR Codes.
Some of the Prescribed Services which were near term and fully funded may
have been implemented in time absent the Conduct but the timing of
implementation of the Prescribed Services and the funding commitment to them
is unlikely to have been as certain as it is under the Implementation Agreement.
Putting in place a corporate structure that will provide the necessary leadership
to allow participants in Australia’s payments industry to co-ordinate their focus on
an agreed roadmap of innovations and avoid the “splintering”, confusion and
“wait and see” approaches to investment which characterise the status quo (and
which would persist in the counterfactual scenario), will result in greater
competition with international payment companies, including the ICS, Big Tech
and Fin Tech companies (such as, Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung Pay).
The ICS, Big Tech and Fin tech companies are expanding their offerings within
the payments landscape in Australia by leveraging their large installed bases and
deep relationships with consumers. Those global companies will continue to
exercise a powerful competitive constraint in Australia’s payments landscape,
including through their considerable potential to cause major disruption in
Australian payments markets.
Enhancing competition by removing inefficiencies from the investment
decision-making process
The current market structure, in which BPAY, eftpos and NPPA each operate as
separate companies, has given rise to inefficiencies, as each company seeks to
attract banks’ support for their respective innovations.
For example, BPAY’s request to pay service, eftpos’ card on file service and
NPPA’s MPS are arguably overlapping to some extent because they offer
solutions for recurring P2B payments, although the main targets of each differ.
BPAY’s request to pay service is targeted at a broad range of customers
including billers who want to request that payments be “pushed” to them by
customers as well as small businesses and P2P; for eftpos’ card on file service,
the main target is customer and merchant initiated recurring in-app and online
payments which is currently dominated by Visa and Mastercard, and for NPPA’s
MPS, the main target is billers who want authorisation from customers to “pull”
payments from their accounts on a regular basis (a service currently provided by
direct debits over the DE system).
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Some of those innovations have similar use cases (albeit their specific targets
are different. Any marginal competition between the solutions has not resulted in
improved prices and/or services for customers (financial institutions) or end-users
(businesses and consumers) or any other beneficial effect for consumers.
Rather, the different solutions for the same challenge have resulted in:
(a)

Increased overall transaction costs for domestic scheme customers;

(b)

Delays in the adoption of innovations within financial institutions which, in
turn, have prevented the innovations from achieving the network effects
and ubiquity they need for success. The success of a payment scheme
is closely linked to the ability to achieve wide adoption by participants
(achieving “ubiquity”) which is often assisted by providing a constant
payer experience irrespective of a particular payment method; and

(c)

Impairments from stranded assets, as has occurred with BPAY’s Osko 3
(request to pay services).

The Conduct’s primary effect will be to remove or reduce these inefficiencies
from the investment decision-making process through which innovations will be
launched by Australia’s payment schemes. This will enhance competition among
Payment Services. It will not remove future competition.
These inefficiencies can be understood as a species of market failure arising
from incomplete information, of the kind that arises where consumers do not
have accurate information about the market prices or product quality, such that
producers have an incentive to supply too much of some products and too little of
others.3
Preservation of existing rules of open and non-discriminatory access and
strategic roadmaps to June 2022
Each of the three payments schemes will continue to operate substantially in
accordance with their current rules – including rules that allow for open and nondiscriminatory access to them and their existing strategic roadmaps to June
2022, as wholly owned subsidiaries of NewCo.
Checks on fundamental changes to the Schemes
Each shareholder of NewCo will have their own class of redeemable preference
shares and will have one vote at shareholder’s meetings regardless of the
number of shares they hold.
The classes of redeemable preference shares will be banded together differently
for nominating directors and specified extraordinary resolutions related solely to
individual Payment Services. The classes of redeemable preference shares will
allow users of each Payment Service to prevent specified types of fundamental
changes to the Payment Service.
If NewCo’s board were to make a decision which would result in one of the
following fundamental changes to a Payment Service:

3
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(a)

Changing the nature, scale, or operation of a Payment Service;

(b)

Ceasing to provide the Payment Service;

(c)

Changing the manner of funding the operating costs of providing a
Payment Service (including any requirement for particular shareholders

R Pindyck and D Rubinfeld Microeconomics (9th edition) (Pearson, 2018) at p 611.
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to fund new investment in the Service) or the manner in which funds
generated by a payment service are utilised (including the use of funds
generated by a payment service for investment in another service);or
(d)

Changing the agreed roadmap to June 2022 for the development of the
Payment Service,

then any two directors will be able to call for the decision to be ratified by an
extraordinary resolution (75%) of the shareholders who are participants in that
Payment Service at the time.
For example, if a decision were to be made to change the manner of funding the
operating costs of eftpos, or the manner in which funds generated by eftpos are
utilised, and two directors called for shareholder ratification, it would be
necessary for at least 75% of the shareholders who use eftpos’ Payment Service
to vote in favour of the resolution before it could be passed.
NewCo’s governance arrangements will allow users of each Payment Service
who are shareholders of NewCo to determine the future direction of the Service
and offer comprehensive protections for each of the three payment schemes as
they currently exist.

1.8

Likely public benefits
The Conduct is expected to deliver a number of benefits to Australian
consumers, businesses (both small and large) and other members of the
Australian public. The Applicants submit that each of the following likely benefits
would not be realised in the absence of the Conduct:

4
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(a)

Enhanced ownership interests of smaller participants, including nonADIs, and non-bank acquirers.

(b)

Enhanced voting rights of smaller participants, including non-ADIs, and
non-bank acquirers.

(c)

Enhanced engagement with small businesses and other participants in
the Australian payments’ ecosystem.

(d)

Reduction in uncertainty allowing for more efficient deployment of
capital, sooner.

(e)

Enhanced speed to market of innovations developed by Australia’s three
payment schemes.

(f)

Increased likelihood of hybrid and targeted local innovations.

(g)

Reduction in the risk of stranded payments assets from innovations
which fail to achieve network effects and ubiquity (both necessary for
their success) in a timely way.

(h)

Reduction in transaction costs for the three Payments Schemes and
their Scheme Members.

(i)

Greater import substitution.

(j)

Creation of policy benefits (including sovereignty over Australia’s
payments systems) and support for the Australian Government policy
objective to ensure Australia is a leading digital economy by 2030.4

https://pmc.gov.au/domestic-policy/digital-technology-taskforce.
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1.9

(k)

Increased ease for third parties to develop more payments innovation by
allowing them to access A2A and cards infrastructure through a single
commercial entry point with clearer connection points to the schemes
and harmonised standards, including technology standards.

(l)

Potential for synergies.

(m)

Over time, the potential to:
(i)

minimise the regulatory burden associated with complying with
three separate sets of compliance obligations; and

(ii)

adopt common standards across the three payment systems.

Any detriments to the Australian public will be outweighed by
benefits to the Australian public
The Conduct is not expected to result in any discernible detriments to the
Australian public.
Any potential detriments are expected to be avoided as a result of the checks
and balances described above. Those checks and balances will preserve the
strategic roadmaps of each the three payments schemes to June 2022; preserve
the open and non-discriminatory access offered by each of the three payments
schemes; ensure that only users of a scheme who are shareholders of NewCo
can determine whether any fundamental change may be made to the operation
of the payment scheme, and allow new shareholders to be admitted to NewCo.
Greater engagement with small businesses and other users
In addition, to allay any concern that the Conduct will be detrimental to small
businesses and/or other participants in Australia’s payments ecosystem, the
Applicants are proposing to put in place mechanisms to ensure there will be
greater engagement with small business and other users of Australia’s payments
schemes.
The greater engagement will occur through two committees to be established by
NewCo. The first committee will be an end-user committee to represent the
views of end-users of BPAY, eftpos and/or NPPA, being individual consumers,
small businesses, big businesses, industry associations, charities, corporations,
fintech operators and government departments. The second committee will be a
payments service provider committee to represent the interests of the payment
service providers and other organisations in the payments ecosystem (such as
Token Servicers and Digital ID Service Providers).
The terms of reference for the committees will be developed by reference to the
following objectives:
(a)

ensuring the board of NewCo has a strong understanding of the issues
and concerns of end-users, payment service providers and other
organisations in Australia’s payments ecosystem;

(b)

effectively managing interaction between NewCo’s board, end-users,
payment service providers and other organisations in the payments
ecosystem to ensure their voices are heard;

(c)

enabling end-users, payment service providers and other organisations
in the payments ecosystem to provide input to NewCo’s board on the
general strategic context of payments, including:
(A)
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(B)

promoting innovation in payments; and

(C)

enhancing connectivity between, and integration of, BPAY, eftpos
and NPP.

Each of the two committees will be independent, will have close links to each
other to encourage a broader perspective and will include a senior representative
from each of Australia’s three payment schemes.
Further, NewCo’s board will be required to take into consideration the
committees’ views to inform its decision making, including in relation to the
roadmap for the development of services. The dialogue between the committees
and NewCo’s board will be two way.
eftpos
The Conduct will not diminish eftpos’ ability to compete with the ICS and Big
Tech.
There is consensus among the Applicants that eftpos is critical to their ability to
negotiate against the ICS and Big Tech and there is a strong and unanimous
desire to ensure eftpos continues to operate as a critical pricing wedge against
the ICS and Big Tech.
The desire to ensure eftpos continues to operate as a critical pricing wedge
against the ICS and Big Tech is reflected in commitments to preserve existing
rules of open and non-discriminatory access and to preserve eftpos’ strategic
roadmap to June 2022 as well as the checks on fundamental changes to the
schemes described above.

1.10

Commission should authorise the Conduct
In conclusion, the Applicants submit that the Commission should authorise the
Conduct because:
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(a)

the Conduct will not be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition in any market, however defined and irrespective of which
counterfactual scenario is adopted; and/or

(b)

the Conduct will be likely to give rise to a net benefit to the Australian
public.
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18 June 2021

To

Mark Basile
Director
Merger Investigations
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
Level 17, 2 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
By email: mark.basile@accc.gov.au
Copy to: mergers@accc.gov.au

Dear Mr Basile
Proposed amalgamation of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA — inclusion of BPAY HoldCo
We refer to email correspondence received from the Commission on 10 June 2021.
This letter confirms that on 2 June 2021, BPAY Holdco’s Board of Directors passed a resolution to include
BPAY Holdco as part of the proposed amalgamation.
The effect of this will be that BPAY Holdco, BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd will be included in the
proposed amalgamation.
BPAY’s Sypht, which provides ready-made document intelligent solutions, will not be included in the proposed
amalgamation.
The decision of BPAY’s Board of Directors means that paragraph 5.3 of the Application for Authorisation should
be read as follows:
“5.3 Conduct for which Authorisation is sought – acquisitions of shares
The conduct for which authorisation is sought comprises:
(a) The acquisition of shares in NewCo by the shareholders of BPAY Holdco, shareholders of
eftpos (once eftpos converts from a company limited by guarantee to a company limited by
shares) and NPPA.
(b) The acquisition of all the shares in each of BPAY Opco BPAY Holdco, eftpos and NPPA
by NewCo.

52415888_2
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23 August 2021

To

Sophie Mitchell
Assistant Director (a/g) | Competition Exemptions
Branch
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
Level 27, 135 King Street, Sydney NSW 2000
sophie.mitchell@accc.gov.au

Dear Sophie
Payments Amalgamation: Application for Authorisation MA1000020-1: Conduct for which
Authorisation is sought – section 5 of the Application
The Applicants respectfully ask the Commission to read the contents of this letter in substitution for subsections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 of the Application for Authorisation filed by Industry Committee with the
Commission on 18 March 2021 and accepted by the Commission on 22 March 2021.
5.1

Parties to the application
ICA is the administrator of an unincorporated association known as Industry Committee.
Industry Committee is applying for authorisation under sub-section 88(1) of the Act on behalf of its
members who are shareholders of BPAY Holdco and/or members of eftpos and/or shareholders of
NPPA,1 to allow them to become shareholders of Australian Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203)
(AP+).
AP+ is a new company, incorporated solely for the purposes of the Conduct for which authorisation
is sought (as described below in section 5.3).
The following persons are members of Industry Committee and shareholders of BPAY Holdco
and/or members of eftpos and/or shareholders of NPPA: ANZ, ASL, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
Limited, CBA, Coles Group Limited, Cuscal Limited, First Data Network Australia Limited trading as
Fiserv, HSBC Bank Australia Limited, Macquarie Bank Limited, NAB, Tyro Payments Limited, WBC
and Woolworths Group Limited.

1

The RBA will not be acquiring shares in AP+ and will not continue to hold shares in NPPA. Consequently, the RBA is not an
Applicant. It is a person named or referred to in this Application for the purposes of sub-section 88(2) of the Act.

53524954_2
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5.2

Persons named and referred to in this Application
This sub-section defines the persons named and referred to in this Application for the purposes of
sub-section 88(2) of the Act.
The persons named and referred to in this Application who are not members of Industry Committee
are eftpos, eftpos Foundational Shareholders,2 BPAY Holdco, NPPA and persons who are members
of eftpos and/or shareholders of NPPA.
Those persons include Citigroup Pty Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, Indue Limited, EFTEX
Pty Limited, Suncorp Metway Ltd, Adyen Australia Pty Limited, Bank of Queensland Limited,
Windcave Pty Ltd and Wise Australia Pty Ltd.
Further, the RBA, AP+ and the individuals directly involved in the administration and oversight of
Industry Committee, including the Chairperson and the Secretary of Industry Committee, are
persons named and referred to in this Application.
In accordance with sub-section 88(2) of the Act, to the extent that any of the persons defined in this
sub-section as persons named and referred to in this Application might be involved in the Conduct
for which authorisation is sought, they would take the benefit of the authorisation should
authorisation be granted.

5.3

Conduct for which Authorisation is sought – acquisition of shares
Industry Committee is applying for authorisation to amalgamate the ownership of BPAY HoldCo,3
eftpos and NPPA by way of two related acquisitions of shares, namely:
a) the acquisition of shares by the shareholders of BPAY HoldCo, shareholders of eftpos (once
eftpos converts from a company limited by guarantee to a company limited by shares) and
NPPA in AP+; and
b) the acquisition of shares by AP+ in each of BPAY HoldCo, eftpos and NPPA.
For the avoidance of doubt, Industry Committee is also applying for authorisation of any conduct by
its members and the persons named and referred to in this Application that directly or indirectly provide
for the acquisition of shares outlined in (a) or (b) above .

2

As defined by article 19.1 of AP+’s Constitution as follows: “eftpos Scheme Rules: Each Shareholder who was an “eftpos
member” immediately prior to the date on which the Company first issued Preference Shares (other than the Initial Preference
Share) (an eftpos Foundation Shareholder) must comply with, and continues to be bound by, the eftpos Scheme Rules applicable to
it (as amended from time to time). For the purposes of this article 19 an “eftpos member” means a “Member” pursuant to the eftpos
Constitution as it existed prior to the date on which the Company first issued Preference Shares (other than the Initial Preference
Share).”

3

Industry Committee initially applied for authorisation to amalgamate ownership of BPAY Group Pty Ltd, BPAY Pty Ltd, EPAL and
NPPA. However, ICA’s 18 June 2021 letter to the ACCC confirms that BPAY Group Pty Ltd, BPAY Pty Ltd and BPAY Group
Holding Pty Ltd (BPAY HoldCo) will be part of the amalgamation. BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd are wholly owned
subsidiaries of BPAY HoldCo. Sypht, which is BPAY HoldCo’s joint venture project with a third party, will not be included in the
amalgamation.
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Proposed amalgamation of BPAY, eftpos and
NPPA- MA1000020 a submission by
Controlabill Pty Ltd.
Dear Chairman Sims,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment and thank you specifically to Sophie Mitchel who
granted an extension for this submission until 21 April 2021.
This submission has four sections supported by documents which are attached:
1. Controlabill opposes the application on its lack of public benefit or provable strategic
rationale.
 There is no evidence that the amalgamation will result in any public or consumer
benefit.
 The proposal offers no improvements to competition, pricing or service.
 Nor has any quantifiable cost or process saving been offered as a reason.
2. Controlabill’s experience has been that NPPA and its bank shareholders will use its
market power to quash/ stonewall potential competitors or market challengers.
 Controlabill has patented and copyright IP rights relating to Centralisation of
Authorities or Mandates that form the basis of pull payments.
 We believe the MPS intends to copy these or breach these patents.
 Attempts by us to engage in reasonable discussions around licencing or acquisition.
have been stonewalled at all levels. (Attached documentation) and threats received
from KWM.
 Ultimately our only path may be by legal action resulting in delays and we believe a
very embarrassing and public discovery process for Government, Regulators, and
Banks which is so unnecessary if our counter parties would only engage to discuss a
simpler and wider customer solution.
3. The new entity will be ungovernable.
 It is likely Newco will supplant NPPA in the model described below.
 There will continue to be no point of authority or appeal that could be accessed by
any party with a grievance including the RBA.
4. KWM seems to have a conflict of interest
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KWM works for NPPA.
KWM also represents the Banks identified as part of this application.
KWM led a recent CDR inquiry that arrived at conclusions which were favourable to
the NPPA.
We believe that the inquiry into governance within the industry should be
independent and at arms-length from all parties and that KWM should recuse itself.

Controlabill rejects the application on its lack of public benefit or provable strategic
rationale
On the merits of the application, both described and not described (The fate of Osko and
MPS are not detailed, that we could find, see below re overlay services) we believe that the
proposed merger should not be allowed to proceed as it will consolidate a payments cartel
that strongly favours the big four banks and that they will likely be Newco’s primary
shareholders (marked confidential in the application)
Gathering all players in one entity will allow Newco to use market hegemony to even more
effectively prevent competition from non-cartel banks, payment start-ups and other
Financial Institutions who have to compete for capital on the merits of their innovations and
market acceptance.
The fate of the MPS and Osko as strategic product developments seems to be unclear in the
application and perhaps this needs to be much more transparent.
It will become clearer Controlabill has issues with the development of the MPS.
Furthermore, in its Authorisation Application in 2017, NPPA annotated as follows:
“While NPPA owns and operates the NPP infrastructure, it will not itself own, operate or provide overlay services
to be offered using the NPP10
10

Note that NPPA will ensure the NPP supports the basic interbank service which is contemplated as part of the NPP
infrastructure. However, commercial and compliance services will generally be provided in the form of ‘over-the-top’ or overlay
services. “

The ACCC should confirm firstly whether in developing a Mandated Payment Service NPPA is
developing a product outside if its remit. We believe that the MPS and Osko are both
overlay services. MPS product descriptions and intentions are available online and illustrate
customer detail capture and storage.
Secondly the ACCC should confirm how these services will be affected as the legal entities
change. Newco will no doubt not be bound by the above. Therefore, it is arguable that the
merger may be an attempt by NPPA to circumvent conditions imposed on it by the ACCC, if
indeed these still exist.
No financials have been made publicly available. Controlabill is aware however, that calls
have been made for transaction subsidies be made to the NPP. Those calls have been made
to Government by several parties. The ACCC should assure itself that internal subsidies from
Eftpos and BPAY are not in fact the real reason for this application and that product prices
across the board do not rise in order to facilitate the ongoing funding of NPP and the MPS.
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In our submission to the CDR inquiry (attached) we pointed to the propensity for
technocratic solutions to fail. Again, we have no real financials to go on but suspect the MPS
as described by NPPA is both expensive and likely to fail because of its complexity and
narrow focus for both Billers and end Customers. We would have thought the entire
strategic rationale for the NPP was simply “faster and cheaper”. Again, perhaps the ACCC
should focus on the go forward strategies of the entities to ensure the real objective is not
cross subsidisation and transfer pricing.
Most pull payments are made in batch, frequently by geography, and are available through
BECS very cheaply and are up loadable by billers 4X daily. Controlabill strongly believes
there is little demand for this NPP service unless it is substantially cheaper and simpler for
users The ACCC should look at the cost of a NPP pull transaction and its attendant MPS
process cost as a comparison compared to BECS.
The industry has made many expensive but ultimately unsuccessful attempts to deliver a
centralised customer system that will support competition. Most have failed because they
were designed by technocrats who introduced too much complexity and ignored the voice
of consumers in the process design.

Program

Cost

Outcome

Tick and Flick

Unknown

Failed (too complex)

Mambo

> $250 Million

Abandoned (too complex)

Open Banking

> $750 Million

Failed in UK (too complex) likely to
fail here

NPPA / CMS

Unknown

Calls for subsidies, too complex
and lack customer focus re
simplicity

Overall, Controlabill believes that in terms of the public benefits there is no detail or
quantification of guaranteed benefits (how much of what by when) that could justify
support by the ACCC.
Controlabill’s experience has been that NPPA and the banks will use market power to
quash /stonewall potential competitors or market challengers
Notwithstanding other recent cartel behaviours exhibited such as when Apple entered the
market and applications to the ACCC by the big four to stop it, Controlabills experience is
that despite a clear intent by NPPA and its MPS to infringe Controlabill patents and
copyright it has been advised by KWM as per the attached threatening letter to us.
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We strongly believe many of these parties may have been poorly advised by KWM who
seem to prefer a confrontational position but that may have been a management
instruction which we don’t understand.

Controlabill has attempted to engage with NPPA and its management, NPPA’s board when
management refused to engage in reasonable discussions as we called for,
NPPA’s Shareholders when we could not engage with its board. Including the RBA whose
response and method of response we considered unusual (Details are available to the ACCC
if requested)
Prima -facie, Controlabill owns patents in areas where NPPA – MPS proposes to operate.
These Patents were formally applied for in April 2007 and granted in 2012 and relate to
Centralised Authority Management (or mandate) Budgeting and Bill Smoothing
The patents were constructed in a catch- all manner to group all three above functions but
also to separate all three facets. Which have been approved as separate claims. The patents
also cover any and all Authorities and or Mandates and therefore cover any centralisation of
BECS, Cards and NPPA customer instructions. Controlabill’s simpler, cheaper and wider
approach has been proposed many times to the RBA and to individual banks (where we hold
NDA’s) and also to APCA now AUSPAYNET together with ASIC and the CDR Inquiry.
Our patents and copyright concern purely authority management for the Consumer and the
Biller It does not impact the NPPA platform and is agnostic to development protocols such
as ISO 20022 or XML. Prior to this invention there was no centralisation of customer
Authorities or Mandates or gateways to do such.
We have been advised by counsel to await the release of the MPS before deciding on
further action.
We have attached below for the ACCC’s perusal and records the following documents






Submission to the RBA (Submission to ASIC on request).
Submission to the CDR inquiry.
Letters to the Boards.
Letter from KWM.

Controlabill’s records are extensive and are available to the ACCC on request including those
to various Ministers
The new entity will be un-governable
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Governance within the payments industry already reflects cartel behaviour. The same
people and entities seem to appear in all bodies with the exception of the RBA’s payment
system board where perhaps at least the functions of Auspaynet should be rolled up for
better customer outcomes.
We understand this model is to be reviewed by Treasury. Featuring heavily in this review is
KWM who seem entirely conflicted. Controlabill suggests to ACCC that this should disqualify
it entirely as an acceptable independent entity to conduct the Frydenberg review.
The model as it stands is entirely a barrier to competition which should be concern for the
ACCC. Some months ago, we conducted the analysis below (and recognise that some
individuals may have changed) and if Newco becomes a substitute for NPPA in the model
then most of the objectives of the Application are achievable without the need for a merger,
product cross subsidisation excepted.
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KWM seems to have a conflict of interest
Controlabill struggles to understand how the same firm can be chosen across the Consumer
Data Right, while it also represents NPPA, and the Big Four, at least under this submission.
KWM have also been announced to conduct a review of the payment’s governance model
going forward.
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We also commend for review the structures we put forward in the attached that might
invite billers to be equity partners in something extremely beneficial to them.
Controlabill remains open to discussions re licencing and IP acquisition with any interested
organisations.
Bernard Wright.
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
21 April 2021

21/05/2019
Secretariat,
Inquiry into Future Directions for the Consumer Data Right
The Treasury
Langton Crescent
PARKES ACT 2600
CONTROLABILL Submission to ‘Inquiry into Future Directions for the Consumer Data Right’
Dear Mr Farrell,
Controlabill Pty Ltd (Controlabill) and its Directors thank Treasury, its Secretariat and Mr
Farrell for the opportunity to comment on and propose solutions for review and
consideration. We would appreciate the ability to engage further and share more detail of
the implementation program with the inquiry should it wish to move forward.
Synopsis
We fully support the aims of Treasury in relation to CDR but believe that they will never be
achieved with a solution that is designed or controlled by market players with oligopoly
power, such as those within the banking and service markets.
We propose a hub, supported by legislation, separate from banks and billers and at ‘armslength’ from interested parties. Our solution contains three key elements that we call the A,
B, C of open banking:
 Authority management App and biller API’s
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Budgeting and Bill Smoothing
Centralised management of Open Banking, Broker and Comparator Delegations and CDR
authorities

We believe that our proposal meets or exceeds all the expectations and requirements of
Treasury for the CDR in that it will;
a) Expedite easier switching of vendors,
b) Save households and businesses thousands of dollars directly and indirectly through
better budgeting, better product selection and loan risk assessment,
c) Offer efficiencies to Billers, Brokers and Comparators,
d) Be independent of any payment system and is agnostic to BECS or NPPA in how it links
all Banks, Bank accounts, Credit Cards and all Biller service providers,
e) Provide open access to all parties while providing the consumer with complete control
over that access,
f) Promote competition and supplier innovation in a substantive way and at a speed that
other potential solutions may not.
Not only does this proposal support all of the visions and hypotheticals in the briefing paper.
It could also become the authentication and delegation hub for all consumers and
businesses using the CDR or open banking and manage this efficiently going forward. Our
research shows high levels of comprehension and forecast adoption.
Treasury aims for the CDR will never be achieved with a solution that is designed or
controlled by market players with oligopoly power, such as those within the banking and
service markets.
There is an understandable tension between oligopolists’ desire to reduce churn, minimize
costs, maximise profits and the goals of Government, Regulators and Consumers which are
to maximise competition, innovation and utility while minimising price.
We agree with Alan Fels when he said last year “open banking’’ is good in principle. “But I
suspect effective implementation will be difficult and resisted in countless ways by banks”.
After multiple failed attempts at self-regulation, it seems clear that banks will not willingly
make it easier to switch and to increase competition. We should expect similar behaviour
from other large oligopoly service providers in Energy, Insurance and Telecoms.
It has been our experience that while large billers see the advantages of centralised
authority management and the efficiency that it un-locks, they also enjoy the status quo, as
it provides a barrier to switching and product churn.
We also believe that complexity will become an issue;
 It remains difficult to switch banks or accounts because so much effort is required to
contact all billers to update all your direct debits,
 No bank has more than 40% share of wallet and the average number of financial
relationships is 3.2 per household. As a result, multiple open banking requests are
necessary to build a picture of an individual or a household,
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Then there is the issue of joint and several account ownership and the privacy
complications arising from this.

Granting access to open banking could become just too hard if accessibility also leads to
paralysing complexity.
Moreover, self- regulated oligopolies provide no internal pressure for innovation and
change. It is noteworthy that no bank in Australia provides an active/ predictive, set-andforget budgeting service, though this is a core reason for being for a bank. Similarly, no
biller consortium has come forward to make direct debit authority management simpler.
Also, it is unclear to us and some Regulators how the NPPA can distance itself from its
shareholder relationships and possible monetary returns, particularly where there are
complex share of wallet effects with multiple banks being involved in any customer
relationship and where those relationships extend beyond the 13 shareholders.
The Royal Commission, the RBA, the ACCC and the Competition Commission recognise and
have expressed disappointment with progress to achieve innovation and competition. Left
to the vested parties, it is entirely possible that this important matter may be dragged out
for years.
We offer a solution, which is based around centralised direct debit management, but
extends beyond that to meet more requirements of the CDR
Centralised authority management offers a simple yet elegant way to provide a centralised
gateway for managing open banking authorisations, renewals and delegation of CDR rights
to various brokers and comparators.
We propose the creation of a hub, independent of banks and billers and independently
managed as a piece of customer infrastructure.
This hub entity would be entirely consumer focussed with a completely different
governance model; Less input from banks and billers and more from consumers, small
business and consumer lobby groups.
This simpler customer centric business model works with and enhances existing initiatives.
In this way the CDR can be used to remove one of the key barriers to both switching and to
competition in a solution which is complimentary with open banking and adds to its
functionality.
We have approached the problem by understanding customer behaviour, in their spending
patterns and their utilisation of the Direct Debit system.


Sixty percent of a typical household’s expenditure is recurring and non-discretionary.
These are the must pay bills and households have around 230 bills to pay each year.
These amount to an average of $71000.00 per household.
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Today the largest proportion of bills are settled using the Direct Debit system. Each year,
1.3 billion such transactions are processed, and we estimate 120m authorities are held
to drive this system.



Obtaining and managing these authorities is a broken, inconvenient and expensive
process for billers and consumers alike. Banks are not involved in this part of the process
currently as it is usually attached to the sales /service aspect of the customer
relationship with the service provider. It is widely recognised that direct debit
management is a significant barrier to competition and as such, innovation.



We estimate each household has given an average of 12 such authorities to their
providers but, they have no way to conveniently or effectively manage them.

However, the data held, in this clunky distributed system, one authority with each biller,
holds the key to unlocking the who pays who, how much, when and for how long, and
from which bank or card account Pulling this together enables a simple consolidated view
into a household and or businesses suppliers and their market competitive essential
expenditure.
Why stand alone?
As a piece of stand- alone, open access infrastructure, this model can be delivered more
quickly than could normally be achieved by large organisation timeframes and has been
designed to have little or no impact on supplier systems.
A further advantage of our proposal is in how it differs from open banking and screen
scraping, in that it allows no access to discretionary spending information. This may appeal
to many consumers. It remains complementary with open banking and screen scraping tech
where the customer might also wish to see their full historic budget position. So, consumers
can choose to forward budget for their recurring bills only, or alternatively, choose to get a
full picture of their spending across all their relationships.
A centralised authority management system can be easily enhanced to provide a centralised
gateway for managing open banking authorisations / renewals and delegating CDR rights to
various brokers and comparators for other services.
Our solution has three elements:
Element A:
Authority management App and biller API’s
The solution is simple and very cost effective. Element A is fully scoped and costed.
Key functionality includes;
i.
Customer registration and authentication,
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Customer detail changes and delegations,
Customer biller provider details,
Customer budget planning,
Biller, Bank authority changes,
Biller Admin modules via API.

This system provides for a singular view of all recurring expenditure and a seamless set up
of a ‘forward looking’ budget that takes just 15 mins to set up for the year ahead. Change of
single bank or account details or biller takes just 30 seconds.
Set up is self-initiated but, could be delegated to another party by the customer (say, a
Bank, Fintech, H&R block or a non-profit for those that might find it difficult to set up and
manage for themselves). These could be supported by a series of purpose-built call centres
that would both assist disadvantaged groups by phone and contribute to indigenous and
regional employment.
Our process could also fully replace Centrepay which is particularly clunky for billers.
Element B
Budgeting and Bill Smoothing
This includes third party services, lines of credit and other dedicated accounts such as a twoaccount services to support bill smoothing (explained in more detail in the attachment).
Essentially, all income enters the income account and a smoothed amount is paid into the
“pay bills” account. This leaves discretionary expenditure in the income account and all
recurring bills fully accounted for. Services such as overdrafts or lines of credit could be
provided by third parties to assist in bill smoothing.
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Element C
Centralised management of Open Banking, Broker and Comparator Delegations and CDR
authorities
Notification to billers and banks that a certain comparators or brokers have been given CDR
authority to act on their behalf. This essentially becomes a hub for Centralised
management of Open Banking and CDR authorities.
Government needs to be directly involved
This proposal will need direct intervention from Government.
There is precedent for such intervention. Government had to legislate the CDR to push very
reluctant banks to Open Banking. Similarly, the RBA had to structure an operating model for
NPPA to create a mutually owned Industry infrastructure model where thirteen banks are
shareholders and have funded the development.
Intervention would be in the form of:
Legislation
We believe the review must recommend legislation to get full cooperation of all
billers even though very little will be required of them.
Funding
A review will need to look at various operating models and recommend a go-forward
approach. Options include;
a) Shareholder funding
Top 100 billers are about 95% of the direct debit system. We suggest that in the
same way as the RBA created a “mutually owned industry infrastructure for
NPPA with contributions from shareholders then the inquiry might replicate that
with a Biller entity or ‘Mutual’ where for a share holding, a number of billers (say
10) are invited to invest $1 million. Returns for said shareholders are efficiency
gains far exceeding this figure plus substantial ROI and annuity revenue streams,
b) Funding by Government loan or possible Government agency
Paid back from entity access (customer approved sale of big data to banks and
brokers) and transaction revenues over 5years with a return on capital to
Government. Fastest to market approach,
c) Venture Capital or Private Investor
Venture capital will need to see research, market modelling and a pricing
strategy that gives an acceptable ROI and be guaranteed operational certainty.
Some months to obtain and probably slowest to market albeit faster than
current proposals.
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In Summary
In a post Covid economy it is entirely appropriate and timely for Government and
Regulators to seek out the best and fastest and most efficient ways forward for the CDR.
Many Consumers and Businesses are, or will be, in hardship and in need of every assistance
and in the shortest time frame possible. Our solution is easy to implement makes switching
easy and will deliver substantially better household budgeting outcomes that are simple to
set up and the data held will drive significant product savings across the whole spectrum of
expenditure. In competing for business there will be an uptick in related product innovation
and competitive pricing.
Overall, because we only improve set up and storage of payment authorities, we are
agnostic to any payment systems that do the transactions and because we never enter the
payment system or make any payments we are a simpler but, effective, efficient and
cheaper solution to build with fewer compliance needs.
This process drives significant benefits to all parties to the system and facilitates other
objectives of Government and Regulators such as Digital Identity. Household spending
patterns and their financial situation are based on real data, developing accurate financial
benchmarks that inform best-practice lending standards for Government agencies and
credit providers alike.
We have no objection to any information, contained herein, being made public for the
purposes of discussion and regulatory strategy development. We have no objection to the
review sharing this information with Ministers, the RBA, the ACCC or other parties deemed
appropriate.
Final thought
If you want something to change then you have to change something!
Regards,
Bernard Wright.
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
21/05/2020
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a. Current situation business environment
i. The Consumer Value Proposition
ii. The Biller Value Proposition
b. Proposed Solution
c. Implementation Approach
d. Required Investment
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1. The Importance of Direct Debit
While the direct debit system is the fastest growing payment solution, a lack of meaningful
system improvements over many decades has impaired the customer experience and
satisfaction with the channel, together with much reduced innovation and market
competitiveness. Several very expensive attempts to fix this problem have either failed or
not meaningfully met regulatory or Government policy objectives.
While obtaining authorities is the responsibility of billers, there has been no attempt to
build a common solution that centralises recurring payments for consumers. Today, it is an
expensive and inefficient process for both billers and customers. These authorities are
expensive to obtain and are held separately by each biller. We propose a different,
centralised model.
We estimate that around 120 million authorities exist in Australia today and using our
proposal for aggregation or centralisation could achieve cost improvements of around $10
(conservatively) plus per authority managed while charging billers around $2 for the service.
The process we propose, could be built quickly in conjunction with Controlabill and supports
several different operating models. We believe the hub can quickly establish a $100 million
business, driving efficiency dividends of around $1 billion for billers.
Australia’s utilisation of direct debit is growing quickly, yet we lag behind the UK and Europe
in utilisation. We also lag in improvements in response times to instructions. Organisations
like the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) are orchestrating continuous and systemic
customer focused improvements to direct debit.
a. Relevance of Direct Debit to the CDR
The Centralised Management of Consumer and SME Authorities should be a new process
wherein a customer has a data right to access simply the information captured in the
Authorities he or she has severally or jointly given. This data should be assembled in a way
that simply allows access to the data even though multiple Banks, Bank Accounts or Credit
card accounts and multiple biller service providers or subscription service providers may be
involved.
Consumers, businesses and billers are increasingly opting to use Direct Debit (described as a
pull payment system, as the biller pulls money from a customer’s account in settlement of
bills) as the payment channel of choice for all their recurring bills. But, before a single
transaction can be undertaken, the biller needs to obtain the customer’s authority to allow
it to pull that money from the customer nominated account. These Authorities contain
information such as who pays who, from which bank/ account or card and how much,
when and for how long.
Bringing all this valuable data together into one place in a central hub for the customer,
creates convenience, time saving, set and forget budget opportunities and a means to
administer all their Authorities and CDR permissions.
It will also generate competition (given the customers permission, it will be possible to
share this data with multiple specialist brokers and comparators and to manage those
permissions easily in one place) and innovation on a huge scale. Moreover, it can be done
cheaply and quickly compared to other solutions.
b. The attraction of direct debit
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The growth in direct debit not only continues but, the growth is accelerating. This reflects
direct debit’s efficiency and convenience to both customer and biller.
It is also by far the largest system by value and near the top in the number of transactions.
It continues to grow, in depth and breath, as more and more transactions are converted to
subscriptions.
Traditionally Direct Debits were restricted to just the larger non-discretionary payments
such as rent, mortgage utilities, and hire-purchase, however, in the last five years many
other types of purchase once firmly in the area of discretionary payments are now being
channelled into the regularly recurring payments area. Software, music, movies, gym
memberships and magazines are now often purchased by subscription rather than one off
purchase. Even in areas that are traditionally covered by direct debit such as those
mentioned are now offered with a much wider choice of payment frequency. You can now
choose to pay your utility bills monthly instead of quarterly, even mortgage payments
traditionally paid monthly can be paid weekly or fortnightly, offering considerable savings
over the long-term.
c.

Addressing the pain-points of direct debit

Direct debit is a very efficient payment mechanism for Billers but has a critical flaw when it
comes to user friendliness, in that it is cumbersome and time inefficient to set up, change or
stop. The current process stands as a barrier to competition. For the user, managing the
system is chaotic and constrained.
The process by which authorities are set up, modified or cancelled, varies from biller to
biller (even though the information taken is always the same), which means, in aggregate,
we have a very complicated and difficult to manage system; especially from the point of
view of the customer or payer (who has on average 12 authorities to manage) and to a
lesser extent the biller. Since regularly recurring payments form, (by value) are the largest
share of the average household payments, it makes sense that the management of these
payments should be streamlined and devoid of any unnecessary friction.
To ensure the system works as planned, the customer also needs to know they have:
The right money … in the right account … at the right time
Getting it wrong for just one of the above could mean late charges, dishonour charges,
disruption of service and even credit impairment.
In summary, the problems with the Direct Debit system can be stated as follows;
 Cost: Although the transaction costs are lower for Billers, the cost of setting up and
managing the Direct Debit can be quite high. While paper systems are gradually being
replaced by Phone and Online setup there is still a significant management cost, especially
when customers want to change something. Consumers also find the hassle and time cost
too high as well.
 Administrative Burden: The set and forget concept is great... until it isn’t. Everyone that
has lost a credit card to which subscriptions are attached knows this difficulty.
 Lack of Control: Since the current system is set up individually by each biller, the customer
is faced with a wide range of different forms, options, and rules. As such consumers often
feel they are ceding too much control. The difficulty of managing such a diverse process
leads to the fear that due to a forgotten commitment we may inadvertently overdraw, or
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worse still be stranded with no way to pay and/or embarrassed when our card is declined
unexpectedly.
It is important to note that our system (which just makes the management of these
authorities easier) has nothing to do with the actual payments system “plumbing” itself, be
it the current BECS system or NPP. Indeed, whatever system is used, even if both are used in
parallel, the underlying authority, and the management of that authority and its extension
to the CDR will be a key determining factor of the success of that system.
It is our belief that the friction in the current “system” of Direct Debit management is a
significant factor in reducing competition, not only in the banking system but also in areas
such as energy, telecommunications and the more prosaic gym memberships.
The complexity and sheer hassle involved in changing direct debit authorities, often impedes
the desire to change banks, credit cards, or suppliers.
It is often said, perhaps cynically, that billers and banks, like the direct debit system the way
it is because it reduces churn and creates stickiness. That may be true, but a business or
indeed an industry that bets its survival on locking customers in, really has no long-term
future. We believe that Government, Authorities and Regulators are duty bound to ensure
that the system is designed such that it does not encourage or support such anticompetitive behaviour but, instead enhances it.
Derivative benefits will accrue such as improving lending decision making because
customers future expenditure commitments are far more visible and accessible to lenders.
This in turn, meets several other objectives of Government and Regulators such as Bank and
other service provider switching, Open Banking and stimulating competition among service
providers to the benefit of Australian households. There are also significant efficiency
dividends for billers and banks together with cross-sell opportunities. For the consumer,
convenience and simplicity drive peace of mind and substantial dollar benefits.
The Controlabill AMS system could go a long way to solving the pain and friction of this part
of the payment system. In so doing, it would encourage its growth and remove a significant
barrier to competition and make our financial system and other large incumbencies such as
energy companies more efficient.
We submit, that with a mandate from Government Controlabill’s AMS system could gain
necessary traction and in so doing a significant barrier to competition could be removed and
the objectives to improve the nation’s systems as envisioned by the RBA, ACCC and
Parliament and many others could be well served, quickly and economically.
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2. Introduction to Controlabill
Controlabill is a small start-up company in a payments adjacency ( it makes no payments) with
patents granted over a critical part of the payment system, namely the centralised
management of the authorities that drive pull payment systems, such as, but not limited to
Direct Debit.
Our Authority Management System (AMS), will take out the friction associated with Direct
Debits, and thereby encourage its growth, improve competition between financial
institutions and major billing institutions such as Energy companies, Telcos, Insurance and
many other companies. While we have approached leading industry players, such as major
banks, utilities and so on, we have not been able to convince any one of them to, shall we
say, break ranks and pursue this concept. On the other hand, we do hold the patents to the
business model which we know by research is much needed
In late 2013 early 2014 Controlabill raised capital funding of $600k which proved wholly
inadequate to get the job done. Since then we have tried to partner with many
organisations singularly and collectively illustrating for each the substantial competitive
advantage they would get domestically and globally.
In 2014 Controlabill’s IP was granted Patent status. Our two granted patents run until April
2027.
These cover;
 Centralisation of the establishment, change, suspension or cancellation of Authorities
given by a consumer or small business that facilitates a payment.
 Using data in the authorities for the purpose of the creation of a recurring payment
budget and its separation from discretionary payments,
 Bill smoothing across the quantum of said expenses.
As previously stated Controlabill’s solution never touches the payment system. This makes it
an extremely low-cost build compared to other solutions past and present. It is entirely
indifferent to the plumbing of the payment itself and is indifferent as to whether the
payment is settled using BECS or NPP or Credit Card, for example.
Controlabill’s IP drives significant benefits to all parties to the system and facilitates other
objectives of Government and Regulators such as a cheaper way of providing an entry point
and a management point to most of the Consumer Data for CDR in Open Banking and its
extension to Telco’s, Utilities and Insurance
The hub App is also able to utilise real data rather than HEM, algorithmic or other static data
in budget systems or statements of position. Also, what we propose will substantially
increase capabilities like process improvement and efficiency dividends. It will also create a
new product innovation platform, build customer trust through customer intimacy, while
also driving time savings, improved credit scores and monetary benefits to consumers
including the reduction of late payment fees (currently circa $350 per household).
The founders of Controlabill foresaw this need and have created and protected a system
which removes the problems.
At its core, Controlabill’s patented system is a customer centric, secure, cloud-based
management system where a customer can setup, manage, modify and cancel all his or her
Direct Debits. From this core Controlabill has also developed concepts for money
management, budgeting, bill smoothing, account switching and CDR permission
management
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Centralised authority hub delivers on the objectives of the CDR for competition and
switching
1. Much simplified, real-time updates of authorities. Instructions can be enacted online in
real time (previously weeks);
a. One at a time (add, remove or change a single provider),
b. All together (when changing Bank, Bank Account or Credit Card details or moving
home) takes seconds, not hours,
2. 360-degree acknowledgement in real time (previously weeks),
3. Authorities never touch value transactions therefore the system is a much simpler build
and allows separation of essential payments from discretionary spending,
4. Data in the authorities allows for a forward projected household budget that can be set
up in minutes by the data owner (or delegated to specialists),
5. Smoothing of bills is designed into the system. Multiple set up options exist using one or
two accounts such that income is deposited in one account and monies for essential
recurring expenditure is switched to a “Pay bills” account,
6. “Pay bills” accounts may carry overdraft or line of credit facilities to manage timing
differences,
7. Data in the hub may be easily shared with multiple entities, leading to product
innovation,
8. The more the system is be used, leads to stronger authentication and stronger digital
identity,
9. Can be used for loan assessment and better credit scores and consequent pricing,
10. Authority categories allow for specialist brokers/comparators to be selected and
managed under the CDR and a consumer may wish to pick several, one for each
category, the app makes this process simple to manage. Savings per household are
substantial as indicated. Multiple brokers may be chosen from many,
a. Finder is capable of looking at all categories but specializes in credit cards,
b. Compare the market can do all categories but specialize in general insurance as
does Choosi,
c. Lendi and Mozo do Lending and Home loans,
d. iSelect specialize in health insurance.
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a. Business environment
Recurring household expenditure
Recurring payments now represent 60% of household expenditure. This increase is likely to
continue as billers increase bill frequency and more shift to recurring subscription models.
In addition, consumers enjoy the convenience of “set and forget” payments that avoid late
fees and provide peace of mind.

The market is saturated with budgeting solutions and most of these are static and look
backwards into history. Controlabill will show a simple method to not only set up a
household budget that looks forward and takes only 15 minutes to do, but once done will
also be truly set-and-forget for the consumer for at least the year ahead. This service could
also be delivered by trusted advisers.
We believe it is well understood that the direct entry system is the largest payment system
in the recurring expense arena with around 8.5 million households conducting over 100
million transactions monthly (more than 1.3 billion annually) in Australia alone and growing
rapidly. These statistics would suggest that the greater part of every household’s recurring
budget is already settled via this channel. Other channels such as BPAY and Post Billpay are
reducing in size.
Analysis suggests that there are circa 120 million authorities driving this system and the
information contained in them is critical to the objectives of the CDR. Centralising this data
at the customer level also leads to potentially better interest rates (which is the simplest
benefit to achieve) and better delegation to specialist brokers and comparators.
The next figure constructs a typical family budget using the same 2016 Household Income
and Expenditure Survey which concluded that the typical household expenditure exceeds
$70,000.

Compare and Save
Product
Mortgage
Medibank
Car Insurance 1
Car Insurance 2

Annual Payment

Pay by Direct Debit

$30,000
$2,000
$1,000
$1,000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Possible Savings from
Supplier Comparison
$2,500
$400
$200
$200

Your Savings

$388
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Life Insurance
Income Protection
Home and Contents
Pets
Phones
Internet
Pay TV
Personal Loan
Car Lease
Credit Cards x 3
Electricity
Gas
Sub Total
Non-competitive Payments
Rates
Water
Car Registration
Subscriptions x 3
Sub total
FINAL TOTAL

$600
$1,200
$1,800
$500
$3,500
$1,200
$1,200
$5,000
$5,000
$6,000
$4,000
$2,000
$66,000

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$1,200
$1,200
$1,400
$400
$4,200
$70,200

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

$100
$200
$400
$100
$500
$300
$300
$1,000
$1,000
$2,000
$400
$200
$9,800

$2,315

$2,703

Importantly, all the elements of this hypothetical budget can be paid for by the set-andforget direct debit system. The figure also suggests possible savings are to be had, should
permission be granted to a Broker or Comparator to use this information to get a better
deal. Our research suggests savings of near to $10,000 could be achieved per average
household if only their data was better structured and in a format that giving permission to
a third party broker or comparator is simple. Controlabill achieves this in its process
framework
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i. Value Proposition for Consumers

Control direct
debits
Comparative
shopping

Easier switching

Late fee
avoidance

Set and forget
budgeting
Bill smoothing
line of credit

Controlabill’s IP is able to capitalise on a wealth of consumer-led data to;
1. Control direct debits
Gives a single point control to the consumer for the purposes of easy establishment,
changes, suspension and cancellation of their Authorities. If a household had the details
of its providers and the authorities given, in a central app then moving home, moving
bank, moving supplier is two second task,
2. Easier switching
This allows also for simple switching and authorised information can be passed to third
parties for the purposes of soliciting competitive offers,
3. Set and forget budgeting
The establishment of a forward-looking budget is a set and forget process that takes 15
minutes with a single biller set up in as little as 20 seconds. Once set up, payments are
made automatically, saving late payment fees and any blemishes to a credit score.
Saves time and provides peace of mind in managing finances stemming from a once a
year set-up. Assists in the building of a digital identity of a customer, their recurring
spending patterns and their financial situation based on real data, the extent to which a
consumer may be able to fully provide this data to a credit provider may result in
significant pricing benefits in loan applications Research shows a 40- 65% household
uptake of this budgeting process. Time poor customer love it because it saves time and
removes the late payment risk. Cash poor customers because it ensures payment and
gives peace of mind. Organised people because it does what they do more efficiently
and disorganised because it brings control,
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4. Bill smoothing
Assist the customer to separate essential payments from discretionary payments and to
provide for them by a regular transfer to the bill payment account. A line of credit or
overdraft may be established to manage timing differences,
5. Late fee avoidance
Assist the consumer in saving hundreds of dollars (typical household is $350) per annum
in late payment fees,
6. Comparative shopping
Sharing data for loan consolidation for sharing with trusted brokers financial planners
and comparison business,
Centralised authority management also solves a significant consumer problem by providing
a very convenient means of managing or transferring direct debits.

These tools are accessible via mobile, tablet or PC app
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ii.

Value Proposition for Billers;

Reduced process,
call centre costs

Control of churn

Reduced
receivables cost

Reduced
marketing costs

Increased use of
direct debit
Fewer re-issue
statements

1. Reduced Process and Call Centre costs
Billers prefer direct payments for multiple reasons related to control of their receipting
processes, lower transaction costs and savings in reminder bills. A centralised
management facility that makes it easy for billers to establish and manage via API to
facilitate daily electronic file update and retrieval. Online access to consumer authorities
for the full statutory period,
2. Reduced receivables costs
Direct debit is cheaper than other payment channels and billers are in control of
payment timing. Cost of obtaining the authority is reduced dramatically. Our process
charges a low set fee per authority created or changed and an ongoing maintenance fee
that is significantly cheaper for the biller,
3. Increase the use of direct debit
Most billers attempt to increase the usage of this channel and the proposed process will
provide incentive for consumers to use it as they gain better control,
4. Fewer re-issue statements
The process of bill smoothing will improve the paid on time ratio reducing other costs,
5. Reduced marketing costs
Consumer control breaks down resistance to direct debit leading to greater uptake and
lessens the need for expensive marketing and incentives to use Direct Debit,
6. Control of churn
Billers’ real time information relating to a cancellation request, alerts retention teams to
achieve improved retention and customer lifetime value.
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b. Proposed Solution
We propose the creation of a piece of National Infrastructure, in consortia with Controlabill,
Government, and other potential trusted parties.
This National Infrastructure will provide the backbone to understanding actual cash flows of
customers and the suppliers they use. The infrastructure will be platform-based, separating
a customer’s recurring payments from discretionary spending while automating the
Authority process for a seamless and transparent process solution to managing their
household expenditure. The platform would capture Authority metadata, providing
customer-led insights on spending patterns and the customer’s financial situation, while
also allowing for digital wallet and other product development.
Firstly, using our solution makes possible the separation of daily life purchases from those
must pay recurring payments (60% of the average household’s expenditure is on recurring bills) and
most of those are paid by direct debit and most suppliers would like to increase the
proportion of receivables settled this way.
Our offering has been extensively researched, demonstrating extremely high levels of
market attractiveness and household take up. For the consumer this is the only process
where an actual operating budget can be set up in 15 minutes for the year ahead, and once
set, requires no further action. Aside from being able to provide real data to a prospective
lenders, this IP has many other benefits to all parties which is explained below.
Government and Regulators have made it quite clear that they would like to see
substantially more competition and easier switching and better control of life admin and
these drivers have been at the heart of the Controlabill solution our design mantra is save
time, save money and give peace of mind.
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c. Implementation approach
Our proposed solution contains three elements:
Authority Management
Create the central authority management hub, coupled with a forward-looking budget.
Phase one handles all account types that can accept a direct debit from any Bank or Credit
Card issuer, either singularly or with multiple accounts at the same time. Phase one also
establishes API’s with billers.
The basic screens cover: log on and authentication (not shown), home screen, initial set up,
a summary screen of your billers and the amounts you pay them annually, adding a new
biller and modifying an existing biller.
The system is simple to use, allowing individual biller changes or macro changes to all your
billers at once. Changing banks, billers or moving home can be done in seconds.
Not shown, is the verification of instructions, which is sent by billers to acknowledge the
change instructions have been received and acted on (360-degree verification) Not shown
also is the permissions for third party access.
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Bill smoothing
There is significant seasonality in bills and a few above-average months can make budgeting
difficult. Smoothpay enables customers to calculate a flat amount per pay cycle and
allocate this to their bill payment account. Customers can then choose a transaction/DDA
account or another account with a line of credit to manage timing differences. A flat
amount per pay cycle is transferred to the bill pay account to ensure all bills are paid on
time. Centralised bill smoothing across all bills is simpler and better for consumers, billers
and banks

The bill smoothing screen could look like the following:
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Comparison Services – The solution manages permissions that allows for sharing of
information with trusted brokers and comparison services to obtain better deals. Once
given, the system may make competitive product suggestions and remind you of savings
already made and those still to be made.
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d. Required Investment
This solution can be established and marketed to the community for less than $10m in startup funding covering the Build, Staffing and Marketing and thereafter, it can be set up to run
as a profit centre. BACS in the UK created a complete resource centre for direct debit which
could be done by BECS or whichever pull system replaces it in this country to great
community benefit.
This cost estimate compares most favourably with Tick and Flick, MAMBO where hundreds
of millions were invested.
In its deliberations the review might also take a view that this could be established by an
independent GOC who would run this to the benefit of the Community and Government
policy. A biller consortium could manage this as an independent entity. It might run similarly
to NPPA, EFTPOS or B-pay as another possibility.
Lastly, of course there are a very large number of FinTech’s that would benefit from running
this as a separate business. For a FinTech this is an entry point into payments and its rich
data without needing to get involved in the payments space, which can be complex and
expensive. An Apple or a Google could take this global as the processes described here are
ubiquitous globally.
Establishment of this central approach can be achieved at a fraction of the cost of current
processes, because it only improves on the authority process which is ubiquitous. We never
get involved with the payment or the payment system in any way.
Controlabill recognises, as does the RBA and the ACCC, that the tension between the
payments industry working together on improving systems faces the dual issue of
institutional inertia and fundamental conflicts of interest. This has frustrated everyone
through Government, Treasury, Regulators Media and Customers alike.
Controlabill offers a solution that can be built now, faster and more cheaply for consumers
and small business.
26/07/2019
Reserve Bank of Australia
Attn: Mr. Tony Richardson
Dear Tony,
CONTROLABILL’S SUBMISSION to the RBA - re NPP Functionality and Access
Controlabill Pty Ltd (Controlabill) and its Directors thank you, your team and the RBA for the
opportunity to comment on NPP’s Consent and Mandate System (CMS) and its potential
overlap with Controlabill’s patented Authority Management System (AMS).
The Direct Debit system is by far the most efficient form of payment, both from the customers
(Payers) and suppliers (Billers) point of view, and most likely all the participants in between.
It is also by far the largest system by value and near the top in the number of transactions. It
continues to grow, in depth and breath, as more and more transactions are converted to
subscriptions.
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Despite all this, the management of the system is chaotic and constraining. Our research
shows that Australia’s take up of Direct debit is considerably behind that of the UK and
Europe, and not that far ahead of the US.
Our submission revolves around our IP concerning the management of Direct Debit
Authorities. These Authorities are the essential underlying mandate or permission from the
Payer to the Biller granting the latter permission to pull money from the Payers bank or card
and as such is that is the foundation of the system. Without such a mandate or authority
from the Payer, no system can work.
We contend that our solution can fix much of what is wrong with the current system, and
there is no need to wait for the implementation of the CMS system.
The current way these authorities are set up, modified and cancelled varies from biller to
biller, which means, in aggregate, a very complicated and difficult to manage system,
especially from the point of view of the payer, and to a lesser extent the biller. Since regularly
recurring payments form, (by value), the largest share of the average household payments, it
makes eminent sense that the management of these payments should be streamlined and
devoid of any unnecessary friction.
It should be noted however, that our system has nothing to do with the actual payments
system “plumbing” itself, be it the current BECS system or the mooted CMS under the NPP.
Indeed, whatever system is used, even if both are used in parallel, the underlying authority,
and the management of that authority will be a key determining factor of the success of that
system.
It is our belief that the friction in the current “system” of Direct Debit management is a
significant factor in reducing competition, not only in the banking system but also in areas
such as energy, telecommunications, right down to the fabled gym membership.
The complexity and sheer hassle involved in changing direct debit authorities, often trumps
the desire to move banks, change credit cards, or change suppliers.
It is often said, perhaps cynically, that billers and banks, like the direct debit system the way
it is because it reduces churn and creates stickiness. That may be true, but a business or
indeed an industry that bets its survival on locking customers in, really has no long-term
future, and the authorities and regulators are duty bound to ensure that the system is
designed such that it does not encourage or support such anti-competitive behaviour.
The Controlabill AMS system could go a long way to solving the pain and friction of this part
of the payment system. In so doing, it would encourage its growth and remove a significant
barrier to competition and make our financial system and other large incumbencies such as
energy companies more efficient.
Controlabill’s AMS, in conjunction with NPP features such as PayID, the objectives of the so
called but failed “tick and flick” initiative and account number portability program would
largely be solved.
Moreover, Controlabills AMS could be implemented in well under two years at a very small
fraction of the cost, of the proposed CMS, and even if the CMS were to go ahead the
Controlabill AMS could be designed such that it would work with either system, even in
parallel.
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While we have approached leading industry players, such as major banks, utilities and so on,
we have not been able to convince any one of them to, shall we say, break ranks and pursue
this concept. Clearly, as you would understand, it is not likely that a small company such as
ours would have the ability to gain the trust of billers and indeed payers to implement the
system single handedly. On the other hand, we do hold the patents to the idea and will fight
to protect our rights.
We submit, that with the encouragement of the RBA, Controlabills AMS system could gain
the traction it deserves, and in so doing a significant barrier to competition could be removed
and the objectives to improve the nations systems as envisioned by the RBA, ACCC and
Parliament and many others could be well served, quickly and economically.
Regards
Bernard Wright – Founder Director

26/07/2019
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Introduction to Controlabill’s IP
Controlabill is a small start-up company in the payments space with patents granted 1 over
this critical part of the payment system, namely the management of the Direct Debit
Authority. Our Authority Management System (AMS), will take out a lot of the friction
associated with Direct debits, and thereby encourage its growth, improve competition
between financial institutions and major billing institutions such as energy companies,
telcos, insurance and many other companies.
Derivative benefits will accrue such as improving lending decision making because
customers future expenditure commitments are far more visible and accessible to lenders.
This in turn, meets several other objectives of Government and Regulators such as Bank
Switching / Open Banking and stimulating competition among service providers to the
benefit of Australian households. There are also significant efficiency dividends for billers
and banks together with cross-sell opportunities. For the consumer, convenience and
simplicity drive peace of mind and substantial dollar benefits.
Controlabill’s offering and patented IP is a simple, low cost, centralised hub for customers to
manage their payment instruction Authorities in one place.
Authorities drive Australia’s direct entry payment system which is growing rapidly and
settling approximately 1.3 billion recurring household direct debit payments each year 2. The
authority drives and describes the relationship with the Consumer, and the Biller service
provider and the permission given to the service provider to draw funds from the customers
bank account. Authorities also contain the essential information to build an accurate view of
a customer’s expenditure habits and our granted patent covers the usage of this
information for the purpose of creating a set and forget budget and from this the
establishment of an aggregated bill smoothing process which is a convenience feature for
consumers and SME’s and is essential to wallet product development.
To summarise Controlabill’s patent, it covers the centralisation of the establishment,
change, suspension or cancellation of Authorities given by a consumer or small business
that facilitates a payment.
The patent goes on to cover using data in the authorities for the purpose of the creation of a
recurring payment budget and its separation from discretionary payments.
It goes on further to describe bill smoothing across the quantum of said expenses.
As previously stated Controlabill’s solution never touches the payment system. This makes it
an extremely low cost build compared to others solutions past and present. It is entirely
indifferent to the plumbing of the payment itself and is indifferent as to whether the
payment is settled using BECS or NPP or credit card, for example.
Controlabills IP drives significant benefits to all parties to the system and facilitates other
objectives of Government and Regulators such as a cheaper way of providing most of the
Consumer Data CDR of Open Banking and its extension to Telco’s, Utilities and Insurance for
the purposes of creating innovation and competition.
1

AU2007242060B2

Australian Payments Council (2018) Framing the next generation of payments: Annual Review 2018. Available at:
https://www.auspaynet.com.au/sites/default/files/2018-11/AnnualReviewFINAL_WEB_5November.pdf.
2
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Consumer benefits
Controlabill’s IP is able to capitalise on a wealth of consumer-led data to;
1. Gives a single point control to the consumer for the purposes of easy establishment
changes suspension and cancellation of their Authorities. This allows also for simple
switching and when authorised information can be passed to third parties for the
purposes of soliciting competitive offers
2. Saves time and provides peace of mind in managing finances stemming from a 15
minute once a year set and forget budget
3. Build a digital identity of a customer, their recurring spending patterns and their
financial situation based on real data, the extent to which a consumer may be able
to fully provide this data to a credit provider may result in significant pricing benefits
in loan applications,
4. Assist the consumer in saving hundreds of dollars ($350) per annum in late payment
fees and
5. Research shows a 40- 65% uptake Time poor customer love it because it saves time
and removes the late payment risk. Cash poor customers because it ensures
payment and gives peace of mind. Organised people because it does what they do
more efficiently and disorganised because it brings control.
Biller benefits
Billers prefer direct payments for multiple reasons related to control of their receipting
processes lower transaction cost and savings in reminder bills.
Billers Prefer Direct Debit and Controlabill’s process allows for;
7. This to be white-labelled to a central management facility that makes it easy for
billers to establish and manage via API
8. to facilitate daily electronic file update and retrieval.
9. Online access to consumer authorities for the full statutory period
10. Consumer control breaks down resistance to direct debit leading to greater
uptake and lessens the need for expensive incentives
11. Our process charges a low set fee per authority created or changed and an
ongoing maintenance fee,
12. Billers achieve significant cost reductions in Billing, Credit, Receipting Call cCntres
and Statementing as well as improved retention and lifetime value.
Bank benefits
There are multiple benefits for banks;
1. It answers the Regulatory push for the removal of direct debit barriers to switching,
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2. Significant float of new deposits Recurring bills are 60% of household expenditure,
3. New product opportunities. Also, what we propose will substantially increase
capabilities like process improvement and efficiency over current processes. It will
also create a new product innovation platform, and build customer trust through
customer intimate solutions,
4. A simple service for regional customers to manage their finances,
5. Controlabill’s IP demonstrates that some very basic changes made to the way we
create Authorities in the direct entry system will enable improved lending
decisioning. develop accurate financial benchmarks that inform best-practice lending
standards for Government agencies and credit providers. Banks use real data rather
than HEM, algorithmic or other static data in budget systems or statements of
position. intimacy while also driving time savings, improved credit scores and
monetary benefits to consumers including the reduction of late payment fees
(currently circa $350 per household),
6. Much improved financial planning.
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The Direct Debit System Today
Consumers businesses and billers are increasingly opting to use Direct Debit as a payment
channel. Traditionally Direct debits were restricted to just the larger non-discretionary
payments such as rent, mortgage utilities, and hire-purchase, however in the last five years
many other types of purchase once firmly in the area of discretionary payments are now
being channelled into the regularly recurring payments area. Software, music, movies are
now often purchased by subscription rather than one off purchase. Even in areas that are
traditionally covered by direct debit such as those mentioned are now offered with a much
wider choice of payment frequency. You can now choose to pay your utility bills monthly
instead of quarterly, even mortgage payments traditionally paid monthly can be paid
fortnightly, offering considerable savings over the long-term.
THE PAIN OF DIRECT D EBIT
Traditionally the set up and management of these Authorities was the purview of the client’s
bank, however in the eighties, in most countries this responsibility was devolved entirely to
the biller. Consequently, the payer needs to deal individually with each biller for which he or
his household, has a direct debit arrangement. Each biller has a different system, and requires
unique information from you, to interact with their system. The complexity, hassle factor and
sheer time that is needed when a customer wants to or has to (in the case of lost cards) switch
payment accounts at a bank or credit card company, will only get worse as the system grows.
An oft touted benefit of Direct Debit is the concept of ‘set and forget’. The problem is that
when you need to remember the details to make a change, it becomes a nightmare – most
customers DO forget the details. Who remembers their energy bill account number?

Figure 1 The Direct debit payment landscape today. Like a payments jungle. This will only get worse over time as complexities increase
through customers having more payment accounts, more direct debits, and higher payment frequencies consumers manage multiple
forms and formats interfacing through mail phone and online methodologies through to multiple biller processes paid by multiple
accounts.

Moreover, gone are the days when the average household had just one bank account. Today,
typical households can have two or three bank accounts; self-managed super accounts, not
to mention a whole host of credit and debit cards, linked to different accounts. People often
want to chop and change to take advantage of promotional offers3, manage cash flow or
simply manage their affairs, and while some billers may quietly relish the idea that making
things difficult for the customer to control the relationship, this is no basis to build sustainable
customer loyalty, indeed the opposite.
3 Promo offers like double points, interest free periods etc.
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The pain, however, doesn’t stop at the set up and management of the authority. As Direct
Debit becomes more ubiquitous some households with 15 to 20 Direct debits are faced with
managing 250 to 300 payments a year, that’s more than 1 per business day.
To ensure the system works as planned, the customer needs to know they have:
•
the right money
•
in the right account
•
at the right time,
Get it wrong in just one of the above could mean late charges, dishonour charges, disruption
of service and even credit impairment.
It’s a hard-enough task to manage as it is… it becomes even more difficult when you are
managing your finances as more and more people do, via your mobile device.
In summary, the problems with the Direct Debit system can be stated as follows
•
Cost: Although the transaction costs are lower for Billers, the Cost of setting up and
managing the Direct Debit can be quite high. And while paper systems are gradually being
replaced by online setup there is still a significant management cost, especially when
customers want to change. Consumers also find the hassle and time cost too high as well.
•
Administrative Burden: The set and forget concept is great... until it isn’t. Looking at
the figure 1, a sought of a payments jungle, one can see the difficulty a consumer might
have should he want to change the relationship of a biller from one bank/card to another.
•
Lack of Control: Since the current system is set up individually by each biller, the
customer is faced with a wide range of different forms, options, and rules, As such
consumers often feel they are ceding too much control. The difficulty of managing such a
diverse process leads to the fear that due to a forgotten commitment we may inadvertently
overdraw, or worse still be stranded with no way to pay and/or embarrassed when our card
is declined unexpectedly.
The irony of this payment management nightmare in an area that supposed to be ‘set and
forget’ is remarkable, so why is direct debit continuing to grow as a payment channel?
THE ATTRACTION OF DIRECT DEBIT.
Despite the difficulties discussed above however, the growth in direct debit not only
continues but in many cased the growth is accelerating4. The reason is simply that direct debit
is an attractive and convenient solution to all the parties involved.
•
For the customer, it has the advantage of ensuring that bills are paid on time,
avoiding late charges, disruption of service, and credit rating protection. Once set
up there is and virtually no administration, so lots of time saved.
•
For the biller; Cash flows are more predictable, late collection costs are less,
transaction costs are lower, and customers tend to be stickier5
•
For the banks in between, whilst they may earn higher fees from other systems
such as B-Pay6, their costs are lower with direct debit, and they are less vulnerable
to disruption from new payments companies because they control the
infrastructure.
There is also other drivers such as the rise of the subscription economy, higher payment
frequency options which our analysis uncovers that explain the growth and indeed provide
4

Reserve Bank of Australia, Capgemini World Payments Report 2014, McKinsey, BCG Global Payments 2014, BACS
UK et al
5
6

This could be controversial because some argue that the reason direct debit Customers are “stickier” is because of the hassle factor of changings
B-Pay is a Bank owned system
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good reasons for believing the future of direct debit is strong in Controlabill’s covered
markets and the rest of the world. We explore these in more detail in the Direct Debit
Market section of this memorandum

THE CONTROLABILL SOLUTION
The founders of Controlabill foresaw this need and have created and protected a system
which removes the disadvantages listed previously in this document.
At its core, Controlabill’s patented system is a customer centric cloud based the
management system where a customer can setup, manage, modify and cancel all his direct
debits. From this core Controlabill has also developed concepts for money management,
budgeting, bill smoothing and ultimately account switching.
These features will not only by and large eliminate most of the disadvantages of the current
system, they will enhance the existing money management and budgeting tools and provide
one of the main missing links, that can make the digital wallet a reality.
The customer’s ability to manage from one central place all his direct debit authorities
includes the benefits of features such as “change once change all”, particularly good for lost
card, or account switching. Benefits of linking to the banks money management and
budgeting tools will also be significant.
Billers by outsourcing7 the set up and management of their direct debits, will lower their
costs, and as a consequence of the easier management for customers, they will be able to
move more and more customers onto direct debit. They too will benefit from the “change
once change all” convenience that is made possible by an independent centralised system 8.

Figure 2 a much more streamlined approach

For the most part, Controlabill’s set up system will be embedded into the biller’s web site or be linked by an API. After setup however the customer will be
able to manage each direct debit from a centralised hub.
8 No biller could implement this feature unilaterally.
7
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Payments Environment
The following graphic was assembled using data from the 2016 household income and
expenditure survey and while we appreciate there is no such thing as an average, the typical
households is as reflected in the survey. Gathering actual data is critical to the lending
decision.

Figure 3: Recurring household expenditure

The market is saturated with budgeting solutions and most of these are static and look
backwards into history. Controlabill will show a simple method to not only set up a
household budget that looks forward and takes only ten minutes to do, but once done will
also be truly set-and-forget for the consumer.
We believe it is well understood that the direct entry system is the largest payment system
in the recurring expense arena with around 8.5 million households conducting over 100
million transactions monthly (more than 1.3 billion annually) in Australia alone and growing
rapidly. These statistics would suggest that the greater part of every household’s recurring
budget is already settled via this channel. Other channels such as BPAY and Post Billpay are
reducing in size.
The maths therefore also suggests that there are circa 100 million Authorities driving this
system and the information contained in them is critical to lending decisioning.
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The next figure constructs a typical family budget using the same 2016 Household Income
and Expenditure Survey which concluded that the typical household expenditure exceeds
$70,000.
Importantly, all the elements of this hypothetical budget can be paid for by the set-andforget direct debit system.
The figure also suggests possible savings are to be had, should permission be granted to a
Broker or Comparator to use this information to get a better deal. Our research suggests
savings of near to $10,000 could be achieved per average household if only their data was
better structured and in a format that permissioning it to a third party was simple.
Controlabill achieves this in its process framework.
Better data also leads to potential better interest rates which is the simplest benefit to
kids, 1 dog, 2 cars, 2 incomes, 20 suppliers
achieve.
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Figure 4: Illustrative family budget with 2 incomes, 2 children, 1 dog, $500k mortgage, 2 cars & 20 suppliers
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Centralisation of market power and
conflicts of interest
So, if the Controlabill solution is so good, why hasn’t it been able to gain traction?
Controlabill recognises, as does the RBA and the ACCC, that:
the tension between the payments industry working together on improving system
faces the dual issue of institutional inertia and fundamental conflicts of interest.
The current model has hardly placed the industry at the vanguard of innovation the
costs of this lack of innovation are born by others. This has frustrated everyone
through Government, Treasury, Regulators Media and Customers alike.
The Centralised Management of Consumer and SME Authorities should be a new process
wherein a customer has a data right to access simply the information captured in the
Authorities he or she have severally or jointly given. This data should be assembled in a way
that simply allows access to the data even though multiple bank accounts or credit card
accounts may be involved and multiple biller service providers or subscription service
providers.
Controlabill offers a solution that can be built now, faster and more cheaply. Should the
CMS still be developed as it may contain even a richer feature set, the Controlabill solution
could overlay it.
As stated above we unaware of the actual full scope of the CMS although we have had a full
meeting with Vanessa Chapman at NPPA who described the system in general terms,
therefor the following may apply but may also depend on the implementation model;
1. If the CMS is only available on NPP the benefits of CMS may only be available on a
more expensive channel,
2. It is unclear how NPPA can distance itself from its shareholder relationships and
possible monetary returns particularly where complex share of wallet effects arise
with multiple banks being involved in a single customer relationship particularly
where those relationships extend beyond the 13shareholders,
3. Both the RBA and the ACCC recognise and disappointment with progress to achieve
innovation and competition it is entirely possible that this important matter may be
allowed to drag on for years,
4. Self- regulated oligopoly provides no internal pressure for innovation and change. It
is noteworthy that no bank in Australia provides an active/ predictive set and forget
budgeting service, though this is a core reason for being.
5. Governance of NPPA CMS is entirely clouded so it is difficult to comment at this
stage
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Implementation approach
Our proposed solution would be implemented using a three-phase approach:
Phase one – Create the central authority management hub, coupled with a forward-looking
budget. Phase one handles all account types that can accept a direct debit from any Bank or
Credit Card issuer, either singularly or with multiple accounts at the same time. Phase one
also establishes API’s with billers. The data in the Customer Hub can then be permissioned
to a lender for the purpose of building an accurate credit score and ability to repay decision.
In Figure 4 below we illustrate the simplicity of the stand-alone system that doesn’t need to
interface with any legacy systems or payment systems other than by API
The basic screens cover: log on and authentication (not shown), home screen, initial set up,
a summary screen of your billers and the amounts you pay them annually, adding a new
biller and modifying an existing biller.
The system is simple to use, allowing individual biller changes or macro changes to all your
billers at once. Changing banks, billers or moving home can be done in seconds.
Not shown is the verification of instructions, which is sent by billers to acknowledge the
change instructions have been received and acted on (360-degree verification) Not shown
also is the permissions for third party access to this data for the purpose of lending
decisions.

Figure 4: phase one screens

Phase two – Develop a two-account system, ‘salary in’ account and ‘bill pay from’ account,
that separates essential and recurring expenditure.
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Salaries are paid, as usual, into one account but an immediate transfer of the smoothed or
average amount calculated to cover all bills due is transferred to the bill pay from account.
See figures 5 & 6 below. The ‘bill pay from’ account may also be supported by a temporary
overdraft to manage any short-term timing differences. This separation means, the right
money in the right account at the right time with no more late payment fees and
impediments to credit history. The user also has the opportunity to do this weekly,
fortnightly or monthly. Whatever remains in the ‘salary in’ account can be used for
discretionary spending.
Not shown here is the ability to determine buffer amounts, at either the individual biller
level or macro level for all of an individual’s billers. The system also allows for CPI
adjustment either automatic or specified.
In the example below, we use the systems forecast household expenditure for the month to
show that it could exceed the salary transfer. On other months this could be reversed
therefore in some cases there could be a need for an overdraft limit, though this will be
temporary.
Figure 5: Bill smoothing

Bill smoothing
o

There is significant seasonality in bills

o

A few above average months can make budgeting
difficult

o

Smoothpay enables customers to calculate a flat amount
per pay cycle and allocate this to their bill payment
account

o

Customers can choose a transaction/ DDA account or
another account with a line of credit to manage timing
differences

o

A flat amount per pay cycle is transferred to the bill pay
account to ensure all bills are paid on time

o

Centralised bill smoothing across all bills is simpler and
better for consumers, billers and banks

Income

Biller 1

Transact ion/ DDA
Account (can be at
any bank)

Biller 2

Smoot hPay

Bill Pay Account

Biller 3
Biller 4
Biller n

.
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Figure 6: Bill smoothing screen

Phase three - In figure 7 the screens manage permissions to share the information with
trusted Brokers and Comparison Services to obtain better deals. Once given, the system
may make competitive product suggestions and remind you of savings already made and
those still to be made
Figure 7: Competitive product suggestions for consumers to save money

Summary
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Our client does not accept that the NPP infringes Australian Patents 2012244223 or 2007242060 (the
Patents). The NPP is a fundamentally different system, in both architecture and function, to that
disclosed and claimed in the Patents. Our client also strongly rejects your suggestion that NPPA did
not properly consider the intellectual property rights of third parties when developing the MPS.
The MPS
NPPA has not commenced to provide the MPS. Participating financial institutions are in the process
of implementing technical and operational processes to implement the MPS with an anticipated
launch date in late 2021 or early 2022. Broadly, the MPS does not contemplate a system for sending
or managing direct debit authorities. Rather, the MPS permits the creation of an authorisation by a
customer (a payor) to allow their bank to pay funds from their bank account to a creditor (such as a
merchant, service provider or biller)

47775040_4

on a one-off or recurring basis (a Mandate), by a system and protocols that involve the exchange of
messages relating to payment requests and responses, and verification of consents (Proposed
Functionality). Relevantly:

1. (a) the Proposed Functionality leverages existing functionality and components of the NPP

2.
3.

infrastructure to provide lookup and validations functions to enable a creditor’s bank or
service provider to verify the existence of a valid Mandate before sending a mandate payment
initiation request. This look up function facilitated by the exchange of messages does not
contemplate the sending or providing of an authority to a creditor in a form compatible with
the processing system of the creditor;
(b) the Proposed Functionality provides a credit messaging system under which payments
are initiated by the customer’s bank and “pushed” to the creditor’s bank; and
(c) undertheProposedFunctionality,inordertocreateanewMandate,acreditorgathersrequired
information from the customer and requests their bank or service provider to create a new
mandate record. There is no customer registration process where information is captured for
the purposes of establishing Mandates in respect of multiple creditors.

Despite our client’s previous request, you have not properly articulated the basis on which you allege
that the NPP infringes the Patents. In particular, you have not properly explained the basis on which it
is asserted that the essential integers of any of the claims of the Patents are said to be present in the
Proposed Functionality.
If you intend to continue to allege that the MPS infringes any intellectual property held by Controlabill,
NPPA invites you to articulate the basis for that allegation with sufficient particularity (and by
reference to the integers of the claims of the Patents) to enable our client to properly consider its
position. Providing a description of ‘processes’ and ‘use cases’ relating to a system developed by you
is not relevant to the question of infringement of the Patents.
The Patents
We also refer to the recent decisions of the Federal Court of Australia that have provided guidance in
relation to the patentability of computer implemented inventions in Australia. In particular, our client
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invites you to consider the decisions of the Full Court in Commissioner of Patents v Rokt Pte Ltd
[2020] FCAFC 8 and Encompass Corporation Pty Ltd v InfoTrack Pty Ltd [2019] FCAFC 161 as well
as the decision of his Honour Justice Burley in Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Limited v
Commissioner of Patents [2020] FCA 778 that are relevant to consideration of the validity of the
Patents. In each of these cases, the Court found that patents granted by IP Australia were invalid
because they did not describe an invention which was capable of being patented. If you continue to
claim that NPPA infringes the Patents, NPPA reserves its right to argue that the Patents should not
have been granted.
Further correspondence
Patent litigation can be a time consuming and expensive undertaking. To the extent you have not
already done so, we suggest that you obtain legal advice from a practitioner with expertise in patent
litigation.
We ask that you address all future correspondence relating to this matter to us.
47775040_4 2

We also note that s128 of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) provides for relief, including an award of
damages, to be awarded to a party against which an unauthorised threat of patent infringement is
made.
Yours sincerely
Suzy Madar | Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney NSW 2000 T

|M
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Proposed amalgamation of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA
MA1000020.
Non-confidential version of Dr Geoff Edwards, Charles River
Associates, Proposed Amalgamation of BPAY, eftpos and
NPPA.
An additional submission and comment by Controlabill Pty
Ltd
Dear Mr Reed
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above additional document.
I also read with interest many of the other submissions that you have published regarding
the above. I note that our submission did not appear to be amongst those among those
published, though permission was given.
Regarding the expert opinion from CRA, my first comment would be to the clear difficulty in
responding to papers where the full brief is not for public view and many supporting data
elements are redacted.
In our previous response we made comment as to market power and the role of KWM
throughout the payments arena who act in many cases, we believe in conflict of the public
interest where clear impartiality is needed.
“He who pays the piper calls the tune”
My first question for the ACCC is that perhaps it should query the independence of this
analysis.
Given the importance of this inquiry, if the ACCC cannot conduct its own analysis then it
should hire its own provably independent analysis.
The general thrust of this document seemed to centre around minimal effects on
competition.
On the issue of competition, the ACCC should firstly quantify, whether there is in fact any
meaningful competition now. If four players already act as one and own more than 80%
then the question of impacts on competition is moot.
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I would put it to the ACCC that there is no real competition. This is not something I can
prove though and I would like to see the ACCC publish who makes what revenues from
which payment channel including categories such as BECS and Cards by volume and dollar
value down through the list of members of Auspaynet and up the entire verticals chain.
Four Pillars and Competition
From all that I have read, payments accounts for 25% plus of big four bank revenue
(recorded profits in 2019 was 26.9 billion down 8% on the previous year, profits not
revenue). In allowing this merger I would ask the ACCC whether it would breach (or if in-fact
it already breaches) four pillars legislation as enacted by the Keating government in 1990.
In allowing this merger would this in-fact be allowing substantively the creation of a
monopoly.
As previously stated, it is the view of the writer that this oligopoly is already acting like a
monopoly in its governance and those governance models should be re-examined without
KWM.
The writers view is that full control of payments verticals is extremely unhealthy in driving
for competitive outcomes.
If we were to look at other services markets in electricity, water and telecoms, far from
allowing mergers these verticals were broken up to create competitive tension.
I would put it to the ACCC that it should work with the Productivity Commission to examine
whether a public interest case for anti- trust legislation a more appropriate outcome. Happy
to discuss what a de-merger might look like and how it would achieve the drivers below.
On the issue of competition Mckinsey wrote a paper that there are in fact only 3 paths to
market competitiveness they are simply “Price, Quality and Innovation”
I cannot see any case anywhere globally where monopolies exceed in anyone of those
drivers.
In this case this merger seems to be predicated on the need to prop up NPPA whose price
and quality are questionable as is its market need. If we remove OSKO from NPPA stats it is
a failure on volume because it was driven by suasion not market demand.
On competition and innovation, we have already seen one player write down the value of
its innovation portfolio.
In its dealings with the payments industry Controlabill also seeks a private discussion with
the ACCC regarding sections 45 and 46.

Bernard Wright.
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
21 April 2021
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Intended Breach of Patent by NPPA
Our issue remains with NPPA’s behaviour toward us and their intended deliberate breach of our
Patents and Copyright materials via Its MPS, and their behaviour toward us which we believe
represents proof of an Abuse of Market Power and Unconscionable conduct by 13 of the largest
financial institutions toward a small company with documented and patented IP.
Overlay services in the NPP
At this point the Application and analysis by the ACCC are both silent on the fate of the MPS under
NPPA or NEWCO and we would ask that the ACCC ascertain and make clear its strategic path
under this proposal.
Advice from our legal counsel is such that we should now seek an interim injunction which may
affect this application. Perhaps, Newco may be dissuaded from acquiring the MPS under this
arrangement, because of a potential contingent liability and high likelihood of extensive
reputational damage spreading across multiple Financial Institutions and Regulators who have all
been involved and informed.
We raised this matter to the attention of the ACCC in the first round, but it is not among the issues
being pursued. The issue of NPPA being involved in developing overlay services was specifically
raised by ourselves and Bpay and we both questioned why the NPPA is the vehicle for the MPS.
From our reading, the NPP was never meant to develop overlay services, so why is it
developing the MPS?
For the purpose of understanding this matter in the application we need to understand who
approved the MPS and why and how is it funded? This is a matter of concern and public interest
particularly if RBA funds were used.
The MPS
Treasury has been pressing the payments industry for more than a decade to develop a system
that will help people manage their recurring payments and the authorities/ mandates that drive
them and aid switching as an integrated solution. Over greater than those ten years the payments
industry has not come up with an effective solution. It would appear that that the industry likes
being able to show its working on it but without actually delivering anything useful
So, the question is, why is the MPS (in an area of payments that mostly does peer to peer
transactions) and why will this merger assist the switching situation at all. Our solution would
cover NPP, BECS, Cards and perhaps OSKO 2 and 3 (who we would be delighted to work with).
Another strategic question is why doesn’t this application include BECS (the payments heavy lifter)
why is it left out and not the vehicle for the MPS?
While we appreciate it is relatively early in the history of real time payments, our examination of
the last few months payments statistics published by the RBA reveals that without the Overlay
Service of Bpay (Osko) growth numbers for the NPP may be plateauing at a level a tiny fraction of
Direct Entry. My read is around 10m transactions a day for BECS mostly recurring payments.
Around 1.5 million recurring payments per day for OSKO and 0.5m for NPPA mostly peer to peer.
MPS development in NPPA seems unsound particularly given the wholesale cost of NPPA is twice
that of the retail payment cost for BECS. Eftpos has no relevance to this analysis and we
appreciate the RBA statistics lack granularity of purpose this area to be entirely accurate.
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The serious question we ask and for the ACCC to consider is why does the NPPA still exist? Wasn’t
it just a project and isn’t the project over?
What then is the point of the NPPA's MPS? It may be a faster transaction but, it’s not cheaper
than the DE system and is never likely to be given the complexity of its processes.
Direct Entry is cheap because the service provider does most of the work and there is no value to
users of the Direct Entry system in real time settlement (it already happens six times a day) for
the primary users who are batch processors.
The RBA did an ABC on payment channels in recent years and even after the high set up cost of a
direct debit authority, which we solve, (we believe we can return an efficiency dividend to billers
nearing $1.0bn), direct debit was the cheapest channel. Our read of the NPP transaction process
is likely to put a break point in the biller’s sales process and raise some privacy issues around third
parties looking into accounts they have no relationship with.
Strategically, we have concerns as to why is NPPA the vehicle for this development. We developed
the solution regarding authority centralisation and the consumer app and the biller integration via
API back in 2007 and this was patented in 2012 and we have been promoting this to the industry
under NDA which will be breached by any party using the MPS.
Achieving treasury’s objective in providing a mechanism for switching could not have been started
in a worse place.
Payments Industry Behaviours toward Controlabill
Much is made throughout this application of the benefits to innovation from allowing this
amalgamation which we strongly doubt. In turning an oligopoly into a monopoly, held mostly by
just a few there is no incentive to move beyond the status quo and indeed there is a strong
financial incentive to block innovation.
For this to be believable the board structure of Newco would need to be, four representing
suppliers(banks), four representing users(billers), and four being consumer and SME advocates.
I strongly doubt the big four will allow this. Their proposed structure still allows far too much
influence.
As an observation, regulators might consider a similar structure for Auspaynet and it should report
to the RBA’s Payment Systems Board. The role of the Payment Systems Council seems to offer
little added utility. Under these arrangements external innovators might expect a fair hearing and
a path forward.
Our experience with payments industry oligopoly and NPPA is a disgraceful example of
stonewalling behaviour in a process that they own end to end and for which there is no process of
appeal or an ability to raise a complaint other than through the Courts. Our experience we believe
is a classic example of Abuse of Market Power and may have elements of Unconscionable Conduct.
Which as you know Alex, we have asked the ACCC for assistance regarding these sections of the
ACT.
We first heard of the existence of the NPPA project to centralise authorities known over time as
the AMS, MPS and now known as PayTo, from a sales meeting with Deanne Keetelar of Australia
Post.
We subsequently called a meeting with NPPA and had a half hour meeting with the general counsel
whose presentation to us gave us no reason to be concerned but turned out to be a misdirection.
We hold the presentation which discloses the NPP and its relationship with overlay services should
the ACCC require a proof point that at that time NPPA appeared to have no interest in overlay
services.
A few months later, they released detail of the AMS and their intent to breach our IP became clear.
We attempted via numerous channels to engage with NPPA and its CEO and offered to work
together. This was denied by Adrian Lovney.
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Given the nature of our complaint we tried to engage with the NPPA Board. Again, this was
stonewalled.
We subsequently tried to tell our story to the Shareholders of NPPA and their Boards again no
response.
We attempted to engage with the Regulator. The RBA. We received an informal reply from Tony
Richards sending us back to NPPA. The subject of his response will be raised as an official
complaint to the RBA.
We ultimately received a threatening letter from King, Wood, Mallesons who represent NPPA,
threatening an expensive and long drawn out court process and specific personal threats of
counter suits.
At absolutely no point in any part of months of plights to discuss, did we get one offer to talk. We
believe most people would find strange that these institutions we once had some trust in would
not sit down to at least discuss.
ACCC process going forward
It was always our last intention to arrive at a situation that might involve legal action and we are
surprised that given the parties involved that the shareholders really want a process that will call
into account the integrity of so many involved.
However, the current structures such as a separate NPPA entity offer Controlabill a clear legal
remedy from a company with a revenue stream.
We are concerned that a decision by the ACCC to allow the merger into Newco may interfere with
that remedy given there is no detail as to the intentions of Newco toward the MPS
Accordingly, we would ask the ACCC give its effective date some months from the decision date to
allow parties to consider their legal positions.
Overall the behaviours of this industry do not give confidence in their application. One might have
expected more effort to clean up internally and externally before making this Application.
Yours
Sincerely
Bernard Wright
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
Mob
Email
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•

All these projects and the current” Mandate Payment Service” being proposed as part of
the NPPA breach Controlabill’s IP are regarding “Authorities” Management. (Mandate is
another word for Authority.)

•

Despite many attempts, Controlabill has been ignored and bullied by the banks, industry
associations, their lawyers and at least one regulator.

•

Controlabill would be delighted for the NPPA or Newco to launch a Mandate Payment
Service for customer benefit – provided Controlabill is paid for its IP.

•

The NPPA is owned by 13 Australian financial institutions most of whom have signed NonDisclosure Agreements with Controlabill and are aware of Controlabill’s patents.

•

Any launch by the NPPA or its owners now or in future will be a knowing and blatant
breach of Controlabill’s IP.

•

Stephen & Bernard, as the Founders of Controlabill, have personally invested years and
hundreds of thousands of dollars in developing Controlabill and its IP.

•

The relatively recent Banking & Finance Oath does not seem to have changed behaviour.
We have dealt with executives who are and aren’t signatories who behave the same. We
could not find a single payments executive that has signed the oath other than the
Governor of the RBA.

Despite Banking Enquiries and Royal Commissions, the industry is as arrogant
as ever in not respecting the rights of a small business, seeking to radically
simplify and solve a long-standing banking problem
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26 May 2021

To

Mark Basile
Director
Merger Investigations
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
Level 17, 2 Lonsdale Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
By email: mark.basile@accc.gov.au
Copy to: mergers@accc.gov.au

Dear Mr Basile
Proposed amalgamation of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA — Submissions made by Controlabill Pty Ltd
We refer to submissions made by Controlabill Pty Ltd (Controlabill) on 21 April 2021 and 11 May 2021
(together, the Submissions).
In those Submissions, Mr Bernard Wright, the Founding Director of Controlabill, alleges that King & Wood
Mallesons has a conflict of interest.
Mr Wright is incorrect. King & Wood Mallesons does not have a conflict of interest.
Yours sincerely

Sharon Henrick | Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
T
|M

Christopher Kok | Senior Associate
King & Wood Mallesons
T
|M
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Determination
Application for merger authorisation
lodged by
Industry Committee
in respect of
the proposed amalgamation of ownership of BPAY Group Holding Pty
Ltd, eftpos Payments Australia Limited and NPP Australia Limited
Authorisation number: MA1000020

9 September 2021
Commissioners:
Sims
Rickard
Brakey
Ridgeway
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Glossary
ACCC

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission

Act

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)

ADI

Authorised Deposit-taking Institution

ANZ

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited

AP+

Australian Payments Plus Ltd

AusPayNet

Australian Payments Network Limited – a self-regulatory body and
industry association for payments

BPAY

BPAY HoldCo and its wholly owned subsidiaries, BPAY Group Pty
Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd.

BPAY HoldCo

BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd

BNPL

buy now, pay later

CBA

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

DNDCs

dual network debit cards

eftpos

eftpos debit card scheme and associated infrastructure owned and
operated by EPAL

EPAL

eftpos Payments Australia Limited

ICA

Industry Committee Administration Pty Ltd – the administrator of
Industry Committee which has applied for merger authorisation.

LCR

least-cost routing

major banks

ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC

MPS

NPPA’s Mandated Payment Service (also known as ‘PayTo’)

NAB

National Australia Bank Limited

NFC

near field communication

NPP

New Payments Platform

NPPA

NPP Australia Limited

OpCos

operating companies and wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+ after the
amalgamation (i.e. BPAY HoldCo, EPAL and NPPA)

Osko

BPAY’s Osko services, with 3 elements using the NPP
infrastructure. Osko 1 is an overlay service on the NPP
infrastructure which facilitates real-time account-to-account
4
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payments. Osko 2 is a potential future service that would allow
customers to receive a payment with a document (for instance, a
salary payment together with a payslip). Osko 3 is another potential
future service that would allow a payment request to be sent to a
payer, where the payer can choose which account to pay from,
when and how much is paid.
Prescribed
Services

The services listed in Schedule 1 to the Undertaking

QR

quick-response

RBA

Reserve Bank of Australia

SCT

NPPA’s Single Credit Transfer service

SNDCs

single network debit cards

Undertaking

The court enforceable undertaking provided by AP+ to the ACCC
under s87B(1A) of the Act

WBC

Westpac Banking Corporation

5
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Summary
The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has decided, pursuant to
section 88(1) of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (the Act), to grant authorisation for
the proposed amalgamation of BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd (BPAY HoldCo),1 eftpos
Payments Australia Limited (EPAL) and NPP Australia Limited (NPPA) (referred to as the
amalgamation), after accepting a court enforceable undertaking (the Undertaking) from
Australian Payments Plus Ltd (AP+), which will be the holding company after the
amalgamation.
In reaching the views set out in this determination, the ACCC has had regard to the
submissions provided by a range of parties, and documents and information obtained under
the ACCC’s compulsory information gathering powers, as well as the Undertaking.
The ACCC must not grant authorisation for a proposed acquisition unless it is satisfied, in all
the circumstances, that:


the proposed acquisition would not have the effect, or would not be likely to have the
effect, of substantially lessening competition (‘competition’ limb) or



the proposed acquisition would result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the public,
and that benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public that would result, or be
likely to result, from the proposed acquisition (‘net public benefit’ limb).2

Taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC is satisfied in all the circumstances that the
amalgamation would not, or would not be likely to, substantially lessen competition.
While the ACCC is not required to assess the amalgamation under the ‘net public benefit’
limb of the authorisation test, the ACCC considers that the amalgamation is likely to result in
a public benefit. The ACCC is satisfied that, in all the circumstances, including the
Undertaking, this public benefit is likely to outweigh any likely detriment arising from the
amalgamation, including from a lessening of competition.

Parties to the amalgamation and the transaction
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA, through their respective payment schemes, provide a number of
payment services that are utilised every day by Australian consumers and businesses. After
the amalgamation, they will be wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+. EPAL, NPPA and BPAY
will operate as 3 separate companies, with AP+ determining a unified investment roadmap
for the 3 payment schemes.
BPAY primarily operates a domestic electronic bill payment service that enables users to
make payments through a financial institution’s online, mobile or telephone banking facilities
to organisations which are registered billers.
EPAL’s main business is facilitating electronic payments from customer bank accounts to
merchant bank accounts at the point of sale. EPAL owns and operates the eftpos debit card
scheme and associated infrastructure (eftpos). eftpos is most commonly associated with the
use of plastic debit cards as a payment method for the purchase of goods and services.
However, eftpos also facilitates some online debit card payments and debit card withdrawals
at automatic teller machines.
1

BPAY HoldCo and its wholly owned subsidiaries, BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd, are collectively referred to as
BPAY.

2

Section 90(7) of the Act.
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The New Payments Platform (NPP) was launched in February 2018 and is open access
infrastructure used to facilitate real-time payments between bank accounts within Australia. It
is a more modern version of the existing Direct Entry infrastructure used in transferring
money between bank accounts.3
While the ownership structure, control and voting rights are different for each of BPAY, EPAL
and NPPA, there is a significant degree of existing common ownership across the payment
schemes. In particular, Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited (ANZ),
Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA), National Australia Bank Limited (NAB) and
Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC) (the major banks) have a significant interest in each.4
Under the amalgamation, the major banks’ voting rights will be slightly diluted but they will
continue to have significant influence in determining whether future payment services are
implemented.5

Competition analysis
The ACCC has examined the possible impacts on competition as a result of the
amalgamation. The key aspects of the ACCC’s competition analysis are:


the likely effect of the amalgamation on the future availability of eftpos and least-cost
routing (LCR)



the overlap between current BPAY, EPAL and NPPA services



the loss of potential competition between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA in the future



the likely effect of the amalgamation on third party access to the NPP.

Likely future with and without the amalgamation
If the amalgamation does not proceed, the ACCC considers the status quo is likely to prevail
in the short to medium term. That is, each of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA would continue to
operate as a separate business. The major banks would also retain significant common
ownership interests in each entity, and would continue to have influence over which payment
services are adopted in the future in their capacity as issuers and acquirers.6
Some interested parties have expressed doubts about the viability of eftpos and EPAL (with
or without the amalgamation). The ACCC does not have a basis on which to conclude that
EPAL is a failing firm or that it is likely to cease providing eftpos debit card payments
services in the medium to long term without the amalgamation. The ACCC considers that if

3

The Direct Entry system co-ordinates and facilitates the exchange and settlement of bulk electronic transactions. Direct
Entry is used for such payments as internet banking transactions and direct debit and direct credit instructions. Direct Entry
occurs over the Bulk Electronic Clearing System for electronic debit and credit payment instructions. More information
about the Direct Entry system is available at paragraphs [1.34-1.35].

4

In the case of BPAY, 100% control.

5

The major banks’ voting rights will be diluted under AP+ compared to the rights they variously hold in BPAY, EPAL and
NPPA currently. However, the major banks will still have significant influence in determining whether future payment
services under the AP+ roadmap are implemented. This is because the ability of the major banks to influence the success
of future domestic payment services will not be limited to their role as shareholders of AP+. The major banks collectively
account for around 75% of residential deposits and therefore, the payment services they decide to implement, offer and
promote to consumers is a major factor in how successful a payment method is.

6

Issuers are the financial institution that issued the debit cards or credit cards being used in a purchase transaction.
Acquirers are the merchants’ (e.g. retailers’) financial institution – they are often but not always banks, and facilitate the
processing of a card payment, including collecting payment from the issuers and paying the merchants.
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the amalgamation does not proceed, EPAL would be likely to continue to attempt to diversify
its business.

Effect of the amalgamation on eftpos and LCR
eftpos plays an important role in maintaining competition in the routing of debit card
payments. It is the only domestic debit card scheme in Australia. It is an alternative to and is
often lower cost for merchants than the 2 larger international debit schemes it competes
against: Visa Debit and Debit Mastercard.7
A number of interested parties, particularly small business representatives, have raised
concerns about the effect of the amalgamation on the independence of EPAL, the provision
of eftpos as a low cost debit card service, and the availability of LCR to merchants. Box 1
below explains LCR.
The ACCC has considered the role that eftpos plays in maintaining competition in the routing
of debit card payments and whether the amalgamation is likely to result in a reduction in
support for eftpos from the major banks or AP+. Such a reduction in support may take the
form of, for example, constraining the ability of EPAL to improve or expand its low cost
service model through measures such as offering new types of payments and improving
non-price aspects of its services.
The ACCC considers that the major banks have mixed incentives with respect to eftpos such
that there is a risk that eftpos’ role in the Australian payments system may be diminished in
the future with the amalgamation, which may result in a substantial lessening of competition.
In order to address these competition concerns, the ACCC has accepted the Undertaking,
which obliges AP+ to procure that EPAL maintains eftpos and facilitates the availability of
LCR for a period of 4 years.
The ACCC also notes that the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) has encouraged
competition in debit card payments, for example by promoting the issuing of dual network
debit cards (DNDCs) and the provision of LCR to merchants (see Box 1 below). Further, the
RBA has indicated a willingness to take further steps in the event that eftpos' ability to exert
competitive pressure in debit card payment services was to weaken.8
However, while such steps could be directed to maintaining DNDCs and LCR, they would be
in response to a diminution of eftpos' ability to exert competitive pressure after it has
occurred. The ACCC considered it appropriate to accept the Undertaking because it is likely
to mitigate the risk of such a diminution occurring. By specifically requiring AP+ to maintain
support for eftpos, the Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, reduces the risk that
the major banks as shareholders of AP+ will deprioritise support for eftpos following the
amalgamation.

7

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Consultation Paper, May 2021, pp 8-9.

8

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 13; RBA, Submission to ACCC, 9 July 2021,
pp 3-4.
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Box 1: DNDCs and LCR
DNDCs are debit cards that have point of sale functionality with 2 debit card schemes,
usually eftpos and either Debit Mastercard or Visa Debit. The way the 2 card schemes are
commonly organised on a DNDC means that, absent an instruction at the point of sale,
payments made using that card are routed to Visa Debit or Debit Mastercard (as
applicable) by default. Payments made using DNDCs are routed to eftpos if consumers
choose the ‘cheque’ or ‘savings’ option when inserting or swiping their DNDCs at payment
terminals. Where a card is not inserted or swiped, LCR gives merchants the choice of
routing a contactless payments to eftpos. Contactless payments include the ‘tap and go’
functionality commonly available and used across Australia.
Without LCR, DNDC payments would typically only be processed through the Visa Debit or
Debit Mastercard schemes, for which many merchants may incur higher fees than
payments processed through eftpos.

The amalgamation will result in the loss of an independent EPAL Board which could be
expected to make decisions solely in the interests of EPAL and the eftpos scheme. EPAL
will become a wholly owned subsidiary of AP+ and its Constitution will be amended so that
directors acting in good faith in the interests of AP+ will be taken to be acting in the best
interests of EPAL.9
Further, as one of 3 operating companies (OpCos) wholly owned by AP+, the unified
roadmap developed by AP+ will apply to EPAL. In these circumstances, with AP+ making
decisions on what new functionality is developed or services are invested in, the ACCC
considers that the level and timeliness of support for and investments in the eftpos scheme
may be lower than in the likely future without the amalgamation.
The major banks currently have considerable influence over the decisions made by EPAL
because they each hold voting rights on the EPAL Board, proportional to the volume of
transactions each bank accounts for. The ACCC does not consider that the change in the
proportion of shares and voting rights held by the major banks as a result of the
amalgamation will translate into them exercising greater influence or control over AP+ than
they would exercise over the individual payment schemes without the amalgamation.
The major banks (as issuers and acquirers) currently have the ability to dilute the
competitive influence of the eftpos network by deciding which payment services they will
support; including which eftpos services they offer to their customers and how quickly the
services are made available. Following the amalgamation, the major banks will continue to
each independently decide whether they will implement the functionalities proposed by AP+,
including those related to eftpos.
The major banks have mixed incentives (because of the different roles they have as issuers
and acquirers) to support eftpos by issuing DNDCs and making LCR available to their
merchant customers. The RBA has observed that the major banks are likely to have a
collective incentive to support eftpos and LCR, though their individual incentive to do so may
be relatively weak.10

9

As provided for by s 187 of the Corporations Act 2001; see ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, pp
4 and 11.

10

RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021.
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The ACCC considers that the mixed incentives of the major banks, and AP+ and the ability
of the banks to materially affect AP+ investment decisions, give rise to some uncertainty with
regard to the ongoing support of eftpos and LCR. As a result, there is a risk that the
amalgamation may substantially lessen competition in relation to the routing of debit card
payments.
The Undertaking imposes obligations on AP+ to support eftpos, including by procuring that
EPAL will do all things in its control to make available and promote LCR for 4 years and
develops certain services (the Prescribed Services), some of which facilitate eftpos online
payment services. The development of eftpos’ online payment services will assist in
facilitating LCR for those payments. The ACCC considers that the Undertaking provides
assurance that eftpos’ payments services will be maintained for at least 4 years, and future
functionalities relating to EPAL will be implemented.
The ACCC considers that the Undertaking will work alongside the role of the RBA to
maintain eftpos’ competitive position in the routing of debit card payments and ensures LCR
continues to be available and promoted by eftpos for a period of 4 years, ameliorating the
risk of a substantial lessening of competition.
Taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation is unlikely
to result in a substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of debit card
payments.

Overlap between existing services
The amalgamation of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA will likely soften competition between their
respective payment service offerings. However, it is not likely that there will be a resulting
substantial lessening of competition in any market. This is because the extent of the likely
competitive overlap between the parties without the amalgamation is limited in any event,
and with the amalgamation the remaining competitive constraints are likely to be significant.
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA have not historically overlapped in the payment services they each
deliver and therefore have not been close competitors. Rather, they have largely offered, in
different segments, complementary payment services. More recently, the types of payments
that BPAY, EPAL and NPPA’s services support have expanded to the point where they have
started to overlap at the margins, or may overlap in the future.
These areas of competition between the parties relate to situations where the services at the
fringes of one or more of the parties’ offerings may compete against the core business of
another. It is not direct competition between the core offerings of each business, and the
parties are not key competitors of each other.
There are varying levels of potential overlap between the parties’ services across the
following payment segments: point of sale payments; online retail payments; online bill and
invoice payments; person-to-person payments; and government and business
disbursements. However, the likelihood of the parties’ service offerings becoming close
substitutes in the future without the amalgamation is reduced by the ability of major banks
(as issuers and acquirers, or as payer and payee institutions) to influence whether a
domestic payment service can gain scale.
Further, the major banks do not have incentives to invest in and promote duplicative
domestic payment services. The likelihood of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA becoming close
competitors in any of their service offerings in the future without the amalgamation is
therefore low.
10
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In addition, there are differing levels and sources of competitive constraint in the different
payment service segments. It is likely that the existence of these constraints in each
segment will mean that the potential loss of competitive constraint between the
amalgamating entities resulting from the amalgamation is unlikely to substantially lessen
competition.
In particular, Mastercard and Visa are the closest competitors for services of the parties in
some segments and will continue to provide a strong constraint. The presence of Mastercard
and Visa, or the threat of entry or expansion by Mastercard and Visa, is likely to constrain
AP+ for most payment use cases in the future. There is also scope for new entry and
increased activity from large international technology companies in payment services (such
as Apple or Google), noting that much of this would likely rely on Mastercard’s and Visa’s
infrastructure, at least in the short to medium term. The Direct Entry system will be another
competitive constraint in certain segments, at least in the short to medium term.

Competition for supplying new services
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA each currently compete to bring new ideas and services to the
market. Two examples of this are: competition to bring new forms of payments services to
the market, which may also facilitate new payments infrastructure; and competition to bring
other ancillary services to the market.
The amalgamation reduces the incentives of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA to compete with each
other to bring these innovations, such as quick-response (QR) code-based payment
services, to the market. This is because AP+ will have an incentive to rationalise overlapping
payment services to avoid duplicating investment spend. To the extent that any competition
for innovation is lost, this will likely result in some lessening of competition in relevant
markets.
The same issue around rationalising overlapping payment service arises for ancillary
services that each of the payment schemes may currently compete to create. An example of
this is the competing digital identity schemes being developed by eftpos and BPAY. This
type of competition for duplicative services meeting the same demand will likely be
consolidated by AP+ under the amalgamation.
An acquisition may substantially lessen competition if it results in the loss of potential future
rivalry or competitive innovation. However, in the markets affected by the amalgamation, the
following factors mitigate the risk of the amalgamation resulting in a significant loss of
potential future rivalry or competition for innovation that would amount to a substantial
lessening of competition.
First, any possible loss of potential future rivalry or competition for innovation must be
considered in the context of the relevant markets, where competition for innovation and to
bring new services to market will continue to be provided by Mastercard and Visa, as well as
other potential future competitors for payment services. While some degree of competition
for innovation will likely be lost, the ACCC considers that, with the amalgamation, AP+ will
still have an incentive to invest in and deliver future payment service innovations due to
potential or actual competition from other sources.
Second, the ACCC has considered the influence of the major banks (as issuers and
acquirers, or as payer and payee institutions) in determining whether a domestic payment
service offering is successful in achieving scale. The ACCC considers the major banks will
be reluctant to support multiple payment service initiatives with overlapping use cases, either
with or without the amalgamation. While overlapping investments and innovations between
11
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BPAY, EPAL and NPPA may be pursued without the amalgamation, they are unlikely to be
implemented or adopted to a sufficient degree to result in significant competition between
actual services brought to market in the future.

Third party access to the NPP is unlikely to be materially affected
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA are currently all vertically integrated payments infrastructure and
payment services providers. Each of their respective payments infrastructures could be used
by third parties to provide payment services.
Following the amalgamation, AP+ will control multiple payments infrastructure to which third
party providers may seek access to provide payment services in Australia. Foreclosure of
access to this infrastructure11 could result in higher barriers to entry, less innovation and
ultimately less competition in payments services. The ACCC considered the potential for
foreclosure of third party access to the NPP, noting that BPAY’s Osko 1 service is an overlay
service using the NPP infrastructure. This potential foreclosure would be a concern if the
amalgamation sufficiently increased the ability and incentive of AP+ to engage in a
foreclosure strategy.
AP+ will have some ability to foreclose third party access to the NPP, but this ability will not
increase as a result of the amalgamation compared to NPPA’s existing ability to foreclose
access without the amalgamation. Importantly, post-amalgamation there will remain
significant regulatory constraints which limit AP+’s ability and incentive to deny access,
including the threat of intervention by the RBA.
AP+ may have an increased incentive to deny or limit access by new person-to-person
overlay service providers, particularly those that would compete with the pre-existing Osko 1
service (or subsequent iterations of BPAY’s overlay services). This is because, with the
amalgamation, AP+ will have incentives to maximise payment volumes over the NPP, as
well as to maximise the number of payments made via the Osko 1 overlay service. In
comparison, without the amalgamation, NPPA’s incentives relate to maximising payment
volumes through its network, but it is less concerned about maximising the use of a
particular overlay service.
However, the increased incentive for AP+ to deny access would be unlikely to substantially
lessen competition. In practice, entry of an overlay service that closely competes with
Osko 1 is unlikely in the future with or without the amalgamation. This is because the major
banks (in particular) would be unlikely to support a new service offering similar functionality
to BPAY’s Osko 1 service given both their own investment costs and their current ownership
of BPAY.
AP+ is unlikely to have strong incentives to foreclose potential third party NPP access for
services with different use cases to the use cases of Osko 1 (for example, services that
would allow for the provision of online retail payments or business to person/Government to
person payments). This is because AP+ will be incentivised to provide access to any third
party overlay services which are likely to lead to an increase in transactions over NPPA
infrastructure and unlikely to lead to a decrease in transactions over Osko 1.
Finally, the ACCC does not consider that the amalgamation significantly changes the
incentives of AP+ to allow participants or connected institutions to join the NPP, compared to
the incentives currently faced by NPPA.

11

Noting that foreclosure can include denying or limiting access, for example in the form of higher prices.
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Conclusion in relation to competition analysis
Taking into account the Undertaking from AP+, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation
is unlikely to result in a substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of debit
card payments. The Undertaking imposes obligations on AP+ aimed at ensuring that eftpos
services are maintained, that eftpos facilitates and promotes the availability of LCR for 4
years and requires investment in and the development of the Prescribed Services, some of
which facilitate eftpos online payment services.
The amalgamation will soften competition to some extent between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
in relation to several services. The amalgamation may also lessen competition between the
3 parties to innovate and develop new infrastructure and services, because development
decisions will be made centrally by AP+. However, it is important to consider these potential
competitive effects in the context of the markets in which they may arise. In this regard, the
ACCC considers that AP+ will continue to face significant competitive constraints, most
significantly from Mastercard and Visa. Given the level of complementarity between the
services provided by EPAL, NPPA and BPAY and the substantial constraints that would
remain on the merged entity, the ACCC considers that any loss of competitive tension
between the 3 entities is not likely to be substantial.
The ACCC is satisfied that third party access to the NPP is unlikely to materially change as a
result of the amalgamation, and that there are sufficient constraints to mitigate the risk of
third parties being foreclosed access following the amalgamation.
In all the circumstances, including the Undertaking from AP+, the ACCC is satisfied that the
amalgamation would not have the effect, or would not be likely to have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition, in any market.

Public benefits
The ACCC may grant an authorisation if satisfied in all the circumstances that no substantial
lessening of competition is likely. Since the ACCC is satisfied that, having taken into account
the Undertaking, no substantial lessening of competition is likely from the amalgamation, it is
not required to consider whether public benefits are likely to arise from the amalgamation
and would outweigh any public detriment. However, in light of the interest in and concerns
raised by interested parties about the amalgamation and the fact that this is an application
for merger authorisation, it is appropriate for the ACCC to provide its view on the ‘net public
benefit’ limb of the authorisation test.
The ACCC considers that the primary benefit of the amalgamation is that a single
overarching body could enable information sharing, coordination and alignment of roadmaps
across the 3 parties. This is likely to result in a more unified roadmap for AP+, and greater
clarity of proposals for consideration by AP+ shareholders. The efficiencies arising from the
single roadmap will primarily benefit the banks, but more timely and efficient investment in
new or innovative services is likely to constitute a public benefit.
The amalgamation will enable the 3 schemes to combine their respective strengths and work
collaboratively to consider what hybrid products could be offered to a greater extent than
would be the case without the amalgamation (as they will no longer be competing with each
other). The amalgamation will also provide greater clarity and confidence for AP+
shareholders to agree to initiatives sooner, and with a greater degree of confidence that the
other major banks will support that initiative, than what is possible without the amalgamation.
Notwithstanding that the banks will continue to make their own decisions to implement
payment initiatives, the amalgamation will likely enable the banks to better coordinate their
13
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own adoption of payment initiatives and this may reduce the risk of stranded payment
assets.
The ACCC considers that improved coordination and alignment of payments initiatives
through the amalgamation, together with AP+’s commitment to the EPAL Prescribed
Services in the context of the Undertaking, are likely to result in increased ability for eftpos
(as a part of AP+), or AP+, to compete against Mastercard and Visa and international
technology companies. The ACCC considers that this represents a public benefit that is
tangible, but also notes that any such benefit is not readily quantifiable.
The ACCC has considered a number of other public benefits the applicants (represented by
Industry Committee)12 claim are likely to result from the amalgamation. The Undertaking
provided by AP+ includes a commitment that one of the 4 independent directors appointed
to the AP+ Board will have substantial small business experience. The amalgamation,
together with AP+’s commitment, is likely to result in some public benefit in the form of
increased engagement with small business and other participants.
While the amalgamation is likely to result in some cost synergies, reduced transaction costs
and reduced compliance obligations, they are not likely to be substantial. The ACCC is not
satisfied, based on the information available, that the claimed public benefit of improving
payments system resilience is likely to arise from the amalgamation.
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation is likely to result in a material public benefit.

Public detriments
The ACCC has considered the public detriments arising from the amalgamation in the
context of a lessening of competition arising from the amalgamation (discussed in the
‘Competition analysis’ section above).

Overall conclusion
For the reasons set out in this determination, including the acceptance of the Undertaking,
the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation would not have the effect, or would not be likely
to have the effect, of substantially lessening competition in any market.
While the ACCC is not required to assess the amalgamation under the ‘net public benefit’
limb of the authorisation test, the ACCC considers that the amalgamation is likely to result in
a public benefit. The ACCC is satisfied that, in all the circumstances, including the
Undertaking, this public benefit is likely to outweigh any likely detriment arising from the
amalgamation, including from a lessening of competition.

12

Industry Committee is an unincorporated association administered by Industry Committee Administration Pty Ltd. Industry
Committee has applied to the ACCC for merger authorisation on behalf of its members who are shareholders of BPAY
HoldCo and/or members of EPAL (who will become shareholders in EPAL) and/or shareholders of NPPA (see paragraphs
[1.1]-[1.2] below).
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1.

The application for merger authorisation
On 22 March 2021, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
received an application for merger authorisation from Industry Committee (an
unincorporated association administered by Industry Administration Pty Ltd (ICA)) on
behalf of its members under subsection 88(1) of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 (Cth) (the Act).13
Industry Committee’s application was on behalf of its members who are shareholders
of BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd (BPAY HoldCo)14 and/or members of eftpos Payments
Australia Limited (EPAL) (who will become shareholders in EPAL) and/or shareholders
of NPP Australia Limited (NPPA). BPAY HoldCo and its wholly owned subsidiaries,
BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd, are collectively referred to as BPAY.
The application seeks authorisation for the amalgamation of the ownership of BPAY
HoldCo, EPAL and NPPA by way of 2 related acquisitions of shares.
Mergers or acquisitions that would have the effect, or be likely to have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition in any market are prohibited by section 50 of the
Act. Parties can lodge applications for authorisation with the ACCC, seeking legal
protection to complete a proposed acquisition that would or might contravene section
50 of the Act.

Box 2: Merger authorisation – overview of the process and test
Merger authorisation is a public process where the ACCC may grant protection (called an
‘authorisation’) from legal action under section 50 of the Act for mergers or acquisitions in
certain circumstances.
The ACCC may grant merger authorisation if it is satisfied that either:


the proposed acquisition would not have the effect, or would not be likely to have
the effect, of substantially lessening competition, or



the proposed acquisition would result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the public,
and that benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public that would result, or be
likely to result, from the proposed acquisition.15

The ACCC conducts a public consultation process when it receives an application for
merger authorisation. Interested parties are invited to make submissions about the
proposed acquisition, including commenting on the likely effect on competition, and
whether the public benefit from the proposed acquisition outweighs the public detriment.
The Act requires the ACCC to make a determination about an application for merger
authorisation within 90 days, unless the applicant agrees to an extension of this
timeframe. In this case, ICA agreed to an extension of the timeframe to 10 September
2021.

13

The application was initially submitted by ICA, the administrator of Industry Committee. On 23 August 2021, the application
was amended to have been made by Industry Committee.

14

Industry Committee initially applied for authorisation to amalgamate ownership of BPAY Group Pty Ltd, BPAY Pty Ltd,
EPAL and NPPA. However, ICA’s 18 June 2021 letter to the ACCC confirms that BPAY Group Pty Ltd, BPAY Pty Ltd and
BPAY HoldCo will be part of the amalgamation. BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd are wholly owned subsidiaries of
BPAY HoldCo. Sypht, which is BPAY HoldCo’s joint venture project with a third party, will not be included in the
amalgamation.

15

Section 90(7) of the Act.
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If the ACCC does not reach a decision within the agreed timeframe, the ACCC is taken to
have denied merger authorisation.
The ACCC can decide to grant merger authorisation, deny merger authorisation, or grant
merger authorisation with conditions (including imposing a condition to give or comply with
an undertaking under section 87B of the Act).
Neither the ACCC nor third parties can take action for a contravention of section 50 of the
Act regarding an acquisition that occurs for which an active merger authorisation is in
force.

Overview of the amalgamation
The application seeks authorisation for the amalgamation of the ownership of BPAY
HoldCo, EPAL and NPPA by way of 2 related acquisitions of shares:


the acquisition of shares by the shareholders of BPAY HoldCo, shareholders
of EPAL,16 and shareholders of NPPA in a new company incorporated solely
for the purposes of the conduct for which authorisation is sought, Australian
Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203) (AP+), and



the acquisition of shares by AP+ in each of BPAY HoldCo, EPAL and NPPA

(together, the amalgamation).
The amalgamation will result in:


BPAY, EPAL and NPPA becoming wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+, and



AP+ being owned by the current shareholders and members of BPAY, EPAL
and NPPA (other than the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), which will not
become a shareholder of AP+).

Industry Committee sought in its application the protection of the authorisation for its
members and to a group of persons named for the purposes of section 88(2) of the
Act.
Industry Committee’s members are: Australia and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited (ANZ), Australian Settlements Limited, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited,
Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA), Coles Group Limited, Cuscal Limited, First
Data Network Australia Limited trading as Fiserv, HSBC Bank Australia Limited,
Macquarie Bank Limited, National Australia Bank Limited (NAB), Tyro Payments
Limited, Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC) and Woolworths Group Limited.
The persons named for the purposes of section 88(2) of the Act, who are not members
of Industry Committee, are:


EPAL, EPAL Foundation Shareholders,17 BPAY Holdco, NPPA and persons
who are members of EPAL and/or shareholders of NPPA,18

16

EPAL will convert from a company limited by guarantee to a company limited by shares as part of the amalgamation
proposal.

17

As defined by article 19.1 of AP+’s Constitution as follows: “eftpos Scheme Rules: Each Shareholder who was an “eftpos
member” immediately prior to the date on which the Company first issued Preference Shares (other than the Initial
Preference Share) (an eftpos Foundation Shareholder) must comply with, and continues to be bound by, the eftpos
Scheme Rules applicable to it (as amended from time to time). For the purposes of this article 19 an “eftpos member”
means a “Member” pursuant to the eftpos Constitution as it existed prior to the date on which the Company first issued
Preference Shares (other than the Initial Preference Share).”

18

These persons include Citigroup Pty Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, Indue Limited, EFTEX Pty Limited, Suncorp
Metway Ltd, Adyen Australia Pty Limited, Bank of Queensland Limited, Windcave Pty Ltd and Wise Australia Pty Ltd.
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the RBA,19



AP+, and



the individuals directly involved in the administration and oversight of Industry
Committee, including the Chairperson and the Secretary of Industry
Committee.

The structure of AP+ before and after the amalgamation is depicted in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: AP+ structure before and after the amalgamation

Source: ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021,20 p 17; updated version of chart
provided to ACCC on 26 August 2021.

ICA notes that the funding arrangements for AP+ are yet to be determined, however
will be built on the principles that AP+ will be economically self-sustaining and it will be
able to find the most efficient and low cost way of innovating across the 3 payment
schemes.
ICA submits that AP+ will provide a broad representation of stakeholders in the future
of domestic payments. The Board of AP+ will consist of a mix of independent directors,
major shareholder-nominated directors, Authorised Deposit-taking Institution (ADI)nominated directors and non-ADI-nominated directors. The number of shares held by
any shareholder, and their voting band will determine their voting rights in relation to
the nomination of certain representative directors to the Board of AP+. Further
information on the governance arrangements for AP+ are discussed in Table 1 on page
33 below.

Rationale for the amalgamation
ICA considers that a stronger entity is needed to shape payments in Australia and
provide sustainable competition to global payments companies.
19
20

The RBA is currently a shareholder of NPPA but will not acquire shares in AP+.
ICA’s application is dated 18 March 2021. However, the ACCC treats the application as having been validly received on 22
March 2021. The ACCC Merger Authorisation Guidelines sets out more information on its process for assessing validity of
merger authorisation applications.
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ICA submits that the amalgamation under a single entity, AP+, will allow it to align
strategies, investments and offerings to better and more efficiently meet consumer and
business expectations. This will allow it to remain competitive against global
competitors as well as technology companies.
ICA submits that a single, unified innovations roadmap will create more certainty for
major Australian banks, payments aggregators and smaller financial institutions to
invest in payments innovations. There will be more certainty about the steps those
stakeholders need to take and when they need to take them, allowing them to better
prioritise their limited funds and resources to bring payments innovations to market
sooner than would otherwise be the case. This will ultimately be to the benefit of
consumers and merchants.

Background
The Australian payments system
The Australian ‘payments system’ refers to the collection of laws, regulations,
protocols, infrastructure and services that variously govern, administer and facilitate
the way payments in all forms are sent and received in Australia.21 It includes the
payment instruments — cash, cards, cheques and electronic funds transfers which are
used to make payments — and the usually unseen arrangements that ensure funds
move from accounts at one financial institution to another.22
The following sections provides an overview of each of the amalgamating entities, the
payments infrastructure they own and the payment services they provide. Later
sections consider other providers of payments infrastructure and services in Australia.

eftpos Payments Australia Limited (EPAL)
EPAL is an unlisted public company co-owned by 19 members. It was incorporated in
2009.23 EPAL operates and administers the eftpos debit card payment infrastructure.
It is also a provider of other payment services such as Beem It and connectID.

The eftpos debit card system
The eftpos payment system was launched in Australia in the 1980s.24 At its core, the
eftpos infrastructure facilitates electronic payments from customer accounts with ADIs.
eftpos is most commonly associated with the use of plastic debit cards as a payment
method for the purchase of goods and services at the point of sale. However, it also
facilitates debit card transactions at automatic teller machines and some online debit
card payments.
eftpos is what is known as a four-party card scheme. Four-party card schemes are
discussed further at paragraph [1.37] below.

21

RBA, Payments System.

22

Ibid.

23

There are 19 existing members: Adyen, ANZ, Australian Settlements Limited, Bank of Queensland, Bendigo & Adelaide
Bank, Citigroup, CBA, Coles Group, Cuscal, EFTEX, Fiserv Australia, Indue, ING Australia, NAB, Suncorp-Metway, Tyro
Payments, WBC, Windcave and Woolworths. EPAL notes it is expecting further members to be added prior to completion
of the amalgamation. (See EPAL, Non-confidential Statement in support of application for authorisation, 17 March 2021, p
9).

24

The eftpos system was administered by the Australian Payments Clearing Association (now AusPayNet) before EPAL was
incorporated in 2009.
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eftpos is also a domestic-only system. Unlike the card schemes operated by
Mastercard and Visa (discussed at paragraph [1.36] below), it cannot be used for
payments in jurisdictions other than Australia.

Other EPAL services
EPAL provides other payments and payment-related services as part of a
diversification strategy. Those services include Beem It, connectID, ecommerce
solutions and data subscription services.
Beem It is an application-based payment service that facilitates account-to-account
payments and is promoted for use cases such as allowing friends to transfer each
other payments for shared meals to avoid restaurant bill splitting. Its use cases have
recently expanded to include gift card enablement and loyalty transactions. Beem It
came to be a service offered by EPAL after EPAL acquired Digital Wallet Pty Ltd
(trading as Beem It) in November 2020.
connectID, currently in pilot, is a digital identity solution that aims to make it easy for
individuals to share, store and receive personal identity information online.

BPAY Pty Limited
BPAY Pty Limited is responsible for managing and operating a suite of payments
services including the BPAY scheme and Osko 1 by BPAY. BPAY Pty Limited is owned
by ANZ, CBA, NAB and WBC (the major banks).
The BPAY scheme was launched in 1997. It is a domestic electronic bill payment
service that enables users to make payments through a financial institution’s online,
mobile or telephone banking facility to organisations which are registered billers. Over
60,000 businesses offer the BPAY service to their customers to enable them to pay
their bills securely from accounts at over 150 financial institutions.
Osko 1 is a payments service operating on the New Payments Platform (NPP) that
allows customers to make near instant payments from one bank account to another,
either by using a BSB and account number or an NPP PayID (Osko 1). The PayID
service gives users the option for payments to be made based on details (such as a
phone number, ABN or email address) registered by the recipient. Approximately 77%
of transactions processed over the NPP at the time of writing are Osko 1 transactions.25
BPAY Pty Limited intends to develop a proof of concept for an additional service
(Osko 2), which allows customers to receive a payment with a document, by
December 2021.26 In addition, BPAY has proposed a third Osko service (Osko 3),
which has been put on hold until after the launch of the MPS, and has no current
implementation date. Osko 3 would allow a request to be sent to a payer, where the
payer can choose when and how much of the request to pay.27
Within the broader BPAY group, Sypht is a software service business developed in
2018 in a partnership between BPAY Group Holdings Pty Limited and BCG Digital
Ventures. Sypht uses artificial intelligence and machine learning, augmented by
human intelligence, to extract and interpret complex information from documents.

25

RBA, Payments Data, ‘C6.1: Direct Entry and NPP – Original Series’ May 2021.

26

It is unclear at this time whether Osko 2 will be launched. BPAY had originally completed the design for Osko 2 in 2016, but
it was put on hold after participants withdrew their commitment to implement it to the agreed timetable. See BPAY, Nonconfidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraphs [41]-[42].

27

BPAY, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraphs [41] and [43].
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Sypht is excluded from the amalgamation and will remain owned by its current
shareholders.

NPP Australia Limited (NPPA)
NPPA is an unlisted public company established in August 2014 to manage and
operate the NPP, a centralised platform that facilitates real-time clearing and
settlements of payments between participating Australian financial institutions. NPPA
is owned by 12 ADIs28 and the RBA. The RBA advised it intends to remain a full
participant in the NPP but redeem its existing shares in NPPA and not become a
shareholder in AP+.29
The NPP was launched in February 2018 and is open access infrastructure for
real-time payments within Australia. The NPP provides Australian businesses,
government agencies and consumers with a fast, versatile, data-rich30 payments
system for making payments, with the largest single payment to date being a transfer
of $19.8billion.
The NPP infrastructure supports the development of overlay services to offer payment
solutions to end-users.31 Overlay services can be developed by third parties and use
the NPP infrastructure to deliver a bespoke payment service or process such as
BPAY’s Osko 1 service.

Other payments services operating in Australia
Direct Entry
The Direct Entry system co-ordinates and facilitates the exchange and settlement of
bulk electronic transactions. In practice, it provides a means of making account-toaccount payments and is commonly used by businesses to make and receive regular
payments such as salaries and recurring bills. It may also be used by consumers and
businesses to initiate ‘pay anyone’ transactions using internet banking applications,
typically when one of the financial institutions is not connected to the NPP. Although
customer accounts at financial institutions are credited and debited with the date of the
transaction, settlement between the sponsoring financial institutions has historically
occurred on the following business day.
The RBA expects that the NPP will come to replace an increasing share of payments
currently made using Direct Entry,32 particularly those payments that are time-critical
or that benefit from the additional data capabilities of the NPP.33 Further, the NPP
provides a PayID service, whereas payments over Direct Entry can only be made by
addressing them to the BSB and account number of the intended recipient.

28

The 12 ADIs are ANZ, Australian Settlements Limited, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, Citigroup Pty Ltd, CBA, Cuscal
Limited, HSBC Bank Australia Limited, Indue Limited, ING Australia, Macquarie Bank Limited, NAB and WBC.

29

RBA, Submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021.

30

Each payment message on the NPP is capable of carrying much richer remittance information than other systems; for
example, the Direct Entry system allows for 18 character messages. NPP achieves this because it uses the ISO20022
messaging format which has more than 1,400 data fields available for use within the message format.

31

RBA, The New Payments Platform.

32

RBA, New Payments Platform Functionality and Access: Consultation, October 2018.

33

NPP payment messages use the ISO20022 message format and can carry much richer remittance information than the 18
characters currently available for Direct Entry payments.
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Mastercard and Visa
Mastercard and Visa are international card schemes that provide authorisation,
clearing and settlement services for debit and credit card transactions undertaken via
their respective schemes. Mastercard and Visa do not issue credit or debit cards,
rather they provide financial institutions with Mastercard or Visa branded payment
products that those institutions can use to offer credit, debit and prepaid cards to their
customers. Like eftpos, Mastercard and Visa operate as four-party card schemes.

Four-party schemes
As noted in paragraphs [1.20] and [1.36] above, eftpos, Mastercard and Visa are all
four-party card schemes. Aside from the card scheme itself, there are 2 groups of direct
participants in a four-party card scheme: issuers and acquirers (Figure 2). The major
banks and a number of other ADIs act as both issuers and acquirers. There are some
companies, such as Tyro (who is also a member in EPAL), that act only in the capacity
of an acquirer and do not issue cards.
Figure 2: Stylised example of a payment transaction in a four-party card scheme

Card schemes: eftpos, Mastercard or Visa (in the context of this determination).
Issuer: the customer’s financial institution that issues the debit card or credit card being used in the
purchase transaction.
Acquirer: the merchant’s (for example, retailer’s) financial institution (often but not always a bank)
that accepts the transaction, sends it for processing via the card scheme, collects payment from the
Issuer and pays the merchant.
Interchange fees: Interchange fees are set by the card schemes and are paid by the acquirer to the
issuer on each card payment (except for eftpos cash out transactions, for which the interchange fee is
payable by issuers to acquirers). The level of interchange fees is regulated by the RBA.
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The various flows of interchange fees and scheme fees, and the drivers of those fees,
create incentives for issuers and acquirers. These incentives are discussed in Box 3.
Box 3: Incentives for debit card scheme participants: issuers and acquirers
The payment flows for issuers and acquirers associated with a domestic debit card
transaction within a four-party card scheme are as follows:


issuers are the recipients of interchange fees (defined in Figure 2)34 and payers
of scheme fees to the relevant debit card scheme, and



acquirers are payers of interchange fees to the issuers, and payers of scheme
fees to the relevant debit card scheme (Figure 2).

Incentives for debit card issuers
An issuer will have an incentive to issue as many debit cards as possible, in order to
maximise the volume (and value) of payments made using the debit cards it issued and
consequently the amount of revenue it can derive from interchange fees. Maximising the
issuance of debit cards for a particular scheme should also put the issuer in a stronger
position to seek a rebate on scheme fees paid, negotiate a lower scheme fee schedule at
the end of the contract period, and potentially realise incentive payments from the card
scheme.
An issuer can consider passing through scheme fees to debit cardholders through
measures such as annual card fees or card transaction fees. Cardholders’ aversion to
fees will constrain issuers’ efforts to pass through scheme fees.
An issuer will generally have an incentive to favour card schemes that set higher
interchange fees, in part because it could use the revenue from such fees to provide
rewards programs for cardholders.
Issuers will prefer that numerous debit card schemes are available but may choose to deal
with only one. That is because they can use competition between schemes to secure
better outcomes for themselves, potentially via an exclusive agreement with a single card
scheme.
Incentives for debit card payments acquirers
An acquirer will typically seek to recover from merchants the interchange fees and
scheme fees it incurs in providing payment acquiring services. It does this through the
merchant service fees levied on merchants.
An acquirer will seek to optimise its portfolio of merchant customers. For instance, it may
rely on large merchants to generate high payment volumes and smaller merchants, who
are more likely to be price takers, to absorb a relatively higher portion of the scheme and
interchange fees.
An acquirer will usually seek to have membership of all debit card schemes with a
meaningful number of cards on issue. That way it can maximise the number and type of
debit cards its merchants can accept. For merchants this will reduce the risk of lost sales
due to an inability to support a customer’s preferred payment method.
An acquirer may look to negotiate lower scheme fees with the card schemes in order to
lower their merchant fees and make their acquiring service more attractive to merchants.

34

The exception is eftpos cash out transactions, for which the interchange fee is payable by issuers to acquirers.
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A small acquirer may have limited success in this regard due to the bargaining power of
the card schemes.
Some businesses, such as Coles and Woolworths, self-acquire the debit card payments
for purchases made in their stores. As they are acting as both merchant and acquirer
(Figure 2), they have similar incentives to those of other acquirers.
ADIs operating as issuers and acquirers
Many ADIs, including the major banks, are both issuers and acquirers. For the individual
business units within these ADIs that are responsible for issuing or acquiring, the
incentives are similar to those of debit card issuers and acquirers described above.
However, as the RBA has observed, the issuing unit within ADIs typically have more
influence in the decision-making within the ADI.35

The changing nature of payments in Australia
Over the past 2 decades, the Australian retail payments system has moved from one
where the dominant payment methods were cash and cheques to one where electronic
payment methods are near-ubiquitous. In particular, there has been strong growth in
the use of debit cards for payments over the last 20 years (Figure 3, Graph 1). More
recently, the use of the NPP has increased markedly since its launch in February 2018
(Figure 3, Graph 2).36
Figure 3: Use of payment methods over time

Source: RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019.

New technologies, such as contactless card payments, mobile payment and digital
wallet services, and the rise of instalment payment arrangements have had a
significant impact on how payments are made in Australia. For example, contactless
card payments have increased from about 10% of all payments in 2013 to approaching

35

RBA, Discussion with ACCC, 24 June 2021.

36

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019.
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60% in 201937 while cash use has been declining (Figure 3, Graph 1). The COVID-19
pandemic has reinforced and accelerated these trends.38

Contactless card payment services
Contactless card payments, sometimes referred to as ‘tap-and-go', are those that
occur without the purchaser needing to insert or swipe their payment card in the
merchant’s terminal. Instead, cards have an embedded chip that allows for them to be
‘read’ by a merchant terminal without contact using radio-frequency identification or
near field communication (NFC) technology. There is a $100 limit per transaction
(increased to $200 per transaction for some retailers since April 2020)39 for contactless
payments; above that limit the purchaser will need to input their personal identification
number into the merchant’s terminal after their card has been read in order to complete
the transaction.
Around half of all in-person payments in 2019 were made using tap-and-go and a
further 5% were contactless payments using a mobile payment service.40

Mobile payment services
Mobile payment services can be facilitated by a range of participants in the payments
system including ADIs, technology companies and other third parties. Mobile payment
services are typically accessed by consumers via an application on a smartphone or a
device such as a smart watch. These applications enable consumers to make
contactless and, in some cases, online payments via that phone or device.
Apple Pay, Google Pay and Samsung Pay are the most widely used digital wallets
(also known as ‘mobile wallets’) in Australia, with all of Australia’s major banks and
many smaller card issuers now supporting them.41 Digital wallets utilised by these
payment methods are an application on a mobile device (such as a smartphone or
smartwatch) that stores the details of a payment card (or cards) and allows contactless
in-person payments to be made by using the NFC functionality of that mobile device.
Digital wallets can sometimes also be used to make online payments.42
The use of these digital wallets by consumers43 has increased markedly in recent
years, indicating that consumers likely value the ability to make secure payments with
mobile devices and the convenience of not needing to carry cash or a plastic card to
make purchases. It also likely reflects growing consumer awareness of this payment
option and the increasing availability of the option as consumers upgrade to mobile
devices with the required technology (such as NFC).

37

RBA, Payments System Board Annual Report – 2020: Trends in Payments, Clearing and Settlement Systems.

38

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, Sections 18.1 and 18.3.

39

The increase in PIN limit on contactless card payments was introduced to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission
associated with physical contact with payment terminals. See AusPayNet, Contactless card PIN limits to increase
temporarily to help reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission, 3 April 2020.

40

RBA, Payments System Board Annual Report – 2020: Trends in Payments, Clearing and Settlement Systems, p 23. See
also, Commonwealth of Australia, Payments system review: from system to ecosystem, June 2021, pp 80-81, in which it is
noted that digital wallets could become systematically important if consumer uptake continues to grow.

41

RBA, Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services inquiry into Mobile
payment and digital wallet financial services, 21 May 2021.

42

RBA, RDP 2020-06: Consumer Payment Behaviour in Australia: Evidence from the 2019 Consumer Payments Survey,
September 2020, p 22.

43

RBA, Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services inquiry into Mobile
payment and digital wallet financial services, 21 May 2021.
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Other countries have seen a rise in mobile payments using quick-response (QR) code
technology, as distinct from mobile payments made using NFC technology and a digital
wallet linked to a credit or debit card. To date, the most prominent use case for QR
code payments in Australia has been a growing number of retailers using them to
facilitate payments from tourists and consumers from China.44
QR codes are widely used for consumer payments in China and involve the consumer
or merchant scanning a QR code generated for a particular payment with their device’s
camera.45 Most QR code-based payments in China are made through the Alipay and
WeChat Pay digital wallets, which are associated with technology companies Ant
Group and Tencent. Users of these services keep funds in their digital wallet account
and payments are made between users in a ‘closed loop’ on the digital wallet platform,
rather than through other payments infrastructure such as card or account-based
payments channels.46

Instalment payment arrangements
Instalment payment arrangements, such as ‘buy now, pay later’ (BNPL) services, have
also grown strongly in recent years, albeit from a low base.47 An example of a
prominent Australian BNPL provider is Afterpay, which was launched in 2015.48
BNPL services enable consumers to purchase goods and services by paying part of
the purchase price at the time of the transaction and the remainder to the BNPL
provider in a series of instalments. Unlike traditional lay-by, the consumer receives
their purchase immediately and the merchant is paid up front by the BNPL provider. In
most cases, customers use a mobile app to access these services and repayment
instalments are drawn from a customer's linked debit card or credit card.

Regulation of Australia’s payment system
The RBA, through the Payments System Board, is the principal regulator of the
Australian payments system. The RBA is responsible for promoting the safety and
efficiency of the payments system. It is obligated to exercise this responsibility in a way
that best contributes to: controlling risk in the financial system, promoting the efficiency
of the payments system, and promoting competition in the supply of payment services,
consistent with the overall stability of the financial system.49
However, the RBA has a presumption in favour of self-regulation and intervenes only
where the industry is unable to address a public interest concern. This has meant that
the RBA has imposed regulation in a relatively narrow range of payments system
activity to date.50

44

RBA, Payments System Board Annual Report – 2020: Trends in Payments, Clearing and Settlement Systems.

45

RBA, Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial Services inquiry into Mobile
payment and digital wallet financial services, 21 May 2021.

46

Ibid. See also, Commonwealth of Australia, Payments system review: from system to ecosystem, June 2021, p 78.

47

It is estimated that the value of BNPL payments (based on available listed company data) was equivalent to less than 2%
of the total value of Australian debit card and credit card purchases in 2020 – see, RBA, Bulletin – March 2021,
Developments in the Buy Now, Pay Later Market, 18 March 2021.

48

In August 2021, Square, an international financial services company based in the US, announced it would acquire Afterpay
for A$39 billion: Square, 2 August 2021, Square, Inc. announces plans to acquire Afterpay, strengthening and enabling
further integration between its Seller and Cash App ecosystems.

49

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Issues Paper, November 2019, p 1.

50

RBA, Approach to Regulation, The Reserve Bank’s Approach to Regulation of the Payments System.
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Before the RBA can intervene in relation to a payment scheme, it must first make that
payment scheme a ‘designated scheme’ under the Payment Systems (Regulation) Act
1998. Designation enlivens the RBA’s powers to impose an access regime or establish
standards to be complied with by participants in the designated scheme (among other
powers). The RBA has designated the following debit card schemes operating in
Australia: eftpos, Visa Debit and Debit Mastercard.
On 30 August 2021 the Treasurer published the final report of the Treasury’s review of
the Australian payments system. The review investigated whether the regulatory
architecture of the Australian payments system remains fit for purpose and responsive
to advances in technology and changes in consumer demand, and made 15
recommendations.51

2.

Consultation
The ACCC tested ICA’s claims in support of the application through a public
consultation process. The ACCC has taken into account submissions received,
including:


ICA’s application in support of the merger authorisation and related
annexures



submissions from 30 interested parties, including competitors, relevant
industry associations, academics, consultants, transaction solution providers,
and the RBA52



submissions from 9 interested parties in response to the ACCC’s Statement
of Preliminary Views published on 4 June 2021



submissions from 15 interested parties in response to the draft undertaking
published on 5 August 2021



several submissions from the ICA including in response to submissions from
interested parties and to the ACCC’s Statement of Preliminary Views.

Public submissions by ICA and interested parties are published on the ACCC’s public
register.
The views expressed in submissions were mixed. Some stakeholders, including
Mastercard, the Council of Small Business Organisations Australia and many small
business and retailer representatives, argued that the amalgamation will have long
term adverse consequences for competition in Australian payment markets, noting
effects on innovation, horizontal competition, and potential vertical foreclosure.
Concerns were also raised about AP+’s governance and structure, the potential to
hinder industry progress toward promoting the practice of least-cost routing (LCR),53
and the claimed public benefits.
Financial institutions were generally supportive of the amalgamation, believing it would
be pro-competitive and ICA’s claimed public benefits would be realised. The RBA had
no concerns regarding any reduction in competition in the debit card market from the
proposed amalgamation, and expected a number of benefits to result from it.
51

Commonwealth of Australia, Payments system review: from system to ecosystem, June 2021.

52

Some parties made multiple submissions.

53

LCR is a functionality offered by acquirers that allows merchants to choose which debit card scheme will process
contactless payments made by consumers using DNDCs. For more information regarding LCR, see Box 5 on page 57
below.
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Some parties posited conditions that they considered would or could address their
concerns, ranging from access regimes to address vertical foreclosure concerns, to
measures to ensure appropriate governance and independence of each of the
amalgamating entities, to undertakings to ensure the implementation of LCR.
Where specific submissions from interested parties are relevant to the ACCC’s
consideration, they are outlined in detail in the appropriate sections below.

3.

Timing
The ACCC has a period of 90 days in which to make a determination in respect of the
application.
The Act allows for the time period to be extended by agreement by the applicant before
the 90 days. In this case, ICA has agreed to an extension and the ACCC has until
10 September 2021 to make its decision.

4.

Section 87B undertaking
The ACCC accepted an undertaking under section 87B(1A) of the Act to address a
potential reduction in competitive tension in debit card payments services resulting
from the amalgamation. A copy of the Undertaking is at Attachment A to this
determination.
The Undertaking places obligations on AP+ to:
a) procure that eftpos will do all things in its control to make available and
promote least cost routing
b) procure that eftpos will maintain eftpos’ card-based issuing and acquiring
infrastructure, payments scheme and the supply of card-based issuing and
acceptance services to customers and end users
c) procure that the OpCos will develop and make available certain services (the
Prescribed Services)54, and any relevant APIs
d) procure that the OpCos will maintain and continue to administer their
respective Mandate Frameworks
e) procure that the OpCos agree an industry wide standard supporting Pay with
a QR Code in coordination with Australian Payments Network Limited
f)

procure that the OpCos explore the feasibility of developing certain services,
and make them available if it is feasible to develop them

g) appoint one out of the 4 independent directors to its Board who has
substantial small business experience
h) provide for the effective oversight of AP+’s compliance with this Undertaking.
The ACCC considers that the Undertaking will work alongside the role of the RBA to
maintain eftpos’ competitive position in the routing of debit card payments and ensure
LCR continues to be available and promoted by eftpos for a period of 4 years,
ameliorating the risk of a substantial lessening of competition.
54

The services listed in Schedule 1 to the Undertaking.
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Consultation on draft undertaking
On 5 August the ICA provided, and on 6 August the ACCC commenced consultation
on, a draft undertaking. A copy of this draft undertaking is available on the ACCC’s
public register under ‘Other’.

Interested party submissions
Several interested parties raised concerns regarding the draft undertaking’s
effectiveness in supporting eftpos and LCR. The points raised in these submissions
were that the undertaking should:


be in effect for longer than 3 years to ensure LCR’s availability in the medium
or long term and to support implementation for online channels and digital
wallets. Several interested parties suggested 7 to 10 years would be most
appropriate. Some interested parties proposed other amendments related to
duration of the undertaking. These included developing a long term
regulatory regime or mandatory code of conduct, delaying commencement of
commitments until LCR is fully deployed and regular review of the
undertaking for ongoing effectiveness55



create obligations on AP+ and/or its issuing and acquiring bank shareholders
to offer or actively promote LCR to merchants. Some interested parties
suggested specific commitments such as to only issue dual-network debit
cards (DNDCs), 56 upgrade terminals within designated timeframes, maintain
competitive transparent price offerings, deliver and promote EPAL’s public
roadmap, and comply with EPAL mandates57



have stronger mechanisms in place to monitor and report on compliance
including clearer deliverables and stronger governance, compliance,
auditing, complaints handling and dispute resolution processes. Several
interested parties made proposals for the appointment of an independent
auditor58



require greater small business representation and involvement in AP+
decision-making. For example, by appointing a number of small business
representatives on the AP+ Board. Some submissions suggested involving
small businesspersons in monitoring of the Undertaking59
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Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to ACCC,
17 August 2021, p 3; Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021,
pp 2, 6 and 7; Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 2, Benchmark
Analytics, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1; Council of Small Business Organisations Australia, Submission to
ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 2, 3 and 7; MGA Independent Retailers and Timber Merchants Australia, Submission to ACCC,
17 August 2021, p 4.
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For information about DNDCs, see Box 1 on page 9 above.
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Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to ACCC,
17 August 2021, p 4; Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021,
pp 2-4, 6-7; Benchmark Analytics, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1; Council of Small Business Organisations
Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 2-3, 5; MGA Independent Retailers and Timber Merchants Australia,
Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, pp 3-4.
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Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to the
ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 5; Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 August
2021, pp 4-5; Council of Small Business Organisations Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 2-3, 6-8; Dr
Harjinder Singh and Associate Professor Nigar Sultana (Curtin University), Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021 p 1.

59

Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to the
ACCC, 17 August 2021, pp 4-5, 6; Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16
August 2021, pp 4-5; Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 3; Council
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retain EPAL managerial discretion in relation to pricing within the
amalgamated entity.60

Some of these interested parties also expressed preference for a structural remedy61,
or authorisation with conditions.62 Others submitted that the amalgamation should not
proceed given industry uncertainty63, or proposed that the ACCC should have an
ongoing role in setting standards for and enforcing LCR.64
Mastercard submitted that the draft undertaking potentially creates a barrier to
alternative competing services from Mastercard or other third parties being developed
or implemented. Mastercard also raised concerns regarding interoperability of AP+’s
QR code solution for and consultation with other industry participants, and the potential
for LCR to result in less protection for consumers.65
Visa submitted that the undertaking merely describes and provides a commitment in
respect of activity which industry participants would simply expect of eftpos and NPPA
with or without the proposed transaction.66
Visa also reiterated its suggestion that the Undertaking should require the parties to
commit to appropriate safeguards to ensure AP+ does not increase barriers to entry,
and a governance regime that will guard against the flow of commercially sensitive
information.67 Mastercard also raised concerns about the potential for vertical
foreclosure and the handling of confidential information in its submissions.68
A number of interested parties made submissions supporting the undertaking in its
draft form:


The RBA submitted that the undertaking would mitigate the risks raised by
interested parties in relation to eftpos and LCR. It acknowledged that the
undertaking does not impose obligations on the major banks and retailers
whose support is important for eftpos’ viability. Nonetheless, the RBA
considered the commitments could be a useful focal point for the industry,
and considered the support for eftpos would be greater under the
amalgamation than without the amalgamation. The RBA was also
encouraged by recent indications that some major acquirers have increased
provision of LCR to small merchants.69

of Small Business Organisations Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 4 and 6; National Retail Association,
Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, pp 2-3.
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Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, p 7; Council of Small
Business Organisations Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, p 5; MGA Independent Retailers and Timber
Merchants Australia, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 3.
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Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to the
ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 3; Australian Convenience and Petroleum Markers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 August
2021, p 2; Australian Chamber of Industry and Commerce, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, pp 2-3; Council of Small
Business Organisations Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, p 2.
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Australian Association of Convenience Stores and Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to ACCC,
17 August 2021, pp 3, 6.
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Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 4; Controlabill, Submission to
ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1.
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Restaurant and Catering Australia, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1.
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Mastercard, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 6-8.
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Visa, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1.
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Visa, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 2.
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Mastercard, Submission to ACCC, 16 August 2021, pp 2, 8.
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RBA, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1.
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The Australian Retailers Association submitted that the undertaking
addresses some competition concerns, providing comfort that Prescribed
Services will be delivered in the short-medium term and confidence that
merchants will continue to be able to access the lower cost of payment
processing often available with eftpos payments. The Australian Retailers
Association noted the role of the RBA in resolving concerns with or without
the proposed amalgamation.70

ICA response
ICA offered an amended undertaking in response to interested party submissions, with
the stated aim of assisting the ACCC’s decision-making. ICA submits that no new
concerns were raised, that they have already more than adequately responded to
these concerns, and that the Conduct will not be likely to have the effect of substantially
lessening competition in any market and will be likely to give rise to a net public benefit
to the Australian public.
Key changes to the revised Undertaking following consultation comprised:


Extending the period of the Undertaking and relevant commitments from 3 to
4 years.



Committing that AP+ will procure that EPAL will also “promote” LCR in
addition to the previous commitment to “make available” LCR.



Including a focus on interoperability and open access, and coordination with
Australian Payments Network Limited (AusPayNet), in relation to industrywide standard supporting Pay with a QR Code.



Committing that 1 of the 4 AP+ independent directors will have substantial
small business experience.



Requiring the appointment of an ACCC-approved independent auditor.

ICA submits that the new commitment to appoint a director with substantial small
business experience, combined with AP+’s End-User Committee and its incorporation
into the AP+ decision-making process, should allay any residual concerns about the
participation of small business representatives on the AP+ Board. ICA submits that the
amalgamation gives rise to small business benefit that will not occur without the
amalgamation. ICA further notes that the amalgamation will increase the number of
independent directors on EPAL’s Board from 3 to 4.71
ICA submits that pricing decisions will remain with EPAL under AP+’s governance
arrangements. Directors of EPAL will also be directors of AP+ and the Constitutional
objects of AP+ obligate AP+ to ensure “cost effective” payment services are offered to
facilitate “the provision of low-cost solutions for retailers, other businesses and their
customers”.72
ICA submits that EPAL will proceed with its QR code service.73
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Australian Retailers Association, Submission to ACCC, 17 August 2021, p 1.

71

ICA, Applicants’ response to submissions from interested third parties, 23 August 2021, paragraph [3].

72

ICA, Applicants’ response to submissions from interested third parties, 23 August 2021, paragraph [4].

73

ICA, Applicants’ response to submissions from interested third parties, 23 August 2021, paragraph [6].
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ACCC view
Having regard to the Undertaking, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation is
unlikely to result in a substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of
debit card payments. The ACCC considers that the Undertaking offered by the
applicants on behalf of AP+, mitigates risk that eftpos’ ability to exert competitive
pressure in debit card payment services might become diminished following the
amalgamation. This risk of diminution arises from major banks’ (as shareholders of
AP+) mixed incentives to support the eftpos scheme and LCR, and the change in
Board structure resulting from the amalgamation.
As discussed in paragraphs [7.90]-[7.91] below, the ACCC considers that the
obligations contained in the Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, will
minimise the risk of the major banks as shareholders of AP+ acting on any incentives
they may have to diminish eftpos or to not provide or not extend the availability of LCR
(including to the online environment).
The ACCC considers that the 4 year period of the Undertaking is appropriate, given
the dynamic nature of payments technology and to allow AP+ the flexibility to adapt to
changes in the medium term. The ACCC acknowledges submissions suggesting a
longer term, and notes the increase to 4 years from the 3 years offered in the draft
Undertaking.
The ACCC notes some interested parties requested that the obligations be extended
to financial institutions, particularly the major banks as shareholders of AP+, to make
available and promote LCR. The ACCC considers that these parties’ incentives and
likely behaviour in the future (as issuers and acquirers) are unlikely to be impacted by
the amalgamation. The ACCC also considered the RBA’s ongoing role in regulating
debit card payment services when assessing these requests.
The ACCC considers that the Undertaking offered provides a level of assurance that a
small business perspective will be available to the AP+ Board, through the commitment
to appoint a director with substantial small business experience. The ACCC notes this
is a new requirement compared to the current composition of the BPAY, EPAL and
NPPA Boards.
The ACCC considers that eftpos managerial discretion in relation to pricing is not
significantly impacted by the amalgamation as the decisions remain with relevant
EPAL directors. Whilst individual members of the EPAL Board may change, those
individuals are still bound by their duties as directors of EPAL.
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation is not likely to increase the risk of vertical
foreclosure or of inappropriate transmission of commercial information in any way that
would be likely to result in a substantial lessening of competition. These issues are
discussed in further detail in paragraphs [7.327]-[7.406] below.
The Undertaking accepted by the ACCC is behavioural in nature. The ACCC does not
normally accept behavioural undertakings, particularly due to the difficulty of enforcing
and monitoring such undertakings. On this occasion the ACCC has accepted a
behavioural undertaking due to the unique circumstances and context for this
amalgamation. In this instance, the most concerning impact on competition arises from
the amalgamation removing the independent EPAL Board and the banks having the
ability to affect the investment decisions of AP+. The Undertaking is addressing the
risk that the major banks and AP+ may not support eftpos and LCR, given the key role
eftpos plays in ensuring competition in the routing of debit card payments. This must
be considered in conjunction with the RBA’s role in regulating debit card payment
services as this provides important context for acceptance of the Undertaking.
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The RBA submits that it has been strongly supportive of the role of DNDCs and LCR
in promoting competition and holding down payment costs for merchants. It says that
it is also proposing to take a number of actions to safeguard the role of DNDCs and
LCR in promoting competition in debit card payments. The RBA also says that it
understands that the major banks intend to continue issuing DNDCs, and that, more
generally, the major banks remain supportive of the eftpos scheme. While the
Undertaking has a role in ensuring no anti-competitive effects arise from the
amalgamation in this regard, its role sits alongside the important role of the RBA in the
same area.

5.

The authorisation test
The ACCC may grant an authorisation to a person to engage in specified conduct to
which one or more specified provisions of Part IV of the Act would or might apply.74
However, the ACCC must not grant an authorisation for a proposed acquisition unless
it is satisfied, in all the circumstances, that:


the proposed acquisition would not have the effect, or would not be likely to
have the effect, of substantially lessening competition (‘competition’ limb)
or



the proposed acquisition would result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the
public, and that benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public that would
result, or be likely to result, from the proposed acquisition (‘net public
benefit’ limb).75

The ACCC only needs to be satisfied that one limb of the statutory test has been met.

6.

ACCC assessment of change in structure,
ownership and control of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
The ACCC has considered whether there will be a material change in the proposed
structure and governance of AP+ compared to each of the entities continuing to
operate independently with 3 separate Boards. This is particularly relevant to an
assessment of the amalgamation’s impact on eftpos’ competitive position, as
discussed in the competition analysis section, and to the public benefit claims made
by ICA, discussed in the public benefits section.
Figure 4 below sets out the current owners of BPAY, EPAL and the NPPA who all,
except for the RBA, will be shareholders of AP+.

74

Section 88(1) of the Act. Relevantly, this includes a merger or acquisition such as the amalgamation, to which section 50 of
the Act would or might apply.

75

Section 90(7) of the Act.
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Figure 4: Current owners of BPAY, EPAL and the NPPA

Source: Jackie Kallman, ANZ Bluenotes, ‘Simplifying Australia’s payments industry’, 19 June 2020.
The ACCC notes that EPAL is expecting further members to be added prior to completion of the
amalgamation.76

Table 1 below sets out an overview of some of the key features of AP+’s proposed
structure.
Table 1: Key features of the AP+ governance structure
Feature

AP+

Ownership
interests in AP+

The current shareholders and members of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
will all become shareholders of AP+, with the exception of the RBA.
The major banks will have a smaller shareholding in AP+ relative to
their shareholding in BPAY.
ANZ, NAB and Westpac will have a larger shareholding in AP+
relative to their membership or shareholding in each of EPAL and
NPPA.
The remaining owners will have a significantly smaller shareholding
in AP+ than the major banks.

Shareholder
voting rights

All shareholders have one vote at general meetings irrespective of
the shareholding.
Collectively:

76



the major banks will account for



Coles and Woolworths will account for



other ADIs will account for

%
%

%

EPAL, Non-confidential Statement in support of application for authorisation, 17 March 2021, paragraph [9].
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 non-ADIs will account for
%
of the voting rights at general meetings.
Voting rights may change as the AP+ shareholder base expands (or
contracts) over time.
Shareholder
resolutions

Special Majority Band Resolution: if a decision is made by AP+
directors that would result in a fundamental change to:


the nature, scale or operation of a payment service, or is a
proposal to cease providing a payment service



the manner of funding the operating costs of providing a
payment service (including any requirement for particular
shareholders to fund new investment)



the manner in which funds generated by a payment service are
utilised (including the use of funds generated by a payment
service for investment in another payment service)



the roadmap agreed for the development of the Prescribed
Services to the extent it relates to a payment service,

then any 2 directors may request that the decision be ratified by an
extraordinary resolution (75%) of the shareholders who are also
participants in that payment service at the time.77
Special Majority Shareholders’ Resolution: Matters relating to
changes to, among other things, the equity structure of AP+, the
AP+ Constitution, the number of directors and the Board
composition will also require passage of a Special Majority
Shareholders’ Resolution (i.e. approval by at least 75% of
shareholders).78
The ACCC notes the commitments offered by AP+ in the
Undertaking limit the Board’s ability to decide on a fundamental
change to the Prescribed Services (see paragraph [4.2] above).
AP+ Board

The AP+ Board will comprise 13 directors. 4 independent directors
including the Chair will be appointed based on certain attributes and
skills,79 and 9 shareholder-nominated directors will comprise of the
following:


77

4 directors nominated by the major banks (i.e. shareholders who
each hold more than 15% shareholding)

A Band is defined as a band of classes of Preference Shares determined in accordance with relevant banding rules. ICA,
AP+ Constitution, 2 July 2021, paragraph [10.5].

78

ICA, AP+ Constitution, 2 July 2021, Schedule 3.

79

ICA also submits that the 4 independent non-executive directors appointed to AP+’s Board will each be senior,
accomplished leaders with notable executive achievement and will be appointed based on certain attributes and Board
skills. Board skills include marketing and consumer experience across consumer and small to medium business segments.
Independent directors must not have been employed by, acted in a material way for (for example as a consultant, supplier
or customer), had a substantial holding in or be an existing shareholder or member of one of the 3 operating companies
being consolidated or a related body corporate of a shareholder of AP+. ICA, Response to Issues Paper, 18 June 2021,
Annexure H.
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3 directors nominated by non-ADI shareholders80 who each hold
less than 15% of AP+ shares



2 directors nominated by ADIs81 who each hold less than 15% of
AP+ shares.82

AP+ director
voting rights

Each director will have one vote and the Chair will have the casting
vote.
Directors representing the major banks will have equal voting rights
to all other directors.
Board decisions (including decisions relating to the annual budget,
development roadmap, and the appointment of senior management)
will be decided by a simple majority vote of directors. Any 2 directors
can request that a decision be ratified by a Special Majority Band
Resolution in the circumstances described above under ‘shareholder
resolutions’.83

The operating
companies84

The OpCos will become wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+. AP+ will
appoint a subset of AP+ directors to the Board of each OpCo.
Each OpCo will:

The advisory
committees



continue to have its own operating governance and manage its
respective payment scheme, operations and infrastructure
(including pricing), as defined by the roadmap



be responsible for complying with obligations under its operating
rules, for regulatory compliance and risk management



participate in cross-entity working groups that will be set up to
support activities such as strategic planning and roadmap
development



contribute to the development of additional functionalities,
innovations and new products by providing proof of concepts to
the AP+ Board



contribute staff for the AP+ management centre that will provide
the finance, legal and risk management functions across the 3
entities.

AP+ will establish 2 advisory committees with whom it should
consult on a regular basis:
1. An end-user committee will represent the views of end-users
of the 3 schemes.
2. A Payment Service Provider committee will represent the
interests of the payment service providers and other
organisations in the Australian payments’ ecosystem.85

80

Non-ADI shareholders include Adyen Australia, Coles, Fiserv, Eftex, Windcave and Woolworths.

81

In addition to the major banks, ADI shareholders include Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Citigroup, Cuscal, HSBC, ING,
Macquarie, ASL, Indue, Bank of Queensland, Suncorp and Tyro Payments.

82

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraphs [7.9] and [26.11].

83

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraph [27.4].

84

ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p 4, paragraphs [7]-[9].

85

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraph [7.10].
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The committees:


will be established with terms of reference and guiding objectives



are expected to report publicly on their work and AP+ will be
obliged to publicly respond to any reports or statements made by
the committees



will be chaired by independent directors of AP+ and will comprise
of senior representatives of the OpCo management teams.86

ICA submissions
ICA submits that the amalgamation will enhance the ownership interests and voting
rights of smaller participants in AP+, at the same time as reducing the control of the
major banks over the 3 payment schemes. The major banks currently control 100% of
shareholder votes in BPAY,
% of member votes in EPAL (as at 31 January 2021),
and 76% of shareholder votes in NPPA.87
ICA submits that having independent directors on the AP+ Board and equal voting
rights for directors and shareholders will provide smaller participants (such as nonADIs and non-bank acquirers) with greater influence over the payment schemes
compared to the counterfactual. This is because in the counterfactual, the major banks
would control voting in each of the 3 schemes and there would be less engagement
with small business and other users of Australia’s payment ecosystem.88
ICA submits that banding shareholders together to nominate directors based on the
nature of the shareholder’s business and, for Special Majority Band Resolutions,
based on whether they use the payment service, will assist in providing fundamental
checks for each of the 3 payment schemes. Under these rules, the major banks can
nominate 4 out of 13 directors, which equates to a 30.76% share of the composition of
the Board of directors.89 ICA submits that the AP+ Board structure will enhance the
representation of a broader range of stakeholders, including smaller participants in
AP+. As a result, directors representing the larger shareholders (particularly the major
banks) are less likely to have as significant an influence over Board deliberations as
they would have in the schemes today. The major bank directors currently have a
majority of voting rights in eftpos and BPAY on account of their scheme volume in
eftpos and their collective ownership of 100% of BPAY.
ICA submits that the Boards of each OpCo will meet separately to make decisions
required under the respective OpCo’s Constitution, consistent with the directors’ duties
under common law and statute to act in the interests of the company and having regard
to the advice and input provided by the respective OpCo’s management teams.90
ICA submits that each OpCo will have ample opportunity to present to the AP+ Board
the case in favour of including a new payment service and the Board will consider that
case on its merits, including by reference to input from all AP+ directors and information
provided by the Board’s sub-committees. ICA submits that it is expected that each

86

ICA, AP+ Constitution, 2 July 2021, paragraph [9.10].

87

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraph [26.11].

88

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraphs [2.6] and [27.3].

89

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021.paragraphs [7.3] and [7.9].

90

ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p 4.
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OpCo and their respective management teams will play an important role in developing
the unified roadmap for payment services.91

The major banks’ submissions
The major banks are members of each scheme, with rights to appoint Board directors
for each entity. Under the amalgamation, the major banks will continue to have
representation on the AP+ Board. Some of the banks acknowledge that there will be a
dilution of their voting rights and shareholdings in the payment schemes. Others
consider that the governance arrangements for AP+ will still enable them to contribute
and provide influence.92 Evidence from the major banks’ internal documents generally
supports these assertions.93

The payment schemes’ submissions
EPAL has indicated that it is concerned the change in ownership will result in a loss of
support for the EPAL roadmap and that the checks and balances in AP+’s governance
structure do not necessarily ensure support for its strategic initiatives where there is
potential future competition between each of the amalgamated entities.94
BPAY submits that the amalgamation may raise material challenges for BPAY OpCo
by ceding decision-making to AP+’s governance and strategy, posing a risk to BPAY
OpCo’s ability to innovate and offer new services to the market.95
NPPA’s statements largely echo those of ICA in relation to a balanced representation
on AP+’s Board, a reduction in the influence of the major banks and the ability of all
users of the payments services to have an equal role in the ownership of AP+
regardless of their size.96

Other submissions
Coles and Woolworths have submitted that the governance arrangements for AP+
provide some comfort in ensuring EPAL’s revenue is used primarily to support its
strategic roadmap and create short term certainty that EPAL will be a meaningful
competitive alternative to Mastercard and Visa. They also note that
and that AP+’s
Board will be comprised of more directors nominated by non-ADIs relative to the
existing Boards of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA.97
Some stakeholders, including from Curtin University (Dr Lien Duong, Professor
Grantley Taylor and Dr Baban Eulaiwi) and the Australian Retailers Association,
consider that the proposed governance structure of AP+ ensures that all users will

91

ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p 10.

92
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EPAL, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraphs [100]-[106];

95

BPAY, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraph [76].

96

NPPA, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021.

97

Coles, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 17 March 2021; Woolworths, Non-confidential
statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021.
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have some degree of control or influence over the payment schemes, highlighting that
fundamental changes can be vetoed by relevant participants (as per the Special
Majority Band Resolution). However, several stakeholders raised concerns that
decisions will be dominated by the major banks and retailers and that small businesses
will have limited voice or influence.98
Visa considers that without appropriate governance systems, AP+ may be incentivised
to favour outcomes of key shareholders at the expense of smaller business groups
and other competitors.99 Mastercard, SuperChoice and Controlabill also expressed
concern that under the proposed structure of AP+, the major banks may be able to act
in concert. Mastercard recommended that conditions be imposed to maintain
separation and independence of the amalgamation entities.100

ACCC view
Based on information obtained in the course of its investigation, the ACCC considers
that the major banks are likely to have less control and influence over the payment
schemes in the future with the amalgamation than in the counterfactual. However, the
ACCC considers that, following the amalgamation of the 3 OpCos into a single
controlling entity, each OpCo will have reduced influence over the future of its own
strategic roadmap. The ACCC notes that under the amalgamation the major banks will
continue to independently decide whether to implement the roadmaps for the 3 OpCos
agreed by AP+.
The ACCC considers that AP+ will effectively control each of the 3 Opcos as a result
of the amalgamation. From July 2022, an OpCo will not be able to make a unilateral
decision to include a new payment service in its roadmap unless it is endorsed by
AP+’s Board as part of the unified roadmap. The ACCC considers that the OpCos’
ability to influence AP+’s decision-making for these activities appears limited to
providing input - which may or may not be reflected in the final view of the AP+ Board
- and to implement the decision once it has been made by the AP+ Board.101
Importantly, the OpCos’ ability to influence key decision-making will depend on the
extent to which the AP+ Board and CEO seeks support from the cross-entity working
groups or the management centre.102 The ACCC considers that AP+ will ultimately
have control over the 3 schemes’ operations and investment roadmaps. This
conclusion is consistent with one of the reasons for the amalgamation put forward by
ICA, namely the need to improve coordination between the 3 schemes to enhance
innovation, investment and speed-to-market of new payment services.
With the exception of CBA, the major banks will increase their overall shareholdings in
AP+ relative to their current shareholdings or membership in EPAL and NPPA (the
major banks are the only shareholders in BPAY). Based on the shareholders or
members of the 3 schemes as at the time ICA submitted its application for
authorisation, AP+ would have 21 shareholders. The major banks would together hold
of the shares in AP+ and each would be entitled to nominate one director to the
AP+ Board, however they will collectively hold less than a third of Board votes and less
98

Submissions from Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association, Restaurant & Catering Australia,
Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Council of Small Business Organisations Australia, Pharmacy Guild of
Australia, Australasian Association of Convenience Stores and National Retail Association.

99

Visa, Submission to the ACCC, 23 April 2021.

100

SuperChoice, Submission to the ACCC, 16 April 2021; Mastercard, Submission to the ACCC, 22 April 2021; Controlabill,
Submission to the ACCC, 21 April 2021.
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See for example ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p 4.
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ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, Exhibit 2.
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than 20% of shareholder votes.103 The Board will comprise a mix of directors who
represent a range of stakeholders, including 4 independent directors whose
independence is assured by the mandatory application of selection criteria. The major
banks will not constitute a simple majority of the AP+ Board. The ACCC does not
consider that the change in the proportion of shares collectively held by the major
banks will translate into them exercising greater influence or control over AP+ than
they would otherwise exercise over each of the payment schemes in the
counterfactual.
While the major banks’ shareholding will continue to be significant in AP+,
. Further, Coles and Woolworths will not necessarily
have representatives on the AP+ Board unless they are nominated by non-ADI
shareholders.104 They will, however, each have one vote at shareholder meetings
irrespective of their shareholding.

.
With or without the amalgamation, each of the major banks will continue to decide
whether AP+’s proposed payment services will be implemented and offered to their
customers. As such, the ability of the major banks to influence the success of future
payment services will not be limited to their role as AP+ shareholders and Board
members. The major banks collectively account for approximately 74% of residential
deposits105 and therefore the success of any new payment initiatives is heavily
dependent on the major banks updating their banking platforms in order to roll out and
promote new services to their customers. Given the dominant position of the major
banks in retail banking, if only one of the banks chooses not to make the upgrades
required to support a new payment service, the service may not achieve the ubiquity it
needs to become a viable offering.
The ACCC considers the possible effects of the control and governance changes under
AP+ in the competition assessment and public benefits assessment.

7.

ACCC assessment of competition limb

Relevant areas of competition
As a preliminary step to assess whether the amalgamation is likely to result in a
substantial lessening of competition, the ACCC has sought to identify the relevant
areas of competition likely to be impacted. This establishes the broad ‘field of inquiry’
relevant to the ACCC’s consideration of the application.
‘Market definition’ is an economic tool or instrumental concept, not an exact physical
exercise to identify a physical feature of the world. It is rarely possible to draw a clear
line around the relevant market or markets, and it is often sufficient to identify the
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relevant areas of competition in which the proposed acquisition or its effects will occur,
without precisely defining the boundaries of the relevant markets.106
Rather, in assessing applications for merger authorisation the ACCC adopts a
‘purposive’ approach to market definition. That is, the definition of the market is
considered in the context of the proposed acquisition and the prohibition in section 50
of the Act. Accordingly, the way a market is defined for the purposes of assessing a
particular application for authorisation may differ to the market definition relevant to the
ACCC’s consideration of other matters, for example, mergers in the same or related
industries.
In the present case, the ACCC has considered the range of buyers and sellers that
could be affected by the amalgamation and the nature of the competitive environment
in which the amalgamation will occur. This in turn assists in identifying the likely
competition effects, benefits and detriments, and the extent to which such effects may
be constrained by other factors.
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA are all present in 2 functional levels of the payment services
supply chain:


Low value electronic payments authorisation and clearing infrastructure in
Australia



Low value electronic payment services in Australia.

The ACCC considers that low value payments are in different markets from high value
payments made between financial institutions for themselves or on behalf of corporate
customers, including to and from overseas banks and for foreign exchange
transactions.
The main low value payment infrastructures used in Australia are the NPP, the eftpos
card scheme, the BPAY scheme, international card schemes (run by Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Diners Club) and the Direct Entry system.
Due to the different use cases and cost conditions involved, the ACCC considers it is
useful to consider low value payment services in a narrower context according to the
following segments of payments:


Point of sale electronic retail payments



Online retail payments



Online bill and invoice payments



Person-to-person payments



Government and business disbursements.

These segments are consistent with those referred to by ICA107 and its economic
expert,108 and broadly consistent with the segmentations referred to by ICA’s industry
expert.109 The segments are sometimes classified by reference to broad categories of
payers and payees (such as consumer to business or government to consumer) in
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combination with payment channels (such as in-store or online).110 The payment
services available in each segment are discussed further in the competition analysis
below at paragraphs [7.160]-[7.282].
Several stakeholders referred to one broad Australian market for payment services or
digital payment services.111 The Council of Small Business Organisations Australia
refers to an ‘Australian domestic digital financial services market’ as well as ‘the
traditional credit card market’.112 Similarly, the Australasian Convenience and
Petroleum Marketers Association refers to ‘the Australian payment services market’ as
well as the ‘credit/debit card market’ and ‘electronic payments market’.113 Similar to
other stakeholders, the Australian Association of Convenience Stores suggests a
broad geographic market definition treating all of Australia as one marketplace is
appropriate.114
In addition to the 2 functional levels of payment services supply chain discussed at
paragraph [7.5] above, the ACCC also considered potential competitive overlap
between:


EPAL and BPAY in relation to digital identification services



EPAL and NPPA in relation to developing QR code standards.

The ACCC’s conclusions as to the competitive effects of the amalgamation do not
depend on precise market definitions in each of the relevant areas of competition in
which the amalgamation or its effects will occur.

Future with and without
In applying the authorisation test, the ACCC compares the likely future with the
proposed acquisition that is the subject of the authorisation (the factual scenario) to
the likely future in which the proposed acquisition does not occur (the counterfactual
scenario).

ICA submissions
ICA submits that the counterfactual scenario is likely to involve a lesser form of the
amalgamation, such as a combination of 2 schemes, or a combination of one scheme
and a part of another scheme, or a contractual arrangement between a scheme and
one of its closest competitors.115
The ACCC considers there is insufficient evidence to determine that any of these
counterfactual scenarios are likely to occur.
ICA further submits the following are likely counterfactual scenarios:116


The lack of a coordinated investment roadmap will cause the gap between
domestic schemes and Visa, Mastercard and international technology
companies to grow.
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Australia’s payment schemes will not be able to keep pace with technological
developments and will be a weak constraint on Visa, Mastercard and
international technology companies.



BPAY, EPAL and NPPA will require significant further investment by a critical
mass of financial institutions.



Available resources to be allocated by banks and payments companies on
new capability will continue to be limited.



Some overlapping future capabilities will be delayed, not built, or will not be
successful because of insufficient network effects.



Domestic capability will falter to the benefit of global competitors.

The ACCC has considered the above scenarios as factors relevant to the public benefit
claims and competition analysis rather than other likely counterfactual scenarios.

Other submissions
Interested parties provided a range of views in respect of the likely future without the
amalgamation.
Mastercard’s expert, Oxera, suggests that absent the merger, the 3 domestic payment
schemes would be likely to continue on a converging path, becoming stronger
competitors to each other and increasing competition and innovation.117
On the other hand, Dr Duong, Professor Taylor and Dr Eulaiwi of Curtin University, and
the Australian Banking Association, submit that in the absence of the amalgamation,
the 3 entities will continue to operate without competing closely.118

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that in the future without the amalgamation, each of the 3
domestic payment schemes will be likely to pursue their own individual strategy and
roadmap. This will be likely to result in varying levels of potential overlap across
different payment segments.
Potential counterfactual scenarios in relation to each of the merger entities are
discussed in the following sections.

EPAL / eftpos
ICA submissions and expert views
ICA refers to expert reports from Lance Blockley (Expert Industry Opinion) and Dr
Geoff Edwards (Economic Expert Opinion).
Dr Edwards considers there are 2 different counterfactuals that have a ‘real chance of
occurring’ with respect to eftpos:119


eftpos will continue to be a viable payment service for at least the next 10
years, and will continue to be an important constraint on pricing and other
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terms of the Mastercard and Visa debit schemes, but financial institutions’
commitments to eftpos initiatives will continue to be limited and ambivalent.


eftpos will cease to operate within 10 years unless there is proactive
intervention by the RBA to maintain a domestic card-based payment
infrastructure. This is because eftpos is likely to lose market share to
Mastercard and Visa or new entrants.

Mr Blockley considers it likely that the core eftpos debit card business will disappear
within the next 10 years120 because of the following factors:


Mastercard and Visa have a strong pipeline of innovations which allows them
to erode the market share of localised domestic debit card schemes.121



Mastercard and Visa will continue to set the ‘catch up’ agenda for eftpos, as
they effectively set global standards in the capabilities required for card
payments.122



Banks have limited incentive to support eftpos for a range of reasons. These
include the cost of issuing and maintaining DNDCs123 being greater than that
of issuing single network debit cards (SNDCs) backed by Visa or
Mastercard.124 In addition, installing ‘catch up’ capabilities for eftpos requires
significant investment in the banks’ own banking / card platform systems.125
Further, while the major banks may want eftpos to be a point of competitive
leverage in their negotiations with the international card schemes, they
appreciate that their profits would be improved if they moved from issuing
DNDCs to purely issuing SNDCs backed by Visa or Mastercard.126

EPAL submissions
EPAL submits that, absent the amalgamation, it would continue to execute its
diversification strategy (which it established in 2019).127
This strategy involves EPAL moving into new digital payments services and other nonpayment services, including Beem It, deposit and withdrawal, connectID and QR
orchestration.128 EPAL considers the success of the strategy is dependent on
members (including the major banks) implementing the EPAL roadmap. It submits the
bulk of the development work by its members is already complete. It considers the
remaining execution of the roadmap is unlikely to place significant financial burden on
the major banks, because EPAL is self-funded, low cost and provides rebates to the
banks to cover a significant portion of their implementation costs.129
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EPAL also considers that without the amalgamation, eftpos would continue to be a
sustainable, low-cost provider of debit card payment processing at the point of sale
and in online transactions.130

EPAL submits it has no intention of pursuing any form of consolidation absent the
amalgamation, except it may take a broader role in ATM scheme management in
collaboration with AusPayNet.135

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that the likely counterfactual scenario is the status quo: the core
eftpos debit scheme business will continue; and EPAL will continue to execute its
diversification strategy, and will do so independently of NPPA and BPAY.
The ACCC understands that, until recently, eftpos’ share of debit card payments had
been declining over several years, while the share of debit card payments processed
using the Mastercard and Visa debit schemes had been increasing.136
However, the LCR initiative (see Box 5 on page 57 below), which has been supported
and promoted by the RBA (see paragraphs [7.99] and [7.102] below), has enabled
merchants to choose to route DNDC payments to eftpos (rather than to Visa or
Mastercard). The availability of LCR has enabled eftpos to reverse the decline in its
share of debit card payments processing in recent years.137
The RBA has signalled an intention to continue to take steps to ensure the availability
of LCR, in order to promote competition in the routing of debit card payments (see
paragraph [7.102] below).
Based on the information available, the ACCC does not consider EPAL to be a failing
firm. Further, there is no basis to conclude that EPAL will likely exit the market in the
medium to long term without the amalgamation.
The ACCC considers that, absent the amalgamation, eftpos will likely continue to
diversify into providing new services.
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BPAY
BPAY submits that if the amalgamation does not proceed, BPAY will continue to
operate and be governed by its current 5 year strategic roadmap which was developed
in late 2019.138 BPAY’s strategy is focused on:


enabling the BPAY scheme to thrive through simplifying payments for
members, consumers and businesses to maximise the effectiveness of
existing payments solutions that remain in high demand. Such initiatives
include simplifying BPAY access and processes, accelerating BPAY
payment notifications, enabling third party payment initiation and
implementing Osko services 2 and 3; and



creating value by diversifying payments into planned non-payment activities
such as providing a single access point for debits, invoices and out of bank
payments, and enabling integrated payments for businesses.139

BPAY submits that it would continue to explore ways to achieve the benefits of industry
coordination absent the amalgamation.140
Mr Blockley and Dr Edwards consider that BPAY is likely to retain a significant
presence in bill payments in Australia without the amalgamation.141

ACCC view
Based on the information available, the ACCC considers the likely counterfactual in
respect of BPAY is the status quo. That is, BPAY will continue to pursue its existing
strategy and roadmap.

NPPA
NPPA submits that absent the amalgamation, NPPA would continue its existing
strategy to focus on implementation of the core business services set out in the NPP
roadmap, including:


The category purpose code business service from April 2021, which is
designed to support specific payment types, namely payroll, tax,
superannuation and e-invoicing payments.



The Mandated Payment Service (MPS) (also known as ‘PayTo’) from the end
of 2021, which will enable customers to authorise third parties to initiate
payments from their bank accounts using the NPP.



The NPP International Payment business service from end 2022, which is a
scheme agnostic business service that enables the NPP to be used to send
payments to customers over the NPP as the inbound domestic leg of the
cross-border payment process.142
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NPPA and Dr Edwards submit that without the amalgamation, NPPA will continue to
support the processing of bulk payments and migration of existing volumes from the
Direct Entry system143 to the NPP.144

ACCC view
Based on the information available, the ACCC considers the likely counterfactual in
respect of the NPPA is the status quo. That is, NPPA will continue to pursue its existing
strategy and roadmap.

Impact of the amalgamation on eftpos
eftpos plays an important role in maintaining competition in the routing of debit card
payments. It is the only domestic debit card scheme in Australia. It is an alternative to,
and is often lower cost for merchants than, the 2 larger international debit schemes:
Visa Debit and Debit Mastercard.145 The ACCC has accepted a court enforceable
Undertaking that obliges AP+ to procure that EPAL maintains eftpos’ infrastructure and
services, and does all things in its control to make available and promote LCR, among
other things (see Box 4 on page 48 below).
The vast majority of debit cards currently issued in Australia are DNDCs. DNDCs make
LCR possible.
LCR is a functionality offered by acquirers (see Figure 2) that allows merchants to
choose which debit card scheme will process contactless payments made by
consumers using DNDCs. Without LCR, DNDC payments would only be processed
through the Visa Debit or Debit Mastercard schemes, for which many merchants incur
higher fees than payments processed through eftpos.
A number of interested parties, including small businesses, have raised concerns
about the impact of the amalgamation on the independence of EPAL, the provision of
eftpos as a low cost debit card service and the availability of LCR to merchants.
The RBA has been supporting competition in debit card payments by, among other
things, encouraging the issuance of DNDCs and the provision of LCR to merchants by
the major banks and other acquirers.
The ACCC considers the presence of eftpos and the availability of LCR has contributed
to greater competition in the routing of debit card payments. As the RBA has observed,
Mastercard and Visa have lowered some interchange and scheme fees in response to
the availability of LCR.146 This has flowed through to lower merchant service fees over
the past several years in relation to the processing of certain categories of debit card
payments.
The amalgamation will result in the loss of an independent EPAL Board that would be
expected to make decisions solely in the interests of EPAL and the eftpos scheme.
EPAL will become a wholly owned subsidiary of AP+ and its Constitution will be
amended so that directors acting in good faith in the interests of AP+ will be taken to
be acting in the best interests of EPAL.
Further, as EPAL is one of 3 OpCos that will operate under AP+, the unified roadmap
developed by AP+ will apply to EPAL. Given that AP+ will decide on what new
143
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functionalities or services to invest in, the ACCC considers that the level and timeliness
of support for and investments in the eftpos scheme may be lower in these
circumstances than in the likely future without the amalgamation.
Given the role that eftpos plays in the competitive process , the ACCC has considered
whether the amalgamation is likely to result in a reduction in support for eftpos from
the major banks or AP+. Such a reduction in support may take the form of, for example,
constraining the ability of EPAL to improve or expand its low cost service model
through measures such as offering new types of payments and improving non-price
aspects of its services.
Currently, the major banks have considerable influence over the decisions made by
EPAL because they each hold voting rights on the EPAL Board proportional to each
bank’s transaction volumes.147 The amalgamation will change the voting rights held by
the major banks in BPAY, EPAL and NPPA. The ACCC does not consider this change
will translate into the major banks exercising greater influence or control over AP+ than
they would exercise over the individual payment schemes in the counterfactual.
However, the major banks (as issuers and acquirers) will continue to each
independently decide whether and when they will implement the functionalities
proposed by AP+, including those related to eftpos.
The major banks currently have the ability to dilute the competitive influence of the
eftpos network by deciding which payment services they will support, including which
eftpos services they offer to their customers and how quickly the services are made
available.
The major banks have mixed incentives to support eftpos by continuing to issue
DNDCs and making LCR available to their merchant customers. The RBA has
observed that the major banks are likely to have a collective incentive to support eftpos
and LCR, though their individual incentive to do so may be relatively weak.148 In this
regard, the RBA has noted that the business units of the major banks involved in card
issuance appear to be more influential in the respective bank’s overall decisionmaking.149 This may see them inclined to favour the routing of debit card transactions
to Mastercard and Visa, or issuing SNDCs backed by Mastercard or Visa150 rather than
DNDCs, in order to increase revenue through the higher interchange fees set by
Mastercard or Visa (on average) compared to eftpos. These mixed incentives are likely
to persist following the amalgamation.
The RBA has noted in its Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper
that it is willing to take further steps to support DNDCs and LCR to safeguard
competition between debit card schemes.151 In addition, the RBA submits that it would
consider additional regulatory measures in the event that eftpos' ability to exert
competitive pressure in debit card payment services was to weaken, if doing so would
be in the public interest (see paragraph [7.73] below). However, while such steps could
be directed to maintaining DNDCs and LCR, they are likely to be in response to a
diminution of eftpos' ability to exert competitive pressure after it has occurred. The
ACCC considered it appropriate to accept the Undertaking because it is likely to
mitigate the risk of such a diminution occurring. By specifically requiring AP+ to
147
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maintain support for eftpos, the Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, reduces
the risk that the major banks as shareholders of AP+ will deprioritise support for eftpos
following the amalgamation.
The ACCC considers that the mixed incentives of the major banks and AP+, and the
ability of the major banks to materially affect AP+ investment decisions, give rise to
some uncertainty with regard to the ongoing support of eftpos and LCR. As a result,
there is a risk that the amalgamation may substantially lessen competition in relation
to the routing of debit card payments.
The Undertaking imposes obligations on AP+ to, among other things, support eftpos,
by procuring that EPAL will do all things in its control to make available and promote
LCR, maintain the eftpos card-based issuing and acquiring infrastructure, eftpos’
payments scheme and services, and develop the Prescribed Services, some of which
facilitate eftpos online payment services. The development of eftpos’ online payment
services will assist in facilitating LCR for those payments. The ACCC considers that
the Undertaking provides assurance that eftpos’ payment services will be maintained
and LCR will be made available for 4 years, and future functionalities relating to EPAL
(the EPAL Prescribed Services) will be implemented.
Having regard to the Undertaking, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation is
unlikely to result in a substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of
debit card payments.
Box 4: Overview of Undertaking as it relates to EPAL
The ACCC has accepted an Undertaking from ICA under section 87B(1A) of the Act. The
Undertaking is at Attachment A to this determination.
The Undertaking will be in effect for 4 years from the date of completion of the
amalgamation. It is intended to help ensure that eftpos will develop and improve its debitbased payment services for point of sale, online and in-app payments. The development
and deployment of these services is important to the broad availability of LCR in online
debit card payments.
The Undertaking contains obligations for AP+ to procure that EPAL will:


do all things in its control to make available and promote LCR



maintain eftpos’ card-based issuing and acquiring infrastructure, eftpos’
payments scheme and the supply of eftpos’ card-based issuing and acceptance
services to customers and end-users, including but not limited to pay for a
purchase in-store with eftpos debit card (including using contactless methods)
and using a mobile wallet, pay for a purchase online with eftpos debit, and pay
for a purchase in-app with eftpos debit



develop and make available the Prescribed Services (including APIs where
applicable) in accordance with agreed timeframes



continue to evolve and extend its various API assets in line with the
implementation of its Prescribed Services



maintain and continue to administer its current mandate framework



agree, with the other OpCos, an industry wide standard supporting Pay with a
QR code in coordination with AusPayNet



explore the feasibility of developing certain services such as eftpos’ transit
support for debit card point of sale payments.
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In addition:


AP+ undertakes that one of the 4 independent directors appointed to its Board
will have substantial small business experience



AP+ must appoint and maintain an approved independent auditor to audit and
report upon AP+’s compliance with the Undertaking.

Submissions
Third party submissions
A number of interested parties have raised concerns that the amalgamation would
enable the major banks and AP+ to reduce investment in eftpos and divert investment
to the other 2 payment schemes. They submit that deprioritising eftpos would likely
weaken its competitive position against Mastercard and Visa and threaten the viability
of the eftpos scheme, particularly as transaction volumes could be diverted to the
NPP.152
Interested parties have noted that eftpos provides affordable payments solutions to
retailers and merchants and is committed to understanding and working with small
businesses. Accordingly, they have raised concerns that EPAL will lose control of its
roadmap and its focus on small business, ultimately leading to higher costs for
merchants.153
On the other hand, some interested parties support the governance mechanisms
proposed for AP+, in particular the shareholder resolutions, and consider that the
OpCos will continue to roll out new services following the amalgamation.154

ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits that the amalgamation is intended to enable EPAL to remain competitive
and viable into the future, rather than to draw attention or investment away from its
initiatives, including to the NPP.155 ICA highlights the commitment to the Prescribed
Services, most of which will assist EPAL with its online payment capability and which
would not exist absent the amalgamation, as evidence of the intention to continue to
support EPAL. ICA also highlights that AP+’s governance arrangements will ensure
EPAL users retain control over the scheme and prevent the major banks from having
significant influence relative to other AP+ shareholders.156
The major retailers Coles and Woolworths each submit that the amalgamation will
strengthen EPAL’s competitive position relative to Mastercard and Visa. This is
particularly because of ICA’s support for the EPAL Prescribed Services which provides
greater certainty for the EPAL roadmap. Coles and Woolworths suggest that these
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commitments may not have been forthcoming absent the amalgamation, observing
that industry participants have not historically been supportive of EPAL initiatives.157
Mr Blockley’s view is that the major banks will not have significant influence or control
over EPAL following the amalgamation. He considers that the proposed governance
mechanisms provide necessary checks on AP+’s decision-making (such as
shareholder resolutions).158 Similarly, Dr Edwards does not consider that the major
banks or AP+ would have the ability or incentive to reduce support for eftpos following
the amalgamation, noting that eftpos represents an important constraint on Mastercard
and Visa. Further, Dr Edwards considers that degrading eftpos’ services would likely
benefit Mastercard and Visa rather than NPPA, observing that NPPA is unlikely to be
competing for point of sale payments for many years at least.159

Submissions from EPAL
EPAL considers that the amalgamation poses a risk to its ability to control its strategic
roadmap and that AP+ will only support one scheme where there is any overlapping
product or service. Specifically, EPAL raises concerns about the possible elimination
of competition in areas of overlap between the 3 payment schemes. This could result
in a reduction in eftpos transaction volumes in online purchases, deposit and
withdrawal use cases and, over time, retail transactions. It may also result in an inability
to diversify or expand its newer services which would also compete with the NPP or
BPAY services (for example, Beem It and connectID). EPAL submits that AP+’s
governance arrangements do not ensure support for EPAL’s initiatives or interests
more generally. EPAL is concerned that any loss of support for the eftpos scheme will
hinder its ability to compete with Mastercard and Visa and could result in higher costs
for merchants.160
161

Submissions from the RBA
The RBA’s Payments System Board (the principal regulator of Australia’s payments
system) has been taking various approaches to promote competition in debit card
payments since at least August 2012. These include measures to promote competition
between eftpos, and Mastercard and Visa, and to actively encourage the major banks
to support DNDCs and LCR.
The RBA has previously observed that financial institutions may not generally have
strong financial incentives for the continued issuance of DNDCs or the provision of
LCR;162 both of which help maintain eftpos market share and assist eftpos’ ability to
compete with Mastercard and Visa. The RBA has also observed that when the major
banks (and other ADIs) have introduced a new functionality for cardholders, such as
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Coles, Non-confidential statement in support of the application for authorisation, 22 March 2021 paragraph [116];
Woolworths, Non-confidential statement in support of the application for authorisation, 22 March 2021 paragraph [32].
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Lance Blockley, Expert industry opinion, 18 March 2021, paragraphs [518] and [527].
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Dr Geoff Edwards, Expert economic opinion of Dr Geoff Edwards, Charles River Associates, 2 April 2021, paragraph [271].
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EPAL, Non-confidential statement in support of application for authorisation, 22 March 2021, paragraphs [105]-[106] and
[181].
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.
RBA, Review of Retail Payments: Issues Paper, November 2019, p 16.
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Apple Pay, they have often done so first for an international card scheme, with no firm
plans for also enabling it for eftpos.163
However, in discussion with the ACCC, the RBA states that it considers the major
banks collectively wish to see the eftpos scheme continue, because:164


the continued presence of eftpos and availability of LCR may contribute to
downward pressure on the debit scheme fees set by Mastercard and Visa



eftpos has some additional functionalities that bank customers want such as
the cash out functionality and support for processing Medicare claims



there is little cost per card for the major banks to include eftpos on DNDCs.165

The RBA considers that, notwithstanding the major banks’ collective interest to see the
eftpos scheme continue, there may be financial incentives for individual banks to enter
into an agreement with Mastercard or Visa in return for agreeing to issue only SNDCs
backed by Mastercard or Visa.166 More broadly, the RBA has been concerned that the
trend of SNDC issuance by smaller issuers could diminish the value of LCR to
merchants, and be detrimental to eftpos’ ability to compete with Visa and
Mastercard.167
However, the RBA does not expect the major banks to move to issuing SNDCs backed
by Mastercard or Visa instead of DNDCs. Rather, it expects the major banks’ collective
long-term incentive to keep the eftpos scheme operating to outweigh their individual
short-term incentives.168 Moreover, the RBA has flagged a range of measures in its
Review of Retail Payments Consultation Paper to address the various threats to
DNDCs and LCR (see Table 2 on pages 58-60 below). These include the option of
requiring the major banks (and potentially a broader range of ADIs) to issue DNDCs,
which would be ‘agnostic’ regarding the debit card networks included on those cards.169
In its submission to the ACCC, the RBA submits that, if, for any reason, eftpos’
competitive position was weakened, and merchant service fees for debit card
payments began to increase as a result, it would consider taking further policy action
in the public interest. The RBA has said it would consider measures such as the
following (noting they are the cost components of debit payments charged to
merchants):170


lowering the current RBA-regulated benchmark for the weighted-average
interchange fees of the debit card schemes171

163

Ibid.

164

RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021.
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In contrast, the smaller and mid-sized banks have indicated to the RBA that they find it relatively costly to issue DNDCs and
maintain two debit card networks. That is partly because they do not have a large customer based over which to defray the
cost.
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RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021. The SNDCs referred to here are debit cards that feature a single
international debit card scheme, i.e. either Visa Debit or Debit Mastercard. (It should be noted that some banks issue
‘eftpos proprietary cards’, which are also a type of SNDCs as the cards feature a single network, being eftpos).
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This is because, SNDCs are debit cards featuring a single debit card network, and therefore they cannot facilitate LCR.
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RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021.
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RBA, Submission to the ACCC, 9 July 2021, p 3. In its Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, the RBA
also indicates that there would be no presumption as to which two debit networks were included by issuers; various
combinations of domestic and international schemes might be feasible (see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation:
Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 12).
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RBA, Submission to the ACCC, 12 July 2021.
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These fees are set by the debit card schemes to be paid by acquirers to issuers, and are passed on directly or indirectly to
merchants.
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subjecting debit scheme fees172 to greater transparency. For instance, as
mentioned in the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation
Paper, the RBA could consider requiring debit card schemes to disclose
scheme fee schedules and provide quarterly data on average fees charged to
issuers and acquirers, or publishing some form of aggregate data173



subjecting acquirers’ margins to greater competitive pressure, including by
improving the transparency of merchant service fees to help reduce some
impediments to competition between acquirers in the supply of debit card
payment services to smaller merchants.174

The ACCC’s views on the major banks’ ability and incentive to reduce support
for eftpos
As discussed in paragraphs [7.45] and [7.46], eftpos plays an important role in
maintaining competitive tension between debit card schemes and providing choice to
merchants in the routing of debit card payments in Australia.
The ACCC has investigated whether the amalgamation would be likely to have an
adverse effect on the competitive position of eftpos (and consequently, competition in
the routing of debit card payments). The ACCC has considered the ability and
incentives of the major banks and other ADIs as shareholders and as issuers and
acquirers, and of AP+ to reduce support for the eftpos scheme.
The ACCC has considered whether the major banks and other ADIs have the incentive
to reduce or deprioritise support for eftpos and whether the amalgamation would
increase the likelihood of this occurring. Key considerations for the major banks and
other ADIs in this regard include:


whether it is more profitable for them for payments to be routed through
Mastercard or Visa, which typically results in higher interchange fees flowing
to them as issuers



whether eftpos is a source of constraint in the negotiations they have with
Mastercard and Visa



the threat of further RBA intervention and the profit impact this would have on
them.

Ability of the major banks to reduce support for eftpos
At present, EPAL is a company limited by guarantee.175 It is self-funded and cannot
distribute profits to its members. It is currently co-owned by 19 members whose
entitlements to vote are based on their scheme volume (for General Meetings) or their
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These fees are charged by the debit card schemes to issuers and acquirers, and in the case of acquirers are passed on
directly or indirectly to merchants.
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In the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, the RBA considers the opacity of scheme fee
arrangements may be limiting competitive tension between the card schemes, as well as between acquirers (by obscuring
their margins). The RBA considers that the opacity of scheme fees could also, in principle, make it easier for schemes to
implement fees or rules that may be anti-competitive or have the effect of offsetting or circumventing the RBA’s interchange
fee regulation (see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 29).

174

For instance, as flagged in the RBA’s Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, the RBA may regularly
publishing summary information on merchant service fees for merchants of different sizes, or potentially extending the
Consumer Data Right to acquiring services provided to small businesses (see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation:
Consultation Paper, May 2021, pp 41-42).

175

Following the amalgamation, EPAL will be converted to a company limited by shares.
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acquirer scheme volume or issuer scheme volume (for Class Meetings).176 The major
banks hold significant voting rights on the EPAL Board on account of their scheme
volumes.177
As discussed in paragraph [6.18], the ACCC does not consider that the change in the
proportion of shares held by the major banks will translate into them exercising greater
influence or control over AP+ than they would exercise over the individual payment
schemes in the future without the amalgamation. Following the amalgamation, the
major banks will hold no more than 4 of 13 seats on the AP+ Board and will see a
reduction of their voting rights.178
However, the amalgamation will result in the loss of an independent EPAL Board which
is expected to make decisions solely in the interests of EPAL and the eftpos scheme.
Further, the major banks, as both issuers and acquirers, will each continue to decide
whether they will implement the functionalities proposed under the roadmap developed
by AP+, including those related to eftpos.179 The major banks currently have the ability
to dilute the competitive influence of the eftpos network by deciding which payment
services they will support, including which eftpos services they offer to their customers
and how quickly the services are made available.
The proposed governance structure of AP+ has some features that would increase the
likelihood of decisions being made which are not detrimental to eftpos, including a
broad representation of payment stakeholders on the Board of AP+, equal voting rights
of AP+ shareholders and directors and shareholder voting resolutions. For example,
with regard to funding decisions, directors appointed to the AP+ Board by the major
banks could make a decision to use funds (including retained earnings) generated from
EPAL’s payment services to provide funding for current or future payment services of
BPAY or NPPA. However, these decisions may be subject to ratification by a Special
Majority Band Resolution (see Table 1 on page 33 above), which will have the effect
of placing the decision of whether to use funds from EPAL to fund another scheme in
the hands of eftpos users who are also shareholders of AP+.180
The major banks are critical to the success of new payment services. Following the
amalgamation, the major banks (as both issuers and acquirers) will continue to decide
whether to implement proposed payment initiatives in the roadmap developed by AP+
and therefore will have the ability to materially affect AP+ investment decisions. This
gives rise to uncertainty with regard to their ongoing support for eftpos and LCR.

Incentives of the major banks to reduce support for eftpos
The ACCC considers that, absent regulatory intervention, the major banks (as both
issuers and acquirers) have mixed incentives to support the eftpos scheme (Box 3 on
page 22 above provides context for this view). Those incentives are likely to persist in
the future with the amalgamation.
The major banks have mixed incentives to support eftpos because:
176

ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraph [6.4]. Scheme volumes refers to the number of
payments processed over the eftpos payment system by issuers and acquirers, as relevant.
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ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, paragraph [7.9].
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The other ADIs who are shareholders of AP+ include Bank of Queensland, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, Cuscal and Tyro.
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The ACCC notes that in some cases the payment schemes have the ability to impose mandates on the banks, requiring
that they adopt, implement or otherwise support a new service or functionality.
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ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p 21.
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Issuers may prefer debit card payments to be routed to Mastercard or Visa
rather than eftpos, so that they can derive higher revenue due to the higher
interchange fees (on average) set by Mastercard and Visa compared to eftpos.
They may also be offered financial incentives from Mastercard or Visa to issue
SNDCs backed by Mastercard or Visa, instead of DNDCs.



Based on the views of the RBA in its Review of Retail Payments, and the views
put forward by ICA’s industry experts and numerous other parties,181 it is
apparent that issuers have historically prioritised introducing new functionality
for Visa or Mastercard, and delayed doing so for eftpos. To some extent, this
has inhibited eftpos’ ability to compete with Mastercard and Visa for the routing
of debit card payments.



At the same time, issuers may seek to reduce their costs by using eftpos as a
pricing wedge to negotiate lower scheme fees with Mastercard or Visa.182
eftpos also provides functionality such as cash out at some merchants and the
processing of Medicare Easyclaim rebates, which may be valued by some of
the banks’ customers.



As acquirers, the major banks may support eftpos as a low-cost supplier of
debit payment acceptance services and for any constraint it imposes on the
scheme fees set by Mastercard and Visa. Lower scheme fees lower the major
banks’ costs, which could assist them to be more price competitive against
other acquirers, and provide lower cost offerings to attract or retain merchant
customers.



On the whole, the business units of the major banks involved in card issuance
seem likely to be more influential in the banks’ overall decision-making.183 This
would mean the major banks would be inclined to favour routing of debit card
transactions to Mastercard or Visa, or issuing SNDCs backed by Mastercard
or Visa rather than DNDCs, in order to increase their revenue.

However, the major banks and other payments industry participants184 operate subject
to the regulatory oversight of the RBA. The ACCC considers that the RBA’s actions in
promoting competition in debit card payments to date (including through a mix of
suasion, the threat of regulation and actual regulation) has had an influence on the
decisions of the major banks to support the eftpos scheme (including through issuing
DNDCs and providing LCR to merchants, both of which have benefited eftpos).
If the amalgamation proceeds, the ACCC considers that the major banks are unlikely
to withdraw support for, or completely remove, the eftpos scheme. As noted in
paragraph [7.72] above, the RBA also considers that the major banks collectively are
likely to have an incentive to keep the eftpos scheme operating. The ACCC notes that
181

This includes: Mr Blockley (who submits that the major banks have limited financial incentives to support eftpos for various
reasons), see paragraph [7.25] above for a summary of his submission; Coles, Non-confidential Statement in support of the
application for authorisation, 17 March 2021, paragraphs [112], [118], [150] and [165]; Woolworths, Non-confidential
Statement in support of the application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraphs [32] and [37]; and EPAL, Nonconfidential Statement in support of the application for authorisation, 22 March 2021, paragraph 144(f).
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As the RBA has observed, the presence of eftpos and LCR may have contributed to Mastercard and Visa lowering their
scheme fees (see RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021,and RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation:
Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 8).
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RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021.
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Including issuers, acquirers and the card schemes.
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some of the other AP+ shareholders, particularly net acquirers (such as Coles,
Woolworths and Tyro), will have a strong incentive for the eftpos scheme to continue
operating as an alternative to Mastercard and Visa.
However, the major banks’ mixed incentives with respect to eftpos (and, based on the
views of Mr Blockley and Dr Edwards,185 their degree of ambivalence towards eftpos)
are likely to persist following the amalgamation. Consequently, there is some
uncertainty as to how the major banks will act. For instance, it is unclear whether they
would be likely to act to limit EPAL’s ability to improve its lower cost service model, or
delay upgrades or the introduction of new functionality that would assist the eftpos
network to grow.
The ACCC also considers the amalgamation may increase the risk that eftpos or other
new or innovative EPAL services would be de-prioritised relative to other services
within the AP+ roadmap. This is because, following the amalgamation, EPAL will lose
its independence as a separate entity with its own Board by becoming one of 3 OpCos
under AP+. As a result, decisions made by the major banks as shareholders of AP+
regarding EPAL will be made in the broader context of being in the best interest of
AP+, rather than only in the best interest of EPAL. EPAL (amalgamated within a bigger
organisation, AP+) may not have its initiatives prioritised by AP+ relative to the
initiatives of the other 2 OpCos.
If EPAL initiatives are deprioritised, this could potentially affect eftpos’ ability to
compete with Mastercard and Visa, and consequently, the extent of competition in
relation to the routing of debit card payments. Given the dominance of Mastercard and
Visa, any lessening of competition in relation to debit card payments would likely be
detrimental.
As discussed in paragraphs [7.72]-[7.73] above, the RBA has outlined a range of
proposed measures regarding DNDCs and LCR. These measures are not designed to
protect eftpos per se, but rather are designed to protect competition in debit card
payments.186 The RBA has also indicated it may take additional regulatory measures
in the event that eftpos' ability to exert competitive pressure in debit card payment
services was to weaken, if doing so would be in the public interest. However, such
measures are likely to be in response to a diminution of eftpos' ability to exert
competitive pressure after it has occurred.
In view of the uncertainties associated with the major banks’ incentives to support and
grow the eftpos network, and to minimise the risk of a diminution of eftpos’ competitive
position in the routing of debit card payments occurring, the ACCC has accepted the
Undertaking (see Box 4 on page 48 above). The Undertaking imposes obligations on
AP+ to, among other things, procure that EPAL will:


maintain the eftpos network for 4 years



develop and make available the EPAL Prescribed Services, some of which will
provide the capability for eftpos online payment functionality. The
implementation of this functionality will facilitate the availability for LCR on
online payment services following the amalgamation.

The Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, reduces the risk that the major
banks as shareholders of AP+ will deprioritise their support for eftpos.
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Lance Blockley, Expert industry opinion, 18 March 2021, paragraphs [457] and [518]; Dr Geoff Edwards, Expert economic
opinion, 2 April 2021, paragraph [99].
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RBA, Submission to the ACCC, 9 July 2021, p 3.
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The ACCC’s views on ability and incentive of AP+ to rationalise investment in
payment services
AP+ is likely to have an incentive to keep debit card payments on the eftpos scheme.
If AP+ was to decrease the attractiveness of the eftpos scheme (for example, by
increasing scheme fees or delaying the roll-out of new capabilities),187 a proportion of
the debit card payments currently routed over the eftpos scheme would likely shift to
eftpos’ closest competitors, Mastercard and Visa, resulting in lost revenue for the
eftpos scheme (and for AP+).
As discussed in paragraphs [7.160]-[7.167] and [7.199]-[7.216], EPAL’s core debit card
business is unlikely to overlap in a significant way with the NPP in the short to medium
term. There are several barriers to adoption of the NPP for retail payments. Investment
would be required to enable NPP retail payments, and consumers and merchants
would need to see benefit in using the NPP for these payments. NPP payments
currently take longer to process, and are more expensive, than eftpos debit card
payments. To the extent that the NPP enters the retail segment, it is more likely to be
used as a funding method for other online payments services (for example, BNPL
arrangements) and for some recurring in-app or e-commerce payments.
In the longer term, AP+ may have an incentive to rationalise overlapping payment
services to avoid duplicating investment spend. This rationalisation may be facilitated
by new technology and the development of new payment systems that allow older
payment infrastructure or payment systems to be retired. The NPP, being newer and
having a more modern payment messaging capability than eftpos, seems likely to be
the infrastructure that will benefit from any such developments. If new payment
methods were to reduce the volume of card-based payments, the incentive for AP+ to
maintain the eftpos network would likely be weakened.
Improvements to the NPP, reduced transaction pricing for NPP services, and changed
consumer and merchant preferences may, in the longer term, make it attractive for
retail transactions that would otherwise be processed on eftpos to be processed on
the NPP instead. However, the timing, likelihood and extent to which this will occur is
uncertain.

LCR
Several interested parties, including retailer associations, have expressed concerns
about the impact of the amalgamation on LCR. Interested parties are concerned that
the amalgamation:


will lead to LCR being suppressed by the banks, as the banks have an
incentive to preference routing of debit card payments to Mastercard or Visa
rather than to eftpos in order to increase their revenue;188 or

187

For example, not deploying functionality which would enable LCR to apply to transactions made online or through smart
devices in the future.
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Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021; Australasian Association of
Convenience Stores, submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021; Council of Small Business Organisations Australia, submission to
ACCC, 16 April 2021; Quest Payment, Submission to ACCC, 19 April 2021; Dr Harjinder Singh and Associate Professor
Nigar Sultana (Curtin University), Submissions to the ACCC, 15 April 2021 and 6 May 2021.
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will not increase the availability of LCR, as the banks’ incentives to promote
Mastercard and Visa over eftpos debit transactions will not change as a
result of the amalgamation.189

Box 5 below provides further background information regarding LCR and its
development.
Box 5: What is LCR?
Currently, over 90% of debit cards being issued in Australia are DNDCs. Having 2 debit
card schemes ‘present’ on a card makes it possible for competition to occur between
those schemes at the point of sale for the routing of debit card payments, in particular
contactless payments. DNDCs essentially facilitate the availability of LCR.
LCR, also known as Merchant Choice Routing, is a functionality offered by acquirers that
allows merchants to choose which debit card scheme will process contactless payments
made by consumers using DNDCs. Without LCR, DNDC payments would only be
processed through the Visa Debit or Debit Mastercard schemes, for which many
merchants incur higher fees than payments processed through eftpos.
Prior to LCR progressively becoming available to merchants from about 2015,190
contactless debit card payments were routed to the Visa Debit or Mastercard Debit
network by default. This contributed to a decline in eftpos’ share of debit card payments.
Numerous retailer associations191 and EPAL advocated for the development and
deployment of eftpos contactless capability and for ADIs and acquirers to make LCR
available to merchants to enable routing of contactless debit card payments to eftpos. In
addition, several government reports called on the banks and payments providers to
provide LCR to merchants.192
In response to these pressures and the RBA’s intervention, the major banks and other
acquirers have progressively deployed LCR, and by mid-2019, most of them offer
merchants some form of LCR. However, the ACCC understands that take-up of LCR by
merchants has been low.193 The RBA’s role with respect to LCR is discussed further below
in paragraphs [7.98]-[7.102].
LCR is currently predominantly used for in-store payments made using the physical
(plastic) card, and for some low-risk online payments (eftpos card-on-file payments).
However, it may be extended to other types of online payments after eftpos completes its
online payments processing capability (as part of the EPAL Prescribed Services under the
terms of the Undertaking provided to the ACCC). LCR is mostly unavailable for payments
made using mobile devices, as one of the international debit schemes is typically set as
the default network in digital wallets (though cardholders may override that default and
switch it to eftpos).
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Master Grocers & Timber Merchants Australia, Submission to ACCC, 26 March 2021 and 10 May 2021; Australasian
Convenience & Petroleum Marketers Association, Submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021; National Retailer Association,
submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021; Pharmacy Guild of Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021; Restaurant &
Catering Australia, Submission to ACCC, 16 April 2021.
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Productivity Commission 2018, Competition in the Australian Financial System, Final report no. 89, Canberra, p 491.
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These retailer associations include the Australasian Convenience & Petroleum Marketers Association.
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These include: House of Representatives Standing Committee on Economics, Review of the Four Major Banks (Third
Report), Tabled 7 December 2017; Productivity Commission, Competition in the Australian Financial System, Draft Report,
January 2018; and Commonwealth of Australia, Black Economy Task Force, Final Report, October 2017.
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See RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 2.
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The availability of LCR has increased competition between eftpos and the international
debit schemes, and resulted in lower card acceptance costs (on average) for the debit
card payments to which LCR could be applied.194

RBA support for DNDCs, LCR and competition in debit card payment routing
The RBA has been promoting competition in debit card payments since at least August
2012.
The RBA has stated that financial institutions may not generally have strong financial
incentives to offer LCR to merchants.195 However, under pressure from the RBA and
several government reviews, the major banks have progressively enabled LCR for their
merchants.
The RBA considers the availability of LCR has been important in facilitating competition
between debit card schemes at the point of sale and has led to lower interchange fees,
scheme fees and, in turn, merchant service fees over the past several years.196
LCR has also played a role in enabling eftpos to reverse its decline in market share
over many years (until the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, as more consumers have
opted to shop online rather than in-store, and LCR is not yet widely available for online
transactions).
The RBA has stated that there are various issues and emerging threats relating to the
continued issuance of DNDCs and the ongoing availability of LCR for merchants. For
this reason, the RBA has proposed a range of measures in its Review of Retail
Payments Regulation Consultation Paper to address these issues and safeguard
competition in the routing of debit card payments. These proposed measures, which
are currently the subject of RBA consultation with stakeholders,197 are summarised in
Table 2 below. At the time of this determination, it is expected that the RBA will make
a decision on these matters later this year.
Table 2: Proposed RBA actions set out in its Review of Retail Payments Regulation
Consultation Paper (May 2021)
Threat to LCR

Proposed RBA response

Issuers replacing DNDCs with
SNDCs backed by Mastercard or
Visa. This prevents routing of debit
card payments to eftpos.198

The RBA proposes to set an expectation that the
major banks will continue to issue DNDCs with 2
debit schemes to be provisioned in all relevant card
forms offered by the issuer (whether it be physical
cards or for digital wallets).199

194

LCR is currently enabled for predominantly card-based transactions, some mobile device-enabled transactions and online
transactions.
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RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation Issues Paper, November 2021, p 16.
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RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021; RBA, Submission to the ACCC, 9 July 2021.
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Recently, it was reported that the Federal Treasurer, the Hon Josh Frydenberg MP, has written to the RBA to encourage
the RBA to mandate the issuance of DNDCs by major and medium-sized financial institutions. (See John Kehoe and
James Eyers, Australian Financial Review, Treasurer presses banks on debit card fees, 1 September 2021; Paulina Duran,
Reuters, Australia may mandate low-cost debit card system for payments, 1 September 2021).
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As mentioned in the RBA Consultation Paper, not all issuers currently support the provision of two networks on debit cards
in mobile devices; and even if two networks are provisioned, it is not possible to route mobile device transactions using
LCR (they are routed to Mastercard or Visa by default, though consumers could override this).

199

The major banks collectively capture 74% of household deposits and, by extension, a similar proportion of debit cards on
issue.
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The RBA considers that the major banks intend
to continue issuing DNDCs and that they remain
supportive of the eftpos scheme.



If the major banks do not meet the RBA’s
expectation regarding the issuance of DNDCs,
the RBA would consider imposing formal
regulation but such regulation would likely “be
agnostic as to which 2 debit networks were
included by issuers”.200



The RBA did not propose extending the
expectation to small and mid-sized issuers, as it
considers doing so will impose costs on them and
hinder them competing with the major banks. It is
also not convinced that the likely economy-wide
benefits would outweigh these costs. However,
from May 2021, the RBA has been consulting with
stakeholders on an alternative option of
mandating broader issuance of DNDCs.

The RBA also proposes to set a lower weightedaverage interchange cap201 for SNDC transactions
than for DNDC transactions to provide incentive for
DNDC issuance.
Anti-competitive conduct by
Mastercard or Visa to discourage
the take-up of LCR by merchants

The RBA proposes to explicitly prohibit Mastercard
and Visa from engaging in anti-competitive tying
conduct involving their debit and credit card
products.

The take-up of LCR among
merchants is low and the
functionality provided by many
acquirers is somewhat limited

The RBA proposes to set an expectation that all
acquirers and payment facilitators offer LCR to
merchants for in-store retail payments, and report to
the RBA every 6 months on their LCR offerings and
on merchant take-up.


Online LCR could be hindered by
some participants taking restrictive
approaches to its implementation,

The RBA does not consider it necessary to
mandate the provision of LCR, given the progress
already made by acquirers and payment
facilitators to provide LCR and other policy
actions being taken to address the threats to
LCR. However, it will consider formal regulation if
its expectations are not met.

The RBA proposes to set an expectation that the
industry will follow a set of principles regarding the
implementation of LCR in the device-not-present

200

RBA, Submission to ACCC, 9 July 2021, p 3. In its Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, the RBA
also indicates that there would be no presumption as to which two debit networks were included by issuers; various
combinations of domestic and international schemes might be feasible (see RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation:
Consultation Paper, May 2021, p 12).

201

Interchange fee is a fee paid by acquirers to issuers. The RBA will amend the current cap on interchange fees, so that
issuers will receive more interchange revenue from acquirers in relation to customer payments made using DNDCs (10
cents) than SNDCs (6 cents).
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noting eftpos’ online functionality is
still being rolled out and, as a
result, LCR is not available in all
online contexts
Source:

(online) environment. The RBA would also monitor
compliance with these principles.

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation: Consultation Paper, May 2021; RBA,
Submission to ACCC, 9 July 2021.

ICA submissions and expert views regarding LCR
ICA submits that LCR is not relevant to the ACCC’s assessment of the amalgamation
because:202


LCR is a matter for the RBA in terms of regulatory policy



the RBA has outlined policy options to promote the provision and awareness
of LCR that should assuage any concerns that LCR could be neglected or
abandoned under AP+



the implementation of LCR depends on delivery by acquirers and uptake by
merchants



although EPAL and AP+ can encourage and influence acquirers and
merchants to take up LCR, neither can roll out LCR (only acquirers can do
that)



in any event, the amalgamation will not affect the continued availability of
LCR, as it is likely to be continued to be rolled out by acquirers under the
RBA’s oversight.

Submission from EPAL regarding LCR
EPAL submits that if the amalgamation does not proceed, it expects LCR for in-store
and online payments will grow significantly in the future, in turn driving growth in eftpos
transaction volumes and market share in debit card payments. EPAL attributes this
growth to:
regulatory support from the RBA
and ACCC enforcement
203

However, EPAL submits the banks have not prioritised eftpos over Mastercard and
Visa on account of the current DNDC arrangements. EPAL does not expect this will
change as a result of the amalgamation.204

Submissions from third parties regarding LCR
As mentioned in paragraph [7.96] above, several interested parties have expressed
concerns regarding the availability of LCR following the amalgamation, observing that
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the banks have been slow in rolling out LCR to date and that some ADIs are moving
to issuing SNDCs backed by Mastercard or Visa instead of DNDCs.
Some interested parties are concerned about the sustainability of LCR as a result of
the potential effects of the amalgamation on eftpos’ independence and its ability to
innovate.205 Others submit that authorisation for the amalgamation should only be
granted with a condition that LCR be offered to merchants.206
A number of interested parties do not consider the amalgamation will have an adverse
impact on LCR, submitting that LCR will continue to be rolled out and may result in
better outcomes for merchants as a result of a more competitive domestic debit card
scheme following the amalgamation. They also highlight the role of the RBA in
supporting LCR.207
Australian Banking Association submits that LCR is already widely available to
merchants, and that merchants are continuing to gain a better understanding of it. It
submits that as of May 2021, LCR has been available or offered to over 95 per cent of
eligible small businesses of the four major banks. It considers that the decision to adopt
LCR should always be in the control of the merchant and that many small merchants
prefer fixed pricing plans due to the associated simplicity and cost certainty. In addition,
it submits that the major banks are already taking steps to roll out and promote LCR,
providing examples of the banks’ customer engagement to help merchants make an
informed choice in relation to LCR.208

Submission from the RBA regarding LCR
The RBA’s submissions in relation to LCR, including current and potential regulatory
responses to the issues raised, are discussed in paragraph [7.102] above.

ACCC view regarding LCR
As discussed in paragraphs [7.82]-[7.83] above, the ACCC considers that, absent any
regulatory oversight or intervention, the major banks (acting as both issuers and
acquirers) have mixed incentives to support the eftpos scheme. Similar mixed
incentives would also apply to LCR.
However, the major banks (and other payments industry participants)209 are operating
in a commercial environment that is subject to the regulatory oversight of the RBA. The
ACCC considers that the RBA’s promotion of competition in debit card payments to
date (including through a mix of suasion, the threat of regulation and actual regulation)
has influenced the major banks’ decisions to support LCR (all major banks have made
some form of LCR available to merchants since 2019).210 The RBA has also noted that
it is encouraged by some recent indications that it has received from major acquirers
regarding the increased provision of LCR to small merchants.211
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The ACCC considers that it is very likely that the RBA will continue to support DNDCs
and LCR, and continue to exert influence on financial institutions to promote
competition in debit card payments, regardless of the amalgamation. Such action may
include measures such as those set out in its Review of Retail Payments Regulation
Consultation Paper (discussed in Table 2 on pages 58-60 above). The RBA has also
indicated that it may consider additional measures if competitive pressure in debit card
payments was weakened because of eftpos’ competitive position being weakened or
because of LCR and DNDCs playing less of a role in holding down payment costs for
merchants.
However, these measures would likely be taken after a diminution of eftpos' ability to
exert competitive pressure has occurred. The ACCC considered it appropriate to
accept the Undertaking because it is likely to mitigate the risk of such a diminution
occurring. The Undertaking provides further assurances of the ongoing provision of
LCR to merchants and places obligations on AP+ to procure that EPAL will maintain
the eftpos network for the next 4 years. The Undertaking will ensure that AP+ will,
among other things, procure that:


EPAL will do all things in its control to make available and promote LCR for 4
years



EPAL will develop and make available Prescribed Services in accordance with
the timeframes contained in Schedule 1 of the Undertaking. Some of these
Prescribed Services relate to enabling LCR for online payments (beyond
existing card-on-file payments), and in-app payments.

The ACCC considers that the obligations contained in the Undertaking, together with
the role of the RBA, will mitigate the risk of the major banks as shareholders of AP+
acting on any incentives they may have to diminish eftpos or to not provide or not
extend the availability of LCR (including to the online environment). Having regard to
the Undertaking, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation is unlikely to result in a
substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of debit card payments.

Horizontal effects in payment services
There are several payment segments in which there may be competitive overlaps
between EPAL, NPPA and BPAY, as outlined at paragraphs [7.1]-[7.12] above and
discussed in more detail at paragraphs [7.160]-[7.282] below. The ACCC considers
the amalgamation will likely soften potential future competition for some payment
services due to the existing or potential horizontal overlap between BPAY, EPAL and
NPPA. However, we consider the amalgamating entities are not close competitors.
Many of the instances of overlap involve a situation where one or more of the services
of the amalgamating entities could potentially compete at the fringes to provide an
offering that is already serviced by the core service offering of another amalgamating
entity. In addition, there are strong competitive constraints from other entities which
will prevent the horizontal aggregation of the amalgamating entities having the likely
effect of substantially lessening of competition in any payment services market.
The ACCC has also considered whether the amalgamation could result in a loss of
investment in innovation, and therefore reduce competition. AP+ would have
incentives to minimise duplicative research and development costs where competing
investment proposals between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA relate to overlapping payment
services. However, Mastercard, Visa and other potential future competitors will
continue to bring competition for innovation. Although some competition for innovation
will likely be lost, the ACCC considers that with the amalgamation, AP+ will still have
a strong incentive to invest in and deliver future payment service innovations. The
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ability to coordinate to expedite innovation is a claimed public benefit of the
amalgamation discussed in paragraphs [8.4]-[8.26] below.
The support of major banks is highly influential in whether a domestic payment service
can gain scale, and banks generally will not invest in duplicative services. This lessens
the likelihood of service proposals by BPAY, EPAL and NPPA becoming close
competitors in the future, with or without the amalgamation.
The following sections provide detail of the ACCC’s considerations in relation to
potential horizontal effects in payment services. They set out:


Stakeholder views on competition between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA.



The ACCC’s analysis of 3 competition issues that are relevant to several
payment segments, namely: overlap between NPPA’s SCT and BPAY’s
Osko 1 service; the level of constraint imposed by the Direct Entry system;
and the level of constraint imposed by international technology companies.



The ACCC’s analysis of competitive overlap and constraints in each of the 5
payment segments that the ACCC has identified.

Stakeholder views on competition between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
ICA submits that the 3 Australian payment schemes own and operate largely
complementary assets, have differing core services, and do not offer services that are
close substitutes for each other. However, ICA also acknowledges that a degree of
marginal competition has occurred between the 3 schemes as payment mechanisms
and habits have changed.212 ICA submits that the payment schemes’ closest
competitors are global payments schemes (such as Mastercard and Visa),213 rather
than each other.214 Mr Blockley says that the Direct Entry system215 and services which
sit above the core payments systems are also main competitors.216
Mr Blockley expresses the view that BPAY, EPAL and NPPA only compete against
each other ‘at the edges’. He says that they each address different payment markets,
have a different cost per transaction, and have a different functionality that suits their
target markets. He says that this situation is likely to change over time as both EPAL
and NPPA develop new capabilities, but that a much greater source of competition will
come from Mastercard and Visa.217
Dr Edwards says that unilateral effects of the amalgamation are not likely to be
substantial because:


the amalgamating entities offer largely complementary services and merger
increments are small or otherwise immaterial in each segment



the closest competitors of the amalgamating entities are much larger entities
and have significant competitive advantages



the Australian payments landscape is dynamic and there are significant
constraints on domestic payment infrastructures and services from
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innovations of Mastercard and Visa and potential entry of international
technology companies


the largest customers of AP+ will enjoy significant countervailing power.218

Australian Banking Association, Customer Owned Banking Association and Australian
Finance Industry Association also submit that the amalgamation would not
substantially lessen competition. Australian Banking Association submits that the core
payments products of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA do not (and are unlikely to) compete in
a meaningful way.219 Customer Owned Banking Association submits that the
amalgamation would create more competition between the payment schemes.220
By contrast, Mastercard submits that the ACCC should not be satisfied on the
information provided by ICA that the amalgamation will not result in a substantial
lessening of competition.221
Mastercard submits that the application understates the extent of existing competition
between the merger parties and, in particular, the likely future competition in payments
services and innovation.222 Visa also raises concerns about the potential impact of the
amalgamation on innovation, given the rapid changes in payments products and
services.223
Mastercard also submits that Mastercard and Visa face significant hurdles when
seeking to expand their offerings. Mastercard submits that the extent to which
Mastercard and Visa are able to compete with the merger parties will be limited across
low value payment sectors.224
EPAL submits that there are several areas of direct overlap across the 3 entities’
roadmaps, which could be eliminated following the amalgamation.225
Other stakeholders including the Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association,
Australian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association and Dr Harjinder Singh
and Prof Nigar Sultana of Curtin University also suggest that BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
compete now or will increasingly compete in the future without the amalgamation.
Australian Banking Association, KeyOne Consulting and Dr Duong, Professor Taylor
and Dr Eulaiwi of Curtin University suggest that competitors such as Mastercard, Visa,
Apple and Google will continue to constrain AP+. Mastercard submits that Mastercard
and Visa are strong competitors in relation to card payments, but they are not strong
competitors in a number of other payment segments identified by the ACCC.226
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Competition issues relevant to multiple payment segments
Competitive overlap between NPPA’s SCT and BPAY’s Osko 1
The ACCC does not consider that NPPA’s SCT service and BPAY’s Osko 1 service
are likely to closely constrain each other with or without the amalgamation.227
There are several segments in which payments can be made through the NPP using
NPPA’s SCT service, or using BPAY’s Osko 1 service with the SCT service. BPAY
identifies potential overlap between its Osko 1 service and NPPA’s SCT service as a
primary area of potential overlap.228
The NPP is designed to allow different payment services to use and build upon its
basic platform infrastructure.229 Both SCT and Osko 1 use the NPP to make payments
with real-time settlement between financial institutions. Osko 1 is an overlay to the SCT
service. Osko 1 requires funds to be transferred in under one minute, at any time, along
with a payment description of up to 280 characters.230 BPAY submits that NPPA is
expanding beyond providing basic infrastructure, to provide its own business services
using the NPP. BPAY submits that this increases NPPA’s overlap with BPAY’s role as
an overlay service provider.231
BPAY suggests that Osko 1 could become a stranded asset if most of the direct credit
volume on the NPP moves to the SCT without using the Osko 1 service.232 The ACCC
considers that it is possible that NPPA’s category purpose codes SCT service will
eventually increase the number of payments made over SCT without Osko 1, whether
or not the amalgamation occurs. The category purpose codes contain targeted
message elements that can be used for payroll, tax and superannuation payments
which are designed to assist migration from the Direct Entry system.
Some other providers have developed value-added services for making and receiving
payments via the NPP, which use the SCT service (with or without the Osko 1 overlay).
These providers include Assembly Payments, Azupay, Monoova and Split Payments.
These providers rely on the SCT service (and potentially the Osko 1 overlay), rather
than competing with it.
The ACCC considers that BPAY’s Osko 1 service and NPPA’s SCT service are
asymmetric complements. This is because:


Osko 1 is a complement to NPPA’s SCT service. The use of Osko 1 requires
the use of the SCT service. This means that if the cost of an SCT transaction
was to increase, the overall cost of an Osko 1 transaction would increase by
the same amount. Therefore, Osko 1 does not impose a competitive
constraint on the SCT service.233
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By contrast, the SCT service can be used without using Osko 1. Therefore,
the SCT service could theoretically impose a competitive constraint on
Osko 1.

However, in practice we do not consider the SCT is likely to impose a significant
competitive constraint on Osko 1 with or without the amalgamation. This is because
Osko 1 is already used for around 77% of transactions processed by NPPA (across all
segments), compared to around 23% which are SCT-only transactions.234 This
suggests that Osko 1 has gained broad acceptance and financial institutions value its
benefits, such as the benefits of committing to a uniform standard of service.
The amalgamation is not likely to result in an increase in Osko 1 prices, because an
increase in Osko 1 prices would not result in an increase in the total number of SCT
users. In response to an Osko 1 price increase, Osko 1 users might switch to the SCT
service on its own, or leave the SCT altogether and switch to a third party service. Dr
Edwards suggests that the amalgamation could even result in an incentive to lower
prices for SCT and Osko 1 services due to the elimination of double marginalisation.235
The ACCC has also considered potential overlaps in several payment segments
between:


the SCT and Osko 1 services, and



other services offered by the amalgamating entities.

These potential overlaps, as well as the competitive constraints, are discussed at
paragraphs [7.160]-[7.282] below.

Constraint offered by the Direct Entry system
The ACCC considers that the Direct Entry system is unlikely to impose a strong
competitive constraint in any payment segment in the long term. However, the level of
constraint will vary between segments, and it is likely to impose a constraint in the
short term in some segments.
The Direct Entry Bulk Electronic Clearing System is used for payments in several
settings. For example, it is used for electronic bill payments, person-to-person
payments and government and business disbursements. The system facilitates
internet banking transactions such as direct debits (payments collected from payers’
bank accounts by payees) and direct credits (payments sent to payees’ bank accounts
by payers).236
We consider it likely that payment volumes will migrate from the Direct Entry system to
feature-rich technologies like the NPP. As a result, the Direct Entry system may
eventually be phased out.
The Direct Entry system is administered by AusPayNet, a self-regulatory body and
industry association for payments. It has a relatively low cost because it is a mature
system, transaction volumes are high and payments are batched rather than
processed in real-time or near real-time.
After the NPP was introduced in 2018, the number and value of Direct Entry credit
transfers began to decline. The RBA considers it likely that this is because financial
234
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institutions migrated some Direct Entry payments to the NPP. The RBA expects this to
continue as the use of NPP expands.237
The NPP was developed in response to the RBA’s strategic review of innovation in the
payments system, which identified gaps in the payments system that the Direct Entry
system did not address. Unlike the Direct Entry system, the NPP enables simplyaddressed payments with near real-time funds availability to the recipient, on a 24/7
basis. The RBA has suggested that:
… at some point it may be appropriate to consider whether the enhanced functionality
of more modern arrangements (such as the NPP) offer benefits that would justify
migration of remaining payments going through the direct entry system.238

ICA submits that it expects that payments will move from the Direct Entry infrastructure
to the NPP, over the next 5-10 years. ICA submits that the cost of transactions over
the NPP will decline as volumes increase, to a point where NPP payments become
cost competitive with other options.239 Migration of Direct Entry volumes to the NPP is
a key strategic focus of the NPPA.240
According to Mr Blockley, without the amalgamation, NPP volumes will grow in the
next 10 years. He says that there will be an associated decline in volume over the
Direct Entry system, in both direct credits (as is occurring with the SCT) and direct
debits (with the MPS).241 He suggests that the speed with which direct debit will be
replaced may be slowed by resistance from some of the ‘major billers’.242 Mr Blockley
also says that Direct Entry is a main competitor of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA.243
The level of constraint offered by the Direct Entry system in the short and medium term
may vary between segments. Incentives to switch away from the Direct Entry system
may be stronger for electronic bill payments and person-to-person payments,
compared to government and business disbursements (see paragraphs [7.261][7.282] below).

Constraint offered by international technology companies
The ACCC considers that there is some level of competitive constraint imposed by the
entry, or the threat of entry, of international technology companies in payment services.
This is particularly true for emerging or future services.
ICA submissions and expert views
Dr Edwards says that AP+ may face future competition from international technology
companies who are able to ‘leverage their large installed user bases and deep
relationships with consumers’.244 Dr Edwards highlights the potential for significant
disruption by these companies,245 including by disintermediating card infrastructure
and offering stored value services, such as ‘Apple Cash’ which already operates
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overseas.246 Mr Blockley also raises the possibility that these firms could deploy their
own payments infrastructure.247
EPAL submits that international technology companies could compete with traditional
payment services through open banking payment initiation, stored value facilities, and
through value-add features on existing infrastructures.248 EPAL suggests that, in most
cases, these firms will rely on existing infrastructure and participants to facilitate
payments.249 EPAL considers its largest competition in ‘above the rails’ digital services
comes from international technology companies. EPAL suggests these companies
face low barriers to entry, can leverage existing customer bases, have global scale of
investments and substantial resources, and are experts at recognising consumer and
merchant needs.250
CBA considers the domestic schemes face competition from international technology
companies who are increasingly introducing payment functionalities.251 CBA submits
these companies have significantly more resources, higher brand recognition, and an
existing and extensive customer base.252 CBA suggests that international technology
companies are not subject to the same regulatory burden as domestic schemes, and
that they benefit from existing payments infrastructure without contributing to its
maintenance or modernisation.253
BPAY states international technology companies already compete with its Osko 1
service, and will potentially compete with BPAY Payments and BPAY View.254 ICA,
Coles and Cuscal all recognise the potential for international technology companies to
constrain AP+ by continuing to expand into digital payments products.255
Other submissions
Australian Banking Association and Dr Duong, Professor Taylor and Dr Eulaiwi from
Curtin University, express the view that international technology companies will
constrain the services provided by AP+, particularly in online payments.256
Mastercard submits any ongoing competitive constraint from international technology
companies will be undermined as many participants will rely on AP+’s infrastructure.257
Facebook submits that the competitive threat of international technology companies is
overstated.258 Facebook considers it is, at most, a marginal participant in the payments
sector and that it does not constrain BPAY, EPAL or NPPA in any significant way.
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Facebook notes it has limited payment services in Australia.259 Facebook states that
the assertion that it can leverage its large user base to establish strong positions in the
payments sector is not supported by evidence and ignores Australian regulatory
requirements.260
ACCC view
The ACCC considers that currently there is not a significant level of overlap between
international technology companies and the 3 domestic payments schemes, but this
could increase in the future.
International technology companies are most likely to provide overlay payments
services using existing infrastructure, rather than building their own payments
infrastructure or disintermediating existing infrastructure. Regulatory bodies may limit
the ability of these firms to directly provide financial services without being subject to
regulation. In the short to medium term, international technology companies are more
likely to leverage existing infrastructure and may therefore rely on Visa, Mastercard
and the amalgamating entities to facilitate their payment services.
The payments industry is experiencing rapid change. In this environment, it is not
possible to predict with precision the future competitive constraint that international
technology companies will represent in the longer term. However, firms are
demonstrating a desire to expand into digital payment services.261 The ACCC
considers that there is scope for new entry and increased activity from international
technology companies, particularly in point of sale payments, online retail payments
and person-to-person payments. The threat of entry and expansion of international
technology companies into these payment services will likely impose some level of
competitive constraint on AP+.

Competition for point of sale electronic retail payments
The ACCC considers there is a distinct payment segment of electronic ‘in-store’ (also
called ‘point of sale’) retail payments. These payments occur when an individual makes
an electronic payment to a business at a physical store.
There is a degree of potential overlap between EPAL and NPPA’s services for point of
sale payments. However, the ACCC considers that Mastercard, Visa and other
providers are likely to impose a significant competitive constraint with or without the
amalgamation. Any horizontal aggregation arising from the amalgamation is unlikely
to substantially lessen competition in relation to these services.
Electronic point of sale payments have historically been card-based. Payment for
goods or services can be made using a plastic credit card, debit card, charge card or
gift card. As point of sale payment technology has evolved, consumers have
transitioned from swiping or inserting their cards, to ‘contactless’ payments where they
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‘tap’ their cards using NFC.262 Card payments can now also be made by tapping a
mobile device equipped with NFC through a digital wallet such as Google Pay or Apple
Pay. International technology companies have contributed to innovation in this
segment, playing a role in the development of digital wallets and in ‘in-app’ payment
capabilities.263
The ACCC considers there is a degree of existing and potential future competitive
overlap between EPAL’s and NPPA’s services for point of sale payments that may be
lost as a result of the amalgamation.
EPAL’s core eftpos debit card service is a widely used point of sale service.264
.265 EPAL’s Beem It app may also compete for point of sale
payments in the future. Beem It is a digital wallet which allows users to make payments
using a mobile device. It started with functionality for person-to-person payments and
has expanded to include other services.266
NPPA does not currently have a significant presence in point of sale payment services.
NPPA’s SCT service is considered impractical for point of sale services. NPPA’s MPS
has potential to be used for some point of sale services in the future, but would have
to overcome significant hurdles to become a mainstream point of sale payment
method. Therefore, it is unclear how much overlap there would be between EPAL’s
and NPPA’s point of sale payment services if the amalgamation does not proceed.
The most practical way for NPPA’s services and EPAL’s Beem It app to directly
facilitate point of sale payments appears to be using QR code technology. For these
services to achieve widespread usage for point of sale payments, QR code technology
would need to be widely adopted by Australian consumers and merchants. If this
occurred, there could be overlap between EPAL’s debit card service and these QR
code-based services without the amalgamation.
However, regardless of whether the NPP would be used for point of sale payments
without the amalgamation, a number of current and potential future competitors are
likely to still constrain the amalgamated entity, including by promoting technological
payment innovations. The following sections describe the potential overlaps and
competitive constraints.

Overlap between EPAL’s debit card service and NPPA’s services
EPAL’s debit card service is an established presence in point of sale payment services.
NPPA does not currently have a significant presence in this segment, but Mr Blockley
states that NPPA and EPAL both have plans to gain market share at point of sale.267
Oxera, on behalf of Mastercard, raises concerns about areas of current and potential
future overlap between EPAL and the NPPA for point of sale services, including
through a potential loss of innovation.268
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In most point of sale settings, there is currently no practical and simple way to use the
NPPA’s SCT service (including BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay),269 although it is possible for
a payer to initiate a payment while in a physical store through their mobile banking app.
Therefore, the SCT service has been used very minimally in this segment, mainly by
very small merchants.270
However, NPPA’s MPS, which is anticipated to be implemented by mid-2022, is
designed to support a range of use cases including point of sale payments.271 NPPA
submits that it is more likely that the MPS will enable NPP point of sale transactions
than the SCT,272 but it does not expect the MPS to be used for point of sale transactions
in a significant way.273 The MPS will enable merchants to initiate payments from
payers’ bank accounts using the NPP, which payers will be able to authorise. This is
in contrast with the SCT, which requires the payer to initiate each payment.
Consumers can theoretically make point of sale payments over the NPP (over the SCT
or MPS service) using a mobile device, including through an app or by scanning a QR
code provided by the merchant. In order for NPP payments to become prominent in
point of sale settings, large numbers of merchants, banks and consumers would likely
need to adopt QR code technology.274
The use of QR codes (which have become ubiquitous in China) is uncommon but
growing in Australia.275 In Australia there is an apparent preference for, and prevalence
of, NFC-enabled contactless payments.276 Mr Blockley notes that using a QR code is
generally slower than using NFC technology, but he considers consumers may adopt
QR code technology if it provides a stronger value proposition than NFC.277 However,
Dr Edwards does not consider that QR payments will significantly displace card-based
payments.278
Mr Blockley says that competition between EPAL and the NPP for point of sale
payments is some years away, because the cost of a NPP payment for a major
merchant is presently several times that of an eftpos debit card payment. He suggests
that the volume of payments across the NPP would need to grow by a significant
multiple before the end-to-end cost per payment could become as low as eftpos, which
(in his view) might never occur.279
NPPA submits that NPPA and NPP participants would need to make a range of
investments to support the use of NPP as a point of sale option. In contrast with an
eftpos payment, merchants currently cannot initiate a refund of an NPP payment,
authorise an NPP payment during a connectivity outage, or conduct a preauthorisation
269
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(temporary holding of funds) using the NPP. Investments would be required to address
these shortcomings. Despite being effectively cleared and settled in ‘real-time’, NPP
payments are slower to clear than eftpos payments. The end-to-end clearing time for
NPP transactions is between 2 seconds and 30 seconds as an outlier.280
NPPA suggests that the MPS will principally be used to facilitate recurring payments.
For example, a consumer might use the MPS to establish a bank account as a funding
source for a BNPL service.281 Currently, repayments are typically drawn from the debit
or credit card the consumer has linked to their BNPL service.282
EPAL submits that its competition with NPPA will escalate in the short and mid-term.283
However, it submits that the investments required to move to the NPP for point of sale
payments are high, and the business case for banks to make such investments may
not exist.284 EPAL does not consider its point of sale volumes are at risk through NPPA
because eftpos is already a low cost, fast service (for both consumers and
merchants).285
ICA submits that the NPP does not have the speed, capability or support of merchants
that would enable a shift of transaction volumes from eftpos to the NPP.286

287

.288
The ACCC considers the amalgamated entity would face significant barriers to moving
point of sale volumes from EPAL’s debit card service to the NPP. This is particularly
so given the constraint imposed by Mastercard and Visa discussed at paragraphs
[7.188]-[7.189] below. Successfully shifting significant point of sale volumes to the NPP
would depend on users preferring the NPP and choosing to adopt it rather than
adopting other options. Further, the ACCC notes that the parties have committed,
through the Undertaking, that AP+ will procure that EPAL will maintain the eftpos
payments scheme and the eftpos card-based issuing and acceptance services and
infrastructure for the next 4 years.289
It is unclear whether QR technology will be widely adopted by merchants and
supported by ADIs. It is therefore unclear whether NPPA’s MPS and EPAL’s debit card
service would be competitors in the long term without the amalgamation.
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Future overlap between EPAL’s Beem It and NPPA’s MPS
EPAL’s Beem It app is another potential future competitor of the MPS. Beem It may
currently be used for point of sale transactions by a very low number of small
merchants, in a similar way to NPPA’s SCT (see paragraph [7.171] above).
EPAL submits that Beem It plans to introduce a capability to make point of sale
payments with Beem It via QR code.290 ICA submits that, like MPS, Beem It may grow
in the point of sale segment (without the amalgamation) if QR technology becomes
established.291 EPAL submits there are also plans to facilitate Beem It point of sale
payments using NFC technology.292
The likely reach of Beem It and the MPS in the point of sale segment in the medium to
long term is unclear. However, the ACCC considers that there is potential for significant
overlap between the two. Although Beem It will likely direct payments over card-based
infrastructure and the MPS will use the NPP, both solutions would rely on consumers
accepting QR code as a payment method. The ACCC considers it is likely that, with
the amalgamation, AP+ will prioritise one of these solutions over the other.
However, the ACCC does not consider that the amalgamation is likely to result in a
significant loss of competition, including competition for innovation, in point of sale
payments through the potential loss of Beem It. This primarily because of the presence
of competitive constraints, as discussed in the following.

Competitive constraints
The ACCC considers that, in the future with the amalgamation, AP+ would be
constrained in this segment by competitors including Mastercard and Visa. In addition,
AP+ would be constrained to some extent by the threat of new entry (including by
international payment services providers).
ICA notes that cash and cheques are further alternatives for in-store retail payments.
The ACCC does not consider that cash and cheques are likely to impose a significant
competitive constraint on electronic payment services. This is because the use of cash
and cheques is declining, and seems likely to continue to decline.
Card schemes and BNPL arrangements
The ACCC considers Mastercard and Visa are EPAL’s closest and strongest
competitors for point of sale payments.293 Mastercard and Visa’s debit and credit card
schemes will continue to provide a strong competitive constraint with or without the
amalgamation. This is consistent with the view of Mr Blockley, who notes that
Mastercard and Visa are the current incumbents.294 Mastercard also notes that
Mastercard and Visa are strong competitors in relation to card payments. 295
Mastercard and Visa’s debit card schemes are likely to impose the strongest
constraint. Their credit card schemes and other credit and charge card schemes, such
290
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as American Express and Diners Club International, may also impose some
competitive constraint.
‘Mobile wallets’ like Apple Pay and Google Pay, and BNPL providers like Afterpay,
could also provide an avenue for Mastercard, Visa and other payment services to
constrain the amalgamating entities. For example, a consumer could use a mobile
wallet like Samsung Pay to make a Mastercard or Visa debit or credit card payment.
As another example, a consumer could make BNPL repayments using a series of
direct debits from their bank account over the Direct Entry system.296 However, mobile
wallets and BNPL services will not impose a competitive constraint on AP+ in instances
where they facilitate payments using EPAL, NPPA or BPAY’s underlying payment
services.
As outlined at paragraphs [1.48]-[1.49], BNPL payments comprised less than 2% of
the total value of Australian debit card and credit card purchases in 2020. Modern
BNPL initially launched in online retail, and most BNPL sales continue to occur online.
However, Mr Blockley suggests that BNPL providers are now aggressively increasing
physical point of sale transactions.297
Potential new entrants or expansions
The ACCC considers that new entry or expansion, or the threat of new entry or
expansion, is also likely to impose a degree of competitive constraint in relation to point
of sale payments with or without the amalgamation.298 Mr Blockley suggests that a
number of new competitors could potentially enter the point of sale market or grow
their existing activity. He suggests these entities could plausibly deploy greater
functionality than the amalgamating entities,299 and might deploy their own payments
infrastructure.300 Similarly, Dr Edwards suggests that there is potential for significant
disruption in retail payments.301
Similar to Beem It and the MPS, several of the potential new entrants in this segment
may attempt to gain volumes through QR code payments. EPAL submits that PayPal
could be competing for point of sale mobile payments by the end of 2023.302 Mr
Blockley says that PayPal has attempted to enter the Australian point of sale market
without much success, but that a new attempt could be made via a mobile app. 303
PayPal can be used for point of sale payments in the US.304
EPAL also submits that international technology companies could compete for point of
sale payments beyond 2023.305 EPAL notes that Beem It is facing competition or future
competition from PayPal, Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay, Klarna, Square,
Revolut, Zippay, Afterpay (now to offer a prepaid solution) and foreign wallets including
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WeChat and AliPay.306 Mr Blockley refers to potential entry/expansion by entities such
as Apple, Facebook and Google, and notes that Google has indicated an interest in
expanding its footprint in payments and financial services.307
ICA suggests that account-to-account apps on mobiles, such as AliPay and WeChat
Pay, also participate in this segment.308 Mr Blockley notes that, so far, QR code
payments using AliPay and WeChat Pay have been limited to overseas visitors to
Australia, but suggests that they could be expanded.309
Mr Blockley also suggests that Chinese firm UnionPay International has discussed
card issuance with Australian banks, and has the resources to support card issuance
in Australia.310 However, the ACCC does not consider there is strong evidence that
UnionPay is likely to become a strong competitor in Australia.
Mr Blockley also refers to the continued growth of in-app payments that use embedded
payment credentials.311 An example of an existing app that does this is Woolworths’
Scan and Go.
The ACCC considers that, collectively, these potential new entrants impose a threat of
new entry that is likely to provide some constraint on EPAL and NPPA’s services in
point of sale purchases with or without the amalgamation.
The potential new entrants are likely to have the ability and incentives to innovate and
offer consumer choice in this segment in the event that any innovations that EPAL or
NPPA may have carried out in this segment are lost if the amalgamation proceeds.

Competition for online retail payments
The ACCC considers there is a segment of payment services used to make online
retail payments. These payments are usually from an individual to a business, and
they include ‘one-off’ payments (such as through a ‘guest checkout’), irregular
recurring payments (such as in-app payments), and online stored detail payments
(including payments made online for purchases in-store).
There is potential for the online retail payments services of NPPA and EPAL to overlap
in future. However, the ACCC considers that, in the future with the amalgamation, AP+
will be constrained by Visa, Mastercard and other competitors. Consequently, the
ACCC does not consider that any horizontal aggregation arising from the
amalgamation will have or will be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition in relation to online retail payments.

Overlap between EPAL, NPPA and BPAY
ICA submits that there is no material overlap between EPAL, NPPA and BPAY in this
segment presently, but acknowledges that each entity is targeting this ‘area of large
potential growth’.312
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The ACCC considers that there could be a degree of overlap in the future between
EPAL’s digital services and NPPA’s planned MPS service, although it is not clear that
both of these services will be successful in this segment. Mr Blockley considers that
the success of EPAL and NPPA’s online payment services will depend on adoption of
these services by merchants, gateways, acquirers and banks. Mr Blockley considers
it unlikely these services will be adopted in the next 5 years.313 Dr Edwards says that
considerable speculation and optimism would be required to predict that AP+ will bring
together 2 entities that would both have significant future shares in this segment in the
counterfactual.314
EPAL is taking steps to enable eftpos online acceptance and increase its online and
in-app presence, including technological steps such as enabling tokenisation and
reducing fraud rates.315 The most relevant current EPAL digital service is its card-onfile service, which was launched in 2020. Businesses can use this service to store card
details to facilitate an easier payment process for consumers for recurring retail
payments. EPAL is developing capability to also process riskier types of online
transactions, such as pay-as-you-go transactions where card details are typed in, and
guest checkout where the consumer pays using a third party application (such as
PayPal).316 The parties have committed, through the Undertaking, to complete several
technical developments to facilitate eftpos online acceptance.317
Dr Edwards considers that EPAL is likely to gain some volume in online retail
payments, and that the card-on-file service is likely to constrain NPPA’s MPS.318 By
contrast, Mr Blockley says that gaining a reasonable level of adoption of online eftpos
debit card acceptance will take 2-3 years.319 He considers that in the meantime
Mastercard and Visa will consolidate their positions, making them harder to compete
with, through activities such as tokenisation of card-on-file details, attractive
contractual arrangements with major merchants and use of marketing campaigns.320
Some acquirers have raised concerns with the RBA about differences in the security
capabilities of EPAL’s online offerings, compared to those of Mastercard and Visa,321
which could potentially slow the adoption of EPAL’s online payment products. There
are also likely to be challenges in persuading consumers and merchants to adopt new
processes and migrate from well-functioning existing services.322 The RBA supports
the provision of LCR for online payments as well as for point of sale payments,323 and
is considering some related policy questions.324 Implementation of LCR may assist
EPAL to gain more volume from Mastercard and Visa in online payments than it
otherwise would, with or without the amalgamation.
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The relevant NPPA service is its MPS, which is expected to be used for online one-off
or recurring retail payments.325 Dr Edwards says that it is likely to take some time for
the MPS to enter this segment, and that it is likely to face significant barriers to
expansion. Merchants and banks may be reluctant to incur the significant capital costs
in modifying their systems to facilitate NPP payments. 326
Dr Edwards says that the MPS appears to be at a disadvantage compared to card-onfile services for recurring payments in terms of cost, speed and other functionalities.
EPAL’s card-on-file service appears to be more similar to the well-established services
of Mastercard and Visa in this segment than NPPA’s MPS.
As noted at paragraph [7.175] above, NPPA suggests that the MPS will be of greatest
value when facilitating recurring payments. For example, a consumer might use the
MPS to establish a bank account as a funding source for a BNPL service. BNPL
services are currently much more commonly used online than in physical stores. MPS
will also be able to support card-on-file type arrangements.327
BPAY Payments has a minimal presence in online retail payments which appears
unlikely to grow with or without the amalgamation. Similarly, a small number of online
retail payments (less than 1%)328 are made using NPPA’s SCT, including via services
such as Azupay (potentially including via BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay service).329 EPAL’s
Beem It can also technically be used for online payments, and if adopted by users its
presence in this segment may grow in the future. The ACCC considers these services
are not likely to attract sufficient volumes to impose a significant competitive constraint
with or without the amalgamation.
ICA submits that BPAY’s proposed Osko 3 service could be used for online retail
payments if rolled out.330 Osko 3 was put on hold until after the launch of the MPS,
after potential participants prioritised work on the NPP and the MPS. BPAY has taken
an impairment charge against its Osko 3 assets as a result.331 The ACCC considers
there is not strong evidence that Osko 3 will become a viable product which would
impose a competitive constraint with or without the amalgamation.

Competitive constraints
Mastercard and Visa have large shares in this segment with around 89% of online (or
‘remote’) retail payments by volume and 85% by value, according to ICA.332 They are
likely to impose a significant competitive constraint in this segment.
ICA submits that BPAY, EPAL and NPPA are only active to a minor extent in this
segment, and that AP+’s market share in FY2020 would have been less than 1%.333
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Dr Edwards says that Mastercard and Visa offer services with equivalent or superior
functionality, enjoy incumbency and multi-service advantages, and benefit from being
the preferred infrastructure of a number of significant online intermediaries such as
PayPal and BNPL providers.334 Some of the advantages of Mastercard and Visa’s
offerings include the ability to make international payments and fraud minimisation
strategies such as tokenisation of stored card details.335
The ACCC considers that online retailers have incentives to offer as many payment
options as possible to consumers, in order to encourage consumers to complete their
purchases. Offering a wide range of payment options is generally more practical online
than in a physical environment. The availability of a number of alternatives, including
Mastercard and Visa, is also likely to impose competitive constraint in this segment.
For example, PayPal and BNPL services act as intermediaries in the schemes of
Mastercard and Visa, such as when someone makes a credit or debit card payment
through their PayPal account, or transacts at a merchant using Afterpay.336
Most PayPal and BNPL services currently use Mastercard or Visa’s infrastructure, to
some extent.337 However, PayPal can also be used to make payments from bank
accounts. Non-NPP account-to-account payments, such as through PayPal from a
bank account, accounted for 8% of retail remote payments by volume in 2020. Mr
Blockley expects these payments to decline slightly over the next 5 years as a
proportion of total online retail payments.338
There is also some scope for new entry and increased activity from large international
technology companies in this segment.339 Much of this would likely rely on Mastercard
and Visa’s infrastructure in the short to medium term. It is possible that Mastercard and
Visa’s infrastructure, or other existing infrastructure, could be bypassed in the long
term, but this seems unlikely because there are significant barriers to doing so.

Competition for online bill and invoice payments
This segment includes services for regular payments such as in-app or subscription
payments, bills and invoice payments (such as phone or utility bills). This includes
payments made from one business to another, as well as from individuals to
businesses.
The ACCC does not consider that the effect of the amalgamation in relation to bill and
invoice payment services is likely to constitute a substantial lessening of competition.
Currently, BPAY Payments has a significant presence in this segment. BPAY
Payments’ closest competitors are the Direct Entry system and Mastercard and Visa,
rather than NPPA or EPAL. This includes Mastercard and Visa’s card-on-file services
which allow customers to make recurring online payments without inputting their card
details for each payment. NPPA’s SCT (including BPAY’s Osko 1) and EPAL’s debit
scheme are also used, but for a small number of bill and invoice payments.
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There is potential for the level of competitive overlap between the amalgamating
entities to increase in the future without the amalgamation, with the possible
introduction of NPPA’s MPS and the potential increase in the use of EPAL’s card-onfile service. BPAY’s proposed Osko 2 and 3 services could also potentially be used for
these types of payments in the future.
However, assuming they are successfully introduced or expanded, each of these
services will provide differing functionalities which may lend them to be better suited
for particular types of billers or payers compared to others. Dr Edwards argues that
they are more like complements than close substitutes.340 This could mean that there
will be little change to the services that will be offered, with or without the
amalgamation. In addition, the entities will be constrained by the decisions of major
banks to support particular initiatives at the expense of others, and this is unlikely to
be different with or without the amalgamation.341

Current overlap

342

BPAY Payments facilitates recurring and one-off payments and enables
payments through a financial institution’s online, mobile, or telephone banking facility
to organisations that are registered billers. Dr Edwards says that the unique
characteristics of BPAY Payments mean that it does not have a particularly close
competitor.343

344

The ACCC does not consider that the SCT and Osko 1
currently have a sufficient share of bill payments to impose a strong competitive
constraint on BPAY’s offerings. However, the ACCC considers that their shares are
likely to increase in the future with or without the amalgamation.
EPAL’s debit card scheme also has a small presence in online bill payments
.345 This may increase in the future if use of EPAL’s card-on-file service
increases.

Future overlap
If the amalgamation does not go ahead, the overlap between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA’s
bill and invoice payment services may increase. This would depend on the level of
success of NPPA’s SCT and MPS services (including BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay), EPAL’s
card-on-file service and BPAY’s Osko 2 and 3 services.
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NPPA’s SCT and MPS services (including BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay)
Dr Edwards says that, in the future, NPP services are likely to develop significant
shares of bill payments through direct credit payments (via Osko 1 and SCT)346 and,
in the longer term, direct debit payments (via the MPS).347 NPPA describes recurring
payments as a key use case for the MPS.348
It is unclear how long it will take for the number of SCT (and Osko 1) bill and invoice
payments to increase with the decline in use of the Direct Entry system. However, it
appears likely that its use will increase significantly.
349

In addition to gaining
customers because of the advantages of the SCT compared to the Direct Entry
system, NPPA may attract volumes through its category purpose code ‘einvoicing’
service.350
It is also unclear if or when the MPS will become widely adopted for online payments.
Mr Blockley considers this is highly unlikely in the next 5 years or more.351 Dr Edwards
highlights a range of barriers to expansion of the MPS in this segment.352 He suggests
a number of BPAY billers would need to undertake significant system changes in order
to be able to receive MPS payments.353
Several factors might hinder the NPP being taken up for bill and invoice payments.
NPPA’s services are (or will be) more costly than BPAY Payments (on average).354
NPPA’s services do not provide similar reconciliation efficiency to BPAY Payments,355
although some third party providers (such as Monoova and Split Payments) offer
services that assist with reconciliation for SCT payments.356 Dr Edwards suggests that
many billers may prefer the batch nature of BPAY Payments.357 Some billers may not
significantly value the real-time or data rich features offered by the NPP.
If the MPS were adopted, there would be a level of overlap between the MPS and
BPAY Payments. BPAY identifies potential overlap between BPAY Payments and
NPPA’s MPS as a primary area of potential overlap between BPAY and NPPA.358
However, while the MPS and BPAY could both be used for bill payments, they would
also be different in some ways. The MPS will be a direct debit style service with
payments initiated by merchants, in contrast to BPAY Payments which is a direct credit
service with payments initiated by customers. The MPS will enable bill payments to be
346
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cleared and settled in real-time, in contrast to BPAY Payments which are typically
settled on the next business day.359 The MPS will also have better functionality for
facilitating recurring payments for variable amounts than BPAY Payments.360
The ACCC considers that, to the extent there would be competitive overlap between
BPAY Payments and NPPA’s services without the amalgamation, this overlap could
be lost as a result of the amalgamation. Alternatively, due to the differences between
the MPS and BPAY Payments, it is possible that the amalgamated entity would
continue to offer both services on a competitive basis. Regardless of whether both
services are offered by the amalgamated entity, any resulting lessening of competition
is not likely to be substantial due to the competitive constraints discussed at
paragraphs [7.240]-[7.243] below.
EPAL’s card-on-file service
EPAL and BPAY acknowledge that EPAL’s card-on-file service361 may overlap with
BPAY and NPPA’s online bill payment services, if it begins to facilitate significant
numbers of bill and invoice payments.362
The overlap between EPAL’s card-on-file services and NPPA’s MPS service for bill
payments is likely to be similar to the overlap for online retail payments.
Similar to the NPPA’s MPS, the likelihood of EPAL’s card-on-file service gaining
volumes is unclear. It is possible that some overlap that would have occurred without
the amalgamation will be lost with the amalgamation. Alternatively, the amalgamated
entity may offer the card-on-file service in addition to other bill payment services. The
card-on-file service appears to be more similar to the services of Mastercard and Visa
than to those of BPAY and NPPA.
Even if some competitive constraint would be lost under the amalgamation because of
this overlap, the amalgamated entity is likely to still be constrained by competition from
Mastercard, Visa and, in the short term, the Direct Entry system.
BPAY’s Osko 2 and 3 services
BPAY’s proposed Osko 2 and 3 services could also be used for bill payments.363 Dr
Duong, Professor Taylor and Dr Eulaiwi of Curtin University suggest the MPS will be
a close substitute of these services.364
While there may be some degree of future competitive overlap with the NPPA’s MPS
if Osko 2 was to be adopted, the ACCC considers Osko 2’s prospects of success with
or without the amalgamation are unclear. According to BPAY, a proof of concept for
Osko 2 will be developed by December 2021 with a subset of NPP Participants and a
Federal Government agency.365 If Osko 2 is not adopted in the future without the
359
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amalgamation, then there is unlikely to be any competition from Osko 2 that is lost as
a result of the amalgamation.
It is unclear whether Osko 3 will proceed with or without the amalgamation.366 In
addition, BPAY submits that Osko 3 is different from the MPS because Osko 3 leaves
control in the hands of the payer, rather than the payee, and therefore has a different
available user base.367 In the event that Osko 3 proceeds, with or without the
amalgamation, the level of overlap appears unlikely to be significant. In addition, the
amalgamated entity is likely to be constrained by competition from Mastercard, Visa
and (in the short term) the Direct Entry system.

Competitive constraints
The ACCC considers Mastercard’s and Visa’s schemes are likely to impose a
significant competitive constraint in electronic bill and invoice payment services, with
or without the amalgamation. The Direct Entry system is also likely to be a constraint
in the short term.
The Direct Entry system (including direct credit and direct debit payments) comprises
a large proportion of electronic bill payments
,368 and is likely to impose a significant competitive constraint in this segment in
the short term in the absence of the amalgamation. This is likely to diminish in the long
term as transaction volumes move to the NPP.369 The NPP is likely to become more
attractive as overall NPP volumes increase and transaction prices decrease. The MPS
will provide functionality that Direct Entry direct debit arrangements lack, including realtime notification of available funds and real-time remittance of funds,370 which may or
may not be valued by billers and payees.
In addition, Mastercard and Visa process a significant share of electronic bill payments
371
and are likely to impose a significant amount of
competitive constraint, particularly in relation to EPAL’s card-on-file service to which
they are most similar.
Further, the ACCC considers that the decisions of major banks to support, or not
support, particular initiatives are likely to constrain the entities. These decisions are
likely to be a highly determinative factor in the success of particular initiatives with or
without the amalgamation.372

Competition for person-to-person payments
The ACCC considers the ability to make secure payments between individuals
(‘person-to-person’ or ‘pay anyone’ payments) to be distinct from other payment
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services. Person-to-person payments are commonly made using account-to-account
services. They account for a relatively small percentage of low value payments.373
While there may be some loss of competitive overlap between the amalgamating
entities, the ACCC does not consider that this is likely to constitute a substantial
lessening of competition. This is primarily because existing alternative person-toperson payment services, including Direct Entry and other payment methods, will likely
sufficiently constrain AP+, at least in the short term. In addition, the threat of entry by
Visa and Mastercard, which are significant providers of person-to-person payment
services, is likely to constrain AP+ in the longer term.

Overlap between EPAL services, and NPPA’s SCT service
The ACCC considers there is a degree of overlap between EPAL’s digital services
(such as Beem It) and the NPPA’s SCT (including SCT transactions using BPAY’s
Osko 1 overlay).
The NPPA’s SCT service, and BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay, have a significant presence in
this segment which is growing as payments migrate from the Direct Entry system. 374
NPPA’s MPS is not expected to play a role in person-to-person payments.375
Beem It offers real-time person-to-person payments using the EPAL’s deposit and
withdrawal services. The deposit and withdrawal messages are designed for personto-person funds transfers and disbursement use cases on DNDCs. They allow cardbased real-time transfer in and out of accounts.376
Beem It has a small presence in person-to-person payments.377 Despite this, due to
the importance of network effects in payment services, it is possible that Beem It may
impose a significant competitive constraint on other services.
Dr Edwards says that Beem It has not managed to realise a significant share of personto-person transactions since being launched in 2018.378 According to Mr Blockley,
person-to-person apps like Beem It have seen limited uptake because they do not
solve a significant problem for consumers.379 Dr Edwards discusses several potential
challenges to the growth of Beem It without the amalgamation, including:


Incentives that some financial institutions may have to promote their own
apps and portals over bank-agnostic apps in order to keep customers
engaged in their own ecosystems.380



Competition from other current or future person-to-person payment apps.381
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The view that Beem It needs to increase its scale in other segments (such as
retail) in order to realise scale in the person-to-person segment.382

By contrast, EPAL submits that it conservatively expects that Beem It will break even
in 2023-4 with material enterprise value created after that time.383 EPAL submits that
Beem It has a strong and successful presence in the under 25 target segment in New
South Wales, and a high app store rating of 4.9, and will expand its target audience
and widen its role.384
Dr Edwards says that there would only be limited competition between Beem It, on the
one hand, and NPPA’s SCT and BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay, on the other.385
By contrast, EPAL submits that there is direct competitive overlap between NPPA and
EPAL (with Beem It and EPAL’s deposit and withdrawal messages) in person-toperson payments. EPAL also submits that BPAY’s Osko 1 is currently a primary
competitor for Beem It for person-to-person transactions.386
EPAL also submits that Beem It is differentiated from Osko 1 because it is driven by
customer choice whereas Osko 1 volumes are often driven by bank default settings in
their standard ‘Pay Anyone’ services.387
The ACCC considers there is a direct overlap between Beem It’s person-to-person
payment service and the NPP and this competitive tension would play out in the future
without the amalgamation. The ACCC considers it is likely that the amalgamated entity
would prioritise NPPA’s SCT service (including overlay services built on top of the
SCT) over Beem It for person-to-person payments, and the competitive constraint from
Beem It would be lost.

Competitive constraints
The ACCC considers that competitive constraints from a number of alternative sources
would remain in this segment if the amalgamation proceeds. We consider these
constraints will prevent significant increases in price or decreases in choice for personto-person payments if Beem It is deprioritised.
A significant volume of person-to-person payments are sent through the Direct Entry
System.388 Direct Entry was the predominant electronic transfer method for person-toperson payments before the NPP was implemented. Direct Entry is still used by
financial institutions who have not subscribed to the NPP or its overlay services. Direct
Entry volumes are expected to decline in this segment as more financial institutions
offer their customers improved functionality via the NPP, and the cost per transaction
decreases.389 The ACCC considers the Direct Entry system will continue to impose a
degree of competitive constraint in the short term, which will lessen in the long term.
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There also appear to be a large number of nascent or developing person-to-person
payment apps. EPAL notes that mobile payment apps for person-to-person payments
which use existing payment infrastructure include PayPal.ME, Splitr and Splitwise, as
well as QR code based systems such as Alipay and WeChat Pay.390 EPAL lists other
potential competitors in person-to-person payments391 including Apple Pay, Google
Pay, Samsung Pay, Facebook Pay, Square Cash, Zelle Pay, Visa Direct392 and
MastercardSend.393 PayPal can be used to send money to anyone with an email
address or phone number.394 In addition, Dr Edwards notes the presence of groupee,
DiviPay and Split Payments.395
Mastercard and Visa do not currently have a significant presence in Australian personto-person payments. It is possible that they could increase their presence in the future,
as they have in other jurisdictions, although the likelihood of this is unclear. ICA
submits that Mastercard operates a global account-to-account platform (Vocalink) and
has won domestic real-time account-to-account mandates all over the world.396
Mastercard has also recently acquired Nets, a European payment technology
company, which will expand its account-to-account capabilities and support a ‘multirail’ strategy overseas.397 However, Mastercard responded by noting that such
mandates must be either awarded by central banks/payment authorities or by
individual banks and financial institutions.398 Facebook also submits that the extent and
significance of its participation in the Australian payments sector had been
overstated.399
However, there appear to be relatively low barriers to entry for person-to-person
payment services to the extent that these services can sit on top of already existing
underlying payment infrastructure. EPAL submits that competition with Beem It from
international technology companies is likely to be significant as there are low barriers
to entry, they can often leverage existing customer bases, they have global scale and
deep pockets, and they understand consumer and merchant needs.400 Therefore, the
ACCC does not consider that a potential deprioritisation of Beem It by AP+ would be
likely to result in a significant reduction in competitive tension for the supply of personto-person payment services.

Competition for government and business disbursements
Government-to-person and business-to-person payment services include government
and business disbursements such as payroll, superannuation, welfare and government
rebate payments. The ACCC does not consider that the amalgamation is likely to
substantially lessen competition in relation to these payments.
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Government and business disbursements are predominantly processed through the
Direct Entry System. Excluding non-electronic cash and cheque payments (which
combined accounted for around 8% of total government and business disbursements),
the Direct Entry system facilitated around 94% of electronic government and business
disbursements in FY2020. The other 6% were facilitated by the NPPA’s SCT, mostly
through BPAY’s overlay service Osko 1.401
In the future, these payments may also be facilitated by NPPA’s MPS service, BPAY’s
Osko 2 (if developed) and EPAL’s deposit and withdrawal messages.
While there may be some level of overlap between these services if they are all
implemented and adopted, there is uncertainty about the likelihood that this will occur.
The Direct Entry system is a close substitute and will provide a high level of competitive
constraint for these payment types, at least in the medium term, with or without the
amalgamation. The ACCC considers that the effect of the amalgamation on these
types of payments is unlikely to constitute a substantial lessening of competition.

Competitive overlap between NPPA and BPAY’s services
Overlap between NPPA’s category purpose codes and BPAY’s Osko 1
NPPA’s category purpose codes allow payments sent via the SCT to be accompanied
by a payment message that follows NPPA’s guidelines for payroll, tax, and
superannuation payments. Specific elements in the payment message help payers
and financial institutions identify payment types. The category purpose codes are
intended to support the growth of business use and commercial payment volumes on
the NPP. NPP participating financial institutions were required to support receiving (but
not necessarily sending) these types of payments by April 2021.402
BPAY suggests that the category purpose codes could create further opportunities for
Osko 1. However, BPAY also suggests that another potential outcome is that volume
could move to the SCT, but not to Osko 1, putting Osko 1 at risk.403
BPAY’s Osko 1 service is an overlay service to the NPPA’s SCT and we do not
consider there is likely to be any impact on competition from the amalgamation in
relation to any overlap between these services.404
Overlap between NPPA’s MPS and BPAY’s Osko 2
The ACCC considers the NPPA’s MPS and Osko 2, if they were both successful, would
offer complementary services and have limited competitive overlap.
The MPS will enable customers to authorise third parties to initiate payments from their
bank accounts using the NPP. An example of an MPS use case is a cloud accounting
software provider being authorised to request payments from the payer customer’s
account, for example corporate payroll and supplier payments.405
In contrast, the NPPA’s SCT and Osko 1 do not enable third party payment initiation.
401
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BPAY’s Osko 2 is similar to Osko 1 with an additional feature that allows payees to
receive their payment with a related document, for example a salary payment
accompanied by a payslip.406 It is unclear whether Osko 2 will be widely adopted with
or without the amalgamation, as discussed at paragraphs [7.237]-[7.238] above.
Osko 2 provides a slightly different functionality to the services provided, or currently
in development, by NPPA. While the category purpose codes can assist users to
identify payroll, superannuation, or tax payments based on the payment message, and
MPS will allow third party authorisation to initiate payments, Osko 2 will enable payers
to provide additional information to payees that would not fit in a payment message.
Further, given Osko 2 will be another overlay service on the NPP, we consider it will
have similarly complementary dynamics as Osko 1, discussed at paragraphs [7.130][7.139] above.

EPAL’s deposit and withdrawal messages
EPAL’s deposit and withdrawal messages are designed for real-time funds transfer in
person-to-person and disbursement use cases via DNDC card infrastructure. These
messages are currently used by Beem It and could be extended to government and
business disbursements. EPAL submits these messages compete directly with
NPPA’s current and future services. In particular, the deposits service is planned for
expansion into disbursement use cases from October 2021.407 EPAL flags the possible
elimination of areas of competition in deposit and withdrawal use cases as a result of
the amalgamation.408
The ACCC considers EPAL’s deposit and withdrawal messages could potentially
overlap with current or future services by NPPA or BPAY.409 They appear to share
similarities with NPPA’s SCT and BPAY’s Osko 1. However, they do not appear to
contain purpose-specific payment messages (unlike NPPA’s category purpose codes).
They also do not appear to be designed to assist intermediaries to facilitate payments
for governments or businesses (unlike NPPA’s MPS).

Competitive constraints
The ACCC considers the Direct Entry system will impose a significant competitive
constraint in this segment in the short to medium term. Currently, 94% of business and
government disbursements (excluding cash and cheque) occur using the Direct Entry
system.410
As discussed from paragraph [7.140] above, over time the ACCC expects that more
Direct Entry payments will migrate to the NPP. NPPA states that supporting bulk
payment processing and migrating volumes from Direct Entry is a key focus, including
bulk credit transfers such as superannuation, payroll, tax payments, and e-invoicing.411
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Mastercard submits that the Direct Entry system cannot be considered to impose a
competitive constraint because payments will migrate to the NPP.412 Further,
Mastercard submits that the replacement of the Direct Entry system for batch
payments provides an opportunity for other market participants to enter or expand their
services to capture migrating customers.413 The ACCC recognises that there is unlikely
to be competition between the amalgamating entities under AP+ for the Direct Entry
volumes that are likely to eventually be migrated to the NPP. However, it is unclear
whether the situation would be significantly different without the amalgamation. As
described at paragraph [6.21] above, the success of the amalgamating entities’
payment services (with or without the amalgamation) depends not only on each entity’s
incentives to pursue them, but also on the support of financial institutions to facilitate
those services and the adoption of those services by end users.
The RBA considers that Direct Entry is likely to continue to be used by businesses to
make regular payments, until the equivalent functionality is available in the NPP.414 Dr
Edwards says that NPP will eventually gain a significant share of payments in this
segment, but that the main competition for a long time will be the low cost, incumbent
Direct Entry system.415 He says that the speed of migration will depend on the
functionality NPP develops and the prices it charges. He notes that even once the
functionality is in place, financial institutions can choose to continue using the Direct
Entry system. He notes that government, businesses, and third parties (such as payroll
providers) will likely also need to implement changes to their systems for the NPP.416
Thus, the cost of switching systems will need to be weighed against the benefits of the
change.
The need for certain NPP payment features or alternatives over card infrastructure are
less obvious for government and business disbursements compared to other
segments. This because government and business disbursements largely consist of
regular, non-time-sensitive bulk payments.417 However, over the long term there may
be a widespread preference for faster payments across all payment types, which may
lead to changed expectations for fast access to earnings or entitlements.418
In the ACCC’s view, payment methods such as cash and cheques do not impose a
strong constraint in this segment, given their use has been in steady decline across
the board.
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Disbursements through Mastercard and Visa, such as Visa Direct and Mastercard
Send, have been growing overseas. However, it is unclear whether these services will
become widely available in Australia.
The ACCC considers that Direct Entry is likely to impose a significant competitive
constraint for the foreseeable future, before volumes largely migrate to the NPP in the
long term for government and business disbursements.

Horizontal effects in payments infrastructure
The ACCC has considered the likely effect of the amalgamation on competition and
innovation in a market for low value electronic authorisation and clearing infrastructure
in Australia.
The main low-value authorisation and clearing infrastructures in Australia are:


card-based infrastructures of Visa, Mastercard, eftpos, American Express
and Diners Club



Direct Entry direct account-to-account infrastructure



BPAY Payments infrastructure for bill payments



NPP for real-time account-to-account payments.419

The ACCC considers the amalgamation will result in some reduction of investment in
overlapping infrastructure that could support future downstream competition, including
from third party use of that infrastructure.
However, taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC does not consider the
reduction would comprise a substantial lessening of competition, because of the
competitive constraints imposed by Visa, Mastercard and, in the short term, the Direct
Entry system.

Effect of the amalgamation on investment in competing infrastructure
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation is unlikely to result in a significant
decrease in investment in competing infrastructure. This is because of the differing use
cases for the entities’ core infrastructure, the low likelihood of multiple competing
infrastructures being successful in the counterfactual, and the competitive constraints
discussed at paragraphs [7.300]-[7.307] below.
Payments infrastructure allows payments to be:


cleared (non-monetary exchange of payment information)



authorised (ensuring the payer’s account is valid and has sufficient funds – if
necessary)



settled (transferring funds between financial institutions).

EPAL, NPPA and BPAY are each vertically integrated downstream, providing payment
services that use their own core infrastructures, and investing in infrastructure which
facilitates these services.420 EPAL and NPPA operate and invest in infrastructure that
provides authorisation and clearing functionality. BPAY operates and invests in
clearing-only infrastructure, because BPAY payments are authorised by the payer’s
419
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420
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bank. EPAL, NPPA and BPAY all use RBA-administered infrastructure for
settlement.421
Each entity uses its infrastructure to provide distinct core payment services, although
there are potential areas of future overlap in their services as they each look to expand.
Without the amalgamation, BPAY, EPAL and NPPA could be expected to make
independent decisions. This would mean they could potentially invest in infrastructure
which can be used by themselves or by third parties to provide potentially overlapping
functionality in payment services. By contrast, following the amalgamation, the
amalgamated entity would not have incentives to invest in competing infrastructure
between BPAY, EPAL and NPPA.
As noted by Mastercard, the amalgamation would reduce the number of low-value
payment scheme providers in Australia from 6 main providers to 4 (that is, AP+, the
Direct Entry system whose use is likely to decline, Mastercard and Visa).422 Mastercard
submits that the amalgamation could reduce incentives to innovate as investment in
any one of the 3 schemes would be likely to cannibalise volumes run on the other
schemes.423 By contrast, Dr Edwards states that the amalgamated entity will produce
strong initiatives to innovate due to internal rivalry for ideas to be accepted by the AP+
Board.424
However, as discussed at paragraph [6.21] above, the entities are likely to require the
support of major financial institutions to support new initiatives, and these institutions
are unlikely to support multiple initiatives with the same functionality. This would be the
case regardless of whether the amalgamation proceeds.

Effect of the amalgamation on third party access to infrastructure
The ACCC considers it is unlikely that the amalgamation will result in a substantial
lessening of competition for third party access to payment services infrastructure.
In addition to relying on their infrastructure to deliver their own services, EPAL and
NPPA (but not BPAY) make their infrastructure available to third party payment
services.425
BPAY’s infrastructure was designed and built to provide BPAY’s services. BPAY
submits that there have been no third party requests for access to the BPAY
infrastructure to provide a new payment service, since BPAY was established.426 Third
parties can connect to the BPAY system to provide value added services to billers to
assist billers with payment management, but they still rely on BPAY’s services when
doing so. Dr Edwards states that BPAY’s infrastructure is not well-suited to retail or
non-retail payments (aside from uses similar to what BPAY already offers). Dr Edwards
states that third party service developers are unlikely to be interested in accessing the
BPAY infrastructure in the counterfactual.427
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NPPA’s infrastructure and open access arrangements are designed to allow third party
overlay services. However, BPAY’s Osko 1 overlay is the only operational overlay and
there are no other third party overlay services in the pipeline.428 Dr Edwards states that
it is challenging to achieve the coordination necessary for sufficiently ubiquitous
development of an overlay service by financial institutions.429 He submits that NPPA is
now ‘filling the vacuum’ with purpose code business services and the MPS.430 He
expects this to continue in the counterfactual, ‘crowding out’ third party overlay services
of a similar nature.431
EPAL also makes its infrastructure available to third party payment service providers.
For example, Beem It, when independent of EPAL, initially accessed the Mastercard
and Visa infrastructure for withdrawals and the eftpos infrastructure for deposits.432
However, EPAL’s infrastructure was designed for, and is suited to, different types of
payments to the MPS.433 The ACCC considers that the differences between EPAL and
NPPA’s infrastructures means that they are unlikely to be close substitutes for most
third party payment service developers in the foreseeable future.

Competitive constraint from other infrastructure operators
The ACCC considers Mastercard’s and Visa’s infrastructures are likely to act as
significant constraints, with or without the amalgamation, in relation to third party
payment service providers seeking access to payments infrastructure. A number of
third party intermediaries already access Mastercard and Visa’s infrastructures.
Examples include PayPal, BNPL schemes and Uber.434
Mastercard’s and Visa’s infrastructures are more similar to EPAL’s infrastructure than
to NPPA’s infrastructure. Dr Edwards suggests that Mastercard and Visa’s
infrastructures would be considered a similar or better alternative to EPAL’s
infrastructure for third parties seeking access to card-based infrastructure.435
The ACCC considers the Direct Entry account-to-account infrastructure will also
impose a competitive constraint, which will lessen over time.436
The Direct Entry system accounts for the majority of authorising and clearing of low
value payments by volume.437 ICA submits that the amalgamation will not have a
substantial effect on concentration in a market for low value payment infrastructure,
because, in terms of volume, the amalgamated entity will have approximately 16%
market share, with an incremental change of approximately 5%.438
ICA submits that in terms of value, the amalgamated entity will have approximately 7%
market share, with an incremental change of approximately 4%. Dr Edwards argues
that it is more appropriate to consider market shares by volume rather than value,
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because different types of transactions (including transactions that are typically higher
or lower value) typically occur over different types of infrastructure.439
Oxera, on behalf of Mastercard, suggests that the market shares provided by ICA
overstate the constraint that the Direct Entry system will impose in the upstream
market, because the Direct Entry system is a legacy system.440 In response, Dr
Edwards argues that the financial institutions continue to favour the Direct Entry
system as a very low cost and fit for purpose infrastructure. Dr Edwards argues that
the NPP will need to persuade users to move away from bespoke Direct Entry-based
solutions to new bespoke NPP-based solutions.441 He also suggests that the reason
for the combined share of the amalgamating entities being 16% by volume is the large
size of Mastercard and Visa, rather than the size of the Direct Entry system.442
The threat of new entry in payments infrastructure is low. The ACCC considers that
barriers to entry in establishing payments infrastructure are already significant, as entry
requires significant scale and capital expenditure. The competitive constraint on
incumbents from the threat of new entry is unlikely to change as a result of the
amalgamation.
This is illustrated by the small number of new entrants in the history of electronic
payments. The RBA played a significant role in promoting the establishment of the
NPP, which was launched in February 2018 after 5 years of development through
industry collaboration. Before the NPP, the most recent new payment system to be
introduced was BPAY’s infrastructure, in 1997.443 The ACCC considers large
technology companies and other potential new entrants are more likely to focus on
offering payment services that rely on existing infrastructure, than to attempt to develop
their own new infrastructure.

Horizontal effects in other related services
Digital identity services
The ACCC does not consider that the amalgamation is likely to have the effect of
substantially lessening competition in relation to digital identity services. This is despite
steps by both EPAL and BPAY toward developing digital identity services.
ICA describes digital identity as a complementary component of the Australian
payments landscape.444 Digital identity services enable identification information (such
as a date of birth) to be shared between ‘identity service providers’ (such as
government agencies and banks) and ‘relying parties’ that require identity verification
(such as an online liquor retailer requiring proof of age). This removes the need for
customers to re-prove their identity when engaging with new relying parties.
EPAL is planning to launch a digital identity verification service called connectID.445
The service acts as an ‘identity broker’. It uses eftpos infrastructure to transport identity
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data between a relying party and an identity service provider.446 connectID will support
digital experiences including payments, not limited to eftpos payments.447 connectID is
designed to work within the government’s Trusted Digital Identity Framework and
AusPayNet’s TrustID framework, which outline standards and facilitate
interoperability.448
BPAY may also launch a digital identity service. EPAL suggests this could occur by
the end of 2023.449 Although any future BPAY digital identity service may overlap with
connectID, it is unclear how closely the services would compete. Absent the
amalgamation, there may still be incentives for connectID and BPAY to collaborate to
develop an effective solution, as suggested by EPAL.450 Alternatively, one of the
products may become significantly more attractive than the other by achieving a level
of ubiquity before the other gains a significant presence.
If the amalgamation proceeds, it is possible that digital identity solutions offered by
AP+ will be somewhat constrained by other similar services. EPAL submits that no
fully launched digital identity solutions exist which are providing the same services as
connectID.451 Australia Post provides similar services, and is partnering with EPAL to
pilot the connectID service.452
However, as demand for digital identity services grows and changes, there may be
significant scope for new entry (actual or threatened), such as by large technology
companies. For example, Apple will soon launch digital identity services in the US.453
EPAL suggests that technology providers such as Apple, Google and Facebook may
compete with connectID from 2023.454 In addition, the international card systems
appear to be developing digital identity services overseas and in Australia.455 EPAL
describes Mastercard as a potential competitor or collaborator which already provides
a similar service in Australia.456 EPAL also cites Equifax and Experion as existing or
potential competitors.457
The ACCC does not consider the amalgamation is likely to substantially lessen
competition in relation to digital identification services.

Development of QR code standards
The ACCC does not consider the amalgamation is likely to have the effect of
substantially lessening competition in relation to the development of QR code
446
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standards. This is despite both EPAL and NPPA developing solutions relating to QR
code acceptance.
EPAL submits that there is a direct competitive overlap between NPPA and EPAL for
QR code standards.458
NPPA has published a QR code standard for QR codes on the NPP. The standard
builds on the EMV Merchant-Presented QR Code Specification for Payment Systems
(which NPPA considers is generally seen as the de facto global standard for QR
codes).459 The standard is designed to support a consistent user experience across
NPP use cases.460 NPPA is planning to enhance the current standard to enable the
use of a QR code with the MPS.461 BPAY currently offers QR codes for BPAY
Payments.462 AusPayNet has been exploring the feasibility of developing a channel
agnostic QR code standard,463 and has been leading analysis of the use cases for QR
codes in payments, and identification of where in those use cases industry
collaboration and coordination is required.464
EPAL has been developing a ‘rail-agnostic’ market wide QR code acceptance network
supporting digital wallet retail payments.465 EPAL’s solution would support multiple
digital wallet operators accessing a single QR acceptance solution for merchants.466
EPAL expects its QR code solution to generate revenues and transaction volumes.467
468
ICA submits that EPAL has informed
ICA that EPAL is proceeding with its QR code service.469
NPPA suggests that there is broad consensus among market participants (except for
EPAL), that a merchant-presented EMV-based standard would be an appropriate
‘multi-rail’ interoperable QR code solution.470 NPPA suggests that EPAL’s proposed
solution is less efficient than this because it is a proprietary solution in which EPAL is
likely to play an intermediary role, ‘translating’ QR codes for use on particular payment
infrastructures.471

472

NPPA’s QR code standard is limited to facilitating consistency in QR codes used to
make payments over the NPP,473 whereas EPAL’s QR code acceptance network is
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designed to work across different payment infrastructures.474 In addition, unlike
NPPA’s standard, EPAL’s solution offers the ability to support additional functionalities
for merchants and consumers such as loyalty points, offers and receipts.475 Despite
this, the ACCC considers there is some overlap between NPPA’s standard and EPAL’s
network because they could both be used for payments over the NPP.
The ACCC considers that AP+ would be unlikely to pursue both NPPA and EPAL’s QR
code solutions in the event of the amalgamation. This is consistent with EPAL’s view. 476
Irrespective of whether a particular QR code standard is more successful than another,
the ACCC considers it is unclear, in the absence of the amalgamation, whether QR
codes will become a significant payment method in Australia (see paragraphs [7.166]
and [7.172] above). It is also unclear whether NPPA or EPAL’s QR solutions will both
achieve the necessary level of take-up to impose a level of competitive constraint.
The ACCC considers that the decisions of merchants, acquirers and consumers to
support, or not support, particular initiatives such as QR codes are likely to heavily
influence the success of particular initiatives with or without the amalgamation.
It is possible that having 2 competing QR code standards would introduce uncertainty
about the potential ubiquity of services using those standards. This may slow the
potential uptake of QR codes in Australia, reducing the chances of achieving the
minimum scale required to be viable and impose competitive constraint.
AP+ has committed through the Undertaking, to procuring that BPAY, EPAL and NPPA
agree an industry wide standard supporting payment with QR codes by the end of June
2022. This will be in coordination with AusPayNet, with a focus on interoperability and
open access.477 While there may be less competing QR code standards with the
amalgamation, the ACCC considers there may be scope for an agreed standard to
facilitate increased adoption of QR code payment services by industry participants.
This may facilitate increased competition between competing QR code payment
services, as well as between QR code payment services and other types of payment
services.
The ACCC does not consider that impacts from the amalgamation in relation to the
development of QR code standards are likely to substantially lessen competition in any
market.

Vertical effects in access to payment infrastructure
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA are currently all vertically integrated providers of both payment
infrastructure and payment services. Each of their respective payment infrastructures
could be used by third parties to provide payment services.
Following the amalgamation, AP+ would control multiple payments infrastructure to
which third party providers may wish to seek to access to provide payment services in
Australia. Foreclosure of access to this infrastructure could result in higher barriers to
entry, less innovation and ultimately less competition for payments services.
The ACCC has considered vertical foreclosure in respect of the NPP arising from the
amalgamation noting:
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BPAY’s Osko 1 service is provided as an overlay service on the NPP
infrastructure, and this gives rise to an increased incentive for foreclosure



the NPP was designed as, and intended to be, open access infrastructure



interested parties have indicated they may seek access to provide overlay
services on the NPP in the future.

The ACCC considers AP+ will have some ability to foreclose third party access to the
NPP, but this ability does not increase as a result of the amalgamation compared to
NPPA’s existing ability to foreclose access. Following the amalgamation there will
remain significant regulatory constraints which limit AP+’s ability and incentive to deny
access.
There may be an increased incentive for AP+ to deny access to the NPP with respect
to new person-to-person overlay service providers, particularly those that would
compete with the Osko 1 service (or subsequent iterations of BPAY overlay
services). However, the ACCC considers a substantial lessening of competition from
this change in incentive is unlikely to arise because entry of an alternative person-toperson overlay service is unlikely with or without the amalgamation.
The ACCC considers there is unlikely to be any change in incentives in relation to
potential future overlay services with different use cases to Osko 1. AP+ is unlikely to
have strong incentives to foreclose potential third party NPP access for services with
different use cases to the use cases of Osko 1 (for example, services that would allow
for the provision of online retail payments or business to person/Government to person
payments). This is because AP+ will be incentivised to provide access to allow third
party overlay services which are likely to lead to an increase in transactions over NPPA
infrastructure and unlikely to lead to a decrease in transactions over Osko 1.

Access to NPP
Different types of entities can access the NPP in different ways depending on their
business model and objectives:


Direct participants are ADIs that connect to the NPP directly using their own
NPP payment gateway, and clear and settle payments through the NPP.
Direct participants can also offer indirect connectivity to the NPP for other
entities.



Indirect participants connect to the NPP using a direct participant’s NPP
payment gateway, but otherwise have the same capabilities as direct
participants.



Identified institutions connect to the NPP indirectly via a direct participant’s
NPP payment gateway. Identified institutions are able to offer their customers
NPP payment services, with the payments cleared and settled on behalf of
the identified institution by the sponsoring direct participant.



Connected institutions will connect to the NPP using their own payment
gateway and are able to send payment initiation and other non-value
messages through the NPP.

The eligibility criteria for each of these categories is summarised in Table 3 below.
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Table 3: NPP Access Eligibility Criteria478

In addition to the avenues for participation/access to the NPP identified in Table 3
above, NPPA also allows access to the NPP infrastructure through the use of an
overlay service. ‘Overlay services’ are commercial payment services that leverage the
underlying NPP infrastructure and functionality. They may be simple rule books that
set standards for how participants handle certain payments (for example, speed of
posting, what data travels with the payment and what the end-user customer
experience is), or they may be more complex payment solutions that involve new
message types and interactions with external entities or databases.479 The only overlay
service that has been launched to date from the platform is Osko 1 by BPAY, which is
a basic person-to-person credit transfer that provides more requirements around the
underlying SCT service.
Osko 1 utilises the NPP infrastructure to provide person-to-person payments with an
additional set of agreed rules between institutions about how NPP transfers will be
processed. For example, about how quickly a recipient account must be credited after
a transfer is made. Approximately 77% of transactions processed by NPPA are Osko
1 transactions.480
Under the amalgamation, the ACCC considers that AP+ will have incentives to
maximise transaction volumes through the NPP, and to maximise the number of
transactions using the Osko 1 overlay service. This could lead to increased incentives
to deny access to overlay services by third party payment services providers that
compete with Osko 1.481
This increased incentive relates to the person-to-person services that are currently
provided over the NPP. Osko 1 (in its current form) only relates to the person-to-person
services that are provided over the NPP, and not to more complex payment solutions
or to alternative use cases such as person-to-business payments.
The ACCC considers that it is necessary to consider both the potential access issues
as they relate to:


Participants, Connected Institutions and Identified Institutions



Overlay services.

The ACCC considers that the amalgamation has the potential to change incentives to
foreclose that relate to overlay services. It is not clear that the incentives for AP+ are
significantly different to NPPA’s incentives without the amalgamation in relation to
478
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allowing Participants, Connected Institutions and Identified Institutions to connect to
the NPP.
The ACCC considers the following factors as relevant to its assessment of whether the
amalgamation would increase AP+’s ability and incentive to engage in vertical
foreclosure of third parties’ access to the NPP:


the extent to which the governance structure and decision-making in respect
of access to the NPP changes as a result of the amalgamation



the threat of regulatory intervention by the RBA



whether there are likely to be sufficient gains to foreclosing access that
outweigh the losses AP+ would incur from not supplying infrastructure
access to third parties, and



the existence of suitable alternative infrastructure which could draw
significant transaction volumes away from the NPP infrastructure if AP+
attempted to foreclose access.

ICA submissions and expert views
Ability to foreclose
ICA submits that post-amalgamation, the NPP will continue to operate substantially in
accordance with its current rules – including rules that allow for open and nondiscriminatory access.482 Dr Edwards notes that the open and non-discriminatory
access is an important feature of the NPP, and the amalgamation will not change
this.483 ICA notes that:


the NPPA Regulations set out the objective and transparent eligibility criteria
and processes for the admission of NPP Participants and Connected
Institutions. Regulation 4.7 of the NPP Regulations provides that any
applicant who meets the criteria shall be admitted as an NPP Participant or
Connected Institution. The ACCC notes Regulations 4.8 to 4.10 set out the
eligibility criteria and processes for the acceptance of new Overlay Service
Providers. Regulation 4.9(b) states that Overlay Service Provider
applications received by NPPA will be considered by the Board within 5
Business Days of receipt. The Board shall accept an Overlay Service
Provider application which it reasonably determines satisfies the criteria in
Regulation 4.8 and which complies with the conditions specified in the NPP
Regulations.



NPP Regulation 4.7 may only be amended in accordance with the framework
for changes to the NPP Regulations and NPP Procedures. The procedure
requires a two-thirds majority endorsement by the NPP Rules sub-committee
– which is comprised of representatives of NPP Participants and
representatives of Connected Institutions – and NPPA Board approval. The
ACCC understands changes to the NPP Regulations more broadly also
follow this procedure.484
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decisions about admission to the NPP will continue to be made in
accordance with the NPP Regulations by the NPP Governance Committee
(as a delegate of the NPPA Board), which is comprised of the CEO and the
independent directors of NPPA.485

Dr Edwards considers that AP+’s ability to foreclose access to the NPP infrastructure
is likely to be limited by its governance structure, as there will continue to be 13
directors, including 4 which will be independent.486
In response to Mastercard’s concerns about AP+’s ability and incentive to discriminate
against third party access seekers (discussed below at paragraphs [7.355]-[7.358] and
[7.360]-[7.363]), ICA submits that NPPA currently provides direct access to not only
NPP Participants, but also to any Connected Institution using payment gateway
hardware,487 and that this is an option open to Mastercard and Visa.488
ICA submits that there is also the option for ADIs and non ADIs to connect indirectly to
the NPP infrastructure via a commercial arrangement with an NPP Participant or a
Connected Institution.489
In response to Mastercard’s concerns regarding the incentives of Australian banks to
support third party investment, ICA submits that major Australian financial institutions
will have their ownership interests in AP+ diluted compared to their respective interests
in eftpos, BPAY and NPPA in the counterfactual.490 It submits that the ability and
incentives for major Australian financial institutions to preference AP+ over third parties
will be reduced with the amalgamation.
ICA submits that should concerns about access arise, the RBA has the power to
designate and establish an access regime in respect of the NPP.491

Incentive to foreclose
Dr Edwards states that it is not likely that AP+ and NPPA would have the incentives to
pursue a foreclosure strategy in in-store retail payment, online retail payment or
business-to-person/government-to-person services492 for the following reasons:


In relation to store retail payments, EPAL’s share of in-store retail
payments493 is unlikely to be high enough to result in sufficient downstream
gains to outweigh the losses to the NPP from foreclosing access to a third
party competitor in in-store payments.



In relation to online store payments, Mastercard and Visa have a dominant
market share which is expected to continue into the future. Any foreclosure
strategy by AP+ would likely benefit Mastercard and Visa instead of AP+.494
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For business-to-person/government-to-person disbursements, the volumes
of the Direct Entry system are expected to largely migrate to the NPP in the
future. EPAL and BPAY are unlikely to realise a material share in this
segment of payments. The incremental downstream gains to AP+ arising
from the amalgamation are likely to be limited.495

ICA submits that AP+ would see an increased market share as a result of the
amalgamation in bill payments and person-to-person payments where BPAY operates
both the BPAY Payments service and Osko 1.
However, the major banks currently own 100% of BPAY. ICA submits it is unlikely
without the amalgamation that there would be appetite to support a third party service
that would add little in functionality to that provided by BPAY and Osko 1.496
ICA submits that there is currently little interest from third parties in developing overlay
services over the NPP. It submits there are significant challenges in achieving
coordination for sufficient ubiquitous development of an overlay service by financial
institutions.497
It submits that if third party services over the NPP are unlikely to be developed in the
counterfactual, there would be no additional harm that would arise under the
amalgamation.
Mastercard raised concerns regarding the incentives of AP+ that NPPA could exploit
information provided by rivals to direct its own downstream investments. In response,
Dr Edwards states that it is important there are information protocols in place that
preclude transferring information for investment decisions.
Dr Edwards states that information provided by third parties to each of the schemes is
currently subject to strict confidentiality obligations, and these obligations will continue
under AP+.498

Submissions from interested parties
Ability to foreclose
Mastercard submits that if the ACCC was to authorise the amalgamation, there should
be operational and functional separation of the NPP from the rest of AP+. It submits
measures should be undertaken to open direct access to the NPP to other payment
service providers on non-discriminatory terms. It submits the NPPA should be
prevented from changing the NPP Regulations in a manner that could restrict access
to third parties.
Mastercard submits that direct access to the NPP is only granted to direct participants.
Direct participants are required to be licensed as an ADI, to hold an Exchange
Settlement Account at the RBA, and to become a shareholder in NPPA.499
Mastercard submits that most new third party developments that would use the NPP
infrastructure would need to obtain endorsements from a critical mass of the Australian
banks. Given these banks are the ultimate owners of AP+, Mastercard submits they
495
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would be able to restrict third party developments that compete with AP+
investments.500
Mastercard submits that Mastercard and Visa could potentially use card infrastructure
to process payments such as PayPal or BNPL schemes. However third parties would
require access to the NPP infrastructure for bill payment and person-to-person
services.501
The RBA submits that, regardless of the decision by the ACCC on the amalgamation,
the RBA would see benefits in periodic reviews of NPP access and functionality similar
to the review that was conducted jointly by the RBA and the ACCC in 2018-19.502
Following this review, the RBA published a Conclusions Paper regarding NPP
Functionality and Access.503 This is discussed further below in paragraphs [7.375][7.376] and [7.380].

Incentive to foreclose
Parties including Mastercard, Visa and SuperChoice raise concerns that combining
NPPA’s infrastructure with BPAY and EPAL could foreclose competition and reduce
innovation in competing payments services that rely on the NPP infrastructure.

504

Mastercard in particular raises concerns about the increased incentive to foreclose
concerning the development of overlay services that compete with Osko 1.
Mastercard and Visa raise concerns that the merged entity could gain knowledge on
their competitors’ commercial strategies and use this information to direct downstream
investments. While these concerns existed pre-merger, Mastercard believes allowing
the transaction would make them even more prominent and relevant, increasing the
number of situations in which AP+ could use this information to its advantage.505
SuperChoice submits that NPPA should remain a wholesale provider that deals with
overlay payment service providers in a non-discriminatory fashion.506
Dr Rob Nicholls of UNSW Business School submits that ICA should offer an access
regime to the NPP infrastructure as part of an undertaking. Without this Dr Nicholls
submits AP+ would not have the appropriate incentives to encourage innovation and
competition in payment systems.507 He submits the regime should protect nondiscriminatory access to overlay services and to services requiring gateway
interconnection.
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ACCC views
Ability to foreclose
The ACCC considers that AP+ will have the ability to vertically foreclose rivals’ access
to the NPP infrastructure in certain ways but that this ability does not increase as a
result of the amalgamation (compared to NPPA’s ability to foreclose access without
the amalgamation). The ACCC considers that there are sufficient mitigating factors
that reduce the prospect of AP+ foreclosing access to the NPP infrastructure following
the amalgamation.
Extent to which Rules and decisions relating to NPP access change postamalgamation
The ACCC notes ICA’s submission that the rules around access to the NPP will remain
fundamentally unchanged following the amalgamation and that decisions relating to
access applications and changes to the NPP Rules and Regulations will continue to
be made in the same way as they currently are made.
In respect of the relevant shareholdings and governance of NPPA post-amalgamation,
the ACCC notes the following:


The major banks currently hold 76% of shareholder votes in NPPA, and
100% of the shares in BPAY.508



As discussed in paragraph [6.18] above, the ACCC does not consider that
the change in the proportion of shares collectively held by the major banks in
AP+ will translate into them exercising greater influence or control over the
payment schemes via AP+ than they would otherwise exercise over the
individual payment schemes in the counterfactual.



ICA states that it is intended that the Board of each OpCo will be comprised
of either the same directors as the Board of AP+, or a subset of those
directors in the same proportion of independent directors to representative
directors. The NPPA Opco directors will be taken to be satisfying their duties
to act in the best interests of the NPPA OpCo if they are acting in good faith
and in the best interests of AP+.

Following the amalgamation, if a third party sought to access the NPP infrastructure,
the decision about access will be made in accordance with the NPP Regulations by
the NPP Governance Committee, which is comprised of the CEO and the independent
directors of NPPA.509
Access decisions by the NPP Governance Committee will be made by a simple
majority vote, and each of the 4 independent directors and CEO of the NPPA OpCo
have one vote each.510 The continued appointment of independent directors will help
to limit the ability of AP+ to influence access decisions through the NPPA CEO.
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However, the ACCC considers that the independent directors will still be obligated to
act in the best interests of AP+. To the extent that foreclosing access to the NPP
infrastructure for a rival Overlay Service Provider, Participant or Connected Institution
would benefit AP+, the decision-making structure of the NPP Governance Committee
provides the ability to make such decisions. However, this structure is unchanged as
a result of the amalgamation.
The ACCC notes ICA’s submission that the NPPA OpCo will have responsibility511 for
operational matters including assessing access applications, and the types of matters
for which AP+’s Board will be responsible will be confined to deciding the strategy for
AP+, the investment roadmap and the appointment of AP+’s CEO.512 Where a decision
to admit or deny access for a new overlay service that would impact on NPPA Opco’s
future roadmap or AP+’s investment strategy, such a decision would likely be made by
the AP+ Board. This decision-making structure represents a change resulting from the
amalgamation and an avenue through which AP+ has the ability to deny access to
third party access seekers.
The extent to which the amalgamation changes NPPA’s or AP+’s incentive to make
such a decision is discussed from paragraphs [7.393] to [7.406] below.
The ACCC notes that the eligibility requirements to obtain access to the NPP do not
change as a result of the amalgamation, other than changes that relate to being a
shareholder of NPPA.513 Concerns that in order to become a Participant in the NPP an
entity must be a licensed and regulated ADI arise with or without the amalgamation.
Further these concerns can be considered by the RBA as part of its consultation on
NPP access and functionality issues.
One of the recommendations from the RBA’s 2019 Conclusions Paper regarding NPP
Functionality and Access was to ensure that there is an independent review
mechanism for access decisions for prospective Participants, Connected Institutions
and Overlay Service Providers.
The RBA recommended that, where an applicant wishes to have an access decision
reviewed, the review should be by a panel comprised of 3 independent Board members
(possibly including the RBA-appointed director)514 and 2 independent external
payments experts. The panel should have the binding power to overturn the earlier
denial of an application if the applicant is deemed by the panel to have met all of
NPPA's published eligibility requirements.515
NPPA submits it has implemented 10 of the RBA’s recommendations (including in
relation to its review of access decisions) and partially implemented 2
recommendations516. NPPA submits it has fair and transparent processes in place to
support new applications for access. It notes access decisions will be subject to review
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by the NPP Governance Committee.517 If required, decisions made by the NPP
Governance Committee may be further appealed by applicants to the full NPPA
Board.518
The ACCC considers that there is an ability through the NPP Governance Committee
to foreclose access to the NPP, but that this ability exists without the amalgamation.
The ACCC also considers that the NPPA’s recent implementation of the RBA’s
recommendation to publicly report on access applications (including reasons for the
decisions in cases where access was not supported) provides a useful layer of
transparency and oversight for the RBA, and the ACCC.
Regulatory intervention – role of the RBA and ACCC
The RBA has the power to designate a payment service and establish an access
regime under Part 3 of the Payments Systems (Regulation) Act 1998 if it considers this
to be in the public interest. In practice, the ACCC also considers the act of designation
could prompt AP+ to provide undertakings or amend access rules to address concerns
or issues around access to the NPP (such that an access regime is not imposed).
In 2018 the RBA (with ACCC involvement) commenced consultation on NPP
functionality and access issues. It published its Conclusions Paper in June 2019.519
The RBA will (with ACCC involvement) commence another review on NPP access and
functionality following the ACCC’s determination of the application for authorisation for
the amalgamation.520
The ACCC considers the threat of intervention by the RBA is likely to constrain AP+’s
ability (and incentive) to engage in a successful foreclosure strategy.
The ACCC notes that it authorised certain provisions of the NPP Regulations relating
to eligibility and settlement (in perpetuity) and termination and suspension provisions
(for 5 years) in 2017. The ACCC considered that the suspension and termination
provisions, eligibility criteria and settlement obligations in the NPP Regulations
contribute to the security, efficiency and integrity of the NPP system and are likely to
result in a benefit to the public. The ACCC found that any public detriment, including
anti-competitive detriment, from the relevant provisions in the NPP Regulations would
likely be limited. For example because suspension or denial of direct access to the
NPP does not preclude a financial institution from having low-value payments cleared
and settled through the NPP. Third parties could enter into an agreement with existing
NPP Participants for clearing and settlement.
The ACCC notes that there are currently 13 ADIs which are connected directly to the
NPP infrastructure. These 13 Participants have relationships with a further 84 indirect
participants or identified institutions (80 ADIs and 4 non-ADIs) which connect to the
NPP indirectly via one of those 13 Participants.521 The RBA’s Conclusion Paper
regarding NPP Functionality and Access acknowledges the large number of
institutions which are connected to the NPP, and the use of the platform is continuing
to grow.522 The ACCC considers that this provides a degree of comfort that the rules
around access eligibility are being administered appropriately to date, and have
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allowed access to the NPP to a number of institutions. As noted above at paragraph
[7.342], these rules are not intended to change under the amalgamation.
Authorisation granted in respect of the termination and suspension provisions of the
NPP Regulations expires in 2022. If there was evidence and information indicating that
a public detriment, including anti-competitive detriment, is arising from the relevant
provisions of the NPP Regulations following the amalgamation, this would be relevant
to the ACCC’s consideration of any application for re-authorisation. The ACCC may
review an authorisation at any time if there has been a material change in
circumstances, and revoke authorisation if it considers the public benefits of the
authorised conduct no longer outweigh any public detriments.
Access to confidential information
Mastercard and Visa raise concerns about the impact of the amalgamation on the
handling of confidential information. However, the ACCC considers the amalgamation
is not likely to increase the risk of inappropriate disclosure of confidential information
to or from the amalgamating entities in a way that is likely to substantially lessen
competition.
Visa raises concerns that customers of third parties (such as those of Visa and
Mastercard) who are also customers or shareholders of AP+ (for example, the major
banks) could provide the third parties’ information to AP+.523 Visa notes that many
directors and shareholder participants of AP+ are also customers and suppliers of
BPAY, EPAL and NPPA and customers of Visa and Mastercard. Visa suggests that
information barriers should be put in place to ensure that commercially sensitive
information (such as confidential material disclosed by Visa to an AP+ shareholder and
customer) is not inappropriately disclosed to AP+.524 Visa also raises concerns that
information derived from AP+ could be used by shareholders of AP+ to make
investment decisions that favour AP+ rather than third party products.
The ACCC considers that third parties such as Visa or Mastercard are in a position to
impose appropriate conditions relating to the use of commercially sensitive information
when disclosing such information to an entity that is a shareholder or customer of AP+.
The ACCC expects that this is a risk that third parties would need to manage with or
without the amalgamation, given the common shareholdings that exist (in particular in
relation to the major banks) with either AP+, or with each of BPAY, EPAL and NPPA.
Mastercard and Visa also raise concerns that AP+ could gain an unfair commercial
advantage by gaining knowledge of competitors’ commercial strategies, or that
confidential information could be transmitted to competitors through the AP+ Board.525
Concerns have previously been raised with the RBA about NPPA’s potential use of
information provided by entities applying to become overlay service providers, given
that there could be potential competitors on the NPPA Board.526 Mastercard suggests
that the amalgamation will increase the number of situations in which AP+ could use
the information to its advantage.
The ACCC considers that the potential for information to flow from entities (such as
Visa and Mastercard) to their competitors through BPAY, EPAL, NPPA or AP+ will
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exist in a similar way with or without the amalgamation given the common
shareholdings in the 3 payment schemes.
The ACCC considers the current information protocols undertaken by NPPA are
sufficient to protect the confidentiality of third party commercial information. In
response to confidentiality concerns raised in the RBA’s NPP Functionality and Access
Consultation: Conclusions Paper and the RBA’s recommendation in this regard, NPPA
published its process for assessing applications to provide overlay services.527 This
process requires that a confidentiality undertaking must be executed between the
prospective overlay service provider and NPPA.528
In addition, the upcoming RBA review on NPP access and functionality will be well
placed to address issues concerning information flows.
Further, each of the NPP, eftpos and BPAY scheme rules contain provisions that
require information provided by third parties to be kept confidential and used only for
specified purposes. This will continue under the amalgamation.529

Incentive to foreclose
The ACCC considers that AP+ may have an incentive to foreclose access to overlay
service providers that compete closely with BPAY’s existing Osko 1 overlay, or
potential future iterations of Osko such as Osko 2 (pay with document) or Osko 3
(request to pay). The ACCC considers that AP+ will have limited incentive to foreclose
access to any other services on the NPP infrastructure.
ICA submits that it is unlikely there will be increased incentives to pursue a foreclosure
strategy in relation to retail store payments, online store payments and business-toperson/government-to-person disbursements.
ICA also submits that BPAY’s Osko 1 Service is currently the only overlay service
provider, and there has been little evidence of interest from third parties in developing
other overlay services over the NPP.
The lack of interest in other overlays is likely due to third parties needing the support
of major financial institutions in order to achieve sufficient ubiquity. The level of support
is in turn influenced by the major banks’ existing ownership in BPAY and the existing
functionality of Osko 1.
The development of increased native functionality through NPPA’s MPS has
contributed to the implementation of BPAY’s future overlay services Osko 2 being
delayed until December 2021, and Osko 3 being suspended until after the launch of
the MPS.530
The ACCC considers the amalgamation could increase the risk of NPPA giving
preference to BPAY for future overlay services due to their common ownership. This
is particularly true where BPAY is currently the only entity which has successfully
implemented an overlay service on the NPP.
Post-amalgamation, the ACCC considers that AP+ would have increased incentives
(compared to NPPA’s incentives without the amalgamation) to use BPAY to deliver
planned overlay services. This is because AP+ would obtain revenues from
527
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participants using the BPAY overlay services (such as Osko), as well as the benefits
of volumes and revenues over the NPP infrastructure. Without the amalgamation,
NPPA would be less likely to be concerned as to whether increased volumes over its
infrastructure would be driven by participants using a BPAY overlay service or an
alternative overlay service.
The amalgamation would likely change the incentives of AP+ foreclosing access to
overlay service providers that would compete with the existing Osko 1 service. This
could act as a deterrence to potential future investments in NPP overlay services by
third parties. However, the ACCC considers that it is unlikely that major financial
institutions would invest in adopting a service that does not add significant additional
value to BPAY’s Osko 1, both under the amalgamation and the counterfactual.
In order to ensure the success of the NPP, AP+ has strong incentives to maximise the
number of users and transactions undertaken over the NPP infrastructure. The ACCC
considers that AP+ would have limited incentives to restrict the ability of Participants,
Connected Institutions and Identified Institutions to connect to the NPP (as distinct
from overlay service providers). These limited incentives are not likely to change under
the amalgamation compared to NPPA’s current incentives to maximise volumes over
the NPP.
The one exception to this may be allowing access to direct competitors of AP+ to parts
of the NPPA infrastructure – for example, Mastercard and Visa. Mastercard raised
concerns that the amalgamation provides incentives to foreclose access to third
parties.531 However, the ACCC considers that clear criteria for qualifying as a
Participant or Connected/Identified Institution will mitigate the risk of AP+ denying
access and notes the other constraints identified with respect to AP+’s ability to
foreclose access (in particular, the threat of RBA intervention).
In relation to use cases other than person-to-person transactions, the ACCC considers
that the incentives for vertical foreclosure stemming from the amalgamation do not
change significantly in the future with the amalgamation. It seems unlikely that AP+
would have significant incentives to foreclose a third party from access that would allow
for the provision of online retail payments, given the competitive constraint provided
by Mastercard and Visa. In relation to potential future use cases such as business-toperson/government-to-person payments, these volumes will largely transfer from the
Direct Entry system either with or without the amalgamation. AP+ will retain an
incentive to maximise volumes over the NPP in both scenarios, in particular given
these alternative uses will not be duplicating the functionality of the current overlay
services provided by Osko 1.
Another factor which is likely to affect AP+’s incentive to foreclose third party access
to the NPP is the availability of alternative infrastructure over which third parties could
supply payment services, instead of using the NPP infrastructure.
The ACCC notes Mastercard’s submission stating that its own infrastructure is able to
be used as an alternative to some of the services that the NPP infrastructure
provides.532
However the ACCC considers that there is not currently a viable alternative
infrastructure that offers an effective constraint on all of NPPA’s services. In particular,
access to the NPP infrastructure at the present time is essential for real-time bill or
invoice providers and providers of real-time person-to-person services.
531
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Conclusion on competition analysis
The ACCC does not consider that any horizontal aggregation arising from the
amalgamation will have or will be likely to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition in any market.
The amalgamation will soften competition to some extent between BPAY, EPAL and
NPPA in relation to several services. The amalgamation may also lessen competition
between the 3 parties to innovate and develop new infrastructure and services,
because development decisions will be made centrally by AP+.
However, ACCC considers that AP+ will continue to face significant competitive
constraints, most significantly from Mastercard and Visa. Given the level of
complementarity between the services provided by EPAL, NPPA and BPAY and the
substantial constraints that would remain on the merged entity, the ACCC considers
that any lessening of competition is not likely to be substantial.
The ACCC is satisfied that third party access to the NPP is unlikely to materially change
as a result of the amalgamation, and that there are sufficient constraints to mitigate the
risk of third parties being foreclosed access following the amalgamation.
As discussed in paragraphs 7.45-7.115 above, taking into account the Undertaking
from AP+, the ACCC is satisfied that the amalgamation is unlikely to result in a
substantial lessening of competition in relation to the routing of debit card payments.
Therefore, the ACCC considers that the ‘competition’ limb of the authorisation test in
the Act is satisfied.

8.

ACCC assessment of net public benefit limb

Public benefits
Having reached the view that the ‘competition’ limb of the authorisation test in the Act
is satisfied, taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC is not required to consider
the second limb of the test, the ‘net public benefit’ limb. However, in light of the interest
in and concerns raised by interested parties about the amalgamation, it is appropriate
for the ACCC to provide its view on any public benefits likely to arise from the
amalgamation.
The ACCC considers that the public benefits relevant to its assessment of the
amalgamation fall within the following broad categories:


more streamlined and coordinated decision-making process to invest in
adoption of payments innovations sooner



increased likelihood of hybrid innovations



reducing the risk of stranded payments assets



increasing competition with Mastercard and Visa



cost synergies, reduced transaction costs for the 3 payments schemes and
their participants, and potential to reduce compliance obligations



creating policy benefits by ensuring Australia has a strong domestic
payments company



enhanced ownership interests and voting rights of smaller participants in AP+
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increased engagement with small businesses and other participants.

These public benefits, and the views of the ICA and interested parties, are discussed
in the following sections.

More streamlined and coordinated decision-making process to invest in
adoption of payments innovations sooner
The ACCC has considered whether the amalgamation results in better coordination
among the major banks in deciding what new payment services or functionalities to
adopt across each of eftpos, BPAY and the NPP and whether this is likely to result in
more efficient investment in each of the 3 schemes. The ACCC has focused its
assessment of how the major banks make decisions to invest in a new payment service
because they are the key driver of whether an initiative is adopted on one of the 3
schemes and they are common shareholders or members across all 3 schemes.
Currently, BPAY, EPAL and NPPA independently propose payments initiatives that
sometimes compete. They seek support from each of their shareholders / members
(which include the major banks) to adopt these payment initiatives. In each bank there
is limited ability to compare different payment initiatives across each of the 3 schemes
because of confidentiality and competition concerns. This makes it difficult for each
bank to consider what it should invest in, how it should prioritise implementing new
payment initiatives and when to implement initiatives across the 3 schemes.
AP+ will be able to provide shareholders (including the major banks) with a single
roadmap. This will include a sequenced plan to navigate AP+ shareholders’ resource
constraints and enable adoption of initiatives by shareholders. The single roadmap is
likely to provide certainty on the path forward, and to simplify the consultation process
between AP+, each of the OpCos and each shareholder. This simplified governance
process is likely to reduce information asymmetries and lead to better coordination
among shareholders (in particular the major banks) in what payment services they
invest in across each of the schemes. It is also likely to enable the major banks to
implement new payment services more quickly. The efficiencies arising from the single
roadmap will primarily benefit the banks but timelier, more efficient investment in new
or innovative services is likely to constitute a public benefit.

ICA submissions
ICA submits that the amalgamation will:


be likely to result in reduced uncertainty which allows for more efficient
deployment of capital, both sooner and with less risk of stranded assets533



enhance the speed to market of innovations by the 3 payments schemes,
because AP+ will be able to consult, co-ordinate and direct investments, and
remove information asymmetries and uncertainties that have slowed the
speed at which innovations by the schemes have been brought to market.534

ICA explains that various coordination problems arise in the industry because:
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Currently, each of the 3 schemes seeks adoption535 of payments initiatives by
their shareholders / members (including the major banks) in an
uncoordinated manner. This prevents shareholders / members from
comparing the different investment proposals in a timely or informed way.
This makes it difficult for individual organisations to take a coordinated
approach to their internal prioritisation and contribute to discussions
prioritising the 3 schemes.536



The lack of coordination between the 3 payment schemes (and the lack of a
unified payments innovation roadmap) complicates the ability of financial
institutions to invest in payment innovations, as each financial institution
delays its decision until it is clear which proposal will be preferred by the
other institutions.537



In some cases, competition law would preclude an agreed industry-wide
innovations roadmap.538



The inefficiency in calls for investment in adoption and resource allocation by
common participants across the 3 schemes leads to slower innovation, as
capability development continues to be duplicated across the schemes with a
cost multiplier effect on shareholders and members to integrate innovations.
The risk of duplication or fragmentation results in key participants holding
back investment because of a lack of certainty about outcomes and return.539



Small to mid-sized participants lack the resources to engage with multiple
schemes. Engaging with multiple entities is also resource intensive for larger
participants.540

ICA submits that the amalgamation would address all of these challenges because it
would provide an efficient and lawful forum for the payments schemes and their owners
to agree an innovations roadmap, following consultation with other key stakeholders.541
ICA submits that the amalgamation is not intended to, and cannot, overcome the
funding and resource constraints faced by any investor in the payments sector. ICA
submits that, rather, a single, unified innovations roadmap will create more certainty
for investors, including the major banks and payments aggregators, about the steps
they need to take, and when they need to take them. ICA suggests this will allow them
to better prioritise their limited funds and resources to bring payments innovations to
market sooner than would otherwise be the case, to the benefit of consumers and
merchants.542
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‘Adoption’ means the shareholders / members adopt a payment capability offered by the payment scheme, so that they can
offer the capability to their customers. This involves shareholders / members making changes in their own IT systems,
training their staff and marketing the payment capability to end-customers. It does not mean shareholders / members fund
the scheme to develop the payment capability.
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ICA, response to ACCC Statement of Preliminary Views,18 June 2021, p 3.
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Expert views
Mr Blockley considers that a coordinated investment program will improve efficiency
(both in the allocation of IT resources and funding, and in the operations of the
payments schemes) and speed to market for new innovations.543
Dr Edwards states that when multiple new payments services (that require network
effects to be successful) seek adoption by financial institutions, they often compete for
the financial institutions’ scarce resources (including in situations where the payments
services are not substitutable and do not compete in any market). Dr Edwards
considers that this gives rise to the coordination problems between financial institutions
that have differences in investment priorities. That is, it results in ‘confusion’,544
‘splintering’545 and the financial institutions adopting ‘wait and see’ strategies.546
Dr Edwards states that the amalgamation is likely to overcome the financial institutions’
current coordination problems by removing conflict and competition between the 3
schemes for their innovations to be adopted by the financial institutions.547 Rather than
uncoordinated decisions being made across financial institutions with differing
priorities, AP+ will be able to provide financial institutions with a single roadmap, with
a sequenced plan to navigate their resource constraints and enable adoption of
initiatives by all financial institutions.548 This will lead to:


enhanced speed to market of domestic payment initiatives that are tailored to
local demands



more successful roll out of these initiatives by financial institutions, better
solutions for industry problems (by providing an appropriate forum to
consider alternative solutions and pooling of resources)



fewer instances of stranded assets.

Dr Edwards states that the 3 schemes have largely complementary initiatives, and
competition between them is and will remain limited.549 The greater coordination in
relation to prioritisation of initiatives of the 3 entities will address a market failure, rather
than representing a loss of competition in any relevant payment service market. This
includes initiatives that will not compete with each other in any relevant payment
service market. 550

The major banks’ submissions
The major banks provided statements that broadly support the claimed public benefit
by ICA. That is, the amalgamation will remove silos, enable strategic coordination,
assessment of options and sequencing of roadmaps to avoid duplication of
543

Lance Blockley, Supplementary Report to Expert industry opinion, 18 June 2021, paragraph [504].
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Dr Edwards explains that financial institutions would prefer to coordinate with each other, but due to uncertainty over what
others are doing, they choose incompatible options (see Dr Geoff Edwards, Expert economic opinion, 2 April 2021, section
2.1).
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Dr Edwards explains that financial institutions have certainty of what others plan to do, however the payments services are
differentiated (including where the payments services are not substitutable and do not compete in any market), and
financial institutions prioritise the service differently (e.g. due to scarce resources) (see Dr Geoff Edwards, Expert economic
opinion, 2 April 2021, section 2.1).

546

Dr Edwards explains that financial institutions are uncertain whether a new payment service will be widely adopted by
others, so they ‘wait and see’ until a sufficient number of other financial institutions adopt the service (see Dr Geoff
Edwards, Expert economic opinion, 2 April 2021, section 2.1).
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He provides 2 examples of these conflicts: real-time direct debits, and BPYA’s Osko Service 1 and NPPA’s SCT service.
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investments targeting the same use cases, and enable pooling of resources to drive
innovation and create scale.
In particular, the major banks express concerns around the increasing overlapping use
cases in the payments initiatives proposed by the 3 schemes and the uncoordinated
nature in which they are being developed, which they consider creates several risks.
In summary, those risks are:


inefficient use of scarce resources by the schemes to target the same or
similar use cases



increasing burden on industry stakeholders to support the schemes and
inefficient use of their scarce resources



duplicating services with limited differentiation which confuse consumers,
slowing the pace of innovation and reducing the potential for network effects



inability for the schemes to build the scale necessary to compete with
Mastercard and Visa.551

In response to the ACCC’s Statement of Preliminary Views, the major banks provided
further submissions.552 The key points are:


ANZ states that the single roadmap will mean more clarity on the path
forward and the expected funding and resourcing requirements, as opposed
to multiple, fragmented investment proposals at different points in time from
different schemes. It will simplify the consultation process, and investment
proposals will be presented to ANZ with awareness of broader engagements
between AP+, the OpCos and ANZ.553



CBA states that AP+ will be a single interface through which stakeholders will
provide feedback on proposals. This will reduce the need for CBA to dedicate
time and resources to engage with the OpCos, and allow new investment
initiatives to be brought to market more quickly.



CBA notes that while there are other factors that determine when a bank will
be in a position to make a solution available to customers (for example,
different investment cycles and funding priorities), the amalgamation will
remove one of the key factors causing delay – the inefficiencies created by
separate governance structures.554



NAB submits that the current fragmentation of shareholders’ interests in the 3
schemes leads to slower and less efficient decision-making and investment
rollouts. The amalgamation will combine the shareholders’ interests into one
company, one management team and one Board, which will result in greater
efficiency of decision-making, align investment roadmaps, increase AP+’s
ability to bring new payments services to market, and improve timeframes for
implementation.

551

See for instance, ANZ statement, paragraphs [37], [58], [66], [79] and [80]; CBA, Non-confidential Statement in support of
application for authorisation, paragraphs [11-14]; NAB, Non-confidential Statement in support of application for
authorisation, paragraphs [37], [45] and [62]; NAB statement, paragraph [62]; WBC Non-confidential Statement in support
of application for authorisation, paragraphs [23], [34] and [47].
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NAB also submits that the amalgamation will lead to investment being
undertaken at a greater pace and scale, compared to the counterfactual of
each of the schemes operating in a subscale way.

In its statement, WBC also suggests that amalgamating the governance of the 3
schemes would prevent schemes needing to mandate their own service (such as the
NPPA Board’s mandate in respect of the MPS, and enable AP+ to make better and
more sustainable decisions on the investment roadmap.555

Other submissions
The RBA has not taken a position regarding the merits of the amalgamation.
Nonetheless, the RBA expects that a consolidated entity would be better able to deal
with coordination issues and the challenges the 3 schemes currently face in getting
industry participants to take decisions to support new products or build new
infrastructure.556
Cuscal, KeyOne and Customer Owned Banking Association support the claim that the
amalgamation will overcome challenges to the banks’ coordination problem. Australian
Finance Industry Association provided a broad statement that the amalgamation will
drive competition and innovation in Australia’s financial services industry.
Mastercard submits that ICA’s coordination argument implies that information will be
shared within AP+ to ensure the 3 entities are not bringing forward competing
innovations, and therefore the claimed benefits would appear to only arise due to a
lessening of future competition between the 3 schemes. Mastercard submits the
amalgamation will remove competitive tension between the 3 schemes, which will
reduce rather than enhance competition and innovation.557
Benchmark Analytics submits that the amalgamation will not solve the banks’
investment coordination problem. It submits that a body such as the Australian
Payments Council (or the RBA’s Payments Systems Board) could facilitate investment
coordination.558 In response, the Australian Payments Council submits that it is not set
up to make any decisions on investment, due to the range of organisations it
represents and the competitive nature of these organisations.559

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that if the amalgamation proceeds, a single overarching body
(AP+) is likely to enable better information sharing across the 3 schemes and their
shareholders or members than is currently possible, due to the removal of commercial
and confidentiality obligations. This will make it easier for AP+ and its shareholders –
particularly the major banks, who are common shareholders in all 3 schemes – to
compare and assess initiatives across the schemes, and consider which initiatives
would be most likely to succeed and should be progressed.
AP+ will be able to remove overlapping initiatives and unify the roadmaps, and plan
the sequencing and timeframe for implementation of payments initiatives for AP+
shareholders’ consideration. The more streamlined assessment process and removal
555

WBC, Statement in support of authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraphs [26] and [30-31].
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RBA, Submission to the ACCC, 9 July 2021, pp 1-2.
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telecommunications provider.
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of overlapping initiatives will provide greater clarity for AP+ shareholders. It will also
increase the likelihood that they will be more easily able to reach an agreement on the
single unified roadmap. This contrasts with the status quo, where there is limited ability
for shareholders to compare initiatives across the 3 schemes, and there are more
available options for shareholders to consider. The existence of overlapping initiatives
makes it more likely that shareholders would choose different options rather than the
same option.
The ACCC considers there is a range of other factors impacting on financial institutions’
willingness to support particular payment initiatives. These include:


the commercial strategy for each financial institution



the investment cycles and availability of funding



consideration of other competing proposals (such as from Mastercard and
Visa)



other priorities such as technical development of the banks’ own service
offerings.

These factors will continue to pose challenges to investment coordination between
financial institutions, including on the timing of any investment to adopt payments
initiatives. Each AP+ shareholder is likely to continue to assess the merits of payments
initiatives individually and in accordance with its own priorities, even if there is a unified
roadmap for AP+. Nonetheless, the ACCC considers the efficiencies outlined in
paragraphs [8.23]-[8.24] above will lead to a more certain environment in which
financial institutions could better coordinate their adoption of initiatives and make a
decision more quickly. This is primarily due to removal of overlapping initiatives,
removal of duplicated spending, and better sequencing of initiatives. The extent that
this coordination and alignment results in a reduced risk of stranded assets is
discussed in paragraph [8.41] below.

Increased likelihood of hybrid innovations
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation will better enable the 3 schemes to
collaborate on potential hybrid innovations and that this constitutes a likely public
benefit. This is discussed in the following sections.

ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits the amalgamation will lead to innovations that:


have greater functionality and are delivered faster, at a lower cost and with
less risk of being abandoned



will be differentiated from Mastercard and Visa’s schemes (for example,
innovations will be ‘multi-rail’ across both account-to-account and cards
infrastructure)



will benefit from the combined data and technical expertise of the 3 payments
schemes.

ICA indicates that authorisation is sought in order to have a legal framework to plan for
medium to long-term innovation projects across the 3 entities (rather than one-off
collaborative projects). Mr Blockley has provided a number of ideas regarding hybrid
innovation products, but these have not been considered by the 3 schemes and their
participants. Dr Edwards states that it would be difficult for anyone to identify what
114
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hybrid innovations will develop in the future following the amalgamation (because
collaboration is not occurring at the moment). He considers that this is not a reason to
deny the public benefit claim.560
Dr Edwards states that the relevant question is not whether collaboration and hybrid
services would or would not be achieved in the counterfactual, but rather whether
collaboration would occur and hybrid products would be developed more often or
sooner with the amalgamation (emphasis original).561 He submits that there is likely to
be additional collaboration and hybrid products compared to the counterfactual,
because: (1) information barriers between the 3 schemes will be lowered, due to
combining the research and development and marketing divisions of the 3 schemes;
and (2) amalgamation will remove the contractual ‘hold-up’ problem,562 and is likely to
open or speed up paths to the development of hybrid products. Similarly, Mr Blockley
states the amalgamation will remove barriers to close cooperation between the 3
domestic payment schemes and improve their competitive position in relation to the
international players.563
CBA submits that consolidation will enable increased innovations from the OpCos to
occur in several ways, including:


combining each entity’s limited payments expertise to encourage innovation,
making use of scarce resources (and avoiding duplication)



reinvestment of capital in innovation by AP+



more efficient and effective engagement from stakeholders, and



securing broader stakeholder support for initiatives.564

Other submissions
Mastercard submits that this claimed benefit would not necessarily arise as a result of
consolidation, because collaboration is possible in the absence of consolidation.
Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association and the Australian
Association of Convenience Stores consider that the Australian payments industry is
capable of introducing innovation without the amalgamation.565
In response, ICA submits that the type of collaboration that is required to develop and
execute a pipeline of payments innovations would not be possible without the
amalgamation, due to restrictions imposed by the law and for the other reasons
outlined in the Application. ICA also submits that previous attempts at coordination and
collaboration through AusPayNet (for example, a QR code standard), have been
unsuccessful.

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that collaborative innovation among competing payments
schemes could be achieved without the amalgamation. For instance:
560

Dr Geoff Edwards, Response to ACCC Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, paragraph [26].
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Dr Geoff Edwards, Response to ACCC Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, paragraph [25]; see also Dr Geoff
Edwards, Expert economic opinion, 2 April 2021, section 10.2.
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Dr Geoff Edward explains that a hold-up problem arises due to one or both parties making investment in specialised
assets, which subsequently exposes them to the risk of ‘hold up’ by their partners (see Dr Geoff Edwards, Expert economic
opinion, 2 April 2021, paragraph [305]).
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Lance Blockley, Supplementary Report to Expert industry opinion, 18 June 2021, p 13.
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CBA, Non-confidential statement in support of authorisation, 17 March 2021, paragraph [113].
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NPPA and BPAY have been in a commercial partnership in relation to the
development and launch of BPAY’s Osko 1 services on the NPP Basic
Infrastructure (from 2015 to present).



EPAL indicates that, whether or not the amalgamation proceeds, it will
continue to engage with other parties including competitors in non-competing
activities that are of mutual commercial interest.

Nonetheless, the ACCC accepts that the amalgamation will enable the 3 schemes to
combine their respective technologies and expertise and work collaboratively to
consider what hybrid products could be offered, with potentially better functionality,
more than would be the case without the amalgamation. This is because the
amalgamation will remove the incentive for them to compete with each other. The
ACCC considers the potential increase in hybrid innovation constitutes a likely public
benefit. However, the banks will continue to make their own decisions to implement
payment initiatives based on their own internal priorities and other considerations. It is
therefore uncertain what innovations or new functionality may arise on the 3 payment
schemes as a result of the amalgamation.

Reducing the risk of stranded payments assets
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation is likely to reduce the risk of stranded
assets and that this constitutes a likely public benefit.

ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits that the amalgamation will reduce the risk of payments innovations
becoming stranded due to an inability to reach network effect in a timely manner (for
example, BPAY’s Osko 3, which is partially impaired).
Dr Edwards states that the amalgamation will result in fewer instances of wasted
investments and stranded assets. He considers this is because investment decisions
will be informed by more certainty about which payment service initiatives are likely to
be widely deployed and achieve network effects.566

Other submissions
BPAY submits that if the amalgamation proceeds, there will be increased potential for
industry coordination to prioritise and implement payment services, which may reduce
the risk to BPAY of stranded investments or false starts.567
Mastercard submits that this claimed benefit would only arise due to a lessening of
competition between the 3 schemes.568

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that the amalgamation will enable AP+ to undertake better
planning of initiatives, including what initiatives should be implemented by each of the
OpCos under a single unified roadmap. This will remove overlap between the 3
schemes, and provide greater clarity and confidence for AP+ shareholders to agree to
initiatives sooner, and with a greater degree of confidence that the other major banks
will support that initiative, than what is possible without the amalgamation.
Notwithstanding that the banks will continue to make their own decisions to implement
566

Dr Geoff Edwards, Response to ACCC Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, paragraph [30].
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BPAY, Non-confidential Statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraph [76(a)].
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Mastercard, Submission to the ACCC, 22 April 2021, paragraphs [1.19] and [8.6].
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payment initiatives based on their own internal priorities and other considerations, the
ACCC considers the amalgamation will enable the banks to better coordinate their own
adoption of payment initiatives, and this in turn may reduce the risk of stranded
payment assets.

Increasing competition with Mastercard and Visa
Taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC considers that the amalgamation is
likely to result in an increased ability of eftpos (as part of AP+) or AP+ to better compete
with Mastercard and Visa. However, the nature and magnitude of this benefit is
uncertain. For example, it is unclear whether this increased ability to compete with
Mastercard and Visa will necessarily result in import substitution as claimed by AP+.
The ACCC considers the amalgamation will result in an increased ability for AP+ to
compete with international technology companies.

ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits that:


Mastercard and Visa have research and development budgets that
significantly outweigh those of all the Australian banks combined.569 It is
critical that there be no duplication or inefficiency in the build out of the 3
domestic systems and that the best people work on the right initiatives. The
amalgamation will lead to pooling of resources, more effective coordination
and targeted investment to allow differentiated and locally tailored
innovations by the 3 payment schemes, including eftpos, to achieve the
necessary ubiquity and network effects faster.



The amalgamation will strengthen eftpos’ ability to compete with Mastercard
and Visa in the medium to long term through more efficient deployment of
capital and access to broader stakeholder support from the wider AP+
membership base. This will improve the speed to market of eftpos
innovations and enable development of hybrid innovations (combining eftpos
with NPP’s account-to-account functionality) to compete with Mastercard and
Visa.570



The amalgamation will ensure eftpos continues to be a ‘pricing wedge’
against Mastercard and Visa and other global players. Any share won by
eftpos from Mastercard and Visa is a form of import substitution because it
results in a domestic service replacing an international one. While it is
challenging to quantify the volume of import substitution that will occur, there
is no statutory or policy requirement for all (or any) benefits to be quantified
when assessing an application for authorisation. The ACCC can, and should,
acknowledge that import substitution will be increased in the factual
compared to the counterfactual, even if it cannot be quantified, and to give
weight to that likelihood.571



The amalgamation will defend against undesirable reliance on Mastercard
and Visa for core payment services by providing a viable domestic alternative
for end users.572 It will also result in greater competition with international
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ICA, Response to Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, p 14.
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ICA, Response to Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, p 12.
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ICA, Application for merger authorisation, 18 March 2021, Section 27.10.
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technology companies, which are either introducing or expanding their
payments offerings and will continue to exercise a powerful competitive
constraint in Australia’s payments landscape.
CBA considers that, as a strong domestic entity, AP+ will drive down processing costs
by strengthening the bargaining position of Australian financial institutions relative to
that of Mastercard, Visa and international technology company payments providers.573
WBC submits that the current uncertainty created by duplicative investment proposals
leaves the domestic schemes open to disintermediation574 from alternative payment
service providers (for example, Calibra and Libra),575 or unable to provide competitive
tension with Mastercard and Visa.576 WBC considers that the amalgamation is
necessary to address the current shortcomings in the governance structure of the 3
schemes, and will ensure the amalgamated entity is more competitive, resilient and
responsive to the challenges posed by Mastercard and Visa.577
NAB submits that the current system with 3 schemes potentially means that subscale
organisations are unable to develop at-scale innovations which will eventually become
ubiquitous.578 It submits that the amalgamation will enable the domestic schemes to
increase scale and better compete with Mastercard and Visa.
Dr Edwards states he sees no reason that the financial institutions’ support for eftpos’
infrastructure would decrease following the amalgamation. He considers it likely that,
particularly in the medium and longer term, there will be more successful and timelier
deployment of domestic payment initiatives and a more innovative domestic payments
entity with a greater ability to develop hybrid and localised services that differentiate
eftpos’ services from those of Mastercard and Visa. He considers that this is likely to
produce a domestic payments system that is more dynamic and capable of providing
stronger competition to Mastercard and Visa and other global players.579
Mr Blockely states that if the amalgamation proceeds, the 3 domestic schemes would
be combined into one entity so that, instead of competing with each other, they can
together more efficiently and effectively compete with the international payments
players.580 Mr Blockley considers that there is ‘strength in numbers’ and strength from
the broad support of senior executives from across the Australian payments industry,
which the eftpos debit scheme will gain by being part of AP+ in the amalgamation.581

Other submissions
The RBA submits that it expects the amalgamation would be likely to result in a
stronger eftpos that would be able to compete more effectively against the 2
international debit schemes. The RBA considers that, under the amalgamation: 582
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CBA, Non-confidential Statement in support of application for authorisation, 16 March 2021, paragraph [119].
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the consolidated entity would be better able to deal with the coordination
issues and the challenges that the 3 schemes currently face in getting
industry participants to take decisions to support new products or build new
infrastructure



more senior bank representatives would be appointed to the AP+ Board,
which would benefit eftpos in particular in terms of more strategic decisionmaking.

Mastercard submits that:


The import substitution benefit required to be assessed by the ACCC under
the section 90(9A) of the Act relates to goods, rather than services.583



In any event, the stated benefit is unclear or unlikely to arise, because much
of the technology used by the domestic payments schemes is still provided
by international providers (for example, NPP’s basic infrastructure, and
eftpos’ Hub, tokenisation solutions and disputes and chargeback tools).584



It is unclear to what extent the amalgamation would allow eftpos to win
market share from Mastercard and Visa that would not otherwise have been
won absent the merger, given eftpos is already being assisted by the current
regulation on DNDCs.

A number of interested parties (including retailer associations) have expressed
concerns regarding the future of eftpos under AP+ and eftpos’ ability to compete with
Mastercard and Visa in the future if the amalgamation proceeds. For instance, they
have raised concerns that the banks or AP+ may have an incentive or ability to
undermine EPAL’s capabilities (see paragraphs [7.61] and [7.96] above).
Facebook submits that the Application overstates the extent of Facebook’s
participation in the Australian payments industry. It also submits that the Application
exaggerates the competitive threat of international technology companies more
generally.585

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that the public benefits discussed in paragraphs [8.4]-[8.41]
above are likely to result in an increased ability of eftpos (as part of AP+) or AP+ to
compete against Mastercard and Visa. The ACCC has arrived at this view taking into
account AP+’s commitment to procure that EPAL develop and make available EPAL
Prescribed Services (including eftpos online services) under the terms of the
Undertaking. The ACCC considers this constitutes a likely public benefit.
However, the magnitude and nature of this benefit are uncertain. For instance, it is
unclear whether a greater ability to compete with Visa and Mastercard will necessarily
translate to import substitution for example, eftpos or AP+ increasing market share
relative to that of Mastercard and Visa. Further, future regulation or threat of regulation
by the RBA will also have an impact on competition with Mastercard and Visa (see
paragraph [7.102] above).
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Mastercard, Response to ACCC’s Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, paragraph 6.7.
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Mastercard, Response to ACCC’s Statement of Preliminary Views, 18 June 2021, paragraph 6.8; Mastercard, Submission
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The ACCC also considers the public benefits discussed above are likely to result in an
increased ability for AP+ to compete with international technology companies. The
ACCC considers this is likely to be relevant for future competition in payment services.

Cost synergies, reduced transaction costs, and potential to reduce compliance
obligations
ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits that:


A unified roadmap will reduce time spent by the 3 domestic schemes and
their participants assessing innovations which are unlikely to be successful.



The amalgamation will give rise to cost synergies through a range of shared
services and functions.586



The amalgamation will provide an opportunity to reduce compliance burden
for ICA, for example, standardising fraud reporting.

Mr Blockley states that the amalgamation would deliver lower administration costs for
the 3 schemes, in turn lowering costs to users. He considers the amalgamation would
also lower costs for stakeholder organisations, as they would no longer need to
manage relationships with 3 separate domestic payment entities.587 He also submits
that, in the longer term, some rationalisation of the underlying systems operated by the
3 schemes is likely, and the use of ‘common infrastructure’ would also deliver cost
savings and operational efficiencies.588
Dr Edwards states that there is potential for the amalgamation to lead to reduction in
duplication of spending on research and development, for example,
QR
code initiatives.589

ACCC view
The ACCC considers it likely that some transaction cost savings will arise as a result
of the amalgamation, as there will be a more streamlined decision-making process
within AP+ for AP+ shareholders to assess payments initiatives.
The ACCC also considers some synergies from shared services are likely to arise.
However, such benefits may be limited to the extent each scheme and its infrastructure
will be maintained separately following the amalgamation. This is due to each scheme
having different products and different operating rules. It is likely that any cost
synergies would become significant if one or more schemes were to reduce their
existing or future planned product offerings (for instance, to reduce overlapping
products across the 3 schemes).
The ACCC understands that, following the amalgamation, each of the 3 payments
schemes will continue to have separate compliance obligations as they have different
operational and technical requirements. Accordingly, any reduction in compliance
obligations arising from the amalgamation may be small.
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Section 27.12 of the Application states that these include strategy functions (e.g. finance, legal, communications and 24/7
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Creating policy benefits by ensuring Australia has a strong domestic
payments company
ICA submissions and expert views
ICA submits that consolidation will provide a greater ability for the Australian
Government to influence the merged domestic entity (in the event of a financial crisis)
and ensure payments system resilience (reducing over-reliance on Mastercard and
Visa).590
Dr Edwards states that the amalgamation is likely to enhance Australia’s ability to
navigate a potential future scenario in which international payment schemes
experience downtimes due to cyber attacks or are barred by other governments from
delivering services in Australia.591

Other submissions
Mastercard considers this claimed benefit is unlikely to arise, noting that Australian
payment technology used by the 3 schemes is and will remain reliant on international
service providers (see paragraph [8.51] above).
The Australasian Convenience & Petroleum Marketers Association disagrees with this
claimed public benefit and submits that the merger would afford only negligible
protection.592

ACCC view
It is unclear how consolidating 3 entities into a single entity will improve domestic
payments schemes’ resilience. The ACCC notes that, with or without the
amalgamation, the Australian Government and the RBA will have a role in managing
broader policy objectives relating to sovereignty, security and resilience of Australia’s
domestic payments schemes.

Enhanced ownership interests and voting rights of smaller participants in AP+
ICA submissions
As explained in paragraphs [6.4]-[6.6] above, ICA submits that the amalgamation will
result in a public benefit of enhanced ownership interests and voting rights of smaller
participants in AP+. Under the proposed governance arrangements, ICA submits that
AP+’s Board will consist of a mix of independent directors, ADI-nominated directors
and non-ADI-nominated directors. Each director will have one vote in relation to Board
decisions and each shareholder will have one vote of equal weight at shareholder
meetings.

Other submissions
While the Australian Banking Association considers the proposed governance
arrangements will give greater power to smaller participants (and enhance small
business engagement), several small business representatives and retailer
associations raise concerns about the proposed governance structure of AP+. For
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example, Australasian Convenience and Petroleum Marketers Association envisages
that decisions of the merged entity will be dominated by the large banks and retailers.
Some third parties expressed a view that enhanced ownership interests and voting
rights of smaller participants in AP+ would be predominantly a private benefit rather
than a public benefit arising from the amalgamation.

ACCC view
The current ownership and Board composition of each of the 3 payment schemes have
limited representation from the smaller participants which includes both ADI and nonADI members. AP+ has provided a commitment that 1 of the 4 independent directors
to be appointment to the AP+ Board will have substantial small business experience.
As such, taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC considers that the
amalgamation is likely to enhance the representation of smaller participants and
results in a public benefit.

Increased engagement with small businesses and other participants
ICA submits that the amalgamation will create 2 advisory committees with whom AP+
will consult on a regular basis, resulting in increased engagement with small
businesses and other participants. Several interested parties submit that such
committees lack real influence and will not facilitate adequate engagement with small
business, suggesting that small businesses should be offered more substantive
involvement in decision-making.593
ICA advises that the committees will be established (with terms of reference and
guiding objectives) to represent a range of views including those of small businesses:
an end-user committee will represent the views of end-users of the 3 schemes; and a
Payment Service Provider committee will represent the interests of the payment
service providers and other organisations in the Australian payments ecosystem.
ICA advises that the committees will be chaired by independent directors of AP+ and
will comprise of senior representatives of the OpCo management teams. The
committees are expected to report publicly on their work and AP+ will be obliged to
publicly respond to any reports or statements they make. The AP+ Constitution sets
out several principles and requirements of the committees, including that the AP+
Board should take the committees’ views into consideration to inform its decisionmaking on the roadmap and that the dialogue between the committees and the Board
should be two-way.594
Submissions from Visa, and several small business and retailer representatives
generally consider the proposed AP+ governance arrangements would not enable
small businesses to provide meaningful input into AP+ decisions.595

ACCC view
The ACCC considers that the advisory committees facilitate the interests of small
businesses and other participants in the payments systems being considered in AP+’s
593

Submissions from Australian Banking Association, Restaurant and Catering Australia, Australian Lottery and Newsagents
Association, Australian Retailers Association, Australasian Association of Convenience Stores, National Retail Association
and Pharmacy Guild of Australia.

594

ICA response to RFI, 18 June 2021.

595

Submissions from Restaurant and Catering Australia, Australian Lottery and Newsagents Association, Council of Small
Business Organisations Australia, Pharmacy Guild of Australia, Australasian Association of Convenience Stores and
National Retail Association.
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decision-making. By contrast, the 3 schemes do not currently have prescriptive
mechanisms in place to facilitate engagement with these stakeholders. To the extent
that the advisory committees facilitate engagement with small business participants,
this is likely to result in a public benefit.

ACCC conclusion on public benefit
The ACCC considers the amalgamation is likely to result in the following public
benefits:


more streamlined and coordinated decision-making process to invest in
adoption of payments innovations sooner



increased likelihood of hybrid innovations



reduced risk of stranded payments assets



increased ability of eftpos (as part of AP+) or AP+ to compete with
Mastercard and Visa and increased ability for AP+ to compete with
international technology companies



to some extent cost synergies, reduced transaction costs and reduction in
compliance obligations



enhanced representation and engagement with small businesses and other
participants.

The ACCC considers that it is unclear how the amalgamation will improve the
payments schemes’ resilience, noting the role the RBA and the Australian Government
will have in broader policy objectives relating to sovereignty, security and resilience of
Australia’s domestic payments schemes.

Public detriments
The ACCC has considered the public detriments arising from the amalgamation in the
context of a lessening of competition arising from the amalgamation (this is discussed
at section 7 above).
As discussed in paragraphs [7.82]-[7.83] above, absent any regulatory oversight or
intervention, the ACCC considers that the major banks have mixed incentives to
support eftpos. The ACCC considers the mixed incentives of the major banks and the
ability of the major banks to materially affect AP+ investment decisions give rise to
some uncertainty with regard to the ongoing support of eftpos and LCR. The
Undertaking accepted by the ACCC aims to address these concerns. The Undertaking
imposes obligations on AP+ to support eftpos, including by procuring that EPAL will do
all things in its control to make available and promote LCR for 4 years and will develop
the Prescribed Services, some of which facilitate eftpos online payment services.596
The RBA has encouraged competition in debit card payments, for example by
promoting the issuing of DNDCs and the provision of LCR to merchants. Further, the
RBA has indicated a willingness to take further steps in the event that eftpos' ability to
exert competitive pressure in debit card payment services was to weaken. However,
while such steps could be directed to maintaining DNDCs and LCR, they would be in
response to a diminution of eftpos' ability to exert competitive pressure after it has
occurred. The ACCC considers that the Undertaking is likely to mitigate the risk of such
a diminution occurring by specifically requiring AP+ to maintain support for eftpos. The
596

Undertaking, clauses 5.1 and 5.3.
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ACCC considers that the Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, reduces the
risk that the major banks as shareholders of AP+ will deprioritise support for eftpos
following the amalgamation.
Taking into account the Undertaking which the ACCC has accepted, the ACCC is
satisfied that the amalgamation is unlikely to result in a substantial lessening of
competition in relation to the routing of debit card payments.
The amalgamation is likely to soften competition to some extent between BPAY, EPAL
and NPPA in relation to several payments and payments related services. The
amalgamation may also lessen competition between the 3 parties to innovate and
develop new infrastructure and services, because development decisions will be made
centrally by AP+. However, it is important to consider these potential competitive
effects in the context of the markets in which they may arise. In this regard, the ACCC
considers that AP+ will continue to face significant competitive constraints, most
significantly from Mastercard and Visa. Given the level of complementarity between
the services provided by BPAY, EPAL and NPPA and the substantial constraints that
would remain on the merged entity, the ACCC considers that any lessening of
competition from the horizontal aggregation of the amalgamating entities is not likely
to be substantial.
The ACCC is satisfied that third party access to the NPP is unlikely to materially change
as a result of the amalgamation, and that there are sufficient constraints to mitigate the
risk of third parties being foreclosed following the amalgamation.
In all the circumstances, including taking into account the Undertaking, the ACCC is
satisfied that the amalgamation would not have the effect, or would not be likely to
have the effect, of substantially lessening competition, in any market.

9.

ACCC conclusion
The ACCC is satisfied in all the circumstances, which include the Undertaking provided
to the ACCC, that the amalgamation is unlikely to have the effect of substantially
lessening competition.
The ACCC considers that the Undertaking mitigates the risk that eftpos’ ability to exert
competitive pressure in debit card payment services might become diminished
following the proposed amalgamation.
The ACCC considers the amalgamation is likely to soften competition between the
payment services offered by BPAY, EPAL and NPPA, but is satisfied that this
horizontal aggregation would not have the effect, or would not be likely to have the
effect, of substantially lessening competition in any market.
The ACCC is also satisfied that third party access to the NPP is unlikely to materially
change as a result of the amalgamation, and that there are sufficient constraints to
mitigate the risk of third parties being foreclosed access following the amalgamation.
While the ACCC is not required to assess the amalgamation under the ‘net public
benefit’ limb of the authorisation test, the ACCC considers that the amalgamation is
likely to result in a public benefit. In particular, a material public benefit is likely to result
in the form of a more streamlined and coordinated decision-making process for AP+
shareholders to invest in adoption of payments initiatives of the 3 payment schemes.
The ACCC is satisfied that, in all the circumstances, including the Undertaking, this
public benefit is likely to outweigh any likely detriment arising from the amalgamation,
including from a lessening of competition.
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10. Period of authorisation
The Act allows the ACCC to specify a period during which an authorisation will be in
force.597 The ACCC will generally grant a merger authorisation for a period of no longer
than twelve months from the date of the determination. In order to have the legal
protection conferred by the merger authorisation, the authorised party will need to
complete the relevant acquisition during the period and notify the ACCC once the
acquisition has been completed.
In this instance, the ACCC has decided to grant authorisation for 12 months until 1
October 2022.

11. Determination
The application
On 22 March 2021, the ACCC received an application for merger authorisation from
Industry Committee (an unincorporated association administered by Industry
Administration Pty Ltd) on behalf of its members under subsection 88(1) of the Act.598
Industry Committee’s application was on behalf of its members who are shareholders
of BPAY HoldCo599 and/or members of EPAL (who will become shareholders in EPAL)
and/or shareholders of NPPA.
The application seeks authorisation of the amalgamation of the ownership of BPAY
HoldCo, EPAL and NPPA by way of 2 related acquisitions of shares:
(a) the acquisition of shares by the shareholders of BPAY HoldCo, shareholders
of EPAL600, and shareholders of NPPA in a new company incorporated solely
for the purposes of the conduct for which authorisation is sought, AP+ (ACN
649 744 203), and
(b) the acquisition of shares by AP+ in each of BPAY HoldCo,601 EPAL and NPPA.
The amalgamation will result in:
(a) BPAY, EPAL and NPPA becoming wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+, and
(b) AP+ being owned by the current shareholders and members of BPAY, EPAL
and NPPA (other than the RBA, which will not become a shareholder of AP+).
Industry Committee sought in its application the protection of the authorisation for its
members and to a group of Persons Named for the purposes of section 88(2) of the
Act (see paragraph [11.6] below).
Industry Committee’s members are:
(a) Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited,
(b) Australian Settlements Limited,
597

Subsection 91(1).

598

The application was initially submitted by Industry Administration Pty Ltd, the administrator of Industry Committee. On 23
August 2021, the application was amended to have been made by Industry Committee.

599

BPAY HoldCo and its wholly owned subsidiaries, BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd, are collectively referred to
as BPAY.

600

EPAL will convert from a company limited by guarantee to a company limited by shares as part of the amalgamation
proposal.

601

Industry Committee’s 18 June 2021 letter to the ACCC indicates that Sypht, which is BPAY HoldCo’s joint venture project
with a third party, will not be included in the amalgamation.
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(c) Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited,
(d) Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
(e) Coles Group Limited,
(f) Cuscal Limited,
(g) First Data Network Australia Limited trading as Fiserv,
(h) HSBC Bank Australia Limited,
(i) Macquarie Bank Limited,
(j) National Australia Bank,
(k) Tyro Payments Limited,
(l) Westpac Banking Corporation, and
(m) Woolworths Group Limited.
The Persons Named for the purposes of section 88(2) of the Act, who are not members
of Industry Committee, are:
(a) EPAL, EPAL Foundation Shareholders,602 BPAY Holdco, NPPA and persons
who are members of EPAL and/or shareholders of NPPA,603
(b) the RBA,604
(c) AP+, and
(d) the individuals directly involved in the administration and oversight of Industry
Committee, including the Chairperson and the Secretary of Industry
Committee.

Section 87B undertaking
On 8 September 2021, the ACCC accepted a court enforceable undertaking (the
Undertaking) from AP+ pursuant to section 87B of the Act. A full copy of the
Undertaking is available at Attachment A.

The authorisation test
The ACCC may grant an authorisation to a person to engage in specified conduct to
which one or more specified provisions of Part IV of the Act would or might apply. 605
However, the ACCC must not grant an authorisation for a proposed acquisition unless
it is satisfied, in all the circumstances, that:
(a) the proposed acquisition would not have the effect, or would not be likely to have
the effect, of substantially lessening competition, or
602

As defined by article 19.1 of AP+’s Constitution as follows: “eftpos Scheme Rules: Each Shareholder who was an “eftpos
member” immediately prior to the date on which the Company first issued Preference Shares (other than the Initial
Preference Share) (an eftpos Foundation Shareholder) must comply with, and continues to be bound by, the eftpos
Scheme Rules applicable to it (as amended from time to time). For the purposes of this article 19 an “eftpos member”
means a “Member” pursuant to the eftpos Constitution as it existed prior to the date on which the Company first issued
Preference Shares (other than the Initial Preference Share).”

603

These persons include Citigroup Pty Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, Indue Limited, EFTEX Pty Limited, Suncorp
Metway Ltd, Adyen Australia Pty Limited, Bank of Queensland Limited, Windcave Pty Ltd and Wise Australia Pty Ltd.

604

The RBA is currently a shareholder of NPPA but will not acquire shares in AP+.

605

Section 88(1) of the Act. Relevantly, this includes a merger or acquisition such as the amalgamation, to which section 50 of
the Act would or might apply.
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(b) the proposed acquisition would result, or be likely to result, in a benefit to the
public, and that benefit would outweigh the detriment to the public that would
result, or be likely to result, from the proposed acquisition.606
For the reasons outlined in this determination, the ACCC is satisfied, in all the
circumstances, which include the Undertaking, that the proposed conduct, being the
amalgamation, would not be likely to substantially lessen competition.
The ACCC only needs to be satisfied that one limb of the statutory test has been met
but has considered the ‘net public benefit’ limb. For the reasons set out in this
determination, the ACCC is satisfied, in all the circumstances including the
Undertaking, that the proposed conduct would be likely to result in a benefit to the
public and the benefit to the public would outweigh the detriment to the public that
would result or be likely to result from the amalgamation, including any lessening of
competition.
Accordingly, the ACCC grants authorisation MA1000020.

Conduct for which the ACCC grants authorisation
The ACCC grants authorisation MA1000020 to Industry Committee members named
in paragraph [11.15] above to proceed with the amalgamation.
The ACCC’s grant of authorisation extends to the Persons Named in accordance with
section 88(2) of the Act. The authorisation extends to any conduct by Industry
Committee members (see paragraph [11.15] above) and the Persons Named (see
paragraph [11.6] above) that directly or indirectly provides for one or both of the
acquisitions of shares that constitute the amalgamation.

Period of authorisation
The ACCC grants authorisation MA100020 for 12 months until 1 October 2022.

Date authorisation comes into effect
This determination is made on 9 September 2021. If no application for review of the
determination is made to the Australian Competition Tribunal it will come into force on
1 October 2021.

606

Section 90(7) of the Act.
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Attachment A

Undertaking to the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission
Given under section 87B of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)
by Australian Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203)

1.

Person giving the Undertaking

1.1.

This Undertaking is given to the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC) by Australian Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203) (AP+)
for the purposes of section 87B of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth)
(the Act).

2.

Background
The amalgamation

2.1.

On 22 March 2021, the ACCC received an application for merger authorisation
under subsection 88(1) of the Act from Industry Committee (an unincorporated
association administered by Industry Committee Administration Pty Ltd (ICA)).1

2.2.

Industry Committee’s application was on behalf of its members who are
shareholders of BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd (BPAY HoldCo)2 and/or members of
eftpos Payments Australia Limited (eftpos) (who will become shareholders in
eftpos) and/or shareholders of New Payments Platform Australia Limited (NPPA).

2.3.

The application seeks authorisation for the amalgamation of the ownership of
BPAY HoldCo, eftpos and NPPA by way of 2 related acquisitions of shares:
(a) the acquisition of shares by the shareholders of BPAY HoldCo,
shareholders of eftpos3, and shareholders of NPPA in a new company
incorporated solely for the purposes of the conduct for which authorisation
is sought, AP+, and
(b) the acquisition of shares by AP+ in each of BPAY HoldCo,4 eftpos and
NPPA
(together, the amalgamation).

2.4.

The amalgamation will result in:
(a) BPAY, eftpos and NPPA becoming wholly owned subsidiaries of AP+, and
(b) AP+ being owned by the current shareholders and members of BPAY,
eftpos and NPPA (other than the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA), which
will not become a shareholder of AP+).

1

The application was initially submitted by Industry Administration Pty Ltd, the administrator of Industry Committee. On 23
August 2021, the application was amended to have been made by Industry Committee.

2

BPAY HoldCo and its wholly owned subsidiaries, BPAY Group Pty Ltd and BPAY Pty Ltd, are collectively referred to
as BPAY.

3

eftpos will convert from a company limited by guarantee to a company limited by shares as part of the amalgamation
proposal.

4

Industry Committee’s 18 June 2021 letter to the ACCC indicates that Sypht, which is BPAY HoldCo’s joint venture project
with a third party, will not be included in the amalgamation.
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2.5.

Industry Committee sought in its application the protection of the authorisation for
its members and for a group of persons named for the purposes of section 88(2)
of the Act.

2.6.

Industry Committee’s members are: Australia and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited (ANZ), Australian Settlements Limited, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
Limited, Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA), Coles Group Limited, Cuscal
Limited, First Data Network Australia Limited trading as Fiserv, HSBC Bank
Australia Limited, Macquarie Bank Limited, National Australia Bank (NAB), Tyro
Payments Limited, Westpac Banking Corporation (WBC) and Woolworths Group
Limited.

2.7.

The persons named for the purposes of section 88(2) of the Act, who are not
members of Industry Committee, are:
(a) eftpos, eftpos Foundation Shareholders,5 BPAY Holdco, NPPA and
persons who are members of eftpos and/or shareholders of NPPA.6
(b) the RBA,7
(c) AP+, and
(d) the individuals directly involved in the administration and oversight of
Industry Committee, including the Chairperson and the Secretary of
Industry Committee.
Parties to the proposed amalgamation

2.8.

BPAY, eftpos and NPPA, through their respective payment schemes, provide a
number of the payment services that are utilised every day by Australian
consumers and businesses. Under the amalgamation they will be wholly owned
subsidiaries of a new entity called AP+. eftpos, NPPA and BPAY will operate as 3
separate operating companies, with AP+ determining a unified investment
roadmap for the 3 payment schemes.

2.9.

BPAY primarily operates a domestic electronic bill payment service that enables
users to make payments through a financial institution’s online, mobile or
telephone banking facilities to organisations which are registered billers.

2.10. eftpos’ main business is facilitating electronic payments from customer accounts
to merchant accounts at the point of sale. eftpos owns and operates the eftpos
debit card scheme and associated infrastructure. eftpos is most commonly
associated with the use of plastic debit cards as a payment method for the
purchase of goods and services. However, eftpos also facilitates some online
debit card payments and debit card withdrawals at automatic teller machines.

5

As defined by article 19.1 of AP+’s Constitution as follows: “eftpos Scheme Rules: Each Shareholder who was an “eftpos
member” immediately prior to the date on which the Company first issued Preference Shares (other than the Initial
Preference Share) (an eftpos Foundation Shareholder) must comply with, and continues to be bound by, the eftpos
Scheme Rules applicable to it (as amended from time to time). For the purposes of this article 19 an “eftpos member”
means a “Member” pursuant to the eftpos Constitution as it existed prior to the date on which the Company first issued
Preference Shares (other than the Initial Preference Share).”

6

These persons include Citigroup Pty Limited, ING Bank (Australia) Limited, Indue Limited, EFTEX Pty Limited, Suncorp
Metway Ltd, Adyen Australia Pty Limited, Bank of Queensland Limited, Windcave Pty Ltd and Wise Australia Pty Ltd.

7

The RBA is currently a shareholder of NPPA but will not acquire shares in AP+.
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2.11. The New Payments Platform (NPP) was launched in February 2018 and is open
access infrastructure used to facilitate real-time payments between bank accounts
within Australia.
The ACCC’s assessment of the amalgamation
2.12. The ACCC commenced public consultation on the merger authorisation
application on 30 March 2021.
2.13. As part of this consultation, the ACCC undertook market inquiries and considered
information provided by members of ICA and other persons named in the
application, industry participants and other interested parties.
2.14. Pursuant to s90(7) of the Act, the ACCC must not make a determination granting
an authorisation under s88 of the Act in relation to the proposed amalgamation
unless it is satisfied in all the circumstances that:
(a) The proposed amalgamation would not have the effect or likely effect of
substantially lessening competition (effects limb); or
(b) The proposed amalgamation would result or be likely to result in a benefit
to the public that would outweigh the detriment that would result or be likely
to result from the proposed amalgamation (benefits limb).
2.15. ICA sought merger authorisation on the basis of both the effects limb and the
benefits limb.
The ACCC’s competition concerns
2.16. The ACCC considers that, without the Undertaking, there is a risk the proposed
amalgamation will result in a substantial lessening of competition for the routing of
debit card payments. This could occur as a result of a reduction in support for
eftpos from the major banks or AP+.
2.17. eftpos plays an important role in maintaining competition in the routing of debit
card payments. It is the only domestic debit card scheme in Australia. It is an
alternative to and is often lower cost for merchants than the 2 larger international
debit schemes it competes against: Visa Debit and Debit Mastercard.8
2.18. A number of interested parties, including small businesses, have raised concerns
about the impact of the amalgamation on the independence of eftpos, the
provision of eftpos as a low cost debit card service, and the availability of leastcost routing (LCR) to merchants.
2.19. LCR is a functionality offered by acquirers that allows merchants to choose which
debit card scheme will process contactless payments made by consumers using
Dual Network Debit Cards (DNDC).9 Without LCR, DNDC payments would only be
processed through the Visa Debit or Debit Mastercard schemes, for which many
merchants incur higher fees than payments processed through eftpos.

8

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, May 2021, pp 8 and 9.

9

DNDCs are debit cards that have point of sale functionality with 2 debit card schemes. Typically, one of the international
debit card schemes (Mastercard or Visa) has first priority (that is, absent a routing instruction at the point of sale, a
transaction made using the card will be routed to the card scheme that has first priority), and the domestic debit scheme,
eftpos, has second priority (that is, payments are not routed to the scheme by default; the merchant must choose to route
payments to this second priority scheme). DNDCs can be used to enable domestic debit payments to be processed via
either Mastercard or Visa, or eftpos (provided the least-cost routing (LCR) functionality is available).
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2.20. The RBA has encouraged competition in debit card payment systems, for example
by promoting the issuing of DNDC and the provision of LCR to merchants. Further,
the RBA has indicated a willingness to take further steps in the event that eftpos'
ability to exert competitive pressure in debit card payment services was to
weaken.10 However, while such steps could be directed to maintaining DNDC and
LCR, they would be in response to a diminution of eftpos' ability to exert
competitive pressure after it has occurred. The ACCC considered that it was
appropriate to accept the Undertaking because it is likely to mitigate the risk of
such a diminution occurring. By specifically requiring AP+ to maintain support for
eftpos, the Undertaking, together with the role of the RBA, reduces the risk that
the major banks as shareholders of AP+ will deprioritise support for eftpos
following the amalgamation.
2.21. The amalgamation will result in the loss of an independent eftpos board which
would be expected to make decisions solely in the interests of the eftpos scheme.
eftpos will become a wholly owned subsidiary of AP+ and its Constitution will be
amended so that directors acting in good faith in the interests of AP+ will be taken
to be acting in the best interests of eftpos.11
2.22. Further, as one of 3 operating companies (OpCos) wholly owned by AP+, the
unified roadmap developed by AP+ will apply to eftpos. With AP+ making
decisions on what new functionality is developed or services are invested in, the
ACCC considers that the level and timeliness of support for, and investments in,
the eftpos scheme may be lower in these circumstances than in the likely future
without the amalgamation.
2.23. The major banks currently have considerable influence over the decisions made
by eftpos because they each hold voting rights on the eftpos Board, proportional to
the volume of transactions each bank accounts for. The ACCC does not consider
that the change in the proportion of shares and voting rights held by the major
banks as a result of the amalgamation will translate into them exercising greater
influence or control over AP+ than they would exercise over the individual
payment schemes in the counterfactual without the amalgamation.
2.24. The major banks (as issuers and acquirers12) currently have the ability to dilute the
competitive influence of the eftpos network by deciding which payment services
they will support; including which eftpos services they offer to their customers and
how quickly the services are made available. Following the amalgamation, the
major banks will continue to each independently decide whether they will
implement the functionalities proposed by AP+, including those related to eftpos.
2.25. The major banks have mixed incentives (because of the different roles they have
as issuers and acquirers) to support eftpos by issuing DNDCs and making LCR
available to their merchant customers. The RBA has observed that the major
banks are likely to have a collective incentive to support eftpos and LCR, though

10

RBA, Review of Retail Payments Regulation Consultation Paper, May 2021, pp 13; RBA, Submission to ACCC, 9 July
2021, pp 3-4.

11

As provided for by s 187 of the Corporations Act 2001; see ICA, Non-confidential response to ACCC RFI, 18 June 2021, p
4 and 11.

12

Issuers are the financial institution that issued the debit cards or credit cards being used in a purchase transaction.
Acquirers are the merchants’ (e.g. retailers’) financial institution – they are often but not always banks, and facilitate the
processing of a card payment, including collecting payment from the issuers and paying the merchants.
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their individual incentive to do so may be relatively weak.13 These mixed incentives
are likely to persist following the amalgamation.
2.26. The ACCC considers that the mixed incentives of the major banks and AP+ and
the ability of the banks to materially affect AP+ investment decisions give rise to
some uncertainty with regard to the ongoing support of eftpos and LCR. As a
result, the ACCC considers there is a risk that the amalgamation may substantially
lessen competition for the routing of debit card payments. Industry Committee
does not share the ACCC’s concerns. However, to address the ACCC’s
competition concerns, AP+ has offered this Undertaking pursuant to section 87B
of the Act.
The Undertaking remedy
2.27. The objective of this Undertaking is to address the ACCC’s competition concerns
as set out above. The Undertaking aims to achieve this objective by placing
obligations on AP+ to:
(a) procure that eftpos will do all things in its control to make available and
promote least cost routing;
(b) procure that eftpos will maintain eftpos’ card-based issuing and acquiring
infrastructure, payments scheme and the supply of card-based issuing and
acceptance services to customers and end users;
(c) procure that the OpCos will develop and make available the Prescribed
Services, and any relevant APIs;
(d) procure that the OpCos will maintain and continue to administer their
respective Mandate Frameworks;
(e) procure that the OpCos agree an industry wide standard supporting Pay
with a QR Code in coordination with Australian Payments Network Limited;
(f) procure that the OpCos explore the feasibility of developing certain
services, and make them available if it is feasible to develop them;
(g) appoint one out of the 4 independent directors to its board who has
substantial small business experience; and
(h) provide for the effective oversight of AP+’s compliance with this
Undertaking.
The ACCC considers that the Undertaking will work alongside the role of the RBA
to maintain eftpos’ competitive position in the routing of debit card payments and
ensure LCR continues to be available and promoted by eftpos for a period of 4
years, ameliorating the risk of a substantial lessening of competition.
Mandated Frameworks
2.28. Each of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA have Mandate Frameworks:
(a)

13

pursuant to those Mandate Frameworks, each of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA
have rights to issue mandates to the members of their respective payments
schemes:

RBA, Discussion with the ACCC, 24 June 2021, record available at ACCC website here.
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i. BPAY’s Mandate Framework is in accordance with its scheme rules;
ii. eftpos’ Mandate Framework is in accordance with its scheme rules
and technical, operational and security rules; and
iii. NPPA’s Mandate Framework is in accordance with its regulations;
(b)

in all instances, each of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA must obtain approval
through their respective governance processes to issue a mandate; and

(c)

each of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA have rights to impose fees or charges on
members for non-compliance with a mandate they have issued:
i. for BPAY, the rights are contained in its scheme procedures;
ii. for eftpos, the rights are contained in its scheme rules; and
iii. for NPPA, the rights are contained in its regulations.

API Assets
2.29. An API is a type of software interface, offering a service to other pieces of
software. A document or standard that describes such a connection or interface is
called an API specification. The term API may refer to the specification or the
implementation.
2.30. An API sandbox is an environment that developers and testers can use to mimic
the characteristics of how an API would work in practice and create simulated
responses from all APIs that the application relies upon.
2.31. Each of the 3 schemes makes available different API assets, according to their
existing technology strategy, to support access by third parties:
(a)

BPAY has made available a number of APIs, enabling end-users to
interact directly with BPAY’s systems to complete certain functions. This
includes functions to retrieve BPAY biller details, validate BPAY payment,
generate BPAY batch files, generate BPAY Customer Reference Numbers,
submit BPAY payments, biller management activities and, in the future,
BPAY payment notifications & investigations.

(b)

eftpos’ API portal and API sandbox give users the opportunity to build
eftpos’ payments capability into their solutions, for use in CP and CNP use
cases.

(c)

NPPA has developed an API framework to encourage consistency among
the APIs that are made available by NPP Participants and Identified
Institutions. NPPA has also made available a sandbox for developers
which mirrors its API framework.

3.

Commencement and terms of the Undertaking

3.1.

This Undertaking comes into effect when:
(a)

this Undertaking is executed by AP+; and
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(b)

this Undertaking so executed is accepted by the ACCC,

(the Commencement Date).
3.2.

This Undertaking will expire on the 4 year anniversary of the Control Date (the
Term).

3.3.

AP+ acknowledges that the obligations contained in clause 5 of this Undertaking
commence on the Control Date.

4.

Cessation of Ongoing Obligations
Withdrawal

4.1.

AP+ may request withdrawal of this Undertaking pursuant to section 87B of the
Act at any time. This Undertaking is taken to be withdrawn on the date the ACCC
consents in writing to that withdrawal.
Revocation

4.2.

The ACCC may, at any time, revoke its acceptance of this Undertaking if the
ACCC becomes aware that any information provided to it was incorrect,
inaccurate or misleading.
Waiver

4.3.

The ACCC may, at any time, expressly waive in writing any of the obligations
contained in this Undertaking or extend the date by which any such obligation is to
be satisfied.

5.

Obligations
Facilitation of the delivery of Least Cost Routing

5.1.

AP+ will procure that eftpos will do all things in its control to make available and
promote Least Cost Routing.
Maintenance of eftpos’ infrastructure, scheme and services

5.2.

AP+ will procure that eftpos will maintain:
(a)

eftpos’ card-based issuing and acquiring infrastructure;

(b)

eftpos’ payments scheme; and

(c)

the supply of eftpos’ card-based issuing and acceptance services to
customers and end users, including but not limited to the following
services:
i. pay for a purchase in-store with eftpos debit card (including via
contactless methods);
ii. pay for a purchase in-store with eftpos debit using a mobile wallet;
iii. pay for a purchase online with eftpos debit (low risk card on file);
7
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iv. pay for a purchase in-app with eftpos debit (low risk card on file);
v. process disputes and charge backs for all use cases; and
vi. improvements to payment control and security through Network
Tokenisation.
Development of the Prescribed Services
5.3.

AP+ will procure that the OpCos will develop and make available the Prescribed
Services (including, where applicable, APIs) for participants to adopt in
accordance with the timeframes contained in Schedule 1 of this Undertaking.

5.4.

Where an API asset is relevant to a Prescribed Service, AP+ will procure that each
OpCo will continue to evolve and extend their various API assets (API’s, API
frameworks, and sandboxes) in line with the implementation of their respective
Prescribed Services.
Maintenance of mandate frameworks

5.5.

AP+ will procure that the OpCos will maintain and continue to administer their
respective Mandate Frameworks as they are at the Commencement Date.
Industry-wide supporting standard – Pay with a QR Code

5.6.

AP+ will procure that the OpCos, by the end of June 2022, agree an industry wide
standard, with a focus on interoperability and open access, supporting Pay with a
QR Code in coordination with Australian Payments Network Limited (ABN 12 055
136 519).
Commitment to explore feasibility of certain services and to develop if feasible

5.7.

AP+ will procure that the OpCos explore the feasibility of developing certain
services and, if it is feasible to develop them, to make them available. Those
services are as follows:
(a)

in BPAY’s case, business to business (B2B), business to consumer (B2C)
– Pay with a URL;

(b)

in eftpos’ case:
i. POS payments – Transit support for debit cards;
ii. remote payments – Support Secure Remote Commerce; and

(c)

in each of the OpCo’s case, industry wide supporting capabilities - Pay with
a QR Code (in accordance with an agreed standard and in coordination
with relevant entities).

Commitment to small business representation
5.8. AP+ undertakes that one of the 4 independent directors appointed to its board will
have substantial small business experience.
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6.

Independent Audit
Obligation to appoint an Approved Independent Auditor

6.1.

AP+ must appoint and maintain an Approved Independent Auditor to audit and
report upon AP+’s compliance with this Undertaking.
Process for approving a Proposed Independent Auditor

6.2.

At least fifteen (15) Business Days before the Control Date, AP+ must provide the
ACCC with a notice for a Proposed Independent Auditor in the form prescribed in
Schedule 2 to this Undertaking (Proposed Independent Auditor Notice),
including draft terms of appointment and a draft audit plan.

6.3.

If clauses 6.17, 6.18, or 6.19 apply, AP+ must provide the ACCC with a Proposed
Independent Auditor Notice within 5 Business Days after the relevant event
occurs, otherwise clause 6.7 applies.

6.4.

The ACCC shall have the discretion to approve or reject in writing the Proposed
Independent Auditor identified in the Proposed Independent Auditor Notice.

6.5.

Without limiting the ACCC’s discretion, in deciding whether to approve a Proposed
Independent Auditor, the factors to which the ACCC may have regard include
whether the:
(a)

person named in the Proposed Independent Auditor Notice or identified by
the ACCC has the qualifications and experience necessary to carry out the
functions of the Approved Independent Auditor, including knowledge and
experience in the payments industry;

(b)

person named in the Proposed Independent Auditor Notice or identified by
the ACCC is sufficiently independent of AP+;

(c)

draft terms of appointment and the draft audit plan are consistent with this
Undertaking; and

(d)

draft terms of appointment and the draft audit plan are otherwise
acceptable to the ACCC.

Appointment of the Approved Independent Auditor
6.6.

After receiving a written notice from the ACCC of its approval of a Proposed
Independent Auditor, the draft terms of appointment and draft audit plan, AP+
must by the Control Date:
(a)

appoint the person approved by the ACCC as the Approved Independent
Auditor on the Approved Terms of Appointment; and

(b)

forward to the ACCC a copy of the executed Approved Terms of
Appointment.
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Failure to appoint
6.7.

If:
(a)

an Approved Independent Auditor has not been appointed by the Control
Date;

(b)

the Approved Independent Auditor has not be appointed within fifteen (15)
Business Days after the Approved Independent Auditor resigns or
otherwise ceases to act as the Approved Independent Auditor pursuant to
clause 6.17, 6.18 or 6.19; or

(c)

the ACCC has not received a Proposed Independent Auditor Notice
pursuant to 6.2;

then clause 6.8 applies.
6.8.

If clause 6.7 applies, the ACCC at its sole discretion may:
(a)

identify and approve a person as the Approved Independent Auditor,
including approving the draft terms of appointment and draft audit plan;
and/or

(b)

direct AP+ to appoint a person who the ACCC has deemed is an Approved
Independent Auditor.

Obligations and powers of the Approved Independent Auditor
6.9.

AP+ must procure that any proposed terms of appointment for the Approved
Independent Auditor include obligations on the Approved Independent Auditor to:
(a)

maintain his or her independence from AP+, apart from appointment to the
role of Approved Independent Auditor, including not forming any
relationship of the types described in paragraph 2(c) of Schedule 2 to this
Undertaking with AP+ for the period of his or her appointment;

(b)

conduct compliance auditing according to the Approved Audit Plan;

(c)

provide the following reports directly to the ACCC:
i. a scheduled written Audit Report as described in clause 6.11; and
ii. an immediate report of any issues that arise in relation to the
performance of his or her functions as Approved Independent Auditor
or in relation to compliance with this Undertaking by any person
named in this Undertaking;

(d)

follow any direction given to him or her by the ACCC in relation to the
performance of his or her functions as Approved Independent Auditor
under this Undertaking.

6.10. AP+ must procure that any proposed terms of appointment for the Approved
Independent Auditor provide the Approved Independent Auditor with the authority
to:
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(a)

access any information or documents that the Approved Independent
Auditor considers necessary for carrying out his or her functions as the
Approved Independent Auditor or for reporting to or otherwise advising the
ACCC; and

(b)

engage any external expertise, assistance or advice reasonably required
by the Approved Independent Auditor to perform his or her functions as the
Approved Independent Auditor.

Audit Report
6.11. The Approved Independent Auditor must conduct an audit and prepare a detailed
report (Audit Report) that includes:
(a)

the Approved Independent Auditor’s procedures in conducting the audit, or
any change to audit procedures and processes since the previous Audit
Report;

(b)

a full audit of AP+’s compliance with this Undertaking.

(c)

identification of any areas of uncertainty or ambiguity in the Approved
Independent Auditor’s interpretation of any obligations contained in this
Undertaking;

(d)

all of the reasons for the conclusions reached in the Audit Report;

(e)

any qualifications made by the Approved Independent Auditor in forming
his or her views;

(f)

any recommendations by the Approved Independent Auditor to improve:

(g)

i.

the Approved Audit Plan;

ii.

the integrity of the auditing process;

iii.

AP+'s processes or reporting systems in relation to compliance with
this Undertaking; and

iv.

AP+’s compliance with this Undertaking; and

the implementation and outcome of any prior recommendations by the
Approved Independent Auditor.

6.12. AP+ must provide the Approved Independent Auditor and the ACCC with written
notice within 3 Business Days if a Prescribed Service fails to meet a Development
Date and/or Make Available Date contained in Schedule 1, including:
(a)

the reasons why AP+ did not meet the Development Date and/or Make
Available Date;

(b)

the impact on:
i.

customers including issuers and acquirers; and
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ii.

end users, including merchants and consumers of the Development
Date and/or Make Available Date not being met;

(c)

a description of the steps being taken by AP+ to develop and make
available the Prescribed Service as soon as possible; and

(d)

a waiver request pursuant to clause 4.3 of this Undertaking seeking an
extension of time for compliance with the Development Date and/or Make
Available Date.

6.13. The Approved Independent Auditor is to provide Audit Reports to the ACCC and
AP+ at the following times:
(a) within 2 months of the Control Date, at which time the Audit Report is to
include the results of the initial audit and any recommended changes to the
Approved Audit Plan, including the Approved Auditor’s proposed procedures
and processes for conducting the audit (Establishment Audit);
(b) every 6 months from receipt of the Audit Report provided in clause 6.13(a) of
this Undertaking; and
(c) a final report due 2 months following expiry of the Term that will cover the 4
month period from receipt of the last Audit Report provided in clause 6.13(b)
of this Undertaking up to the end of the Term.
6.14. AP+ must implement any recommendations made by the Approved Independent
Auditor in Audit Reports, and notify the ACCC of the implementation of the
recommendations, within 10 Business Days after receiving the Audit Report or
such other period as agreed in writing with the ACCC.
6.15. AP+ must comply with any direction of the ACCC in relation to matters arising from
the Audit Report within 10 Business Days after being so directed (or such other
period as agreed in writing with the ACCC).
AP+’s obligations in relation to the Approved Independent Auditor
6.16. Without limiting its obligations in this Undertaking, AP+ must:
(a)

comply with and enforce the Approved Terms of Appointment for the
Approved Independent Auditor;

(b)

maintain and fund the Approved Independent Auditor to carry out his or her
functions including:
i.

indemnifying the Approved Independent Auditor for any expenses,
loss, claim or damage arising directly or indirectly from the
performance by the Approved Independent Auditor of his or her
functions as the Approved Independent Auditor except where such
expenses, loss, claim or damage arises out of the gross negligence,
fraud, misconduct or breach of duty by the Approved Independent
Auditor;

ii.

providing and paying for any external expertise, assistance or advice
required by the Approved Independent Auditor to perform his or her
functions as the Approved Independent Auditor; and
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(c)

not interfere with, or otherwise hinder, the Approved Independent Auditor’s
ability to carry out his or her functions as the Approved Independent
Auditor, including:
i.

directing AP+ personnel, including directors, contractors, managers,
officers, employees and agents, to act in accordance with this
clause 6;

ii.

providing to the Approved Independent Auditor any information or
documents he or she considers necessary for carrying out his or her
functions as the Approved Independent Auditor or for reporting to or
otherwise advising the ACCC;

iii.

not requesting any information relating to the compliance audit from
the Approved Independent Auditor without such a request having
been approved by the ACCC; and

iv.

not appointing the Approved Independent Auditor, or have any
Agreements with the Approved Independent Auditor, to utilise the
Approved Independent Auditor’s services for anything other than
compliance with this Undertaking until at least 12 months after the
Approved Independent Auditor ceases to act in the role of the
Approved Independent Auditor.

Resignation, revocation or termination of the Approved Independent Auditor
6.17. AP+ must immediately notify the ACCC in the event that the Approved
Independent Auditor resigns or otherwise stops acting as the Approved
Independent Auditor.
6.18. The ACCC may revoke an Approved Independent Auditor’s status as the
Approved Independent Auditor if the ACCC becomes aware that any information
provided to it in connection with the appointment of the Approved Independent
Auditor was incorrect, inaccurate or misleading.
6.19. The ACCC may approve any proposal by, or alternatively may direct, AP+ to
terminate the appointment of the Approved Independent Auditor if in the ACCC's
view the Approved Independent Auditor acts inconsistently with the provisions of
this Undertaking and/or the Approved Terms of Appointment or the Approved
Independent Auditor fails to perform their role to an adequate standard.

7.

ACCC Enquiries

7.1.

For the purpose of monitoring compliance with this Undertaking, the ACCC may
seek information and documents from AP+, and AP+ must provide that information
and those documents (other than information, or documents containing
information, which is subject to legal professional privilege) within the timeframe
requested or as otherwise agreed with the ACCC.

8.

Disclosure of this Undertaking

8.1.

AP+ acknowledges that the ACCC may:
(a)

make this Undertaking publicly available;
13
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8.2.

(b)

publish this Undertaking on its Public Section 87B Undertakings Register
and Public Mergers Register; and

(c)

from time to time publicly refer to this Undertaking.

Nothing in clause 8.1 prevents the ACCC from disclosing such information as is:
(a)

required by law;

(b)

permitted by section 155AAA of the Act; or

(c)

necessary for the purpose of assessing compliance with or enforcement of
this Undertaking.

9.

Obligation to procure

9.1.

Where the performance of an obligation under this Undertaking requires a Related
Body Corporate of AP+ to take or refrain from taking some action, AP+ will
procure that Related Body Corporate to take or refrain from taking that action.

10. No Derogation
10.1. This Undertaking does not prevent the ACCC from taking enforcement action at
any time whether during or after the period of this Undertaking in respect of any
breach by AP+ of any term of this Undertaking.
10.2. Nothing in this Undertaking is intended to restrict the right of the ACCC to take

action under the Act for penalties or other remedies in the event that AP+ does not
fully implement and/or perform its obligations under this Undertaking or in any
other event where the ACCC decides to take action under the Act for penalties or
other remedies.

11. Change of Control
11.1. In the event that a Change of Control is reasonably expected to occur, AP+ must:
(a)

notify the ACCC of this expectation as soon as practicable; and

(b)

only implement a Change of Control to another person or entity if that
person or entity has given a section 87B undertaking to the ACCC that
requires it to comply with the same obligations as are imposed on AP+
pursuant to this Undertaking, or on terms that are otherwise acceptable to
the ACCC, unless the ACCC has notified AP+ in writing that a section 87B
undertaking under this clause is not required.

12. Costs
12.1. AP+ must pay all of its own costs incurred in relation to this Undertaking, including
the costs of any independent auditor appointed pursuant to clause 6.1.
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13. Notices
Giving Notices
13.1. Any notice or communication to the ACCC pursuant to this Undertaking must be
sent to:
Email address: mergers@accc.gov.au
Attention: Executive General Manager
Merger, Exemptions & Digital Division
With a copy sent to:
Email address: mergersru@accc.gov.au
Attention: Director, Remedies Unit
Policy, Coordination & Remedies
Merger, Exemptions & Digital Division
13.2. Any notice or communication to AP+ pursuant to this Undertaking must be sent to:
Name:

Sharon Henrick, Partner, King & Wood Mallesons

Address:

Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney,
New South Wales, 2000

Email Address:

sharon.henrick@au.kwm.com

Fax number:

+612 9296 3999

Attention:

Sharon Henrick

When a notice is received
13.3. If sent by post within Australia, notices are taken to be received 5 Business Days
after posting unless proved otherwise.
13.4. If sent by email, notices are taken to be received at the time shown in the email as
the time the email was sent unless proved otherwise.
Change of contact details
13.5. AP+ must promptly notify the ACCC of a change to its contact details.
13.6. Any notice or communication will be sent to the most recently advised contact
details and subject to clauses 13.3 and 13.4, will be taken to be received.

14. Defined terms
ACCC means Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.
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Act means Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth).
AP+ means Australian Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203).
API means an application programming interface.
Approved Independent Auditor means the person approved by the ACCC and
appointed under clause 6 of this Undertaking.
Approved Audit Plan means the plan approved by the ACCC in accordance with
the terms of this Undertaking, by which the Approved Independent Auditor will
audit and report upon compliance with this Undertaking.
Associated Entity has the meaning given by section 50AAA of the Corporations
Act.
Audit Report has the meaning given to it in clause 6.11 of this Undertaking.
BPAY means BPAY Group Pty Ltd (ACN 003 311 644) and BPAY Pty Ltd (ACN
079 137 518).
Business Day means a day other than a Saturday or Sunday on which banks are
open for business generally in the Australian Capital Territory.
CNP means card not present.
CP means card present.
Change of Control means:
(a)

the assignment or other transfer of the legal or beneficial ownership of
some or all of the share capital of AP+ to any other person or entity that
may impact compliance with this Undertaking in its entirety; or

(b)

the sale or transfer of any assets necessary, or which may be necessary,
to enable AP+ to continue to comply with this Undertaking in its entirety.

Commencement Date has the meaning given in clause 3(1)(b) of this
Undertaking.
Control Date means when completion occurs under the Implementation
Agreement.
Development Date means the date upon which infrastructure development at the
OpCo level to support a Prescribed Service is completed.
eftpos means eftpos Payments Australia Limited (ABN 37 136 180 366).
Entities Connected has the meaning given by section 64B of the Corporations
Act.
Establishment Audit has the meaning given to it in clause 6.13(a) of this
Undertaking.
ICS means the international card schemes.
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Implementation Agreement means the agreement titled Implementation
Agreement dated 10 December 2020 between NPP Australia Limited, eftpos and
BPAY Group Holding Pty Ltd (ABN 44 626 481 525), as amended from time to
time.
Least Cost Routing (sometimes also referred to as merchant-choice routing)
means a merchant being able to choose to process a dual-network debit card
transaction over the lowest-cost network. Least-cost routing can apply to dualnetwork debit card transactions made in-store (for contactless payments) or online
(for card not present payments). In the in-store environment, the cardholder can
override least-cost routing by inserting their card into the terminal and selecting
their preferred network.
Make Available Date means the date upon which a service has been fully tested
by an OpCo and is available to be integrated with the systems of a scheme
member.
Mandate Framework refers to the provisions of the scheme rules or regulations
of the relevant OpCo which specifically enable:
(a)

a requirement to be imposed under the scheme rules on all or some of the
participants in that payment service to adopt, implement or otherwise
support a new product/service or functionality;

(b)

any such mandate to be varied, revoked or waived; and

(c)

fees or charges to be imposed under the scheme rules on a participant
which does not comply with any such mandate.

MNDC means multi network debit card.
Network Tokenisation means provision of infrastructure by an OpCo which
enables the replacement of a primary account number by a surrogate value for
use within the payment scheme ecosystem.
NPPA means NPP Australia Limited (ABN 68 601 428 737).
OpCo means any of BPAY, eftpos and NPPA, as the case may be.
Prescribed Services means the services listed in Schedule 1 to this
Undertaking.
Proposed Independent Auditor means a person named in a Proposed
Independent Auditor Notice.
Proposed Independent Auditor Notice has the meaning given to it in clause 6.2
of this Undertaking.
Related Body Corporate has the meaning given to it by section 50 of the
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).
Related Entities has the meaning given to it by section 9 of the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth).
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Related Parties has the meaning given to it by section 228 of the Corporations
Act 2001 (Cth).
S2I means Switch to Issuer.
SRC means Secure Remote Commerce.
Undertaking is a reference to all provisions of this document, including its
schedules and as varied from time to time under section 87B of the Act.

Executed as an Undertaking
Executed by Australian Payments Plus Ltd (ACN 649 744 203) pursuant to section 127(1) of
the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) by:

Signature of director

Signature of a director

Robert Milliner

Adrian Lovney

Name of director (print)

Name of director (print)

7 September 2021

7 September 2021

Date

Date

Accepted by the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission pursuant
to section 87B of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) on:
8 September 2021

Date
and signed on behalf of the Commission:

Chair
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Schedule 1 - Prescribed Services
Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under the
relevant OpCo’s Mandate
Framework

This will support
CNP least cost
routing by
expediting eftpos’
online acceptance
and availability of
CNP least cost
routing.

Service was developed
by the end of March
2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of August
2021.

Not mandated.

Services to be developed and made available by the Control Date
1. Remote
payments

Pay for a purchase online

•

Switch to Issuer (S2I)
---------------------------------------------------------S2I processing allows transactions to go
directly from a merchant’s payments
processor to the eftpos Hub and be switched
to the issuer for payment authorisation and
processing. Acquirers are notified for
settlement purposes. This speeds up the
delivery and reduces the cost (to acquirers
and potentially merchants) of changes to
eftpos’ products and services as it removes
the need to make acquirer host system
changes. This solution also adds resilience
to the payments system by simplifying
payments processing.
Initially the service will support processing of
online card not present (CNP) transactions.
Longer term support for card present (CP)
transactions from a physical terminal is
contemplated.

eftpos
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under the
relevant OpCo’s Mandate
Framework

2. Business to
business
(B2B),
business to
consumer
(B2C) and peer
to peer (P2P)
payments

Make real-time payments into customer
account via debit card CNP
-----------------------------------------------------------This service allows businesses to
withdraw/deposit funds in real-time from/into
their customers’ accounts using the
customers’ debit card number (for multi
network debit cards (MNDC) cards only).
This service is live and this iteration is for
support of additional use cases beyond P2P
in the CNP environment, including support
for insurance disbursements, gift card
loading and instant payroll for gig economy
workers.

eftpos

No application to
least cost routing.

Service was developed in
2020.

Service will be
made available by
the Control Date.

Effective date of mandate:
31 May 2022.

Enhance settlement service (for debit
cards)
-----------------------------------------------------------This replaces the system of interchange fee
exchange, where each of eftpos’ participants
settles individually with each counterparty
bilaterally, with multilateral netting of
interchange fee settlement obligations via a
single debit or credit executed via the
Reserve Bank of Australia’s Information and
Transfer System.
This means that both net transaction value
exchange (implemented in 2015) and net
interchange fee exchange now happen at the
same time.

eftpos

3. Industry
wide
supporting
capabilities
and standards

Name of mandate:
Deposit & Withdrawals –
Low-Risk Card Not Present.
Scope of mandate:
Mandate will be applicable to
Issuers.
The mandate will be
applicable to MNDC only.
No application to
least cost routing.

Service was developed
by the end of April 2021.

Service will be
made available by
the Control Date.

Effective date of mandate:
30 June 2021.
Name of mandate:
eftpos Settlement Services
Enhancements and
Initiatives Disposition
(Member Advice 017-020).
Scope of the mandate:
The mandate is applicable to
Issuers and Acquirers.
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under
the relevant OpCo’s
Mandate Framework

This service is
central to the
enablement of
least cost routing
of online
payments beyond
low risk card on
file routing.

Service will be developed
by the end of October
2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of October
2021.

Effective date of the
mandate:
31 May 2022.

Services to be developed and made available by 31 December 2021
4. Remote
payments

Pay for any purchase online
o With merchant option for liability
shift to issuer
--------------------------------------------------------------This service relates to the ability to pay for a
purchase online using a MNDC. This capability
supports both card on file (where a debit card is
stored with a merchant) and pay as you go
(where debit card details are typed in) payment
options. This service allows a merchant to
choose how an MNDC transaction is processed
with no change to consumers’ experience.
eftpos Secure (3DS) provides a means for
merchants to authenticate transactions and
receive liability protection, which they would
typically do for only high-risk transactions until
authorisation rates improve for 3DS services
generally. When invoked by the merchant, the
consumer is required to enter a one-time code,
sent to them by their bank, into the merchant’s
online checkout flow to complete a purchase.
Support by members for eftpos’ Secure (3DS)
is a necessary step to enable the safe and
secure processing of any online transaction.

eftpos

Name of the mandate:
Card-Not-Present (CNP)
processing for all MultiNetwork Debit (MND) card
transactions (02-03/21.

Scope of the mandate:
Mandate applicable to all
Issuers and Acquirers.
The scope is for MNDC only.
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under
the relevant OpCo’s
Mandate Framework

5. Remote
payments

Pay for a purchase online

eftpos

This service is
central to the
enablement of
least cost routing
of online
payments for card
on file services
popular with large
ecommerce
merchants and
their service
providers.

Service will be developed
by the end of October
2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of October
2021.

Original mandate date:
May 2020.
The mandate will not be
enforced until May 2022.

•

With network token (including life-cycle
management)
--------------------------------------------------------------This is a technical development not visible to
eftpos’ cardholders.
At a technical level this development means
that the eftpos’ hub replaces the consumer’s
sensitive card details (i.e. 16-digit number,
CVV) with a replacement number which is used
for online (i.e. browser-based) transactions at
that merchant. The cardholder sees no
difference in the transaction practically, which
occurs as it normally would.
The benefit of this change is that if a merchant
or merchant’s service providers systems were
hacked, the data that would be exposed would
not be the cardholder’s sensitive card details,
reducing the risk of further transaction fraud,
and potentially reducing the need for a card to
be reissued.
This is a development which brings eftpos into
line with similar functionality which has been
generally available by the ICS for a number of
years.

Name of the mandate:
Support for Tokenisation
(Member Advice 005-20).
Scope of the mandate:
The mandate is applicable to
Issuers.
The scope of the mandate is
for MNDC only.
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under
the relevant OpCo’s
Mandate Framework

6. Industry
wide
supporting
capabilities
and standards

Monitor and risk score transactions for
fraud (debit cards)
--------------------------------------------------------------This is a network fraud monitoring and
transaction scoring capability, which is critical
to enable the safe expansion of eftpos into
riskier (i.e. beyond low risk recurring payments)
MNDC CNP transactions. The score and
reason codes will be provided to members
within the transaction record enabling real time
data capture and issuer decision-making within
their authorisation processes. The information
obtained from this process will give issuers
more data to feed into their authorisation
systems, allowing them to make more accurate
decisions to approve or decline.
This service will help decrease fraud losses for
banks and their customers and help increase
the ability for eftpos to enable online card
acceptance in riskier merchants, where banks
might otherwise decline the transaction.

eftpos

This will support
least cost routing
because it will
support eftpos’
online
acceptance.

Service will be developed
by the end of October
2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of
December 2021.

Not mandated.
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under the
relevant OpCo’s Mandate
Framework

This service is
central to the
enablement of
least cost
routing of in-app
payments, if
merchants are
provided the
choice.

Service will be developed
by the end of October
2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of October
2021.

Effective date of the
mandate:
31 May 2022.

Services to be developed and made available by 30 June 2022
7. Remote
payments

8. B2B,
B2C and
P2P
payments

Pay for a purchase in-app

eftpos

•

With network token (including lifecycle
management
-----------------------------------------------------------------Mobile applications are increasingly supporting
card-based payments within the application (i.e.
“in-app”) aligned to the Apple iOS and Google
Android operating systems and their respective
digital wallets. Where supported within a
merchants’ app, the consumer would select to
pay using their mobile wallet (such as Apple Pay)
and follow the familiar checkout experience.
This service will ensure the ability to process
eftpos’ network tokens when a consumer has
selected eftpos within their mobile wallet (such as
Apple Pay).

Make real-time payments into customer
account via debit card (resolve for time-bound
exceptions for CP)
-----------------------------------------------------------------This service allows a merchant via the terminal
supplied by their payment processor or bank to
deposit funds from their merchant account into a
customer’s bank account via linked eftpos
functionality (with funds made available to the
cardholder in real-time).
This terminal based service is currently used by
Medicare to process eligible Medicare claims to a

Name of the mandate:
eftpos Tokenisation Service
for Device (eTS-D) – In-app
Payments (Member Advice
03-03/21).
Scope of the mandate:
The mandate is applicable to
Issuers and Acquirers.
The scope of the mandate is
for MNDC only, when
provisioned into digital
wallets.

eftpos

Not applicable
to least cost
routing.

Service will be developed
by the end of April 2022.

Service will be
made available by
the end of June
2022.

Effective date of the
mandate:
31 May 2023.
Name of the mandate:
Deposit & Withdrawals –
Card Present.
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Service

Description

Responsible
OpCo

Relevance to
least cost
routing

Development Date for
the OpCo

Make Available
Date for the OpCo

bank account which has linked eftpos
functionality.
This service is for CP transactions beyond
Medicare payments and replaces current timebased exemptions allowing specific other use
cases,, for example where a card is tapped at a
newsagent to receive a lottery payout.

9. B2B,
B2C and
P2P
payments

Give and manage standing authorisations for
payments initiated by third parties (i.e.
Mandated Payments Service)
-----------------------------------------------------------------The “PayTo” service will enable customers to
authorise third parties to initiate payments from
their bank accounts using the NPP. PayTo
enables a more digital and enhanced customer
experience, providing customers with more
visibility and control over their payment
arrangements. The functionality can be used for a
range of use cases including an alternative for
direct debit, supporting the linking of bank
accounts for in-app payments, card-on-file type
arrangements (such as Uber), funding for other
payment options such as digital wallets and
BNPL services and for recurring e-commerce
payments.
PayTo will also deliver benefits to parties initiating
payments which are not available today, such as
real-time account validation, confirmation of funds
availability and confirmation that the payment has
been made.

Implementation by Issuers
and/or Acquirers under the
relevant OpCo’s Mandate
Framework
Scope of the mandate:
The mandate will be
applicable to Issuers.
The scope of the mandate
will be applicable to both
eftpos’ proprietary debit
cards and MNDC.

NPPA

Not applicable
to least cost
routing.

Service was developed
by the end of July 2021.

Service will be
made available by
the end of May
2022.

Effective date of the
mandate:
30 June 2022.
Name of the mandate:
Mandate Management
Requirements and Mandate
Payment Processing.
Scope of the mandate:
The mandate will be
applicable to all NPP
Participants.
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Schedule 2 –Independent Auditor Appointment
Form
This form sets out the information required by the ACCC in relation to proposed appointment
of the Proposed Independent Auditor.
Please note in relation to information given pursuant to this form, giving false or misleading
information is a serious offence.
Method of Delivery to the ACCC
This completed form, along with the additional requested information is to be provided to the
ACCC with the subject line (Proposed Independent Auditor Notice – AP+ to the below email
addresses:
1. mergers@accc.gov.au
Attention: Executive General Manager
Merger, Exemptions & Digital Division
2. With a copy sent to:
mergersru@accc.gov.au
Attention: Director
Remedies Unit
Policy, Coordination & Strategy Branch
Merger, Exemptions & Digital Division
Information Required
The ACCC requires the following information in order to assess a proposed Independent
Auditor:
1. Proposed Independent Auditor details:
a. the name of the Proposed Independent Auditor; and
b. the name of the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer and contact
details including:
i. address;
ii. contact name;
iii. telephone number;
iv. other contact details.
2. A submission containing the following information:
a. details of the Proposed Independent Auditor’s qualifications and experience
relevant to his or her proposed role pursuant to the Undertaking
b. the names of the owner(s) and the directors(s) of the Independent Auditor’s
employer
26
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c. details of any of the following types of relationships between AP+ and the
Proposed Independent Auditor or the Proposed Independent Auditor’s
employer or confirmation that no such relationship exists whether within
Australia or outside of Australia:
i. AP+ and the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer are
Associated Entities
ii. AP+ is an Entity Connected with the Proposed Independent Auditor’s
employer
iii. the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer is an Entity Connected
with AP+
iv. AP+ and the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer are Related
Entities
v. AP+ and the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer are Related
Parties
vi. any Related Party, Related Entity or Entity Connected with AP+ is a
Related Party, Related Entity or Entity Connected with the Proposed
Independent Auditor
vii. AP+ and the Proposed Independent Auditor or Proposed Independent
Auditor’s employer have a contractual relationship or had one within
the past 3 years, other than those attached to this form
viii. the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer is a supplier of AP+ or
has been in the past 3 years
ix. AP+ is a supplier of the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer or
has been in the past 3 years, and
x. any other relationship between AP+ and the Proposed Independent
Auditor or Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer that allows one
to affect the business decisions of the other, and
d. details of any existing or past contractual relationships between the Proposed
Independent Auditor or the Proposed Independent Auditor’s employer and the
ACCC within the past 3 years.
3. A document outlining the terms of appointment for the Proposed Independent
Auditor. This should identify the basis on which fees will be paid, including disclosure
of any proposed performance-based fees.
4. A finalised draft audit plan for AP+, drafted by the Proposed Independent Auditor and
outlining (to the extent possible) the Proposed Independent Auditor’s plans in regard
to the Establishment Audit and the Audit Report.
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Rand, Rosie (AU)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rand, Rosie (AU)
Wednesday, 7 July 2021 9:18 AM
Rand, Rosie (AU)
FW: [External - take care opening] Controlabill AMS and NPPA CMS

From: bernard wright <wright.bernard@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, 3 February 2020 3:41 PM
To: Vanessa Chapman <vchapman@nppa.com.au>; Bob Masina <bmasina@nppa.com.au>
Subject: [External - take care opening] Controlabill AMS and NPPA CMS

Good morning Vanessa, Adrian and Bob, ( I will forward this to Adrian via Linkedin as I don’t have his email)
It’s been a while since we last corresponded. I hope you are all well and the holidays were great for you and yours.
Thank you, Vanessa for your comments that you do not feel that the work you are doing on CMS infringes our patents and
IP.

However, I am not convinced and nor is my Board.
Since we met last, there have been a number of further press releases from yourselves and your member group that
appear to confirm NPPA is indeed or intends to be, in our opinion, in breach of several of the 37 approved claims of our
patents. Particularly those that describe the authority management processes.
Moreover, from the materials subsequently published by NPPA and its partners, we are of the stronger belief that NPPACMS is now or will be a direct copy of not only our patented IP but also looks to be a direct copy of IP presented
‘commercial in confidence’ and under NDA to 11 of your 13 members including your systems integrators and
Auspaynet(Previously APCA )before and after the incept of NPPA and of which we have extensive records. Indeed we
presented this IP commercial in confidence at two industry conferences set up by APCA.
These extensive records would also include our suggestions and representations to the industry under Tick and Flick and
MAMBO.
Last time we spoke, you presented some data that we found confusing, in all honesty, however, the meeting was short
and there was not time for us to present to NPPA our IP and why we believe CMS infringes our AMS.
Can I suggest we rectify this in a meeting with yourself Adrian and Bob, wherein we can clarify our IP. I can also provide
selected presentations to support the dialogue if you feel that might be useful.
Please be assured that we are open and flexible about ways to resolve any potential dispute and indeed, I reiterate there
are tremendous opportunities to collaborate strategically here especially now that this is before a parliamentary inquiry.
No doubt the previous concerns of various Ministers and Regulators will come to the fore. I have some suggestions we
should have an open dialogue around.
Having said this if we cannot agree away forward in the coming days, you will appreciate remedies to protect our IP are
few, which will be well known to you such as Injunctions and Damages claims. Damages we are already sustaining and
are quantifiable.
Controlabills board meets in mid - February to decide on the engagement of Griffith Hack, our patent Attorneys, to begin
with notifications of the potential infringement to the Boards and Directors associated with NPPA and its shareholder
companies including the RBA.
1
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However my shareholders prefer, as we have stated many times, to work with you collaboratively and for reasonable
outcomes for all parties shareholders. I suggest we should discuss further, other options, which are extensive and may
include a buy out of our IP (we offer a protection against incursion into this space till April 27, no Apple or Google here),
licencing and even a way for NPPA to address the concentration issues of Regulators to use Controlabill as an arms-length
vehicle with a more diverse shareholding and representation and an entirely different Governance Model.
The permutations are extensive as are the opportunities which can be of substantial mutual benefit.
I know that your organisation is not in the business of stealing IP( as iterated to me by Nigel Dobson when I initially spoke
to him and Maile Carnegie) and I am absolutely sure that you would prefer to get to the bottom of this and work
something out.
Please each of you let me know preferably before mid Feb of your thoughts.
Best regards
Bernard Wright
Founder Director

0401311110
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NPP Australia
Limited
Level 9
420 George Street

+61 2 8278 9617
www.nppa.com.au

4 February 2020
Mr Bernard Wright
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
By email: wright.bernard@gmail.com
Dear Mr Wright
Australian Patents 2012244223 and 2007242060
We refer to your email to Ms Vanessa Chapman and Mr Bob Masina dated 3 February 2020.
Your email suggests that NPP Australia Ltd’s Consent and Management Service (CMS) infringes patents held by
Controlabill Pty Ltd (Controlabill). Further your email states that the CMS is a “direct copy” of both Controlabill’s
“patented IP” and “IP” provided to NPP Australia or its shareholders on a confidential basis.
NPP Australia considers that the CMS, as currently contemplated, is a fundamentally different system, in both
architecture and function, to that disclosed in patents held by Controlabill. NPP Australia therefore rejects any
suggestion that the CMS infringes any intellectual property owned by Controlabill or that NPP Australia has been
involved in any misuse of confidential information.
If Controlabill intends to continue to allege that the CMS infringes IP held by Controlabill, NPP Australia invites you
to properly and precisely identify the intellectual property that is said to be infringed by the CMS and the basis on
which you allege that IP to be infringed. Saying that “several of the 37 approved claims of our patents” have been
infringed does not allow us to understand the basis for your allegations. Further, NPP Australia invites you to
provide proper particulars of any confidential information that is said to have been misused by NPP Australia and
the basis for the suggestion that the information has been misused.
It is a serious matter to allege patent infringement. NPP Australia draws your attention to s128 of the Patents Act
1990 (Cth) which provides that a person threatened with infringement proceedings may apply to the Court for certain
relief, including a declaration that the threat is unjustifiable, an injunction and the recovery of damages.

Yours faithfully

Vanessa Chapman
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30th June 2019
Private and Confidential
RE - Controlabill Pty Ltd patents approved, number 2007242060 and 2012244223.
Titled - Automated Budget Management, Multiple Payment, and
Payment Authority Management
Dear Chairman and Board of Directors of New Payments Platform Australia – NPPA.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am writing to alert you to an intellectual property infringement risk that we believe is being
unwisely dismissed by the management team of NPPA.
Controllabill holds a number of approved and pending patents over the process of Centralised
Authority Management in the payments space. These have been the basis of business opportunities
that, for more than ten years we have presented on numerous occasions, to most of the
organisations that form your NPPA consortium, as well as APCA, AusPayNet and KPMG.
In the last 12 months we have also contacted NPPA with an offer to work together.
The advantages to NPPA were obvious:
•
•

Avoid any risk that the NPPA might breach Controlabill’s Copyright and Approved Patents,
Take advantage of the advanced work, knowledge and go-to market financial modelling already
undertaken by Controlabill.

To our surprise we were aggressively rebuffed and threatened, without the fair hearing we called
for.
We are considering what further steps we must take to protect our interests. As a first step we are
contacting yourselves as Members of the Board to ensure you are fully informed.
Our Evidence
Attached below is an example of a document that was tailored to many individual members of your
consortium in 2014 and which was clearly authored before the inception of NPPA.
The document is named ‘Controlabill Overview NAB Dec 2014’
This document outlines a series of processes and use cases that are identical to those described by
NPPA both in function and benefit. They were originally published as a Consent and Mandate
Service and more recently as a Mandated Payment Service.
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Also, we would draw your attention to three recent three Public Submissions which are available
online, as are our Patents through IP Australia (we can send these documents if requested. They are
too large to attach here):
•
•
•

Our Submission to ASIC - Consultation Paper 309, dated 19/05/2019 and
Our Submission to the RBA – re NPP Functionality and Access, dated 31/07/19 and
Our Submission to The Inquiry into the Future Direction of the Consumer Data Right, dated
20/04/2020.

The first two of these published submissions outline our proposal for Centralised Authority
Management. The structure we outline in our proposal is identical to that in your more recently
published documents.
The most recent submission, that to the CDR Inquiry, perhaps goes further. It suggests there may be
options for our collaboration with perhaps yourselves and the biller community. We suggest
integrating all payment authority systems for community benefit under a different entity and
different governance model including an option to manage open banking authorities and its
equivalent extension into other aspects of recurring service provision. We believe this is probably
significantly cheaper for you and will remove concerns over NPPA ‘s market power in this area.
Having spent most of my career in marketing and product development the text - book protocol has
always been that the developer of a new product check for protected IP under a discovery and
screening process.
It is difficult to see how the similarities between your published process and ours could have
escaped this process.
Our suggestions
We remain open to discussion and cooperation with the NPPA board and its member
organisations. We would also be happy to present our IP to the board or to submit to an
independent and impartial review if an acceptable party could be found by you.
We have been committed to the Controlabill vision for many years. While it is our preference to
discuss and negotiate, we are prepared to use all means at our disposal to protect our interests.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard Wright.
Founder Director.
Controlabill Pty Ltd.
wright.bernard@gmail.com
+61 401 311 110
30th June 2020
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Background
The history of our patents goes back to 2006 when Bernard Wright and Stephen Coulter designed
the system now described and detailed extensively in the above patents. These Patents were
formally applied for in April 2007 and granted in 2012.
We make it clear that we have no interest in pull transactions moving from batch in BECS to real
time in NPPA We have consistently said our approach is simpler and cheaper because we never
wanted to be near the transaction or the exchange of money. The advantage to this is that we can
simply centralise authorities whether they are ultimately BECS, Card Systems or indeed NPPA which
is what Consumers want, not just the NPPA platform.
Nor do we have any interest in development protocols such as ISO 20022 or XML or indeed any
other application in the transaction delivery system. Having said that we do not believe you can
simply lift our process and insert it into another process of your own and call it completely different.
Our interest has always been only about Centralised Authority Management and the connection to
Billers in a process that is now described as API’s to allow for real time, Set-up, Suspension and
Cancellations of Authorities via phone, tablet or PC. These are our prior and approved claims,
which is now claimed by your company.
Our process yields benefits to billers and consumers alike. Our IP goes on to describe processes such
as biller modules in detail, carefully worded by one of the foremost IP lawyers in the country. It
further goes on to describe budgeting and bill smoothing which would see tremendous innovation
opportunities for your members.
We have on multiple occasions tried to engage with Banks, Financial Services Entities and
Consultants (including KPMG) entities and to partner with those various parties most of whom are
represented on your board and whom are bound by NDA and under noted commercial in confidence
proposals.
APCA now AUSPAYNET has been contacted multiple times. We have documentation of proposals
encompassing our systems approach, as a superior solution, under what became Tick and Flick and
then MAMBO.
Our approach could have saved your industry hundreds of millions of dollars and probably could
save NPPA money as well.
Our docs have also been published by the RBA, ASIC and the CDR In these recent documents we
have made very public our approach.
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31 July 2020

To

Mr Bernard Wright
Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
By email: wright.bernard@gmail.com

Dear Mr Wright
Australian Patents 2012244223 and 2007242060
We act for NPP Australia Limited (NPPA).
We refer to your email to Ms Vanessa Chapman and Mr Bob Masina dated 3 February 2020, NPPA’s letter
to you dated 4 February 2020 and your subsequent messages sent to directors of NPPA via the LinkedIn
messaging platform (Communications).
As you would be aware, NPPA was formed by a group of banks operating in Australia to build and operate
the New Payment Platform (NPP) in response to a review of the Australian payments system by the Reserve
Bank of Australia’s Payments Systems Board in 2012.
NPPA has invested in the development and protection of its intellectual property and, naturally, seeks to
ensure that it does not infringe the intellectual property rights of any third parties. It therefore takes your
allegations that the NPP or the proposed Mandated Payment Service (MPS) infringes your company’s
intellectual property seriously.
Our client does not accept that the NPP infringes Australian Patents 2012244223 or 2007242060 (the
Patents). The NPP is a fundamentally different system, in both architecture and function, to that disclosed
and claimed in the Patents. Our client also strongly rejects your suggestion that NPPA did not properly
consider the intellectual property rights of third parties when developing the MPS.
The MPS
NPPA has not commenced to provide the MPS. Participating financial institutions are in the process of
implementing technical and operational processes to implement the MPS with an anticipated launch date in
late 2021 or early 2022. Broadly, the MPS does not contemplate a system for sending or managing direct
debit authorities. Rather, the MPS permits the creation of an authorisation by a customer (a payor) to allow
their bank to pay funds from their bank account to a creditor (such as a merchant, service provider or biller)

47775040_4
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on a one-off or recurring basis (a Mandate), by a system and protocols that involve the exchange of
messages relating to payment requests and responses, and verification of consents (Proposed
Functionality). Relevantly:
(a) the Proposed Functionality leverages existing functionality and components of the NPP infrastructure
to provide lookup and validations functions to enable a creditor’s bank or service provider to verify
the existence of a valid Mandate before sending a mandate payment initiation request. This look up
function facilitated by the exchange of messages does not contemplate the sending or providing of
an authority to a creditor in a form compatible with the processing system of the creditor;
(b) the Proposed Functionality provides a credit messaging system under which payments are initiated
by the customer’s bank and “pushed” to the creditor’s bank; and
(c) under the Proposed Functionality, in order to create a new Mandate, a creditor gathers required
information from the customer and requests their bank or service provider to create a new mandate
record. There is no customer registration process where information is captured for the purposes of
establishing Mandates in respect of multiple creditors.
Despite our client’s previous request, you have not properly articulated the basis on which you allege that the
NPP infringes the Patents. In particular, you have not properly explained the basis on which it is asserted
that the essential integers of any of the claims of the Patents are said to be present in the Proposed
Functionality.
If you intend to continue to allege that the MPS infringes any intellectual property held by Controlabill, NPPA
invites you to articulate the basis for that allegation with sufficient particularity (and by reference to the
integers of the claims of the Patents) to enable our client to properly consider its position. Providing a
description of ‘processes’ and ‘use cases’ relating to a system developed by you is not relevant to the
question of infringement of the Patents.
The Patents
We also refer to the recent decisions of the Federal Court of Australia that have provided guidance in relation
to the patentability of computer implemented inventions in Australia. In particular, our client invites you to
consider the decisions of the Full Court in Commissioner of Patents v Rokt Pte Ltd [2020] FCAFC 8 and
Encompass Corporation Pty Ltd v InfoTrack Pty Ltd [2019] FCAFC 161 as well as the decision of his Honour
Justice Burley in Aristocrat Technologies Australia Pty Limited v Commissioner of Patents [2020] FCA 778
that are relevant to consideration of the validity of the Patents. In each of these cases, the Court found that
patents granted by IP Australia were invalid because they did not describe an invention which was capable
of being patented. If you continue to claim that NPPA infringes the Patents, NPPA reserves its right to argue
that the Patents should not have been granted.
Further correspondence
Patent litigation can be a time consuming and expensive undertaking. To the extent you have not already
done so, we suggest that you obtain legal advice from a practitioner with expertise in patent litigation.
We ask that you address all future correspondence relating to this matter to us.

47775040_4
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We also note that s128 of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) provides for relief, including an award of damages, to
be awarded to a party against which an unauthorised threat of patent infringement is made.
Yours sincerely

Suzy Madar | Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney NSW 2000
T +61 2 9296 2733 | M +61 409 786 596
suzy.madar@au.kwm.com
This communication and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged.

47775040_4
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04/09/2020
Ms Suzy Madar, Partner
King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61, Governor Phillip Tower,
1 Farrer Place,
Sydney NSW 2000
In response to your letter of 31 July 2020. Your ref 47775040_4.
Dear Ms Madar,
I am disappointed that you and your client have taken such an oppositional and threatening tone,
when even a cursory review of the facts should have led you to at least investigate the matter in
more detail as we proposed.
I can only now conclude that NPPA has no intention of working with us despite many attempts by us
to work with NPPA. This follows multiple attempts to work with APCA, Auspaynet and almost all of
your shareholders over a period of 14 years to deliver a better, more efficient and effective solution
for all Australians.
This is not just a legal issue but a moral and ethical challenge that your stakeholders might find
unnecessary and inconvenient at the best of times, however more so in this post Hayne
environment.
I am surprised that the Board of NPPA sanctioned the release of your letter. Moreover, I am equally
surprised that your Partners at KWM sanctioned its release given KWM has a commercial conflict of
interest with its involvement with both NPPA and Treasury’s inquiry. Extremely commercially
sensitive information was sent by us to your partner Scott Farrell in the days prior to your letter.
At a time, post Hayne, where questions of ethics have been raised about bank behaviours and their
lack of honour and integrity and subsequent statements of intent by banks regarding the importance
of building trust, I would have thought the parties involved with NPPA cannot afford the risk of being
seen to copy the IP of a small business without at least prior investigation and negotiation.
Instead your letter resorts to implied and direct threats to a very small business who clearly has
justifiable concerns, having dedicated many years at great expense and at huge personal sacrifice to
seeing this product and infrastructure developed for the use of all Australians.
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Your letter implies and threatens to;
a) Use cheque book law – 13 banks have almost unlimited resources,
b) Fight the matter in the courts at length,
c) Question the validity of our Copyright and Patents. Nevertheless, we believe your
arguments may not be sustainable. Using recent precedents which are now out of step with
IP law internationally incurs significant contingent risk for your clients. We believe Australia’s
IP law will no doubt re-align with other jurisdictions over the period of our patents,
d) Sue us under Section 128 of the Patents Act.

Your letter also raises;
e) That our concerns haven’t been properly notified, which is not possible when your client
keeps changing its product descriptions. A problem exemplified by your letter’s description
of the service which is out of step with your client’s submission to the CDR inquiry and which
is also out of step with NPP’s original description to us and what is detailed in various press
releases (attached). When you have properly read these documents, you will be forced to
see the use cases are the same as published by us over many years and who’s description
outside of patent descriptions can be found in ‘commercial in confidence’ submissions to the
RBA, ACCC and ASIC over recent years.
Aside from these matters your letter draws into focus questions about;
f)

Your Firm’s conflict of interest in representing NPPA who have submitted to the CDR
Inquiry, while your Firm was providing the lead resource by way of a Partner to the very
same Government Inquiry,
g) Sending threatening letters to a small company submitting under the inquiry who could be
deemed to be offering an alternative and competitive solution to your client.
h) The Inquiry’s intent to offer a private channel for submissions given certain Fintechs’
concerns about IP misappropriation by big banks while your firm has partner level
involvement in running the Inquiry and the firm also representing NPPA and potentially its
shareholders.
Clearly, we sought independent advice from Griffith Hack and have had discussions with IP lawyers
that will work with us and litigation funders. Now is not the right time for that!
We also note that at this time your client hasn’t yet launched its product and its stated product use
case descriptors keep morphing.
What appears consistent though in these descriptors, is your client’s multiple recent statements that
it intends to develop a Centralised Authority (Mandate) Management system that will offer a range
of services covered by our patents.
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Your client’s actions and public statements in this space have a direct causal impact on the
marketability of our product and has caused and is causing substantial and provable damage in
investments lost.
At this time, I intend to write to the RBA and the ACCC to confirm whether NPPA is developing a
product outside if its remit.
“While NPPA owns and operates the NPP infrastructure, it will not itself own, operate or provide overlay services
to be offered using the NPP10
10

Note that NPPA will ensure the NPP supports the basic interbank service which is contemplated as part of the NPP
infrastructure. However, commercial and compliance services will generally be provided in the form of ‘over-the-top’ or overlay
services. “

We believe that the MPS is an overlay service which was specifically denied to Faster Payments in
the UK and looks to be outside NPP’s charter.
There are only three parties to a pull transaction, that being primarily an agreement represented by
an authority given to draw funds between the Biller and the Customer and ultimately the Customer’s
Bank. Everything else is just plumbing which is what the RBA and the ACCC directed. NPP is just the
plumbing - it has no end customer relationships and we believe, no right to gather customer data in
this space which it must do to offer centralised authority management.
The issue for us at this stage is to ensure relevant parties are fully aware of our position. We note
your insistence that we write to you in all matters pertaining, with respect we reject that process.
We remain eager to work co-operatively to resolve the issue but, given your tone we must consider
a range of other direct options. At the very least I believe Treasury needs to know our concerns
before they release their report. We believe it is also important that the main Bank Boards are made
aware, including the RBA Governor and the ACCC Chairman.
In the next few days I will raise those same concerns with Ministers Frydenberg and Hume.
I recall that when the Hayne Inquiry was commissioned, the Opposition had sought to include the
payments industry. I will be strongly making the case that the lessons in ethics, corporate citizenship
and money wastage at the taxpayer’s and shareholder’s expense have not trickled down to the
payments industry.
In closing, I urge you to advise NPPA that a much simpler approach would be to negotiate a fair
settlement and to legitimately buy our IP than to run the risk that this becomes a matter of wider
interest in the media. I will be suggesting that to the NPPA Chairman.
Yours sincerely
Bernard Wright.
Founder Director
Controlabill Pty Ltd
wright.bernard@gmail.com
+61 401 311 110
04/09/202
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Direct debit changes to make switching
banks easier
By Clancy Yeates SMH
October 28, 2019 — 12.00am

Under the plan, consumers would get more control over such direct debit
payments than they currently have, including the ability to easily track
which businesses are making deductions from their account, and switch
these off if they wish.
NPP Australia chief executive Adrian Lovney said customers often found it
difficult to view all the direct debits that had been signed up for, and
cancelling these payments required contacting each merchant individually.
The new system is aimed at addressing these "pain points."
"Over time, you’ll be able to see a record of those and potentially change
those if you decide you don’t want to go to that gym anymore," Mr Lovney
said.
The changes could also, in the longer-term, take the hassle out of rearranging direct debit and credit payments if a customer decides to switch
banks.
The NPP's expansion plan comes after the Reserve Bank has repeatedly
criticised the major banks for dragging their feet in rolling out the new system
to customers.
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Payments
Service
Enabling third party payment initiation on
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Since prior to the NPP going live in 2018, NPP Australia has worked extensively with the industry to develop the Mandated
Payments Service 1 (MPS). This will be core foundational native capability, enabling customers to authorise third parties to
initiate payments from their bank accounts 2 using the NPP. This capability, governed by a rules framework and liability
model, will provide the Australian market with a broad, scalable approach to a third party payment initiation for real-time
account-to-account payments.

Introduction to the Mandated Payments Service
The NPP currently supports credit payments or “push” payments whereby customers themselves initiate a payment from
their account via their banking channel. With the Mandated Payments Service, NPP Australia is developing capability to
enable customers to authorise third parties to initiate payments from their accounts via the NPP.
The MPS is native capability, which is flexible, extendable and which will support a broad range of use cases and different
payment initiation scenarios:

Supported use cases range from a better alternative to current direct debit payments to merchant initiated ecommerce
and in app payments, to ‘on behalf of’ payment services offered by third parties, e.g. a cloud accounting software provider
authorised by a corporate banking customer to manage their finance functions such as payroll, and various fintech
applications.
A standardised and consistent approach to third party payment initiation via the NPP, combined with a common process for
establishing persistent customer authorisation, will maximise the utility of this capability and ensure that the MPS provides
a broad, scalable and secure solution for account-based third party payment initiation in Australia.

1
2

Mandated Payments Service is an industry working title. Work is currently underway to determine a market facing name and identity for the service
As distinct from payments which may be initiated using card rails which are also attached to accounts
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Key Features and Benefits
The MPS will deliver key features and benefits for authorised third parties using the service to initiate payments:

Experience from Europe suggests that payments initiated via real-time infrastructure are superior to those using batch
infrastructure due to the real-time confirmation of funds availability and confirmation of payment, which enables third
parties to deliver services immediately (for example dispatching goods in an ecommerce scenario or delivering services
subject to an ongoing subscription).
From a customer perspective, the MPS enables a more digital and enhanced experience with customers able to digitally
authorise, view, modify and manage the mandates they have given for third parties to initiate payments from their bank
account. Customers will also be able to more easily move their mandate payment arrangements from one bank account
to another account at a different financial institution. This functionality increases the visibility and control that
customers have over these various payment arrangements, resolving a significant pain point associated with these kinds
of payment arrangements today.
Customer benefits:
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How the MPS works
The MPS consists of:
•

Payment initiation message capability used by third parties to request payments from a customer’s bank account.
Those payment requests are associated with a customer authorised payment arrangement, a ‘mandate’

•

A centralised database for creating, storing and maintaining mandate records (the Mandate Management Service),
which is owned and operated by NPP Australia

•

Associated business rules (which provides assurance that the payment initiation messages will be acted upon by
the financial institution where the customer’s bank account is held and rules regarding risk and liability)

Customer authorisation is at the core of the MPS
Third party payment initiation can be supported in a safe and secure manner using the MPS because the customer
provides explicit authorisation for payments to be processed from their bank account. This authorisation is captured in
the creation of a digital payment arrangement or a ‘mandate’ which serves as a record of the customer’s authorisation
(or consent) for payments to be initiated from their account by a specified third party, in advance of any payments being
processed.
•

A customer’s explicit authorisation is required for any payments to be initiated on their account
by a third party

•

Performing authorisation within a customer’s banking channel benefits from the bank’s secure
authentication practices which are already in place today

•

A record of the customer’s authorisation (a ‘mandate’) is created and stored centrally, with both
the customer’s bank and the payment initiator’s bank able to retrieve and view the mandate record

•

The agreed payment terms are included in the mandate record, such as the name of the customer,
their bank account details, payment initiator details, creditor details (optional) and the frequency
and amount of the payments that the customer has pre-authorised

NPP Australia is developing customer experience requirements and guidelines for the relevant customer related MPS
processes, and in particular the mandate authorisation (or consent) process. As far as possible, the intention (where
relevant) is to align this guidance with the standards and requirements developed for customer consent for data sharing
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under the initial implementation of the Consumer Data Right.
The diagram below illustrates the proposed customer authorisation process for creating new mandates:
Illustrative

Mandate records offer considerable flexibility with a range of available data fields. In addition to the mandatory data fields
within the mandate record, optional data fields can be populated depending on the needs of the customer and the third
party payment initiator. Use of the optional fields offer parties the ability to include and display data that more accurately
describes the terms of the customer’s authorisation including, for example, payment type (recurring, one-off or ad hoc), any
ultimate creditor’s name, descriptions and creditor’s reference/s.
The format of MPS mandate records, payment initiation messages and NPP payment messages offers significant benefits in
terms of data quality and visibility, compared to the relatively opaque nature of direct debit arrangements established
under the BECS Direct Entry system, particularly if the payment is being facilitated via an intermediary.
Once a mandate has been created and authorised by the customer, the relevant third party, either via their financial
institution or an NPP Connected Institution, can request a payment initiation message to be sent to the customer’s bank to
process payments from the customer’s account, as illustrated on the next page.
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Payment initiation processing:

In the event that the payment is not successful, there will be a process and rules in place for third parties to retry payment
initiation.
Both customers and authorised third party payment initiators will be able to perform a number of functions to ensure their
mandates are appropriately managed, kept up to date and are accurate. Mandate maintenance functions include being
able to:

The MPS is governed by an overarching rules framework established by NPP Australia which will define, amongst other
things:
•

Operational procedures for processing payment initiation requests associated with mandates which must be
followed by all participating financial institutions (including payment initiation requests that have been sent
indirectly via another NPP access point)

•

The customer facilities that participating financial institutions must provide to support customer authorisation
and to enable customers to view their mandates and give instructions to amend, suspend, resume and cancel
mandates

•

Recovery processes for error payments and mistaken payments, and the liability framework associated with
unauthorised payment initiation requests

•

Participation rules and criteria for different parties accessing the MPS (including new access options not
currently available for credit or “push” payments)
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The NPP, as payments infrastructure in operation today, provides the mechanism for the secure and safe exchange of data
between authorised parties using established, rigorous and robust security and authentication protocols.
The MPS leverages the existing features and protections built into the NPP that apply to clearing and settlement messages
being exchanged by NPP Participants today, specifically fraud prevention, liability and risk management processes. The MPS
capability will further build upon these existing fraud controls and fraud prevention processes, thereby simplifying the
management of issues concerning fraud and unauthorised payments.
The use cases at the end of this document illustrate how the MPS could be used in various ways by authorised third parties
to initiate payments from a customer’s account.

Accessing the MPS
Different parties involved in the MPS have certain roles and responsibilities, as illustrated in the diagram below:

NPP Participants and Connected Institutions can interact directly with the Mandate Management Service to create and
manage mandate records established for customers. All other entities interact with the Mandate Management Service
indirectly via either an NPP Participant or an NPP Connected Institution.

Access options for Third Parties
Authorised third parties, such as merchants, billers and payment service providers, who want to initiate payments from
customers’ accounts can do so in a number of ways, either directly or indirectly:
i. As an MPS User, sponsored by either an NPP Participant or Identified Institution, using the MPS service to request
payments associated with customer mandates (similar to the concept of a BECS Debit User today)
ii. As a Connected Institution in their own right (if they meet the applicable criteria)
iii. As an Identified Institution who is sponsored by an NPP Participant and authorised to offer MPS services
iv. As a client of a Connected Institution who can request payments associated with mandates to which they are a party
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A key feature of the MPS is that third parties that want to initiate payments only require one access point to the NPP
infrastructure. This one access point enables them to initiate payments, with the customer’s authorisation, from any one of
the 67 million (and growing) NPP enabled accounts. This is an important difference from other markets, such as the UK,
which have introduced third party payment initiation (or ‘write access’ under Open Banking) which requires third parties to
integrate with multiple financial institutions in order to initiate payments from customers’ accounts.
The eligibility criteria for these options is summarised below and shown in comparison to the eligibility criteria for NPP
Participants:
NPP Participant

MPS User

Connected
Institution

Identified
Institution

Client of
Connected
Institution

Required to be a Shareholder of NPPA











Licensed by APRA as an ADI (or RADI)











Hold an RBA Exchange Settlement Account



Connect via own NPP payment gateway















Connect via third-party NPP payment gateway











Able to offer MPS Services











These four options are further explained below.
I.

MPS User
An MPS User can be:
•

A creditor, such as a merchant or biller, who
wants to offer MPS services to their customers.
For example, a merchant who wants to set up
mandates with their customers so they can
request regular recurring payments to be paid
into their account

•

A service provider, for example, an organisation
providing payment services to a merchant who
manages customer mandates and payments for
that merchant

MPS Users are sponsored by a financial institution offering MPS services (this could be either an NPP Participant or
an Identified Institution). This could be, but is not limited to, the financial institution that they hold their own bank
account with. The terms under which an MPS User is sponsored to use the MPS are subject to proprietary
commercial arrangements agreed between the sponsoring financial institution and the MPS User.
MPS Users gain access to MPS services through a proprietary channel or service (such as APIs) provided by their
sponsoring NPP Participant or Identified Institution.
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II. Connected Institution
A Connected Institution connects to the NPP infrastructure directly by
installing an NPP payment gateway in their own environment and can
send payment initiation and other non-value messages.
A Connected Institution is entitled to offer MPS services to their clients
which include:
•

Creating mandate records for authorisation by customers

•

Sending payment initiation requests which have been authorised
by the customer to the customer’s bank for processing (payments
can be initiated from a customer’s bank account to a payee’s
account held at another financial institution)

•

Mandate maintenance functions

A Connected Institution who uses the MPS must comply with the
obligations and rules relating to accessing and using the Mandate
Management Service and the payment initiation service
Given a Connected Institution is directly connected to the NPP, there are certain technical requirements in
becoming a Connected Institution including resilience, 24/7 availability, security and ability to meet performance,
availability and resiliency SLAs. Any organisation who is legally authorised to operate in Australia, is financially
solvent and can meet the NPP technical connectivity requirements and other applicable criteria could become an
NPP Connected Institution. As Connected Institutions are not involved in the clearing and settlement of NPP
payment messages and they do not themselves hold funding accounts, a Connected Institution does not need to
be an ADI.
NPP Australia will explore opportunities to align requirements for Connected Institutions with ACCC accreditation
for the CDR.

III. Identified Institution

A third party could be an Identified Institution in order to offer
MPS services to other organisations (if approved to do so by their
sponsoring NPP Participant).
Identified Institutions connect to the NPP indirectly via a directly
connected NPP Participant. A commercial arrangement is
required between the NPP Participant acting as the sponsoring
direct connector and the organisation seeking indirect access as
an Identified Institution. Being an ADI is not one of the eligibility
requirements.
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IV. Client of a Connected Institution

A third party wanting to initiate payments could be a client of a
Connected Institution who is able to offer MPS services (as specified in
option II above).
The specific terms and services offered would be subject to
proprietary commercial arrangements agreed between the client and
the Connected Institution.
Clients of Connected Institutions gain access to MPS services through a
proprietary channel or service (such as APIs) provided by that
Connected Institution.

Which access option is most appropriate for individual organisations will largely be determined by what their business
objectives are and other relevant commercial considerations, for example:

Payment initiation messages, which are essentially only instructions for a payment to be made, are inherently less risky
than a payment clearing message, which entails the actual movement of money. Payment initiation messages only result
in the movement of funds when they are acted upon by an NPP Participant, which as an ADI, is a regulated entity. Third
parties that want to use the NPP to initiate payments using the MPS are likely to have a range of different access options,
some of which are similar to how existing payment services work today, but with additional risk controls. Indeed, the
concept of an MPS User being sponsored to use the MPS is very similar in concept to a BECS Debit User when using the
BECS system for payments to be processed. We anticipate that there will be a more competitive market for submitting
payment initiation messages, including direct connection options that do not require an ADI licence as outlined above.
Payment initiation messages are likely to be submitted in a range of formats, including real-time via API, ISO message
format and possibly in batch form. The specific options for integration and submitting payment initiation requests is
determined between the third party and the organisation providing access to the NPP and MPS services.
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Extending API capabilities
APIs play an important role in supporting third parties wanting to use the NPP’s capabilities. In 2018, NPP Australia released
its API Framework which defines the key technical approach and mandatory data attributes for NPP APIs, aligned to ISO
20022 standards, including sample RESTful APIs in JSON format 3. This API framework is intended to drive inter-operability,
standardisation, and consistency in the development of NPP APIs and how they can be used by third parties to interact with
the NPP. To support the delivery of the MPS capability, NPP Australia will be extending the NPP API framework to include
sample APIs related to MPS functions:

In further enhancing and extending the NPP API framework, NPP Australia will, where relevant, look at opportunities to
align the NPP API framework to the CDR API framework, for example reviewing the opportunity to leverage the CDR API
security framework.
In March 2020, in collaboration with SWIFT, NPP Australia
launched a new dynamic version of the NPP API sandbox,
introducing additional features and capabilities to meet the
evolving needs of the expanding NPP ecosystem.
Now located in the cloud-based NPPA Developer Portal, the
sandbox provides third parties with access to an independent
environment where they can build and test their NPP-based
prototypes and solutions, using the NPP API Framework and
sample RESTful APIs in JSON format. The sandbox currently has
more than 100 registered users.

3

See https://www.nppa.com.au/the-platform/api-framework-and-sandbox/
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The NPP sandbox will also be updated to include the sample APIs that support MPS functions, enabling third parties to test
these APIs in a sandbox environment.
NPP participating financial institutions are increasingly making APIs available in the market for use by third parties (NPP
Australia itself is not exposing APIs for use on the NPP). Over time, these APIs will become more widely available (and most
participating financial institutions have provided indications to NPP Australia that they expect to adhere to the NPP API
framework when developing their APIs, suggesting a degree of consistency in how these APIs are developed). Greater
availability of Participant NPP APIs will provide more fintechs, corporates and businesses with the ability to utilise the NPP
and its capabilities.

Timelines
It is mandatory for all NPP participating financial institutions to implement technical and operational processes to support
authorisation of mandates by their customers and MPS payment processing by 3 December 2021. Specifically, they need to
be able to:
• Seek a customer’s instruction to authorise (or decline) the creation of a new mandate or an amendment to an
existing mandate
• Provide a facility to enable a customer to view their mandates and give instructions to amend, suspend, resume and
cancel mandates and promptly give effect to those instructions
• Receive and process mandate payment initiation requests
It is anticipated that financial institutions will begin to rollout MPS services, including services to authorised third parties, in
early 2022. This is the current scheduled date for delivery, however it must be viewed in the context of uncertainty caused
by COVID-19.

Summary
In summary, the Mandated Payments Service capability that is being developed by NPP Australia will support real-time,
customer authorised, third party payment initiation from bank accounts:
• Third parties who wish to initiate payments from a customer’s account can submit payment initiation messages via
one NPP access point and reach all NPP enabled accounts; they do not require arrangements with multiple financial
institutions.
• A range of access options exist for third parties, who can choose the most appropriate access route for their business
needs – submitting payment initiation requests via an NPP Participant as an MPS User; directly as a Connected
Institution, indirectly as an Identified Institution or as a client of a Connected Institution
• The NPP provides a framework and infrastructure for third parties to initiate payments on a safe and secure system,
which is in operation today, in a standardised and consistent manner

NPP Australia will make more information available as the development of this capability progresses.
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About New Payments Platform Australia (NPPA)
Utility payments infrastructure
Operating as non-profit maximising utility payments infrastructure, the NPP is owned by 13 shareholders 4 (both
large and small financial institutions and including the Reserve Bank of Australia) for and on behalf of the
Australian payments industry. NPP Australia is a public company established to oversee the operation of the
NPP.

Open access philosophy
NPP’s access framework has a range of access options, balancing broad participation while maintaining
safeguards needed for a real-time payment system, and ensuring the ongoing protection of consumers.
As of April 2020, there are 90 connected organisations: 10 directly and 80 indirectly. A number of specialist
wholesale payment service providers, banks, and non-ADI fintechs provide access to third parties - and this is
only likely to increase with the introduction of the MPS. Availability of APIs is increasing, which will further
support NPP access.

Operates on a cost recovery basis
NPP Australia operates on the guiding principle of being economically self-sustaining, aiming to recover its
operating costs with wholesale unit transaction costs levied on NPP Australia’s shareholders. The same unit
transaction cost is applied to all shareholders equally, regardless of volume. As volumes increase on the
platform, the wholesale unit transaction cost will decrease.

NPP Australia governance
The NPP Australia Board has 12 voting Directors including three independent Directors and the Reserve Bank of
Australia. Each Director has one vote – and collectively the Directors appointed by the four major banks have
only one-third of the votes. Decisions regarding access, pricing and other governance related matters are
determined by the independent Directors and NPP Australia management.

For further information, please visit www.nppa.com.au or email info@nppa.com.au

4

Current shareholders: Australia and New Zealand Banking Corporation, Australian Settlements Limited, Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, Citigroup Pty Ltd,
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Cuscal Limited, HSBC Bank Australia Limited, Indue Limited, ING Australia, Macquarie Bank Limited, National Australia Bank
Limited, Reserve Bank of Australia and Westpac Banking Corporation.
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Illustrating different applications of the MPS
The following use cases illustrate how the MPS could be used in various ways by authorised third parties to initiate payments.
Use case 1 - Teleco, a phone company offers its customers the option to pay their phone bills directly from their bank account using the NPP Mandated Payments Service.
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Use case 2 - PayLater is a Buy Now Pay Later payments solution that enables customers to pay for purchases in monthly instalments.
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Use case 3 - Round Up operates a savings investment app that rounds up customer’s everyday purchases to the nearest dollar and invests the additional funds in a separate
account. As an NPP Connected Institution, Round Up can initiate payment initiation requests on behalf of customers who have signed up to their service.
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Use case 4 - Corporate ABC wants to use CloudPay, a payroll software provider, to manage their corporate payroll for paying their employees. CloudPay is connected indirectly to
the NPP as an Identified Institution.
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11 July 2019

Controlabill Pty Ltd
NPP & CMS Briefing
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This briefing material is largely based on publicly available information, however CMS project details
relating to technical implementation (slide 9) are confidential and must not be disclosed by CPL without
NPPA’s prior written consent.

Nothing in this briefing material should be construed as legal advice. NPPA makes no representation or
warranty as to the materiality, accuracy or completeness of this information, and takes no responsibility for
CPL’s use of this information.

The purpose of this briefing is to provide CPL with information about NPPAL’s Consent and Mandate
Service (CMS) project which may be material to CPL’s negotiations, particularly how NPP payment
messages may in the medium-to-longer term replace BECS payment instruments.

Controlabill Pty Limited (CPL) has represented to NPP Australia Limited (NPPAL) that it is currently in
negotiations regarding the potential sale or other commercialisation of its intellectual property and other
assets relating to its direct debit authorisation management and budgeting solution.

Purpose
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New Payments Platform key capabilities

Page 3

• High availability - 24x7, 365 days

• Data rich capability with ability for data to be carried with the
payment

• Simpler addressing

• Near real-time account to account credit transfers with real time
central bank settlement

The NPP was established to deliver four core functional requirements:
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Payer

Payment
Gateway

NPP Participants
(Financial Institutions)

Bank
Channels

How does the NPP work?
Secured. distributed architecture via
NPP Payment Gateways (PAGs)
Uses ISO 20022, global standard
for electronic data interchange
Processing and routing of
transactions between the PAGs and
the RBA’s Fast Settlement Service
Overlay Services sit on top of the
Basic Infrastructure offering different
customer value propositions.
Independently owned and
operated
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Overlay Services

Addressing
Service

Settlement Notification

Clearing Request and Notification
Settlement Request

Settlement Notification

Payment Gateway
Fast Settlement Service
Reserve Bank
Information and Transfer
Service (RITS)
Reserve Bank of Australia

Payment
Gateway

Bank
Channels

NPP Participants
(Financial Institutions)

Payee
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What the NPP means for interbank credit transfers

Limited data with payment

Batch

Settlement cut off times;
weekdays only

Smart Addressing

Data-rich capability (ISO fields)

Individual line by line settlement

24 / 7 / 365

Today

BSB and Account #s

Instant electronic transfers

Yesterday

Value posting 1-3 days
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Who’s involved?
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75+ organisations

500

Daily NPP transactions

600,000
+

$103 Bn

Total cumulative value of NPP payments
since launch – as at end June 2019

Largest single transaction
across the NPP

$17 million

Double
digit
Growth in monthly
transaction volumes

Accounts can make and receive
NPP payments

Over 75 55 million
Participating Financial
Institutions

Transactions sent
across the platform

122
million+

3 million
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Number of registered
PayIDs
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AFCA will have regard to BECS procedures as evidence of industry best practice in the context of
determination of disputes.

sponsorship of debit users by Tier 1 members (and Tier 2 members with representative Tier 1 approval)
direct debit authorities, including those established electronically or by telephone
exchange file formats, exchange processes and LVSS deferred net batch settlement and day 2 dishonour
effecting account holders’ requests for cancellation or suspension of authorities, deferral of individual
payments and variation of funding account details
processing Valid Claims and accessing sponsor indemnification

The BECS Procedures establish the standards for:

BECS was established in 1994 to facilitate the interbank clearing and settlement of electronic financial debit
and credit messages between participating Tier 1 members.

Consent and Mandate Services
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The CMS does not rely on any particular customer / CMS Users’ management solution, interfaces, statement or reporting formats;
Participants’ decisions relating to these aspects of servicing of their customers (including CMS Users) are proprietary.

The CMS rules will:
enable existing direct debit messages to be optionally mapped to the ISO payment initiation instruction format, with required data
elements, and exchanged by Participants for real time processing as credit transfers (or real time dishonour)
set standards for sponsorship of CMS Users (creditors/merchants and third party payment initiators)
set standards for creditor-debtor payment mandates and enable use of PayID (instead of funding account details)
preserve the existing rights of consumers in relation to cancellation, suspension, deferral; and account changes (if PayID used, account
change effected automatically when PayID is ported)

The CMS is intended to operate as interbank network capability that leverages: Participants’ client APIs and data assets including contractual
data assets such as TNAs and authorities relied on by banks to process payments via NPP, payment initiation messages and business
service rules to enable the delivery of a scalable alternative to BECS and the development of optimised payment initiation solutions by NPP
Participants and Connected Institutions to end users.

The objective of the CMS project is to augment the existing credit transfer messages with instruction messages that extend NPP use cases
and enable the evolution of legacy payment instruments – enabling ISO 20022 and real time clearing and settlement capabilities to be used
to optimise creditor agent processes – and to enable delivery of a secure third party payment initiation solution to potentially satisfy future
extensions of Consumer Data Rights (namely, write-access to accounts) in line with open banking standards.

The CMS project commenced in 2016. While some reference to this work has been included in NPPAL’s submissions to the RBA and
Productivity Commission, the details are not public, nor is the work concluded or implementation timeframes established.

Consent and Mandate Services
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Thank
you

©2019 NPP Australia Limited (ABN 68 601 428 737)
Disclaimer: This presentation is for general information purposes only. Neither this presentation, nor any information contained in it, shall form the basis
of any contract between NPP Australia Limited and any person, nor constitute a commitment by NPP Australia Limited to any person.
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Robert Milliner, Chairman.
Industry Committee Administration Pty Ltd,
Sydney 2000,
7th August 2021.
Private and Confidential
RE - Controlabill Pty Ltd Patents approved, number 2007242060 and
2012244223.
Breach of approved claims by NPPA. Controlabill’s formal complaint raised to
the ACCC and to the Payment Systems Board.
Dear Mr Milliner, Chairman,
Firstly, can I thank you for sending the contact details for the Industry Committee
Administration Pty Ltd (ICA).
I am writing to you in your capacity as the Chairman of the ICA and as Chair of the
Australian Payments Council but, also to engage with someone who has a reputation
for finding pragmatic solutions. Regarding the above, we would like to engage in
discussions of a more productive nature with yourself. Whilst we attempted to
engage in those discussions with Adrian Lovney and the Board of NPPA our
attempts to collaborate were unhelpfully stonewalled and ultimately formally denied.
In this note, I outline two paths before us, one the current combative and damaging
route and the other where I propose a more collaborative approach that will be value
accretive for the industry and promote competition and product innovation.
I believe there is still time before the ACCC decision to demonstrate the industry’s
willingness to engage with small innovators and at the same time to demonstrate a
willingness to legitimately acquire our IP solutions. The positive PR from this second
approach will surely improve the ICA case.
To date we have had no choice but to press our case to Regulators and anyone that
will listen. For your information I have appended below a Controlabill summary we
prepared for journalists which will give you more background.
You will no doubt, have read our submissions and complaints to the ACCC Mergers
division and perhaps you may have read recent articles published in Banking Day.
You may not be aware that the ACCC Enforcement branch has agreed to take our
complaint and have asked us for detailed information and a timeline dating back
many years.
We expect to be able to deliver this information to the Enforcement Director and to
the Mergers Division before the 17th of August as requested.
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This submission will detail our in-depth engagement with the industry under NDAs, a
great deal of which predates the inception of NPPA. It will detail those engagements
with persons, many of whom now sit on your Payments Council.
Our complaint is comprehensive and covers matters that meet the ACCC definitions
of Abuse of Market Power, Unconscionable Conduct, Misleading and Deceptive
Conduct, Intended and publicised theft of Patented IP and breaches of Copyright.
We will also be raising a separate complaint directly to the RBA Payment Systems
Board on another confidential, but related matter.
On the issue of the Senator there is no senate inquiry as yet. However, you may be
aware that opposition Senator O’Neill has recently questioned Treasury officials
regarding conflicts of interest on a number of contracts awarded to Scott Farrell, a
partner in KWM.
Senator O’Neill has formally approached us to provide her with more detail and I am
happy to provide her with everything we are sending the ACCC and the PSB should
that be necessary.
If the matters above go ahead with the questions they will raise, I believe it will be
very damaging not only to the ICA application but also to senior parties within the
industry and the RBA. Those same questions will be politically very damaging and
affect the standing of KWM. I cannot understand why the industry has chosen this
combative path when it does not have right on its side.
The second path is an alternative that we have always been open to. I would like to
open discussions with you on an acquisition of Controlabill and its IP assets which
will yield the industry a comprehensive package of benefits;
•
•
•
•

It demonstrates the payments industry is collaborative and willing to invest in
innovation. It will also demonstrate the values in the “Banking Oath” in
particularly those statements about competing fairly.
It will provide the industry with 6 years of IP protection,
The additional business models within the patents bring a range of benefits to
the industry in Budgeting (without screen scraping) and in Bill Smoothing, new
lending products together with a range of savings type products.
Other product line extensions include a more cost-effective approach to Open
Banking and the CDR. It will also allow for responsible and effective
competition against BNPL products.

Clearly If we could agree to discuss the above and reach an amicable settlement
(because we appear to be beyond working with NPPA) then our complaint would
simply be unnecessary and of course this is our preferred approach.
Please let me know if you have an interest in opening those productive discussions.
Kind regards
Bernard Wright
Founder Director
0401 311 110
2|Page
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Controlabill Summary
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Controlabill was founded in early 2006 by Stephen Coulter & Bernard Wright.
With more than 40 years of collective banking and utilities experience, they
identified a solution to a fundamental problem in the widely used Direct Debit
and Card systems – and all other customer “authorised” payment systems.
Predominantly phone and paper-based, direct debits are difficult to change
whenever an account number changes, or a customer chooses to change
banks. Moreover, the difficulty in changing direct debits is a barrier to
switching Banks, Insurances, Telco’s, Utilities and Subscription services.
Stephen & Bernard devised a solution allowing payment “authorities” to be
managed centrally and electronically by the customer and connected by API
to the service provider or any authorised participant in the payment system –
e.g., banks and billers. While this solution may seem obvious in 2021, it still
does not exist. NPPA claim they have been working on it since their inception
some 5 years ago.
Stephen & Bernard worked with top-end IP lawyers, Griffith Hack, to
document their solution as intellectual property and lodged multiple patents
and trademarks to protect their intellectual property.
The solution and Intellectual Property is relevant globally as direct debit
systems exist in most major countries with the same outdated processes.
Stephen & Bernard believed a major bank, international bank or payment
scheme like Visa or Mastercard would be keen to license/acquire such a
solution due to the many advantages it would bring – especially to a first
mover.
All major banks, second tier banks, Cuscal, Indue, Card Schemes and
selected international banks were targeted and briefed after a Non-Disclosure
Agreement had been signed by each organisation. Other organisations
briefed include the Reserve Bank of Australia, APCA, EFTPOS, Bpay and
Australia Post. All meetings were held on a “commercial in confidence basis”
and documentation clearly labelled as such. Patents were advised to all
meeting participants and provided as a reason why they should engage with
Controlabill to bring a protected solution to market.
Bank executives involved included some at the highest level, others who have
gone on to industry positions in organisations like NPPA, BPAY and EFTPOS.
Many meetings were held with all banks since 2006. No bank committed to
engage and pay Controlabill for its solution and IP. It seemed banks did not
see it in their interest to enable a customer friendly method of changing
payment authorities – the bankers “club” seem to prefer making it difficult for
customers to change banks.
Over the last 15 years, while under public pressure, the Banks undertook
several failed projects to make it appear they were addressing “account
portability” to enable customers to change banks as easily as mobile-phone
customers can change telco providers. Despite the industry spending and no
doubt writing off hundreds of millions of dollars on projects including “Tick &
Flick”, “MAMBO”, CDR and more recently the “New Payments Platform
Australia” NPPA, no customer solution has been launched.
3|Page
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The proposed ‘Mandated Payment Service’ (Payto) being proposed as part of
the NPPA, breaches Controlabill’s IP regarding “Authorities” Management.
(Mandate is just another word for Authority).
Despite many attempts, Controlabill has been ignored and or bullied by the
banks, industry associations, their lawyers and regulators.
The NPPA is owned by 13 of the largest financial services companies in
Australia most of whom have signed Non-Disclosure Agreements with
Controlabill and are aware of Controlabill’s patents which were granted in
2012.
Any launch by the NPPA or its owners now or in future will be a knowing and
blatant breach of Controlabill’s IP. Its stated intent to do so has already
significantly damaged Controlabill.
Stephen & Bernard, as the Founders of Controlabill, have personally invested
years and hundreds of thousands of dollars in developing Controlabill and its
IP.
The relatively recent Banking & Finance Oath does not seem to have
changed behaviour. We have dealt with executives who are and aren’t
signatories who behave the same.
Despite Banking Enquiries and Royal Commissions, the industry is as
arrogant as ever in not respecting the rights of a small business, seeking to
radically simplify and solve a long-standing banking problem.
Controlabill would be delighted for the NPPA to launch a Mandate Payment
Service for customer benefit – provided Controlabill is paid for its IP.

4|Page
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Level 9
420 George Street
Sydney 2000
Australia
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www.nppa.com.au

30 September 2021
Controlabill Pty Ltd
Plaza Building - Australia Square
Level 11, 87-95 Pitt Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
BY REGISTERED POST
Attention:
Mr Bernard Wright
Mr Gavan Farley
Mr Philip Wass
Dear Sirs

Re Controlabill Patents

We refer to recent submissions and public statements made by directors of Controlabill regarding NPPA’s
Mandated Payment Service, alleging patent infringement and breach of confidence by NPPA and its members
and impugning the conduct of NPPA staff.
We, and our legal advisors, have invited you to properly articulate your allegations by reference to the claims
of the patents that are alleged to be infringed and the design and operation of the Mandated Payment
Service, the details of which are publicly available on NPPA’s website (NPP Regulations, Part 17). You have
refused to do so, and instead have continued to make unjustified claims and threats.
NPPA now demands that you immediately cease and desist from making any further unjustified threats in
relation to infringement by NPPA of any patents owned by Controlabill.
If you continue to make unjustified threats against NPPA, we may, without further notice to you, commence
proceedings against Controlabill seeking a declaration that the threats made by Controlabill are unjustified,
an injunction to restrain Controlabill from making further unjustified threats and damages under section 128
of Patents Act. Enclosed is a draft Originating Application and Statement of Claim that NPPA has prepared
to this end.
Yours faithfully

ADRIAN LOVNEY
Chief Executive Officer
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Form 15
Rules 8.01; 8.04(1)

Originating application
of 2021

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry:

New South Wales

Division:

General

NPP Australia Ltd
Applicant
Controlabill Pty Ltd
Respondent

To the Respondent
The Applicant applies for the relief set out in this application.
The Court will hear this application, or make orders for the conduct of the proceeding, at the
time and place stated below. If you or your lawyer do not attend, then the Court may make
orders in your absence.
You must file a notice of address for service (Form 10) in the Registry before attending Court or
taking any other steps in the proceeding.
Time and date for hearing:
Place:

Law Courts Building, Queens Square, Sydney

Date:

........................................................................
Signed by an officer acting with the authority
of the District Registrar

Filed on behalf of NPP Australia Limited, the Applicant
Prepared by Suzanne Madar
Law firm KING & WOOD MALLESONS
Tel 02 9296 2733
Fax +61 2 9296 3999
Email suzy.madar@au.kwm.com
Address for service: Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney NSW 2000
Ref: SM:602-0066068
53247408_6

Version 2 form approved 09/05/2013
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Details of claim
On the grounds stated in the accompanying statement of claim, the Applicant claims:
1

Declarations that each of:
(a)

Australian Patent No 2007242060; and

(b)

Australian Patent No 20122244223,

(together, the Patents) is invalid.
2

An order that each of the Patents be revoked.

3

Pursuant to section 128(1)(a) of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) (the Act), a declaration that
the Respondent has made the unjustified threats pleaded and particularised in the
Statement of Claim (Threats).

4

Pursuant to section 128(1)(b) of the Act, a permanent injunction restraining the
Respondent, whether itself or its directors, officers, employees or agents, or otherwise,
from making the Threats or any other threats regarding infringement of the Patents.

5

Pursuant to section 128 (1)(c) of the Act, damages sustained by the Applicant as a
result of the Threats.

6

Costs.

7

Such further or other orders as at the Court thinks fit.

Applicant’s address
The Applicant’s address for service is:
Lawyer:
Place:
Email:

Suzanne Madar
King & Wood Mallesons
Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower
1 Farrer Place
Sydney NSW 2000
suzy.madar@au.kwm.com
(Ref: SM:602-0066068)

The Applicant’s address is Level 9, 420 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000.
Service on the Respondent(s)
It is intended to serve this application on all Respondents.
Date: ◄date this document signed►
........................................................................
Suzanne Madar
Lawyer for the Applicant
King & Wood Mallesons

53247408_6
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Statement of claim
of 2021

Federal Court of Australia
District Registry:

New South Wales

Division:

General

NPP Australia Ltd
Applicant
Controlabill Pty Ltd
Respondent
The Parties
1

2

The Applicant is and has been at all material times:
(a)

a company registered under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); and

(b)

able to sue in its corporate name.

The Applicant was formed by a group of Australian banks to build and operate the New
Payments Platform (NPP) in response to a review of the Australian payments system by
the Reserve Bank of Australia’s Payments Systems Board in 2012.

3

The Applicant has developed the Mandated Payment Service (MPS), being a new open
access payments platform.

4

5

The Respondent, is and has been at all material times:
(a)

a company registered under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth); and

(b)

able to be sued in its corporate name.

The Respondent is the developer of a system for use in the management of direct debit
authorities.

Filed on behalf of NPP Australia Limited, the Applicant
Prepared by Suzanne Madar
Law firm KING & WOOD MALLESONS
Tel 02 9296 2733
Email suzy.madar@au.kwm.com
Address for service: Level 61 Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place, Sydney NSW 2000
Ref: SM:602-0066068
53247408_6

Version 2 form approved 09/05/2013
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The Patents
6

The Respondent is recorded on the Australian Register of Patents as the registered
proprietor of:
(a)

Australian Patent No 2007242060 entitled “Automated budget management,
multiple payment, and payment authority management” which was filed on 20
April 2007 (060 Patent); and

(b)

Australian Patent No 20122244223 entitled “Automated budget management,
multiple payment, and payment authority management” which was filed on 26
October 2012 (223 Patent),

(collectively, the Patents).
7

The alleged invention so far as claimed in each claim of the Patents is not an invention
within the meaning of section 18(1)(a) of the Patents Act 1990 (Cth) (the Act) because it
is not a manner of manufacture within the meaning of s 6 of the Statute of Monopolies.
Particulars
(a)

The subject of each of the claims of each of the Patents is a scheme or business
method.

8

By reason of the matter in paragraph 7 above, each of the Patents is invalid and liable to
be revoked.

Unjustified threats
9

The Respondent has made threats that the Applicant has infringed one or both of the
Patents (Threats).
Particulars
(i)

Letter from the Respondent to Chairman and Board of Directors of the
Applicant dated 30 June 2019.

(ii)

Email from Bernard Wright to Vanessa Chapman and Bob Masina dated
3 February 2020.

(iii)

Letter from the Respondent to KWM dated 4 September 2020.

(iv)

Submission by the Respondent to the ACCC dated 21 April 2021.

(v)

Submission by the Respondent to ACCC dated 18 June 2021.

(vi)

Article entitled “Controlabill founder warns NPPA shareholders over
patent dispute”, published in Banking Day on 29 June 2021.

(vii)
53247408_6

Submission by the Respondent to the ACCC dated 17 August 2021.
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(viii)
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Further particulars may be provided after discovery or other interlocutory
processes.

10

The Applicant is a person aggrieved by the Threats, within the meaning of section
128(1) of the Act.

11

The Respondent has not commenced proceedings for patent infringement against the
Applicant.

12

The Threats were unjustifiable within the meaning of section 128(1) of the Act.
Particulars
While it is a matter for the Respondent to seek to prove that the Threats were
justified should it choose to defend the proceeding on that basis, the Applicant
notes the following:
(i)

The MPS does not possess each integer of any claim of the 223 Patent
or the 060 Patent.

(ii)

In respect of the claims of the 223 Patent, without limitation:
(A)

mandates created under the MPS do not constitute a direct debit
authority;

(B)

in the operation of the MPS, a direct debit authority is not
provided to a biller;

(C)

in the operation of the MPS, a direct debit authority is not sent to
a biller financial institution.

(iii)

In respect of claim 1 of the 060 Patent and claims dependent thereon,
without limitation:
(A)

mandates created under the MPS do not constitute a direct debit
authority;

(B)

the MPS does not involve or contemplate the collection of data
relating to a quantum of bills in respect of multiple billers over a
period;

(C)

the MPS does not involve or contemplate determining funds
required to meet those bills;

(D)

the MPS does not involve or contemplate obtaining commitments
to pay funds.

53247408_6
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In respect of claims 2 and 17 of the 060 Patent and claims dependent
thereon:
(A)

mandates created under the MPS do not constitute a direct debit
authority;

(B)

the MPS does not involve or contemplate a customer registration
process that captures and stores data for use in respect of
multiple billers.

13

The Respondent threatens to continue to make, and unless restrained will continue to
make, the Threats.
Particulars
(i)

This can be inferred from the continuation of the Threats over several
years, as particularised at paragraph 9 above.

(ii)

Further particulars may be provided after discovery or other interlocutory
processes.

14

The Applicant has suffered loss and damage by reason of the Threats and will, unless
such acts and conduct are restrained, continue to suffer loss and damage.
Particulars
(i)

Loss and damage includes interruption to the conduct of the Applicant’s
business in the ordinary course and damage to its reputation.

(ii)

Further particulars of loss and damage may be provided prior to any
hearing as to pecuniary relief in this proceeding, including after evidence
and discovery.

15

By reason of the Respondent’s conduct in making the Threats, the Respondent is liable
to pay additional damages pursuant to section 128(1A) of the Act.
Particulars
(i)

The Threats have been flagrant in that:
(A)

it is plain that the Applicant does not infringe the Patents: see the
particulars to paragraph 12 above;

(B)

the Respondent has refused properly to explain the basis on
which it has been asserted that the Applicant has infringed or
threatens to infringe the Patents;

53247408_6
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they have been made without the Respondent having a
reasonable belief that the Applicant infringes the Patents;

(D)

they have been made to third parties with the intention of
disrupting the Applicant’s conduct of its business: see, for
example, particulars (iv) and (v) to paragraph 9 above.

(ii)

Further particulars may be provided, including after evidence and
discovery.

16

The Applicant claims the relief set out in the Originating Application.

Date: ◄date this document signed►

........................................................................
Suzanne Madar
Lawyer for the Applicant
King & Wood Mallesons
This pleading was prepared by King & Wood Mallesons and settled by David Larish of counsel.

53247408_6
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Certificate of lawyer

I, Suzanne Madar, certify to the Court that, in relation to the statement of claim filed on behalf of
the Applicant, the factual and legal material available to me at present provides a proper basis
for each allegation in the pleading.

Date: ◄date this document signed►

........................................................................
Suzanne Madar
Lawyer for the Applicant
King & Wood Mallesons

53247408_6
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From: Compe55onTribunal Registry <Compe55onTribunalRegistry@fedcourt.gov.au>
Date: 1 October 2021 at 13:45:45 AEST
To: "Peter, Wendy" <wendy.peter@accc.gov.au>, "Henrick, Sharon (AU)"
<Sharon.Henrick@au.kwm.com>
Cc: bernard wright <wright.bernard@gmail.com>
Subject: ACT 3 of 2021 - ApplicaJon to the Tribunal [SEC=OFFICIAL]
CAUTION: This email originated from outside KWM.

OFFICIAL - Business related email
Dear Ms Peter and Ms Henrick,
Please ﬁnd aSached a sealed copy of the Applica5on to the Tribunal ﬁled by Controlabill Pty
Ltd on 30th September 2021 for your records.
Kind regards,

Page 1 of 2
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Kind regards,
Raveena

RAVEENA RANDHAWA
Australian Competition Tribunal
P 03 8638 6648 | E raveena.randhawa@fedcourt.gov.au
FEDERAL COURT OF AUSTRALIA
Level 9, Commonwealth Law Courts
305 William Street, Melbourne VIC 3000
www.fedcourt.gov.au

Page 2 of 2
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NOTICE OF LODGMENT
AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL
This document was lodged electronically in the AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL and has
been accepted for lodgment pursuant to the Practice Direction dated 3 April 2019. Filing details follow
and important additional information about these are set out below.

Lodgment and Details
Document Lodged:

Application to Tribunal for Review

File Number:

ACT 3 of 2021

File Title:

APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF MERGER AUTHORISATION
MA 1000020 DETERMINATION MADE ON 9 SEPTEMBER 2021

Registry:

VICTORIA – AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL

REGISTRAR
Dated: 30/09/2021 3:18 PM
Important information
This Notice has been inserted as the first page of the document which has been accepted for electronic
filing. It is now taken to be part of that document for the purposes of the proceeding in the Tribunal
and contains important information for all parties to that proceeding. It must be included in the
document served on each of those parties.
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FORM I

APPLICATION TO TRIBUNAL FOR REVIEW
Proposed amalgamation of Bpay, eftpos and NPPA – ACCC Determination.
1. Controlabill Pty Ltd of level 4, 6 O’Connel Street, Sydney, New South Wales, 2000,
Australia ABN 60118423644, ACN 118423644 hereby applies to the Australian
Competition Tribunal pursuant to section 101 of the Competition and Consumer Act
2010 for review of the determination of the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission dated the 9th day of September 2021.
Commission file number MA 1000020.

2. (a) Controlabill Pty Ltd was not the applicant for the authorisation to which the
determination relates.
(b) Controlabill has an interest in the determination as follows:
Controlabill’s grievance with the decision
Controlabill owns Patented intellectual property regarding “authority/mandate”
management services for all forms of customer authorised payments. Patents were
granted in 2012 by the Australian Patents Office
All the major banks including the RBA are aware of our IP, including granted patents,
and have executed NDAs with Controlabill dating back to 2007.
Controlabill’s issue remains with NPPA’s behaviour toward us and their intended and
now deliberate and publicised breach of our Patents and Copyright materials via its
Mandated Payment Service (MPS now called PayTo), wherein it proposes to
centralise customer authorities in the same manner covered in our patents and is
claiming the same functionality. NPPA will not engage with us to discuss settlement
of the issue and Controlabill does not have the resources to take 13 of the largest
financial institutions through the Court process at this time.
The payment system is characterised by push and pull transactions. Examples of Push
transactions are eftpos and Bpay where the account holder sends money to service
provider and directly authorises the transaction. Pull transactions are exemplified by
Direct Debit, Credit Card Direct Debits and Subscription services and now by the
NPPA PayTo service. Each of these transactions must be pre-authorised and the
service provider must get permission from the customer in the form of a standing
authority or mandate.
Authorities are the driver of BECS direct debit, recurring credit card payments and
soon to be NPPA PayTo and cover around 70% of all household expenditure and even
more in dollar volume when small business is rolled in. The party that controls these
authorities between the billers and the customers controls the payments system. We
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have said this should reside in a competitively neutral party such as Australia Post or
some other entity such as the CDR. Controlabills invention was to make managing
these authorities across all of the pull payment systems easy to manage and to switch.
The ACCC decision as it stands embeds NPPA with price competitive parties and
enables cross subsidisation of revenues and costs that enable anti - competitive
conduct. This merger as it has been approved may allow NPPA pull systems to exist
where because of it inherent costs it would fail to compete with Direct Debit. There is
a lack of clear econometric modelling and price forecasting in the ACCC decision to
analyse this potential matter.
Also, we maintain the theft of our patented IP by a party to the merger is an example
of abuse of market power and unconscionable conduct. We believe this behaviour
should have led to a different outcome for the MPS or Payto service under the ACCC
decision.
Controlabill has raised this grievance with the ACCC and the RBA without response
at this time.
As a result of 13 financial of Australias largest service companies being the owners of
NPPA, potential customers for the Controlabill service have evaporated.
Consequently, this has catastrophic financial damage in the millions of dollars. This
anti-competitive behaviour should not be allowed by the ACCC.
3. I am dissatisfied with the determination of the Commission in the following respects:
We asked the ACCC the following in our submissions (attached)
a) That the ACCC confirm whether NPPA was operating outside of its remit
in developing an overlay service. It is our belief that NPPA was meant to be a
wholesale provider and not one that would collect competitively sensitive end
user customer data. Wholesale providers should have no interest in end user
data See attached agreement with the ACCC.
In other industries such as energy and telecoms regulators have moved to
break-up vertical integrations where wholesale and retail functions are the
same parties and where price gouging/stacking and regulator gaming are made
easy. The ACCC made no reference to the use of the productivity commission
for price review where a monopoly has been allowed.
b) that the ACCC confirm with AP+ its intentions regarding the ownership
structure of the NPPA. Much is redacted from papers and the decision, but it
may be that the RBA, in not moving forward with NPPA and AP+ , wants its
investment in the establishment of NPPA returned. This may substantially
change the dynamic regarding liability for IP theft. This is not detailed in the
ACCC review.
c) NPPA gave the ACCC assurance that it would not develop overlay services,
which we believe has been broken. We asked the ACCC whether there the
rules that will govern AP+ would be the same. This was not analysed. The
inception of AP + may be means of getting around the NPPA restrictions on
the development of overlay services
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d)It is incorrect for the ACCC to cite that there is little competitive overlap
between the parties, all wholesale businesses compete fiercely on price and
convenience. We recognise that eftpos is different in that is Point of Sale.
However, the remaining systems of BPay Cards NPPA and BECS compete
strongly for recurring payments. We asked that the ACCC clarify why the
largest system was not included in the Merger and why it was not in the
analysis. We suspect the merger has little to do with competition and more
about capital management, price cross- subsidisation and perhaps tax and
depreciation management. The decision has no measure to prevent anticompetitive practices. We suspect NPPA pull payments cannot stand in a
competition against existing systems without this happening. Data regarding
this could not be found. It may be that NPPA pull payments cannot scale and
manage its debt overhead without this scheme. This may be potentially worse
if capital is withdrawn by the RBA. If this is the case, then Government and
Treasury have been misled regarding the benefits arising from
misappropriated IP from Controlabill.
4. The determination that I am seeking from the Tribunal is as follows:

a) That the decision to allow this merger be placed into abeyance pending further
review of the points raised as above.
As the body representing competition and consumer interests, insufficient
econometric analysis and long-term impact analysis has been undertaken or
not published. Much is made about least cost routing, yet this is one of the
smaller issues at stake for the community in this decision.
b) That the tribunal also reference our submission to the ACCC competition and
enforcement branch which is under construction and will be complete within
the next few days.
c) That the ACCC release correspondence regarding our matters that they have
received from AP+ and King Wood Mallesons.
d) That the tribunal take into account our requests of the RBA (attached)

5. Particulars of the facts and contentions upon which I intend to rely in support of the
application for review, and a statement of the issues as I see them, are attached to this
mail document

6. My address for service for the purpose of regulation 21 of the Competition and
Consumer Regulations 2010 is
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Bernard Wright, Founder Director, 2A Dargie Street, Everton Park, Qld, 4053 or
wright.bernard@gmail.com
Dated this 30th
day of September 2021
Signed by/on behalf of the applicant - Controlabill Pty Ltd
Yours sincerely
Bernard Wright
Founder Director
0401 311 110
History
Form I amended by SR No 330 of 1995, reg 10.1 and 10.2, effective 6 November 1995; SR No 20 of 1996, reg 10.2, effective 31 January
1996; SR No 280 of 2010, Sch 1, effective 1 January 2011 (as amended by SR No 337 of 2010).
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CONTROLABILL PTY LTD

ACN 118 423 644

ASIC EXTRACT SNAPSHOT

CURRENT ORGANISATION DETAILS

Date Extracted

05/10/2021

Start Date

20/02/2006

ACN

118 423 644

Name

CONTROLABILL PTY LTD

ABN

60 118 423 644

Name Start Date

20/02/2006

Current Name

CONTROLABILL PTY LTD

Status

Registered

Registered In

Victoria

Type

Australian Proprietary Company

Registration Date

20/02/2006

Class

Limited By Shares

Review Date

20/02/2022

Sub Class

Proprietary Company

Company Type

ACN (Australian Company Number)

Disclosing Entity

No

Current Directors

3

Document No.

1E1826156

Current Secretaries

1
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Share Structure (Displaying Top 4 Only)

Class

Class Type

NCP

NON CUMULATIVE PREFERENCE SHARES

ORD

ORDINARY SHARES

Go to Full ASIC Results

Shares Issued

Amount Paid

367968

$300,004.31

2205909

$200.00
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ASIC
Current Organisation Extract

Infotrack
www.infotrack.com.au
1800 738 524

ASIC Data Extracted 05/10/2021 at 15:44
This extract contains information derived from the AustralianSecurities and Investment Commission's (ASIC) database
undersection 1274A of the Corporations Act 2001.Please advise ASIC of any error or omission which you may identify.

- 118 423 644 CONTROLABILL PTY LTD ACN (Australian
Company Number):
ABN:
Current Name:
Registered in:
Registration Date:
Review Date:
Company Bounded By:

118 423 644

Document
No.

60 118 423 644
CONTROLABILL PTY LTD
Victoria
20/02/2006
20/02/2022

- Current Organisation Details Name:
Name Start Date:
Status:
Type:
Class:
Sub Class:

CONTROLABILL PTY LTD
20/02/2006
Registered
Australian Proprietary Company
Limited By Shares
Proprietary Company

1E1826156

- Company Addresses - Registered Office
Address:
Start Date:

1ETL14878
'PLAZA BUILDING - AUSTRALIA SQ' LEVEL 11 87-95 PITT STREET SYDNEY NSW
2000
22/10/2020

- Principal Place of Business
'PLAZA BUILDING - AUSTRALIA SQ' LEVEL 11 87-95 PITT STREET SYDNEY NSW
Address:
2000
Start Date:
18/09/2020

1ETL14878

- Company Officers Note:
A date or address shown as UNKNOWN has not been updated since ASIC took over the records in 1991. For details, order the
appropriate historical state or territory documents, available in microfiche or paper format.
* Check documents listed under ASIC Documents Received for recent changes.
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Director
Name:
Address:
Birth Details:
Appointment Date:
Cease Date:

GAVAN HUGH FARLEY
164 WINDSOR STREET PADDINGTON NSW 2021
12/11/1952 HEATHCOTE VIC
17/03/2014
//

7E6490223

Name:
Address:
Birth Details:
Appointment Date:
Cease Date:

IAN PHILIP JEFFERSON WASS
SUITE 212 32 DELHI ROAD NORTH RYDE NSW 2113
02/07/1955 SYDNEY NSW
18/08/2015
//

7E7230244

Name:
Address:
Birth Details:
Appointment Date:
Cease Date:

BERNARD WRIGHT
2 RADIATA PLACE PEREGIAN SPRINGS QLD 4573
23/10/1956 NEWCASTLE UNITED KINGDOM
20/02/2006
//

0EEM05672

IAN PHILIP JEFFERSON WASS
SUITE 212 32 DELHI ROAD NORTH RYDE NSW 2113
02/07/1955 SYDNEY NSW
24/02/2017
//

7E8802294

Class:
Number of Shares
Issued:
Total Amount Paid /
Taken to be Paid:
Total Amount Due and
Payable:

NON CUMULATIVE PREFERENCE SHARES

1EMG13390

Class:
Number of Shares
Issued:
Total Amount Paid /
Taken to be Paid:
Total Amount Due and
Payable:

ORDINARY SHARES

Secretary
Name:
Address:
Birth Details:
Appointment Date:
Cease Date:

- Share Structure Current

367968
$300,004.31
$0.00

2205909
$200.00
$0.00

7E4930671
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Note:
For each class of shares issued by a company, ASIC records the details of the twenty members of the class (based on
shareholdings). The details of any other members holding the same number of shares as the twentieth ranked member will also
be recorded by ASIC on the database. Where available, historical records show that a member has ceased to be ranked
amongst the twenty members. This may, but does not necessarily mean, that they have ceased to be a member of the
company.

- Share/Interest Holding Current

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

NCP
No

- Members Name:
ACN:
Address:
Joint Holding:

GROVEBROOK NOMINEES PTY LIMITED
149 139 668
85 NORTHWOOD ROAD NORTHWOOD NSW 2066
No

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

NCP
Yes

- Members Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

KATHARINE HANNAH MASSEY O'LEARY
P O BOX 331215 TAKAPUNA AUCKLAND 0740 NEW ZEALAND
Yes

Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

GERALD JOHN OLEARY
P O BOX 331215 TAKAPUNA AUCKLAND 0740 NEW ZEALAND
Yes

Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

VIRGINIA MAY O'LEARY
P O BOX 331215 TAKAPUNA AUCKLAND 0740 NEW ZEALAND
Yes

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

NCP
No

- Members Name:
ACN:
Address:
Joint Holding:
Abn:

PROTO INVESTMENT PARTNERS PTY LTD
143 267 270
LEVEL 4 66 HUNTER STREET SYDNEY NSW 2000
No
87 143 267 270

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

30664
Yes

7E4715056

30664
Yes

7E4715056

183984
Yes

7E4715056
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- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

NCP
Yes

- Members Name:
ACN:
Address:
Joint Holding:
Abn:

FCMS HOLDINGS PTY. LIMITED
150 430 041
164 WINDSOR STREET PADDINGTON NSW 2021
No
93 150 430 041

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

NCP
No

- Members Name:
ACN:
Address:
Joint Holding:

WORLD INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT PTY LTD
003 264 864
SUITE 212 32 DELHI ROAD NORTH RYDE NSW 2113
No

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

ORD
No

- Members Name:
ACN:
Address:
Joint Holding:

JADECO HOLDINGS PTY LIMITED
086 167 099
PO BOX 4188 BALGOWLAH HEIGHTS NSW 2093
No

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

ORD
Yes

- Members Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

BRIAN HAMILTON
999 16TH STREET APARTMENT 12 SAN FRANCISCO 94107 CALIFORNIA UNITED STATES
No

- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

ORD
Yes

- Members Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

PETER ANDREW TOWNSLEY
LONGCROFT STOCKBRIDGE HANTS SO20 6HB UNITED KINGDOM
No

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

30664
Yes

7E4715056

91992
Yes

1EMG13390

1100000
Yes

028094822

51477
Yes

7E4714834

154432
Yes

7E7230244
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- Holding Class:
Beneficially Owned:

ORD
No

- Members Name:
Address:
Joint Holding:

BERNARD WRIGHT
2 RADIATA PLACE PEREGIAN SPRINGS QLD 4573
No

Number Held:
Fully Paid:

900000
Yes

0EEM05672

- External Administration Documents There are no external administration documents held for this organisation.

- Charges There are no charges held for this organisation.

Notes:
On 30 January 2012, the Personal Property Securities Register (PPS Register) commenced.
At that time ASIC transferred all details of current charges to the PPS Registrar.
ASIC can only provide details of satisfied charges prior to that date.
Details of current charges, or charge satisfied since 30 January 2012 can be found on the PPS Register, www.ppsr.gov.au.
InfoTrack may cap documents for on-file searches to 250.

- Document List Notes:
* Documents already listed under Registered Charges are not repeated here.
* Data from Documents with no Date Processed are not included in this Extract.
* Documents with '0' pages have not yet been imaged and are not available via DOCIMAGE. Imaging takes approximately 2
weeks from date of lodgement.
* The document list for a current/historical extract will be limited unless you requested ALL documents for this extract.
* In certain circumstances documents may be capped at 250.
Form Type
484
484
484B
484C

Date Received
Date Processed
No. Pages
15/10/2020
15/10/2020
2
Change to Company Details
Change of Registered Address
Change of Principal Place of Business (Address)

Effective Date
18/09/2020

Document No.
1ETL14878

484
484
484O
484N

30/06/2020
30/06/2020
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

3

30/06/2020

1EMG13390

484
484
484A1

19/11/2018
19/11/2018
Change to Company Details
Change Officeholder Name or Address

2

19/11/2018

0EEM05672
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484A2

Change Member Name or Address

484
484
484O
484N

26/06/2018
26/06/2018
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

3

26/06/2018

0EBB58292

484
484
484B
484E

24/02/2017
24/02/2017
3
Change to Company Details
Change of Registered Address
Appointment or Cessation of a Company Officeholder

24/02/2017

7E8802294

484
484
484E
484A2

19/08/2015
19/08/2015
2
Change to Company Details
Appointment or Cessation of a Company Officeholder
Change Member Name or Address

19/08/2015

7E7230244

484
484C

22/05/2015
22/05/2015
2
Change to Company Details Change of Principal Place Of
Business (Address)

22/05/2015

7E6976492

484
484E

22/05/2015
22/05/2015
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

22/05/2015

7E6976233

484
484E

03/11/2014
03/11/2014
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

03/11/2014

7E6490223

484
484E

18/03/2014
18/03/2014
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

18/03/2014

7E5916942

484
484E

05/03/2014
05/03/2014
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

05/03/2014

7E5883757

484
484
484E
484A2

31/07/2013
31/07/2013
3
Change to Company Details
Appointment or Cessation of a Company Officeholder
Change Member Name or Address

31/07/2013

7E5403647

484
484
484O
484G
484N

21/12/2012
21/12/2012
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Notification of Share Issue
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

21/12/2012

7E4930671

484
484E

22/11/2012
22/11/2012
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

22/11/2012

7E4860157

2
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484
484B

12/09/2012
12/09/2012
2
Change to Company Details Change of Registered Address

12/09/2012

7E4715104

484
484
484O
484G
484N

12/09/2012
12/09/2012
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Notification of Share Issue
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

5

12/09/2012

7E4715056

484
484
484O
484G
484N

12/09/2012
12/09/2012
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Notification of Share Issue
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

3

12/09/2012

7E4714834

484
484E

12/09/2012
12/09/2012
3
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Company Officeholder

12/09/2012

7E4714699

484
484N

03/09/2012
03/09/2012
2
Change to Company Details Changes to (Members) Share
Holdings

03/09/2012

7E4611949

2205
2205B

05/07/2012
09/07/2012
6
Notification of Resolution Relating to Shares Convert Shares
Into Larger or Smaller Number

10/06/2012

028094822

484
484
484O
484G
484N

29/06/2012
29/06/2012
Change to Company Details
Changes to Share Structure
Notification of Share Issue
Changes to (Members) Share Holdings

3

29/06/2012

7E4554131

484
484
484A1
484A2

24/01/2012
24/01/2012
Change to Company Details
Change Officeholder Name or Address
Change Member Name or Address

2

24/01/2012

1E8053738

484
484A2

27/11/2008
27/11/2008
2
Change to Company Details Change Member Name or Address

27/11/2008

1E4982963

484
484
484B
484C
484A1

27/11/2008
27/11/2008
Change to Company Details
Change of Registered Address
Change of Principal Place of Business (Address)
Change Officeholder Name or Address

2

27/11/2008

1E4982964

484
484
484B
484C
484A1

18/07/2008
18/07/2008
Change to Company Details
Change of Registered Address
Change of Principal Place of Business (Address)
Change Officeholder Name or Address

2

18/07/2008

1E4600866

540

484A2

Change Member Name or Address

370
370

10/07/2008
//
0
10/07/2008
NOTIFICATION BY OFFICEHOLDER OF RESIGNATION OR RETIREMENT

024903374

484
484E

10/07/2008
//
0
10/07/2008
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS APPOINTMENT OR CESSATION OF A
COMPANY OFFICEHOLDER

1F0209150

484
484
484B
484C

27/02/2008
27/02/2008
2
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS
CHANGE OF REGISTERED ADDRESS
CHANGE OF PRINCIPAL PLACE OF BUSINESS (ADDRESS)

27/02/2008

1E4130046

484
484E

28/03/2006
28/03/2006
2
28/03/2006
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS APPOINTMENT OR CESSATION OF A
COMPANY OFFICEHOLDER

1E1945117

484
484
484O
484N

28/03/2006
28/03/2006
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS
CHANGES TO SHARE STRUCTURE
CHANGES TO (MEMBERS) SHARE HOLDINGS

28/03/2006

1E1945116

201
201C

20/02/2006
20/02/2006
3
20/02/2006
APPLICATION FOR REGISTRATION AS A PROPRIETARY COMPANY

1E1826156

3

- Company Contact Addresses - Contact Address for ASIC use only
Address:
PO BOX 5 NEUTRAL BAY JUNCTION NSW 2089
Start Date:
18/07/2016

*** End of Document ***

